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• Full screen interactiveeditlS
a complete menu driven progra
development environment.

• 11 significant digits in floating point
arithmetic.

• Built-in transcendental functions.
• Dynamic strings with full set of string
handling features.

• Program chaining with common
variables.

~ Random access data files.,
• Full support of operating system
facilities.

• And much more.
ORDER YOUR COPY OF TURBO
PASCAL TODAY TO TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF OUR INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL.
For Visa and MasterCard orders call toll free

1-800-227-2400 X 968
IN CA: 1-800-772-2666 X 968
(lines open 24 hrs. a day, 7 days a week)

Dealer & Da.tributor Inquiries Welcome.
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' •• 11•• "Popular Computing says
The Home Accountant
does Just about everything
you'd ask of a personal
finance package,"

''11Ie Home Accountant
even flags transactions for tax time.

And that's a big lime-saver
because I can transfer information
to The Tax Advantage™ program
and easily figure out what I owe.",j

~ ,"t_:, ••••.

"You mean you can use
The Home Accountant

''11Ie Home Accountant
is great for

realistic budgeting."

"I'm so glad you brought
it home. I never thought
that creating a budget
and managing money
could be so easy."

* Popular Computing, November, 1982
t Apple Softalk, April, 1982

''11Ie Home Accountant
is th~ #1 best-seiling
home finance package

in the world."

"Softalk Magazine
says it's the most
thorough and

powerful program
of its kind." t
"I agree."

"You can create trend analysis
graphs for each budget

so you can make
_.vi~;ual comparisons of where

you stand financially."

"And you can do it in
full-scale color graphics."

"My company has
5 checking accounts,

6 business credit cards
and 3 money market

funds to keep track of.
The Home Accountant

makes it easy."

"It automatically prints
my checks. And gives

them a very
professional loo~."

''11Ie Home Accountant
will even print a
personal financial statement
and net worth statement.
Keeps me right on top of
my finances." .

Everyone's talking about The Home Accountant~M
Is it because it's the #1 bestselling
home finance package in the world? Or
because it's extremely thorough and
powerful and easy to use? Or because
it's great for home and business use?
Or because it has up to 200 budget
categories and handles up to 5
checking accounts?

Yes. But there are a lot more reasons
why people buy The Home Accountant.
And why you will, too.

Because The Home Accountant can
literally save you hours of time. And
take the headache out of handling your
finances. Whether it's setting up a budget,
cataloging your expenses, balancing
your checkbooks or handling your
credit cards and money market funds.
For personal or business use.

The Home Accountant will even
print net worth and financial state-
ments. Not to mention being a lifesaver
at tax time. Especially when you're able
to transfer information onto Continen-
tal's The TaxAdvantage'" program and
figure out what you owe. Quickly.

In short, The Home Accountant is the
most effective software program there
is for managing your money. And man-
aging it easily.

Stop by your Continental Software
dealer today and pick up The Home
Accountant. You'll see what everyone's
talking about.

The Home Accountant is available
for Apple IIlIIe, IBM PCIXT, Atari
400/800/1200XL, Osbornef TRS-80
Models III/4, Commodore 64, Texas

The Home Accountara and The Tax Advamagc ~rc registered trademarks of Continental Software. "'WI<1I11....!e '''''''' ••.flI..- •••••!<, •.••.App!oCuo:> .I •••..I&'" l'C/XT>tc ,,, __ ,'-1"'''' JI!..,,"""' ..••••.'.cKVtIOOIllOWll.Ok

~:~:.~~~~.::;~~:~~:~:~~"~';;...~::;~~~~~:~:;;~=m::·,~~'":,-;;d";:;;:;=;;,i"~~.TI~~~~~~·I~'~;:~:r;~I'~~~d:~!!":~~·~~qm~~~~~~;[~~~~~·,~~::I::~~~'~n'::'.;~N~'~~~':::II:.

Instruments Professional, Zenith
Z-100/110,Compaq and KayPro compu-
ters. Actual budget capacities will vary
with each computer.

For your free 64 page booklet, "Tips
For Buying Software;' please write
Continental Software, Dept. CC,
11223South Hindry Avenue, Los
Angeles, CA90045,
213/417-8470.

A Division of Arrays, Ine.

••Continental
Software
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HIGH PERFO
NOW AVAILABLE IN A THREE-SPEED

INTRODUCING THENEW DS 220 MULTI-MODE MATRIX PRINTER
First there was the Datasouth

DS180. The original high-perform-
ance printer. The printer that raised
the standards of on-the-job perform-
ance to new heights. A tough act
to follow.

And now, following in the same
tradition, isthe new Datasouth
DS220. State-of-the-art performance,
taken to higher levels. In a new
3-speed multimodeform. Ready to
run data, near letter quality and
graphics output-in a single printer.

At data speed, the Datasouth
DS220 leaves competitors in the dust.
By using high speed tabbing to zip
over blank spaces and true logic
seeking to print the next available

Find Datasouth Printers At
Participating ComputetI.ancJ Stores

And Other Fine Dealers.

character, the Datasouth DS220
charges through printed copy
at speeds rivaling more expensive
line printers.

At 40 CPSNLQ speed, the Data-
south DS220 creates near letter quality
output with the kind of class that
might make you wonder if it was pro-
duced by a daisy wheel printer. With
its fine tuned 18 x 48 dot matrix,
multiple fonts are produced
with the precise clarity required for
word processing applications.

And for graphics, the Datasouth
DS220 adds high performance style to
popular microcomputer applications
programs through high resolution dot

addressable output. Sharp new
details emerge from business charts
and graphs, and engineering
drawings.

And those are just its printing
capabilities. Its fully instrumented
dashboard allows push button pro-
gramming of up to fifty features for
forms control, communications and
print style selection.

Best of all, the Datasouth DS220
costs much lessthan you might ex-
pect for a high performance three
speed. Go to your nearest showroom
and run a Datasouth DS220 through
the gears. See how little it costs to
own three high performance printers
in one high performance-package.

Datasouth Computer Corporation
Box 240947· Charlotte, NC 28224
704/523-8500' Telex 6843018 DASOU UW
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The Creative Computing benchmark is
a short test of computational speed, ac-
curacy, and the random number generator
in Basic. Computers in the chart are listed
in ascending order of completion time of
the test expressed in minutes and seconds.
In the accuracy measure, the smaller the
number the better (.0000001 is excellent
while .187805 is poor). In the randomness
measure, smaller is better (numbers under
15 are good and over 15 are fair).

Since running the short article about
the benchmark test, we have been over-
whelmed with responses from readers who
ran the test on machines not listed in our
original table. With letters still pouring
in, here are the results for 1'40different
computers.

We have taken note of the criticisms of
this simple test and are in the process of
devising a more comprehensive one. Watch
for a follow-up article.-DHA ID

Computer
Cray 1
Amdahl 473
DEC System 13
DEC VAX 11/780
OEC VAX 11/780 (double)
HP 9845B (390 bit slice)
Control Data Cyber 733
HP 3000 Series 44
HP 9836
Control Data 3500
Wang 2200 SVP
Alpha Micro AM 1000E
IBM PC (Compiled Basic)
DEC PDP 11/44 (RSTS)
Wang PC
Tandy Model 2000
Data General Eclipse
Eagle 1600
Stearns Micro
Burroughs 820
Symbolics 3600
DEC PDP 11/24
Alpha Micro AM 100T

, HP 9825
NorthStar 8/16
Burroughs 822
NEe Adv Pers Camp
Tektronix 4054
Olivetti M20
Saybrook 68000 (in Apple)
TI Professional
Compaq
HP 9845B
Zenith Z-100 (8088)
Samurai 516
ACT Apricot
Sharp PC-5000
IBM 34 (short precision)
Eagle PC-2
DEC Rainbow 100
Acorn BaC Computer
Col umbia MPC
Computer Devices DOT
IBM PC
LMI CADR
GeE Vectrex
Apple II, Titan Accel
Sharp MZ-80A
TI OS990/12 (Mini TS)
Laser 2301
Memotech MX-512
Caleca Adam
HP 9020C
Lobo Max-Be
Lynx
TRS-80 Model 4
Panasonic JR20i"
SCS 100
IMS 8000
Alspa ACI-l
DECmate II
Xerox 820-11
Morrow Micro Decision
Heath H-8, Trionyx Z80
IBM 34 (long precision)
Vector Graphic 3 VIP
Zanith Z-lee (8085)
Micromation Mariner
HP 125
Toshiba T100

Time
0:00.01
0:00.04
0:00.18
0:00.28
0:01. 5
0:03
0:03
0:04
0:05
0:05
0:05
0:05
0:06
0:07
0:07
0:07
0:08
0:08
0:08
0:09
0:09
0:09
0:10
0:11
0: 11
0:12
a:12
0:12
0:13
0:13o 15
o 15
o 15
" 17o 17o 18
o 18
o 18
o 19o 20
o 21
o 21
o 22
o 24
o 24
o 33
3 33
e 35
o 36
o 40o 46
o 47o 48
o 48
o 51
o 53
e 57
o 59
o 59
o 59
o 59
o 59
1 00
1 02
1 02
1 04
1 04
1 05
1 08
1 09

Accuracy
.0000000014
.00000000011846
.00494385
.00113525
.000000000163283
.00000882
.03000000355
.112549
.000000000127329
.001302457
.000000076
.000000936911
.01159668
.000000000158325
.005859375
.005859375
.00003000a345835
.005859375
.005859375
,.00593'8744544977
.111328125
.0000000000160298
.00000387337
.00000882
.005859
.0a5859375
.005859375
.000000014042598
.0114136
.00000300011
.335859375
.005859375
.00000882
.005859375
.01159668
.005859375
.005859375
.1967
.005859375
.005859375
.0000128746033
.005859375
.005859375
.01159668
.000202178789551
.0753174
.0010414235
.00022172928
.0000000388
.0003272295
.000252962112
.000426292419
.00033a000127329
.0338745
.155
.0670776
.00021481514
.187805
.187805
.187805
.187805
.187805
.187805
.187805
.000000001307
.0338745
.187835
.187805
.187805
.187805

Random
6.1

12.4
8.9
5.3
5.3

23.1
6.1

12.9
5.5
2.8
3.9

12.4
20.4
11.,5
7.2
7.2
1.1
7.2
7.1
3.2
8.5
9.9

12.4
9.1
7.2

15.7
7.2
8.5
6.2

10.4
7.1
7.1

23.1
9.7
6.3
7.2
7.2

25.2 ,
7.2
7.2
5.2
7.2
7.1
6.3
8.6
0.9
4.5
8.6
3.1

17.4
6.9
6.2

23.2
5.8

14.1
6.5

15.1
7.4
9.6
7.4
7.4
7.4
7.4
3.1

16.2
7.5
9.5
7.4
7.4
7.4

Computer
Epson OX-10
Osborne 01
TRS-80 Model II
Mattel Aquarius
Epson OX-10
HP-85A
OSI Challenger lP
Morrow MD3 (Bazie 10)
HP-86A, B
Tektronix 4951
Digital Group Bytemaster
NEC PC-8001A
Atari 800 (MBasic)
Kaypro II
Sony SMC-73
HP-75C
North Star Horizon(10 dig)
NEC PC-8201
MicroOffice RoadRunner
Teleram 39121121
Apple III
Vic 20
Commodore SuperPET
HP 9830B
Commodore 64
Apple II plus
Apple lIe
NEC PC-8801A
Rockwell Aim 65
Compucolor Ii
TRS-80 Model III
Micro Color Computer
Commodore CBM 8032, 2001
Heath/Zenith H-89A
Atari 2699 Graduate
TRS-81l Model I
Color comput er:
Atari 800 (fastchip)
Dragon 32
Epson HX-20
DAI
Timex/Sinclair 1000 (fast)
Interact Model R
Wang 2210
OSI Challenger 1
SpectraVideo 318/328
TI 99/4A
Radio Shack PC-3
TI 99/4A, Extended
Or ic-l
Datapoint 1800
Sinclair ZXBl
Sinclair Spectrum
TRS-80 Model 100
Timex 2068
Casio FP-200
Sharp PC-1500 (RS PC-2)
Cromemco e-re
TI CC-40
Sanyo PHC-25
Canon X-07
Atari 1200XL
Atari 400/800
Sharp PC-l250
Magic
Timex/Sinclair 1000(810w)
IBM System 23
HP-97
Sharp PC-l211
TI SR-50 (Calculator)

Time
1:09
1.10
1: 11
1:17
1:18
1:20
1:20
1: 21
1:25
1:26
1:27
1:29
1: 35
1:36
1:37
1:38
1:41
1:44
1:48
1:48
1:48
1:49
1:50
1.52
1:53
1: 53
1: 53
1:54
1: 56
1: 57
1:59
1:59
2:01
2:04
2:15
2:19
2:23
2: 23
2:29
2:36
2:38
2:43
2: 50
2:52
3:07
3:40
3:46
4:00
4:10
4:10
4:16
4:23
4:39
4:54
4:55
5:05
5: 10
5:18
5:41
5:41
6:03
6:45
6:48

11: 14
11.45
16:55
18:48
23;00
28:32
12.7 days

NEXT N
ABS(1010-S/5)
ABS(1000-R)
Accuracy
.187805
.187805
.187805
.187805
.187805
.00000002
.32959
.000473
.00000002
.000000014042598
.000002779
.0338745
.150879
.187805
.0000000458
.00000002
.000473
.187805
.187805
.187805
.1l11914
.0010414235
.000209331512
.00000889
.00111414235
.0010414235
.0010414235
.187805
.00104141235
.0338745
.1l338745
.000596284867
.0010414235
.187805
.000224679708
.0338745
.000596284867
.006875
.000596284867
.0338745
.210266
.00041294098
.0338745 ,
.000011432
.0010414235
.0000002058
.00000011
.00000627
.00000011
.00104141235
.0000012042
.0006685257
.0006685257
.0000002058
.00066876411
.00723
.0000288
.00000001
.00000011
.000267505646
.0000002058
.013959
.012959
.0000288
.0000000744
.00041294098
.00000005503
_liJ0t2112J34
.00002882
.193704289

Random

10 Ahl' 5 51 mpl e Benchmark20 FOR N=l TO 100: A=N
30 FOR 1=1 TO 10
40 A=5QR(A): R=R+RNO(l)
50 NEXT I
60 FOR 1=1 TO 10
70 A=A~2: R=R+RNO(l)
80 NEXT I
90 5=S+A:
100 PRINT
110 PRINT

7.4
7.4
3.1

10.0
7.4

14.3
5.5
3.6

13.6
8.1
3.6
3.0
2.1
7.5
3.8
5.8
3.6
9.3
7.4
7.4
6.7

23.7
20.4
13.1
8.9

12.1l
12.0
7.4

14.7
1.4
5.8
7.6
1.4
7.4
7.9

12.0
7.3
7.0
7.3

23.8
9.6
8.7
8.1

12.5
13.9
0.7
2.6
HI.9
10.7
12.1
11.3
6.3
3.5
0.7

12.8
30.3
7.8

16.1
6.2

10.2
24.9
5.2

22.8
5.9

7.4
3.4

6

16.4
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CAPTAIN™
TECMAR'S TOP OF THE LINE MULTIFUNCTION BOARD
Provides maximum memory expansion to 640K for the PC.
Performs eight (8) key functions in one (1) expansion slot.
•0 to 384K MEMORY· fully socketed for easy •SPEED DISK SOFTWARE (included) . simulates
user upgrade in 64K blocks. high speed disk drive in RAM, from 5K to 512K

•CLOCK/CALENDAR· battery-powered to main- in 1K increments. 50% faster than a Winchester.
tain date and time while computer is on or off. •AUTOTIME SOFTWARE (included)'

•SERIAL PORT· to connect to modem or printer automatically enters correct date and time
with full IBM PC compatibility each time the user powers up the computer.

•PARALLEL PORT· fully compatible for stan- •OPTION· inexpensive PAL chip enables user
dard IBM Parallel Printer or compatible to restrict availability of information on a 'need
printers. Cable and connector included. to know' basis or to limit access to proprietary

•RAMSPOOLER SOFTWARE (included)· enables software.
printing to become a background task, freeing
your PC for other functions.

$349 UnpODIJla1rad
Memory

$389/64K
$470/128K
$551/192K
$633/256K
$714/320K
$795/384K

WAVE™& BOSUN™ for your IBM PC/Xl
WAVE™

WAVE

29900

BOSUN
$19500

$299/64K
$379/128K

$449/192K
$499/256K

WAVE fits into a short slot in the IBM PCIXT.
•64K to 256K MEMORY· fully socketed for easy
field upgrade in 64K blocks.

The following additional features are the same as
Captain described above:
•RAMSpooler TM Software
SpeedDisk TM Software

BOSUN™
BOSUN fits into a short slot in..the IBM PC/XT.
The following features are the same as Captain
described above: •RAMSpooler Software
•Clock/Calendar •Autotime ™ Software
•Serial Port •PAL Option
•Parallel Port •Cable and Connector

Tecmar, Inc.
6225 Cochran Road
Solon (Cleveland), Ohio 44139·3377
Phone: (216)349·0600Telex: 466692 PARALLEL PRINTER CONNECTOR

Teemar boards have:
-COMPATIBILITY WITH IBM PC AND OTHER
LOOK ALIKES.

- Full one year warranty
•GUARANTEED 72 Hour repair turn-around
THESE TECMAR PRODUCTS ARE DELIVERABLE

. NOW!
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lYearsAgo
The Mar/ Apr 1977 issue had a special

focus section on computer music that was
put together by Fred Hofstetter of the
University of Delaware. In the music sec-
tion were articles about music dream ma-
chines (using a Plato system), the Dart-
mouth on-line music system, a guide to
computer music recordings, dance notation
on the computer, four music-oriented
games, building a kluge harp for a micro-
computer (by Carl Helmers), and a com-
prehensive bibliography.

Steve North and David Ahl prepared a
major piece, "Saga ofa System," which
described the trials and tribulations of
putting together a pair of heavily-loaded
S-l00 systems. Various components were
described including the TV Dazzler, video

display board, AID and joysticks, bytesaver
(sort of an automatic bootstrap loader),
interface board, cassette interface board,
beefy power supply and clock fix for the
Altair (by Parasitic Engineering), and 8K
static RAM board.
A thoughtful article proposed the use

of a structured "pseudo Basic" to make
programs more readable and understand-
able. Sorry to say, it never caught on.
The first of the popular series of "Thinking
Strategies With the Computer" by Don
Piele and Larry Wood appeared in this
issue-s-it dealt with inference and heuristic
problem solving.

The ads were looking much more pro-
fessional and many were in color.
Cromemco announced the Z2, an early

Z80 system ($595, no memory included)
and Processor Technology announced an
assembled version of the Sol-2Ofor $1495.
MITS announced the Altair Kit-A-Month
plan ($79/mo. for a 680 to $107/mo. for
an 8800b), and the first ad for the Poly-
Morphic 88 appeared (complete 8K cas-
sette-based system with monitor, $1750).
And Advanced Computer Products was
heralding a price breakthrough on static
RAM boards (8K for $198). -DHA

PRINTERS
Okidata 82A. . .. 5419.00
Okidata 92A 5499.00
EPSON MX, RX, FX . . .. CAlL
Star Gemini lOX.. .. . .. 5309.00
Star Gemini 15X. . .. 5499.00·
Star Delta 10 . . .... 5549.00
Transtar 315 . .. .. 5575.00
(color plotter)
Panasonic 1090. . . .... 5310.00
(SOcps. fric/trac, graphics)
Panasonic 1092 5482.00
(ISO cps. 7 kb buffer, FX software
compatible)
Panasonic 1093 5760.00
(160 cps. 2kb buffer, FX software
compatible, 15" carriage)
LETTEROUALITY
Panasonic 3151 CALL
(22cps/snannon, 21 cps/pica. Diablo
supplies, bi-<1ir)
Diablo 620. , 5990.00
Transtar 130. . . 5769.00
(6mo. warranty, Diablo print routines,
15")
Transtar 120. . 5500.00
(6mo. warranty, Diablo print routines,
14 cps)
NEC 3530. . . .. 51675.00
NEC 3550. . . 51950.00
IIBM compatible, 33 cpsl

GENERIC
DISKETTES
Money Back Guarantee
Ouantity 100 Minimun
With Jackets No Labels

MONITORS MODEMS SS/DD. . 51.45
DS/DD. . 52.20D.C Hayes Smartmodem 300

........ .' 5209.00
D.C Hayes Smartmodem 1200
......................... 5549.00
D.C Hayes Smartmodem 1200B

........... 5470.00
w/Software. IBM
D.C Hayes Micromodem "

Panasonic TRI20AMBER .... 5169.00
(w/sound)
Panasonic TR 120 5155.00
(green phosphor, sound, composite)
Panasonic CT 160 . . ... 5279.00
(composite color, dual mode)
DT 013000 . . .. 5375.00
(RGB)
CT 1320 V . . .. 550000
(RGB)
AMDEK Color I Plus 5299.00
(composite, 13", 260 x 300 res,
speaker)
AMDEK Color" . . .. 5485.00
(RGB, 13", IBM. APPLE lie,
APPLE III)
SANYO Green Phosphor. . $95.00
(composite, no sound)

Verbatim SS/DD . . .. $22.95
DS/DD . . $36.95
Disk Drive Analyzer - IBM, Apple

$29.95
Dysan SS/DD 535.00
DS/DD . . .. $54.00

TO ORDER TOLL FREE- .. · .
(600' 527-4893 or (800) 442-1048 in Texas

SJB DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
10520 Plano Road, Suite 206

Dallas, Texas 75238

8

Surge ProtectOrl

4 Outlets $32.00
6 Outlets 534.00

STORAGE
MEDIA......................... $323.00

w/Software, Apple

DISKETTES
Flip'n'File 50 $25.95
Disk Minder 75 .. . 520.00

HOW TO OM)lR: UN Phone Of' ~II to
order- Pe~n.t c~ com~ny
checb, tMnk check., money order'll.
C.O.D. (on h.rdw ••.•only) requl,... 2~
deposit, VIN/Mutercard .oc~ted.
PrIc.. reflect 3~ ~ dlltOOunt.
Shipp6ng & tnaufllnce Itdd 311101 total
ordervetueforUPSSurface,S"'orUPS
Air or Parcel Post. Telt•• realdent. add
8IIb ••Ie. lax on out-of-state orde,...
Pricea & a".Ulblllty .ubject to change
••••tl'lout notice.
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ELEPHAlrlEIER FORGETS.
A full line of top-quality floppies, in virtually eve7 51/i' and 8"model, for compatibility with virtually every computer on the market.

Guaranteed to meet or exceed every industry standard, certijied 100% error-freeand problem-free, and to maintain its quality for at least 12 million passes
(or over a lifetime of heavy-duty use). ,

Contact Dennison Computer Supplies, lnc., 55Providence Highway, Norwood, MA 02062 or call toll-free 1-800-343-8413. .-p.j '@']"
In Massachusetts, call collect (617) 769-8150. Telex 951-624.
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Now you can choose from a variety of the most
wanted programs-TUTORIALS, EDUCATIONAL
GAMES, DISCOVERYACTIVITIES,and more . . .
all from EDUCATIONALACTIVITIESrated # I in
educational software.' EA's new DAYBREAKdivi-
sion offers superior programs designed for children
of various ages and abilities ... at home!

• Theprograms are all self-directing.
No adult supervision is necessary.
• Tutorial programs are all self-correcting.

• Programs are all self-motivating.

All programs are level-adjustable. Parent or child
can vary their complexity and create new challenges
as the child progresses.
The Programs Your Child Needs Most!

•MATH •READING • ENGLISH
• PRESCHOOL ACTIVITIES

•SOCIAL STUDIES •SPELLING • LOGIC

For Children Ages 3-18.
Most programs available on Apple 11+or lie,
Commodore 64, and TRS 80, Models III & IV,

Circle # '228 or write for latest catalog.
* Rating by Queue. Inc.. publishers of "Microcompulers in Educalion"

A
Note To
Our Readers

_I

Product evaluations in Creative Com-
puting are different from those in many
other magazines. Here's why.
A Creative Computing product eval-

uation is objective, thorough, and in-depth.
Normally, we get an actual production
product for testing-on loan or purchased
from the manufacturer. We do not ask
for or accept any special treatment, but
interact with the manufacturer as a normal
customer would.

In most cases, we test the product in
, the environment and under the conditions
in which we would expect it to be used.

, We do not believe that we should sit in an
ivory tower and pass judgment on a product
that is meant to be used by a salesman on
the road or a child in a classsroom.
When we evaluate a prototype, we state

that fact in the review. Even so, we do
not simply recite the manufacturer speci-
fications; instead, we use the product,
apply our own tests, and report on the
results. If it lives up to the published specs,
fine; if not, we tell you.

In our evaluations, we call a spade a
spade and a lemon a lemon. Advertisers
do not receive special treatment-no one
does. Some manufacturers do not like
this policy and refuse to work with us or
advertise in the magazine. But most manu-
facturers welcome our policy of scrupulous
honesty, and for that, we applaud them.

Nevertheless, we are not right all of the
time. Sometimes, a unit might perform
well in our tests, but be a dog for you. For
that, we are sorry. But for the most part,
we trust you will find our reviews-and
the rest of the magazine-credible, honest,
and interesting. lD
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Ftoa11y, aliens your kids can reasonwith
instead of destroy.

Spinnaker computer games are lots offun. They're also
instructive. Not destructive. That's why INSEARCHOF THE
MOST AMAZINGTHING'"lets your kids negotiate with aliens.
Not destroy them.
It's Amazingly Fun!
The Most Amazing Thing is out there somewhere. Find-

ing it won't be easy. Luckily, your kids will have the help
of old Uncle Smoke Bailey. Because they'll have to fly the
B-lIner. avoid dangerous Mire Crabs, and trade with aliens.

It takes skill, persistence and imagination to find The Most
Amazing Thing. Because it's the most elusive thing in the
whole wide galaxy. But that's what makes it so exciting.
It's Amazingly Educational!

Like all Spinnaker games, IN SEARCHOF THEMOST

We make learning fun.

AMAZINGTHINGhas real educational value.
Your kids will sharpen their ability to estimate distances

and quantities, and will become more aware of direction
and time. They'll develop a knack for economic principles,
and learn to solve problems through trial and error.

So if you're looking for exciting computer games that
give your kids something to think about.just go IN SEARCH
OF THEMOSTAMAZINGTHINGat your local.
retailer: It's so much fun
you'll probably be tempt
ed to play it yourself.

"IN SEARCH OF THE MOST AMAZING THING Is

TM

Apple, IBM and Atarl are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, tnc., International Business Machines Corp. and Atan, tnc. respectively. Commodore 64 is a trademark of Commodore ttectromcs limited
IN SEARCH OF THE MOST AMAZING THING computer program 15a trademark of Spinnaker Software Corp.
<01983, Spinnaker Software Corp. All rights reserved.



David H. Ahl
In this issue of Creative Computing, on as a shakeout-it was just good,

we focus on the subject of competition in healthy, American competition. Some
the computer industry. In the last six people made it, some didn't. Some were
months, the popular press has had a hurt, some found that pot of gold. But
field day with the computer industry now it is called a "shakeout" -that
with articles such as "Mass Marketing probably sells more newspapers and

_&-...;.:::..::..::..;;..~::z~~- sounds better on the

the Computer," "Caveat Emptor: The
Shakeout in Personal Computers," and
"Losses Mount in Home Computers."
We've also read about the computer in-
dustry tapping marketing executives
from the consumer products industry as
marketing begins to loom more
important than technology.
We have been follewing the personal

computer industry since its inception
nine years ago. (For what it's worth,
Creative Computing is the only magazine
that can make that claim, since we are
the only consumer computing magazine
that was around when the personal com-
puter was born in January, 1975.)
Although we are a part of the in-

dustry, we have generally reported on
new computers, software, and applica-
tions, and rarely on companies or the in-
dustry. However, we think that it is
about time to present an objective, over-
all view to balance the sensationalism of
the popular press.

First of all, the so-called shakeout is
not new. Perhaps failures are more vis-
ible because the companies are bigger or
because more people are interested in
personal computers than ever before.
But if you look at the ads in a five-year-
old issue of Creative Computing, you will
find that fewer than one-half of the
companies are still around. The biggest-
selling computer in 1975 through 1978
was the Altair. Today, it is dead. The
IMSAI was a major contender, now
dead. The first computer to combine
the keyboard with the processor, the
Sol-20 by Processor Technology, was
a soaring success-for two years.
And what of Polymorphic,
Southwest Technical Products,
VideoBrain, Exidy, Technical
Design Labs, Ohio Scientific,
The Digital Group, and Wave-
mate? Don't ask.

For some reason, for the
past ten years, we did not
refer to what was going .

'"---- ."""-'••...if

The word "shakeout"
sells more news/Jilpe s
than the wor'6-~- "
"competition.

TV news than "com-
petition. "

As Mark Twain said,
"The reports of my death
are greatly exaggerated." So
are the reports of a shakeout
in the personal computer
industry. What is .

ten years.
In this special

section about
that competi-
tion, youwill
find an
ticle on
what
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it takes to be successful, or, how to tell
the winners from the losers. We have
also taken a close look at what has hap-
pened within eight companies-some are
front runners, some got a late start, and
some have fallen by the wayside. There
is no simple reason why some are
successful and others are not, but their
stories make interesting reading.
We also have some interviews with

key people in the industry such as Bill
Gates, president of Microsoft, and out-
side observers such as Barbara Isgur, a
securities analyst with Paine Webber.
Rounding out the section is a piece
about Comdex, a major industry show,
that makes the word shakeout sound
ridiculous.



Using Your Brain Is Fun
Wh~nYOUTePlaying Quizagon!
Knowledge, strategy, luck ...all
are part of mastering this exciting,
new type of gamel
Over 6,000 questions explore
and expand what you know about
SCience,sports, enterta inment
and potpou rri.

It's a family game. It's a party
game. It's a game for people who
want to challenge
their minds.

Available for the IBM PC,Apple II, Commodore 64
For the name of your nearest dealer call 800-328-1223

III counterpoint software, inc.
4005 west sixty-fifth street. minneapolis. mn 55435
(612J926-7888. (800J 328-1223



What Does It Take
To Be Successful

or
How ToTel/TheWinners

Fran The Losers

David H. Ahl

By reading the articles in computer
magazines about trade shows, you can
get a good idea about the new companies
and products. And by reading The Wall
Street Journal and Electronic News, you
can see which' company flied under
Chapter 11 this week and which one
posted record earnings. But in between
these two points, how can you tell the
winners from the losers? In other words,
what does it take to be successful in the
small computer marketplace?

Listed below are some of the factors
necessary for success. It is not an all-
inclusive list, but it hits the major ones.
As you read the list, it is important to
keep in mind 'that these factors form a
chain and a weakness in one or two links
can cause the chain to break. A com-
pany may have eight of these factors in
place, hut if the ninth is weak or missing,
chances are the whole thing will go
down the drain. '

Financing
Someone once said, "Money may not

be everything, but it is a way ahead of
whatever is in second place." This is
doubly true for a computer manufac-
turer. Designing a computer, making
prototypes, developing software, lining
up dealers, placing advertising-c-all of
these things must be done before a dime
comes back. So big money is needed to
get started. .

Moreover, continuing development is
necessary. One product will not last for-
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ever, and even though the firm may be
making a profit, it probably will not be
enough to support the company through
a new product development cycle and
certainly not through an economic slow-
down. Consequently, when entering the
small computer market it helps to be in
healthy financial shapenBM), have a
wealthy parent company (Atari owned
by Warner), or have gobs of venture
capital (Osborne).

Product/Price
We lump product and price together

for the simple reason that you can't con-
sider one without the other. For exam-
ple, you may think that the Timex 1000
is a terrible computer, but at $39 it sells.
Thus, the price is right for the product.
On the other hand, when the TI 99/4
was first introduced at $700, it
was vastly overpriced; at $350
it would have been, fairly
priced for the product.

There are times
when the price
charged is higher
than the product
merits (say, the
IBM PC), however, It ISJUS-
tified by other factors (the three letters,
IBM). But for the most part, the price
must be consistent with the value the
product offers to the customer and
consistent with the other entries in the
market.

Evolving Product
There is no product in the world that

is evolving as fast as the computer. Last
year's marvel is next year's relic. The av-
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Seel ~~"runo.,Once there was a
•

before the written word, when
, I ,

people used •• pictures to communicate. Symbols representing

entire , ideas were easy to <ii> see and understand. And the people were comfortable with'this language.
z:

And they were c.:»: happy.

h••••But then came t e ' computer.

And symbols were replaced by complicated commands. Soon data processing meant learning a whole new

vocabulary. And the people became frightened of the new computer language. And they were ..- sad.

Then came Jane.

computer.Absolutely, positively, unequivocably, unquestionably, the most simple way to operate a

Jane doe, away with the keyboarde.Instead, a simple, hand-held device called a

selects from a variety of applications. From letters to lists, to calculations and spreadsheets. Jane does them all.

mouse'

Jane does away with complex command words,

Instead, simple, easy-to-understand I ~ pictures tell the computer what to do.

From one operation to many, all on one screen at the same time.

Best of all, Jane doesn't cost lots of $ money. Now everyone can use a home computer. Jane gives back to

the people a language they understand.

And they • Jane. You can too.

One word is worth a thousand pictures.

See Jane run at Softcon '84.
/

Jane comes complete with Janewrite TM, Janecqlc no, Joneust". and of course, a mouse,

v~arktronics 113South Fourth Avenue, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104, 1-800-Call ARK, in Michigan, (313) 769-7253

Jane is now available for the Apple II, II + [641<],lie, Commodore 64, Available soon for the new Atori'" series and
the IBM PC'" and compatibles, Apple "'. Commodore "'. IBM '" and Atari '" ore all registered trademarks,
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How To Tell The Winners, continued ...
erage product life cycle in the computer
market tends to be about two to three
years. Certain exceptional products have
stretched. further (Apple) while some
others have had lives of a year or less.

The point is that the minute a com-
puter is in the market, the R&D depart-
ment ought to be well along on its
successor. Moreover, in most cases, the
successor ought to be an evolving prod-
uct, not a completely new one. An
evolutionary product will be able to run
existing software and will be attractive
to existing customers who want to
upgrade.

Thus, the Apple lIe was a logical
successor to the Apple II and the IBM
PCXT, 3270, and PCjr are logical exten-
sions of the PC family. On the other
hand, Processor Technology had no
successor to the very successful Sol-20,
Bally had none for the Arcade, and
Atari's XL series doesn't directly run
software designed for the earlier units.

Peripherals
One of the reasons that the computer

market seems to be expanding without
bound is that the computers themselves
can be used for so many different things.
While there are a few applications that
are common to all users, there are thou-
sands of other applications that appeal
to small market segments. However,
many of these unusual applications re-
quire unusual peripherals that are sup-
plied by smaller specialty companies.

Thus, if a computer manufacturer de-

signs the computer so that other boards
can be plugged in (Apple, IBM, S-loo
systems) or with an accessible bus (Com-
modore), it is more likely that third
party manufacturers will make peripher-
als for it. And in the long run, this
means staying power in the marketplace,
although the next factor, software, is
even more important.

Software
Around here it is known as Ahl's Ax-

iom: "Without software a computer is
just an expensive boat anchor." Equally
true is the fact that no computer manu-
facturer can possibly make all the soft-
ware that their customers will want. TI,
a giant of a company, tried, and proved
that it couldn't be done.

Hence, to be successful, a computer
manufacturer must attract outside soft-
ware vendors to make and market soft-
ware for their machine. While strengths
in some areas will overcome weaknesses
in others, this is one factor for which a
machine cannot compensate with
strength elsewhere. Without software, a
computer is dead. Period.

Reliability and Service
Like product and price, reliability and

service go hand in hand. If you have
good reliability, you won't have much
call for service. Nevertheless, for the few
(or many) customers who will need ser-
vice, there must be provision for obtain-
ing it. It doesn't matter if this is
provided by computer stores, by

Have ItYourWay

David H. Ahl

Back when we first discussed doing an
issue focusing on competition in the in-
dustry, our ad reps were appalled. "You
editorial people will name names and
call a spade a spade, and no one will
want to advertise with us."

We replied, "Wait and see. We are not
a muckraking magazine, and we believe
that our scrupulous honesty- will in-
crease our already-excellent credibility
and advertisers will be attracted to the
magazine." In the coming months, we'll
see who was right.

Much more botherso.ne, however,
was the strong opinion expressed by
Larry Sporn, president of Ziff-Davis
Consumer Computers and Electronics
Magazine Division, that Creative
Computing readers weren't interested in
an "industry" issue. "They don't look to
Creative Computing for stories about
competition and companies," said Larry,
concluding with the strong words, ."It
won't sell." Again, we'll see.

However, if you like what is in this is-
sue, and don't mind seeing us go off on
an occasional tangent, please drop me a
line. Better yet, drop a line to Larry
Sporn and tell him what you think of the
magazine. His address: Ziff-Davis.. One
Park Ave., New York, NY 10016.
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exchanging units, or by a contract
service organization. What matters is
that broken units be serviced promptly
and with a minimum of fuss.

Service may not affect many cus-
tomers-7% is considered an acceptable
initial defect rate by one of the industry
giants-but almost 'by definition that
small group of customers will be the
most vocal. Vocal to the people where
the computer was purchased, vocal to
friends, and vocal to the media. No com-
puter company can afford the reputation
of having defective products. Coleco, for
example, has its hands full trying to
counteract the media reports of an initial
defect rate of 30% and higher on the
Adam.

Advertising and Promotion
There are two aspects to advertising

and promotion, neither one of which can
stand alone. First, a computer must be
accepted by the influencers. These are
the people who are the first ones on the
block to get a new product or the first
company in the city to try a new tech-
nology. These influencers are crucial to
the success of a new computer because
they are the people to whom the masses
turn for advice.

The influencers are knowledgeable
and must be reached through advertising
in leading edge, in-depth magazines such
as Byte and Creative Computing. They
are not reached through general interest
magaiines (Smithsonian, Playboy), busi-
ness magazines (Fortune, Forbes), or
even the "mass market" computer
magazines aimed at-technologically un-
sophisticated readers (Personal Comput-
ing, Popular Computing).

The second step of advertising and
promotion is to reach the wider, mass
market. But the manufacturer who ad-
vertises only to that market has an enor-
mous hurdle to overcome-the lack of
word-of-mouth advice from market
trendsetters, MatteI ignored the in-
fluencers and blew it. So did Panasonic.
And more than a few companies are
headed down this same path to oblivion
today.

Reviews
One of the best types of "free" pub-

licity for a new computer is a product re-
view. A three-page product review is
probably worth as much as ten paid
pages of advertising. Yet, frequently
manufacturers don't allocate machines
for this purpose. Indeed, we recently got
a letter from Xerox telling us that all
their new 1810 computers were going to
customers, so none were available for re-
view. One can only hope that customer
demand will stay high, although with
this approach to marketing, it does not
appear likely.
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How To Tell The Winners, continued ...
Distribution and Delivery

Once the demand has been created,
there better be product available to sat-
isfy it. This means widespread distribu-
tion and adequate stocks of product.
Nothing is worse than telling a customer
whose pen is poised above his checkbook
that machines aren't expected in until
next 'quarter. That's what happened to
Spectra Video-they did everything right
except get product on dealer shelves..

One reason that Radio Shack has been
so successful-even with less than state-
of-the-art, less than competitively-priced
products-is that product is on the
shelves to some 6000 stores. That's hard
to beat.

Knowledgeable Sales People
Four years ago, we did several "Mys-

tery Shopper" articles and were appalled
at the lack of knowledge of sales people
at the retail level. Since then, we have
heard of several training' programs spon-
sored by both manufacturers and stores,
yet our general sense is that the situation
is as bleak as ever.

Surveys repeatedly have shown that
after friends (the influencers mentioned
above), sales people have the greatest in-

How They Stack Up

fluence on the product purchased. Yet
when is the last time that you were
in K-Mart or Macy's or even
Computeriand and felt that the salesman
knew more than you did?

Out On a Limb
We have put together a small chart of

the factors above and ranked some exist-
ing and defunct manufacturers. On some
of the new entries such as Coleco we
have had to make some best guesses. As
new manufacturers emerge at Comdex,
CES, and NCC why not try to see where
they fit? It may give you a leg up on the
stock market-and on selecting your
next computer. •

Success Factor

Computer Manufacturers
Apple Atari Coleco Commodore DEC IBM Kaypro Mattei NEC Osborne Spectra Tandy TI Timex

Video (home)

Magnetism is a most destr'lr' 've force to any magnetic
media. Even something as simple as a magnetic paper clip.
holder is capable of erasing valuable data stored on a
floppy disk. . '

The Discwasher® Disckeeper-s is a magnetically shielded'
storage system for floppy disks. Disckeeper protects
disks against stray magnetic fields from printers, periph-,
eral motors, CRT's, telephone ringers, airport security
systems ...and even paper clip holders.~
Discwasher Disckeeper ...for the transportation and
storage safety of your important disks.

, Disckeeper is. no larger than conventional folder packs
and is available in three sizes: storage for two-S'l/4"
disks, four-S 1/4" disks or two-8" disks. .
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An Industry Analyst Speaks Out

Barbara Isgur
TolksTa
KenUston

Creative Computing: What are your
overall impressions of the show?

Barbara Isgur: -It's an interesting
show, centered around two groups of
things. In hardware, it is the IBM clones
of various types; in-software, it is the no-
tion of integrated software and easier
user interface-like mice, and so on.

In software things are going forward;
in hardware, they are not. I think that
the IBM standard is an inhibiting factor
from the standpoint of user benefits. I
find that somewhat discouraging, but it
is a fact of life. laM is not going to go
away, and they are not going to be that
innovative.
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All of us who use personal computers
have our own opinions as to who the
winners are and who.the losers willbe.
Often we look at the activity of the

stock market and other financial in-
dicaiors and wonder where investors
get their information.

Creative Computing Editor-at->
Large Ken Uston interviewed Barbara
Isgur of Paine, »:ebber, Jackson &
Curtis at Comdex. His hard-hitting
questions and her candid response pro-
vide some insight into the complex
field of investment analysis as it applies
to the volatile microcomputer industry.

Ken Uston

CC: Do you mean that were it not for
the trend toward IBM PC compatibility,
other manufacturers might be doing
more innovative things?
in: I think so; IBM is inhibiting

innovation. And I would guess that is
going to continue because IBM is domi-
nant in the corporate marketplace.

CC: From the user's standpoint, how
important is IBM compatibility? We
hear two opinions. One is that" there are
only a few things that can be done with a
computer, such as write, calculate, set
up databases, and make graphics, and
that as long as one has a really good pro-
gram, it makes no difference if one's

computer is IBM compatible. The other
side, of course, is that people want all
the new stuff that is coming out, and
that if you are a hardware manufacturer
without MS DOS, your machine will
soon go the way of the buggy whip.
BI: I think that you can make a case

for either side. Typically in this industry
until about twelve months ago, users
bought a computer because they had a
need. As long as they found an applica-
tion that satisfied that need, they weren't
concerned with the latest model soft-
ware. They had a business to run and
they had to do accounts payable, ac-
counts receivable, general ledger, or
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Barbara Isgur, continued ...
whatever. To the extent that the com-
puter solved the problem, it receded into
the background.

As the computer has become a fashion
issue, the idea of having the latest soft-
ware has become more important. So I
think there are two ways of looking at it.

CC: On the windows issue, there also

I think that the home
computer is going
to make a gradual
transition into a
taken-for-granted

appliance.

appear to be two sides. One school says
windows are great: the user can have a
desk top right on his screen. Others say,
"Who can work with all those different
little windows? They'll make sense when
we have computer screens the size of a
desk top."
BI: One of the programs that I saw

here at Comdex was the Ovation Soft-
ware Program that will run on the IBM
and the Tandy Model 2000. I liked the
explanation that Ovation gave for creat-
ing it the way they had. They feel that
windows can be obstructing rather than
helpful if they require complex com-
mands. Ovation has invisible interaction
between functions, activated by 30 natu-
ral language commands that are the
same for each function. Intuitively I, as
a user, like that; because it makes my life
easier.
On the other hand I think that there

are instances in which the notion of win-
dows, such as in Microsoft Windows,
can be important in bringing together
the best appplications in each area. The
user can operate the best spreadsheet
with the best word processor with the
best graphics package. This is because
Windows is able to integrate packages
from different manufacturers.

If you are really a serious computer
user, Windows does offer you possibil-
ities that don't exist in other essentially
closed integrated systems which work
only with their own applications, such as
VisiOn or Ovation. '
CC: With the PCjr, has IBM finally

established a real need for a computer in
the home, in contrast with the TI
99/4A, the Atari line, and the Com-
modore computers. Or will PCjrs even-
tually be sharing the dust in the closets
with the other computers?

BI: I don't think IBM has established
a need. But I don't think it is IBM's role
to establish a need. I think the need is
going to evolve over time. When the tele-
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phone was first invented, Western Union
said that it would never go, that we have
plenty of messengers in the world, so
what did we need telephones for? And
many original owners of telephones
didn't use them much-there weren't
many people to call. Gradually the tele-
phone became an accepted and reason-
ably necessary appliance in every home
and in most lives.

I think that the home computer is go-
ing to make a gradual transition into a
taken-for-granted appliance.
The home computer doesn't have one

compelling function, but rather a set of
four or five functions that together make
'a pursuasive cause for having one. The
uses might include doing banking at
home, preparing income tax returns,
providing educational assistance for chil-
dren, and occasional word processing.
No single use will be enough to make
most of us say, "I've got to have a home
computer."

CC: Do you think that home com-
puter needs will finally be satisfied
through better software while the PCjr is

I don't see anybody
with the potential

to dominate the home
market the way IBM
is dominating the
corporate market.

current or will this happen after the
PCjrs are in the closet and some other
computer is in vogue?

BI: The IBM home computer will
probably establish the standard operat-
ing system for the home market as it has
in business. So even if the PCjrs have
gone into the closet, I think that as the
software continues to evolve and in-
crease, they will be brought out, By the
way, I don't think they will go into the
closet. People who buy the IBM have
made a pretty substantial investment.

I think that because it is expensive,
perhaps only. 10 to 15% of the home
market will be interested in the PCjr. I
see two categories of PCjr buyers. One
category is the person who is using the
PC in the office and wants some
portability of the software to a home ma-
chine. The other is the trend setter who
wants the status of the IBM name.
The trend setter is more likely to be-

come a non-user after the initial interest
wears off-at least until, as I said, these
things really get to be treated as appli-
ances. But I don't think PCjrs will lan-
guish or that their sales will fall off at
the end of 1984.

I don't think we are talking about just
one computer in the home market. I
think there will be multiple providers. I
don't see anybody with the potential to
dominate the home market the way IBM
is dominating the corporate market-
with the possible exception of somebody
like AT&T, who might make a
computer/telephone link that would be
very compelling as a leading product. It
hasn't happened yet, but it may.

CC: What are your thoughts on the
shakeout that so many observers say is
coming? What is going to happen to
these 300 hardware manufacturers?

BI: It is clear that there can't be 300
successful providers. I think that the
'keys to success-beyond IBM-are go-
ing to be marketing ability and price or
value. I think people who don't buy an
IBM are going to choose the computer
that gives them the most value for their
money.

So I think that companies must be
able to penetrate the important distribu-
tion channels, which is a marketing and
finance issue. It is expensive these days.
Many of these companies are finding out
that if you don't get shelf space in the
significant distribution channels, life be-
comes very difficult. I would point to
NEC, which has been in the U.S. market
for a number of years and has managed
to achieve only a 2% market share. Be-
cause it is a well financed Japanese com-
pany, it can continue to plod along.
But there are many small companies

that have a single product. If they don't
gain some measure of success within 12
to 24 months, they are going to run out
of money. I think we will see a gradual
weeding out over the next few years.
CC: Do you see a major Japanese

invasion of the computer market in the
offing?

BI: I have thought about it, and it

A number of Japanese
manufacturers have

decided not to fight the
distribution battle
in the U. S. and are
allying themselves
with U. S. companies
to gain an entree.

puzzles me that they haven't been here
earlier. Now that the IBM PC has be-
come the corporate standard, they have
a target to shoot at. If you look around
this show, you see some evidence that
some of them are aiming at that
standard.
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Can you save the Doomed Dinos
and escape the Dino Mom's stomp?

Warped into a prehistoric world you've con-
taminated the dinosaurs. You must climb nine
deadly cliffs, find the dino eggs and carry them
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Dodge the radioactive
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Barbara Isgur, continued ...
I have also heard that a number of

Japanese manufacturers have decided
not to fight the distribution battle in the
U.S. and are allying themselves with
U.S. companies to gain an entree. One of
the large Japanese companies, for exam-
ple, has an arrangement with RCA. This
may be the way that others will choose
to enter the U.S. market.

CC: You no doubt have heard of
Andy Tobias, who has written iconoclas-
tic books on Wall Street. In one state-
ment, he says that a monkey shooting
darts at a listing of stocks would do as
well as most investment analysts. I won-
der how you react to statements like
that, if it's not impolite for me to ask.

For the next 12months
Commodore and Tandy

appear to be
very strong competitors.

HI: No, it's not impolite. As a pro-
fessional investment person, I obviously
take some issue with that. My days are
spent attempting to provide fundamental
analysis that will enable other pro-
fessional investors to make decisions
that will be more profitable than those
they could choose if they threw darts at
the stock charts.

On Wall Street, industries come into
favor and go out of favor and there is
much group activity in terms of what in-
stitutions will buy and what they sell.
Earlier this year the technology stocks
were very much in vogue, and their
prices were high. At that point some of
us were saying that, with the exception
of the leaders in each industry sector, it
was time to begin to be a bit cautious be-
cause it looked as though prices were
getting inflated. Now I think we have
gone the other way.

I feel I can add to my clients' thinking
by pointing out to them who the leaders
are in each sector of the industry. I can
say, "If you want to invest in this sector,
these are the likely survivors. Therefore,
you should have a better chance of doing
well."

We outline the fundamentals of the
company, and make an earnings projec-
tion; there is usually some relationship
between earnings and stock price (the
PE ratio). From that one ought to im-
prove one's chances of doing well.

CC: Which hardware companies do
you view as the best managed with the
best products-the ones who are likely
to be the survivorsr,

HI: Out of the 300, there are not that
many that are public or that are invest-
able entities for one reason or another.
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In the last year the home sector of the
market has been the most explosive. In
that sector, Commodore has done better
than the others.

It is difficult to project beyond 12 to
24 months because the industry is
changing so fast, and the likely survivors
or dominant players change with each
product cycle. For the next 12 months
Commodore and Tandy appear to be
very strong competitors. After the next
12 months I think Apple will either be a
strong entity or on its way out of the
business ..
"CC: Will Apple's fate depend on the

Macintosh or are there other factors?
HI: Partly on the Macintosh, but not

exclusively. They do have other prod-
ucts. I don't believe the Apple II is fin-
ished. There is life for 8-bit machines,
and I think that if Apple markets it care-
fully, they can get a couple more years
out of that product in the right markets.

CC: Do you see Coleco as a dominant
factor in the home market with their
Adam?

HI: No. I see them as a viable factor
with a legitimate niche for 1984; it is
difficult to predict beyond that. They
have targeted a very special area:
primarily home users who have students
or teenage children who are writing term

I don't believe the
Apple /I

is finished.

papers and who tend to be naive com-
puter users. Coleco has tried to make the
Adam easy to use and attractive to that
group, consciously excluding other
groups by the way they configured the
machine.

CC: Do you think Atari will be able to
regroup and come back in early '84 with
their XL series?

HI: I don't know.
CC: They are not shipping much right

now, I hear.
HI: No, apparently not. They are ship-

ping the 600. The 800's were due this
week, and Lhaven't heard whether they
are arriving or not. I think there is some
question as to where Atari is going. It is
interesting because the Atari 800 is a
sensational machine. We have three of
them, and I recently did a report at the
office. I generated the graphs for that re-
port on the Atari 800. They were as
good as our graphics department could
have done, and it took literally 1/10 the
time.

CC: What kind of software did you
use?

HI: A program called B Graph. It is
available only for the Atari 800 now. A

Canadian company distributes it; it costs
$100 and is a good program. .

CC: Why didn't the Atari line of
computers do better?

HI: I don't think that they marketed
them as well as they could have. I think
the Atari 800 could have been a very
attractive small business machine. But
Atari chose not to pursue that line.
.CC: Do Wall Street computer in-

dustry analysts personally test out the
computers of the companies they
analyze?

HI: As a microcomputer analyst I do
test the machines. We have an Adam in
the office. In fact, we had 40 clients in
today to have lunch with Adam; they all
got to play with it. We have a Com-
modore 64, an Atari 800, and a Vie 20. I
have a Tandy Model 100.

CC: When we were talking about
survivors, you mentioned Tandy. To
what do you attribute their success?

HI: Impressive product line, magnifi-
cent distribution capability, control of
the whole process from manufacturing
through distribution, and a reasonably
.nimble management that is willing to
move with the product cycle. I think
Tandy'S unique structure will enable
them to be a survivor.

CC: I recently talked with Wall Street
analyst Joe Granville, who said that he
thought the market was at a pinacle and
due for an unbelievable crash. He men-
tioned that many of the indicators that
typically precede a bear market are all at
their highest level: the percent of small
investors, the volume of short positions,
the number of companies selling their
own stock, and so on. I wonder if I
could get your reaction to Granville's
bearish predictions.

HI: Well, I think it is all based on
technical analysis, which is quite distinct

I think the
Atari 800 could have
been a very ettrectlve

small business machine.

from what I do as an analyst of an in-
dustry. I spend more time on the fun-
damentals of my industry than on trying
to determine what the market as a whole
is going to do. Our economist makes
those analyses as do our market strat-
egists. I, of course, listen to what they
say and try to factor in my analysis of
the company within the framework that
they provide for the market overall. I
think that there is some current thinking
that there will be a correction. But I
haven't heard a doom and gloom proph-
esy from most people that I talk to. IB
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BESTDEFENSIVE LINE IN THE LEAGUE
Putting your valuable

electronic equipment into
action without adequate
powerline protection is like
going out on the field without
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- =SBORNE
COMPUTER CORPORATIPN

Adam Osborne is one of the most charm-
ing, persuasive, egotistical, and supremely
confident people in the computing field,
indeed, in all industry. Of the failure of
his company, he says, "I don't feel any
personal embarrassment."

In one of the most spectacular rises
and falls in the personal computing industry,
Osborne Computer Corp. went from
nothing to the top of the mountain' and
back to nothing in just three years. Its $10
million financing was one of the hottest
deals in 1982.What went right-and what
went wrong?

David H. Ahl

Unbelievable Growth
In 1979, Adam Osborne sold his book

publishing company to McGraw-Hill for
a rumored $3 million. In September 1979,
he founded Brandywine, Inc. with a portion
of the proceeds of the book company
sale-a very small portion. Company
financial statements list his initial
outlay as $5000.

Osborne hired Lee Felsenstein,
a genius computer designer who
had previously designed the
Sol-20 and Expander (an updated
Solwhich was made in only limited
quantities). Osborne planned
to produce a low cost
portable computer with
a bundle of applications
software included, astra-
tegy used successfully
by IBM for years,
but one that was not
generally being used
in the microcom-·
puter market.

The basic design was finished by late
1980, and in December the company hired
Thomas E. Davidson to head up manu-
facturing. In January 1981, the company
incorporated as Osborne Computer Corp.
(OCC) with $1 million of seed capital
from Jack Melchore, a respected venture
capitalist in Silicon Valley, and several
private investors. '
The winter and spring of 1981 were

spent in frantic activity trying to build
several prototype units to show at the
National Computer Conference in May.
The introduction was a wild success. The
Osborne 1 had 64K of memory, a pair ,of
lOOKfloppy disk drives, and a 5'" screen
(24 lines of 52 characters), and weighed

26 pounds. But the thing that really
made the system fly was the
$1500 worth of software included
in the $1795 price. '

How could Osborne include
so much "free" software? It was

not done by mirrors- but almost.
Much of the software was received

by OCC in exchange for
equity. MicroPro Inter-
national, for example,
received 75,000 shares
of stock (worth around
$130,000 at the time) in
return for an unlimited

distribution license
for WordStar. In

addition, they
received

Press release photo of Adam Osborne announcing the Osborne 1, April 3, 1981.'
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$4.60 for each copy of the program-
peanuts against the normal list price.
First shipments were in July 1981, and

in the next eight months, OCC shipped
11,000 units and accumulated an order
backlog for some 50,000 more. The first
units had some bugs that resulted in a
10% to 15% failure rate that cost OCC
some $140,000 to correct. Nevertheless,
OCC appeared to be highly successful
and had certainly captured the attention
of the financial community.
To support the strong marketing cam-

paign Osborne felt was needed, the
company went back to their investors for
another $1.6 million in late 1981.Although
the company lost $1.2 million on sales of
$5.8 million in the first year, most investors
felt this was to be expected. With sales
booming, venture capital firms not in on
the original financing were knocking at
the door for a piece of the action.

In mid-1982, Adam Osborne was pre-
\ dieting annual sales of $250 million and
before tax income of nearly $9 million. In
March, the company opened an assembly
plant in Monmouth Junction, NJ, capable
of producing 250 systems a day. The
company also began development work
on two new computers, a replacement for
the Osborne 1, code named the Vixen,
and an upper-end unit, the Osborne Exec-
utive.

On the inside, things were rosy. A nine-
for-one stock dividend was declared. Stock
options were granted for 337,000 shares
at prices between $4 and $16 per share,
and company officers bought another
45,000 shares for $4 each. The company
raised $9.9 million by selling 67,000 shares
of preferred stock and borrowed $7.5
million from the bank.

In October 1982, OCC announced a
holiday promotion in which purchasers
would get Ashton-Tate's dBase II free
with the purchase of an Osborne 1. The
promotion was so successful that the
company went into two and then three
shifts to meet the demand. At its peak,
production was running 500 systems a
day. Unfortunately, quality control broke
down, and warranty problems increased
enormously.

The Gathering Storm
While all seemed' rosy on the inside,

storm clouds were gathering on the outside.
Almost unnoticed by Osborne was the
introduction of the IBM PC in August
1981.Listening to Adam at the West Coast
Computer Faire in March 1982,one would
have thought that the entry of IBM into
the market was a non-event.
Two months later, in May 1982, the

Kaypro II was introduced. This was a
direct competitor to the Osborne which
had corrected many of the deficiencies
that Osborne customers found annoying:
the small screen, low capacity disk drives,
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During Tax
season, it's dif
ficult to decide

which is more
painful, .
Paying your taxes. Or

preparing them.
So it's nice to know that there's a

piece of personal computer software that
can make both more bearable.

An ounce of prevention.
Dollars and Sense'Mdoesn't prepare your
taxes. It prepares you. Which is much
more valuable.

All year long, it works with you to orga-
nize your money, establish budgets and

..-- - bring your financial pic-
. ture into focus.

Quickly and
easily.

Then, when
it's time to
settle up with
Uncle Sam,
the hours of

searching, sifting and calculating are replaced
by a few seconds with your Apple~IBM®or
Compaq" computer.

. Many happy returns.
At a keystroke, you can put your finger on
account summaries, income statements and
balance sheets containing all the information
you need to keep your tax returns from

L

returning
to haunt you.

You can use Dollars and
Sense to predict the amount of shelter in
a tax shelter, shed some light on your moon-
lighting income, keep your alimony payments
divorced from your car payments and more.

Of course, tax time isn't the only time
Dollars and Sense makes sense:

Just the most rewarding.

MONm~'
8295 South La Cienega Blvd.

Inglewood, CA 90301 213/215-0529

Available at participating ConIputeIlcwr stores.
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Ine.
IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines.

COMPAQ is a trademark of COMPAQ Computer Corporation.
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Osborne, continued ...

Newspaper photo of Adam shortly after
filing under Chapter 11.

and non-standard printer connections.
Having been relieved of his position as

vice president of manufacturing in May,
Tom Davidson resigned from OCC in
September to join Porter Hurt, whose
company was producing PC boards for
Osborne. When it became apparent that
Hurt's company was planning to introduce
a computer in competition with the Os-
borne (the Access), OCC sued Davidson.
The suit was settled a few months later.

By late 1982, the trickle of IBM software
had become a flood. Several IBM look-
alikes had been announced, and it was
well-known in the industry that several
IBM-compatible portables were on the
way-most notably the Compaq. Yet, OCC
was not working in this direction and was
having so many problems with the Vixen
project that it had to be scrapped in
December.

Moreover, the end-of-year financial state-
ments (the FY ended November 27), re-
vealed a $1 million loss on sales of $66.8
million. What happened to the $250million
sales and $9 million profit that Adam was
forecasting six months earlier? Adam at-
tributed the shortfall to manufacturing
and quality control problems. In December,
he refused to discuss any future company
plans or projections on the grounds that
he had just signed the SEC notification of
a public offering.

In January 1983,Osborne wooed Robert
Jaunich II from a top executive post at
Consolidated Foods. Adam said of the
transition, "We are no longer a start-up
company. We are a force in the micro-
computer revolution. We are now the
fastest growing company in the history of
Silicon Valley." From then on, Jaunich
concentrated on the operations end of
the company (manufacturing, financial,
and distribution) while Adam continued
to orchestrate the marketing.

Trouble Everywhere
A move made in early 1983 was to

change the fiscal year to end in February
1983 rather than November 1982. Jaunich
wrote investors, "The change allows the
Company to focus on sales and customer
support during the peak holiday period."
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He went on, "Bymaking the change before
becoming a public company, we make
easier communications with analysts and
others who normally deal in year-to-year
and quarter-to-quarter comparisons." In
a lawsuit filed by OCC investors, they
attribute a different motive to the change
and charge it was made "to circumvent
the explicit disclosure of adverse financial
information."
The alleged circumvention didn't last

long. In April, financial statements for
the revised FY showed a $1 million loss
on sales of $94 million. In early April,

Jaunich reported to investors that "pre-
liminary results for the quarter ended
February 26, 1983 indicate revenues of
approximately $34 million and profits at
approximately break even." But in mid-
April, according to financial columnist
Dan Dorfman, Donald Waite, OCC chief
financial officer informed launich that
the company had actually lost $4 million
in the previous fiscal year and $1.5 million
in the February quarter.
A few days later, Dorfman reports, Waite

informed Jaunich of even .greater losses;
$8 million for the year and $5 million for

- .....,.-.- .-~~ ~-- •........•- ...••~-.....------ .-.....-...- -... -- ----....--'- -~~--...,-~~~ ..••.---~--.-.-- --~~-- ---....--_ .. --- --~
Following in the footsteps of Adam

Osborne, Andrew Kay introduced a port-
able computer about a year after the
introduction of the Osborne 1. It was like
the Osborne in many respects-portable,
26 pounds, similar $1795 price tag-but it
corrected several annoying deficiencies
in the Osborne.
Today, some 18 months after its intro-

duction, Kaypro is flying high, but unlike
OCC, their success is reflected on the
bottom line. In the year ended August 31,
1983, Kaypro earned after-tax profits of
$12.9 million on. sales. of $75.5 million .
The Kaypro II is an Osborne look-alike

with an 8-bit mpu running CP/M. However,
when IBM started dominating the market
for software, Kaypro reacted fast. In
October 1983, the company signed a deal
with Microsoft to use MS-DOS, the same
operating system used by the IBM PC.
This system is coupled with a If-bit
processor on a board that can be installed
in Kaypro machines. Unfortunately, users
cannot easily retrofit existing Kaypros with
this board; it must be factory installed. In
November, Kaypro reported that this $400
option was being installed in approximately
one-third of its new units.
This new system, the Kaypro IV sells

for $2195, a price which includes 64K, 7"
screen (24 lines of 80 characters), dual
disk drives with SOOKcapacity, in a reason-
.ably compact package. A. similarly con-
figured IBM PC retails for about twice as
much.
A key difference between Kaypro and

some of its competitors is distribution.
Kay decided to line up his own network
of some 900 independent dealers and avoid
using distributors. This means more details
of distribution must be handled by Kaypro,
but it also means higher profit margins
because there is no middleman and faster
payment because most dealers pay cash
on delivery.
WillKaypro followOsborne to the grave,

or will they be able to compete successfully
with IBM, the true IBM compatibles
(Compaq, Hyperion, et al.), and the coming

generation of notebook portables?
As the number four microcomputer

maker (behind IBM, Apple, and Radio
Shack), Kaypro has come a long way in a
short time. The Kay brothers, Andrew,
Alan, and David, assert that they ares
professional managers. And they point to
a networking system and new smaller
machine on the drawing boards. Couple
all of that together, and it looks as though,
they have as good a shot as anyone at
remaining at the top. . -DHA

David Kay Speaks Out
Ken Uston talked to David Kay,

marketing product manager of
Kaypro, at Comdex. From the inter-
view, we have culled a few interesting
quotes from David Kay.

About Kaypro and IBM: "The long-
range strategy of Kaypro is to market a
low cost computer in a world that is
threatened by the high-priced, heavy
hand of IBM, who is trying to confuse
everybody, who is trying to put a
shadow over the whole industry. They
promote the shakeout as much as they
possibly can; it all plays into their
hands."

About Osborne: "He abandoned the
market that he started. He was the guy
giving people a fair deal, the guy stand-
ing up against IBM, but then he came
out with a product (Osborne Exec-
utive) that was worth $1595 and he
tried to sell it for $2495."

About the PCjr: "Frankly, the Com-
modore 64 is a far better computer, but
the PCjr is slick looking' and it has
IBM's name on it. Even so, I don't
think there is a market for it."

About Japan, Inc.: "You're going to
start seeing products from the Japanese
that can do twice as much for half the
money, and have better reliability
(than the U.S. machines)."

About Apple: "They better come up
with something new pretty quickly,
and it better be good."

About Microsoft Windows: "It will
be great when the screen is as big as
your desktop. Now, it is a nice, high-
tech, exciting thing for people in the in-
dustry, but the public could give a
darn." -DHA



INTRODUCING SARGON III. THE FIRST
CHESS GAME THAT'S TOUGH ENOUGH FOR
BORIS AND EASY ENOUGH FOR BOBBIE.

Sargon III from Hayden Software. It's the ultimate
microcomputer chess game. Whether you're a
master like Boris Spas sky looking for a real chal-
lenge. Ora novice like little Bobbie Adams who

wants to learn the finer points
of the game.

Sargon III
challenges the masters.

Sargon III can be the toughest
opponent you'll ever play.
It's more difficult and moves

faster than our famous Sargon II.
Played at its highest level, Sargon

III is the Grand Master of chess games.
If you want to see classic situations and prob-

lems, Sargon III will show you. If you want to replay
sequences, Sargon III lets you. You can even stop
your game in progress and save it to disk or print
it out if you want.

Sargon III is the best way to learn chess.
Sargon III gives you the greatest instructional

value of any chess game. It allows two players to
play each other while it monitors moves for consis-

tency with rules of play. You can also query Sargon
for move suggestions. If you're playing alone, you
can ask Sargon for alternate moves after it makes its
best move.
Sargon III provides the most complete and infor-

mative user manual, making it easier for the novice
to learn. It includes diagrams from the U.S. Chess
Federation, suggestions for better play, and descrip-
tions of 107great games of history. .
Sargon III runs on Apple II, II+, lIe, the IBM

Personal Computer and other popular compatibles.
So visit your local retailer and ask for Sargon III

by name. Or call 1-800-343-1218(InMA617-937-0200).
Hayden Software, 600 Suffolk St., Lowell, MA01853.
For only $49.95, it's simply the best move you

can make.
Sargon III is a registered trademark of Hayden Software.
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc.
£BMis a registered trademark of International Business Machine Corp.

SARGON IIITM
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Osborne, continued ...
the quarter. According to Melchore, much
of this was as a result of the requirements
of company auditors that reserves be set
aside to account for losses due to the
premature announcement of a new com-
puter. As a result, the officers and invest-
ment bankers scrapped plans for the public
offering.

A premature announcement? Well, not
exactly. To give the jazzy $2495 Osborne
Executive a running start, Adam began
orchestrating publicity early in 1983. We,
along with many other magazines, were
shown the machine in locked hotel rooms.
We were required not to have anything in
print about it until the planned release
date in mid-April. As far as we know,
nothing did appear in print, but dealers
heard about the plans and cancelled orders
for the Osborne 1 in droves.

In early April, Osborne told dealers he
would be showing them the machine on a
one-week tour the week of April 17, and
emphasized that the new machine was
not a competitor for the Osborne 1. But
dealers didn't react the way Osborne ex-
pected; said Osborne, "All of them just
cancelled their orders for the Osborne
1."
Osborne reacted by drastically cutting

prices on the Osborne l ' in an effort to
stimulate cash flow. But nothing seemed
to work, and for several months sales
were practically non-existent.

Investors, on the other hand were still
lined up at the door, although perhaps
not as eagerly as a year earlier. Neverthe-
less, the original venture partners anted
up another $9 million in April, and still

to the 3 1/2" disk format. Furthermore,
the built-in thermal printer can handle
only roll paper, fine for casual work, but

Computer Devices, a ten-year-old manu- unacceptable for correspondence and for-
facturer of printing terminals, introduced mal memos.
the DOT portable computer at the National As a result of these problems, coupled
Computer Conference in May 1982, just with some production glitches, orders have
one year after the Osborne was introduced. been sluggish. Thus, in September, the
It was an innovative machine with 5" x 9" company announced it was seeking a
screen, Sony 3 1/2" disk drives, built-in partner to make an equity investment or
printer, and IBM compatibility. Perhaps take over the firm. With a first half net
it was too innovative. loss of $5.1 million on sales of $11.4 million,

The problem, as we noted in our review, not many investors were interested, and
is that even though it uses a standard at last report, Computer Devices was
operating system (MS-DOS) and is IBM attempting to reorganize under the pro-
compatible, software must he converted' "tecti6ri'of Chapter It: .... ":':'DHA'

COMPUTERDEVICES

Who is this Porter Hurt who finally
filed the suit that forced Osborne Computer
Corp. to file for protection under Chapter
11?

He is not a bright young techie like so
many other entrepreneurs in Silicon Valley.
He never went to college and didn't fool
around with electronics as a youngster.
He got into electronics in 1968 as a stock-
boy for an electronics distributor. At the
time his wife was pregnant and unemployed
so he took his paycheck-all of it-and
played "rocks"-dead serious poker for
living money.

He worked his way up through the
distributor to sales manager and then struck
out on his own. He speculated on real
estate and won big. With the proceeds,
he started two other companies (Testology
and PH Components) which produce and
test circuit boards for computers of other

another $11 million in June. Weeks later,
however, the firm was unable to raise yet
$20 million more, the amount it considered
necessary to speed its IBM-compatible
product from drawing board to market.

On July 27, OCC announced it was
slashing the suggested retail price of the
Osborne 1 from $1995 to $1295; by August,
our Street Price Index showed prices in
the $900 range. By this time, desperation
was the watchword.
On August 2, the New Jersey plant was

shut down and 89 workers were laid off.
At the time, Osborne was quoted as saying,
"What's happening is we're seeing some
summer softening." The two-man Hong
Kong office was closed and Osborne com-
mented, "We're looking very, very carefully
at manpower loadings."
The very careful look resulted in the

dismissal of 200workers from the Hayward,
CA, facility a few days later. And by the
end of the month, Adam Osborne was

manufacturers (such as Osborne).
In June 1982, he bought 80% of Access

Matrix (now, Actrix) with $2,1 million
that he had raised from the sale of real
estate. Actrix produces the Access com-
puter, a portable similar to the Osborne,
but with a printer and telephone modem
built in.
Will the Access. succeed where others

have failed? Certainly the failure of Os-
borne has left a pall over the entire industry.
Osborne's collapse, says Hurt, "really hurt
the small manufacturers as far as credibility
in the marketplace is concerned=v-not to
mention the more direct wound to his
two companies which lost $4.5 million
and had to layoff 300 people.
Lately, according to Editor-at-Large Ken

Uston, Hurt feels optimistic. Although
Actrix is operating at a loss, he feels that
the recent introduction of a board that
will letthe Access run 60% of the IBM
PC programs will help, and he says that
the first Actrix television ad is getting
good results.

In an October Wall Street Journal article,
Hurt is quoted as saying, "1 assure you,
when the big shakeout occurs, Actrix will
still be around. Why? Because I'm a win-
ner ...I'm a survivor." -DHA

making personal appearances at one-day
sales where the Osborne 1 was selling for
$995 and the Executive for $1995.
But it wasn't enough. In early September,

banks had seized the company's accounts
receivable. On September 9, the company
dismissed 270 more workers and closed
the Hayward production facility, leaving
just 80 employees on the payroll. Three
days later, on September 12, Porter Hurt
filed suit. for the $4.5 million owed his
firms for PC boards.
A day later, OCC filed for Chapter 11

protection in Oakland, CA, federal bank-
ruptcy court, listing assets of $40 million,
liabilities of $45 million, and 600
creditors.

On September 22, a group of 24 investors
filed suit against OCC and several indi-
viduals for $8.5 million in damages, accusing
OCC and its auditors of masking OCC's
true financial condition while the company
was seeking private financing earlier in
the year. Another allegation made in the
suit is that several unidentified OCCdi-
rectors sold stock "on the basis of inside
information." This seems particularly aimed
at Seymour Rubinstein and MicroPro In-
ternational who sold 7500 shares in
March.

Of the allegation, Rubinstein says,
"Actually, I didn't know anything." He
revealed that he sold some of his stock to
cover his 1982 tax bill- "and just barely
.enough to cover it," he says. "I still hold
more than half my original purchase."
He is lucky to have sold half. Jack

Melchore and the firms he advises invested
$3.25 million in OCC; Thomas Unterberg
put in $1.1 million; Sanford Robertson,
$1 million; Ben Rosen, $400,000; William
Egan, $1.8 million; and so it goes.

How much did Adam Osborne himself
lose? Apparently very little. He still lives
in a comfortable home in the hills over
Berkeley where he is writing a science
fiction novel and making plans for a new
venture. What venture? He is not saying,
but he hinted to a Wall Street Journal
reporter, "It's the kind of thing that a
year from now, when people look at it,
they'll scratch their heads and say, 'Why
didn't I think of that?' " m .
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SUCCESSS,[
The day you bring your first CAI™ learning
game home and watch your child play,
you'll know the excitement of a winning
choice.
Active Family
Your family and CAI'sgrowing family of
animated, full-color programs have a lot to
share -beginning with a willingness to
reach beyond the ordinary to achieve the
best.
At Your Command
You may meet a princess, a juggler or a
dragon in Wizard of Words?MYou may
appear as a guest on 1V in Master Match,TM
The Game Show™ or Tic Tac Show.™ Or,
you may extend these programs still further
with our Leamingware'" diskettes, offering
hundreds of questions matched to the
teaching strategies in the games. In every
case, CAIputs a world of imagination and
learning at your fingertips. And puts you
and your child in control.
Unique Approach
Key features place CAIthinking tools in a
class by themselves: Each program comes
with its own library of subjects. But that's
just the start. Our unique authoring system
let's you or your child create your own
lessons on any topic, tailoring the program
to your family's needs -and no computer
knowledge is required. Add the fact that
we've kept the vital ingredient -FUN - in
learning, and our proven success is no
surprise. Over 2,000 school districts now
use CAIprograms to teach essential
vocabulary and logic skills in a variety of
subject areas.
CAIsupports its products -and you -with
an unconditional guarantee and a free
backup disk. And provides compatibility
with the most popular computers: Apple,"
IBM®(and soon Commodore>').
Wise Choice
CAIis a group of experienced educators
and programmers who believe that success
begins with opportunities you create at
home. Ask to see a demonstration of CAI
programs at your local computer store, and
see for yourself just how rewarding a good
education can be.

Computer ~ITMAdvanced
Ideas
Bringing Ideas Home
1442A Walnut Street, Suite 341
Berkeley, CA 94709 (415)526-9100
Apple is a reqistered trademark of Apple Computers, Inc. IBM is a
registered trademark of IBM Corp. Commodore is a trademark of
Commodore Business Machines, Inc.
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TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS

Introduced in late 1979 at $1150, the
TI 99/4 was vastly overpriced, particularly
considering its strange keyboard, non-
standard Basic, and lack of software. Over
the years, TI changed the product only
slightly (substituted a full-stroke keyboard,
still with too few keys), but lowered the
price greatly.

A joke went around the industry that
TI was losing money on every computer
it sold, but was making it up in volume.
And at the January '83 Consumer Elec-
tronics Show, TI spokesman Bill Cosby
joked about the rebate then in effect
pointing out how easy it was to get people
to buy a computer if you paid them $100
to do it. The funny-and sad-thing is:
neither one was a joke.

When they entered the market in 1979,

David H. Ahl

TI was far bigger than any of the other
players (they are still bigger than most).
They had the enormous advantage of
vertical integration from manufacture of
chips right through to end user marketing.
What, then, went wrong?

Three Mistakes
TI made three major mistakes, no one

of which by itself would have been dis-
astrous butpiled upon one another, spelled
doom. The mistakes were product, soft-
, ware, and pricing.

The first mistake was the product itself.
The 99/4 had a calculator-style keyboard

which did not permit touch typing, hence
word processing, an important application
of personal computers, was ruled out. The
computer was a manageable size-almost
stylish - until you started adding peri-
pherals, each one of which plugged into
the left side of the previous one. A fully
configured system was a yard or more
wide - hardly convenient for desktop
use.

It wasn't until nearly two years later
that TI offered an all-in-one interface box
and replaced the keyboard with a full-
stroke unit. Unfortunately, it still had too
few keys for serious word processing and
did not conform to a standard typewriter
layout. Interfacing was still complicated
and costly, and the 99/4 (and successor
99/4A) could not easily utilize peripherals
manufactured by other companies. More-
over, the 9.9/4A was becoming dated by
1981,yet TI showed no signs of introducing
a truly new machine,
The second major mistake TI made

was in trying to keep the 'software and
peripheral market to itself. Certainly, this
strategy has many precedents in other
industries- razor blades, records, etc. - but
the history of the personal computer field
was pointing, in quite the opposite
direction.
The successful computers, even back

in 1980, were those that had the most
software and peripherals available. Further-
more, software came from inany

The second major
mistake TI made was
in trying to keep the

software and peripheral
market to itself.

sources-a single company could not hope
to produce everything that users wanted.
But TI seemed to think they could

.succeed where others had failed. They
did not license Microsoft Basic, VisiCalc,
WordStar, or any popular games. Nor did
they put enough effort into developing
their own software. And when other ven-
dors tried to introduce packages for the
99/4A, TI actively discouraged them with
both legal delays and hardware "locks."
TI's third, and probably most disastrous

mistake, was in pricing.
Initially, TI tried to sell the 99/4 with a

high quality monitor for $1150. However,
home users expected to use their own TV
sets, so TI backed down and made available

1. Fred Bucy, president and CEO of Texas
Instruments, was behind the hard decision
to get out of the home computer market.
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Our Products Get Used ... Everywhere

Toshiba
Sony
General Electric
Union Carbide
ARCO .
Hazeltine
Westinghouse
Harris
Grumman
McPonnell Douglas
Chase Manhattan
Honeywell
Poloroid
Magnavox

In Business . . .
ITT
Bcein!:j
Lock/teed
Xerox
TRW
Raytheon
Sorcim
Quantum
Intel
Sperry Univac .
SofTech
E.1. DuPont
IBM
Hughes Aircraft

In Government.
NASA
Argonne Labs
Jet Propulsion Labs
U.S. Army
U.S. Air Force
U.S. NOlVY
Naval Postgraduate School
U.S. Department of Commerce
U.S. Department of Treasury
Social Security Administration
FAA
Depart. of Energy, Canada
Depart. of Transportation, Canada
Depart. of Publications, Australia

In Education . . •
Harvard University
Georgetown University
University of Chicago
California Institute of Technology
John Hopkins University
University of Southern California
University of Massachusetts
University of Wisconsin
U.S. Naval Academy .
Rochester Institute of Technology
University of Iceland
University of Leicester
University of Trondhiem
University of Zimbabwe

~ S ©Copyright 1983 RR Software

___ p-O_OFTW-B--1-5-~I,!"R2-EM-.-IN-d-. C_"-W-. ._5_3_7_0_1 s_p_e_c_ia_'_is•••t_s_in_s_ta_te_oJ_th_e_a_r_t_p_r_og_ra_m_m_'_·n_g _
... OX a ISOn,. isconsm

(608) 244-6436

Suntex Data
10175 Harwin Suite 100
Houston, TX 77036
(713) 271·~191

Westico. Inc.
25 Van Zant St.
Norwalk, CT 06855
(203) 853·6880

THE MOST COST EFFECTIVE ADA· DEVELOPMENT
TOOLS AVAILABLE ON MICROCOMPUTERS!

Our Ada product line is available on the followingOperating Systems:
CP1M, CPIM-86, PC-DOS and MS-DOS.

Available from the following distributors:
Nationally Internationally

CompuView Products
1955 Pauline Blvd., Suite 200
Ann'Arbor, MI 48103
(313) 996·1299

Nord-Micro Informatique
155, rue du Fauburg
Denis
75010 Paris
(1)205·39·47

Micronix
11 Blackmore St.
Windsor 4030
QLD. Australia
(07)579152

Marfam Corporation
5340 Thornwood Dr. Suite 102

\ San Jose, CA 95123
(408) 226·0170

5·100 Systems
3687·4 Shobumachi
Obayashi
Saltama, Japan 346·01
04808 (5)0416:
04808 (5)6565

CP/M, CP/M·86, CCPjM·86 lire trademarks 01 DIgital Research, Inc.
'ADA is a trademark 01 the U.S. Department of Defense
MS-DOS is a trademark or Microsoft
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Texas Instruments, continued .. ;
an RF modulator. Thus, in 1980, the price
for a 99/4 alone was about $700, high, but
not totally out of line:
As newer machines were introduced,

the performance per dollar of the 99/4
started to look worse and worse. Hence,
in 1981, TI lowered the suggested retail
price of the 99/4 to $550, and then to
$450. Thus began a new marketing strategy
which rocked the industry with a ruinous
price war.

By April 1982, the price of the 99/4 had
dropped to just under $400. Responding
to the introduction of the Commodore
Vie 20 in August (suggested price $3(0),
TI lowered the wholesale price of the
99/4 and offered customers a $100 rebate,
thus bringing the street price to about
$200.
By December, the Vie was also under

$200, but then, on January to, Commodore
announced still another price cut bringing
the wholesale price to about $130. A month
later, TI reacted by slashing $48 from the
dealer price of the 99/4A bringing the
retail price to about $150.
Unfortunately, the crucial factor of which

TI seemed to lose sight, was that the Vie
was a state-of-the-art machine and was
much cheaper to produce than the 99/4.
As Harry Fox, president of Spectra Video
observed, '''TI got suckered by Jack,"
referring to Commodore president Jack
Trameil.

On April 4, 1983, Commodore dropped
the big bomb with a round of wholesale

John Roach, chairman
of Radio Shack said
that in the long run

Tl's withdrawal
would be

"a positive thing"
for the market.

cost reductions on peripherals and softlare
that permitted 'dealers to advertise Vie
prices under $100 in bundled systems. TI
peripherals are very pricey, so to respond
to this latest move by Commodore, TI
offered a new round of wholesale pricing
and rebates to bring the price of the 99/4A
to under $100. By this time, TI probably
was losing money on every unit sold.

Aggravating the downward pressure on
profits, in the first quarter of 1983, TI had
to withdraw the 99/4A from the market
for about a month to correct a potential
shock hazard. Inventories swelled because
production continued (at a rate of three
million units per year) while sales halted.
When the product reappeared, it never
regained the previous sales momentum.

32

To try to get back on course, TI an-
nounced, on May 23, the giveaway of a
$249 expansion box with the purchase of
three peripherals. Response to this among
retailers was mixed because traditionally,
profit margins are much higher in the
after market (peripherals and software)
than on the basic computer consoles.

By this time, TI was substituting price
cutting for all other forms of marketing.
On August 18, the prices of most periph-
erals were slashed by about 50%. In ad-
dition, TI said it would provide a free
$100 software package with each expanded
system.
A month later, software prices were

cut across the board by up to 43%, but
even that didn't do the trick.
Finally, the last week in October, TI

announced it was withdrawing from the
home computer market. The rebate pro-
gram was terminated, but a price cut to
dealers was made which permitted even
lower end user prices-as low as $49 in
many areas.

The Final Blow
The handwriting was already on the

wall in 1982when TI responded to market
pressures by price cutting instead of main-
taining margins, losing a few percentage
points of market share, and then releasing
a new state-of-the-art computer.
Unfortunately, one of the new computers

TI developed was too little and too late.
Dubbed the 9912, it was a low end unit
with rubberized keys. It was first unveiled
in January 1983 and was slated to sell for
$99. However, by April, the price of the
99/4A was down almost as low, so the
9912 was scrapped.

An upper level machine, the 99/8, was
shown behind closed doors at the June
'83 CES, but, for some reason, was not
officially introduced. Very little information
leaked out about the 99/8; it was said to
have a built-in mass memory device and
integral voice synthesis, but it is not known
whether it corrected the major deficiencies
of the 99/4A (keyboard, interfacing, soft-
ware incompatibility). It was said to have
a wholesale price around $200. Obviously,
TI did not think it could compete profitably
in the market, or it probably would have
been introduced.
As recently as the middle of September,

according to a Wall Street Journal article,
retailers and industry sources were sharply
divided over whether TI could regain
momentum as the Christmas season neared.
Given the production problems of Coleco
and Atari, and the delay of the IBM PCjr
until 1984, many retailers thought TI was
in a good position to unload their excess
inventory of 150,000 units and rebuild
market position.
On the other hand, some felt that there

was no future for TI as long as they stayed
with the 99/4A. As David Seuss, president

of Spinnaker Software said, "The TI is
very limited in power, extraordinarily ex-
pensive to expand, and they have the
worst software in the business."

The TI 99/4, introduced in 1979, was
over-priced and had a horrible keyboard.

Following a $330 million operating loss
in the third quarter of 1983, TI apparently
also felt there was little future with their
existing product, and announced their
withdrawal from the field. Interestingly,
TI has continued advertising the 99/4A
and is attempting to maintain good relations
with their large, painstakingly built dealer
network. This is understandable, as many
of these dealers also handle other TI
consumer products such as educational
devices (Speak 'N Spell, etc.), calculators,
and the CC-40.

Where To Now?
For nearly half of the employees in

Lubbock, the demise of the 99/4A marks
the beginning of a job search. Top exe-
cutives have been bailing out for the past
six months or so-Bill Turner to ADP,
Herb Shanzer to Data General, and Peter
Field to Tl's corporate marketing group.

The consumer group will continue with
calculators, educational devices, and the
CC-40. The company emphasized that the
decision to drop out of the home computer
market would have no effect on the Pro-
fessional Computer program. Indeed, TI
is expected to introduce a portable model
of the Pro before long.

Obviously, the fire sale is affecting other
computer manufacturers, as consumers
snap up the remaining 99/4As at bargain
basement prices. The few manufacturers
of peripherals for the 99/4A are finding
they must also cut prices to clear out
their inventories.
John Roach, chairman of Radio Shack

said that in the long run TI's withdrawal
would be "a positive thing" for the market.
Perhaps so. At least the price war is
over-for the time being-and manu-
facturers can get back to the business of
competing on the merits of their
products. •
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As a toy company, Mattei has an enviable
history. First there was the Barbie doll.
Then Hot Wheels. Then Intellivision. In-
tellivision?

Sure, Intellivision. When it was first
introduced in 1979, retailers ate up the
systems. As a result, profits, except in
1981, climbed steadily.
Ironically, Mattei never intended to get

into the hardware business. The original
plan was to design games to run on video
game systems that would be manufactured
by someone else. Mattei wanted to make
the blades, not the razors. But the toy
maker failed to convince its would-be
partners to make the hardware, so Mattei
finally decided to go it alone.

Outlook

Despite the actions taken to address the Mattei Electronics'
problems and the favorable performance of Mattei Toys and
Wester.n Publishing, the Company expects Mattei Electronics
will operate at a loss in the second half of the fiscal year, and
the Company will sustain a substantial loss for the fuil fiscal
year ending January 28, 1984_ -

.From the MatteI report to shareholders
issued in the fall of 1983.

The first Intellivision system was well-
received. It had better resolution than
the competing Atari VCS and a compre-
hensive lineup of games. Had it not been
for the horrible controller, the system might
have done even better. Nevertheless, re-
tailers fought for Intellivision systems at a
wholesale price of more than $200 when
Mattei could have sold the systems for
$100.
Flushed with their success, Mattei an-

nounced a keyboard unit to turn the basic
Intellivision system into a computer. The
original announced price in 1980 for the
keyboard unit was $700. It was test mar-
keted in four cities and didn't do well for
several reasons. First, Intellivision systems
were mainly being sold through department
stores and mass merchandisers, neither
of which was prepared to demonstrate a
computer, particularly in 1980. Second,
the price, although in line with other
computers at the time, was a big jump up
from the typical $269 price of the basic
game system. Third, and most damaging,
the keyboard units were unreliable,

Over the next 18 months, Mattei rede-
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signed and re-announced the keyboard
unit at three successive Consumer Elec-
tronics Shows. But none of these reincar-
nations ever got past the test marketing
stage.

Golden Days
Although the keyboard unit never got

off the ground, Mattei Electronics was
doing very well. The contribution to cor-
porate profits from the electronics division
jumped from 10% to 51% in just two
years.

In 1982, Mattei went on a hiring binge,
and the electronics division, by now
practically a separate company, swelled
from about 100 employees to more than
1000 in a little over a year.
The 'new employees were set to work

designing a sleek, new Intellivision III
system; a low-priced computer, the
Aquarius; and games for competitors'
systems (Atari, Coleco, and various com-
puters). -

The results of these efforts were first
shown at the Winter Consumer Electronics
Show in January 1983. Intellivision III
was shown to selected dealers and em-
ployees (we reported that it had a resolution
of 320 x 192pixels, up to 64moving objects,
and built-in stereo sound, and could be
easily converted to a computer). Unfor-
tunately, it was only a prototype, and
dealers had to settle for the existing
Intellivision II.

Unfortunately also, the Aquarius Com-
puter was not up to the same standards.
With a rubberized Chiclet keyboard, no
spacebar, and just 4K of memory, it was
unrealistically priced at $200 retail. It was
too little, and too late.

Many of the games for systems of other
manufacturers were good, but they were
introduced at exactly the time the video
games industry started into the doldrums.

price of $150. Even so, that was $50 or so
above competing units such as the Vie 20
and TI 99/4A, and sales were sluggish.
(ByNovember the street price had dropped
to around $59, realistic in view of the
capabilities of the product and the com-
petition.) Intellivision II was also under
fire from the standpoint of pricing.
Starting in July, the announcements from

Mattei Electronics started taking a more
ominous tone. In early July, 260 employees
were laid off. A month later, 400 more
employees were dropped, making the total
reduction some 37% of the division. More-
over, the top management of the division
was dismissed.
A few weeks later on August 22, Mattei

slashed the wholesale price of the Intel-
livision II system from $149 to $89 and
offered a free cartridge with every system.
In addition, they reportedly offered a free
voice synthesizer to some retailers.
The layoffs and price reductions were

bad news, but the financial news was a
disaster. Sales in the second quarter of
1983 were $3.5 million compared to $24.9
million in the like period a year earlier.

In early September, the company an-
nounced a loss from the electronics division
of $166.7 million in the first six months of
1983. In December, the loss for the first
nine-months was reported as $229.3million,
or 25% more than the total operating
income for the division over the past four
years.

Moreover, the corporate loss brought
on by the electronics division forced Mattei
to omit the regular quarterly' common
dividend scheduled for November.
Aggravating the problems, both Moody's

and Standard and Poor's lowered their
ratings on Mattei convertible debentures,
thus making it more costly for Mattei to
raise equity capital in the future.

Where To Now?
There is no absence of speculation on

the next step. The doomsayers have Mattei
leaving electronics altogether. Some in-
dustry executives think this would be the
best course as it would result in a slimmed
down, but profitable toy company.

On the other hand, a company spokes-
man points out that Mattei still maintains
a large staff of software development
people and that Mattei Electronics "clearly"
has a future.

Either way, Mattei will never be the
same again. But perhaps this misadventure
is more consistent with CEO Arthur S.
Spear's approach to running the company
than it might seem. After all, in the past
decade, in the name of diversification,
Mattei has bought, and then sold, a circus,
ice shows, a pet supply manufacturer, and
a movie-production business. Even today,
it is trying to sell a publisher of children's
.books it bought just three years ago. Any-
one for an electronics company? •
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From Boom To Bust
Aquarius was finally rolled out in April

in four cities-Chicago, Detroit, Los
Angeles, and Atlanta-at an average street



SPARE CHANGETMYou are the game-happy owner
of the Spare Change Arcade. Two fun-loving, but overworked
Zerks-the main characters in your most popular game-have bro-
ken loose and are trying to retire from the business. You try madly to
stop them. If you can get a coin into the juke box, the Zerks get so
caught up in the music, they drop everything and start dancing. You
also try popping popcorn and making a pay phone ring-which
immediately makes the Zerks stop, answer and start a wild con-
versation. If you "win" the game,
there are rib tickling cartoons by
the Zerks to reward your efforts.
It's a game full of sight gags,
surprises and comedy. From the
best. BrsKferbund! For the
Apple® 11111 + lIIe, Atari®
Computers, and Commodore
64™ in disk format.

lesschal ge
LODE RUNNER™ Here's a game that will never stop challenging
you. That's because Lode Runner is more than a spellbinding, fast-
action game with its 150 different mind-boggling game screens. Lode
Runner is also an easy-to-use Game Generator that lets you create your
own games. Without any knowledge of programming, you can easily
design unique Lode Runnner screens, then bring them to action-packed

life. You will maneuver through scene
after scene, running, jumping, drilling
passages and outfoxing enemy
guards in a secret underground hide-
away as you pick up chests of gold
stolen from citizens of the Bungeling
Empire. There's no end to the thrills,
chills and challenge. Of course, it's
from Br91derbund! For the Apple®
II/II + IIle; Atari® Computers;
Commodore 64™ (disk
and cartridge); VIC-20TM
(cartridge); IBM®pC.

Ask your Brfl}derbund dealer for sneak previews.

~8roderbundSoftuae Discover the Difference
17Paul Drive San Rafael, CA 94903

Apple 11,11+, lie are registered trademarks of Apple Computer,lnc. ATARI400/800/1200, Commodore 64 and VIC·20 and IBM are
trademarks of Atari, Inc., Commodore Electronics, Ltd., and International Business Machines Corporation, respectively.
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II See your dealer or write for more information. Make the connection
• Automatic or manual dialing and answering for all voice and data calls. between yourself and the challenging world of information.
• Voice and data transmission during the same call- ends the 3 separate I

calls ("I'rn going to send," "I'm sending," "Did you get what I sent?") I 0 Please send me literature on POPCOM products.
• Smart modem compatible - works with widely available communications I 0 Please call me immediately.

software. I
• Flexibility - compatible with 103, 113, and 212A dial-up modems; connects I

to all standard single and multi-llne equipment.
• Fast, easy setup - 'tune' tells when the three cables are properly connected. I NAME
• Adjustment-free operation - no manual switches to contend with. The I

X100 automatically takes its instructions from your PC or terminal. I
• Automatic computer briefing - reports to your PC all call-progress tones ... I COMPANY

dial tone, busy signal, remote ringing, talk, even line disconnect - so your I
computer can do more. I

• "In-Use" light on multi-line phones - protects against inadvertent interrup- I ADDRESS
tioo. I

• Smart interface - automatically adapts itself to various RS232 cables. I
• Versatile installation - fits conveniently on wall, desk or floor. I

TITLE

TEL:

STATE ZIP

PRENTICE CORPORATION, 266 Caspian Dr., P.O. Box 3544,
Sunnyvale, CA 94088-3544, (408) 734-9855
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digital
Digital Equipment Corporation, DEC

for short, was founded by Ken Olsen and
several other MIT-trained engineers in
1957. Funded with $70,000 in seed capital
from American Research and Development
Corporation, DEC has been a darling of
the stock market since it went public in
1966-and with good reason.
Its return on sales has never been less

than 10%, and earnings have been on a
steep upward path for 12 of the past 13
years. Unfortunately, the year DEC missed
was FY 1982. Net earnings dropped a
whopping 32% to $284 million, and return

David H. Ahl

on sales was 8.5%, the lowest ever. The
stock sank to $65 a share from $132 last
April. What went wrong?

DEC cites a number of factors-a mas-
sive foul-up in order processing, admin-
istrative problems resulting from a year-
long reorganization, and sluggish sales of
its three microcomputers.

Sluggish is right! DEC does not reveal
production or sales figures, but an analyst.

38

at Shearson estimates that DEC manu-
factured 35,000 personal computers last
quarter but shipped only 19,000. While to
many manufacturers, this is a number to
be envied, to DEC it is less than 6% of
corporate revenues, and, more important,
it is a fraction of the volume being sold by
IBM. Egil Juliussen of Future Computing
estimates that IBM is outselling DEC by
more than ten to one.

(In an uncharacteristic move, Olsen
revealed in' November that sales of DEC
personal computers in the first nine months
of 1983 totaled 69,000 units, just slightly
more than the independent estimates.)

People Don't Need Their Own Computer
How did this nimble, street smart com-

pany get in such a position? The easy
answer is that, like many companies that
started small, grew fast, and became giants,
DEC's CEO, Ken Olsen was unable to
make the switch from entrepreneur to
professional manager. But that answer

~doesn't hold much water considering that
under Olsen's direction, DEC somehow
managed to grow to over $4 billion while
many other mini and mainframe manu-
facturers were left in its dust.
The real answer is that DEC's decision-

making process is incredibly conservative
and follows the tradition that any decision
worth making is worth making ten times.
Thus, when Dick Clayton's advanced de-
velopment group presented two prototype

Under Olsen's direction,
DEe grew to over

$4 billion
leaving both mainframe

and minicomputer
competitors in its dust.

personal computers to the operations com-
mittee in May 1974 (long before there
was an Altair!), the committee was divided
and the decision as to whether to proceed
was left to Olsen. At the time, timesharing
was the rage and telephone rates were
low, so Olsen's reaction was that he couldn't
see any reason why a person would want
his own computer when he could have
easy access to a PDP-10 (a powerful time-
sharing system).

DEe refused to furnish photos of Ken
Olsen or any other managers unless we
furnished our story to them for approval.
We didn't and they didn't.
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ttNow 'Your Commodore 64™
Can Print Like a Pro! tt

GrapR!!fm!
The Revolutionary Printer Interface for the Commodore 64™

A New Era in
Commodore Printing Power.
Grappler CD offers the first complete answer to
your printer interfacing requirements, with many
powerful capabilities unique in the Commodore
marketplace. Complete signal translation allows
many popular name brand printers to operate
perfectly with the Commodore 64, or to imitate
Commodore's own printer. Even Commodore's
graphic character set can be reproduced on
Epson, Okidata, Star, ProWriter and other popular
printers.
Exclusive Grappler CD features provide a variety
of graphic screen dumps, text screen dumps and
formatting. No other Commodore interface can
offer this.
If you own a Commodore 64 ...
If you're serious about quality, trouble free
printing ... You need the Grappler CD.

Contact your nearest Commodore dealer or call
Orange Micro for a dealer near you.
Commodore 64 and Commodore 1525 are trademarks of Commodore Electronics Limited.
Epson is a registered trademark of Epson America, Inc. .

A Uniquely Intelligent Interface:
• Prints Screen Graphics Without Software
• Graphics Screen Dump Routines Include
Rotated, Inversed, Enhanced and Double Sized
Graphics.

• Full Code Translation From Commodore's PET
ASCII to Standard ASCII, the Language of Most
Printers.

•Complete Emulation of the Commodore 1525
Printer for printing of Commodore's Special
Characters.

• Dip Switch Printer Selection for Epson, Star,
Okidata, ProWriter and other popular printers.

•Conversion Mode for Easy Reading of Special
Commodore Codes.

•Text Screen Dump and Formatting Commands
•22 Unique Text and Graphics Commands

.Orange micro_ Inc.
1400 N. LAKEVIEW AVE., ANAHEIM, CA 92807 U.S.A.
(714) 779-2772 TELEX: 183511CSMA

© Orange Micro, Inc., 1983
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Digital Equipment, continued ...
Until recently, D~C was structured

around some 18 seniiautonomous business
units known as product lines, although
some were market-oriented groups, such
as the education product line. Thus, the
killing of Clayton's personal computer
project didn't prevent others from springing
up. Three years later, about the time the
Apple was announced, another personal
computer prototype was developed by

How many people know
tha{DEC is the '
second largest

computer maker behind
industry leader IBM?

, BillTurner's group, and met, unfortunately,
the same fate as the earlier effort.
Olsen sees DEC as an industrial supplier

rather than a consumer marketer. The
company builds high quality machines and
believes that sophisticated customers will
eventually see their merits and buy them
in large quantities. In the minicomputer
industry, this is known as "pumping iron,"
and, indeed, the road by DEC's Marboro
facility was renamed Iron Way when DEC
moved in.

So when Olsen finally conceded that
the company should go ahead 'with a
personal computer, it was industrial users
he had in mind as the major customers.
He believed that the Professional machine
($8500 plus), derived from the 16-bit PDP-
11series, would be the big seller. However,
it was released with a minimum of software
and fell flat on its face in the market.

The midrange DECmate II (around
$45(0) is a repackaged version of DEC's
PDP-8 based word processing system which
allows the machine to be programmed
(the word processor can't be). It bears an
uncanny resemblance to one of the 1974
prototypes, which shows how product
groups manage to keep things alive. That
it is selling at all is testimony to its solid
design; on the other hand, its price/per-
formance is not up to the level of today's
latest entries. '

Of the three DEC entries, the only new
design is that of the Rainbow 100 ($3500
plus), and its sales are dramatically ahead
of its two big brothers. It is able to run
both CP/M and MS-DOS (see review in
Creative Computing, November 1982, and
1984Buyer's Guide). Although DEC con-
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tacted outside software vendors to convert
packages to the Rainbow, the process of
dealing with DEC was so cumbersome,
that many vendors decided to focus on
other machines first. Finally, today, a year
after the scheduled delivery date, the
Rainbow 100 is on dealer shelves with a
reasonable selection of software. Fre-
quently, it stays on the shelf. Why?

It Takes Marketing Too
DEC has never been a marketing-

oriented company. All too often, ad-
vertising was placed by individual product
lines and not by the corporation centrally.
As a result, DEC is hardly a household
word. Olsen, incidentally, insists on re-
ferring to the company as Digital, despite
the fact that both customers and insiders
alike refer to it as DEC.
How many people know that DEC is

the second largest computer maker behind
industry leader IBM? Fewer than one in
ten according to one study. Yet in the
past, campaigns to build company image
got little support from the product line
managers.

Since these managers were judged on
the performance of their products, they
were reluctant to divert a portion of their
product marketing dollars to corporate
advertising programs. As a result of this
coupled with the furious infighting among
product line managers for the backing of
the centralized engineering and manu-
facturing departments, Olsen wiped out
most of the product line system in one
bold stroke. But problems remain. As
recently as November, Win Hindle, vice
president of administration, was looking
into ways of more effectively integrating
the engineering, manufacturing, sales, and
marketing functions. Given the size of
the company, it would be unreasonable
to expect results overnight,

One of the most ridiculous marketing
decisions with respect to the line of personal
computers was that of distribution. In
September 1982, Andrew Knowles, then
the vice president of the personal com-
puters and terminals group, told us that
the personal computers would be sold
through several outlets: independent re-
tailers, industrial distributors like Hamilton/
Avnet, DEC's own Digital Business Centers,
and by a direct sales force to large' cus-
tomers. It sounded like a thorough
approach.
A few months later, however, DEC

decided it was having trouble positioning
the three products so it would solve the
problem by distributing them through
different outlets. Digital Business Centers
got the DECmate,' independent retailers
got the Rainbow (and Pro if they wanted
it-most didn't), and the industrial dis-
tributors got the Pro. One problem: the
ads showed all three machines and didn't
tell the customer where to go for what.

The result was massive confusion and lost
sales.

Getting Their Act Together
Digital Business Centers can now sell

all three' computers and DEC is now throw-
ing in one year of free service on the
customer's premises in an effort to stimulate
sales. PEC sees little risk in this offer as
its products are over-engineered and re-
liable. On an optimistic note, Olsen recently
said, "We believe that more and more
people are beginning to realize the im-
portance of quality and ergonomics." But
whether all of this is too little and too late
is something we won't know until well
into 1984. '

Olsen' feels that "this first round of
personal computers is not the important
one. The major contest will be the 32-bit
machine." In this arena, DEC seems to be
taking an early lead with its Micro VAX,
a system slated for first shipments in March
1984. Unfortunately, DEC has not met its
product release dates on 75% of the
products released in the last ten years, so
March is probably optimistic.
Recognizing that it will take more than

a new 32-bit machine to be successful in
the personal computer market, Olsen has

Olsen feels that
"this first round of

personal computers is
not the important one.
The major contest wif/
be the 32-bit machine. "

appointed Ed Kramer, corporate marketing
vice president, to oversee four task forces
in the 'areas 'of personal computer
marketing, sales, administration, and
engineering. ,A company spokesman
acknowledged that they were formed "to
identify the personal computer group's
problem areas and to implement cor-
rections."

We talked to several former top DEC
executives= more have left in the past
year than in any other-and almost all
were disgruntled about the marketing, or
lack of it, at DEC. One complained that
"Ken (Olsen) would rather print 10,000
handbooks than run a page of advertising."
But all had great respect for Ken and felt
that eventuallyhe would see the need for
more aggressivemarketing. When is "event-
ually?" No one was sayin/5. •
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Stephen Arrants

For years, Apple Computer was
viewed as the brightest kid on the block.
Started in a garage, it has joined the For-
tune 500 in just a few short years. Life
seemed easy for Apple. The Apple II
was hailed as a revolutionary product.
The dealer base and user base were
expanding, and large amounts of soft-
ware were being written for the II series.
Apple, it seemed, had an industry virtu-
ally to itself.

In the third quarter of 1983, faced
with a highly volatile market and heavy
competition-most notably from IBM
-Apple posted the first quarterly profit
decline from a previous year. Fourth
quarter earnings dropped a whopping
73% .to $5.1 million (eight cents a share)

from $18.7 million (32 cents a share).
Apple stock has been hard hit also.
Traded at $65.25 in June of '83, at press
time it hovered around $22 a share.
What went wrong?

Problems
Apple's first major setback occurred

with the introduction of the Apple III.
Designed as a business machine (as op-
posed to the II which was unabashedly a
"personal" computer) for competition in
part with the IBM PC, the III was be-
leaguered from birth. There were tech-
nical problems: Some units had I'C chips
that worked their way out of sockets
when overheated. Using the III in Apple
II emulation proved more of a problem
than expected. The SOS operating sys-
tern was difficult to use because Apple
was . slow to release technical
information. .

42

Apple overcame these problems, but
the III never really recovered. Although
it is an excellent machine and the ma-
chine of choice among Apple employees,
the III accounts for only a small amount
of Apple's total sales.

By 198Z the Apple II + was growing
old. It offered a 40-column display, 48K
RAM, only uppercase characters, and
an 8-bit CPU, and it was not MS-DOS
compatible. The price performance ratio
of the machine was falling rapidly be-
hind other machines. The recently in-
troduced lIe was designed to address
some of these problems, and Rana Sys-
tems had introduced an MS-DOS co-
processor for the lIe. Instead of bucking
the tide of IBM 'PC .compatibility it
seems that Apple is tacitly going with
the flow while continuing to offer the
classic Apple for aficionados.

Lisa, long heralded as the next step in
microcomputing, was expensive ($9995)
when first introduced in February 1983
and had relatively little software. The
fact that Apple allowed more than six
months to elapse between the announce-
ment of the product and first shipments
also hurt sales. It may have captured the
world's imagination, but as John Sculley
said, "IBM captured corporate Ameri-
ca's desktops." Lisa offers "windowed"
software, which allows users to call
different programs from WIthin one
another.

Steve Jobs, Apple's
chairman, stated that

Lisa would be a
phenomenal success
its first year. It wasn't.

Steve Jobs, Apple's chairman, stated
that Lisa would be a phenomenal suc-
cess its first year. It wasn't. Industry es-
timates of sales ranged from 10,000 to
50,000 during 1983. One research firm,
InfoCorp, estimates that only about
1~,000 units have been shipped.
Lisa was virtually a machine unto it-

self. Initially, it ran only under its own
operating system. Apple has since made
it MS-DOS compatible, although at a
sacrifice of some of the integrated soft-
ware features. The price has dropped to
$8190 with software and to $6995
for a software-free Lisa. Why· the
re-packaging? .

At first glance this might appear to be
poor judgment. After all, what can you

The new blood and a founder - John
Sculley and Steve Jobs of Apple Computer.
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KEYS
TO SUCCESS·

The keys to success.
Whether you have a small re-

tail company, manage a service
agency or run a cattle ranch, you
have to do something else well
to build a business-manage
money.

You've got to analyze cash
flow, see trends and forecast
profitability in a time and cost
effective manner.
The rightfit.

A computerized account-
ing system makes sense,
but finding the right soft-
ware is important. The
"home checkbook" pro-
grams are easy to use but
they don't havethe ad-
vanced reporting capabilities you need. And many
small businesses just don't need the complexity or
the cost of the modular systems.

Practical Accountant" is a single entry, small busi-
ness accounting program that comes complete in one
package. It's friendly enough to balance your check-
book, yet sophisticated enough to give you the kind of
money management information you need for a suc-
cessful business.
We could have called it
''Accounting Made Easy.."

Practical Accountant is designed around funda-
mental accounting procedures. Even if you don't
know much about accounting it is an ideal program.

The manual explains basic accounting terminology
and provides a comprehensive tutorial. It will take you
step-by-step through the process of setting up a com-
plete, single entry accounting system you can begin
using right away.

It's quick to learn and
convenient to use.

The program guides you with
easy-to-use menus and provides
on the screen prompting. Practi-
cal Accountant even does some
of your work for you like organiz-
ing entries in date order-even
if you don't.
It's very flexible.
You set it up to
fit your business.

Practical Accountant allows
you to set up your "Chart of Ac-
counts" (income and expense
categories) with up to 50 cate-
gories, 300 sub-categories and
with 20 tax type definitions-all

defined by you. The manual shows you how to set up
an accounting system for a small business, complete
with samples.
Cash Flow Reporting-
money management information.

Perhaps the most valuable feature of the prograrnis
the cash flow reporting capability. Youcan look at .
cash-flow by category, by sub-category and by tax type
to analyze profitability, tax consequences and general
performance. All of your reports are professionally .
formatted and you haveaccess to profitability infor-
mation that leads to sound business management.
There is more to this success story.

If you would like to know more about Practical Ac-
countant your dealer can give you a great demonstra-
tion and a brochure with a more complete story, or
cal! Softlink TOLL FREEat 800633-6300 (in CA .
800222-1244) and we will send you the brochure.

Practical Accountant"
Single entry, small business accountingfor the Apple lIe, IBM PC and compatibles.

$149.95
suggested retail [£ISOFTLlnKN

3255-2 Scott Blvd.
Santa Clara, CA95D51

408/988-8011
Practical Accountant is a trademark of Softlink Corporation

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation
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Apple, continued ...
do without software? The move makes
more sense if you realize that small busi-
ness users-who often don't need and
won't pay for all of the Lisa software-
make up the bulk of the Lisa market.
Small business users prefer to adapt Lisa
to their own applications. Apple's initial
target market was Fortune 1000 compa-
nies. Recently, however, the company
has seen the potential in the small
business market.

Most' other manufacturers-notably
IBM~sell hardware, software, arid pe-
ripherals separately, allowing dealers to
assemble packages if they desire. Since a
bundled Lisa looked more expensive
than. competing products in the store,
customers balked. Now, it should be
more competitive. Moreover, new soft-
ware from independent sources will al-
low Lisa to do more at lower costs; there
are now more than 165 companies
developing Lisa software.

Lisa was also a stand-alone unit. It
couldn't communicate with other ma-

chines, such as PCs, Apple lIs, minis,
and mainframes.
. Still, another problem looms on the
horizon. VisiCorp, Microsoft, Digital
Research, and other companies have
developed Lisa-like software, which al-
lows other computers to perform like
Lisas.

Lisa's Little Brother
Coming on the heels of the Lisa dis-

appointment is the Macintosh, or Apple
32. If Apple is to remain a major force in
microcomputing, many analysts believe
that Macintosh must be a success. It
must not only be a viable product, but
Apple must be successful in selling it. As
important as the Apple III and Lisa
were to have been, Apple survived both
of these setbacks. What, then, has Apple
learned?

First, production of the Macintosh
has already begun-well' before the re-
lease date. Second, Apple has actively
involved software developers-approxi-
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mately 100 of them-for the past 18
months. A large and varied body of soft-
ware should be available at the time the
machine reaches dealer shelves.

Apple wouldn't comment on the Mac-
intosh at press time, but some observers
estimate that it hopes to sell 200,000 to
500,000 units in the first year.

Macintosh looks impressive. Everyone

another sprang up to take its place. As
Steve Wozniak said, "I found it takes
just two things to start a company-a
. lawyer and a Xerox machine.';

Being the most popular kid on' the As .if the foreign imitators weren't
block has its problems as well as its re- enough of a headache, along came
wards. Everyone wants to be your Franklin Computer Corporation, a U.S.
friend, but sometimes.veven the best of company, with a not-quite-imitation that
friends will stab' you in the back. More- looked different, but ran Apple software.
over, everyone wants to be just like A "workalike" they called it. A new de-
you-if you wear an oversize chamois sign' that didn't infringe on any Apple
shirt today, tomorrow everyone' else will patents they said. Apple filed suit, but as
have one. Unless. you keep on innovating recently I).S July 1983, Franklin was re-
and doing new things, you will not be assuring potential customers that the
the popular leader for long. courts would find in their favor.

Apple was in much this sort of po- They didn't. In perhaps the most
sition. The Apple was the first widely significant computer copyright decision
popular computer, and so it attracted yet, the Third Circuit Court of Appeals
the most imitators. During the first ruled that literary works "are not con-

. years .of the. .Apple.Il, it bad some.nice, .fined ..to .Iiterature ..in. the. nature ..of
features Jacking in the Pet., TRS-80 Hemingway's For Whom the Bell Tolls."
Model I, Sol-20, and Bally Arcade. Its In other words, operating systems can be
popularity soared-so much that every copyrighted. Furthermore, the court
fabricator in Hong Kong, Taiwan, said that even programs imbedded in the
Singapore, and .Korea started turning hardware, etched on a ROM chip, can
out Apple clones. Since <illthe R&D ex- be protected by copyright.
pense had been borne by Apple and Reinforcing this decision, the Su-
since labor is cheap in the far east, these preme Court ruled in October 1983, in a
companies could seIImachines at a much case between Bally and Arctic, that both
lower price, and still make a profit. Ap- the audiovisual effects and the computer
ple, of course; went to battle-s-through 'chips that generate them are covered by
the courts of these countries as well as in copyright. '
the U.S.-and stemmed 'the' tide some- Although these rulings seem to close
what. But for each company stopped, the door"":'at least the legal one-on'

David H. Ahi

bogus copies from the Far East, keeping
them out of the marketplace.is another
matter entirely. Fake Apple and IBM
computers are still being made in Tai-
wan and shipped' throughout the Far
East. And in an Apple-imitator case in
Australia, Judge Bryan 'Beaumont re-
cently ruled that software is not eligible
for copyright protection under

.. 'Ausiralianlaw. .. ,.c_ ... -

Even in the U.S., some fundamental
issues of patents versus copyrights still
must be addressed. A patent is issued on
a "utilitarian object," ie., something
that is useless unless merged with other
parts to form a working machine. A
copyright is issued to an expression of an
idea or a set of instructions. Clearly, pro-
grams in RqM are both. Yet when does
the code become an essential part of the
machine, passing from a copyrighted ob-
ject into a patented one? If it .can' be read
only by a machine, is it, therefore, ineli-
gible for copyright protection? Or, if
copyrighted on paper, can it later be pro-
tected under copyright when burned
into the ROM chips, i.e., when merged
into and made an integral part of the
hardware? .
.And whatabout.the.,question.of.

infringement? Code can be re-written in
a way that makes it look different while
it runs essentially the same. How will
the copyright office and 'the courts han-
dle these problems?

It seems that struggling through the
legal morass is no easier than writing the
machine code in question. For now,
though, it looks as though legitimate
manufacturers can turn 'their energies to
competition against each other and wait
for the courts to issue rulings on this
new and vexing area of copyright
infringement. •



Apple, continued ..•
who has seen the computer gives it
praise and high marks. But technology
itself may not be enough to sell a
machine---especially in today's market.
Traditional marketing methods are
becoming more important; elegant tech-
nology matters less than airing more
commercials during prime time.
There are two important questions

about Macintosh. First, will it under-
mine sales of Lisa, since it essentially
does what Lisa does at a lower cost; and
second, will it cannibalize lIe sales?
Macintosh' probably will not hurt Lisa
sales in the long run. True, it does look
like a low-end Lisa, but Lisa can do
more and has more expansion capability.
Nor is it likely to harm sales of the lIe
since Macintosh is not designed as a
home machine. It can't use proDOS or

Apple has cut costs,
.centralized

menutecturinq and
marketing, and is

turning itSf#f into an
aggre$sive 'marketer.

DOS 3.3 based software, does not
support a color display, and most
important, is not being' marketed by
the Personal Computer Division.

A New Strategy
In the face of all this, Apple has cut

costs, centralized manufacturing and
marketing, and is turning itself into an
aggressive marketer. To do, this, the
company has hired John Sculley, former
president of PepsiCo. Sculley is a mar-
keter with few peers. His success at
PepsiCo. was based on three things-
discipline, focus, and a finely-tuned
marketing strategy-c-all attributes that
are badly' needed at Apple, which until
recently, was blinded by success. Amid
all the accolades, the few mistakes and
setbacks were little noticed, Failure to
recognize one's errors in today's market
is fatal, however.
Sculley stopped production of disk

drives at Apple, relying instead on out-
side manufacturers. Apple will con-
centrate on wlhat it does best, producing
computers. He is positioning Apple di-
rectly against IBM, playing on Apple'S
reputation as a high-tech computer
manufacturer and exploiting its cult
status.
During 1984 Apple will spend over

$50 million on television advertising, as
well as entry into non-traditional (non-
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computer) print media. By now you
have probably seen at least one of the
new television spots. They are well done,
and reaction from both dealers and cus-
tomers has been good. These "Apple
People" spots show Sculley's touch.
Young, smart professionals playing
basketball or riding bicycles occupy
most of the commercial time.' An Apple
product is mentioned only at the end; as
he did with the advertising for Pepsi,
Sculley is not promoting a product as
much as a life-style.
Sculley is also focusing on Apple's in-

ternal problems. Management meetings
are now held once a week, as opposed to
the previous once a quarter. He is trying
to mend fences with dealers.Sculleyhim-
self has appeared in videotapes for deal-
ers explaining the directions and policies
that Apple will follow in the future.
Dealers no longer need to rely on gossip
and rumor about Apple; they are now
seen as an integral part of Apple's future
sales strategy.
Apple also hired John Cavalier, for-

merly president of the Atari products
management division to head up the
Personal Computer (Apple Ile and III)
division. This function was previously
handled by Sculley, who began the re-
direction in August 1983 when business
sales were flagging. His response was to
bundle the Apple lIe with games and
educational software and peripherals.
This reflects Apple's plans to add new
products to the II line and to re-position

Apple in the home computer market.
Perhaps the most significant move

was Steve Wozniak's return to Apple.
Wozniak is now in charge of develop-
ment of new products for the lIe prod-
uct line, and -has made a tremendous
impact in the short time he has been
back. One new product he has a hand in
is a mouse controller for the' lIe.' Apple
engineers produced a prototype mouse
circuit board with 21 chips=about 70%
of the total in the lIe. Steve streamlined
the design to five chips ill one afternoon.
Steve believes that the Il=-regarded by
many as the Model T of microcom-
puting-has been neglected over the past
few years by Apple-an opinion appar-
ently shared by Sculley.

Where To Now?
Apple faces many problems. 1984 will

be the most critical year in the compa-
ny's history. If Macintosh does not make
the impact for which its builders hope, if
Lisa sales do not pick up, and if lIe/III
sales remain sluggish in the face of com-
petition from IBM, then Apple could be-
come just another microcomputer
manufacturer: But with the new direc-
tionand new blood at Apple, the com-
pany stands an excellent chance of
regaining its position as an industry
leader. Apple is growing up, and the
process won't be easy. With the dedica-
tion of John Sculley and with Steve
Wozniak back in the picture, it looks as
if there will be an Apple in our future ..•

Apple lIe compatible with IBM, at a
cost of $1795 (you also get 256K and
two disk drives). .
• Programs to tie Lisa to mainframe

computers (perhaps in response' to a
recent move in which IBM stunned the
industry wit4 a similar announcement
for their 370 and 3270 devices).
• "Support programs" for indepen-

dent developers which offer Apple's
operating system, programming lan-
guage, and technical notes. I sense an at-
tempt to get' a "family" of loyal

_~fter spendi)1Ltim<::"at_the Apple . developers, as Apple also offered eIec-
booth at Comdex and trying to read be~ .- troruc' bulletm boards 'and 'eleCtroniC
tween the words of their press releases, I mail for them. ,
sensed a feeling of urgency-a fear that • Apple took pains to point out that
they will be abandoned and fail to. enjoy there is considerable software for Apple
a continuation of the enormous support II and Lisa. Included free in their press
their computers have enjoyed in the kit was a $3.00 book, entitled, "Will
past. It is almost as if they are saying, someone Please Tell Me What an Apple
"Come on, fellows. Keep supporting us, III' Can Do?", a description of more
just like in the old pre-IBM PC days. than 300 software programs for the
Don't forget that we had the most sup- Apple HI.
ported personal computer in history. • Apple also announced that there are
Stick with us." 165 companies developing Software for
In other words, I got the feeling that Lisa.

Apple was thrashing against the on- • An ~ntegrated word processing,
slaught of IBM and MS pOS. spreadsheet, and database package for
This is what they announced: the Apple III, called III E-Z Pieces.
• ARana co-processor to make the • A mouse for Apple II computers .•

Ken Uston
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releases:
•APPLESOFT FOR THE lIe® is
written especially for Apple
lie owners. Reaq it and you'll
quickly learn Applesoft
syntax, prograri\ming ,
techniques, commends,
functions, and more. No.
22259, $19.95.

- PERSONAL COMPUTERS
HANDBOOK (Second
Edition). Completely updated,
comprehensive introduction
to popular 8-, 16-, and 32-bit
microcomputer CPUs. No.
22094, $14.95.

-INTRODUCING THE IBM
PCjr covers everything obout
the PCjr including how it
works, what software will
run on it, how expandable
it is, and more. It's written
by Andrew M. Seybold, one
of the industry's foremost
authorities on personal
computers and the first
person to break the story on
t~e PCjr. No. 22317, $12.95.

-INTRODUCING THE APPLE
MACINTOSHTM is the most
exciting book to hit the
computer market. It's the first
and only book available on
the new Macintosh computer.
Like the computer itself, this
book is designed especially
for professioncls who take an
active role in major business
decisions. Its two-color text
and illustrations show you
everything you need to know
about the system including
how it works, how it is
different from other Apple
computers, what software will
run on it, and more. A must
for any new or prospective
Macintosh owner. No. 22361,
$12.95.
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Sams Books And Software.

II Book/Software Combinations are
available alone or securely packed in a
vinyl hard-cover binder with ~iskette or
tape of programs to save you manual
entry.
•COMMODORE 64™ BASIC PRO-
GRAMS, Boo : No. 22171, $9.95; Tape:
No. 22289,'$1.95; Book/Ta e: No.
26171, $16.95.

•VIC 20™: 50 EASY-TO-RUN
COMflUTER GAMES, Book: No. 22188,
$5.95; ape: No. 22287, $7.95;
Book ape: No.26170,$12.95.

•VIC 20: GAMES, GRAPHICS AND
APPLICATIONS, Book: Nfl: 22189,
$8.95; Tape: t:.Io.22280, $7.95;
Book/'Tape: No. 26167, $15.95.

• ENTERTAINMENT GAMES INTI
BASIC AND EXTENDED BASIC, Book:
No. 22204, $8.95; Tape: No. 22285,
$7.95; Book/Tape: No. 26169, $15.9S.

•TI-99/4A: 24 BASIC PROGRAMS,
Book: No. 22247, $12.95; Tapei No.
22291, $7.95r BoolUTape: No. 26172,
$19.95.

•TI-99/4A: 51 FUN AND
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS, Book:

· No. 22192, $4.95; Tape: No. 22283,
$7.95; Book/Tape: No. 26168, $11.95.

•PERSONAL COMPUTERS
HANDBOOK (Second Edition), No.
22094, $14.95.

•APPLESOFT FOR THE lie, No. 22259,
$19.95.

•TIMEX/SINCLAIR 2068™ BEGINNER/
INTERMEDIATE GUIDE covers BASIC
undamentals and more advanced
programming with the 2068, plus color
graphics and sound. No. 22225, $9.95.

• INTRODUCING THE IBM PCjr, N9..
223't7, $12.95.

•BASIC TRICKS FOR THE APPLE pro-
vides all the tricks you need to make
your BASIC programs more useful and
efficient. Guides you through the logic,
creation and integrat:on of over 35
routines. No. 22208, $8.95.

•ATARI BASIC TUTORIAL is a hands-on,
step-by-step guide through the ATARI
BASIC language. No. 22066, $12.95.

Available Soon
•BASIC PROGRAMS FOR THE IBM PCjr
is a beginner's book that shows how to
program the PCjr in BASIC, end howto
use the many advanced BASIC features
unique to the computer. Also contains a
BASIC tutorial, programming hints and
many useful programs. No. 22359,
$12.95.

•ASSEMBLER LANGUAGE
PROGRAMMING: THE IBM PCjr
shows how to program Junior in 8088
assembler language, and how to
control its video, keyboard, disk end
other hardware. Includes many sqmple
programs and hints. INo. 22360, $12.95.

•BASIC TRICKS FOR THE IBM shows the
novice or advanced IBM user how to
make tlJe BASIC languQge perform a
number of useful tasks for quick and ef-
fident programming. No. 22250, $8.95.

What Technology Is All About.
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Then in 1979, some hard-partying
wizards from the coin-op department
teamed up to create the Atari 400 and
800 computers. It is hard to overstate
what it feat these machines were. Based
largely on the Apple, they were designed
to do everything the Apple could do,
and then some. As it turned out, the ma-
chines were so far ahead of their time,
Atari ended up having no clear idea just
what to do with them.

Asking me to ruminate about Atari is
like asking Attila to say a few words
about Huns. It has been an intense love-
hate relationship, to say the least. I have
been writing about the problems of Atari
management for more than three years
now. Atari computers will always have a
special place in my heart, though Atari '
Corporate has broken that heart many
times over. ' '

'\

"We don't market," Steven Ross,
chairman of Warner Communications,
told the Wall Stre~t Journal. "We've got
the best goddamned computer, but we
don't market it right. 1m pulling my hair
'out."

That's just about the whole story in a
nutshell. Atari has never made a, dime
from microcomputers. In 1979, Atari in-
troduced two of the most advanced and
best-designed low-end machines in the
industry. They then proceeded to let the
machines languish for four years and
lost money on them each and every year.
By the time they caught on and realized
that it was not the hardware but the
sellware that was wrong, they were on
the ropes and bleeding red ink. It's a
pity.

Many ot the people I
spoke to at A tari

between 1980 and 1983
had little or no idtj!a

wh;lt the products they
were selling were all

about. '

In The Beginning
In the beginning there was Nolan

Bushnell. And there were some cock-
eyed ideas of his about making elec-
tronic games that people would want to
play again and again. Nolan amassed
some pretty good people and, some
pretty good products, too. In 1974 coin-
operated video games like Pong and
Tank Battle appeared. In 197.8 Space
Invaders broke through, and video
games mania took hold.

Then there was the VCS 2600 pro-
grammable computer game, which be-
gan to catch on in 1978. Before it, home
games computers were hard-wired to
play maybe four different games. These

James 1. Morgan, new chairman
and CEO of Atari. ,
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John Anderson

grew boring in a hurry, and the units
soon headed for the closet. The VCS
ended all that. Want a new game? Sim-
ply plug in a new ROM cartridge. The
games were in color, and were superior
to anything seen before. They had some
staying power.

Growth And Chaos
Well, in his preternatural wisdom No-

lan sold Atari, and like clockwork,
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Atari, continued .. ~
things started sliding fast. Many of the
people I spoke to at Atari between 198.0
and 1983 had little or no idea what the
products they were selling were all
about, or who if anyone would care. In
one case, we were fed mis- and disinfor-
mation on a frighteningly regular basis,
from a highly-placed someone sup-
posedly in charge of all publicity
concerning the computer systems. And
chilling as the individual happenstance
was, it seems to have been endemic at
Atari at the time.

Atari was quite literally too big for its
britches. Since acquisition by Warner,
the big problem for Atari 'has been the
very bigness of Atari. It is almost univer-
sally recognized that Atari is the single
most important factor in the transforma-
tion of the electronic entertainment busi-
ness in the late '70s. Before Atari,
electronic games were a novelty. After
Atari, they became a mainstay-a busi-
ness with revenue counted in the billions
of dollars.
As Atari grew-wildly and with the

uncontainable force of Mount st. Helens
-it also grew schizoid. It quickly
evolved into a three-headed beast: the
coin-op division, the consumer games di-
vision, and the home computer division
all operated pretty much independently
of one another. Rifts and rivalries devel-
oped. Most' damaging was the split be-
tween the managements of the home
games and the home computer divisions.

For at It time when those very cate-
gories were meshing in the marketplace
and minds of consumers, Atari chose to
isolate them totally from each other. The
games division, having finally managed
with the YCS 2600 game unit to over-
take the coin-op division as profit leader,
saw the home computer division as a
threat rather than a 'savior. If any of
their new machines could expand' into
true computers, the reins would auto-
matically be handed over to the home
computer division. To the games di-
vision, this was a fate worse than death.
And so it seems in their power and

wisdom, they chose death.
If, in 1981, the next-generation game

machine had been designed to be
compatible' with the Atari 400 and 800
microcomputers, Atari would not be in
the state it is in today. Instead, the 5200
game unit was introduced. Inside, it was
very nearly an Atari 800, and as such
was a fabulous game machine. The nota-
ble exceptions were that all compatibil-
ity and expandability had been designed
out, and an absolutely atrocious new
game controller had been grafted on.
The new game machine, with an ex-
ternal keyboard and 800 compatibility,
could have been transformed into a
product superior to the famed Coleco
Adam, way back in 1982. "But noooo,"
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to quote the late great John Belushi.
As in Greek tragedy, the fatal flaw

had surfaced: the hubris that eventually
set the stage for surrender of the high-
end games market to Coleco and the
low-end micro market to Commodore.

If, in 1981, Atari had decided to hire
someone like Alan AIda to rework its
image as a game company, it would not
be in the state it is today. Instead, it
failed to recognize the importance of its
computers and allowed a sizable tech-
nological lead, as well as a burgeoning
market, to slip away. They continue to
this day to be perceived as a games com-
pany and only a games company. If I
were Steven Ross, I would be bald by
now.

Now that Atari's share of the micro
market has been more than halved, they

If, in 1981, Atari had
decided to hire

someone like Alan Aida
to rework its image as
a game company, it
would not be in the
state it is today.

have hired Alan AIda, and he is doing
all he can, for a reported $10 million
three-year stint. He is undoubtedly
worth it. Rumor has it, however, that
Atari is about to abandon the hardware
business entirely, in favor of software
alone. .

Only Software?
. Software is like records. Warner al-
ready knows how to sell records, and
does it very well. Atari could make a
profit selling software. In June of 1983
Atari announced the creation of
Atarisoft, a software label that would re-
lease packages not .only for Atari
computers but for the IBM PC, Apple,
TRS-80, and Commodore 64 machines
as well. Hence the springboard for
rumors.

Was that step the beginning of the end
for Atari hardware? No, according to
Atari. They are in the hardware business
to stay. They will turn things around.
They will get their computers into the
black for' the first time. And they will
keep them there.
In the attempt to reach this lofty goal,

heavy cost-cutting is evident. Atari has
laid off more than 3000 of its U.S.
production line staff and moved manu-
facture of its computers to the Far East.
It has removed the internal speaker, two

of the controller ports, and other so-
called "needless expenses" from all its
new units. It has streamlined each com-
puter .to a single board, saving pennies
wherever possible. Needless to say, this is
a very different environment for product
development from the one that couched
the birth of the 400 and 800 machines.
. They, as opposed to the newer machines,
. were remarkably uncompromised.

Despite all of this, there is certainly
one thing you must hand to Atari. They
are about the only company in the entire
industry in the position to suffer 1983
losses in excess of half a billion dollars,
while remaining somewhat optimistic
about the future. Warner stock went
down from well over $60 to just over $20
in 1983. Shareholders' equity skidded 32
percent to $953.6 million from $1.4 bil-
lion a year earlier. And yet, Atari has
mustered its confidence.
Warner Communications hasn't come

close to offsetting' Atari's losses, even
with a pretty fair year at the movie box
office and an even better year in the
record business. The numbers are simply
staggering. The fact is that Warner has
come to depend on Atari for profits. r
can't see them taking risks very inuch
longer. Atari needs to find the black,
and stay there-whatever that formula
requires.

New Management
In August of 1983, James J. Morgan

was brought on board from Philip-
Morris to replace Ray Kassar as CEO
and president of Atari. His work was cut
out for him.
A recent article in the Wall Street

Journal reports that Morgan was
"stunned" both by the "chaos': at Atari
when he took charge and at the fact that
no one seemed to have anything even
approaching a coherent game plan. Fre-
quently a supposed "chain of command"
would be split across eight or nine build-
ings, with a supervisor rarely even seeing
certain 'members of his crew. Morgan
has set out to change this ..

Among his first actions was the dis-
solution of the direct educational sales
force. He created a department called
Atari Learning Systems to' fill the gap.
Some analysts have interpreted' this as a
general move in the direction of software
as opposed to hardware. He also re-
assigned the president of Ataritel, the
telecommunications branch of' Atari,
which has been in existence for nearly
two years now, and has yet to ship a
product. If Ataritel doesn't come
through soon, .don't expect it to last
much longer. Warner can't afford the
experiment.

By 1985, Atari will have moved to a
65-acre site in San Jose. The coin-op and
engineering departments will remain in
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Does your word processor . .
chop, slice, grind, shred, and puree'?

All too many word processing programs can make mince-
meat out of your ideas. They force you toadapt your
writing to the computer's needs, when it should be the
other way around.

That's why you need THE WRITE
STUFF;Mthe word processing program
.designed for people who care more about
words than processing. With THE WRITE
STUFF, you don't have to relabel your per-
-sonal computer keyboard or learn arbitrary

.symbols. All you do is write and leave the processing to
us. Making life easier is the reason you got a personal
computer in the first place, isn't it? Just tell the

.'machine what you want: centering, justifying, paginat-
ing' underlining or boldface, finding and
replacing words, moving sections of your
text, or undoing your last command. THE
WRITE STUFF does all the things you'd
expect from programs that cost up to five
times as much. And that's no sliced baloney.

The Ultimate Word Processor for Home and Office .
For the Apple® II Plus and /I e. One disk drive, 64K, DOS 3.3 required. $99.95 suggested retail.

.© Intentional Educations, Inc.

HARPER & ROW f SOFTWARE
10East 53rd Street, New York, N.Y. 10022
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AD-1 is the most reliable and the most
costeffective add-on floppy disk drive

for Apple 111,11 PLUSI and Ileicom-

puters. It matches them ip quality and
function but at less cost to. you.
There's no need for any software

modifications.

AD-50/100 are series of add-on 5)1.0"

5MB/10MB Winchester disk drives for
Apple II or IBM P~ computers.

AD-50/100 incorporate microproces-

sor-based architecture, proven Win-
chester technology and built-in hard-

ware ECC capability to detect and
automatically correct errors.

TM-1265 features 12" nonglare greenl
amber screen, 10 degrees tiltability,

800 -Lines horizontal high resolution,
elegant outerlook and easily accessible
modules on a light weight but sturdy
plastic frame that easeseyes strain and
is easy to maintain.

DEDICATED FOR YOUR ADD-ONs!

MITAC is the largest computer system and peripheral engineering company in Taiwan,
backed up by more than 200 computer engineers, most advanced CAD/CAM systems
for designing and manufacturing and high-speed A.T.E. facilities for automatic testing.
Besides, we are the third licensed manufacturer of disk drives from Shugart next to IBM
and Matsushita in Japan.
MITAC has built very reputable sales and stable production of current products which
are prevailed in the domestic and international market. Since this June, MITAC has
been producing and selling more than 10,000 units of disk drive per month. Receiving
the world-wide acceptance proves our products to be extremely reliable, and our long.
term support keeps our international distributors a better margin in this highly competi-
ti ve field.

JOY-80/100 are joysticks with
microswitch technology to ensure
high accuracy, super sensitivity, and
autocentering feature to ease opera-
tions. With micro adjustment
capability, JOY-100 lets you adjust
the cursor center on the right posi-
tion as you wish.

COMPATIBILITY CAPACITY
MODEL

APPLE II IBM PC (FORMATTED)

AD·1 V 143.4KB

AD·50A V 5MB

AD-100A V 10MB

AD-100I V 10MB

JOY-80 V -
JOY·100 V -
TM-1265 V -

Welcome dealer inquiries.
FOR U.S.A. AND CANADA INQUIRIES
PLEASE CALL:

Rmerican milac Corp.
2906 SCOTT BLVD.,
SANTA CLARA, CA 95050, U.S.A.
TEL: (408) 988-0258 IN CALIFORNIA.

(800) 321-8344 IN OTHER STATES.
TELEX, 9103382201 MECTEL

FOR INTERNATIONAL INQUIRES PLEASE
CONTACT:

RliCat: Inc.
3RD FL., 75 NANKING E. RD.,SEC. 4, TAIPEI,
TAIWAN. R.O.C.
TEL: (02) 713-6980; (02) 715-0940
TELEX: 20261 MECTAC, 11942 TAIAUTO

"Registered trademarks of Q) Apple Computer Inc. ~ International BusinessMachines, Inc.
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Atari, continued ...
Milpitas, but the rest of the show will be
consolidated. The cost of the move will
approach $200 million. .

In unrelated but interesting develop-
ments of the last year, Milton-Bradley
sued Atari for $43 million, as a result of
an alleged breach of contract concerning
nondelivery of 400,000 voice synthesis/
recognition modules for the 2600 and
5200 game units .:

Atari abandoned plans to introduce a
keyboard add-on for the 2600, originally
called "My First Computer," and later
dubbed "The Graduate." Sales of such a
unit were probably and rightly deemed
as potentially harmful to Atari computer
sales. The unit was, ·by the way, utterly
incompatible with any other Atari
Computer.

Atari, it appears, has always had an
unseemly habit of competing with itself.
The latest clear example of this is a TV
commercial aimed at Coleca-or so one
would imagine. The ColecoVision has
for some time had a VCS game adaptor
available for it. The Atari commercial
shows its own, substandard ves version

Philips and Atari m~y
y~t become partners in

the microcomputer
business. .

of Pac-Man running on the
ColecoVision, then compares it to the
5200 version, which looks much better
(as in fact it was bowdlerized from the
400/800 computer version). Why they
chose to make their own product look
bad on prime-time TV is beyond my
ability to analyze. Perhaps it is some
bizarre form of self-punishment for past
transgressions.

Coming Back
Well giants fall hard, but don't die

easily. Atari may be down, and it may
occasionally be eccentric, but it is far
from out. It has a new XL line of 64K
machines, and despite 'rumors to the
contrary, claims to be moving ahead
with plans to market all four. That in-
cludes the 1400 XL, with built-in
modem, speech synthesis, and expansion
capability. It includes the 1450 XLI),
which sports all the features of the 1400
and a built-in high speed disk drive at an
attractive price. I remain· enthusiastic
about these machines, if a bit less than
utterly confident that they will ship in
the near future. ..

Having personally made the recom-
mendation that the machine on the
heading of our Atari column be changed

. March 1984!) Creative Computing

to the Atari 1450 six months ago, I
surely hope to see one soon. It is hard to
type with your fingers crossed.

Compatibility with existing 400/800
software has been achieved by way of a
translator disk, which downloads the old
400/800 operating system to the top
16K of a 641<.XL, so it can run the
thousands of existing programs despite
any incompatibilities with a revised XL
operating system. The. maintenance of
some form of compatibility with the old
machines was an extremely important
step for Atari to have taken. It leaves the
new line of machines in much better
shape than they would have been other-
wise, even after the January price hike.

Atari originally set a sales goal of
700,000 XL computers in 1983. Slipped
ship dates and 'manufacturing problems
cut that figure by nearly a power of ten,
by our count. Let's hope that Atari fares
better in 1984.

Philips and Atari may yet become
partners in the microcomputer business.
Their friendship stems from a co-
operative distribution effort between
Warner Records and Polygram (which
belongs to Philips). In December there
were rumors that Philips might actually
acquire Atari. These are totally spuri-
ous, according to Atari. Still, I would
not rule out the possibility of an Atari/
Philips computer appearing some time
in the future. It might be just the thing
to breathe new life into the beast.

So to paraphrase Twain: Reports of
Atari's death have been greatly exag-
gerated. The red ink nosebleed has been
behemothic, but may now have been
stemmed.

Alan Kay, once of Xerox PARC and
Smalltalk fame, who has been hiding in
an Atari ivory tower for some time now,
may soon surface like a fairy godmother
with some amazinggoodies, He is a true
visionary-and if he hasn't been twid-
dling his thumbs for three years, may
have an exciting show-and-tell for us at
the next CES. .

A final note. Rupert Murdoch, sensa-
tionalist newspaper owner and the man
who made the New York Post the news-
paper it is today, seems to agree that
Atari has some life in it yet. He has
reportedly acquired 6.7 percent of
Warner's stock. Murdoch is not known
as an investor, so it is assumed that he
seeks a controlling interest. According
to the Wall Street Journal, he is now the
largest individual stockholder in Warner
Communications and could gain' the
control he seeks with little over 20
percent of the stock.

If that happens, my only hope is that
we shall be spared images of bikini-clad
computer users in Atari ad campaigns,
below headlines like "Mom boils Baby's
600XL." Atari, best of luck. iii

. ~s\f;\$a
1\ .•",S -a
S~1tG~$1 . . A classified ad

in Crecdive Computing
means a mini-investment with a

highsales return in the microcomputer
mail-order market! Let us give you informa-
tion on ad sizes, options, rates-and you'll be
amazed at how economically you can focus
in on your specific audience.
Creative Computing penetrating editorial
brings you a careful, interested readership
that is rapidly growing-and growing
increasingly receptive to the product or serv-
ice you have to offer. And it's easier than
ever to deliver your message-because you
can phone your ad in at the number below,
S9 your insertion can run in the next issue.
Make sure it does-phone nowl

CI~ssified Advertising
ZIFF-DAVIS PUBLISHING COMPANY
Consumer Computers &
Electronics Magazine
Division

Please let us know 8 weeks in ad-
vance so you woi)'t'miss a single·
issue Qf CREATIVE COMPUTING.
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you write us about your subscription. It helps us
to serve you promptly.
Write to: P.O. Box 5214, Boulder, CO 80322
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Extend subscription
Enter new subscription-
one year $19,97

B Payment enclosed
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commodore

It began as a lowly dinghy, with only
one oar in the water. Now it is a well-
armed battleship which is trying hard to
blow its competitors out of the water.
Atari and Coleco both well know that
despite their best efforts, Commodore
rules the micro waves. Without a
pitched fight, one or both of them may
end the year in Davy Jones's locker.

Commodore, which began years back
as a business furniture and calculator
company, was among the first manufac-
turers to offer an assembled micro-
computer. It introduced' the
Commodore Pet in 1977. And despite
the fact that the initial machines were
slightly flaky and sported the most un-
friendly keyboards around, the Pet re-
mains in use in many homes and schools
today. It is at least remembered fondly
by many.

John J. Anderson,

When the 5K Vic-20 machine was
first introduced in 1981, it met with little
enthusiasm. At $300, the machine was
too cheap for the hobbyists and too
expensive for the fledgling "mass
market." So it remained in the harbor
for a while.

But Commodore kept right on push-
ing the machine and, to the chagrin of
the industry, made cost-cutting its basic
strategy. By the time the mass market
for microcomputers really began to
materialize (Christmas of 1981), the
Vic-20 was selling for $200. It had some
decent software, too, though mostly
from third-party manufacturers. And so
the yacht race was on.

Commodore S founder, Jack Tramiel, abruptly
resigned on Friday, January 13, 1984 as pres-
ident, CEO, and a director, saying the firm
needs a "professional executive" to take it
beyond the $1 billion annual sales mark reached
just recently. Sources speculated that Tramiel

quit following a disagreement with Irving
Gould, chairman, over the choice

of a new president from out-
side of the computer industry.

56,

By Christmas of 1982, over a million
Vic-20s had been sold, and they continue
to be sold today, at prices well under
$100. Without a doubt, the Vie was the
first true mass market machine. It set
Commodore afloat on the' high sales
seas. The dinghy had sprouted guns.

Then the Commodore 64 was chris-
tened. It was news even at a'li~i price of
$595, but it did not stay there for long.
Soon after the introduction of the C-64,
the first volleys of a bloody and now
legendary price war were 'heard.
Commodore abolished entirely the prac-
tice of setting list prices, They leveled
the heavy guns at the competition and
gave a dramatic definition of the terin
"vertical integration." The flotsam and
jetsam of wrecked competitors will be
washing up for some time to come.

Boom. Atari retreated, counting
heavy losses. Boom. Radio Shack re-
grouped, losing its stomach for battle in
the low-end theatre. Boom. Texas In-
struments abandoned a swiftly sinking
ship. Coleco, still at sea in an experi-
mental sub that mayor may not be leak-
ing badly, has not surfaced in some time.
All we have seen to date is what might
be an occasional periscope.

Vertical integration. Definitely a
buzzword, and as such, hides more than
it tells. In Commodore's case, it -means
simply this: because Commodore manu-
factures its own chips, its costs are
lower, and it does not need to compete
with other micro makers in the micro-

The flotsam and jetsam
ot wrecked .

competitors will be
washing up for some

time to come.

processor marketplace. That simple fact
is a lethal weapon,

The Commodore 64 is a cheap come
puter. It fits in exactly the same case as
its ancestor, the Vic-20. Like the Vie, it
resides on a single board. It can be
assembled on the same production lirie.
At $200 retail, it can still return a
respectable margin. And at the same
time, it is a competitive, machine. It has
all the color, all the sound, and all the
memory of its more expensive compet-
itors. So why buy anything else?

Well some consumers have found
what they perceive as good answers to
that question. The hardware wars seem
to have exacted' a price from Com-
modore as well. Never known as a com-
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plotter meets the needs of the
serious or professional user,
yet it's easy to operate.

POINT . . . C/D size
format, comprehensive front-
panel controls and sophisti-
cated firmware are all tai-
lored to the needs of
the surveyor, drafter,
oceanographer, geophysicist
and land developer ... to
name but a few. You can gen- .
erate superior architectural
elevations, contour maps,
circuit-board layouts and
assembly drawings quickly
and accurately on bond,
vellum or synthetic media.

is configured to work with
micros and minis, and has
the capacity to take advantage

a mainframe's increased
capability. RS-232-C
interfacing is standard,

with alternate protocols avail-
able. The DMP-41 is easy to .
live with, adhering to FCC
Class B requirements. UL list-
ing pending.

Houston Instrument
DMP-41 is one of your
most cost effective
considerations. *

POINT ... Minutely
defined step size and high-
resolution logic-combined
with robust drives and opti-
mized pen ballistics enable
you to create plots of high pre-
cision and surpassing quality.

For the name, ad-
dress and phone num-
ber of your nearest
representative,
write Houston
Instrument, P.O.
Box 15720, Austin,
TX 78761. Phone
512-835-0900, or

800-531-5205 if outside
Texas. In Europe contact
Bausch & Lomb Belgium
NV., Rochesterlaan 6,8240
Gistel, Belgium.
Tel 059-27-74-45,
t1x846- 81399.

houston instrument
*suggested us retail $2,995
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"How MECA experts
taught usmore Basic
in one hour than we
learned in12 hours
from a book:'

"BASICBUILDINGBLOCKS'"lets us interact
with our computer and learn at our
own pace. Dad says it's so easy to use,
it even eliminates the need for him to
read the manual. You should see all the
programs Mom has written by herself.
I like it because it really gets into the
fun of the computer ... fast. BASIC
BUILDINGBLOCKSis like having personal
computer experts in our house."
i1;~~~~~~~~~-A unique, challenging and enter-
II=: taining introduction to BASIC

programming.
- Consumer testing shows that
9 out of 10 people didn't
even need the manual.

- BASICcommands fully demon-
strated, Including disk access,
sound and graphics.

- Over 60 sample programs exe-
cuting so you can see how BASIC
commands work, learn program
structure and flow of control

-jnnovative program design for
freedom of movement any-
where In the tutorial. This lets
you test sample programs at
your own pace until you under-
stand how they work

•Actually encourages you ro write
and test your own program".

- Design useml nrcorams. trace
their flow and detect pro-
gramming errors,

Designed for IBM, Atari and Apple Personal Computers. Aniiable where fine software is sold

My
Dad

My
Mom

'"Software that makes your
home computer worth having:"

'1984 ,MICRO EDUCATION CORPORATION OF AMERICA, 285 RIVERSIDE AVE, WESTPORT CT ,06880·120317221000
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·"How best-selling
financial author
Andrew Tobias became
my own personal
financial advisor."
"With MECA software. MANAGING
YOURMONEY™ is like having Andrew
Tobias, author of The Only
Investment Guide You'll Ever Need
and The Invisible Bankers, at my side
whenever I need his help to manage
my money, It's many programs in one,
ingeniously integrated to let me do as
much or as little as Iwant. And it's so
easy to use, I don't need the manual."

•Provides a complete checkbook
and budget program

•Helpsyou with tax planning.
•Tracksyour net worth.
•Servesasan all-purpose financial
calculator.

•Evaluates your family's life insurance.
•Stores memos' on an electronic

~F.:.f.=Il calendar
•Allows you torecord. c;odeand
analyze your investments

•Talliesreaazedand unrealized gains
and losses. .

•Suggests optimal tax strategies
,;::;::il=!r!r'...:l= • Prints your SCHEDULE0

•Reminds you 8S investments are
going long-term.

•Calculates tax shelter. and rental
property Internal rates of return

•Keepsit simple
(Youdon't even need the manual':

•Keepsit fun
•KeepsIt useful. ,IY~Me:liI~iJ~.iJJ.Integrates everything.

llii •Organizes YOU

Designed for IBM Pc' Xl P(jr and Apple lle. Available where fine software ISsolrj

Andrew
Me Tobias

'M Software that makes your
home computer worth having:M

©1984 ,MICRO EDUCATION CORPORATION OF AMERICA, 285 RIVERSIDE AVE.· WESTPORT. CT· 06880, (203) 222·1000
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Commodore, continued ...
pany with it remarkable support system,
they have run aground on a few reefs of
their-own making.

In the industry, a return rate of 7 per-
cent or below is typically considered
"acceptable." Problems with reliability
have plagued the C-64 since its incep-
tion, and though these problems seem
largely to have been solved, there is still
a ghost in the machine. Early 64s suf-
fered from serious video problems. Later
Tuns turned up units that were D.O.A.
(dead on arrival).

Commodore stock fell $10 in late
1983, upon rumors of unreliability re-
ported in the Wall Street Journal. which
quoted a return rate of up to 30 percent.
Commodore's own inept rebuttal to the
piece probably hurt it further (See
"Commodore's Port," Creative Comput-

CEO Jack Tramiel, may
depending on your
point of view, be

painted as
Commodore's Lord

Nelson, or alternatively,
its Long John Silver.

ing, February, 1983). Commodore
spokespersons sta1wartly stuck to an
"official" return rate of 7 percent. From
our own experience, we can only judge
ourselves as highly unlucky if that figure
is true. We have been through a total of
seven C-64s in our quest for four
working machines.

Then there is the mournful chantey of
the 1541 disk drive. One positive by-
product of Commodore's pricing strat-
egy was to bring the notion of the disk
drive to the common man. At a price of
under $500 for C-64 and disk drive, Joe
Consumer began to realize what a
necessary peripheral it truly was. And
so they started to sell.

And they kept on selling, until a
funny thing happened. Suddenly there
were no more disk drives. To hear it
from Commodore, they were simply
overwhelmed by the demand for drives.
They had estimated that perhaps 30 per-
cent of new C-64 owners would want
disk drives for their machines. In reality,
the number was more like 90 percent.
Commodore simply could not supply the
number of drives the market demanded.

According to the Wall Street Journal
and Electronic News. the problem was a
bit more serious than that. Drives that
were shipping had an absolutely alarm-

60

ing return rate. They didn't work. The
counter story was that a schematic error
emanating from Commodore caused
huge lots of OEM drives to be shipped
with the wrong ROM circuitry.

Commodore denies this. But because
more than one OEM supplied, defective
drives, the story has credibility. Once
here at the lab, we received three dead
drives within a two-week period.

Regardless of whom you believe, it is
probably fair to assume that the severe
shortage of drives going into Christmas
1983 had a deleterious effect on C-64
and C-64 disk-based software sales.
Commodore "airlifted" drives from
Japan to try to fill the gap, but this was a
makeshift solution.

Commodore has also experienced
problems with its monitors and printers,
though not on anything approaching the
scale of its problems with 64s and drives.
We have been waiting for the model
1526 printer for ages now, and it seems
to have slipped off the edge of the earth.

One side effect of the hardware prob-
lems in 1983 was a stockholder class ac-
tion suit against CEO Jack Tramiel, who
may depending on your point of view, be
painted as Commodore's Lord Nelson,
or alternatively, its Long John Silver. It
is Tramiel himself who wields the real
power of Commodore. Say what you will
about him, but don't say he has been un-
successful. He is one of the few utterly
successful executives in the industry. His
sense of timing is incredible.

The suit cites him for the following:
allowing an "autocratic individuality;"
firing all sales staff outside the home of-
fice .'of West Chester, PA, without
notifying stockholders; rushing products
to market while they still displayed'
known bugs; and of knowingly being
unable to ship enough product.

Sounds like a red-blooded American
executive to me.

Hit Commodore with your best
shot-it will only roll. It can handle the
weather, no matter how rough it gets.
While TI and Atari were losing big,
Commodore had earnings of $91.7 mil-
lion on sales of $681.2 million. Those
figures make the criticisms sound more
like sour grapes than impeachable
offenses.

Commodore has some new surprises
in the wings, including a Z-8000-based
RGB portable and a new, ultracheap
consumer machine. Along with this
commitment to the hard world of hard-
ware is a relatively new but sincere
commitment to software. The Com-
modore software line is growing quickly,
in quantity and quality. Tramiel has sold
the razors. Now he wants to sell you the
blades.

And while everybody else in the low-
end has raised their prices for 1984,
Commodore had vowed to hold the line.
In fact, they have threatened further
cuts if and when the Adam truly ap-
pears. They have damned the torpedos
and are moving full steam ahead. •

Net
Income
before extraordinary item

(millions)

J:ru;nings
Per Share
before extraordinary item

It is difficult to find fault with income and earnings figures like these.
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Krell's Connections is tl"le most exciting
qevelopment in educational computing
since LOGO. Connections offers
children of all ages a new world of
entertainment and intellectual challenge ..
Parents and educators will be gratified
by the intriguing yet serious nature of
Connections.

Connections is accompanied by an
initial set of data bases (included free
with the game system) that deal with
geography, chemistry, mammals, mathe-
matics, tools, and everyday objects.
Connections hell's users to build their
own data bases ana to utilize the data
bases created by others via the Connec-
tions User Group /Exchange Program,
48K. 599.95

E
INCREASE WARRANTY
42 program series. Complete coverage
of all SAT' topics including The Test of
Standard Written English. All materials
presented in SAT* format and at the
same level of difficulty ehcbuntered in
SAT* Exams. Scoring and explanations
provided instantly. Krell's unique logical
design customizes this multi-disk set for
each individual .user. Beware of imita-
tions' $299.95
Bonus Included: The As & Bs of Academic
Scholarships by Robert Leider and Shelly
Schwab, 6th Edition.

Avallable at Selected Dealers

KRELL'S LOGO
The M.I.T. authorized version. Compre-
hensive 4-disk set includes two copies of
LOGO for Apple WM

, all utility programs
and Sprite drivers, all M.I.T. demonstra-
tion programs, shape editor; music
editor, 21 program Alice in Logo/and
Tutorial Series, and massive documen-
tation including full color wall chart.
THIS IS THE GENUINE ARTICLE'
Unlike the version marketed by Apple
Corporation, KRELL'S LOGO offers the
full package of M.I.T. features including
the ability to save pictures.

Speotacular Price '89.95
TOP RATED IN INFOWORI:.D

EXCELLENT IN ALL
CATEGORIES!

New! PLATO'S CAVE
Spectacular g'ame for aspiring scientists of all ages.
Players probe Plato's Cave with liglit beams as they ex-
plore the relation between illusion and reality and the

on between evidence and inference. Graphic, dyna-
nUl••,' ·(.uu challenging, with difficulty levels suitable for

$49.95

New! ALEXANDER THE GREAT





You'llnever see Infocom's graphics
on any computer screen. Because
there's never been a computer built
by man that could handle the images
we produce. And, there never will be.

We draw our graphics from the
limitless imagery of your imagi-
nation-a technology so power-
ful, it makes any picture

that's ever come out of a
screen look like graffiti
by comparison. And
nobody knows how
to unleash your
imagination like
Infocom.

Through our
prose,Your
imagination
makes you part
of our stories,
in control of
what you do
and where you
go-yet unable
to predict or con-
trol the course of

events. You're con-
fronted with situa-

tions and logical puz-
zles the like of which you won't

find elsewhere. And you're immersed
in rich environments alive with per-
sonalities as real as any you'll meet
in the flesh-yet all the more vivid
because they're perceived directly by
your mind's eye, not through your
external senses. The method to this
magic? We've found the way to plug
our prose right into your psyche, and
catapult you into a whole new
dimension.
Take some tough critics' words

about our words. SOFTALK, for
example, called ZORK®Ill's prose
"far more graphic than any depiction
yet achieved by an adventure with
graphics." And the NEW YORK

TIMES saw fit to print that our
DEADLINETMis "an amazing feat
of programming." Even a journal as
video-oriented as ELECTRONIC
GAMES found Infocom prose to be
such an eye-opener, they named one
of our games their Best Adventure
of 1983.
Better still, bring an Infocom game

home with you. Discover firsthand
why thousands upon thousands of
discriminating game players keep
turning everything we write into
instantaneous bestsellers.
Step up to Infocom. All words. No

graffiti. The secret reaches of your
mind are beckoning. A whole new
dimension is in there waiting for you.
(For more information on Infocom

games contact: Infocom, Inc., P.O.
Box 855, Garden City, NY 11530.)

.......•••~__ ~I
"'111\11 ~,

},,, ~ I ,

Inl=ocolft
The next dimension.

For your: Apple 11,Atari, Commodore 64, CP/M 8: DEC Rainbow,
DEC RT-ll, IBM, MS-DOS 2.0, NEC APC, NEC PC-8000, Osborne.
TI Professional, TI99/4A, TRS-80 Modell, TRS-80 Modellll.
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A SOFTWARE
STAR IS
BORN

A Prentice-Hall Company
11480 Sunset Hills Rd.

Reston, VA 22090
Available at your local bookstore and computer retailer, or call us at

(800) 336-0338 .

MovieMaker'" brings the art of computer animation to your Atari
Home Computer®. And turns you into the director. No
programming is necessary, just imagination, flair and a desire to
experiment. MovieMaker'" is a powerful, innovative tool that lets
you devise the action, set the scene, create the actors and stage
the action. The "Compose" mode lets you draw characters and
background, with a special" Mirror" function for quick and easy
duplication of shapes. The "Zoom"lets you add incredible detail
for astounding realism. When you "Record," you film and edit up
to 300 frames of continuous action, controlling speed, sequence,
colors, camera angles and layers of sound. And the "Smooth"
function eliminates all flicker. The results are so professional, you'll
want to film one dream after another. And you can, without ever
leaving your keyboard. That's the reason why MovieMaker'" is
the best selling software from Creative Pastime'".

MovieMaker'· is a Creative Pastime'· from
Reston Software'"

Coming soon for Apple,'" 18M-PC,'"Commodore 64 '"
Forthe Atari 80011200'" Computer
Atari is a registered trademark af Atari, Inc.
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COLECO
From the glossy pages of Time maga-

zine, the photo depicted an arresting tab-
leau. There was Coleco president Arnold
Greenberg, surrounded by a bevy of
cloying Cabbage Patch dolls and sitting
next to an Adam computer. It was a
terrific shot. .
However, as you used to read in the

pages of Highlights for 'Children; some-
thing was 'wrong with this picture. But
what? Arnold was smiling warmly, the
Cabbage Patch kids Were beaming
through their pudgy cheeks, and
everything looked pretty darned rosy.
Then it dawned on me.

The Coleco Adam wasn't smiling. In
point of fact, the little fella looked

John J. Anderson

particularly glum. The story, in a sen-
tence, of Coleco in 1983was that Arnold
couldn't get Adam even to say "cheese."
Things have been pretty tough for

Adam since he left the Coleco Garden of
Eden for the cold pard world: You could
argue that God himself was pretty big on .
hype in the Old Testament, but when it
came to delivering the goods, He came
through. His shipping schedule was six
days, no backorders. Granted; the docu-
mentation is still comingin.

Not so for Coleco. Their Adam seems

to have fallen from the Garden without
even getting a bite out of Apple or a kiss
from Eve. In the wake of .its fall from
grace is a trail of broken promises, un-
fulfilled expectations, and extremely
skittish stockholders.

From the start, it seemed too good to
be believed. But then, most miracles are.
An 80K computer with mass storage, a
built-in word processor, and' a letter-
quality printer for $525. Most agnosti-
cally-inclined pundits remained' skep-
tical that Coleco could deliver on those
promises.

And boy, were those promises made.
Coleco spared no shovel in piling on the
hype for its little miracle. At summer
CES, you could barely approach the
Coleco booth. The whole extravaganza
was worthy of Walt Disney. If, in fact,
you did get close to them, you noted that
the Adams were on display behind cases
of tinted' glass. They were to be seen
through a glass, darkly.
The glass helped soften tooling marks

on the prototype 'Adam shells. If you
used your powers of observation, it be-
came clear that each' unit' was hand-
made. In addition they sported dummy
tape drives. Something was afoot.

In fairness to Coleco, they did not in-
vent the common practice of debuting
products before they actually exist. In
microcomputers, to do otherwise would

As Atari derailed itself
.and lookecl on, the
coteca Vision 'beceme
the number one .selling
premium game system.

be to break with a veritable' tradition.
However, in the case of the Adam, there
wasn't very much inside the case of the
Adam-save a souped-up ColecoVision
game system, running a rather buggy
p~ototype word processor.

Coleco Vision Success
The ColecoVision is a popular game

system for good reason. Its graphics and
sound are above average, and some very
good games are available for it. As Atari
derailed itself and looked on, the
ColecoVision became the number one
selling premium game system.
The idea of making the ColecoVision

Arnold Greenberg, president, and his
brother Leonard, chairman, brought the
old line Connecticut Leather Company
into the age 0/ electronics. It was renamed
Coleco Industries in 1961.
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Coleco, continued ...
into a full-fledged computer was planned
by Colecofrom its inception. Coleco be-
gan work on the project quite shortly af-
ter the games unit was introduced. And
Coleco knew that as a maker of vacuum-
molded baby pools, it' would be' up
against a credibility problem in the arena

The 75-key keybQard is
perhaps the most

impressive component
of the Adam computer.

of microcomputers. So it set its sights
accordingly. .

Amid the current brouhaha, it is easy
to lose .sight of the fact that, in theory,
Adam remains a very strong contender.
If it were to come to full fruition, the
Adam could still be a hot item. Based on
the Z80 that anchors the Coleco Vision,
the Adam has more standard features
than any other machine in its class, and
in many cases even out of its class. It is
an integrated system, and has two
MPUs in the main console, one in the
keyboard, and one in the printer.

AU these components together con-
stitute the Adam Computer System.
Each can function independently Of or in
tandem with the other processing units.
This makes multitasking possible and
elevates the system to the ranks of other
"smart" machines.

Adam
The Adam sports 80K of RAM,

expandable to 144K. Word processing is
resident in ROM and is designed to
work directly with the Smartwriter
daisywheel printer supplied with the sys-
tem. Of course, Adam also has a ROM
cartridge slot, and plays all
Coleco Vision games. If you already have
a ColecoVision, you can buy an add-on
system to make it into a full-fledged
Adam.

No computer system is truly complete
without some sort of mass storage de-
vice, and Adam has one. They call it a
"digital data pack," and though it looks
like it conventional audio cassette, it uses
cassette technology different from that
employed in any other microcomputer.
Each specially engineered cassette is ca-
pable of storing 500K and works be-
tween eight and sixteen times faster than
conventional cassette storage for the
Atari, TRS-80, or Commodore.

Each Adam comes with one built-in
data pack drive, and room for inboard
. installation of another.

The 75-key keyboard is perhaps the
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most impressive component of the
Adam computer. It looks very much like
the detached keyboard of the IBM
PC-right down to the coiled telephone
wire corning out the back. In some ways1
it is actually superior to the PC key-
board. It is laid out Selectric style and
includes dedicated word processing
keys, along with truly directional cursor
movement keys. It also features six pro-
grammable "smart keys," which per-
form flexible functions within specific
programs.

The Basic computer language is also
provided with the Adam package. It is
not ROM-resident, but loads from dig-
ital data pack. The Adam version of Ba-
sic is compatible with Applesoft Basic;
that means that Applesoft tutorials,
books, and programs will work with the
Adam. (It does not mean that Apple-
specific Basic programs, using specific
addresses, or any Apple machine lan-
guage programs, can run on the Adam;
they can't.)

Adam includes four expansion slots
and an 80-column expansion option, 'as
well as a CP/M option. Using the same
expansion box as its dedicated gamester
cousin, the Adam can pray all Atari
VCS games.

The graphics capabilities of the Adam
match the specifications of the
Coleco Vision as well. This means 256 x
192 pixel resolution, the ability to gen-
erate up to 32 simultaneous sprites, and
16K RAM dedicated to screen display
alone.

Where Are They Now?
Wow, huh? Sounds pretty good-we

couldn't wait to get one. That was six
months ago, and we are still waiting to
get one. And our enthusiasm is on the
wane.

In August 1983, Greenberg claimed
Coleco would ship half a million Adams
by Christmas. Then the deadlines started
slipping by. He said they would begin
shipping September 1, then September
15, then October 1, then October 15.
The leaves fell. November came. Pin-
kerton did not return. And the Adam
did not ship.

Adam missed Christmas, except for a
dribble of units here and there. On
December 1, Coleco announced that it
was confident that it had solved produc-
tion problems and would turn out
125,000 to 140,000 systems in 1983.
Evidence indicates that even that
projection was overly optimistic.

Of those units that did ship, the ru-
mored return rate was absolutely alarm-
ing. The Coleco helpline number' has
been ringing off the hook. Of one ship-
ment of six machines., a Child World
manager stated that, as of the week be-
fore Christmas, five had come back. Be

guessed that the sixth hadn't been
opened yet and would be coming back
December 26th.

Even when it works, the Adam has
problems. its video signal is somewhat
smeared, even when connected to a high
quality monitor. Its tape drive technol-
ogy is in its infancy and displays some
serious glitches. Its printer is noisy,
slow, and doesn't look to have an excep-
tional .. mean time between failures.
Sometim~s communication between the
CPU and the' printer breaks down. Its
word processing system is extremely
limited but will be bolstered by a tape
"utility pack" to be 'available later this
year. The $30 cassette will give the word
processor better editing capabilities.

As a result of Coleco's problems with
the Adam, company stock dropped from
a high of 65 in June of 1983 to 13% if!
the third quarter of 1983. Introduction

Ad from a New York area retailer In
December 1983.

of the IBM PCjr cannot have helped, but
Coleco's real problems stemmed from
within. Third quarter earnings dropped
to 14 cents a share, and aggressive TV
and print ad campaigns were' dropped
for sheer dearth of the product they
hyped,
. And if there is one thing at which

Coleco is superb, it is hype. Investigation
has shown that Coleco annual reports
have painted a rosy picture since
1973-and been exaggerated 60 percent
of the time, Price Waterhouse, Coleco's
accountant in 1977, 'would give the com-
pany only a qualified opinion in that
year's financial statement, and resigned
the account the following year. In some
quarters the brothers Arnold and
Leonard Greenberg are known as the
"Sunshine Boys."

Whether the Adam has terminally
flashed in the pan is disputed by many in
the industry. SO!l1efeel that the bid has
already been lost, while others hold out
hope that the machine may still materi-
alize and find a market. . ,

Meanwhile, the price has gone up.
The suggested price for the full system is
!lOW$725, and for the ColecoVisionadd-
on version, $450. NeWS of this hike has
surely made Commodore very happy .•
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Instant one -button color printing.
COpy

Presshere.

It's just that easyl Any time you want to print what's on vour,
Apple's screen Just hit the copy buttononvour Transtar315'
color printer with our Pies card installed, andit's.donel. No
special programming, no lengthy code sequences, no need to
exit your program! Just press the button and it prints! '

By adding the optional PICS card to your $599 Transtar 315
color printer, you've opened up a whole new world of easy color
printing. For the firsttime ever, our PICS parallel interface card
enables you to screendurnp virtually any program -- graphics,
charts, games -- even copy-protected software! Specially design-
ed only for the Apple II, 11+, lie, and Franklin computers, the
Transtar 315 PICScard does the workof a parallel card and a
lot more and costs onlv $119.95.

At the push of a button, Transtar's innovative new 4,color dia-
gonal ribbon will print up to 7 colors and more than 30 shades
in a single pass.

the 315 is precision-built to exacting standards by Seikosha,
the most experienced company of the famous Seiko group--
recognized worldwide for quality and dependability. In fact,
one of the nicest things about Transtar's 6-month warranty
on parts and labor is that you'll probably never use it!

Innovative, inexpensive, dependable, easy: the Transtar 315.
Color printing has never looked so good!

Only $599.

"PIGS cards are current Iv available for Apples and Franklins.
PIGS cards for other computers will be available in the tuture. Transtar

A Vivitar& Computer Product
, P.O. Box ,C:96975, Bellevue, WA 98009

CIRCLE 236 ON READER SERVICE CARD



The Best JustGot Better
Introducing the new Strobe Models 260 and 200 Graphics
Plotters. How do you make the world's most cost-effective graphics
system even more remarkable? Simple. Make it easier to use, more
powerful, more versatile and more attractive. The hard part is doing all
of the above while holding the line on a very affordable price. With the
new Models 260 and 200 Graphics Systems, Strobe has done it all. And
the benefits are all yours.

The Strobe 260 is the first eight-pen plotter and software package
available for under $1,000. With just a
few keystrokes on your computer, the
system produces superb high-resolu-
tion charts, drawings and transparen-
cies with up to eight automated color
breaks. The even more economical
Model 200 produces the same wide
range of graphics with a single pen
which may he changed manually.

The new Strobe plotters interface
with virtually every popular microcom-
puter made today, including the Apple
11,lIe and III, Victor, IBMPC,Kaypro

and Osborne systems. What's more, the StrobeWare software programs
provide every graphic format you will probably ever need, including
multicolor pie charts, bar graphs, line graphs, text processing, and a
broad selection of symbols and character styles. Tofurther increase your
capabilities, the new Strobe systems also interface with over 40 other
popular graphics programs.

Everyfeature of the new Strobe Graphics System is designed to give
you the highest quality graphics quickly, easily and inexpensively. The sys-

tem also looks very nice on your desk.
So visit your local dealer today and see
how much better the best can be.
Apple II, lIe and IIJ, Victor, IBMPC, Kaypro and Osborne are
trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc., Victor United, Inc., Inter-
national Business Machines Corporation, Kaypro Corporation,
and Osborne Computer Corporation, respectively.

Strobe Inc:.
897 5-AIndependence Ave.
Mountain View,CA94043
415/969-5130

The Strobe Graphics System
Seeing is believing



each other, which we think is really im-
portant. That hasn't been done yet and
that's what you'll see with Windows.
CC: Isn't Windows an answer in search
of a question?
BG: No, you can say that about 16-bit
too. Why do people want more memory
or more horsepower? Well, we get the
capability to design the whole new
generation of software. But most things
we do don't happen immediately. Take
the TRS-80 Model 100: who was going
to use it, how it was going to be used,
that wasn't clear to us in advance. Even
take Microsoft Word: you can say it is
very useful at this stage, but many of its
features are there looking forward to
having laser printers and copiers. So,
with Windows, we have confidence that
the sub-system will allow a much higher

. 1

In 1975, Bill Gates and Paul Allen
started Microsoft. Their first product
was Basic for -WlTS' new Altair
computer. .

Over the. years, Microsoft has grown
.with the microcomputer industry and is,
today, the largest software supplier in
the,market. The core business today, as
in 1975, is supplying software (mostly
languages and operating systems) to
computer manufacturers on an OEM
basis. In addition, Microsoft has li-
censed and developed several products
which they sell directly to consumers.
Probably the best known Microsoft .

products are MBasic and MS-pOS, al-
though Windows and MSX are coming
on strong.

Our roving interviewer-Tom Zita-re-
cently spent some time with Bill Gates
in Microsoft's Bellevue, WA head-
quarters. Here are some excerpts from
that interview.

Windows is a key
package to. control' the'

operation of the
machine, but it doesn't

do your payroll
tnventory.

Creative Computing: Recently, every-
body has been talking about integrated
software. What is going on at Microsoft
in that area?
Bill Gates: There are two ways to ap-
proach it: you either have mechanisms
to let independent packages move data
back and forth, or you just throw a
whole bunch of packages together. We
have made some good advances in terms
of a general mechanism that lets two in-
dependently developed packages talk to

Bill Gates, president of Microsoft.
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Microsoft, continued ...

type of software than what has existed in
the past. We're betting on the future.
The state of the art is moving so fast in
software that you can take the same ma-
chine and, a year from now, do great
things on the same piece of hardware
just because the software is improving so
rapidly. '

I always like to push
technology.

CC: From a practical standpoint, what
will a user do with Windows?
~G: Well, it is a sub-system. It is part
of the operating system, and everything
in the operating systemshould be hidden
so that you just work with your applica-
tions. Consequently, there is really noth-
ing you do with Windows. All your
applications run under it, and your
applications are better because they use
its graphic facilities. You can see two
applications on the screen, and Windows
lets you move something between them
quite easily. It is a key package to con-
trol the operation of the machine, but it
doesn't do your payroll inventory; we
rely on packages that sit inside those
windows to do the real operations.

Say you are working in your applica-
tion and all of a sudden somebody calls
up your computer and sends you some
mail, or you are on a network and you
get some mail, or you are working alone
in a package and you ask the printer to
print something and it is out of paper. A
window comes up, and gives you that
information without your having to stop
the current thing to run something else
to see what is going on.
CC: What will be the next step beyond
Windows?
BG: Well, in the case of Windows, we
are moving to higher and higher resolu-
tion graphics and color. Beyond that
we've talked a lot about how we will be
using voice as a possible input device,
but that is two to three years out.'
ce: The general trend since the in-
troduction of the IBM PC has been to-
ward l6-bit or 32-bit machines, yet
Microsoft has made a huge commitment
recently to an 8-bit standard in the form
of the, new MSX operating system that is
being licensed' to low end computer
companies. Whyis that?
BG: MSX is in a special category. It is
intended for the under $3QOhome sys-
tem. We knew for that market that 16-
bit was still going to be too expensive,
and we were' thinking that chip compa-
nies would build special .chips to inte-
grate all the MSX functions into one
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,group if it got popular enough. And so it
still seemed appropriate although, you
know, I always like to push technology.
But for that price range we still needed
8-bit. In fact, we do see 8-bit dying in the
office market and it is only in this one
super low cost home computer area that
I think 8-bit still has a valid place for the
next two or three years.
CC: Microsoft has done an incredible
amount of work with Japanese technol-
ogy firms which seems to annoy many
American technology firms. How does
that make you feel?
BG: Well, my customers aren't
annoyed-IBM, HP, Radio Shack,
Apple. We work very closely with those
people, and they understand that the
world is the world and that
technology-our standard product-is
going to be available for the French, the
Germans, and the Japanese. The fact is,
for something like a hand-held
computer-with CMOS, and small

You will have super-
advanced displays that
can call up any art in a '

very reetistic form.

packaging, and LCD, and stuff like
that-we did find that the people who
wanted to make that type of product
were primarily located in Japan. Things
like laser printers, which are also some-
thing the Japanese are working on,
really fuel the market. The personal
computer market has more to do with
marketing and services than with the ac-.
tual hardware. Beyond that, take the'
IBM; it has an Epson printer, lots of
Japanese parts ... So this whole ques-
tion of, is it disloyal to do things on a
market basis instead of on a nationalistic
basis, I think is pretty much answered
by using the best products and always
trying to do.better products.
CC: Microsoft in the last couple of years
has begun to do some research into arti-
ficial intelligence. How much of a part
do you think that has in the future of
software?
BG: Well, it's a gradual process of get-
ting the software to be more and more
dynamic-to mold itself to' its history of
use and the user profile in terms of the
way it interacts. It's, something that we
are looking at, and I am personally very
excited about, but I doubt it will become
really required in personal computer
software' for at least two or three years.
In the direction of being able to rec-
ognize more-to do things at a higher

level-the AI techniques are what is
going to get us there, and eventually it
will be a requirement.
CC: When you think about what per-
sonal computers might be five years
from now, what do you see?
BG: Well, it is going to be pretty amaz-
ing, even if you take the idea of what
sort of art you're going to look at in your
home. You will have super-advanced
displays that can call up any art in a
very realistic form, and you can just say'
what you want to see and what sort of
music you want, and what sort of experi-
ences from your life you want pulled
into this collage of experiences that are
being created there. I see it as a giant
information network, a form of intelli-
gence that will really change the way we
work. The personal computer is a prod-
uct whose nature will change because
what we are dealing with is information.
As information gets to be more and
more digital and as the cost of computa-
tion and storage goes way down and as
the power of software goes up, we are
going to weave this thing into 'the fabric
of daily life. How you remember things,
and how you work will be replicated in a
complete network-extremely intelligent
-so I'm not sure you will think about
buying a personal computer at all in the
same sense that we do today.
CC: In what sense will you think about
buying it?
BG: Well, when you build your house,
you will get a home entertainment sys-
tem that has so many gigabits of mem-
ory and has voice recognition either
throughout the house or just in the liv-
ing room, arid it is either hooked into
this business database or it's not, but it
will be pretty much a standard thing.

When you build your
house, you will get a
home entertainment
system that has so
many gigabits,of

memory.

The idea of picking up the phone to call
someone, as opposed to speaking out
and saying, "hey get me in touch with so
and so," and having something rec-
ognize what you want to do is pretty
silly. There will be no reason to have
that physical device there when you al-
ready have this intelligent thing that is
always monitoring everything that you
ask for and do. A little like HAL, but
certainly more controllable. m
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The Personal Word Processor

Introducing
the first word processor

made especially. for the horne

VISUAL
MeNU

HomeWOFd makes writing easy.
Ch~ging what you write is even
easier. Since the commands are
illustrated right en the screen, you
don't have to memorize any
complex codes.
Yet lIomeWord!s simplicity is
deeeptive. Although easier to use,
it oJ'fers you the power of more
expenswe word processors!
Yes, HomeWord is the best buy
for your money ... and the best
money ean buy! HomeWord is
available for emy $69.95 on 1lle
Apple n, IH, lIe and COmmOOQFe
64. Cotmng soon en the Atari!

* add, Iilil@¥eo anti erase
blocks of text

* automatic outline indents
>II underline, boldface, upper

and lower case
* reliable storage and

retrieval of an your files

* autematie page aumberiag
* pr int documents of

unlimited length
* universal search and

replace
* easy view of movement

through your files

~ iLo"'-LmJE ™
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Over 125,000 Educators
Have Attended Our BASIC

Computer Programming Sessions
Free of Charge ...

. How About You?
Whether you realize it or not, computers playa major
role in our daily lives. Indeed, the importance of their
role in business, government and education is in-
creasing with every passing day. That's why in
school districts across the country, more and more
teachers and administrators are finding that micro-
computers are important instructional tools for stu-
dents at all grade levels and in all subjects.
'Iodav's students are responding to computers in a
way that would never have been dreamed of just a
couple of years ago. Many kids even have a computer
at home that they can-and do-use on their own.
They are learning about computers by usingcomput-
ers-preparing themselves for the demands of to-
day's world and the future. Clearly, as an educator,
you need to prepare yourself, too.

Where Can Educators
Turn for Help?

So how will you handle your role in classroom com-
puting? Will you depend on others to bring this tech-
nical revolution to your school and students? Or will
you join the more than 125,000 teachers and admin-
istrators who have become "computer literate" at
their nearby Radio Shack Computer Center? It's easy
to do. There are new training sessions starting all the
time. You can even put together a class of people from
your school or district. The staff at a Radio Shack
Computer Center will be happy to arrange times that
are convenient for you.
These sessions, which would normally cost from
$50 to $ 100, are available to educators at no charge.
Training available includes elementary and interme-
diate programming, as well as an introduction to
using computers in your classroom.

'itadl8lhaeli
The Name in Classroom Computing™

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

CIRCLE 180 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Three Courses
of Special Interest

Introduction to BASIC
At the end of this 1O-hour elementary training ses-
sion, you will be able to write simple programs in the
popular BASIC language. No prior knowledge of
computers or programming is required. Normal cost
of this session is $49.95 per person, but it's available
to educators at no charge.
BASIC Programming
This 10-hour intermediate session prepares you to
write moderately complex programs. Some pro-
gramming knowledge is required, such as our "Intro-
duction to BASIC". Normal cost is $99.95 per person,
but it's free of charge to educators.

Educator's Workshop
A general introduction to microcomputer applica-
tions in the classroom, how computers are being
used and what courseware is available. This 3 to 4-
hour workshop assumes no prior computer knowl-
edge. The normal cost is $59.95 per person-no
charge for educators.

How Do I
Find Out More?

Stop by your nearby Radio Shack Computer Center or
call your Radio Shack Regional Educational Coordi-
nator. They'll tell you about training sessions near
you that will get you started in classroom computing
or computer programming.

For the name of the Cull-time Educational Coor-
dinator in your area, call Radio Shack's Educa-
tion Division at 800-433-5682 toll-free. In
Texas, call 800-772-8538.
r-----------------
I For more information about Radio Shack educational-II
I products and services, mail to: I

Radio Shack, Dept. 84·A·240I 300 One Tandy Center, Fort Worth, Texas 76102 I
I NAME I
I II SCHOOL I
I ADDRESS I
I CITY STATE -- ZIP I
I TELEPHONE I
L ~ ~



IBM PCjr

We carted the stuff downstairs, cast
aside the old PCs, and began setting up
the juniors. The operation was totally
trivial: open the box, attach the power
cord to the system unit, attach a monitor
to the appropriate connector, put bat-
teries in the keyboard, and turn on the
system-less than five minutes from box

There is an old saying that the more
things change, the more they remain the
same. In 1981 when Will Fastie first
looked at the IBM PC for this magazine,
he described his first encounter of the
close kind this way:

"I entered the contemporary but un-
remarkable building ... Jeannette
Maher of the Public Relations Depart-
ment escorted me ... through a taste-
fully decorated lobby and through
smoked glass doors set in a wall of
smoked glass. Inside ... and there they
were. Three IBM Personal Computers
sat on three modular display stations."
Then he began to drool. (You can look it
up).

Two years later, my first trip to Boca
Raton was like visiting Deja Vu City.
Jeannette is no longer the sole PR per-
son, but the tasteful lobby, smoked glass
(now sporting a splashy neon object de
signage), modular display stations, and
three PCs were all there, just as Will
described. Surprise! No PCjrs, not even a
peanut shell on the floor.

Thomas V. Hoffmann

were ushered into the sedate presence of
the original PC, have given way to more
participatory modern times. The juniors
were upstairs in someone's office.

Ports: ROM cartridge sockets, bus
extender, two joysticks, modem
connection, audio output,
composite video, direct drive
monitor.

Dimensions: 14" x 11.5" x 3.5"
Documentation: Guide to operations,

Basic manual, manual for each
software package.

Price: $669 with 64K and no disk drive
$1269 with 128K and disk drive.

Summary: Extremely compatible with
the IBM PC, easy to set up,
suitable for home, office, and
classroom.

Manufacturer:
IBM Corp.
Boca Raton, FL 33432

GP6ativ6 GOmputind
HARDWARE PROFILE

Product: PCjr
Type: Personal computer
CPU: Intel 8088
RAM: 64K, expandable to 128K
ROM:64K
Keyboard: 62-key wireless keyboard,

wire is optional
Display: Can run on IBM color

display, none is included.
Graphics: 320 x 200 pixels, 640 x 200

pixels, 160 x 200 pixels
Printer: Can attach serial or parallel

printer; none is included.Blind Man And Dancing Elephants
The good old days, when reviewers
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Introducing TIME IS MONEY.™
A simpler, faster, more flexible
personal accounting software
,package.

While people have been over-
joyed by the prospect of having their
very own personal computer
accountant, so far they've been
underwhelmed by the products.
Some are too complicated; others
are little more than toys; still others
are too slow and rigid in format.
. Finally what you hoped for in

a personal computer accounting
package, TIME IS MONEY delivers.

IT'S SIMPLER.
TIME IS MONEY uses no codes

and no special accounting termi-
nology. Simple checkbook balancing
with a full statement on-screen.

IT'S FASTER.
TIME IS MONEY runs w.ith

machine language speed so there's
instant access to any transaction
or balance. No complex or tedious
setup prior to use ..

IT'S MORE FLEXIBLE.
TIME IS MONEY defines, changes

or deletes categories and accounts
at any time. It grows as your needs
grow.

IT'S MORE POWERFUl.
Tracks up to 240 separate assets

and liabilities. 240 types of iricome
from 240 different sources.
240 expense categories with
tax deductions.

And all you need is an Apple II,
II+, lie, or compatible computer.

Find out why TIME IS MONEY is
the best personal accounting soft-
ware package on the market. Call or
write for a data sheet today. Even
better, visit your dealer and try it
out for yourself. '

If you have a spare 5 minutes.

11A Main Street, Watertown, MA 02172 (617)923-4441
©Copyright 1983 Turni-ngPoint Software, Incorporated
Apple is the registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

SPEND
5 MINUTES
.WITH OUR

ACCOUNTANT
AND YOU'LL
FIRE YOURS

CIRCLI; 241 ON READER SERVICE CARD



System Savefdidn't becomethe
Apple's IMImber one selling"
p.ipheral by being just a fan.

What made over 100;000 Apple®owners fall in
love with System Saver? The answer is simple.
It's the most versatile, most convenient, most
useful peripheral ever made for the Apple.

~ystem Saver filters out damaging ACline
noise and power surges.
70-90% of all microcomputer malfunctions can be
traced to power line problems * * Problems your
System Saver guards against.

Power line noise can often be interpreted as data.
This confuses your computer and produces system
errors. Power surges and spikes can cause severe
damage to your Apple's delicate circuitry and lead
to costly servicing.

System Saver clips surges and
spikes at a 130 Volts RMSI175
Volts de level. A PI type filter
attenuates common and
transverse mode noise by a
minimum of 30 dB from 600
kHz to 20 mHz with a max-
imum attenuation of 50 dB.
You end up with an Apple
that's more accurate, more
efficient and more reliable.

System Saver makes your Apple more
convenient to use.
No more reaching around to the back of your Apple
to turn it on. No more fumbling for outlets and cords
to plug in your monitor and printer. System Saver
orqanizes all your power needs.

PRINTER

POWER

It functions as a multi-outlet power strip with two
switched outlets. Plus System Saver offers the
ultimate convenience; a front mounted power switch
for fingertip control of your entire system.

System Saver lets YQurApple keep its cool.
Today.s advanced peripheral cards generate heat. In
addition, the cards block any natural air flow through
the Apple IIe creating high temperature conditions
that shorten the life of the Apple and peripheral cards.

System Saver's efficient, quiet
fan draws fresh air across
the mother board, over
the power supply and
out the side ventilation
slots. It leaves your Apple cool, calm and running

at top speed.

So if you want to keep
damaging heat, line noise and power surges out of
your system for good, pick up the only peripheral
that's in use every second your computer is in use.
The System Saver. You'll soon come to think of it as
the piece Apple forgot.

Compatible with
Apple stand

I~----~--~---------I
Please send __ SYSTEM SAVER(S),$89.95 each. Total $__ I
Include $2.50 for shipping and handling. I
New YorkState residents add- applicable sales tax. r
o Check enclosed 0 Visa 0 Master Card I

I
I
I
I

Address (UPS delivery)' I
City State Zip Phone ~
251 Park Avenue South m~KENSINrwTY""\N'" INew York NY 10010 rm U.LL/
(212) 475-5200 Tlx467383 KML NY ~Ul MICROWARE IL ~

Card No. Expires

Name on Card

Name

'Softsel Computer Products Hot List. "PC Magazine: March 1983.
System Saver is ULListed. System Saver's surge suppression' circuitry conforms
to IEEEspecification 507 1980, Category A. Availablein 220/240 Volts,50/60 Hz

System Saver is a registered trademark ofKensington Microware Ltd.
© 1983 Kensington Microware Ltd. System Saver is patent pending.
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PCjr, continued ...
to operation, and only one third more
calories than attaching a video game to a .
TV set. The PCjr might also be called
IBM Lite-it weighs less than nine
pounds with disk drive, and you can
hold it in one hand and wave it around.
(Yes, I did, and no, I don't know why. It
seemed reasonable at the time.)

So just what is this PCjr? Is it a cheap
PC or an expensive game machine? Who
is it for? Where will it be used: home, of-
fice, classroom? How expandable is it?
How compatible with its older siblings?
Is it worth the price? The answers de-
pend, of course, on one's point of view.
It is definitely a PC, extremely

compatible with its IBM predecessors,
and significantly less expensive (about
half the cost of a similarly configured
original PC). The enhanced graphics

The PCjr is both more
and Jess than the

standard PC.

and sound features make it a better ma-
chine for games and animation than the
bigger PCs, but there are better and less
expensive game machines. The real
strength of the PCjr is that it is an IBM
PC in every respect: same processor (the
Intel 8088), same operating system (PC
DOS), identical disk formats, and
compatible displays. The basic unit in-
cludes several features that are extra cost
options on the big PCs: the video display
adapter, serial port, and joystick adapter
are all built in.

What, no bad news? Only a little: the
PCjr is somewhat slower than previous
IBM PCs, it can't support the 8087
arithmetic processor, and the current
limitations on memory and disk may
prevent the use of some large programs
and data files. The speed difference is
attributable to the design of the video
display and RAM memory system, and
is permanent. The other limitations,
except for the absence of the 8087, are
almost certainly temporary. The
architecture of the PCjr will support
considerable expansion; IBM and other
manufacturers will certainly offer a wide
variety of options. Many will probably
be available within weeks of the first
deliveries of PCjrs.

First Impressions
The PCjr is both more and less than

the standard PC. Like the original IBM
PC (now called PCl) it consists of two
major components, a system unit and a
keyboard, to which a display must be
added to make a complete computer.'
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The most striking difference between the
junior and its predecessors is purely
physical: it is much smaller.
At 14" wide by lIS' deep by 3.5"

high the system unit occupies only 43
percent of the volume of the PCl. The
reduction in weight is even greater due
to the plastic case (the others have metal
cases) and external power transformer
(sort of a giant AC adapter).
The 62-key wireless keyboard is per-

haps the most innovative feature of the
PCjr. It is powered by four AA batteries
and communicates with the system unit
over an infrared serial link with a range
of up to 20 feet. An optional (i.e., extra
cost) cable is available to connect. the
keyboard directly to the system unit.
When connected by the cable, the key-
board is powered directly from the sys-
tem unit, and the infrared system is
disabled. This conserves batteries and
eliminates interference among multiple
systems in the same vicinity, as might
occur in a classroom, for example. The
cable may also be necessary to avoid
interference with other infrared devices
such as TV remote controls, in the
home.

Another innovation, for IBM at least,
is the provision for ROM program car-
tridges. Each cartridge contains 32K of
ROM, but is quite a bit smaller than tra-
ditional video game cartridges. While
there will be few programs available in
this format initially, cartridges offer sev-
eral significant advantages. They are
much more rugged and reliable than
disk and cassette tapes, and are safer and
easier for children to use. There is no

loading time; the programs are instantly
available when the cartridge is plugged
in. Furthermore, since the cartridge pro-
grams can execute directly from ROM
they leave all the RAM available for
data storage.

Finally, cartridges offer greater immu-
nity to casual software piracy, so ven-
dors may be more likely to charge
reasonable prices per copy for programs.
(It has been estimated that for many
popular programs, illegal copies in use
vastly outnumber the legitimate ones.
This undoubtedly raises software prices
as vendors try to compensate for "free"
copies.)

System Unit
The system unit is a marvelous exam-

ple of low cost construction that never
looks cheap, just inexpensive. It consists
of a plastic box with a snap-on top cover.
Inside, the main printed circuit card is
mounted flat against the bottom, resting
on snap-on plastic studs. There are four
dedicated connectors for the power regu-
lator, memory expansion, internal
modem, and disk adapter cards, which
mount vertically. The on/off switch and
the connector for the power cord (from
the external step-down transformer) are
mounted directly on the back of the
power regulator card, and are accessed
through openings in the outer case. The
modem card has a standard modular
telephone jack and a matching hole in
the rear panel. All other peripheral and
expansion connectors are mounted di-
rectly on the main system card and align
with openings in the outer case.
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PCjr, conttnued ...
The only two screws (actually bolts)

in the box hold the disk drive in place. "
Everything else snaps in and out with
bare hands: inexpensive to assemble,
easy to upgrade or repair. It is a good
bet that IBM has plenty of room for
price reductions, should competitive
pressures require them.

It is a g()OP bet that
ISM f!as plenty of room
for p;ic~ reductions,
should competitive
pres$ures require

them.

The main system board is about 11"
by 14" and contains the following major
elements: ' .

• An Intel 8088 processor running at
4.77 MHz. The processor is configured
in "min mode," which means the 8087
arithmetic processor cannot be used.
There 'is no direct memory access
(DMA) controller. An Intel 8259A
interrupt controller chip and 8255A pro-
grammable peripheral interface are also
used.

.64K of ROM comprising cassette
Basic (32K), BIOS or Basic I/O System
(8K), and built-in diagnostics

• 64K of RAM for user programs
• An Intel 8253 timer chip, used for

keeping tinie of day, timing I/O opera-
tions, cassette I/O, and Pel-compatible
sound generation .,

• Keyboard interface circuitry for
both infrared and direct wire links

• Video display circuitry based on the
Motorola 6845 CRT controller chip and
a custom video timing and control chip,
with connectors' for high resolution
ROB monitor, composite video monitor,
TV receiver (with RF modulator), and
light pen

• Audio cassette interface, compatible
with that in the PCI

• Three channel sound/music genera-
tion circuitry based on the same Texas
Instruments SN76496N sound chip used
in the ColecoVision video game, with a
standard RCA phono jack for audio out-
put. Sound is also available through the
TV when the TV adapter cable is used.

• Joystick interface
• Standard RS-232 serial interface, for

external modems, printers, plotters, etc.
• Connectors' for two ROM program

cartridges
•1/0 expansion connector for the

parallel printer adapter and future ,add-
on devices

There are two models of PCjr avail-

able. The entry system lists for $669 and
includes the wireless keyboard and sys-
tem unit with 64K RAM and all the
interfaces listed above. The enhanced
system is $1269 and comes with an addi-
tional 64K of user RAM for a total of
128K, a disk adapter, and one half-
height 5!j4" double sided, double density
disk drive with a capacity of 360K, all
mounted inside the system unit.

The entry version can be upgraded to
the enhanced version at any time by
plugging in the RAM expansion card
and disk drive and adapter. The two-step
approach costs only $20 more than bUY7
ing the pre-packaged enhanced system.

The connectors for peripheral devices,
such as serial printer, high-resolution
display, and joysticks, are not the usual
9- and 25-pin D connectors usually
found in small computers. The PCjr uses
rectangular arrays of pins, similar to
those used for flat cable connectors on
PC cards, soldered directly to the main
systems board. Special adapter cables
are available for each device, where
appropriate, to convert to industry stan-
dard D connectors. This lowers the cost
of the system unit, but adds an occa-
sional $20 or $30' for adapter cables for
displays (essential) and serial devices.

The disk drive, manufactured by
Qume, is mounted horizontally in the
upper right corner of the system unit,
right above the two cartridge slots. It is

First Impresslens
Ken·Uston

Big Blue really did it up brown at Como.
dex and rented the entire Gold Hall all
for themselves, Among other things, eyety.
hour on the hour, 140 of us could enter a
demonstration room and get our "hands
on': the PCjr. - ,

So while most exhibitors had a booth
or two, IB¥. effectively' had 'their; owji
separate show. No wonder it COSt them a
million bucks! '
The first thing I ?idat9?p.p~)( .,'Y.a.~t8

-tIYgut the FCjr. The folioWitigwas Written
upon first sitting down at a PCjr keyboard,
in the Il}~ demo room: .,
As I type my first words on the PCjr,

testing ffiM'i'i n~w brainchild, I'm' trying
to figure out what the real implications of
PCjr-are.

ffiM wasn't even in the personal com-
puter business two years ago, and today
they dominate it. The question of the day
is: will IBM do the same thing in the
home coPlPute'r:market?

The views vary from, "Of course they
will. After all, they are IBM!" to "IBM
really blew it this time with their over-
priced home computer; Even without the
(haj.Chicletkeyboard, itis priced at three
times what.it is worth." '
I, suspect the truth lies somewhere

between these two extremes; ,"
Is it disrespectful to say that IBM seems

to ,have been stue¥- between, a rock and a
hard place? They had to cOrne out with a
creditable home unit. At die same time,
they had, to avoid making the 'PCjr too'
good, lest it hurt sales of the pc. Hence,
tpe $=hi~letket~?~rd,tpe .singledisk driye,
and die limit on~xpandllbility. . .." .-.
1\s I process \yoFds on the infamou~

Chiclet keyboard, I ap. finding that it is
not as bad as I expected. The keys are
harp; they are not made pf that soft rubbery
material that we.saw on Matters Aquarius
and the Timex 2068. '

However, when I type fast, I get the
insecure feeling that my fingers will slide
off the keys. This is because the keys,
while slightly indented, ani not nearly as
i'iculptured as t~ey are on other keyboards,
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such as the Commodore 64 and Atari
800.

I just looked over at the screen of the
fellow next to me. On it, he typed, "I
c!ln't type fast on this, because I can't see
the letters on the keyboard."
AhalA point well taken, The characters

ate not shown on the keys, but are printed
above them, partially hidden from vie",
by the keys. This could create serious
problems for hunt-and-peekers;
I just asked an IBM'er about that. He

said this will not bea problem because
keyboard ovedays will be provided with
much of the software, including word
processing packages (to, for example, tell
the user what ~he various function keys

\ do). In my/view, this argument isn't Per-
e s~asive'. ~~ea~se tpek~ysare still hidden
from View,oveilay or not. '"
I am now typing as fast as I can, and I

find that the ,display is not keeping "up
~ith me=-that is, the words appear on the
screel;}.well after Ity.pe them (the computer
does record them 'all; it just takes its time
doing it.)
While this won't trouble typists who

don't look at the screen very often, it
could prove confusing to those who do.

I am "trying to recall how it felt typing
on the Commodore '64 with Bank Street
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Now that Christmas
is officially over, isn't It time yOU bQug~t

thfJ.'Unofficial Apple Logo? ..
Congratulations! Santa brought you an Apple'" for Christmas.
But have you already run out ofthings to do with the software that he brought with it?
If so, here's Terrapin™ Logo. A simple, powerful programming language designeq for
natural and interactive learning. It's a fast and fun way for you and your family to learn
about your computer, while you use your"computer. .

But with an official Apple Logo on the market, why should you buy Terrapin Logo?
Terrapin Logo is true to the original Logo. Apple Logo isn't.

Terrapin Logo was extensively field-tested in schools. Apple Logo wasn't.
The Terrapin Logo tutorial is written for both novice and advanced pro-
grammers. The Applelogo tutorial is just for the novice .

.:.aliiillilllll!!!!', Terrapin Logo comes with a utility disk that contains sample programs and
educational games. Apple Logo doesn't. .

For classroom users, Terrapin Logo is available for network environments, Apple Logo isn't.
And best of all, the list price of Terrapin Logo is $25 less than Apple Logo,
When all is said and done, it's easy to see why Terrapin Logo, the 1i • ™

Unofficial Logo, is better than the official one. Find out for yourself. ~- erra/lln
And have an Unofficial Merry ~hristmas.. The.Logo People

Ask your dealer for Terrapin Logo. Or call us directly. Terrapin, Inc., 380 Green Street
. Cambridge, MA 02139, (617) 492·8816

lerrapin Logo runs on the Apple II, lie and Franklin computers. Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computers, Inc.
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PCjr, continued ...

The PCjr system unit atop a standard PC system unit. The round opening is the infrared
receiver for the cordless keyboard. The two ROM cartridge slots are directly under the
half-height disk drive.

half the height of a standard 51/4" mini-
floppy. drive, and very slightly slower
due to longer head settling times. The
difference is hardly noticeable,

In a standard minifloppy drive you in-
sert the disk and flip down a hinged door
to engage the drive spindle and readl
write head. On the PCjr you rotate a le-
ver counter-clockwise to engage the

mechanism; the same lever blocks the
entry slot so the disk can't be removed
until the lever is flipped back. I found
the lever mechanism easy to use, once I
overcame my instinctive groping for the
flip-down door. If you have never used a
standard floppy, there may be no in-
stincts to overcome.

The 360K capacity of the floppies is

identical to the PCI and PC/XT, and
quite' a bit greater than most other
"home" computers in this price range;
where single sided, single density drives
of about lOOK are the norm.

Keyboard
The PCjr keyboard has generated a

fair bit of controversy. IBM calls the 62-
key unit "a cordless, portable, hand-held
device [utilizing] full travel, carbon
contactlrubber dome technology for
long wear and reliability." Critics say it
is a cheap, "Chiclet" keyboard, un-
worthy of a "real" computer, with the
wireless business a superfluous gimmick.
Who is right? Ask the blind man over
there by the elephant.

If you are a fast touch typist word
processing freak with big fingers, forget
it; this is no "heads down, smoking fin-
gers" professional data entry keyboard.
But it is not supposed to be. Neither is it
like pressing a box of Chiclets into your
lap. The keys move up and down; they
click; you can feel them hit bottom.
More important, they are all in the right
places (assuming you agree that
QWERTY is "right"). I like the stan-
dard PC keyboard very much, but after
about 45 minutes I was quite comfort-
able with the junior version. Once my
fingers learned the spacing (thekeys are
a little closer together than on a stan-
dard keyboard) and developed the right

Writer a few days ago' (I am currently
doing a book on the Commodore 64).
This is not a fair test, because the IBM
program we are now using is what they
call "typewriter emulation," which means
that the words don't wrap around when
you get to the end of a line. (Because of
this, one Las Vegas reporter erroneously
reported to all of Las Vegas that ~BM
PCjr users must hit the RETURN key at
the end of each line.)
1would say that for typing, the Com-

modore 64 and PCjr are comparable. If
anything, 1prefer the former because of'
the poorly sculpted IBM keys.
1 just asked an IBM'er the cost of the

system we are all using-in the demo room.
Would you believe; 11~.said he didn't
know the 'answer? Ah; those large
corporations!

I'll take a guess. We're using the ad-
yanced PCjr version with 128K and disk
drive ($1260), a color monitor (perhaps
$4(0), and a printer ($200). So with minimal
software 1 guess we are talking about
$2000 ($1600 without the monitor).

The Commodore with one drive and a
printer-but no monitor-runs about
$850.

Next question: will the PCjr really find
a place in the home?

We all know about the myths foisted
by the manufacturers on an unsuspecting
public about the many invaluable uses of
a home computer-for checkbook bal-
ancing, filing recipes, researching daily
biorhythms, and so on. In fact, last fall
there seemed to be a decided backlash;
we read article upon article discussing
how home computers really don't help
us.

So the question is: will thousands of
PCjrs be sold and used? Or, will they
after an initial enthusiastic sales explosion,
join their 99/4A brethren in the closet?

In examining the illustrative uses in-.
eluded on the "PCjr Sampler" (the disk
that is inserted iri our drives and which, I
am t()ld, will be providedwitlithecom:
'puter);"! seehome budgeting, naturally;
an alarm clock; and a few simple games.
In other words, basically the same old
stuff.

Will people start using computers at
home to do things other than play games
just because it is IBM. Will the momentum
and influence of IBM cause software de-
velopers to come out with new home uses
that will finally make the home computer
really useful?
'It is hard to say. Strangely, one of the

most sensible home computer uses an-

nounced during the last week of November
had nothing to do with Comdex. It hap-
pened about 400 miles to the northwest,
where Bank of America announced that
all owners of home computers with modems
in Northern California may sign up (for
$8 a month) for electronic banking. Finally,
a home computer does something really
helpful-like saving trips to the bank on
rainy days,
And just watch for the PCjr support.

An IBM'er told me that software developers
were 'srleaking in their floppy disks and
trying to put them ill the disk drives to
see if their programs worked on the PCjr.
There are, of course, software programs
developed in advance, including the Home
Word word processing program developed
by Sierra On~Line: ..•. .,
. Wait 'til you see the rest of the support.

Even. PCjr magazines have been an-
nounced, including Creative Computing ~
youngest sibling, PCjr. Watclt for many,
many more.
There is also the question of when (or

if) PCjr will be leapfrogged technologically.
I personally know of at least three com-
puters now under development, which offer
extensive graphics, sound, and other ad-
vanced Ieatures.iand should qualify PCjr
for the archives. •
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PCjr, continued ...
rhythm, even word processing wasn't
uncomfortable.

Rhythm is important for another rea-
son. Since the PCjr has no DMA
capability, disk reading and writing re-
quire the total attention of the processor.
(In the previous PCs, the DMA facility
allows data transfers to and from the
disk to occur directly to memory, with-
out processor intervention.) To insure
correct disk transfers, the keyboard
interrupt is disabled during the actual
data transfer, with the result that an
occasional keystroke may be lost. In-
stead of the desired effect, you hear a
beep signalling the ignored key (well, it
is better than nothing). The problem is
worst during periods of intense disk
activity, such as loading programs or up-
dating files. It is best to learn to avoid
typing during these times; the beeps help
a lot.

Game players, slouchers, and other
relaxed individuals will find the cord-
lessness a godsend. There is nothing to
stretch or break. Tabletop users have a
choice of two tilt angles with two little
flip-down legs on the underside of the
keyboard. The dust-and spill-resistance
should be quite high, since the entire

The standard PC 82-key keyboard and the PCjr 62-key cordless keyboard. Though it
has fewer keys, the PCjr keyboard can generate the same codes as the standard
keyboard by using the special function shift key in the upper right comer in combination
with other keys.

Interior of the PCjr keyboard. The microprocessor, infrared diodes, and cable connector
are on the printed circuit board at the top of the photo. The rubber sheet at the bottom
covers the circuit board. Note the carbon pieces on the underside. In the center is the
top cover, which holds the plastic key tops.
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interior is covered by a solid rubber sheet
with molded-in domes.

Glued to the underside of each dome
is a little piece of carbon. When you
press a key, it squishes the dome, the
carbon makes contact with the under-
lying printed circuit card, and the key-
stroke is sensed by the keyboard
microprocessor, which transmits the
information to the system unit-simple,
reliable, and cheap.

Enough about 'the feel. How does it
look, and how can 62 keys do the work
of 83? The key legends are not printed
directly on the keytops, but on the
surrounding bezel directly above and be-
low the keytops, an obvious cost reduc-
tion. The legends above are white on a
tan background, and a little hard to see
because they are small and the colors
don't' contrast well. This is no problem
for touch typists, but little kids and my-
opic adults may have problems.

The standard PC keyboard has 83
keys, the PCjr only 62. What is missing?
The ten function keys on the left of the
standard keyboard are gone. Instead, a
new FUNCTION SHIFT key has been'
added to the tipper right side. To gen-
erate a function code, depress the FUNC-
TION SHIFT key (surrounded by a green
box), then the. corresponding numeric
key in the top row (1 through 0). For
SHIFT; CONTROL, and ALTERNATE shift
combinations, the same procedure ap-
plies; first hold down the FUNCTION
SHIFT, then press the desired combina-
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to child's play,
Play!ulPro!essor™ makes

a game out of learning addi-
tion, subtraction, division
and multiplication. Mter a
correct answer, players are
rewarded by moving closer
to the g91den key inside the
castle. Whoever escapes from
the castle by unlocking the
door is the winner.

After an incorrect answer
our professor uses chalk andbl kbo d k h The Prrifessor~s color,fulgraphics toprovidea acx ar to wor t e children with an iiienti/iab1eillustratimt to con-
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pate at a harder level than
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productive.quality time
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PCjr, eontlnued ...
tion. This sounds much worse than it
really is. The technique is entirely
consistent, logical, and obvious. Further-
more, the smaller size of the PCjr key-
board makes even the fo u r-k ey
combinations easy to accomplish with
normal-sized hands. Three-year-olds
won't make it, but they probably don't
know about CQNT~OL-SHIFT-F5anyway.

The separate numeric pad is also
gone, as are the numeric lock and scroll
lock keys, 'backslash, tilde, and right-
hand plus and minus. The four cursor
keys remain, with home, page up, page
down, and end' achieved via the FUNC-
TIONSHIFTkey. The other keys are also
replaced by ALTERNATEor FUNCTIO~
SHIFT combinations, with reasonable
mnemonic value. For example, FUNC::S
is scroll lock, and FUNc-B is break.
These new meanings are marked below
the appropriate' keys, in white-on-green
for FUNCand white-on-red for ALT.

If the foregoing leaves you totally dis-
gusted, don't despair. ThePCjr has pro-
visions for an B3-key keyboard. If IBM
doesn't offer one soon, it is certain that
third party keyboard manufac~urers will.

Audio
.In addition to the simple tone gen-

erator from the older pes, the PCjr- has
a sound generator chip with three in-
dependent channels, or voices, each with
independent attenuation (volume con-
trol), plus a noise generator. Music in
three-part harmony, explosions,' and
other neat effects. are possible with the
right programming. The extended Basic
cartridge includes statements to support
these enhanced sound capabilities.

The audio output is available at the
rear of the system unit. With an external
amplifier and speaker (or home stereo or
tape deck) connected to the audio output
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jack, you can play to the whole
neighborhood, record for posterity, or
do other creative audiophile kinds of
things. Even more interesting is the au-
dio input line in the external 110 expan-
sion bus, which can be mixed with the
internally generated sound. Can add-on
speech synthesizers be far behind?
Daisy, Daisy ...

Video Displays
The video display system in the PCjr

is a .direct descendent of the original PC

The video display
system in the PCjr is a
direct descendent of
the original PC color
.graphics adapter.

color graphics adapter, with three
significant improvements. First, most of
the logic on the old card has been put in
a single custom integrated circuit; what
was previously a whole circuit board is
now two big chips and a few little ones,
and included in the basic price (instead
of being a $244 "mandatory option").
Second; the entire l2SK of user RAM
can be used for video storage; previously
only 16K on the video card was avail-
able. This allows many more "pages" or
images to be kept in memory and
switched rapidly to the display-s-good
for quick help screens: animation, and
the like. Third, the color capability has
been improved significantly.

The old PCs could display 320 by 200
dots in four colors (medium resolution),
or 640 by 200 dots in two colors (high
resolution). Unfortunately, in high
resolution one of the colors was always
black, and in medium resolution the
color choice was limited, confusing, and
a little ugly. The PCjr makes two im-
portant enhancements: independent
choice of graphic resolution (160, 320,
or 640 dots wide) and color resolution
(16, 4, or 2 colors), and a completely
general color palette. The high resolu-
tion 16-color mode would consume all
128J( of memory, and thus could be
reasonably used only by a cartridge
program.

The color palette allows an arbitrary
choice of any of the 16 possible colors to
be assigned in any mode. The result is a
much more flexible. all-points-address-
able color graphics system, much better
suited to pictorial displays for games and
educational programs. In other words, it
looks much better and is more fun.

There is support in Basic for the en-

hanced color modes as well as the stan-
dard (i.e., old PC) graphics and 40, and
SO-column alphanumeric display modes.
The PCjr has the same 256-character
display set as the previous IBM PCs.
The designers have gone to considerable
trouble to make the new hardware
compatible with most of the software
tricks that existing PC programs have
used in display generation, and they
have done an excellent job.

The PCjr does not support the high-
resolution IBM monochrome display.
There are provisions for connecting
high-resolution RGB color monitors (via
a $20 adapter cable), composite video
monitors (via a standard RCA phono
plug), and television sets (via a $30 cable
. including an RF modulator). The TV
connection also sends the audio output
to the set, where it can be adjusted with
the volume control knob .

Options
There are currently four hardware op-

tions available for the PCjr: the 64K
Memory and Display Option ($140), the
Disk Drive and controller ($480), the In-
ternal Modem ($199), and the Parallel
Printer Attachment ($99).

The memory option brings the user
RAM memory up to 128K and allows
full use of the display features. I recom-
mend the full memory expansion even
for systems without disks.

The internal modem, made by Nova-
tion, is a full-featured smart modem for
110 and 300 baud communications. The
modem card contains its own serial
interface device, so the standard serial

IBM people taunted us
about the mysterious

connector marked L on
the rear panel. They
said it stands for

"later."

port is still available for attaching a
printer or other device. The modem sup-
ports automatic dialing (pulse or tone)
and answering, with error detection and
diagnostics supplied in the system ROM.

The parallel printer attachment atta-
ches to the 60-pin I/O channel expan-
sion connector on the right side of the
system unit. The attachment is required
to support standard parallel printers
such as the IBM Graphics Printer,
Epson, Oki, and others. The I/O chan-
nel is passed through so that future op-
tions may be attached, always moving
rightward. The current power supply
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PCjr, continued ...
will support up to five attachments on
the I/O channel, plus the internal disk
and modem.

Th~ PCjr ROMs have provisions for
handling "non-Keyboard scan codes"
arriving through the infrared link.
Speculation about wireless joysticks re-
ceived an immediate "we can't comment
on that" response from IBM people in
the vicinity, who then taunted us about
the mysterious connector marked L on
the rear panel. They said it stands for
"later." Stay tuned.

Software
The built-in 64K ROM contains

diagnostics, hardware I/O routines
(BIOS) used by Basic, and the disk
operating system, and the cassette Basic
interpreter. PCjr cassette Basic is essen-
tially the same as the standard PC cas-
sette Basic: the essential features of the
language plus program and data files on
cassette tapes.

Advanced Basic features are provided
in the PCjr Cartridge Basic ($75), which
plugs into either of the two ROM car-
tridge slots in the front of the system
unit. The 32K ROM cartridge augments
the standard cassette Basic with ad-
vanced graphics, sound and music,
communications support (including a
terminal emulator), and disk I/O (with
DOS 2.1). The result is a superset of the
standard PC advanced Basic, which re-
quires disk and DOS and is partially
RAM resident, all in ROM. DOS is re-
quired only if you want to use disk files.

DOS version 2.1 is the recommended
disk operating system for the PCjr. (Ear-
lier versions seemed to work as well, but
IBM will support only version 2.1 and
beyond.) DOS 2.1 has the same func-
tions and storage requirements as DOS
2.0, and runs on the PCl and PC/XT as
well as the PCjr. The major difference is
that Basic and BasicA require Cartridge
Basic on the PCjr as a prerequisite. If
the cartridge isn't plugged in, disk Basic
won't run. Most of the utility programs
supplied with DOS are identical in ver-
sions 2.0 and 2.1; the few that are dif-
ferent seem to have had some minor bug
repairs made, but there are no significant
enhancements.

There are four game cartridges avail-
able for the PCjr: Crossfire, Mine Shaft,
Mouser, and Scuba Venture. Other soft-
ware is available on disk: Logo, Macro
Assembler, Basic Compiler, Multiplan,
vutc.a« Home Word, Easy Writer,
WordProof, and dozens more. Many, if
not most, of the disk software packages
for the PCjr are identical to those for the
PC 1 and PCXT. In some cases, only the
latest versions will work on all three ma-
chines. Dealers will have a complete list
of IBM-produced or distributed software
compatible with the PCjr.
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Prices and Configurations
Here is a quick summary of the prices for representative PCjr hardware and
software components, and some typical configurations.

Description .
PCjr System Unit (64K, keyboard)
64K Memory/Display Option
PCjr Disk Option

PCjr System Unit (l28K, keyboard, disk)

IBM Color Display
PCjr Internal Modem (300 baud) ~,
PCjr Parallel Printer Attachment

Connector for TV (with RF modulator)
Connector for RGB Display
Connector for Cassette
Connector for Serial Devices
Cable for Parallel Printer
Keyboard Cable

IBM Graphics Printer
IBM PC Corapact''Printer (thermal)
IBM PCjr. Attachable Joystick
PCjr Carrying Case .

Cartridge Ilasic;
DOS 2.1
Multiplan 1.10
VisiCalc 1.2
HomeWord
Eas~Writ~r

Entry Level Home Configuration
PCjr System Unit (64K, J-~ybo3fd)
Connector for TV (with RF modulator)
Connector for Cassette
Cartridge Basic

Home Budget/WP System
PCjr System Unit (128K, keyboard, disk)
Connector for TV (with RF modulator)
IBM PC Compact Printer (thermal) .

Cartridge Basic
DOS 2.1
Visicalc 1.2
Homeword

$1269
30
175

75
65

200
75

$1,889

Communicating Office System
PCjr System Unit (l~8K, keyboard, disk)
IBM Color Display
Connectoj for RGB Display
PCjr Internal Modem (300 baud)
PCjr Parallel Printer Attachment
IBM Graphics Printer

$1"269
680
20
199
99

$595

75
65

250
$3,252

Cartridge Basic
DOS 2.1
Multiplanl.tO
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Price
$669
140
480

1269

680
199
." 99

30
20
30
30
55
20

595
175
40
60

75
65

250
200
75
175

$669
30
30.
75

$804



DATA MANAGEMENT
SOFTWARE

TAKESOF£

It's not just a data base. It's data management.
It's a big idea, and once you see how powerful
it can make your personal computer you'll know why
Condor Data Management software is the right idea at

the right time.
With Condor you get all the power and rexibility

of a fully relational database, plus a Report Writer
to generate reports. At no extra charge.
And it's simple to use. You can set up data fields

quickly without the need for-programming experience.
Because Condor I and Condor 3 were written for

business people with business needs.
Begin with Condor I, the advanced file manager.

Upgrade later as your business and your data grows, to
Condor 3, the fully relational data management system. It's
the same system that hardware manufacturers like DEC,
Sony, Zenith, and Hewlett-Packard have selected to market
with their personal computers.

To find out how Condor Data Management software
can make your business take off, see your
personal computer dealer; or call 1-800-854-7100
xl65 (in California, 1-800-422-4241 x165) for

the dealer nearest you.
He'll prove our point. That Condor is the

data management software powerful
enough to be useful to business, yet

~mple enough for business to use.

'!I(o~~~?~~~
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What's on the best-seller list
in IBM Personal Computer software?

~ - 16:....1 Electronic spreadsheets help
,~,'f!~'~:~>_:_~- build financial models that

can shape your future.

Games can make anyone
a winner while treating
you to hours oHun
and fantasy.

Payroll can boost your
productivity and make employee

deductions less taxing.



Inventory control can help
put you on top by keeping

track of what's what
and where.

Stock monitoring can
help put you in the
chips by tapping the
world of Wall Street.

Data management can help
tame your file of names,

facts and figures.

Languages like BASIC
can encourage students to wri re

programs of their own.

People prefer IBM Personal Computer software for a variety of reasons.
~ And one of the best reasons is its variety.

Because, for just about anything you want the
IBM Personal Computer to help you do, there's
software to help you do it. Software to help improve
productivity, efficiency and planning. To help
teachers teach and students learn.

Or help you become an even more astute gamesplayer.
Every program in our software library makes the IBM Personal Computer

a truly useful tool for modern times. That's why a lot of buyers like you have made
them best sellers. And the library is still growing.

So the best may well be yet to come. -:--=-:.==. =$---- - ---- - - -----------,-

For more information on where to buy IBM Personal 'Computer software and hardware, call 800-447-4700. In Alaska or Hawaii, 800-447-0890.
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More vivid graphics
from your personal computer
with Sakata CRT Monitors.

Your personal computer deserves a SAKATA
CRT MONITOR.
Truly IBM compatible with resolution of 640

dots x 240 lines and distinguishes' 16 colors.
Exclusive tilt/swivel stand (Model STS-l) pro-
vides better viewing from variety of angles.
Modern streamlined design, backed by
SAKATA's more than four generations of de-
manding the utmost in quality. ..."We Promise
Performance".
Also available: Model SC-IOO13"Composite

COLOR CRT MONITOR. Model SC-300 13"
ROB super high resolution COLOR CRT
MONITOR Model SO-lOOO 12"monochrome
high resolution CRT MONITOR
(green). Model SA-lOOO

monochrome high resolution 12" CRT
MONITOR (amber).
SAKATA CRT MONITORS are available

wherever personal computers are sold or
write for technical and illustrated literature
and prices.
SAKATA US.A. CORPORATION
651 Bonnie Lane, Elk Grove Village, 1160007
(312) 593-3211 800-323-6647 (outside Illinois)

"Serving industry worldwide ... since 1896"
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Illustrated' ModeJ SC-200 J3" RGB High Resolution CRT
COWR DJSPLAY MONJTOR with STS-l Stand (optionJ.
Compatible with IBM and other fme personal compdters



PCjr, contlnued .. ~
Compatibility

Whether any given piece of software is
compatible with the PCjr is hard to pre-
dict with certainty, but there are a few
simple considerations to take into ac-
count. The most obvious are the current
disk and memory limitations of one
360K disk and i28K of user RAM. The
single disk will function as two logical
drives, A: and B:, with the system
prompting the operator to change disks
when necessary.

For some applications, this is accept-
able. For others, it is ridiculous. For
example, if a program copies data from
one disk to another one record at a time
instead of in big blocks, thousands of
insertion/removal/insertion cycles
might be required. Logically, it works;
physically, you should live so long.

Memory use is a little more corn-
plicated. The l28K of system memory
must accommodate the 16K video dis-
play buffer and 24K for POS, leaving
only 88K for user programs (24K ina
64K system). Some programs are simply
too big; they won't fit and you will get
an error message from the DOS loader.
Others may load, but have insufficient
working storage; the good ones will tell
you about it, the bad ones will go ahead
and try to run anyway. Then there is the
middle ground: programs that work,. but

with limits that mayor may not be
acceptable. Do you need more than 200
entries in your spreadsheet or 85 state-
ments in your assembler program? Try
before you buy.

Programs, such as APL, that require
the 8087 will never work in the PCjr.

The PCjr is a credible
vehicle for serious
education with or
about computers.

Programs that make assumptions about
the length of time a sequence of instruc-
tions should take may not work, since
the PCjr is slower in accessing the user
RAM. Programs that directly access
some devices (especially the disk and
display systems) also may not work.
Some software copy protection schemes
might fall into these traps.

In general, programs that follow the
rules of BIOS or DOS for device access,
don't require more memory than is
available, and don't need hardware that

isn't there (like the monchrome display),
will run without change on the PCjr.
/

Conclusions
I like this machine very much. For the

home, its graphics and sound features
provide a good base for high quality,
enjoyable games and educational soft-
ware. Its compatibility with the PCl and
PCXT make it ideal for occasional
work-at-horne use, sharing programs
and data with the machine at the office.

The PCjr makes sense for the office,
too, as a PC-compatible spreadsheet
workstation, programmable telecom-
munications terminal, or wherever the
higher cost standard PC isn't quite jus-
tifiable. It is a great machine for schools
as well-at all levels. From Logo for the
little ones, through introductory com-
puter architecture for college classes, the
PCjr .is a credible vehicle for serious
education with or about computers.

For myself, I would love to have one
right now. Instead of sitting upstairs in
my cold den, typing fast to keep my fin-
gers from stiffening from the cold air
flowing through the gaps around my
storm windows, I could be downstairs,
comfortably nestled on the couch, with a
roaring fire in the fireplace, warmly, lei-
surely, cordlessly processing these final
words. But then I might never finish.a

-----------------
. . . . . .

HOW TO MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR MICRO
With These Idea-Packed Books From Scott, Foresman .
Introducing Scott Foresman'snew line of microcomputer books.We give
you the techniques and programs you need to expand your micro's
capabilities-without taking a large bite out of yourwollet.

AT YOUR FINGERTIPS:
MAKING 'tHE MOST OF THE MICRO
by Jeff Berner. Based on the popular
BBCtelevision show currently seen on
PBSstations around the country. A
lively, fully illustrated introduction to
microcomputers and their applications.

dBASE II FOR THE PRO·
GRAMMER: A HOW.ro.DO.IT BOOK
by Nelson T.Dinerstein. This book helps
professional programmers develop
quality application systemsin dBase II.
Includes numerous programs, sub-
routines, and advice on overcoming
common programming problems.

A LIBRARY OF SUBROUTINES
FOR THE IBM PERSONAL .
COMPUTER by David S.Walonick.
Packed with tested subroutines for a
wide range of personal and business
applications, including subroutines on
time, math, sorting, printing, and
keyboarding. This book cqn help you
cut your programming time in half!

Reply now to begin making the most of
your micro. To order, contact your local
bookstore or computer store. or send the
attached coupon to

ScoH, Foresman and ~ompany
Jlrofe$slonal Publishing Group,
Dept. CC·l
1900 East Lake Avenue
Glenview, IL 60025
312-729-3000

Send me:

___ AT YOUR nNGERTIPS
$1295, 18049

___ dBASE II FOR THE
PROGRAMMER $19.95.15956

___ A UBRARY OF
SUBROUTINES $18.95,.15965

Check method of payment:
D Check/Money Order'

D MasterCard DVisa
Amount Enclosed $ _

Card #~----------_
EYO.Date _

Signature _

Name _

Address _

City/State/Zip _

Add applicable sales tax, plus 6% of
Total for U.P.S.Prices subject to change
without notice.

CC-2
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AARDVARK LTD.
VIDEO ADVENTURESTM

DUNGEONSOFMAGDARR·Seriouso of 0 for up to 8 players.
Features full 3d GRAPHICS!
You get a choice of several
characters that grow from
game to game and are
interchangeable with char-
acters from our famous
Dungeons of Death game. A
real dungeon with level after
level of monsters to conquer
and treasures to find - all in
hi-res 3d graphics.
Availabl!.On:TRSBIlC,IBMPC,CMD64
TAPE$1995 DISK$24.95

BAG·IT·MAN The ultimate
arcade game for TRS80C or
CMD64. This one has three
screens full of BAGS OF
GOLD, CARTS & ELE-
VATORS TO RIDE IN, MINE
SHAFTS, and TWO NASTY
GUARDS. Great sound and
c 0 lor a nd con tin u 0 u s
excitement.

AvailableOn:TRSBDC32K,CMo64

TAPE $19.95 DISK $24.95

STARFIRE . If. you enjoyed
Star Raiders or StarWars,
you \(ViII love Starfire. It is not
a copy, but the best shoot-
em-up, see them in the
window space game on the
CMD64 or TRS80C. The
fantastic graphics will put
you right in the control room
as you hyperspace from
quadrant to quadrant
fightjng the aliens and
protecting your bases.
AvailableOn:TRSBDC16K,CMo64

TAPE $19.95 DISK $24.95

QUEST . A different kind of
Graphic Adventure, it is
played on a computer
generated mape of Alesia.
You'll have to build an army
and feed them through
combat, bargaining, explo-
ration of ruins and temples,
and outright banditry! Takes
2 - 5 hours to play and is
different each time. .

AvailableOn:TR5aX:16K,CM064,VIC2013K,MelD
16K,Tl99IEXT.BASIC),IBMPC

TAPE $14.95 DISK$19.95

MARS· Your ship crashed On
the Red Plane and you have
to get home. You will have to
explore a Martian City,
repair your ship, and deal
with possibly hostile aliens to
get home again. This is
recommended as a first
Adventure. It is in no way
simple - playing time
normally runs from 30 to 50
hours, but it lets you tryout
Adventurtnq before you
battle the really tough ones.
Full Graphics Adventure.
AvailableOn:TRSBDC,CMo64,IBMPC
TAPE$1995 DISK$24.95

PYRAMID· ONEOF THE TOUGHEST
ADVENTURES. Average time
through the pyramid is 50 -
70 hours. Clues are
ev e r ywh e r e 'and some
ingenious problems make
this popular around the
world. FULL GRAPHIC
ADVENTURE. '
AvailableOnTRSBOC16K,CMo64,MClo16K,IBMPC

TAPE$19.95 DISK$24.95

NEWI GRAPHIC ADVENTURES
AARDVARKoffers over 120 original high quality programs.
Send one dollar for a current catalog and receive a $1.00
gift certificate good towards your next purchase.

Authors ~ AARDVARK pays top dollar for high quality
programs. Send a copy today for a personal review and
editorial help. .

TO ORDER:Sand amount indicated plus $2.00 shipping, per order. Include quantity desired and your preference of tape or disk,
Be sure to indicate type of system and.amount of memory. When using charge card to order by mail, be sure to include expiration date.

CHARGE CARDS [VI.SA 1
WELCOME

AA~DVARK /I~ ~~
II 1-313-669-311 0 PHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED

8:00 a.rn, to 8:00 p.m. E.S.T .•MON·FRI

2352 S. COMIIIl",RCE • WALLED LAKE, MI 48q88 • (313) 669·3110

CMD64 / TRS80C / IBMPC / VIC20 / Tl99
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Sinclair's Second Shot

The Timex-Sinclair 2DBB

Owen Linzmayer
Having stunned the computer world

with the inexpensive, tiny, black and
white computer that bears his surname,
inventor Clive Sinclair set out to build
an even more remarkable machine. The
result of his efforts first appeared in the
United Kingdom as the ZX Spectrum.
With several revisions and refinements,
the ZX Spectrum has finally made its
debut in North America under the alias
of Timex Sinclair 2068.
The TS2068 is a second generation

home computer from Timex Computer
Corporation, the folks who brought you
the TS1000, the first computer to retail
for less than $100. The advertisements
for the TS2068 promise 12K, along with
color and sound capabilities. For
$199.95, the computer delivers all of this
and more.
The Timex Sinclair 2068 is an 8-bit

personal color computer based on a
Z80A microprocessor running at 3.5
MHz. There are 48K of Random Access
Memory (RAM) and 24K of Read Only
Memory (ROM) that combine to pro-
vide on-board memory capacity of 12K.

The Outside
Physically, the TS2068 is an attractive

little computer. The sloping top of the
TS2068 is dominated by a large 42-key
full-travel Chiclet style keyboard that is
a step beyond the membrane keyboard
of the TS1000 but short of the standard
typewriter style. Set up in the traditional
QWERTY configuration, the TS2068 key-
board features "soft touch" keyword en-
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try, which
allows each key to

perform up to six functions
with a minimum of keystrokes.

Weighing in at 3 lbs., 5 oz., this ma-
chine sports a sleek 14.75" x 1.75" silver
and grey body that sits comfortably in
most laps. Located under a hinged door
on the righthand side of the keyboard is
a slot that accepts ROM cartridges.
Timex has used some of its watch-mak-
ing technology to produce incredibly

Physically, the TS2068
is an attractive little

computer.

thin ROM cartridge programs. By doing
away with the plastic and ceramic pack-
ages of their integrated circuits and
mounting the silicon chips directly onto
the cartridge board, Timex was able to
avoid big, bulky cartridges.
The TS2068 requires 15v direct cur-

rent and comes with its own transformer
for this purpose. The on/off switch is lo-
cated on the lefthand side of the com-
puter, but like so many computers before
it, the TS2068 lacks a power indicator. I
can't figure out why computer manufac-
turers refuse to spend the extra $.25 to
install a small LED power indicator.
Such a light is bound to save time and
money on repairs in the long run.

Peripherals
At present, the only storage device

available for the TS2068 is a con-
ventional cassette recorder. This hooks
up to the back of the computer via a

short two-plug
cable which is provided

with the computer. Information is
loaded from and saved to cassette tape at
a rate of 1200 baud, the same speed
available on the TRS-80 Color
Computer.
Adjacent to the cassette interface are

two RCA video output plugs. The
TS2068 has a built-in VHF RF modu-
lator which can be connected to any
standard television set (color preferred).
If you own a monitor and wish to use
the TS2068 in the highest resolution
mode, that is fine too, since there is a
composite video port. The channel (2/3)

GP6ativ6 GOmpatiRfj
HARDWARE PROFILE

Product: Timex Sinclair 2068
Type: Personal color computer
CPU: 8-bit Z80A, 3.5 MHz
RAM:48K
ROM: 24K
Keyboard: 42-key Chiclet style
Text Resolution: 32/64 characters x

24 lines
Graphics resolution: 256/512 x 192
Number of colors: 8
Sound capability: 10 octaves, \30

semi-tones, built-in speaker
Ports: Serial, cassette, 2 9-pin joystick
Dimensions: 14.75" x 7.5" x 1.75"
Documentation: Barely adequate user

manual
Summary: Sinclair's second computer

success story. Will give Com-
modore 64 a run for its money.

Price: $199.95
Manufacturer:

Timex Computer Corporation
Park Road Extension
Waterbury, CT 06120
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Timex 2068, continued ...
select switch is on the underside of the
computer.

A maximum of two peripherals may
be connected directly to the expansion
port on the back of the TS2068 ..A pa:-
tial list of peripherals for u~e Wlt~ this
computer includes the TS2400 printer,
an as yet unreleased telecommunications
modem, and a mass-storage device
called the ZX Microdrive (see sidebar).

The TS2068 is well equipped for play-
ing games. Located on both sides of the
computer are two industry standard. 9-
pin joystick ports. The TS2068 uses any

The TS2068 is well
equipped for

playing games.

Atari-compatible joystick controller. In
fact, the joystick offered by Timex is
simply the Zircon Z-stick with the
Timex name.

Sound
Sound effects enhance the play of

video games greatly. That is why Timex
has built a powerful little speaker into
the bottom of the computer. The TS2068
has a range of 10 octaves and 130 semi-
tones directly programmable from Basic.

In contract to the designers of the
Coleco Adam computer, the designers of
Timex felt that Basic rather than a word
processor deserved to be the program in
residence. The Basic interpreter within
the TS2068 is very similar to that of the
TSlOOO, but with many additions. Spe-
cific commands and functions have been
added to handle the more complex
graphics and sound routines (see Tables
1 and 2).

Display
In contrast to many popular home

computers, the origin (0,0) on the
TS2068 display is in the lower, not up-
per, lefthand corner. While this may
present problems when converting pro-
grams from other computer systems, it is
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The TS2068 wired for games.
Table 1. Commands.

BEEP
BORDER
BRIGHT

ERASE
FLASH
FOR ..TO ..STEP
FORMAT
FREE

LPRINT PRINT
MERGE RANDOMIZE
MOVE READ
NEW' REM
NEXT RESET
ON ERR GOTO RESTORE
ON ERR CONT RETURN
ON ERR RESET RUN
OPEN SAVE
OUT SOUND
OVER STEP
PAPER STICK
PAUSE STOP
PLOT VERIFY
POKE

CAT
CIRCLE
CLEAR G05UB

Table 2. Functions.
display unit that can handle such fine
resolution. In normal mode, the TS2068
supports 32 characters by 24 lines, and
256 pixels horizontally by 192 vertically.
Yes, text and graphics can be mixed on
the same screen. In fact, two characters
may even be displayed one atop the
other.

CL05E # GOTO
IF ..THEN
INK
INPUT
INVERSE
LET
LIST
LLI5T
LOAD

Graphics
When it comes' to graphics, the

TS2068 outperforms almost every other
computer in its price range. A standard
set of low-resolution graphics characters
can be accessed directly from the key-
board in the "G"raphics mode. In addi-
tion to this, you can easily design your
own graphics characters in Basic. In
contrast to the TRS-80 Color Computer
series, all eight colors can be used in
both low- and high-resolution display
modes.

I was a bit disturbed to discover, how-
ever, that there is no single command to
draw a line between any two points. Due
to the way the coordinates are set up on
the TS2068 screen, and to the fact that
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CLS
CONTINUE
COPY
DATA
DEF FN
DELETE
DIM
DRAW'

ABS FREE RND
ACS IN SCREENS
AND INKEYS 5GN
ASN INT SIN
ATN LEN SQR
ATTR LN STICK
BIN NOT STR$
CHRS OR TAN
CODE PEEK USR
EXP PI VAL
FN POINT VALS

actually easier to understand for those
who grew up using Cartesian coordinate
graphing.

The TS2068 has two distinct display
modes, normal and enhanced. The latter
doubles the number of characters/pixels
per line and should be used only with a



the ORA W command is relative instead
of absolute, drawing a straight line be-
tween points is more difficult than need
be. One solution is to enter this multi-
command line:

PLOT (Xl,Yl):DRA W (X2-Xl),
(Y2-Yl)
If you substitute your own values for the
X and Y coordinates, you will have no
problem, although a LINE command
would have been greatly appreciated.

----- m Cursor

----- D Cursor (y)

:-..---++-----151 Cursor or II Cursor with CAPS SHIFT (Y)

f't--,-t----13 Cursor

------13,Dorm Cursor with SYMBOL SHIFT

~--~==::jr----mCursor with SYMBOL SHIFT

The ZX Microdrive
At the October general meeting of the

Boston Computer Society, representa-
tives from the Timex Computer Corpo-
ration gave a sneak-preview of the ZX
Microdrive, an' innovative mass storage
device that they believe will soon' be-:
COme the standard of the industry.
Priced below $100 retail, it may well do
just that! "

Slated for release during the first half
of 1984, the ZX Microdrive will initially
run only on the Timex Sinclair 2()68
computer, but users of other popular
computers. can expect versions of the
new device for their systems in the fu-
ture, stated Daniel Ross, vice-presi-
dent of operations at Timex Computer
Corporation.

Although' exact specifications for the

ZX Microdrive were not to be officially
released until WCES, it appears that the
drive uses small (45 mm x 35mmx
8mm) wafer-like magnetic tape data
packs as the storage medium. These
packs, nicknamed disklettes, can store
85K and will cost from $10:$20 per unit.
Average access time is claimed to be less
than 3.5 seconds. The BGS was given a
live demonstration in which a 35K pro-
gram was loaded in less than 10 seconds.

Up to eight ZX Microdrives may be
connected together in daisy-chain fash-
ion to provide a maximum of 680K for
the TS2068 computer: Priced at under
$100, the initial drive set includes an
interface/controller box which has both
RS-232, and Centronics ports built-
in.-OWL

Whither Clive?
This is a roundabout story, but bear

with us. Lotus, that outstanding manu-
facturer of winning race cars' as well as
the Lotus Elite and Elan, has been' in
serious financial difficulties lately. These
troubles have been magnified by the,
death of Colin Chapman, the founder of
Lotus, and the DeLorean affair.' The
only reason that DeLorean ~ntersthe
picture is that Lotus had agreed to use
the DeLorean plant for the development
and manufacture of some very sophis-
ticated lightweight cars. '

The latest reports we get indicate that
things are improving rapidly. First, Lo-
tus has entered into a cooperative sports

, car ~J;'ojectusingengine. and drivetrain.
components from Toyota. This sparked
some spirited negotiations on the part of
David Wickins, of British Car Auctions
to take over Lotus before it fell to the
control of (horrors!) a Japanese firm.
The Lotus board accepted Wickins's
offer.

However, some weeks later Toyota
made an offer to buy 2.9 million shares
of Lotus stock (16% of the total) for
£1.16 million. This offer was accepted at
the Lotus stockholders' meeting. So
where does Sir Clive Sinclair come in?

Clive, the electronics wizard who in-
vented the "black watch," cheap scien-
tific calculator, ZX80 (and itsderiva-
tives), and flat screen TV, had a new
invention on the drawing boards-an
electric car (shades of Tom Swift).

So Clive took a small dollop of his
vast wealt.h(£9 million), formed a new
company called tile Sinclair Vehicle
Project and bought the DeLorean plant
in Ireland. Why? Because Lotus had al-
ready modified it to build sophisticated
lightweight vehicles.

Sinclair has stated his theory that if
you can't lighten the batteries (appar-
ently you can't); you should 1) make the
batteries.fit the vehicleand/ or 2) make
the vehicle more efficient. His method
for doing the latter is to use a chip (he
calls it a "chopper") to chop the vehicle
power demand on the battery into time
slices of milli- or nanoseconds. In other
words, deliver one millisecond of power
then rest for two. Apparently this ex-
tends the discharge time enormously.
Also, with the chip, the system can 'be
programmed for various types and
weights of vehicles. .

Sounds good to us. Now when do we
get one for evaluation?-DHA
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Figure 1.
Programming

The "trick" needed to work your way
successfully around the keyboard and,
subsequently, Basic is to realize that the
TS2068 operates in several different
modes and that the character within the
flashing cursor indicates the current
mode. When you turn on the power or
reset the machine it defaults to the

Software for the
TS2Q68 will be plentiful.

"K"eyword mode. Pressing any key,
with the exception of a number, returns
the entire keyword that is printed in
black on that key. Then the cursor
switches to a flashing L, which stands
for "L"etter. As you can probably guess,
pressing a key now returns th~
corresponding letter. The other options
are the "C"aps lock, "G"raphics, and
"E"xtended mode. Using a combination
of shifts, character keys, and' modes,
each key can produce six different func-
tions (see Figure 1). I must admit that I
found this multi-function key system a
bit difficult to adjust to at first, but after
a while it became natural. In fact, this
system is probably easier for the novice
to learn, and it allows for quicker, more
efficient programming in the long run.

Software
"Software for the TS2068 will be

plentiful," boasts Daniel D: Ross, vice
president of Timex Computer Corpora-
tion. In addition to running a bevy of
cassette and cartridge-based programs
offered by Timex, the TS2068 will be
compatible with all of the software de-
signed for the ZX Spectrum; says Timex.
Timex. has over 40 different titles avail-
able, ranging in price from $9.95 to
$22.95 each, and hundreds of packages
are available from outside vendors.

One particular piece of software that I
did get to evaluate is the VU-3D cas-
sette. Whilenot promoted as such, VU-
3D can be thought of as the poor man's
Computer Aided Design (CAD) pro-
gram. The package allows the user to
draw quickly any geometric figure by us-
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Timex 2068, continued ...
ing a simple set of commands and the
cursor keys. Once the object is con-
structed, it can be viewed from almost
any angle and distance, giving it a truly
three-dimensional look.
The finishing touch comes when the

user dictates from which direction the
light source is shining upon the figure.
The computer then shades the entire ob-
ject. Completed screen displays may be
saved to cassette for use in other pro-
grams. If the quality of the VU-3D cas-
sette program is any indication of things
to expect from Timex in the future,
TS2068 users will never have to com-
plain about lack of great software.

Documentation
The TS2068 personal color computer

comes with a single user manual. This
290-page piece of documentation is spi-
ral bound, which allows it to remain
open while lying flat and leaves the
reader use of both hands for typing. Un-
fortunately, this is about the only pos-
itive thing I can say about the manual.

For someone who is already' familiar
with computers and wishes only to
acquaint himself with the TS2068, this
manual will suffice. But for the novice,
or advanced programmer, the manual
leaves much to be desired. While the au-
thors do not claim that the manual will
teach the reader Basic, I expect a little

more than just a cursory summation of
the commands and functions.

Summary
For $199.95 retail, the Timex Sinclair

2068 personal color computer represents
one of the best buys on the computer
market today. Aimed at the home user,
the TS2068 is certainly capable of living
up to almost any entertainment, educa-
tional, or computer tutorial expectations
the prospective purchaser may have. For

those satisfied with, yet looking to
graduate from their ZX-81 's and
TS1000's, I can think of no better
computer.
As an owner of a TS2068, I think it is

comforting to know that Timex is
committed to designing high-quality pe-
ripherals and software priced for the
family budget-almost every additional
piece of equipment will sell for less than
$100 retail. Uncle Clive had done it once
again-this time with feeling. ID

~
"The meeting will please come to order." ,

Whether you're interested in expense man-
agement or educational techniques, sym-
phonies or color composition, this valuable
volume will enable you to use your TRS-80
for more exciting and satisfying computing
almost immediately.
The Creative TRS-80, edited by Ken Mazur.
8W' x 11, softcover, illustrated. $15.95.

and tutorials in Creative Computing, but
have been thoroughly revised and updated
to insure maximum learning ease. .
The Creative Atari, edited by David Small,
Sandy Small and George Blank. 8W' x 11",
softcover, illustrated. $15.95.

THE CREATIVE TRS·SO
Here's a complete guide to everything you
can do with your TRS-80 and how to do it
better, faster and 'more expertly: games,
graphics, educational applications, business
, applications, programming aids, music and a
review of handy hardware and peripherals.

APPLB; ATABI®andTBS-80®OWIBBS!
Three fantastic books from Creative Computing Press ...
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Registered Trademarks: Apple: Apple Computer. Inc.;Atari:
Atari. Inc.;TRS-80:Radio Shack division ofTandy Corp.

For ra~er service
PHONE TOLL FREE: 800-631-8112
. (In NJ call 201-540-0445)

rc;;ATI~;';-p;T;iG PRESS DePt: MMe, 39 Eas~a~.;Av-;;:;-u;- - - --I' Moms Plains,NJ07950 I
I
CREATIVEAPPLE: Sendme copiesat$16_95 each"plus $2 .,'

THE CREATIVE ATARI postage andhandling.#18R. I CREATIVE,/\TARI:Sendme copiesat $15.95 each"plus $2
Whether you're an Atari beginner or sea- postage andhandling.#18B
soned expert, you really shouldn't be without I CREATIVETRS-80:Sendme copiesat $15.95 each"plus $2
this extraordinarily useful guide to practical I postageandhandling.#18Y
Atari "how to" and lore. You get tutorials on 'CA, NJand NYState residents add applicable sales tax. Outside USAadd $3postage
Atari graphics, a discussion ofAtari memory I and handling charge. Also available at your local bookstore or computer store.D PAYMENTENCLOSEDa., _
concepts, programming tips, programs and I D .-
much more that will help you make better CHARGEMY:D AmericanExpress D MasterCard D Visa
use of your Atari. It's written so the average, I CardNo. xp.Date~ _
non-expert user who knows a little about I Signature ~
BASICand simple proqramminq can easily I
develop into a skilled Atari user. The con- Mr.!Mrs./Ms. (please pnntfull name) 0 Checkhere forFREE
tents have appeared as articles, columns I Address pt.__ Creative Computing

••••••••••••••••••• ~i::. ~ ~taIOg~ _
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THE CREATIVE APPLE
The best articles and features on the Apple
to appear in the past four years of Creative
Computing are gathered together in this in-
teresting and entertaining book. Revised and
updated to include the latest information,
this wealth of material gives you dozens of
ways to tap the tremendous potential of your
Apple. Contents range from graphics, music
and educational applications to word
processing, software reviews, games and
tips on easier programming. Whatever you
use your Apple for, you'll find plenty here to
help you get more out of .it than you ever
imagined possible.
The Creative Apple, edited by Mark Pel-
czarski and Joe Tate. 8W' x 11", softcover,
illustrated. $16.95.



Looks like a Ferrari.
Drives like a Rolls.
Parks like a Beetle.

Ask your computer dealer
to take the cover off a world-class disk drive.

The all new, 1984 IndusGrM
The most advanced, most handsome disk

drive in the world.
A flick of its power switch can turn an Atari

into a Ferrari.
Or an Apple into a Red Hot Apple.

Looks like a Ferrari.
The Indus GT is only 2.65" high. But under its
front-loading front end is slimline engineering
with a distinctive European-Gran flair.

Touch its LED-lit Cornmandl'ost'" function
control Acculouch'" buttons. Marvel at how
responsive it makes every Atari or Apple home
computer.

Drives like a Rolls.
Nestled into its soundproofed chassis is the
quietest and most powerful disk drive power sys-
tem money can buy. Attop speed, it'svirtually
unhearable. Whisper quiet.

Flat out, the GT will drive your Atari track-to-
track 0-39 in less than one second. Increasing
data transfer 400%. (Faster than any other drive.
And as fast as any Apple disk drive.)

And each GT comes with the exclusive
CT DrivingSystem ™ of software programs.*
World-class word processing is a breeze with
theCT Estate vvonirrocessoi?" And your dealer
will describe the two additional programs that
allow GT owners to accelerate their computer
drivi ng ski lis. "Included ,IS ,tdll<Jalu equipment.

Also, the 1984 Indus GT is covered with the
CT PortaCase.™ A stylish case that conveniently
doubles as a 80-disk storage file.

Parks like a Beetle.
The GT's smal!, sleek, condensed size makes it
easy to park.

And its low price makes it easy to buy.
$449 for Atari. $329 for Apple.
So see and test drive the incredible new 1984

Indus GT at your nearest
computer dealer soon.

The drive will be
well worth it.

The all-new 1984 Indus GT Disk Drive.
The most advanced, most handsome disk drive In the world.

Fordealer information, caII1-800-33-INDUS, In California, 1-800-S4-INDUS, 213/882-9600,
© 1983 Indus Systems, 9304 Deering Avenue, Chatsworth, CA 91311, The Indus GT is a product of Indus Systems, Atari is" !~g"left'u 'Iddemdrk vi ,\tdr.t. tnc. Ap[lle is J

registered trademark of Apple Computer, Ine.
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LIST OUR
PRICE PIIICf

APPLE 11o, 128K, 80 COLUMN
APPlE III.ITARTEft IYITfIIIT APPlE (1Irl AI

64K '"'" BOcolUllYl
Disk II with cootroll.r
Apple - ••

APPLE 110ST ARTEA SYSTEM BY
CONROY -LA POINTE (SYSTEM B)

128K ar<I80 001tJ1l1
1 Micro-Sci Dri1lOwithcootroller
Filer, Utility '"'" Apple DOS 3,3 Diskett.
Zenith 12" GreErI Monitor
RF MoOJlator (I••001c- TV)
Game Paddles
Game wlcolorQl3lll1ics ar<I SOU1d
50 BOnk Gelierik Diskettes CAll

UII'IU WAIIMITY:is 100% Parts & LOOorlcy90 days by.,;,

DISK DRIVES
_I; 3" Micro-Floppy, 1431< $ 299 1 249

* CENTRAL PT" RIer, Util. & Apple DOS $ 20 1 15

~ AZ, 143K Disk Drive
~ AB2,I43Kto328KDrive
MICRO-SC' A2 Cootrollef GattI

*A40, lOOK, Drive
* A70, 286K, DriVe
A40 A70 Cortroller

112 HIGH ALPS, A40, Belt Dr. 163K
TEAC, T4O, Dir>et Dr"I63K
TEAC,T80, ObI.Sided,326K
Cortroller ~ by Com)(

RaNI BiI." 163K, 4OTracI<
Bit. 2, 326K, 80 TracI<
Bit. 3, 652K, 160 Tract<
8iteCortroiler

$ 479 1 Z30
$ 569 I 429
$ 100 I 79
$ 449 I Z99
$ 599 I Z99
$ 100 I 79

$ 299 I 1t19
$3491231
$ 449 I 3Z9
$ 110 I 511

$ 379 I 249
$64913119
$84914"
$ 145 I 'M

RAM EXPANSION

* AI.$, ADD RM1 (11+)
* CornX,80 001.+64K RAM,

lorl~, 1 Yr,Wty,
• CornX,RAM~, 1 Yr,Wty. (11+)161<* MIcroooft, RAM ~ (11+) 16K* Tlan/$otUm RAM card (11+) 32K

RAM~(II+) 64K
RAM ~ (11+) 128K

16K S 100 • 511

$ 199 • "
$ 179 I 31
$ 100 I III
s 249 • 1111
$ 425 I Z99
$599.3119

OVERSTOCK SPECIALS
WHILE THEY LAST

~~"US 'Me!! $2095 11498
,.,.,.".,. W' 11 Me!! $2750 UIII5 ,_.___ 2OMe!! $3750 1_.

tB/oi·PC tntel1ace_, SIW&CaI>teKit $ 300 1249"
IBM·pc Onrti T......".,.., 4 Pal<SPECIAL $1895 I I.
Apple 1_, MII1U3I,SIW &Callie Klt $ 300 I 2.

* Cts,Seiiallntllrfaal mOA (Set Baud)" $ 150. at
*CornX,16KRAMCanI,IYr,Wty"klrll+ S 179 1 31
• CornX, 80 coI, +64K RAM ' ,

lor lie, 1 Yr"Wty, $ 199 1 "-... V..." Usf Handler $ 50 1 35
Wonf_ S 60 1 31

*~V_,80_c;rdlorll+ $ 345 12Z9

MISCELLANEOUS

NEC~i=~)
, Data_,PC8281A

PmtIr, PC8221A. ThemJaI,
4OcoI,

$60'140
$90110
$ !l8 I 81
$ 140 I 115
$50.139
$ 70 I •

$799._
$ 115 I II

$1.70'149

HIPI2C,CaIcuIatt<
HIP l1C, Calculator
41t;X, Calculator ~EW!
41C, CafoJafor
41CV, Cafe" ,!,12,2K Mom,

$ 120 I iii
$90116
$3251216
$ 195 I 149
S 275 I 211

torlheATARI
RANA 1000 ~rive, 320K $ 449 I 3811
KOAIJ'., Pad w/Micro III.,;, $ 100 I '16

" .* "MEANS A BEST BUY'

CAll

ALS, The CPIM card V3.0 (+ or.) s 399 Z99
, z.tanl (+ or.) $ 169 129

ASTAR, RF M<xIJlalor, to <SOTV $ 35 25
* CCS, Seriallntel1ace mOA (Set BAUD) $ 150 "

C __ d, PowEr Pad $ 100 75
~WikfGan!(oopier,+or.) S 140 119

Wild Gard Plus s 190 139
Konolngton, Syst8l1 Saver $ 90 65
KeyTronIc, KB200 kOjlxJard (11+) s 298 219
Koala, ToucflTabiet wlMiao Illustrator $ 125 65
KndI. Joystick (Ap 11111+) $ 65 49

. Paddle(Ap 11/11+) $ 50 39
M&R,~RliI1(+ore) S 50 31* Mfcroool,ZBOSof1can1(+or.) s 345 Z35

* zaOSoftcaniPlus(+or.) $ 645 1459
* ZOOSoftcanl sren _(11+) $ 695 495
• ZOOSoIt'canI Prem. _(lie) $ 495 396

MIcI'o Tel<, D1IfIling 64, Buff.. s 349 2811* OrangoM1cfo,'Grappl ••PI.,; (eor+) $ 175 119
16K Buff••BoartI lor Gr.Jwklr + $ 175 119
Buff8ed G!appier +, 16K $ 245 119

Paymar, lo_Case Chip (11+) $ 50 39
• PCP1, Apt;i-Card, 14 leatures 6Mhz $ 375 276

128K RAMExt. wlAppiidisk SMH $ 595 479
RH EIec:b'onIca, Sup<r Fan II $ 75 511

* TIan/SaIum, Accelerator II $ 599 449
Tr_d/SSM,AIOII,SeriaIiParaIiF $ 225 169
TG Producto, GiI11ePaddles (11+) S 40 29

, Joystidr (11+) $ 60 45
VIdex, PSIO IIF Card $ 229 169
\'IICO, MOlSe, ~t. $ 179 119

Handler Pal<(Vlad, list & Spell) $ 130 69

BPI Syat.m, "or1NV, ea
_"""d, Ban< Street Writ••
C_. Gl,AR,AP or PR each

Home ACCOlIltant
FCM

Dow Jon ••• Marf<etAIliWym
Market Manager
Market Microscope

Fox & G_, CJtjdrOO(je(lor dBase II)
dGrapIl (lor dBase II)
dUtility (lor dBase II)

Hoy_, Pie Vlrit••(Spedfy BOcol. bd)
Howard SolI, Real Estat. Analyrer II

Tax Preparer, 1984 Call
UK, tene petect wI MailM«ge
MIcI'o Cnoft, (requires ZOOCPIM-GlVlI)

VenliclorBillk_
MIcI'o Lob, Tax Manager
Micro Pro, (all """ire Z80-CPIM card)* "WonfSIa"WIApplicard&CPIMjSPECIAl s 495 I 325

WooiStar'· + Training Maruaf SPECIAL $ 495 I 231
MaiIM.-ge~ SPECIAL $ 250 I 129
SpelISIa"'· SPECIAL $ 250 1 129* WonfStar Prolessional, 4 Pal< SPECIAL s 895 I 4Z9

M-. MtJtd'IY1(CPIMIAppie DOS) $ 275 I f75
. Finantial, Mul1itool(CPIM or ODS) $ 100 1 75
Bl.<lget.MultilOOl(CPIM or DOS) 5 150 I 115

* Osborne/C.P. SolI, (Disk '"'" Book)(Stal" B.,;, & Math)
Some Common Basic Prog'ams(75 ea.) $ 100 49
Practical BasiCPrograms(4O ea,) $ 100 49

p-.o, Reqtjres CP/M &MBasic, 64K
Series 40 Gl&AR&AP,aIl3 $ 395 231
Series 9Tex1 & Spell&Mail,all 3 $ 395 231

Portoc:t. Perfect Wril.. $ 349 219
Perfect Writ••ISpelIer·2 pal< 5 399 249
Perfect Rleror Perfect Calc. ea. $ 249 149

p--.Wri=~lerICalc(4) ~ ~ 1:
Quorlc;WooIJuggfer(II.) 5 239 179

lexictodr II. (<SOwIJt.Wklr) $ 149 119
SonoIbIo, Sen. Speller, specify 80001 Bd. $ 125 85

_ $ 125 85
SIorTa/On-U"'; ScreenWrit •. Pro $ 200 I 135

, ScreenWrit •. 1I $ 130 I 119
The Dictionary NEW! $ 100 I 69
Gen, Manager II NEW! 5 Z30 1 155

* SIIcon V..." Word HiI1der $ 60 I 39* list Handl.. $ 50 1 35* Handl••PaI«Word,l.I&Spell) $ 130 I B9
_ •• Publfohlng. PFS. FiI'! S 125 1 M

MODEMS~8uso1l\ES
ANCHOR..

SignajroanMK 1_ (RS232)
SIgnalman Mall< XII

HAYES, IBM-PC Smartmodem 1200B
, IBM-PC SmaftIXlm II _
Stack Chronpotaph (RS·232)
Stack Smrtuoim m(RS'232)
Smartmodem 1200 (RS·232)
M~ 100 (S·,oobus)
,M~ llew/Snwtcpm

IBM.~C'1o Modeo.n c- '
NOVATION

IBM·PC f\W!ISS1-2-3 Padrage
AppIei:at II ModOfll,300 BAUD
212 Apple Gat, 1200 BAUD
PC-l:at with Croos1aIk
Gat
J-l:at
212 _Gat
Smart Gat 1031212

TRANSENDfSSM,
TriI1S81d1for Apple II $ 89 I "10
~fortheAppieIl $ 299 12511
T""""""'" 1200 $ 695 I &GI

IQRWME. ~ APPlE'•• " UTIlItY 1OF1WAR£8fC11OII$"

150
225

S 700
$295
$ 395
$ 70
$ 250
$ 75
$ 100
5350
$300
$ 700
$ 295
s 295
s 99 68
$ 150 I 99
s 195 I 129
$ 250 I 186
$ 150 I 99

$9951459
$ 180 I 119

LIST
'PRICE

$,99176n~n:
$ 119 I II'
S 249 I II'
$ 289 1.225
5699163&
531191216
$329.238
$39129

$5951446
$38912811
$7251~
$ 595 1 411
$ 189 I 139
$ 149 I 1114
$ 695 I 679
S '595 I 415

* J.MDEK, 12" _, H300G
* '12" Arrbe", .3OOA.* 12"Arrbe",'31OA forIBM·PC* 13"CoIorI:~* 13" Color II,

OVM,~

ORDERING INFORMATION AND TERMS·:!II~!!~:~I~~:::!n~~~~~I~::.t~=~~~:::sn:~~~:~l~~.~~~::~~hono/.PersooaIOfother~~~s~~~~:!~~~ttsi8~~~':"ml~~~t~~:=.~~~:a~=U~~~t&H~;~S~O;:t~~r~~J~:~:r~~~~:~:.uu~s~~=~~:b~~~~
others are ~ostaj so call, write. or specify Postal. Foreign orders except Canada for S,I&H add 18% 01 $25 minimum for SI&H except for monitors add 30% or$5O minimum for SI&H. Prices subject to change, typo errors.
aooavaiJability socaJltoverify. All goods a/anew, include warranty and are guaranteed to work. Doe loou/ low prices andOOf assurance that you willget new unused products. All. SALES ARE: FINAL. Call before return-
ing goodslorrepaiforreplacemenl Orders received dl nsutficient SI&H chargesVt'illberefuncled. ORDER OESK HOURS6A.M. to6P.M. PST. f.IondaylhrWjl Friday and 10k)4 Sattwday. 6A.M. hefeis 9A.M. i1New YOlk.

OUR REFERENCES: We have been in computers and electron~ since 1~58, a computer dealer since 1978 and in computer mail ord~since 1980. Banks: 1st Interstate Bani!:, (5(3) 643·4678. We belong to
the Chamber ~f Com~rce (~) 644-0123. Bener Business Bureau and Direct Marketing Association. of call Dunn and Bradstreet i you are a subscriber Fastrak t. and Generik ,. are trademarks of ComX Corporation.

CAll

VIDEO CARDS
* ALS,- Smarterm II (+ or e)· $ 179 I 131

eon,x. 80 ool.+64K RAM(II.) 1 yr. wry, $ 199 I II
VIdox, VideoTerm 80 cot (+ore) $ 345 1229*" UltraTerm (+ or.) $ 379 I 279

Soli Video Switch (11+) $ 35 I 25
EnIwtcer II (11+) $ 149 I 99
Ftr<tioo Strip (11+) S 79 I 511

We Have FUI Vide><line, Call. Up 1035% off

M~1IJ#I"!'m(·111# I

. DISKETTES list 1l1li
PAX;E ••

BROWN DISK

1~::=k'lf~Po'li.~~1
COC, 100 •••SSIOO, 4OT(AppIe, IBM)

10 ea SSlOO,'4OT (Apple, IBM)
100 eaDS/OD, 40T (IBM,.H/P)
1003 OSIDO. 40T {IBM, HIP)

DYSAN, 10 eo SSISO (Apple), etc,)
lOea OS/DO 4BT(IBM,HIP,etc..)

MAXELL, 10 eacI1,MDt. SSIOO
10eacl1. M02, OS/OD

YERBAnM, 10eaM0525-01, SSSO
1003",004, OS DO

*GENERII('" DISKETTES
- AS LOW AS $1

10ea SS/SO, 35 TIlldr(AppIe; Alaij $42 1 17
l00ea SS, SO, 35 TIlldr (Apple, Alai) $ 415 I 130
1000 '" SS. SO, as TIlldr (Apple, Alai) S4150 I 116
10",OSIDO, 4BTPf(IBM, HIP) $ 63 I is
l00ea OS. DO, 48TPf (IBM,HIP) $ <l261 '1711

W/~:::~~~BM'~~~~:IE

545132
560145
$ 550 I 171
15511"
S 750 I 29&
$751,.
$69131
$89149
$55 1 29
$75131
$49125
$ !J4 I 45,

GENERIKTM

~<1-r'p.:.:.:::.:::.-- DISKE1TES

SS SO $1.00 Each
DS DO $1.40Each

ElK:h at 1000 ~

C1983by
COlI)(""""""",, Mirinun """ 1JB11ities~,

_fI"!)rlt)ybadr~
is II;COMX COl>nIion, not.,;,

BUSINESS
Stonew ••.••DB MiIst••Version 4,0

DB Utilitylorll
VIdox, AjlpIewrit••II preboot disk

Visicalc BOcol. prebool disk
UltraPian (specify board) (+ or e)

VlIICorp/Poroonai _we
VisicaIc!,3
VisicaicEntlar<:ed(II.)
Visifile or VisiOex, each

$ 250 1 169
$2501179
$ 250 I 179

$ 350 I 2Z9
$99169
$ 20 1 16
$50131
5 189 I 129

UTILITY & SYSTEM
Beagfe"AppIe Mechanic or Diskqtjk, ea $ 30 2Z

Double-Take, $ 35 25
Typefaoes(Req, Ap, _~) $ 20 15
DOSS Boss or Utility City, each $ 30 2Z
TipDisk~1 5 20 15

Central PoIn~ Fiklr, DOS 3.3 & Util. $ 20 i6* Copy II Plus (bil oopj••) S 40 30
ENIoIn, CorT\liIo--AppIesoft BASIC S 129 IIti
Epoon, Graphics Dump $ 15 9
Hey ••• Terminal Prog.(SM or MM,ea,,) $ 100 85

* 1.-, GraFORTH by Paullutus S 75 511
MlcroooII, A.l,D,S. $ 125 75

Fortran 80 5 195 1 149
COMPLETE MICROSOFT UNE IN STOCK* Qmoga, lodrsmith (~I oopier) Ver5,O $ 100 I 75

Ponguln, Complet. Graphics System II s 70 I 53
Graphics Magidan $ 60 I 41

Phoenix, Zoom GraflX $ 40 I 34
Quallly, Bag ofT ridrs $ 40 I 29
utffIco, Essent~1 Data Duplicalor III $ 80 S 49

HOME & EDUCATIONAL
Beagle Broi., !!eagle Bag 30 2Z
_n~, Clxlplifter 35 ztI

. Artade Machine 60 40
lode RImer 35 25

8udgoCo., Pinball Constr, Set 40 27* ConIInonIa~ Home Aceollltant 7S 49
DaIaooIl, Azt", or Zaxxoo, each 40 27
Edu-W..., (large InventDIY) CIff
Hay_, Sargon II (Chess) 35 29

Sargon III (Cross) 50 M
InIocom, Zor\<1,11,111,or SIarcross, each 40 21
Koala, Full line in stodr, CAll CIff
Learning Co., (large InventDIY) CIff
MIa'o Lob, Mi•••204ger $ 40 I 27
Monogram, Doll1l5ar<I Cents $ 100 I 69
Scarborough/lightning, Masterfype $ 40 I Z7
Sierra/On-Uno, Ultima II s 60 I 40
S1r·Tech, Wmty $ 50 1 31
Spinnaker, Kil1lle!toor!>(ojbes in slock) $ 30 I 20
Sub Logic, Flighl Simulator II s 50 I 37
Terrapin, logo $ 150 I 99

DIHERII1MI!S AlfDPNlIIMII8I1f S71ICIt CAlL

PRINTERS=-IES LIST 1l1li
DOTMA TRlXPRINTE!'IS: PRICE PIICf
EPSON, RXSO S "399 I Z99

FX80 ,,$ 699 CIff
MXlooFIT, 8Ocps, wlGraftrax+ $ 995 I 51111
FXloo $ 995 CIff
AppieliGrapilicsOurT\l s 15 I g

LEAOIMG.EDGE,GoriIIa Banana $250 I 'zag
MANNESM,\NTALLY'l:}~~ ~,: :

Spirit, 80 q>s 5 399 CIff
NEC, PC·8023A, FT, 12Oqls. 80001. para $ 599 • 4311

PC-lID2S, 12Oqls, 136 col, para $ 895 I m
Cable, 802318\12510 IBM·PC $ 50 I «I

OKlDATA, 82A, 80 col., 120 q>s. para, $ 349 CIff
63A, 132 coI" 120 q>s,para. $ 749 CIff
92,80 oof" 160 q>s, para, S 599 CIff
1I3, 136 cc. 160 cp6, para" $ 999 CIff
2350P..f'acen1;r1<,35Oqls,para $2895C1ff
241OP,I".mTaf<,~. $2995 -l)f1

ORANGE MlCRO,G!appier+,for Apple $ 165 I 119
PRACTI~L,'Mk:nWff il>li1e64K,P.ra. $ 349 I 2811

. Mk:nWff il>t.i1!l64K,s.., $ 349 I 2811
QUAORAM, Quadjet, .let CoIMPrinter CIff

• 'STAR MICRO" '
Gemini 10"X, l2Oqls,2,3K $ 499 , 219
Gemini IS"X,12Oqls.2:3K Call CIff

IBM"PCIo"""""SIa"Mic:ronicsCaille s 60 1 35
Apple IIF and Cable for """" or Gemini $'95 1 511

LETTER QUAUTY - DAISY W"HEELPR!NTER$:
dtJJ(l, 6100, 17q>s, 80 col., P;nIIeI $ 7001 5H
NEC, 15lQ, 14q)s. Para,wlTF, 10100f S 695 I '626

35lQ, 31q>s, Para,wITF,132co1 $1335' 9IIi* TTX, 1014, 13q>s, ~&s..,,'Pin&Fric, $ 649 14IfI
SUPPUES: TllICIorFf!O(fPaper.Jlibbons, Daisy Wheels,

PLOTTERS
. AMDEK. DXY"loo. llY'x 14", Para

A!t1>IotII, 1IY'J(1~',6 coI",SlP
MANNE8MAHN TALLY,

Pixy 3, Mimlplotter

LIST tIUfI
mC"E PIICf
$ 749 1 51111
.$1299 I ""

$7951145

CASH & CARRY OUTLETS: .
Ov,,·1he-oounter sales OIlly,Open Monday Ihrough Saturday
10;00 until 5:00. •
PORTLAND, OREGON, 11507·0 S,W, Pacific Hwy, Terrace
ilhOPPing ~er, Tigard, On ggWbetween 217 and 1·5, Gall
245-102jl.
SEAT7tE, WASH., 3549 128th Ave" Sf, Bellevue, WA93006,
Tel•. : 6<11-4736,in loe~nn's Plaza near Factorla Square, SE
01Hwy.40S &90 ar<I at Sf.3Bth & Rich","s,



WPRICES TOPROFESSIONALS KNOW WHAT THEYWANTAND KNOWHOW TOUSE IT!
THE IBM-PC SUPPLY CENTER

r---------------, MICROSOFT~~~=~~K ~ ~~ : ::

SysteiTCard 64K $ 395 1 275
Mouse s 195 S 145

MOUse SYSTEMS, PC Mouse w/sofl. $ 295 1 195

256K IBM-PC
Two 320K Disk Drives by CDC

90 Day Warranty By Us
Call for Details

L.- ~ ~ComX:~=th-'·~M:-;m~

CURTIS~~~~ ~ : :
V8ticaI CPU 'System Stand' 25 1 19
Mooodmne Ext. Gable Pair 50 1 35

lor the DRIVES. AND
IBM·PC or Xl . ACCESSORIES

CONTR..OL
DATA lOR .andDn

320Kl360K DS DD DISK DRIVES
Wilh Detailed Installation Instructions

30 Day Wananty by Factory Authorized Distributor

Same as now $229
installed by IBM. $239 For One.

HALF $199 HEIGHT
AMI:EK

Amdisk V. y, ~jj1I. nteral,
320K/360K

Amdisk III. Dual 3" Micro Floppy.
320K/360K

Cabe. Amdisk III 10 IBM-PC lntefece

MAYNARD
Floppy DriveConm; Brd.-L\l 10 4 <lives $ 195 1165

same wilh PaIaI~1 Port s 275 1 205

LIST 111ft
PRICE PRI:f

$ 329 1 249

S 599 1 529
CIIt

QlJAIJRAM 6 Meg. Rerooveble

QUADISK, 1~~eg ~:
CALLON 20 Mego Fbed
AVAtLABtLITY 27 M~: F~ed

72 Meg. FDced

$2295 11795
$1995 11695
$2250 1 t750
$2650 12050
$2895 12296
$65OC 14950

8" CP IM-80 SOFTWARE
MUCH MORE IN STOCK LIST IlIR

PRICE PRI:f
ASHTON·TATE, dBase II $ 700 386

. Friday $ 295 249
BLUE CHtP, Million8jre s 70 43
DIGtTALRES.,CBASIC $ 150 99

CBASICCorr!>i8jCB80) $ 500 ~9
PascaI/MT + s 360 239
CIS COBOL $ 850 676
PL/I s 550 :175
C Corr\lilO' $ 350 250

FOX & GELLER, Cud< Code $ 295 185
dUlil $ 99 62
dGraph $ 295 185

tNFOCOM, Stan;ross. ZOI1<1.II or II. ea. $ 50 34
Deadline or ~anet1a1I. each $ 60 1 40

MtCROCRAFT, Vertict •. Bilkeepo'. ea. $ 995 1 495
",tCROPRO, Wordstar'> $ 495 1 239

MaiIMerge'· $ 250 1 129
WO'dSIa' Pmf.. 4Pak(CalI) $ 895 1 429

MICROSOFT, Mulliplan $ 275 1 195
COBOL-8Q Corr\lilO' SPECIAL $ 750 1 350~-~

~.~

MEMORY CHIP KITS
LIST IlIR

AdI}on 10 yotr rremo!)' em!; •. ""tiler _. PRICE PRI:f
100% tested. Wrth 90 day Wom1ty.
* 64K Kn. 2OONS. 9 chilS. 4164 50 1 46

16K Kn. 2OONS. 9 chilS. 4116
(lor PC-I motherboard) s 50 1 16

AMDEKMAI4-in-l Muhiple Board. Cola
519Grnph<S. MooD. 12BK $ 599

ASf CooiloPlL5. 64K S/P/C $ 395 279
CooiloPlL5. 256K S/P/C $ 695 496
MegaPlL5I1. 64K. 2S/P/C $ 495 346
MegaPiL5I1. 256K. 2SIPIC $795 5IIIi
256K MegaPlL5 II Expalder $ 395 295
~PakPIus. 64K. S/P/C +S/W $ 395 295
~PakPlL5. 256K.SIP/C +S/W $695 496
~PakPlL5. 384K.S/P/C +S/W $695 696
F!l' S~Pak wi Gi¥ne Port. add 46
110 PlLSIl. 2SIP/C $ 315 195

$8501699
$ 875 1 69fi

HE RCU lES.IMonochoole Board

Key Tronic,lKB5150. SId. ke'ytloMl

l10ala =.~:L~[)esj(l1

s 499 I· 349

s 269 1 199

$ 150 1 109s 15 1 12

MAYNARD=:.I!,~MFC$ 891 .:
Sa>:lStv. 00 RAMcard $ 230 1 109
Sa>:lStv. 256K card $ 499 1 396

ORCHID.~::8:~~~ ~1:~ :1:

PLANTRONICS
CoIorPlL5. 16 color !>d. w/Para Port

(lW)IW1
* Quadliri< NEWESTVBIIION $ 680 1 466

Quadboard. no RAM. e>q>and to 384K $ 295 S 215
QuadxJard 64K. expar<I 10 384K s 395 1 279* QuadxJard. 384K s 595 1 396
Q_II. 00 RAM. expar<I 10 256K Gall Call
Q_II. 64K. expand 10 256K $ 395 1 215
~11.256K.6furction s 595 1395
Quad 512 + 64K plL5 serial port $ 325 1 265
Quad 512 + 256K plus serial port $ 550 1 420
Quad 512 + 512K plL5 serial port $ 895 1 625
Quadoolor I. boord. 16 colors s 295 1 226
QlJa<froor 1I..boord .use with Quadcolor I $ 275 1 209
Quadchrome. 12"' RGB Monilor $ 795 1 499
Quadscfeen. 17"968x512 Monilor $1995 11695
Microfazl<. w/COV'/. PP. BK.HMPBwlPS $ 189 1 129
Microfazl<. w/COV'/. PP. 64K.HM~w/PS s 319 1 219
Microfazl<. w/Copy. PP. 128K.

1fMP128 w/PS
Microfazl<. Snap-on. 8K. PP. Epsoo

HMEB.wlPS
Microl"",. Snap-on. 64K. PP. Epsoo

HME64. w/PS $ 319 1 236
AllM_areeqm!able (w/rw; 10 512KXSr<\l-OOto 64K)

Tecmar ~~~m:r~~:::::
Gaptain.64K.

S/P/CIProg
Gaptain.384K.

SIP/C/Prog $ 795 1 5IIIi

TG PRODUCTS.Joystd<

$ 475 1 375

$4651295

$ 17~ 1 146

Prices and availability subject to change. Call.

$55
9 Each. 4164. 200 ns, MEMORY EXPANSION

90 Day Wananty by us

Fully Compatible 2 Year Limited Wananty by ComX
$ ,424 1 324 With Fastrak RAM Disk Emulator and Spooler Softw

Works 00 DOS 11 or20

$325 S295Twooo:more.

ComX 256K RAM BOARD

$60140

WICO, IBM-PC Mouse $ 100 1 09
* MEANS A BEST BUY

BUSINESS
SOPTWARE for IBlYI·PC orXT

UTILITY & SYSTEM
1\st OUR
mICE IlIIlI!

$29$$lilIIALPHA, flatabas&Managerli
ASHTON- TAtl!

" dBaseU.req. PC-DOS & 12BK
dBase II UseIS Guide (Book)
~.OBPti""'(Book)
The FIoonciaI,Pfamer

$ 7001 at;
$ '30 • to
$ 15 S It
$700 UilII
$ 295 1 199

., VlilSllform $ 389 , 2&&
•INVOI'FR!la. $ 495 .295

$59513115
$ 15() •••
$,125I"
$ 495 • .,.
$ 3$0 HIO
S300Sm

Ma!keI Mictos(:ope $ 100 • 625
* ElNStl!IN, m... NfWl $ 300 • ItIfI

MerrayTmioor NEW! s .00 • 56
Speller NEW! $ 150" ilII
Mailer NEW! s 001 56
letter seees NEW! $ 300 • lilII

FOX a G'ELLEII, (luickcodo (MSODS) $ 29$ • 119
dGrapI! (MSODS) " $ 295 1119
dUtiI(MSODS~rCPIM66,(Ol.) $ 99 • 69

Bill) $ 295 • 1115
$ 200 *'36
$ 100 ,.

$ 250 II.
S 295 U20
$3601_
$ 225 1IM1
$ 400 U99

+AS+AP. ,,$t~ 1..11115
GL.AR,AP,PR.OEOI'INV.m s 59S • 3115* INSOFt. Data Oesjg\(eesy to useOBMS) $ 225 I I.

UFETREE, VoIcswriter $ 285 .• 195
* LOTU!!, 1-2-3 $ 495 • 329

M!CROCRAFT,Verdict or Billkeeper.ea.$ 995 I 48!1'
I'NCROLAS; Tax Mar!ager $ 250 I 189
MICROPRO. WonIS*"", s 4951 Z38

MailMerge'" $ 250 • 129
SpeliStar" $ 250 I 129* WonIStarProfessionaj. 4 Pal< $ 59S I 429
Sla'Index'" $ 195. 1011
Inl05tar~ s 495 • _
RepoIJStar'· $ 350 1 199
SIaIII<ISI'" $ 195 t 115.

MICRORIM, R:ila!;e. S6Iies 4000 $ 495 , 336

BUSINESS

PBL CORPORAllON,
Per.<inalliMlsIOI'I.1 s 145 • 99

PEACHTREE, Reach Pal< (GL.AR&AP) $ 395 • Z38
PeacI1TfOlrt5000 $ 395 I Z38

PEARLSOFt.P!rsona!{D~Sf!MI~I]$ 295 • 195* PERFECT, _ Writer'" ,. . $ 3491 218
WIiter&SpeIIer.'2Pa1< . $ 399 I tMl
_Filer •••. _GaIc.each $ 249 II ••
_ Writ••..SpotIO'. RI!!<,CalC (4) .s 969 1 499

$OFTWAREARTS, TK! SoIyer $ 299 J tl.
SOFTWARE PUBLlSHINQ,PFS:Fii& $ 140 1 94

PFS:Report $ 125 • 94
PfS:Wtite NEW! $ 140. 95
PFS:ilIaph NEW! $ 140 1 ilII

SORClM, $I,!lefCaIc II $ 295 1 195
III $ 395 I 2M

$ 495 1376
ect $ 1!15' 149

$ 300 • lilII
S 595 13115
$100167
$ 250 • I.
$ 275 I I.
$ 250 • 179
$ 300 I 219
$.,300 ,.' 21.
$ 375 I 269

DIGITAL RESEARCH,
Cor<:urent CP/M-86~ s 350 • aZIi
CP/M-86"' $ so • 40.
CBAS\C 86'" $ 200 • I.
CBASIC ~Ier (86 or MSDOS). eOch $ 600 1 386
PascalJMT + (CP/M-86) $ 400 • 269
Pascal/MT+ (MSODS) $ 600 • 3l1li
PlIl (MSODS) orCP/M-86. each $ 750 • 499
Access MIV.(MSDOS orCPII.!-86). ea. $ 40D , 119
Display Mng(MSDOS or C~/M·86), ea $ 500 • 3311
Speed Prog. Pkg. (CPIM-86) • $ 200 'I •
CIS CDBOL'86 $ 8501 ~'
DR lOG!r86 $ 100 • •

HAYES,S_II(DataCorn.) $ 119 •••
MlCROCOM, Micmtmninal(DataCorn.) $ 100 I 86
MICROSTUF,Cro$IaIkXVI(DataCorn.) s 195,,' 128
.MICROSOFt, ""Math/rjlJSi~ $ 300 • 22Ii

Business BASIC Con1>. $ 600 I 469
Pascal ~ $ 350 1 2M
C~1er s 500 • ,376
BASIC COIT\liIer $ 395 1 2M
FORTAAN~1er $ 350 S 2M
COBOL ~Ier $ 750 I 5511
BASIC Intelj>reler $ 360 1 25Ii

NORTON, Utilities 2.014 pIOf,l'arlIS $ SO. 86
ROSESOFT, Prokey $ 75 1 49

HOME & EDUCATIONAL
EPYX/Auto.Slm.,TempleofApshai s 40' 29

Oil 8iIOOS $ 100 I 76* ARMONK, Executive Suite $ 40 1 27
Bl,UECHIP,MillionalreorT)'COPIl.". $ eo , 39
8PlSYSTeMS,Per.<inaI_ing $ 195 I I.* BRODERBUNb, Apple _ (Cola) $ 30 ,It

Lode Rumer •. Sel!><ntine. each $ 35 • 24
.CO.MPR~~ ,..

PCTutOl'(I.lor2.D .ea ) $'60,46
CONTINENTAl.,- Horne _tant+ $ 150 • •
DATAMOST, Pig I'Iln/$jlace Strike..... $ 30 1 22
DAVIDSON, The Speed _II $ 75. MI
INFOC!)M, Deadline/SUSPENDED. ea. $ 50. sa

Zori<lOl'ZOIf<lforZOIf<IIf.... s 40. 27
HNSOFT, Mystrix, Wordtrix or Quotrix.". $ 35. 29

MlCROLA8.Miner2049 $ 40 1 29
MICROSOFT, FIijj11SinUator $ 50 • 33
MONOGRAM, Doll"" & Sense $ 1651 liD
PBLCORP.,_I""""OI' $ 145 • 99
SPINNAKER, Snooper T"""" (1 01' 2) S 45 • 36

• Slory Mac!1ioeor RIce MakII' $ 35. 24
STRATEGIC, The W8Ij) Factor $ 401 30
SUBLOGlC, Nijj11Mission Pirilal! $ 40. 27

~:~~~~~SKTOLL FREE
(800) 547-1289

Order Desk Hours: SAM to SPM PST

r- -FREE 'GIF;- - -MAiLro7"P.O~~2300ap;rtland, OR97223-'
II Use 01 our order forms """ilies you lor a free I

gift with your order. Gel on our "",ling list now NAME II lor order lorms. a"1dour new newsletter and I
I sales specials an"""""",,,,!. Our customers ADDRESS I

are already on 0lK list.

I COUPON CITY STATE_ ZIP __ I~----------------------------~
Oregon TOLLFREE'

[800]451-5151
Portland: 245-6200

Hot Line For Information
On Your Order
[503]241>1030

@1984by Conroy-LaPointe, Inc.
All rights reserved.

CIRCLE 123 ON READER SERVICE CARD

UTILITY & SYSTEM
1983 CL SOFTWARE AWARD:
'Copy II l'C by COO!raI,f'Diltt Software is slil the 00st
softWare buy 01 1963 and 1964, It will ®PI'- ®PI'
prol!lCted ~ and faster than My otl1erbackt4> system_
Unlike otller tIlpie!s rt _ an exact <k!>Iitate 01 y<>it
~!:~.it "!!"S 100% """lCation of !>lPY_Doc>.rrleltation

*CEI(TRAL POINT, Copy·IIl'C. Ilackl4l $ 40. 311* .COMX, Famk~.RAM/DisI<OOlIiator
ahdprinter${lOOlertJAJ!JMl. WoIksonany
PC/DOSVOISion •. RAMCilItf.MeIlIIltMIl $ 100 1 69



FOR VOUR DREAM MACHinE.
. Choose lIonaaon™ Wllh Conlldence ••

SPECIALS
APPLE

Krell SAT •••...•••••••••• 235.95
Baron's' SA T ••....•••.•..•.• 62.95
HBJ SAT ••••.•••..••••...• 62.95
Flight Simulator" (Subloqic] •••.•. 37.95
Tax Manager (Microlab) •....... 135.00
Tax Preparer (Howard) ..••..... 195.00

IBM
Krell SAT •••••••••••.•••• 235.00
HBJ SAT •••••••••••••••••• 62.95
Tax Decisions (Eagle) .••.••••• 182.50
Tax Preparer (Howard) .•.•..•.. 210.00
Flight Simulator (Microsoft) ••.••.• 37.95
DR Logo ••.•..•••••••••••• 78.95

COMMODORE
Professional Word
Processing Pak (TOL) •••••••••• 63.95
English/Spanish (Cymbal) •••••••• 39.95
Mathematics (Cymbal) •••••••••• 39.95
HBJ SAT •••••••••••••••••• 62.95
Tax Advantage (Continental) ••••.• 47.95
Krell SAT •••••••••••••••• 235.00

ATARI
Joust (Alari) •••••••••••••••• 39.95
HBJ SAT •••••••••••••••••• 62.95
Krell SAT •••••••••••••••• 235.00
File Manager (Synapse) ••••..•.. 78.95
Dunzhin (Screenplay) •••••••••• 30.95
Tax Advantage (Continental) ..•••• 46.95

APPLE GAMES
Strategic Simulations Software Publishing Corporation
Computer Ambush (2nd Edition) 59.95 41.95 PFS-File 125.00 87.50

Retail Your Germany 1985 59.95 41.95 PFS-Reporl 125.00 87.50
Price Price North Atlantic 86 59.95 41.95 PFS-Graph 125.00 87.50
each each Geopolitique 1990 39.95 27.95 PFS-Write 125.00 87.50

Broderbund Software Battle of Normandy 39.95 27.95 Southweltern Data SYlteml
The Arcade Machine 59.95 41.95 Knights of the Desert 39.95 27.95 ASCII Express Pro. 149.95 104.95
Choplifter 34.95 24.95 Ringside Seat 39.95 27.95 Murren A Bug 49.95 34.95
Serpentine 34.95 24.95 Broadsides 39.95 27.95 Merlin 64.95 45.50
AE 34.95 24.95 Eagles 39.95 27.95 Printographer 49.95 34.95
Lode Runner 34.95 24.95 Subloglc Corporation Assembly Lines 19.95 15.95
Spare Change 34.95 24.95 Flight Simulator 33.50 23.95 Stoneware
DatamOlt Night Mission Pinball 39.95 27.95 DB Master Utility #1 129.00 97.50
Aztec 39.95 27.95 Space Vikings 49.95 37.95 DB Master Utility #2 129.00 97.50
Oat••oU APPLE BUSINESS/UTILITIES DB Master (Version 4.0) 350.00 262.50
Zaxxon 39.95 27.95

Artlcl VlslcorpPooyan 29.95 20.95 Magic Window II 149.95 104.95 Visifile 250.00 174.95
Epyx/ Automated Simulalions Magicalc 149.95 104.95 Visischedule 300.00 210.00
Temple of Apshai 40.00 27.95

Alhton~Tate Business Forecasting Model 100.00 80.00
Jumpman 40.00 27.95

dBase II (Z-80 Required) 700.00 490.00 vrstcare IV 250.00 174.95
Oil Barons 99.00 69.00 Friday (Z-80 Required) 295.00 206.95 IBM~':~J~~~'e,:crts 34.95 27.95 Beagle Brothers Serpentine 34.95 27.95
Archon 39.95 31.95 Tip Disk #1 19.95 15.95 Lode Runner 34.95 27.95
Axis Assassin 39.95 31.95 Utility City 29.95 20.95 Early Gaines 29.95 23.95

Flex Text 29.95 20.95 Early Games Mathmaker 29.95 23.95
Hayden Software Frame Up 29.95 20.95 Quizagon 39.95 31.95
Sargo.n Itl 49.95 37.95 Typefaces (Needs Apple Mechanic) 19.95 15.95 Spellicopter 39.95 31.95
Infocom Pronto Dos 29.95 20.95 Crypto Cube 39.95 31.95
Zork I. II. III 39.95 27.95 GPLE 49.95 37.95 Bottom Une Strategist 400.00 320.00
Deadline 49.95 34.95 Alpha Plot 39.95 27.95 Friday (MS/DOS) 295.00 235.00
Starcross 39.95 27.95 Apple Mechanic 29.95 20.95 CD EX Training for VisiCalc 69.95 55.95
Suspended 49.95 34.95 DOS BOSS 23.95 19.95 CDEX Training for 1MB PC 69.95 55.95
Witness 49.95 37.50 Double Take 34.95 24.95 CDEX Training for Mulitplan 69.95 55.95
Planetfall 49.95 37.50 Business Solullonl MileStone 295.00 265.00
Enchanter 49.95 37.50 Incredible Jack 179.00 134.95 Multiplan 275.00 220.00
Mlcrolab Central Point Software MultiTool Word 395.00 315.00
Miner zeaser 39.95 27.95 Copy ll- 39.95 31.95 COMMODORE 64Death in the Caribbean 35.00 24.95 Continental Software Early Games for Young Cildren (Disk) 29.95 23.95
Highrise 30.00 21.95 The Home Accountant 74.95 52.50
Scraper Caper 40.00 30.00 FCM (Filing/Mailing) 99.95 69.95 Hayden
MUle Software Eagle Software Micro Addition (Disk) 29.95 23.95
Castle Wol1enstein 29.95 20.95 Money Decisions (Volume I) 199.00 149.95 Micro Division (Disk) 29.95 23.95
Titan Empire 34.95 24.95 Money Decisions (Volume II) 229.00 171.95 Micro Multiplication (Disk) 29.95 23.95

Great MA to CA Race (Disk) 34.95 27.95
Odesta Corporation Tax Decisions 229.00 183.95 Monkey See Monkey Spell (Disk) 29.95 23.95
Chess 69.95 49.95 Hayden Software
Odin 49.95 37.95 Applesoft Compiler Plus 99.95 69.95 Lightning Software

Master TYP'e (Disk) 39.95 31.95Origin System. Microsoft
Ultima III 54.95 43.95 Multiplan IZ-80/Apple DOS) 275.00 192.50 Odesta
Caverns of Calisto 39.95 31.95 Multi-Tool Financial Statement 100.00 80.00 Chess (Disk) 69.95 55.95
Penguin Software Multi-Tool Budget ANalysis 150.00 112.50 SegaPie Man 19.95 '5.95 Micro SpatC Star Trek (Cart) 39.95 31.95
Transylvania 19.95 15.95 GALE 49.95 37.50 Buck Rogers (Cart) 39.95 31.95
The Quest 19.95 15.95 Macrosoft 69.95 55.95 SpinnakerMinute Man 19.95 15.95 The Assembler 69.95 55.95 Alphabet Zoo (Disk/Cart) 29.95 23.95
Quality Software Pear Systems Story Machine (Cart) 39.95 31.95
Beneath Apple Manor Hi Res 29.95 21.95 Stock Portfolio Evaluation System 600.00 500.00 Delta Drawing (Cart) 39.95 31.95
Sierra On- Line Inc. Penguin Software Delta Music (Cart) 39.95 31.95
Ultima II 59.95 41.95
Jawbreaker (New Version) 29.95 20.95 Complete Graphics System 74.95 53.95 ATARI
D~rk Crystal 39.95 27.95 The Graphics Magician 59.95 41.95 Donkey Kong (Cart) 44.95 39.95

SlrhJl So'tware sensible Software Big Five Software
Bandits 34.95 24.95 Sensible Speller 124.95 93.95 Miner znaser (Cart) 49.95 39.95
The Balde of Btackpoole 39.95 27.95 Back It Up III 74.95 59.95
Critical Mass 39.95 27.95 Multi Disk Catalog 25.00 20.00 Epyx/Automated Simulations

Super Disk Copy II 30.00 21.00 Temple of Apshai (32K Disk) 40.00 32.00
51r-Tech Software Sierra On-Line Incorporated Crush, Crumble, Chomp (32K Disk) 30.00 24.00
Wizardry I 49.95 34.95 Jump Man Jr (Cart) 40.00 32.00
Wizardry II 34.95 24.95 Screenwriter II 129.95 90.95
Wizardry III 39.95 27.95 Silicon Valley SYltems Gamestar
Police Artist 34·.95 24.95 Word Handler 59.95 49.95 Star Bowl Football (Disk) 31.95 25.95
Star Maze 34.95 24.95 List Handler 49.95 39.95 Star League Baseball 31.95 25.95

For Mail Orders: Include your selection(s), name, address, phone number along with your check, money order or credit card
number and expiration date. Please include $3.00 for shipping & handling (heavy items, hardware and foreign orders extra).
California residents add 6'/,% sales tax.

I~
!~

~

In California, Alaska & Hawaii Call

(415) 237-4406
FOR ORDERS ONLY

800-942-2058
In Bay Area visit

ItSOFTWARESOUJTIONS'M
--
¥'?

11185 San Pablo Ave, EI Cerrito. CA 94530
(415) 237-5257Hrs: M-Sat 10a.m. to 6 p.rn.
CIRCLE 169 ON READER SERVICE CARD

P.O_ Box 1486
EI Cerrito, CA 94530
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Fujitsu
Micro 1Ss

David H. Ahl

When we first published information
about the Fujitsu Micro 16s in our NCC
Roundup (August 1983),we had everything
right except the price. We mentioned that
the Micro 16s has two user-accessible
microprocessors (an 8-bit Z80A and a 16-
bit 8086), 128K of RAM, two double
density, double sided 5 1/4" floppy disk
drives, detachable keyboard, and CP/M-
86. We mentioned a price of $2495 and
Fujitsu's phone rang for weeks. Sorry folks,
the price is $3995, but it still looks like a
bargain. Read on.

According to Fujitsu, the Micro 16s
was designed for the U.S. market-more
specifically, for the business user. Key
features are the two microprocessors and
CP IM-86, under which the Z80 can run
software designed for CP1M 2.2. Running
the optional Concurrent CP IM-86 allows
the Micro 16s to perform up to four
computing jobs simultaneously.

The Micro 16s contains 128K of parity
checking memory (expandable to one
megabyte). An additional 48K is built in
for high-resolution color video support.
The bundled system comes with CP IM-

86, WordStar, and SuperCalc. Concurrent
CP/M-86 and MS-DOS are optional. Other
software is available from dealers, but
not from Fujitsu. Interestingly, Fujitsu
makes no high level programming language
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HARDWARE PROFILE

Product: Fujitsu Micro 16s

Type: Small business computer
CPU: 8-bit Z-80A and Io-bit 8086
RAM: 128K
Keyboard: Detachable, 98 full-stroke

keys
Text Resolution: 80 chars x 25 lines
Graphics resolution: 640 x 200 pixels
Colors: 8
Ports: Parallel, serial, light pen

4-channel AID

Dimensions:
System unit: 19.5"' x IS" x 6"
Keyboard: 18.3" x 7.7" x 1.3"

available for the Micro 16s-no Basic, no
Pascal, no Cobol, no Ada. According to
the specifications, the system "supports
all standard language processors," but
whether they take advantage of the high-

Documentation: User's Guide, Manuals
for CP/M-86, WordStar, and
SuperCalc

Summary: Dual processor business
system able to run both 8-bit and
16-bit software packages. Rugged
design, excellent keyboard. Comes
with CP/M-86, WordStar, and
SuperCalc.

Price: $3995 for bundled system;·
monitor is extra.

Manufacturer:
Fujitsu Microelectronics, Inc.
3320 Scott Blvd.
Santa Clara, CA 95051
(408) 980-0755
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Fujitsu Micro 16s, continued .••
resolution graphics or other extended capa-
bilities of the machine we can't say. The
lack of a high level language, of course, is
consistent with the marketing philosophy
of aiming the Micro 16s at a business
customer looking for a turnkey system.

For the fanatic programmer, the 8086
mpu is accessible and the second section
of the CP /M-86 manual provides docu-
mentation for assembly language program-
ming. The first line of this manual put us
off a bit, "The reader should also be familiar
with the 8086assembly language instruction
set, which is defined in Intel's 8086 Family
User's Manual." Gag.

Okay, so we'll skip the programming in
this evaluation and look at the Micro 16s
as turnkey business system.

Setting Up
The Operations Guide with the Micro

16s provides extensive illustrated in-
structions on unpacking, setting up, and
getting started. With the assistance of this
guide, it took us about one-half hour to
unpack and get our first disk loaded.
As we set up, the quality of the com-

ponents was very evident. The system
unit is in a heavy metal cabinet. Measuring
19.5" x 15" x 6", it is just a tad smaller
than the IBM PC. A rocker power switch
is recessed on the right side toward the
back, and a reset button is recessed toward
the front.

After a disk access,
the drive keeps

spinning for several
minutes, thus
speeding up

subsequent accesses.

On the rear of the system unit, are
connectors for the keyboard, light pen,
A/D, monochrome and RGB monitdrs,
parallel printer (DB-25 connector), ~S-
232 serial device, AC in, and AC out (for
the monitor), I
Accessible through an open slot in the

bottom of the front panel are 16 qIP
switches. These are not described in the
manual except in one illustration showing
how they should be positioned for corr~ct
operation of the monitor. I

On the back of the system unit are four
rectangular covers. One or more of thfse
covers can be removed when boards are
plugged into one or more of the five 100-
pin expansion slots. Hmmmm, 130 pins?
That's not like anything of which we have
ever heard, Nor is any information provided
in the documentation, Guess we will have
102

Keyboard has standard alphanumeric portion. Function keys, special .keys, and numeric
keypad are all separate.

to wait until Fujitsu announces some add-
ons or peripherals to see what plugs into
these slots.

The system unit contains two double
density, double sided 5 1I4":flbppy disk
drives with a formatted capacity of 320K
each, An LED on each drive 'shows when
a disk is being accessed, After a disk
access, the drive keeps spinning for several
minutes, thus speeding up subsequent
accesses,

The system unit contains both a 16-bit
8086 mpu and an 8-bit Z80A, 128K of
parity checking RAM (expandable to one
megabyte), 48K of video memory, four-
channel analog-to-digital converter, and
interface circuitry,

Detachable Keyboard
The detachable keyboard is attached

to the system unit with a cable, part of
which is coiled and part of which is straight.
In all, it stretches to almost six feet.
The keyboard has 98 sculpted keys

including a truly standard alphanumeric
keyboard, numeric keypad with arithmetic
operations, ten function keys, ten special
keys, and four cursor movement keys
(arranged in a reasonably logical pattern),
A nice touch is the LED next to the CAPS
LOCK key (which indicates whether it is
on), and similar indicator by the INSERT
key, The RETURN key is a hefty four
times the size of the standard keys.
Backspace is a destructive backspace

and iswhere it belongs-over the RETURN
key, Unlike some computers, backspace
and left cursor movement are different
keys, a nice touch.
A GRAPH key is used to obtain graphics

characters from the keyboard; this is not
a toggle key but must be held down with
the desired regular key. ALT has a similar
function and causes an "alternate" char-
acter set to be entered. In total, the key-
board is capable of generating 96 standard
letters, numbers, and symbols; 32 graphics
characters; 39 Greek letters; 10 reduced
size numerals; and 26 math, music, and
scientific symbols,

Cursor keys are arranged in a reasonably
logical way,

The keyboard has some interesting fixed
function keys including insert, delete, erase
line, clear screen, home cursor, and du-
plicate (functions differently in different
software packages),

A keyclick sound can be toggled on
and off with the KCLICK command in
CP/M, This produces a quiet click which
is useful when holding down a key for
repeated entries. All keys repeat when
held down for about one second.

The standard alphabetic, numeric, and
symbol keys are white with a black label,
and all the other keys are medium gray.
The area immediately surrounding the
keys is tan, while the keyboard assembly
is light cream. This color scheme is also
used on the system unit and.manual binders.
In an informal office poll, we felt the
system was reminiscent of a 1950's
car-two-tone and fins-but the ap-
pearance was not indicative of the quality
of the system.

High Resolulion Display
Two monitors are available from Fujitsu

for the Micro 16s, a 12" monochrome
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Chances are, you got
the answer right. But not all
the questions in this computer
version of the popular Exidy
Arcade Quiz-game are so
easy. Can you name the only
bachelor to become the

President of the United States? Or identify what the
initials stand for in O. J. Simpson's name? (If you
guessed "Orange Juice:' you won't score any points.)

Remember, FAX isn't just a thinking game-
it's a fast thinking game. FAX pits your knowl-
edge and reflexes against the clock ... or an opponent.
* snqulnJoJ AolfC/01S!AlfJ

The faster you respond, the more points you
score.

So get the FAX. You'll find over 3700
questions and answers on Football, Baseball,
Television, Movies, Music, History, Science,
Art, Literature and other subjects. FAX is mul-
tiple choice, multiple fun. If only school could
be like this.

One or two players, keyboard controlled.

~EfJYXMt;tj:J ~~TERSOFTWARE
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Fujitsu Micro 16s, continued ...

(green screen) unit and an 11" RGB color
unit. Our system was equipped with the
color unit.

Text resolution is either 40 or 80 char-
acters by 25 lines. Although the SCREEN
command (in CPtM) permits setting all
kinds of variables, we never did figure
out how to display a 40-character line.
On the other hand, SCREEN lets you
specify the number of lines on the screen,
the number of scrolled lines, display colors,
and whether or not to display the real-
time clock.

Graphics resolution is 640 x 200 pixels.
With the color monitor, eight colors are
available. The video memory for graphics
and characters is separate, so they can be
displayed independently. Different software
packages make use of the color capabil-
ities in various ways. Sup erCaIe, for ex-
ample, uses white for user entry, blue for
spreadsheet labels, and light blue for
function key labels-unobtrusive and
effective.

An optional swivel pedestal is available
for the monitor. This unit raises the monitor
from the table or system unit about 2 1/2"
and tilts from about 5 degrees forward to
20 degrees back, and turns 45 degrees to
either side. We found it a nice accessory
that helped compensate for various room
lighting conditions.

CP/M-86 And CP/M 2.2
When the system is first started (with

no disk in the drive), the following message
appears on the screen:
DISK ERROR OA
(R, H, D, S, 0, X or G)

The manual tells us, "This is normal...
Since there isn't a disk in drive 0, the
Micro 16s displayed the error message."
What do the letters mean? Who knows?
Apparently, this is in keeping with the
Fujitsu philosophy of not confusing the
customer with extraneous information. The
manual simply directs you to put a disk in
drive 0, and press reset. Okay, that's what
we did, but we would still like to know
the meaning of R, H, D, and so on.
CP/M-86 is an operating system designed

by Digital Research for the 8086 mpu. It
is compatible with standard CP/M for
104

CP/M-86 Ver-. 1.1 Ser-ial Number 925 - 680

copyr-ight (c) 1982 by DIGITAL RESEARCH

Fujitsu Micr-o 16s BIOS Ver-. 3.0 copyr-ight (c) 1983

System gener-ated 15 June 1983

Memor-y Capacity = 128KB

A>dir-
A: CPM SYS ASM86 CMD AUTOEXEC COPYDISK CMD
A: COPYSYS CMD DDT86 CMD ED CMD FORMAT CMD
A: GENCMD CMD HARDC CMD HELP CMD HELP HLP
A: KCLICK CMD :. PIP CMD SCREEN CMD SDIR CMD
A: SETBAUD CMD STAT CMD SUBMIT CMD TOD CMD
A: UNLOCKD CMD DI0010l 003
A>stat

A: RW, Fr-ee Space: 108k

A>har-dc

Figure 1.

8080 and Z80 mpus. This means that if
the disk formats are the same, as in the
single density format, CP/M-86 can read
the same data files as CP/M. This means
that applications programs can be relatively
easily converted to run under CP/M-86.
CP/M-86 can support up to one mega-

byte of internal RAM, 16 logical disk drives
of up to eight megabytes each, and several
other devices.

With both
8-bit and

16-bit mpus,
the Micro 16s can
run software under

both CP/M 2.2
and CPt M-86.

Since the Micro 16s has two micro-
processors, CP/M 2.2 programs do not
have to be converted, but will run directly
as loaded. Actually, the CP/M 2.2 disk
will not boot up itself; instead, CP/M-86
is loaded, and then the desired CP/M 2.2
applications program may be loaded and
run. The only restriction is that programs
must be "pure" CP/M 2.2; this means
that all calls to hardware must be through
normal CP/M calls. We tried running
CP/M 2.2 versions of Perfect Calc, Perfect
Writer, and some other programs with
mixed results. Some loaded and ran, but
all too often we got a meaningless error
message such as "disk not ready:" or "1/0
error." We are not sure why-perhaps
these programs used a direct hardware

call (doubtful) or a non-standard CP/M
call (possible).

CP/M-86 has a rich library of commands
and associated utility programs. Figure 1
shows the startup dialog and list of utility
programs on the CP/M-86 disk.
The manual is thorough and seemingly

written especially for the Fujitsu Micro
16s. Indeed, except for failing to describe
the error line resulting from a no-disk
start, the manual is one of the most com-
prehensive on CP/M that we have seen,
running 152 pages in the user section and
another 180pages in the assembly language
programming section.

WordS tar
WordStar. What can we say? It is perhaps

the most widely used word processor for
microcomputers today. It is an exception-
ally comprehensive package and has many
custom features and enhancements on
the Fujitsu Micro 16s.
Perhaps the biggest improvement in

WordStar over the years has been in the
documentation. Today, the manual still
runs a whopping 224 pages in the main
section, 31 in the appendices, 60 in the
training guide, 50 in the installation section,
and 17 in custom features. Nevertheless,
the manual is much more readable and
approachable than earlier versions.

Using the Short Course (40 pages), you
can get up to speed on WordStar in about
two hours. However, to take advantage
of its many extended features will require
study, practice, and experimentation over
a span of weeks or months.

Some of the custom features on the
Micro 16s allow WordStar to take ad-
vantage of the print enhancement features
of the Epson MX-80 printer, ring a bell
(actually a beep) on error, and use different
colors for displaying text, prompts, status
lines, and help.
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Boy,have you taken
a wrong turn. One moment
you're gathering treasure
and the next you're being
eyed like a side of beef.

You're in the Gateway
to Apshai" The new cart-

ridge version of the Computer Game of the Year ,*
Temple of Apshai"

Gateway has eight levels. And over 400 dark,
nasty chambers to explore. And because it's joy-
stick controlled, you'll have to move faster than ever.

But first you'll have to consider your strategy.

Is it treasure you're after? Or glory? You'll
live longer if you're greedy, but slaying mon-
sters racks up a higher score.

The Apshai series is the standard by
which all other adventure games are judged.
And novices will not survive.

They'll be eaten.
One player; Temple of Apshai, disk!cassette;
Gateway toApshai, cartridge, joystick control.

~EIL~
STUfEGY GAMES FOR THE IICT10N-GAME PlAYER.

*Game Manufacturers Association, 1981
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Fujitsu Micro 16s, continued ...
SuperCalc 2

SuperCalc 2 is Sorcim's spreadsheet
package which has been nicely customized
for the micro 16s.SuperCalc 2is a second
generation spreadsheet and has all the
commands we have come to expect in a
spreadsheet with the addition of automatic
sorting of rows or columns, formatting of
text as well as numeric entries, protection
of cells or ranges of cells, logical functions,
calendar functions, net present value
function, and several other goodies.

On the Micro 16s, SuperCalc is cus-
tomized to take advantage of ten built-in
and two programmable function keys, and
use color in the screen display.
The manual is directly from Sorcim

and reflects their years of experience
marketing the package. As with WordStar,
an eight-panel reference card is furnished
with the package.

Options And Questions
The specifications on the Micro 16s

mentioned several things which we did
not have the opportunity to try. Obviously,
external disk drives are available, both 8"
floppy disk drives and 5 114" Winchester
drives with 10 or 20 megabytes of
storage.

As mentioned earlier, interfaces are
provided on the system unit for a light
pen and four-channel A/D converter. We

have no further information on these ac-
cessories.

We are told the Micro 16scan be linked
to the Omninet communications network
system developed by Corvus. This allows
the Micro 16s to serve as an intelligent
node in a larger network, sharing resources
and programs with other machines. We

The Fujitsu Micro 16s
is aimed squarely at the
"typical" business and
professional user who
wants word processing,

a spreadsheet and .
other off-the-shelf

software.

have a Corvus System on the next table
awaiting its turn for evaluation, but none
of the documentation with either system
gives a hint on how to make them com-
municate with one another.
And, as we mentioned earlier, we are

curious to see what goes into those 130-
pin expansion slots.

For Business Use Only
As it is bundled (CP/M-86, SuperCalc,

and WordStar), the Fujitsu Micro 16s is
aimed squarely at the "typical" business
and professional user who wants word
processing, an electronic spreadsheet, and
little else. Although the system is capable
of running a much larger library of software,
the customer today will have to rely upon
his dealer to get these packages and install
them on the Micro 16s. The choice of
packages is wide as a result of the Micro
16s being able to run 8-bit CP/M 2.2
applications as well as ones written for
the 16-bit systems, CP/M-R6, MS-DOS,
and Concurrent CP/M-86.

We are disappointed that Fujitsu has
chosen not to license Microsoft Basic
directly and offer it to their customers.
The hardware is exceptionally capable,
and it seems that the manufacturer ought
to make it as easy as possible for the user
to take advantage of its many features ..
In summary, the Fujitsu Micro 16s is a

no-nonsense desktop computer. It is not
portable; nor does Fujitsu pretend that it
is. It is rugged and stylish (in a 1950's sort
of way), and has a truly standard, user-
friendly keyboard. At $3995, the Fujitsu
Micro 16sis a full-featured, capable system,
and, backed by Japan's largest computer
manufacturer. m
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GIVE YOUR KIDS
A LESSON THEY'LL NEVER FORGET.

When kids have fun and learn at the .
same time, they're more likely to remember
more ofwhat they've learned. What's more,
when they associate the two together - .
learning becomes an enjoyable activity. So
they'll do more of it.

That's the basic principle behind the
Learning Fun Series from EPYX.

FUN WITH MUSIC. PARENTS TAKE NOTE.
Fun with Music" is designed to appeal

to both you and your children. It comes with
a songbook and has two modes of play. In
the first mode, you can enter songs from the
songbook - or compose your own. Then

play the songs back, adding or removing
notes and changing tempo or key.Your com-
puter is like a musical instrument with
memory, and you see every note of it dis-
played on your screen.

The second mode lets you play your
song in a fun-filled action
game. Youcontrol a drum
major trying to touch the
notes before a small but
pesky poodle catches up
to him and slows down
the parade.

Either way, Fun with
Music gives you and your
whole family the perfect
mix of learning and play.

FUN WITH ART. JUST PICTURE .T.
Creating art on the video screen is one

of the newest forms of "high-tech" play for
kids. And adults, for that matter. Plus there's
nothing to clean up afterwards.

Fun with Arr'uses the computer and
joystick to transform your TV screen into
an artist's canvas with astonishing results.
128 colors, numerous brush strokes, all
kinds of geometric shapes, and special fill-in
and magnifying options are some of the
24 different modes and features available to
create works of art never before possible.

Fun with Art brings out the artist in
you, no matter what your age!

MORE LEARNING FUN ON THE WAY.
These two are the first of an extensive

series of Learning Fun games we have
planned. Look for these, as well as other
EPYX titles, wherever computer software
is sold. IffgE/l,.YK

LEARNING fUN SERIES.
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Magic
Compute.r

cpeatlve computlufj
HARDWARE PROFILE

Product: Magic Computer
Type: Desktop business computer

(can be transported)
CPU: Z80A (4 MHz)
RAM: 64K
Keyboard: Detachable, 73

full-stroke keys
Text Resolution: 80 x 24
Graphics and color: None
Sound: None
Ports: Centronics parallel, RS-232
Dimensions: 20" x 19" x 6"
Documentation: User's Guide fair;

applications software manuals
excellent

Price: $2295
Summary: Bundled system with

monitor, CP1M, CBasic, and
Perfect Software packages.
A no-frills business system
with satisfactory performance.

Manufacturer:
Magic Computer Company, Inc.
Two Executive Dr.
Fort Lee, NJ 07024
(201) 944-6700
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David H. Ahl

Perhaps you have seen the ads for the
Magic Computer, the ones with the car-
toon characters that resemble Zippy, the
pinhead. Unfortunately, the tone of the
ad seems to imply "computer game" and
the Magic is anything but. On the other
hand, the ads certainly stand out from
the hundreds of look-alike ads for
"serious" business computers.

In any event, once we started reading
about the Magic, we got very interested.
Here is a machine with both 6502 and
Z80A microprocessors, 64K of RAM,
dual, double density, double sided disk
drives, and detachable keyboard all in a
portable .package, Also included in the
bundled system price is a 12" mono-
chrome monitor and a software library
including CP1M, Perfect Writer, Perfect
Calc, Perfect Filer, CBasic, and a utility
that permits the use of Kaypro II
software-pretty impressive for the
suggested price of $2295.

The Magic
Computer is a
bundled system
with 12"monitor,

detached keyboard,
dual disks, and software
library.

Two Processors
The main processor in the Magic

computer is a Z80A running at 4 MHz.
A 6502 is used to control the video
RAM and for certain I/O transfers.

The Z80A can access the main 64K
memory, 8K of which is devoted to the
operating system and 56K of which is
available for user programs. A separate
3K memory is accessed by both proces-
sors for video information. Freeing the
Z80A from the task of refreshing the
video should result in a significant
increase in execution speed in many
programs.

Installation
For carrying the Magic, the keyboard

tucks into a slot at the rear of the top of
the system unit. A carrying handle is on
the rear. Although the computer can be
carried like an attache case, you would
not want to set it down like one, since
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Magic Computer, continued ...

For carrying, the keyboard tucks into the back of the system. unit.

you would be setting it on the front sur-
face. While the disk drive doors are re-
cessed, the reset switch and nameplate
are not and are likely to be damaged,

Setting up the computer is a simple
process. The keyboard is plugged into a
DB-IS connector on the front panel, the
power cord plugged into an outlet, and
the monitor power cord and video cable
plugged into the system unit, and you
are ready to compute.
The system unit also has connectors

for a parallel printer, serial RS-232 de-
vice, and "industrial video display"
(whatever that is). A DIP switch next to
the RS-232 connector is used to set the
baud rate to one of IS speeds from SOto
19,200 baud.
At first glance, the disk drives appear

to be full size units. However, upon
opening the protective plastic doors, it is
apparent that the drives are low profile
(half height) units with about one inch
of storage space for extra disks above
each drive. The disk is held in the drive
by means of a rotating handle, a system
that we have found more reliable than

pull-down doors. In contrast with in-
dustry convention, drive A is on the
right and drive B on the left. . .

The power switch is on the right rear
of the system unit, and a reset button is
on the right front. When power is
switched on, the system does a brief self-

Designed as a business
computer, the Magic

does not have.
gr~phicsor color.

test and loads whatever disk is in drive
A. CP1M comes up in about three
seconds. .
Power on is indicated with a small red

LED on the keyboard, an illuminated
power switch on the monitor, and the
fan in the system unit (a scaled down
airplane turbine?). The fan totally
drowns out the whir of a spinning disk
drive. .

Keyboard has 73 keys arranged into standard alphanumeric keyboard, numeric
keypad, .and three function keys.

110

The manual describes two hardware
tests that can be done with no disk in the
drive using just the keyboard and the re-
set switch. The first test did not seem to
work on our machine, while the second
one worked fine. Nevertheless, our ma-
chine seemed to work correctly in all
other regards.
Also at set up time, you can set the

cursor to one of six modes: block or
underline, and fast blink, slow blink, or
static.

The Keyboard
The keyboard has 73 full-stroke keys

divided into an alphanumeric keyboard
and numeric keypad (with three func-
tion keys over it). The QWERTY por-
tion of the keyboard is absolutely
standard, and touch typists will have no
trouble stumbling over keys in strange
places or resting their pinkies on active
keys. .

The numeric keypad is also standard
and is not surrounded with arithmetic
symbols so often found on other
keyboards. .

However, the keyboard has only three
function keys. Thus many software
packages which use single stroke func-
tion keys become two-stroke or two-key
functions on the Magic (for example,
CONTROL-Dinstead of f4).
The cursor control keys are combined

with the numeric keypad which is fine
for word processing, but less good for
spreadsheet work. Ironically, the cursor
keys are not implemented in any of the
included software packages. On the
Magic with Perfect Calc, for example,
the numeric keypad is activated and the
cursor moved by CONTROL-Ffor for-
ward, cONTRoL-N for next line, and so
on. We much prefer spreadsheets which
use both a numeric pad and directional
cursor keys.

keys double with numeric
keypad, but are not implemented in the
included software packages.
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The caps lock key has two distinct po-
sitions so you can tell at a glance
whether it is activated. Every key re-
peats after it is held down for about one-
half second. Unfortunately, the space-
bar on our machine stuck down when-
ever it was depressed, providing an in-
finite automatic repeat. We obtained a
replacement keyboard which had exactly
the same problem. We have, however,
been assured by the manufacturer that
later units no longer have this problem.

The keyboard has a rather short
coiled cord which can be stretched to
about 15 inches, enough for lap use as
long as you don't lean back.

Except for the sticking spacebar, the
keyboard had a good feel very similar to
a TRS-80 Model 4.

Video Display
The Magic computer comes with a

12" monochrome monitor made by
Disco Electronics in Taiwan. It displays
24 lines of 80 characters. Each character
is formed within a 7 x 9 pixel matrix

CP/M 2.21 has all the
standard features plus

several additional
utility programs.'

which permits two-pixel letter de-
scenders. Interline spacing is three
pixels, so clarity is excellent.

By our calculations, the screen has a
resolution of 480 x 288 pixels, As far as
we could determine, individual pixels
cannot be addressed-at least not with
any of the included software. Indeed, the
character set appears to include only the
letters, numbers, and symbols on the
keyboard with no extra graphics
characters.

The Magic is a business computer,
and the designers apparently judged that
business users don't need color so the
capability is neither built in nor available
as an option.

The monitor itself is a green screen
unit in a 12" cubical metal-and-plastic
housing, Behind a latching front door
are controls for brightness, contrast,
vertical hold, and five other less-used
adjustments.

CP 1M And CBasic
The operating system that Magic has

chosen is CP/M, that workhorse of the
microcomputer world. The version fur-
nished is 2.21. It has all of the standard
features plus a few additional utility pro-
grams not found in earlier versions.
These programs include D (alphabetical
directory with program size), UN-
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LOAD, DUU (a helpful disk utility),
MODEMM, COMPARE, and
CCPLOC. Unfortunately, these are not
described in the User's Guide, but many
of them are self-explanatory.

Two other utilities are included,
KA YPRO (to copy and use Kaypro II
software), and CATCH (to copy IBM
PC files).

Since we are not into masochism, we
generally avoid using the CP/M editor,
ED. This is probably the weakest link of
CP/M. However, since the Magic in-

eludes only CBasic, it is necessary to
generate the source code with an editor
of some sort. (If you are not familiar
with CBasic, check out "The CBasic
Clinic" series which started in the
November issue of Creative.)

Since we didn't know how to generate
a non-document file with Perfect Writer
(the included word processing package),
we had no choice but to use ED.

To make a long story short, after sev-
eral false starts, we got several short pro-
grams to run, including one which

~CHATSWORTH DATA
~ c::: c:::::I ~ F==» £::) ~ ~ ~ I c::::J ~
"20710 Lassen Street. Chatsworth, CA 91311. (213) 341-9200

"Chatswort'h Data offers a simple,
low-cost alternative to keyboard
entry. Whether you choose the
OMR-500, OMR-2000 or 4000
Series, our mark sense readers"
assure you of fast, accurate and
reliabledata entry, "

All readers offer extreme flexi-
bility, accepting pencil marks,
preprinted data or punched holes
on different sized standard OMR
cards, And, depending on the
model, data can be entered
automatically or hand-fed. Also,
a large ranqe of interfaces are

available, Including APple, ", '
"TRS-aO,Commodore and Ata'ri:

These lightweight, compact
readers are ideally suited for a
wide variety of applications-
educational field, small
businesses, personal computers,
or vlrtuatly anywhere data entry
is needed, .

So, when you're faced with a
data entry requirement, check
out Chatsworth Data mark sense
readers first and find out why
they're truly first in their class,

CIRCLE 274 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Magic Computer, continued ...

displayed the entire character set (only
keyboard characters as we had guessed),
and perform our standard benchmark.

This is not the place for a long-winded
discussion of the pros and cons of dif-
ferent versions of Basic, but we should
mention a few facts to put the bench-
mark test in the proper perspective. In
general, a compiled language like CBasic
takes less memory space and, because it
is converted into machine code for
execution, is faster than an interpreter.
But not always.

Our benchmark is heavily computa-
tion bound; thus a compiled language is
not likely to offer much of a speed
advantage. Moreover, CBasic does all its
computations in double precision
whereas MBasic uses single precision.

CP/ M, CBasic and
the packages from
Perfect Software
are bundled in.

Thus, we would expect CBasic to be
slower than MBasic-and it is-much
slower (see Table 1). On the other hand,
the Magic is many orders of magnitude
more accurate than the IBM or Kaypro.
Indeed, few microcomputers among the
103 that we have tested are more
accurate.

Don't expect to be able to write
CBasic programs using the Magic User's
Guide. It has 1'/4 pages on CBasic which
was barely enough for us. A good book
on CBasic is a small investment against
the price of the system, although we
have no idea why one was not included.

Table 1.

Computer
IBM PC
Kaypro II
Magic

Time
0:24
1:36
11:45

Accuracy
(lower is better)
.01159668
.187805
.0000000744

Perfect Writer
The word processing package bundled

with the Magic is Perfect Writer with
Perfect Speller. This comes with a Les-
sons disk (with six lessons) and fat 378-
page manual prepared by Perfect
Software, Inc. A brief eight-page in-
troduction to the package is also in-
cluded in the User's Guide.

Perfect Writer is a comprehensive
word processing package with more fea-
tures than most users will ever need. It
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can have two windows which can be in-
dependently scrolled. This is useful for
copying and moving text, and Perfect
Writer has a wide range of commands
for just that.

We are not enthusiastic about moving
the cursor with CONTROL-Ffor forward,
CONTROL-Nfor next line, and so on, but
users will undoubtedly adjust in short
order.

Perfect Writer has every imaginable
print format and includes built-in sup-
port for most standard printers. For
other printers, a longish menu, which
need be used only once to set up the
correct parameters, is included.

Perfect Calc
Perfect Calc is an electronic spread-

sheet which, like Perfect Writer. comes
with a series of lessons. Unfortunately,
the file TEACHME.PC on our disk was
flaky and refused to read correctly.
Nevertheless, we have seen this tutorial,
and it is very effective. For an even more
comprehensive approach, a 346-page
manual is included.

Perfect Calc is on a par with other
spreadsheets and includes advanced fea-
tures such as LOOKUP,NPV (net present
value), and logical operators.

As with Perfect Writer, we don't like
the control key combinations to move
the cursor-hey, guys, that's what
cursor directional keys are for!

Perfect Filer
Perfect Filer is a database manage-

men t system designed primarily
for mailing lists or other applications
requiring lists of people. Of course, it is
possible to set up generalized lists as
well.

The package comes with two pre-
structured database disks, one set up for
individuals, and the other for companies
and other organizations. The printing
utilities are geared to this format and
will produce address labels, telephone
lists, and form letters.

The manual with Perfect File is ar-
ranged as a series of tutorials. We did
not think it was as effective as the more
straightforward manuals supplied with
Perfect Calc and Perfect Writer.

The manuals with the applications
software were all prepared by Perfect
Software, Inc. and are very professional.
As mentioned earlier, we don't particu-
larly like the approach taken with the
Perfect Filer manual. All three packages
also come with multi panel, two-sided
reference cards.

Warranty And Service
The Magic Computer has the usual

limited warranty of 120 days (30 days
longer than most). Both in and out of
warranty service are said to be available
from both Magic Computer in Fort Lee,
NJ, as well as your "authorized dealer,"
presumably the one who sold the
computer to you.

Obviously, it is far too soon to judge
the longevity of the machine or the effec-
tiveness of the service arrangements.

Should You Buy One?
The Magic is an interesting computer

with many nice features. The combined
power of the Z80A and 6502 should
make it faster than other machines, al-
though this was not apparent in our
short test. We like the high capacity
half-height disk drives with storage
space over each one. And the portability
is helpful for the times you want to take
your office computer home.

The weak link of the system is the
keyboard. The sticking spacebar (on two
units) was frustrating. We also think the
cursor keys should be separate from the
numeric keypad and should be im-

The User's Guide is
very complete in some
places and woefully
inadequate in others.

plemented in the software packages (ob-
viously, this is a minority view since the
Perfect Software packages are bundled
with many computers, all of which use
the kludgy control/letter combinations
for cursor movement). We also would
have liked to see some graphics
characters implemented.

Is the Magic for you? Ask yourself:
Do I want CP/M? Do I like the Perfect
Software packages? Will a text-only sys-
tem meet my needs? Would limited
portability be a nice extra? Am I willing
to do business with a manufacturer with-
out the initials IBM? Can I get along
without much handholding? Lots of
yeses-look at the Magic; lots of
nos-look elsewhere. g
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Documentation
The User's Guide with the Magic

Computer consists of a 70-pag~ manual
with sections on installation, disk care
and backup, CP/M, ED (the CP/M edi-
tor), CBasic (very short), Perfect Writer,
Perfect Calc, and Perfect Filer.

The manual is very complete in some
places and woefully inadequate in oth-
ers. The first time user will need some
handholding from his dealer, but more
experienced people can probably muddle
through.



Take this 5-volume
Programming Library
(a $76.65 retail value)
for $2.95 when you join
the Small Computer
DookClub. ..

You simply agree to buy 3 more books-
at handsome discounrs-cwlrhln the next 12 months.

We'll keep you up-to-date with the
rapidly growing and everchanging world
of computers ... from the latest develop-
ments in software and improvements in
hardware, to the newest innovations in
programming techniques, and more.

With books by some of the most re-
spected authors in the field, you'll get
steady training that will both refine and
broaden your small computer talents ...
talents that will help you get more out
of the time you spend "on-line."

A division of The Library of Computer
and lntorrnorton Sciences-the oldest,
largest, and most respected computer
book club in the world-the Small Com-
puter Book Club gives you access to vir-
tually every important computer topic.
1. THEOASICHANDOOOK: Encyclopedia
of the OASICComputer Language.

By David A. Lien. Details virtually
every significanr BASIC word used by
every BASIC-speaking computer in the
world. It is the most complete collection
of BASICwords ever with strategies
programmers can use to convert the

many different 'dialects' to their com-
puters. An invaluable resource.

Publisher's Price: $19.95.
2. OASICAND THEPEIUONAL
COMPUTER.

By Thomos A. Dwyer ond Margot
Critchfield. The best introduction to pro-
gramming in BASICand extended
BASIC. Includes: computer graphics, pro-
gram development, data bases, and
more. Learn to program in BASICwithin
eight hours. Also, many step-by-step ex-
amples of word processing, computer
games, and computer simulations.

Publisher's Price: $15.55.
3. CP/M AND THEPEIUONAL COMPUTER.

By Thomas A. Dwyer and Margot
Critchfield. Down-to-earth explanations
break CP/M into basic components for
easy mastery of filing, debugging,
editing, information flow; and more.
Includes coverage of how to use popular
commercial CP/M oppllcotlon programs.

Publisher's Price: $19.95.
4. THELITTLEOOOK OF OASIC:How to
Write Q Program You Can Read.

By John Nevison. Challenges the
reader to go beyond computer literacy
into fluency, teaches how to write
programs of lessthan one page, and
encourages thoughtful program
organization. Covers everything from
algorithms to games.

P\Jbll$he-r~ Price-:$8.25.
~. DATAFILEPROGRAMMING IN OASIC:
A Self·Teaching Guide.

By LeRoy Finkel and Jerold R. Brown.
The first self-instructional manual, in

clear, non-technical language, for both
hobbyists and professionals who wont
to add data file programming to their
computing capabilities. Includes: main-
taining data files, modifying existing
programs, and writing your own.
. Publisher's Price: $12.95.
So start enjoying the clubs benefits

today. with this 5-volume Programming
Library for only $2.95.

4 Good Reasonsto Join
1. The Finest Books. Of the hundreds of books
subrnlrred to us each year. only the very finest are
selected and offered. Moreover, our books are
always of equal qualiry to publishers' editions. never
economy editions.
2. Big Savings. In addition to <j}etting the Program-
ming Library for $2.95 when you join. you keep

. saving substantially-up to 30% and occasionally
even more. (For example. your total savings as a
trial member--including this introductory offer-
can easily be over 50%. That's like getting every
other book free!)
~. Bonus Books. Also, you will immediately became
eligible to partic\p,ate in our Bonus Book Plan. with
savings up to 70 Yo off the publishers' prices.
4. Convenient SelVlce. At 3-4 week intervals
(16 times per year) you will receive the Book Club
News. describing the Main Selection and Alternate
Selections. together with a doted reply cord. If you
wont the Main Selection. do nothing and it will be
sent to you automatically. If you prefer another selec-
tion. or no book at all, simply indicate your choice
on the card. and rerurn it by the dote specified. You
will have at least 10 days to decrde, If. because of
late moil delivery of the News. you should receive
a book you do not wont. we guorantee return
posrage.

If the reply card has been removed. please write to, the Small
Computer Book Club. Dept. Y-AG2. Riverside. N.J. 08075 to
obtain membership information and on application.
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Hi-Res and 80 Columns For The IBM PC

Steve Arrants

Most computers offer a text resolution
of 80 by 24 characters. That is generally
satisfactory for most word processing
applications. When you use a spread-
sheet, however, the constant scrolling
around the screen can be a bit confusing.
Remembering the information in cell
A12 and then scrolling to cell BB125 re-
quires more memory capacity than most

.. . .

CPO(ltIV6 computinfj
HARDWARE PROFILE

Product: Quadscreen
Type: High-resolution bit- mapped

monitor
System: IBM PC, PC-XT
Specifications: 17" diagonal monitor

with P4 phosphor CRT. Resolu-
tion of 968 horizontal dots by
512 vertical lines. Video display
card and software.

Performance: When it works, it
works well. Software compatibil-
ity can be a problem.

Ease of Use: Installation is time
consuming.

Documentation: Good.
Price: $1995
Summary: At this price, more is ex-

pected. Mouse or joystick con-
trol of FONTEDIT and a
library of pre-designed charac-
ters should be included.

Overall Mark: B-
Manufacturer:

Quadram Corporation
4355 International Blvd.
Norcross, GA 30093
(404) 923·6666
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Quadscreen

people have. Quadscreen is a product de-
signed to help alleviate this problem.
Quadscreen enlarges the screen of the
IBM PC and gives it the ability to gen-
erate a 160 by 64 display-large enough
for most spreadsheets.

With many word processing pro-
grams, what you see is not exactly what
you get. Italics are surrounded by con-
trol codes, as are underlining and super-
and subscripts. Scientific and mathemat-
ical formulae are rendered all but un-
readable on-screen by the complicated
printing codes needed to generate them.
Here again, Quadscreen may be a solu-
tion. Because of the flexibility of bit-
mapped displays, you can control and
display information in the exact form
you would like it printed. Bit-mapping is
also useful in graphics applications.
With Quadscreen you can display a
graphics screen of 968 by 512 pixels.

The Quadscreen Package
The Quadscreen package contains the

Quadscreen monitor, a high-resolution
black-and-white screen that measures
17" (diagonal), designed to eliminate

screen flicker. Resolution is 968 hori-
zontal dots by 512 vertical lines, Up to
10,240 characters can be placed on the
screen at anyone time.

The Quadscreen video card contains
128K of dual-ported RAM which holds
1024 dot rows, of which any consecutive
512 can be on screen at one time.
Two disks of software are provided.

One contains the Quadscreen boot pro-
gram and utilities. The second contains
source code for COM/EXE files. Both
disks are unprotected.

Installation
As with any peripheral card installa-

tion on the IBM PC, everything must be
disconnected, disassembled, and pulled
apart. Once the system unit is open, the
Quadscreen card can be installed in any
available slot.

The most difficult-and confusing-
part of installation is the setting of dip
switches on the system board. The IBM
manual can be confusing as to which set
of switches is which. We suggest making
a diagram of the settings before you
change them.
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BASF.QUALIMETRIC1M rLEXYDISKS:
A GUARANTEED LIFETIMEOF
OUTSTAN DING PERFORMANCE.

BASFQualimetric FlexyDisks feature a unique lifetime warranty,* firm
assurance that the,vital information you enteron BASFFlexyDiskstoday
wiJ[ b~se.cure.anq uflcl]ang~d tomQrroV't.15eyt~. this .~xt~!1o.!din~ry..
warranted performance is the BASFQualimetric standard ...
a totally new set of criteria against which all other
magnetic media will be judged.

Youcan count on BASFFlexyDisksbecause the Qualimetric
standard reflects a continuing BASFcommitment to
perfection in magnetic media. One example is the
unique two-piece liner in our FlexyDiskjacket. This
BASFfeature traps damaging debris away from
the.disk's surface and creates extra space in the
head accessarea for optimum media-head
alignment. The result is a guaranteed
lifetime of outstanding performance.

For information security that
bridges the gap between today
and tomorrow, look for the
distinctive BASFpackage with
the Qualimetric seal. Call
800-343-4600 for the name
of your nearest supplier.
CIRCLE 107 ON READER SERVICE CARD

*Contact BASF for warranty details.



THE DO-IT-YOURSELFERS'

r--------------------------------~---l
CREATIVE COMPUTING PRESS Dept.MA4F 39 East Hanover Avenue, Morris Plains, NJ 07950

Please send me COMPUTER CON-
TROLLER COOKBOOK(s) at $12.95* plus $2.00
postage and handling each. Outside u.S.A. add $3.00
per order. # Sc.
D Payment enclosed $ . *Residents of CA,

NJ, and NY State add applicable sales tax.

D Charge my:
D American Express D Visa D MasterCard

. (In NJ call 201-540-0445)
SIgnature 'L ~~end ~e~ FREE Creativ~Computing ~~ Cat~:.....l

Save up to half the usual retail price build-
ing your own game controls that will last up

to twice as long as most commercially purchased
models with THE COMPUTER CONTROLLER
COOKBOOK ... the indispensible guide for com-
puter game enthusiasts!

Card No. Exp. Date _

BY TOM & KELDA RILEY

Make your own game controls ... repair that old
joystick that's been sitting in your closet.. .have
your own project assistant in your home, ready
when you are! The COMPUTER CONTROLLER
COOKBOOK gives you complete schematics and
mechanical drawings for building and repairing
joysticks, paddles and game devices for your
Apple" or Atari" computer, with a special section
showing you how to adapt these to most major
machines. Imagine building your own Super
Joystick, Annunciator, Airplane Wheel,
Foot Pedals, Sketch Pad or Multiple Connector
from purchased and scavenged parts and then
using them on your own computer! Imagine
saving up to half the cost of usual commercial
prices and having your controls last up to twice
as long! Imaginethe hours of enjoyment and
learning you'll get from the COMPUTER
CONTROLLER COOKBOOK!

Order your copy today!
~fg;~i:rf~ef~~!~f1nt~~demarkof Apple Computer Inc. Atari isa registered

Mr./Mrs./Ms_~~~---:-::_,;_------
please print name in full

Address..; _

City _

State Zip _

For faster service, PHONE TOLL FREE
1-800-631-8112



Quadscreen, continued ...

Screen Display
Mode
1) 80 characters by 25 lines (default)

2) 120 characters by 42 lines

3) 132 characters by 46 lines

4) 160 characters by 64 lines

Screen options are:
1) Full-screen (default)
2) Split-screen
3) Jump scroll
4) Smooth scroll (default)

Driver
Font #

o

2

3

Character
Font Size
12 x 20

8 x 12

7 x I1

6x8

Table 1.

In addition to the normal screen modes 0, 1, and 2, BasicQ includes a
SCREEN mode 3, which sends all output to the Quadscreen.

If SCREEN modeJ is selected, the COLOR statement may be used as follows:'
CQLOR 1 provides underline for each line of displayed text.
COLOR 2 gives inverse video for each line of displayed text.
COLOR 3 generates both the underline and inverse video.
COLOR 0 and 4 through 7 are the same as in BasicA.
In addition to the above, larger coordinate values may be selected while in

SCREEN mode 3. The x and y values in a LINE statement may be 0-967 and
0-51,2 respectively. '

Table 2.

With the switches set and the PC re-
assembled, you have only to connect the
video card to the monitor.

Software Installation
Installing the software is much sim-

pler, You just boot DOS 2.0, insert the
Quadscreen Source Code disk, and run
QSINIT. Instructions for patching the
Quadscreen drivers into BasicA and
DOS appear on the screen.

Operation
The standard driver allows for four

display modes and four options (see
Table 1).

When running Quadscreen, you spec-
ify the number of characters per line and
the type of scrolling and select full or
split screen. The software then selects
which character font is best suited to
your selections.

The FONTEDIT utility is helpful in
the creation and editing of new fonts
which can then be applied to the driver
software. You edit a character on a
screen grid with the function keys and
the numeric keypad.

FONTEDIT is as easy to use as other
character generators, but adding joystick
or mouse control would have made it
much easier. A library of pre-defined
characters would be welcome.

BasicA was, of course, written for a
standard IBM PC display. Quadrarn in-
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eludes BasicQ, which takes the special
characteristics of Quadscreen into ac-
count. It is compatible with BasicA in
that any program designed to run under
BasicA will run under BasicQ, but not
vice versa. Table 2 points out the dif-
ferences between the two Basics.

Looks Nice, But What Can It Do?
The success of any product should be

determined not by what it can do, but

how easy it is to achieve the desired
results. With that in mind, our reaction
to Quadscreen is mixed.

The, large display area is striking.
Having a large VisiCalc spreadsheet on
the screen may be important to you. We
think that scrolling on a standard dis-
play is an acceptable trade-off.

Not all software will work with
Quadscreen. Because the screen drivers
reside in system memory and not at a
video address, some software may over-
write the drivers and send your PC into
a coma, We tested Quadscreen with the
new Electric Pencil word processor and
could not get them to run concurrently.
A call to Quadram was helpful: we had a
beta-test version of Electric Pencil and
Quadram was in the process of writing
patches to the software drivers,

Quadram was also helpful when we
called with a question on the docu-
mentation. In both cases, the answers
were helpful and to the point. This is
typical of Quadram's support. Unlike
some peripheral manufacturers,
Quadram doesn't leave users to turn in
the wind.

"There is no such thing as a free
lunch," goes the saying. That is true for
Quadscreen as well. It is capable of a
great deal. But at a suggested price of
$1995, we would expect a more versatile
and easier to use product. In reality, to
take advantage of its capabilities, you
must invest quite a bit of time. You can't
use a daisy wheel printer with custom
designed character sets. And chances are
even your dot matrix printer won't
understand these characters unless they
are accompanied by control codes,

If, however, you plan to use
Quadscreen only for large spreadsheet
display or complicated graphics, it may
be worth the investment. •

j~l__.tl-~r-\
<>: ~

"We designed this model to take some of the impersonal aura out of personal computers. "
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tilt/swivel
base.

Have you read a good monitor review
lately? We haven't. The reviews in most
magazines seem to assume that a monitor
is a monitor is a monitor. Well, 'taint so.

Sakata Shokai is a Japanese Corporation
(no surprise there) making a determined
bid to grab a piece of the worldwide
monitor market. Their units are not dual-
purpose monitor/TV sets, but were de-
signed as monitors. This approach results
in a much better product than a TV set
with the receiving circuitry stripped out

The SC-100 is a 13" composite video
monitor. with 280 x 300 pixel resolution.
Also made by Sakata are a 12" green
monochrome unit and two RGB color
units, the SC-200 with 640 x 240 pixel
resolution and the SC-300 with 720 x 240
resolution.

All three color monitors are housed in
the same off-white plastic case measuring
14.25" wide x 13.5" high x 16.6" deep.
This is about an inch deeper, but an inch
smaller on each front dimension than most
other monitors. The screen tilts back six
degrees. A matching tilt/swivel stand, the
STS-l, is also available. This provides a
20 degree tilt range and swivels 45 degrees
to the right and left.
On the front of the monitor is a push-

button power switch, volume control, con-
trast control, and headphone jack. Having
left various monitors on for days at a
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David H. Ahl

time, we applaud Sakata's use of an il-
luminated power switch.

Three other color controls (brightness,
tint, and color) are on the rearward sloping
top of the case. Obviously, Sakata reasoned
that these controls will be used less fre-
quently. Nevertheless, we would have pre-
ferred to see them on the front, perhaps
hidden by a panel as Amdek does. Five
servicing controls (height, horizontal hold,
etc.) can be adjusted with an alignment
tool which Sakata thoughtfully includes
with the monitor. Vertical hold has its
own small knob.

RCA jacks are used for both video and
audio input. We wish manufacturers could
agree on these connectors, but if you
have the "wrong" connector on your cable,
you can probably find an adapter in Radio
Shack for a couple of bucks.

Overscan, Distortion, Linearity
- Overscan means the loss of a part of
the picture at the right and left edges.
Overscan is common in normal TV sets,
and compensates for the picture shrinking
as the set gets older. Many computers
designed for use with color TV sets (Atari,
Commodore, etc.) put a blank area called

Sakata
SC-1DD

Monitor
a "guard band" at each side of the picture
so that no vital information will be lost on
a set with overscan. However, other com-
puters do not have this guard band and
thus may lose some active picture area if
used with a TV set or monitor with over-
scan.

The best of all possible worlds occurs
when the computer is matched to the
monitor, for example, the Apple computer
(which has a guard band) with the Apple
monitor (with more than 10% overscan).
Or a NEC computer (no guard band) with
a NEC monitor (no overscan).
The Sakata SC-l00 has about 5%

overscan, a compromise level similar
to other Japanese manufacturers (Amdek
and Sanyo). When we received it, the
unit had considerably more overscan at
the left side (bad, because you can't see
the first column or two of program listings).
However, we were able to use the alignment
tool and adjust the horizontal shift pot to
more or less center the picture.

It is desirable that horizontal and vertical
lines be as straight as possible. Naturally,
there will be a slight outward curvature
near the edges of the screen. The Sakata
had the lowest distortion that we have
seen on any monitor under $1000 pro-
fessional units.

The horizontal linearity of the Sakata
was also excellent. To the user, this means
that text characters at all points on the
screen are the same size.

Color And Brightness
Using a Spectra Video 328, we generated

16distinctly different colors and put various
ones in blocks and circles next to each
other. On the Sakata, all the colors could
be distinguished from one another, although
at the center setting of the controls, they
were less vivid than on some other moni-
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"There's NoTime Wiser
Than After Dark."

When you're looking for solid, up-to-
the-minute information, the best
place to search is BRS/AFTERDARK,
The one system designed for serious
searchers, AFTERDARKoffers you
more databases citing more
authorities on more subjects
than any other popular online
information service-at the
lowest cost.

Foronly $6 to $20 per connect
hour, including telecommuni-
cations charges, you can
personally access the same
online files used by major
reference libraries and
corporations worldwide.
These files contain
the latest informa-
tion on
subjects
ranging from
business management, mathematics and
education to health, psychology, chemistry,
family planning, and just about
everything in between.

,
The range of databases available keeps expand-
ing all the time. AFTERDARKnow brings you the
full text of the Academic American Encyclopedia,
as well as the Harvard Business Review.
CIRCLE 104 ON READER SERVICE CARD

EXPANDED SERVICES: MORE DATABASES,ELECTRONIC
MAIL AND SHOP AT HOME. ONE-TIME SUBSCRIPTION
FEEONLY $50 ($75 AFTERAPRIL is, 1984).
,( ) Sign me up for BRS/AFTERDARKnowl I

understand Iwill be charged a subscription
fee of $50 plus connect hour rates as low as
$6 per hour, billed to my credit card account
with a monthly minimum charge of $12. (My
order must be postmarked before
midnight 4/15/84.)

( ) Send more information on BRS/AFTERDARK.

Mail to BRS. 1200RT.7. LATHAM,NY12110. (518) 783-1161

BEAT THE APRIL FEE INCREASE I
BE WISE. SIGN UP NOW
AND SAVEl

And for microcomputer buffs, there's
a new online Software Directory listing

major software packages.

AFTERDARK'ssimple, interactive
language and straightforward

logic take only minutes to master.
The system isoutstandingly
comprehensive, remarkably

fast, and above all, fun to
use. All you need isyour

classified BRSpassword and
any diet-up system. Then,
every weekday from six in
the even ing until the early

morning hours-round
the clock on weekends
and holidays-you can

summon upa
wealth of
valuable

information.

Use the coupon to sign up for BRS/AFTERDARK
before another evening goes by. Seriously, it's like
having your own university library online at home.

Illl. CO
COLLEAGUE

AFTER DARK
CC3/84Name _

Address, _

City State", Zip _

Charge to MASTERCARD/VISA/AMERICAN EXPRESS
(Circle one)

Acct. No. _

Expires -,--_

Signature _







Apple II compatible'.S4KofRAM
Vie Upper & lowercase

~ Typewriter-style
keyboard
12-key numeric pad

L VisiCalc keys

,
.:;; 50-watt power supply

Built-in fan

ACEWriter II
Sophisticatedword processingthat'seasy to learn

ACECalc
VisiCalc®-compatiblespreadsheetanalysis
programwith 80 columnsof variablewidth

ACE Display card
Opensvideo displayto a full 80 columns by
24 lines

ACE 80 CPU card
Allows you to run CP/Mand Apple®II
programs

ACE Dual Interface card
Allows you to connect to local and remote
printers, terminals, computersand other
accessories

Apple II compatible..
S4KofRAM
Vie Upper & lowercase

~~ Typewriter-style
111 keyboard
E 12-key numeric pad
L VisiCalc keys
.tJ 50-watt power supply
, Built-in fan

1002 1003

Good. Better.
And you thought Franklin

was good before.
Well, 1_ at Franklin now. You'" find our ACE product linehas, ,

grown ... and grown. To include sophisticated word processing. t
Sensational spreadsheet analysis. And an array of peripheral boards., W
So yomcan expand the capabilities of your ACE 1000 as your busi- V
ness needs increase. Our product line's not the only thing that's
grown. Franklin now has more than 1,000 authorized dealers
throughout the country. So, if you thought we were good before, FRANKLIN
come see us now. COMPUTER CORPORATION
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc.
VisiCalc is a registered trademark of Visi Corp. Better than ever.
2128 Route38; Cherry Hill, NJ 08002 Telephone:609-482-5900;Telex:837-385
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Sakata SC-100, continued ...

Figure 1. High resolution lines on white background often results in distortion at the
bottom of the screen as shown on the Brand A monitor (top). The Sakata SC-JOOis
free from distortion (bottom).

tors. Furthermore, the color control did
not seem to have as great a range as we
would have expected. In the extreme
counterclockwise position, of course, it
went to black and white, but the full
clockwise position produced colors just
slightly more vivid than one half rotation.

Certain color combinations aggravate
the picture circuitry on monitors more
than others. For example, when the entire
screen is white (all three color guns on),
and you create a black line or rectangle
at the bottom of the screen (no color
guns on), this causessevere vertical non-
linearity on most monitors and TV sets.
Not so on the Sakata. It passed this test
with flying colors.
Another tough test is to draw a widely

spaced grid of horizontal and vertical lines
in the highest resolution possible on a
white background. Generally, there will
be vertical or horizontal distortion where
the lines meet. Again, the Sakata did not
exhibit this fault.

On a color monitor, when one color is
displayed adjacent to another, say white
text on a blue background, there should
be no fringes or halos of other colors at
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the borders. Some color combinations are
much more prone to fringes than others,
especially black on white and white on
black. This is because all three color guns
are used to produce white, and just one
or two are likely to be visible at the fine
edges. This fringing effect was less pro-
nounced on the Sakata than on some
other monitors, although to get a true
monochrome picture, the color control
must be turned all the way off.

We did not have a computer that would
produce the exact specified resolution (280
x 300 pixels) of the Sakata, so we tried it
at 256 x 192 with excellent results. We
then moved on to some games and graphics
programs, again with excellent results. The
sound from the one-watt amplifier coupled
to the internal mini speaker was remarkably
good, and considerably better than the
monitors to which we are accustomed.

The Whole Picture
The Sakata SC-lOOmonitor is an excel-

lent performer with low distortion, ex-
ceptionallinearity, and good sound. The
colors are excellent, although we would
have expected a wider range of adjustment
on the color control. Both user and ser-
vicing controls are readily accessible. At
the suggested retail price of $329, Sakata
should be a formidable contender in the
monitor market in short order.
The tilt and swivelstand sells for $49

and makes a nice addition to the SC-lbO,
particularly if you need to compensate
for unusual lighting conditions,

For more information, contact Sakata
USA. Corp., 651 Bonnie Ln., Elk Grove
Village, IL60007, (312) 593-3211. ID
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Figure 2. A small amount of black (no color guns on) at the bottom of an all-white
screen (all color guns on) is a tough test for a monitor. Notice the tearing in the Brand
A monitor. In contrast, the Sakata monitor is free from tearing distortion.
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A Marvel of Flexibility and Dependability,

Electric Pencil PC

Betsy Staples

It was like meeting an old friend who
had undergone a Glamour makeover, I
was so excited I could hardly remove the
shrink wrap from the Electric Pencil
package,

Having struggled for several months
with a supposedly user-friendly word
processor for the IBM PC which num-
bered among its flaws the simple inabil-
ity to perform certain almost vital and
clearly documented operations, I was ec-
static to discover that IJG had released
Electric Pencil for the IBM,

Long-time readers of Creative
Computing know that this earliest of
word processing programs has a special
place in our hearts. They know that we
have used it for our typesetting for four
years. They know that we considered the
loss of an occasional letter during word
wrap a small price to pay for the
simplicity and straightforwardness of
our old friend Pencil on TRS-80, LNW-

cpoat;iv8 COIRput;h~f1
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Electric Pencil PC
Type: Word processor
System: 48K IBM PC and clones;

PCjr
Format: Disk
Price: Electric Pencil PC, $299

Pencil Tutor, $49
Pencil Ace, $149

Summary: Reliable, easy to use pro-
gram appropriate for home and
office use.

Manufacturer:
IJG Inc.
1953 W. lith St.
Upland, CA 91786
(714) 946-5805
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With the cursor here, in insert mode, press: ZZZZZZ.

Figure 1. Illustrations for description of insert mode show before and after screens.

who thinks WordStar is the antecedent
of all word processing programs for
small computers.

Documentation
The first thing that strikes you when

you open the Electric Pencil PC package
is the attractive, trade paperback size,
perfect bound, 240-page operator's man-
ual. Michael Shrayer, author of the orig-
inal Electric Pencil, and Harvard
Pennington, author of TRS-80 Disk and
Other Mysteries, have combined their
expertise and done a superb job on the
manual. The authors assume nothing
and present the material in tutorial style,
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Cursor in the Middle of a Word Near the End of the Line.

After Inserting "ZZZZZZ".

80, S-100, and Sol 20 computers. What
they didn't know until now is that Elec-
tric Pencil PC is now the program of
choice among IBM users on our staff.

Let me begin by saying to Pencil lov-
ers like me: Yes, it is the same program.
The commands are the same. The proce-
dures are the same. The only changes
are for the better-and in several
months of use, I have lost not a single
character.

That said, I shall try to set aside my
biases and approach the program from
the point of view of one whose introduc-
tion to personal computing coincided
with his purchase of the IBM PC and



That's an easy one: HesWare™ educational software.
The children witn the most answers in school are usually the children who enjoy learning.

HesWare helps develop your child's interest in learning by making it fun. And along the way, develop
familiarity and proficiency with computers-a skill that IS becoming more and more essential to success.

HesWare educational software combines enjoyment with a creative learning experience. Unlike
video games, HesWare educational programs involve your child-and that keeps their interest. Whether
it's creating colorful and artistic pictures with Turtle Graphics,
making up funny faces with Facernaker" or helping America's
favorite canine, Benji, save kidnapped scientists (and learn
about the solar system in the process,) or any of the programs
in our education library, HesWare gives your children a positive
attitude toward learning and technology.

It's not expensive to give your child a headstart on the
future. HesWare programs are available for most popular home
computers, including the Commodore VIC 20;M Commodore 64;M
Atari~ and IBM~ .

HesWare educational software. Just one of the
ways HesWare is expanding the computer experience. And
expanding your child's horizons. Look for them at your
favorite software retailer.

Pleases thetoUghcustomer.

Human Engineered Software, 150 North Hill Drive, Brisbane, CA94005
800-227-6703 (in California 800-632-7979) Dept. C20

HesWare is a trademark of Human Engineered Software: Facemaker is a trademark of Spinnaker Software. vie 20 and Commodore 64 are trademarks
of Commodore Electronics ltd. Atari is a registered trademark of Atari, Inc. IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines.
© 1983
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Test your right brain, your left
brain, your hardware and soft-
ware, and discover how you
measure in intelligence and
creativity. With these classic
tests find out how smart your
computer thinks you are ...and
get smarter while you do it.

Explained by Rita Aero and
ElliotWeiner, Ph.D. $39.95.

Thousands of facts, figures,
and upcoming events for 1984
flash on screen at your com-
mand with The Millennium
Electronic Almanac. Eight
disk sides include-

TM

SeasonDisks, an interactive
calendar offering every day:
Historical events
Famous birthdays
Notable quotes
Brain-teasing trivia
Challenging new words

TM

InfoDisks, an information
bank including:
The 1984 Olympics
Presidential elections
Health and fitness
Space exploration
Orwell's year

Edited by
Anthony S.
Kleckner.
$49.95.



Electric Pencil PC, continued ...

HOME Screen start
'Q Screen start'HOME Text start
'8 Text start

END Screen end
'ENO Text end

'N Text end
1-1 hb It/rt

Figure 2. On help level 4, the bottom 15 lines of the screen are occupied by brief
explanations of the most frequently used editing commands; Caps Lock, Num Lock,
underline, and a boldface status indicators; and a line showing the position of all tab
settings and the cursor. '

inviting you to experiment with each
command as it is discussed. They define
all technical terms as they are used and
take pains to help you understand every-
thing about the system.

Each chapter has its own table of con-
tents, and each command is illustrated,
including pictures of the screen before
and after when appropriate. The nota-
tion used to distinguish key names, ma-
terial typed by the user, and material
displayed by the computer is consistent
throughout.

Instructions for Pencil Ace and Pencil
Tutor are included in the operator's
manual, and there is a handy quick ref-
erence card, which you will probably be
able to abandon soon after you begin us-
ing the program regularly.

In addition, the appendices include a
glossary and sections on special print
drivers, IBM PC characters and graph-
ics, customer service, other programs
that work with Pencil, and the files on
the distribution disk.

Editing
Pencil performs all the operations-

insert and delete characters, words,
lines, and blocks; scrolling; cursor move-
ment; search and replace-that you
expect a word processor to perform.

To accomplish most of these editing
changes, you need only press Ctrl along
with one other key. In some cases, be-
cause of the special keys on the IBM
keyboard, you can choose either the
dedicated key on the keyboard or the
Ctrl combination. To insert one or more
characters, for example, you can use ei-
ther Ctrl-l or just the Ins key. Most of
the Ctrl combinations are at least some-
what mnemonic, so it is not difficult to
remember them. To delete one or more
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characters, for example, you use either
Ctrl-D or the Del key.

In insert mode, any material you type
shifts the material you have already
typed to the right as long as you remain
on the line on which you started. When
you come to the end of that line, how-
ever, the cursor automatically drops to
the next line and inserts a blank line for
you to type on. The program continues

Editing with Electric
Pencil PC is simpliCity

itself.

to add lines for your insertion until you
enter a carriage return, move the cursor
from the line, or press Delete, at which
time your previously typed text moves
up to fill in any remaining space.

One of the many improvements to
Pencil appears in insert mode: when you
backspace in insert mode, you get a true
backspace that not only moves the
cursor back, but deletes whatever it
passes over. This is a marked improve-
ment over the old Pencil in which a
backspace in insert mode eliminated the
character over which it was placed, but
did not eliminate the space that the
character occupied, so that if you made
a mistake while typing in insert mode,
you had to eliminate deliberately the
space that it had occupied.

With the monochrome display that I
use, underlining. shows right on the
screen, as do boldface and underlined
boldface. These are all invoked with Ctrl
and a single character.

Editing with Electric Pencil PC is
simplicity itself. The commands are
straightforward, and I can think of no
editing operation I would want to per-
form that Pencil does not provide.

Help
Electric Pencil PC is replete with help

features. There are four levels of help
and a level that offers no help at all; all
are invoked with Ctrl-H. Help level 4
uses half of the screen to list the most
frequently used editing and cursor
movements and the commands that im-
plement them. It also tells you the status
(off or on) of Caps Lock, Num Lock,
underline, and boldface. Above all this
information appears a line that indicates
the position of the cursor and the loca-
tion of all tab settings.

Help levels 1, 2, and 3 otfer progres-
sively fewer of these helps, and level 0
leaves you completely on your own.

The price you pay for all this assis-
tance is loss of text area on the screen.
On level 0, you have use of all 25 lines
on the screen. On level 4, you get only
10 lines of text.
After a few hours of practice, it is

quite practical to specify level 0 as the
default condition and refer to the help
display or vquick reference card only
when memory fails.

Printing
The Pencil print menu, which is

reached by pressing Ctrl-P from edit
mode, offers all' the standard print
formatting options, including right jus-
tification, left margin setting, line length,
line spacing, page length, page spacing,
page numbering, number of copies, and
halt after linefeed.

The -print menu also allows you to
specify certain features of your printer,
including baud rate, parity, and word
length.

If you use the same print format for
most of your work, you can save that
format and make its values the default
values in the print menu. You can also
save the print formats of an individual
document with the document itself so
that when you load the document the
print format is loaded with it-a feature
that will surely be of great value to users
of form letters.

Most of the options offered on the
print format menu can be used as imbed-
ded commands to provide dynamic print
formatting. In addition to specifying
page numbering, right justification, line
length, and margins, you can center, in-
dent text, "outdent" lines, switch head-
ings on odd and even numbered pages,
pause printing, and do quite a few other
tricky things using imbedded commands.

Another useful imbedded command is
conditional paging, which allows you to
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Electric Pencil PC, continued ...

Figure 3. The print menu.

keep a paragraph from starting on a
page' if only one or two lines will be
printed before the page ends. You can
also use imbedded commands to call and
print additional files from disk.

You can define any or
al/ of the IBM PC

function keys to suit
your needs.

As with the editing commands, I have
not had a need for any print format that
Electric Pencil PC could not handle.

System Menu
The system menu includes all of the

Pencil disk commands, such as load,
save, append, copy, erase, directory,
clear; rename, and exit. (The entire pro-
gram is completely copyable, so you can
make as many backup copies as you feel
you need.) The system menu also dis-
plays the date and time (if you have en-
tered them at the beginning of your
word processing session), the number of
words in the current file, and the
amount of free text space.

From the system menu you can set the
date and time, specify a default drive
and file as well as other default values,
save print values, and redefine the func-
tion keys.

Redefine the function keys? Yes, you
can define any or all of the IBM PC
function keys to suit your needs-and it
is very easy to do. Each key can be de-
fined as a string of up to 16 characters,
including control characters. You might
want to make one key automatically cen-
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ter the word MEMO or print the.name
of your company in boldface. You can
even have the function keys substitute
for Ctrl and Alt sequences as well as the
sequences for imbedded commands. I,
for example, have defined one of the
function keys as ;CL;, the command for
centering. Now, whenever I want to cen-
ter something, I need to press only one
key instead of four. And the process of
redefinition is so simple that you could
easily redefine the keys each time you sit
down to type if you know that you will
be using a certain phrase or command
repeatedly in a given document.

The system menu also offers you an
opportunity to live dangerously. When
you receive the disk, the verify option is
on. If you attempt to load a file into the
buffer, clear the text from memory, or
exit the program without having saved
your text to disk, Pencil will say: Up-
dated text not saved-Continue (Y/N)?
and require you to press Y or N before it
continues. This feature is obviously in-
tended to keep you from carelessly
destroying your files. If, however, you
are as themanual says "oozing with con-
fidence," you can easily turn the verify
function off. The program will then al-
low you to do whatever stupid things
you care to without interference.

Utility Functions
In addition to the print and disk sys-

tem commands, Electric Pencil provides
a group of utility functions. The most
important of these are set help level,
string search, and dict-a-matic,

Setting the help level allows you to
choose the amount of help you want on
the screen at any given time. The help
level can be set as a default value
through the setup command' in the sys-
tem menu. You can, however, invoke as

Figure 4. The system menu.

much help as you want at any time sim-
ply by typing Ctrl-H from edit mode.

Using string search, you can locate
and change, if necessary, all occurrences
of a given string of characters. Wild
cards and null characters can be used
when specifying the string to be
searched. After the search is performed,
Pencil tells you how many times the
string appears in your document.

To replace a string, you simply specify
the word or phrase you want to sub-
stitute when the program prompts Re-
place with:. If you want to replace only
some of the occurrences of your word or
phrase, you can use conditional replace-
ment, which allows you to see each
occurrence" indi vid ually and decide
whether to change it or not. With
masked search mode you can search and
replace strings without regard for upper-
or lowercase or attributes such as bold
or underlining.

For people who use word processors
for transcribing dictation, interviews,
minutes, and the like, IJG has included a
built-in cassette start/stop feature called
dict-a-rnatic. The cassette recorder is at-
tached. to the cassette port and the ES9
key becomes an on/off control. This sys-
tem is not a substitute for a proper trari-
scriber equipped with foot-controlled
on/off, fast forward, and rewind
switches, but for the occasional user, it is
a great deal better than constantly hav-
ing to remove one hand from the key-
board to control the recorder.

Pencil Ace
Pencil Ace is a separate utility pro-

gram that complements Electric Pencil
PC The documentation for Pencil Ace is
included in the main manual, and the
program also includes a help mode. .

With Pencil Ace installed, you have
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"The ONLY Book Club for Microcomputerists!"

Superior Performance!
Practical Price!
More programs, projects, ways to use your micro
for home, hobby, education, and business!

Select 6 Books
for Only $295

1
Llst $14.95 List $18.95(paper)

Free guide to
BASIC Statements
& Commands

BASIC

List $13.95

Plus FREE For Joining-- ..••~
7 very good reasons to join
The Computer Book Club"

•Big Savings. Save 20 % to 75 % on books sure to increase
your computer know-how
· No-Risk Guarantee. All books returnable within 10 days
without obligation at Club expense
· Club News Bulletins. All about current selections-mains,
alternates, extras- plus bonus offers. Comes 13 times a year
with hundreds of up-to-the-minute titles you can pick from
· "Automatic order." Do nothing, and the Main selection will
be shipped autornatically! But ... if you want an Alternate
selection-or no books at all-we'll follow the instructions you
give on the reply form provided with every News Bulletin
• Bonus Books. Immediately get a Dividend Certificate with
every book purchased and qualify for big discounts of 60 % to
80%
· Extra Bonuses. Take advantage of added-value promotions,
plus special discounts on software, games, and more
· Exceptional Quality. All books are first-rate publisher's edi-
tions selected by our Editorial Board and filled with useful,
up-to-the-minute information
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P.O. Box 80, Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214
Please accept my membership inThe Computer Book Club" and send the 6 volumes
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Electric Pencil PC, continued ...

access to an additional set of cursor con-
trol and other commands to make your
editing even easier. Cursor. control com-
mands include cursor to next word, pre-
vious word, previous sentence,' next
sentence, next paragraph, and previous

Pencil Ace even does
windows. It euow« you

to use up to six
screens or text

windows at a time.

paragraph. You can also delete words,
sentences, and paragraphs.

Pencil Ace even does windows. It al-
lows you to use up to six screens or text
windows at a time. I found the process
very confusing and cannot conceive of
any possible use for the function, but
windows are the wave of the future, and
those who want them will find them
here.

For adherents of the what-you-
see ... school of word processing, Pencil
Ace offers the ability to set the screen
width to correspond with the width of
the printed document-as long as the
printed document is between 10 and 80
characters wide.

Another useful feature of Pencil Ace is
automatic key entry. You create your
own automatic key entry files and name
them. You could, for example, put your
letterhead in an automatic key entry file.
Then each time you wanted to type a let-
ter, you would need only to specify the
filename, and the letterhead would virtu-
ally type itself. This feature would also
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Caps Lock: Off Num Lock: Off Under I ine: Off Bold: Off

~rin~;;;h and Replace <Ctrl>-<V> -----p;ge 58
The search function is used to locate or replace any string of charac ter s

in the file. Press <Ctrl>-<V> and enter the search string followed by <Return>.
I f you do not want to replace the string, answer the Replace Question with
another <Return>. To replace the search string with another string, enter a
replacement string. When the How many times message is displayed, you may either
enter the number of times to replace the string or press <Return> to enter the
conditional search and replace mode. In this mode each occurence of the search
string is displayed so that you can (R}eplace it, (S)kip it, or {A}bort. While
you are entering your search or replacement strings, pressing <f> or <~>wil1
change the search direction to either rever-se or f orwerd j-espect tve Iv.

Figure 6. Pencil Tutor provides a detailed explanation of each of
62 commands.

ment that you have been using a Brand
X word processor and although you are
not entirely satisfied with its features,
you have grown accustomed to the func-
tion keys; Ctrl-E for backspace makes
sense to you, and you are loathe to
change your ways. With Pencil Ace, you
can reprogram Electric Pencil to imitate
the function keys of your old program or
define a completely new set.

Pencil Tutor
Pencil Tutor is the second companion

program to Electric Pencil PC It con-
sists of 62 separate Tutor screens, each
of which explains one Pencil command.

------.- -- - ---- ---'- - ---- - - ------------,.-Reliability, Thy Name is
• • , _. -.+

... Oris It?
When I inherited my Sol 20 from the

Creative Computing Software division in
1979, Processor Technology was already
but a memory. When Steve North in-
stalled it for me, he warned that if we
had any problems 'with the hardware it
would probably be difficult to get it
repaired.

As it has turned out, we have never
had occasion to investigate the availabil-
ity of repair services for the Sol-it is
still going strong. Once it did blow a fuse
in a Cloud of foul smelling smoke, but it
new fuse and good cleaning solved that
problem in less than an hour. And, like
many senior citizens, the 40-lb. Helios
disk drive sometimes has trouble getting
started on cold mornings .. But overall,
the Sol 20 remains the most reliable
computer in a building inhabited by

Figure 5. The search and replacefunctions allow you to change
all occurrences of a given word or phrase or.just the ones that
are incorrect.' .

be useful for typing legal boilerplate, en-
gineering specifications, and form letters
-'-any task which requires repeated use
of identical text. It can also be used to
merge a mailing list with form letters.
Boldface, underlining, and all of the
abovementioned imbedded commands
can be included in an automatic key en-
try file, and files can be chained together
to create customized documents.

As if creating a comprehensive, easy
to use word processor with windows
were not enough, IJG offers through
Pencil Ace the ability to reprogram the
entire keyboard. Let's assume for a mo-

scores of systems-large and small, old
and new.

Why, then, did 1 switch most of my
word processing to an IBM PC nine
months ago? Partly to find out what at!

-vthe fuss was about and partly sol could
try some of the myriad software pack.
ages being introduced for it every week.

So, how does the PC compare to the
Sol? Well, we won't even discuss die
keyboard except to say that the Sol
keyboard-botli in terms of touch and
arrangement of keys-is still the best I
have ever used. I find the documentation
for the IBM and 'most of the software I
have tried to use on it' exceedingly
confusing and, in many cases, totally in-
comprehensible. And I can reboot the
Sol and Helios several times on cold
mornings 'in the time it takes for the
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At any time during your word process-
ing session, you can press Ctrl-H fol-
lowed by a command that has you
confused, and the program will display
an explanatory paragraph about that
command. If you don't know what com-
mand you want, you can refer to the
Pencil Tutor Key Guide in the manual
which lists all of the commands and
abbreviated explanations of each: Ctrl-
G, Insert Line. Tutor is not intended to
serve as a step-by-step tutorial, but
rather as a ready reference' for the per-
son who has read enough of the manual
to get started. It is also useful for veteran
users who may tend to forget seldom
used commands.

Summary
Is Electric Pencil PC for everyone?

Probably not, but I can think of only one
group for whom it would probably not
suffice. Academicians-particularly
those of the mathematical persuasion-
will probably want a program that can
handle superscripts and subscripts
adroitly and perhaps even do automatic
footnoting. Electric Pencil PC can be co-
erced into doing these things, using the
infile character translation feature, but
the process is cumbersome and probably
best left to diehard hackers.

Pencil can, however, do just about
everything else 'a word processor should
do, and everything it does, it does with a
minimum of fuss. Over the years, we
have taught high school dropouts,
Ph.D.s, technophobes, artists, secretar-
ies, and many other typists and non-typ-
ists to use Electric Pencil. Few of them

needed more than an hour or two to be-
come proficient with the system-and
none of them had the advantage of Pen-
cil Tutor and the excellent new manual.

Another important consideration for
all word processor users is, of course,
reliability. As an Electric Pencil user, I
have long since ceased to worry about
losing files due to software problems.
But I was reminded of the importance of
software reliability recently when the
night before he was to leave for a show,
a fellow editor found himself copying a
story from the screen of his Apple onto
his Model 100. His word processor had
taken a' vacation, and he could neither
save nor print his file. When I left him at
7:00 p.m., I smugly assured myself, and
I can assure you, that this would never
happen to an Electric Pencil user. In five
years, power failures and my own
carelessness are the only things that have
caused me to lose files,

Do I recommend Electric Pencil PC?
The answer is a resounding Yes! The
people at UG have taken a good, reliable
program and turned it into a marvel of
flexibility and dependability. And they
have taken the time to debug it thor-
oughly before releasing it; even the Beta
test copy we had performed flawlessly.

If you are a hacker who enjoys setting
DIP switches, writing drivers, and
inventing imbedded commands, buy an-
other word processor. If, however, you
are a computer user who want a straight-
forward, comprehensive, easy to use
program, get Electric Pencil Pc. ID
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IBM to run its self-test.
But my biggest complaint about the

IBM concerns precisely the factor that
many people cite as primary in their de-
cision to buy the PC: reliability. The
week before the warranty' expired, a
representative from Prodigy Computer
Center, the store from which we pur-
chased the machine, called to ask if we
wanted to buy a maintenance contract. I
thought for a moment about the Sol, our
four- and five-year-old Apples, the Imsai
8080, arid even the Altair-c-all of which
were functioning well-caIculated the
amount we had spent on repairs for all
of them put together, and told her we
were not interested.

Less 'than a month later, the PC key-
board died. We took it back to Prodigy
where we were told that the entire key-
board assembly was faulty and would
have to be replaced. The people in the
store were kind enough not to snicker.
Three months after that, the boss was

using my machine and involved in much
disk swapping when a small piece of

black plastic flew out of disk drive B,
rendering the door somewhat unstable
but stili' usable. We tried to fix it with
Crazy Glue, but couldn't get it to stick,
so I tried to use drive B only when ab-
solutely necessary, and then only with
great care and gentleness. '

Then, a week ago, as I opened the
drive door, another small piece of black
plastic flew out, and thedoor was dead.
At first, the people at Prodigy thought
they would have to replace the entire
drive; .but upon closer inspection," de-
cided that they could replace the 1'12"
square door for a mere $45.43.

So, in less than a year we have spent
$318 repairing a $3000 machine. That is
more than we have spent on repairs for
any single system of any age in the past
five years, and $43 more than the
maintenance contract would have cost.

The question remains: do we have a
lemon or ,is the legend of IBM reliability
less than it is cracked up to be? In either
case, we urge readers to be careful.

-EBS
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MVP-FORTH

THE FORTH SOURCE™

$23

Stable - Transportable - Public Domain - Tools
You need two primary features in a software development package . a
stable operating system and the ability to move programs easily and
quickly to a variety of computers. MVP-FORTH gives you both these
features and many extras. This public domain product includes an editor,
FORTH assembler, tools, utilities and the vocabulary for the best selling
book "Starting FORTH". The Programmer's Kit provides a complete
FORTH for a number of computers. Other MVP-FORTH products will
simplify the development of you: applications.

MVP Books - A Series "
o Volume 1, All about FORTH by Haydon. MVP-FORTH

glossary with cross references to fig-FORTH, Starling FORTH
and FORTH-79 Standard. 2nd Ed. $25

D Volume 2, MVP-FORTH Assemoly Source Cj2de_J[1cludes
CP/M® , IBM-PC® , and APPLE® listing for kernel $20

~~'IIO Volume 3, Floating Point Glossary by Springer $10

~~ 0 Volume 4, Expert System with source code by Park $25

~'IID Volume 5, File Management System with interrupt security by
~ Moreton $25

MVP-FORTH Software - A Transportable FORTH
o MVP-FORTH Programmer's Kit including disk, documen-

tation, Volumes 1 & 20f MVP-FORTH Series (All About
FORTH, 2nd Ed. & Assembly Source Code), and Starting
FORTH. Specify 0 CPIM, 0 CPIM 86, D CPIM +, 0 APPLE,
o IBM PC, 0 MS-DOS, 0 Osborne, 0 Kaypro, 0 H89/Z89,

~~0 Z100, 0 TI-PC, 0 MicroDecisions, 0 Northstar,
~ 0 Compupro. 0 Cromenco, 0 DEC Rainbow $150

FORTH DISKS
FORTH with editor, assembler, and manual.

o APPLE by MM $100 0 Z80 by LM $100
o APPLE by Kuntze $90 0 8086/88 by LM $100
o ATARI® val FORTH $60 0 68000 by LM $250
o CP/M® by MM $100 0 VIC FORTH by HES, VIC20
o HP-85 by Lange $90 cartridge $50
o HP-75 by Cassady $150 0 C64 by HES Commodore 64
o IBM-PC® by LM $100 r.:~ cartridge $60
o NOVA by CCI 8" DS/DD$1 75~ 0 Timex by HW $25

Enhanced FORTH with: F-Floating Point, G-Graphics, T-Tutorial,
S-Stand Alone, M-Math Chip Support, MT -Multi-Tasking, X-Other
Extras, 79-FORTH-79, 83-FORTH-83.

o APPLE by MM, 0 Extensions for LM Specify
F, G, & 83 $160 IBM, Z80, or 8086

o ATARI by PNS, F,G, & X. $90 0 Software Floating
o CP/M by MM, F & 83 $160 Point $100o 8087 Support
DApple, GraFORTH bY'1 $75 (IBM-PC or 8086) $100
o Multi-Tasking FORTH. by SL, 0 9511 Support

CPIM, X & 79 $395 (Z80 or 8086) $100
I'l TRS-8011 or III by MMS 0 Color Graphics

F, X, & 79 $130 (IBM-PC) $100
o Timex by FD, tape G,X, 0 Data Base

& 79 $45 Management $200
o Victor 9000 by DE,G,X $150 Requires LM FORTH disk.

o flg-FORTH Programming Aids for decompiling, callfinding,
and translating. CPIM, IBM-PC, Z80, or Apple $150

CROSS COMPILERS Allow extending, modifying and compiling for
speed and memory savings, can also produce ROMabie code .• Requires
FORTH disk.
o CPIM $300

$300
$300

o IBM.
D Z80.
DApple 11111+

$300
$300
$300

o MVP-FORTH Cross Compiler for CPIM Programmer's Kit.
Generates headerless code for ROM or target CPU $300

o MVP-FORTH Meta Compiler for CPIM Programmer's kit. Use
for applicatons on CPIM based computer. Includes public
domain source $1 50

D MVP-FORTH Fast Floating Point Includes 9511 math chip on
board with disks, documentation and enhanced virtual MVP-
FORTH for Apple II, 11+, and lie. $450

o MVP-FORTH Programming Aids for CPIM, IBM or APPLE
Programmer's Kit. Extremely useful tool for decompiling,
callfinding, and translating. $150

o MVP-FORTH by ECS for IBM-PC or ATARI® . Standalone with
screen editor. License required. $100

D MVP-FORTH by ECS for IBM-PC or ATARI. With color
animation, multitasking sound, utilities, and license. $175

o MVP-FORTH Professional Application Development System
(PADS) for IBM-PC, or APPLE. A three level integrated
development system with complete documentation. $500

~~'II 0 MVP-FORTH Expert System for development of knowledge-
based programs for Apple, IBM, or CP/M. $80

~~~0 MVP-FORTH File Management System (FMS) with interrupt
security for IBM, Victor 9000, or CPIM $200

FORTH MANUALS, GUIDES &. DOCUMENTS

o ALL ABOUT FORTH by 0 1980 FORML Proc. $25
Haydon. See above. $25 0 1981 FORML Proc 2 Vol $40

o FORTH Encyclopedia by 0 1982 FORML Proc. $25
Derick & Baker $25 0 1981 Rochester FORTH

~~'II 0 The Complete FORTH by Proc. $25
Winfield $16 0 1982 Rochester FORTH

o Understanding FORTH by Proc. $25
. Reymann . $3 r<-~0 1983 Rochester FORTH

~~~ 0 FORTH Fundamentals, ~ Proc, $25
Vol. I by McCabe $16 0 A FORTH Primer $25

~~-tl 0 FORTH Fundamentals, 0 Threaded fnterpretive
Vol. II by McCabe $13 Languages

r<-~0 Beginning FORTH by 0 META FORTH by
~ Chirlian $17 Cassady

o FORTH Encyclopedia 0 Systems Guide to fig-
Pocket Guide $7 FORTH

o And So FORTH by Huang. A 0 Invitation to FORTH
college level text. $25

o FORTH Programming by
Scanlon $17 ~""~ 0 FORTH-83 Standard

o FORTH on the ATARI by E. 0 FORTH-79 Standard
Floegel $8 0 FORTH-79 Standard

o Starting FORTH by Brodie. Conversion $10
Best instructional manual 0 Tiny Pascal fig-FORTH $10
available. (soft cover) $18 0 NOVA fig-FORTH by CCI

o Starting FORTH (hard Source Listing $25
cover) $23 0 NOVA by CCI User's

Manual
$25 c:::; Jupiter ACE Manual by

~""~ Vickers $15

o PDP-11 User Man.

~~'II0 68000 fig-Forth with
assembler

o Installation Manual for fig-FORTH,

Source Listings of fig-FORTH, for specific CPU's and computers. The
Installation Manual is required for implementation. Each $1 5

o 1802 0 6502 D 6800 0 AlphaMicro
o 8080 0 8086/88 0 9900 0 APPLE II
o PACE 06809 0 NOVA 0 PDP-l11LSI-11
o 68000 0 Eclipse 0 VAX 0 Z80

Ordering Information: Check, Money Order (payable to MOUNTAIN VIEW PRESS,
INC.), VISA, MasterCard, American Express. COD's $5 extra. Minimum order $15.
No billing or unpaid PO's. California residents add sales tax. Shipping costs in US
included in price. Foreign orders, pay in US funds on US bank, include for handling
dnd shipping by Air: $5 for each item under $25, $10 for each item between $25 and
$99 and $20 for each item over $100. All prices and products subject to change or
withdrawal without notice. Single system and/or single user license agreement
required on some products. )

$30

$25
$20
$20
$15
$15

$25

$15

08086·
068000·

FORTH COMPUTER
o Jupiter Ace

o 16K RAM Pack
o 48K RAM Pack

$150
$50

$125

P9 BOX 4656
MOUNTAIN VIEW PRESS, IN<t.

(415) 961-4103MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94040

Key to vendor.:
CCI Capstone Computing Inc.
DE Dai·E Systems
FD Forth Dimension
HW Hawg Wild Software
Iinsoft

LM Laboratory Microsystems
MM MicroMotion
MMS Miller Microcomputer Services
PNS Pink Noise Studio
SL Shaw Labs
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State of the Art ...

Growing Up t
Literate

Antonym Antics
Antonym Antics from Muse Software

is an exceptionally cute vocabulary
game.

The program begins with a brief in-
troduction to antonyms which includes
instructions for pronouncing the word
("First say ant ... "), a very short defi-
nition, and an example. The introduc-
tion is revealed one hi-res capital letter
at a time, which is fine the first time you
play, but becomes tedious once you
understand the principle and want to get
on with the game. We found no way to
bypass the introduction or to resume an
interrupted game.

The simple instructions for playing
the game appear on each screen, so there
is no possibility of forgetting how to
play.

For each pair of antonyms, a word ap-
pears at the lefthand side of the screen.
Five additional words then appear on

Part 4

GP6attv6 Gomputtnfi
SOFfW ARE PROFILE

Name: Antonym Antics
Type: Educational game
Suggested Age: 6 to 8
,Author: Perry Edwards
System: Apple
Format: Disk
Summary: Clever cartoons illustrate

drill on antonyms.
Price: $39.95
Manufacturer:

Muse Software
347 North Charles St.
Baltimore, MD 21201
(301) 659-7212

the right.Y ou press RETURN to move a
rectangulat outline through the list of
words. When,J~e word in the rectangle
is the antony'~ ,r the word on the left,
you press. the sp~cebar and immediately
learn wh~t~er Y94, were right or wrong.

Regar~s :#w1tt(,~heryo.u were right
or wron/i,,'Y.ou next see a hi-res cartoon
illustratJi~Jhe word 'whose ' antonym
you are\8!lJ.g to guess. A press of the
RETURN'~Y reveals a second cartoon
which ill~~trates the antonym. For
example, "1S,ally'shair is wet" and "Sal-
ly's hair is'"dry" show very clearly the
difference between wet and dry.

If your answer was incorrect, you get
another chance to guess the correct an-
tonym after you have seen the cartoons.
Subsequent misses of the same word re-
sult only 'in new lists of possible anto-
nyms, You don't get to see the cartoon
again until you render the correct
answer.

The cartoons are extremely cute and

Betsy Staples

Antonym Antics Quiz. Antonym Antics illustration of fast/slow.



Growing Up literate, continued .••
clever, although a couple of them fall a'
bit wide of the precise definition mark,
"I never/always keep things in this
room," for example, is accompanied by a
picture of an empty room followed by a
picture of a room full of toys and fur-
niture. Somehow, it seems that image
would better illustrate some/none or
empty/full.

The other problem with the hi-res
screens is that they take a long
time-about 12 seconds-to load. After
the initial wait, you can flip between the
two illustrations instantaneously, but we
wish there were a better, faster way.

The Antonym Antics package includes
two disks. There are 13 word pairs on
the program disk and 22 more on the
second data disk. The program prompts
you to insert the second disk after you
have done all the words on the first one.

The words on the second disk are a bit
more difficult than the first batch, and
toward the end of the list your task is
further complicated by the addition of
double word pairs. You must match two
sets of words and their antonyms; then
the cartoon combines both sets: Lois is
younger and shorter than Dick/Amy is
older and taller than Neil.

Readers of this series know that we al-
most always downgrade educational
programs that do not allow the user to
add his own words or problems. Ant-
onym Antics does, indeed, lack this fea-
ture, but we certainly understand why.
The creation of the delightful hi-res
screens that are the heart of the game
would undoubtedly be beyond the
abilities of most users.

Summary
The question remains, however: is it

wise to buy a program that offers only
35 exercises? Well, yes and no. If you are
looking for an educational game that
will keep your child occupied for hours
without requiring any supervision or
interaction with the parent, Antonym
Antics is probably not the best vocabu-
lary game to buy.

If, however, you are willing to spend
time with the child and the program,
talking about cartoons and the child's
mistakes and using the program as a cat-
alyst for other vocabulary games and ex-
ercises, then it could be quite valuable.

Classroom teachers in the primary
grades should also be able to use the pro-
gram to advantage as an integral part of
a unit on antonyms.

Author Perry Edwards has done a
good job with Antonym Antics. The
words he has chosen to drill are right on
target for primary school youngsters,
and the clever, witty cartoons should ap-
peal especially to children in just that
age range.
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Classes of Nouns.

Classes Of Nouns
Classes of Nouns is part of the English

Grammar series from BrainBank. It is
clearly designed for classroom use.

The lessons covered by the program
include proper nouns, capitalization: ti-
tles are tricky, special classes of nouns,
and common nouns. There is also a
review exercise that keeps score.

Several of the lessons begin with
colorful lo-res pictures that help to illus-
trate part of the explanation of the kind
of noun under consideration, but most of
the program is presented simply in the
Apple uppercase character set. This
means that the section on proper nouns
that concentrates on capitalization loses
a little something. The author under-
scores the letters that she wants to in"
dicate as caps, but it seems a bit
contrived. The good news is that screen
displays appear quickly, so you don't
have time to start wondering if a good
grammar book wouldn't do just as well.

The approach to the subject matter is
tutorial. A short bit of text defines the
type of noun being studied, and exam-
ples are shown on the screen. The actual
exercises which follow ask you either to

cP6atlv6 computlofj
SOFfWAREPROFILE'"

Name: Classes of Nouns
Type: Educational
Author: Samantha Drogin
System: Apple, Pet
Forman Disk
Price: $60
Manufacturer:

BrainBank, Inc.:'
220 Fifth Ave.
New YorI(, NY 10001
(212) 686~6565

identify one of the kinds of nouns by
typing it or to tell whether a highlighted
noun belongs to the class being studied
by typing Y or N. The number of prac-
tice sentences is just about right; when
you' finish the exercise, you feel neither
bored nor cheated.

If you get the answer correct on the
first try, the program prints a word or
phrase of approval which is sometimes
humorous or punny ("You're no
dummy" is the response to the answer
"mannequin"). It is rather like having
the class clown present at your private
lessons.

If you answer incorrectly, the pro-
gram simply asks you to "Please try
again," and a subsequent correct answer
evokes a simple acknowledgement, so
there is no problem with reinforcing in-
correct answers.

If you get the correct answer but spell
it wrong, the message is "Watch your
spelling!" You get as marty chances as
you need to spell it correctly, but, again,
you get a noncommittal response ("Now
I agree").

As for the information contained in
the lessons, most of it is accurate and
clearly explained. We were, however,
distressed to see a reference to "Burt
Reynolds' machismo." Perhaps Strunk
and White's first rule of elementary us-
age has gone the way of inflection in the
English language.

We also take issue with the author's
insistence that the word aunt in "Ida's
aunt Sophie" should not be capitalized.
The only reference we could find to this
construction preferred the uppercase
use.

The review test quizzes you on all the
classes of nouns you have studied on the
disk. There is a true/false section and a
section that asks you to identify nouns of
the different classes in sentences.

The computer keeps track of your



Smartmodem 300. 1200 and 1200Bare FCCapproved in
the U.S. and DOC approved in Canada. All require an
IBM PCwith minimum 96Kbytes of memory: IBMDOS'
I.IO or 1.00:one disk drive: and 80<01umn display.

Smartmodem 1200B. (Includes telephone cable. No
serial card or separate power source is needed.)

Smartcom II communications software ..

NOTE: Smartmodem I200B may also be installed in the
IBMPersonal Computer XTor the Expansion Unit.
In those units. another board installed in the slot to

the immediate right of the Smartmodem 1200Bmay not
clear the modem: also. the brackets may not fit properly.
If this occurs. the slot to the right of the modem.should
be left empty.

And. in addition to the IBMPc.
Smartcom II is also available for
the DEe Rainbow?' 100. Xerox
820-II;Mand Kaypro IrMpersorial
computers.
Backed by the experience and

reputation of Hayes. A solid
leader in the microcomputer in-
dustry. Hayes provides excellent
documentation for all products. A
limited two-year warranty on all
hardware. And full support from
us to your dealer.
So see him today. Break out of

isolation; Get a telephone for your
personal computer. From Hayes.
Hayes Microcomputer Products.

Inc., 5923 Peachtree Industrial
Blvd..Norcross. GA 30092.
404/441-1617.

Smartmodem 300. Smartmodem 1200.Smartmodem 1200B
and Smartcom I! are trademarks of Hayes Microcomputer
products. Ine. IBMis a registered trademark of Interna-
tional Business Machines. Corp. Touch-Tone is a
registered service mark of American Telephone and
Telegraph. Rainbow is a trademark of Digital Equipment
Corporation. Xerox 820·I! is a trademark of Xerox
Corporation. Kaypro I! is a registered trademark of
Non-Linear Systems. Inc. .
©1983 Hayes Microcomputer products. Ine.
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Growing Up Literate, continued .••
score and reports it as a percent at the
end of the test.

Documentation
The documentation, oddly enough,

says very little about the program. The
eight-page Teacher Guide provides sam-
ple exercises similar to the ones on the
disk and invites the teacher to reproduce
them for use in the classroom.
The 18-page BrainWare Booklet is

more of an introduction to computing
than specific documentation for the pro-
gram. The booklet begins "There are at
least five lessons in every BrainBank
diskette or cassette title. But you cannot
work with them unless the computer is
on;" Armed with that bit of priceless
knowledge, even the most cyberphobic
teacher should feel confident.
The Booklet also includes "The

Microcomputer: An Overview" and a
glossary of computer terms. The booklet
provides a reasonable introduction to
computing, but is all but devoid of the
machine-specific information that would
make it really useful.

WRITE
YOUR
OWN
APPLE
GAMES

Summary
Like Antonym Antics, Classes of

Nouns is recommended for use in the
classroom. Since it, too, lacks provision
for adding material, it would soon grow
stale in the home where only one or
two students would soon master the
sentences on the disk.

In the classroom, however, it would
make an excellent addition to a unit on
nouns or parts of speech in general. As
we have said before in this series, we
approve of the old fashioned custom
of identifying parts of speech and
punctuation marks and drilling them .•
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Includes 40 exciting
pre-programmed games

to get you started!

" ...How about a little time sharing mom,
I need the computer for my homework."

Write Your own Apple Games is your ticket to
thousands of hours of solid game fun.

But it's more than just a game book.
While you're enjoying more than 40 exciting new

programs, you'll be learning-quickly and easily-
the. most advanced techniques of computer game
design.

In Write Your Own Apple Games, Stuart
Anstis explains each game to you in logical, step-
by-step subroutines. You'll see crucial game graph-
ICS exactly as they should appear on your screen.
Then you'll learn how to rearrange the basic

subroutines to create countless game variations.
If you know BASIC, you're ready to learn state-

of-the-art game techniques, including how to create
smooth, flicker-free screen movement. Generate
flashing "neon-sign" graphics. Keep game scores.
Use random numbers in game design. And much
more.
Write Your Own Apple Games gives you all

the skills you need to start designing your own
original computer games for fun-and profit!

And because wnting your own games. gives you
greater control of your Apple's numerical and
graphic capabilities, you'll be opening the door to
fantastic new possibilities for using your computer.

Start having some sen-
ous fun with your Apple
computer. Send for your
copy of Write Your
Own Apple Games
today.

~A~D~ ,
CREATIVE

ICOMPUTING I
PRESS
Dept. MA6C

I39 East Hanover Avenue, Morris Plains, N.J. 07950 I
Please send me copies of Write Your
Own Apple Games for only $12.95 each, plus

I$2.00 shipping & handling per book. # 2W. I
Total amount ~ .

o Payment Enclosed.(CA,NJand NY

I State residents please add applicable sales I
tax).o CHARGE MY: 0 MasterCard

I 0 American Express 0 Visa I
Card No Exp. Dat"---

I::tur I
(Please print)

IAddres I
Ciry _

I
Stat Zi
'Outside the U.S.A. add $3 for shipping and handling. I
o Check here to receive FREE catalog of

I computing books, magazines and guides. I
For faster service, (In N J only:

PHONE TOLL FREE 201-

L 800-631-8112 540-0445)
Also available in your local bookstore .I

or computer store.-----
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A Spreadsheet Program for Your Commodore 64

Consultants get unusual jobs, and I
found myself one day in a firm which is
well known in Silicon Valley when my
manager asked me into his office for a
private conference. His bosses had re-
quested yet another revision of the salary
requirements for his employees, and
since this information was considered
sensitive, my role as a consultant led me
to a confrontation with some ledger pa-
per and a calculator. After about 30
minutes and 30 mistakes, I got the re-
visions, totals, and estimates done for
five employees and 12 monthly periods.

If I had had CaleResult, the job would
have taken about ten minutes, of which
six or seven minutes would have been
used to set up the model and the rest for
entering the various numbers. Further
revisions would be merely a matter of
updating the numbers that required new
values.
An irony of all this is that the firm in

question operates a computer network,
in which it uses some 1000 computers.
Every employee has a computer terminal
permanently logged on to the network,
but the bandwidth of a telephone line
makes spreadsheets impractical to use.

CP6attv6GOmputtnfj
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: CalcResult- Advanced Version
Type: Spreadsheet
System: Commodore 64
Format: Disk and cartridge
LangtJage: Basic and machine language
Summary: All in all, a good program.
Price: $149.95 (cartridge only, $79.95)
Manufacturer:

Computer Marketing Services
26 Springdale Rd.
Cherry Hill, NJ 08003
(609)424-5055
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rates.
As a simple example, suppose you '-';.:'_"!', _

have taken a loan of $1000 at an interest .I,.

rate of 12% per year. You are to pay
back the loan at $100 per month with It
the interest due being paid first, and the ~.
remainder being applied to the principal. .
Figure 1 shows what you would end up
with (I cheated and did this one with
CaleR esuIt.)
To set this up, I first made a grid of

rectangular cells, with columns A
through M and rows 1 through 10. Col-
umn A is used for titles, so that leaves
the 12 columns B through M for the
various numbers, including the twelve
months for one year. I then put the start-
ing information (loan amount, interest
rate, and monthly payment) into cells
B3, B4, and B5 for future reference.
Note that the cells can be identified by
their row and column co-ordinates.
The next step is to create the row

labeled Month and to number the 12
months. Though this is easily done by
hand, note that the value for cell C7 is
the number B7+ 1, D7 is equal to C7+ 1
and so on. Now, to get the first value
for the interest, I calculated
1000*12/12/100-that is principal *
yearly interest rate / 12months per year
/ 100 for percentage. This works out to
10. The balance is 1000+ 10-100 or
principal + interest - payment.
The remaining months are calculated

CalcResult

Gregory Yob

What CalcResult Is And Does
Most businesses have tasks that are

usually done on ledger sheet with a pen-
cil and calculator. Most of these are
small enough that the time and expense
of writing a program, say in Basic, is too
much for serious consideration. Many of
these tasks are in fact one-time jobs, like
projecting and comparing two bank
loans at different terms and interest

-,
from the Pievious month's balance and
the interesj rate and payment values.
For exar.f\ple,the interest for Month 5 is
(Month ~ balance * yearly interest rate
/1200) ~bd the balance for Month 5 is

'~'

f·'
~'I"Js r

'~" :-qpce the formulae are
;i:t/correctly set up all}§. . ,
~;,clerical errors are
~? . eliminated.

c

(balance for Month 4 + interest for
Month 5 - payment).

Figure 2 shows these relationships in
terms of the cell co-ordinates. For exam-
ple, the first month's interest comes out
to be B3*B4/1200 placed in cell B9.
To get all of the numbers in Figure 1

requires a few hundred keystrokes on a
calculator and a great deal of re-check-
ing for mistakes. Yet, all of the monthly
values are computed from the first three
numbers. If the interest rate were to be
changed, all of the monthly computa-
tions would have to be redone.

A spreadsheet program lets you spec-
ify the formulae (the relationships in
Figure 2) for the monthly figures. Now,
if the first three numbers are entered,
CaleResult will automatically compute
each of the 24 monthly numbers. The
fear of fingers slipping on the calculator
is gone forever. Even better, if you
change one of the first three numbers,
the automatic computation is done
again, and the new monthly figures are
immediately available.

To sum it up, a spreadsheet program
has two advantages over ledger paper
and calculators:

• Once the formulae are correctly set
up, all clerical errors are eliminated.
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CalcResult, continued ...

+ + + + + + +--------+--------t--------+--------+--------+-------~+--------+
, ,

I 'My Loan !
+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+-~------+--------+

2 '
t--------t--------t--------t--------t--------t--------+--------t--------:+--------t--------+--------t--------t--------t

3 'Lo.n 'm0.!~!
t--------t--------t--------t--------t--------t--------t--------t--------t--------t--------t--------t--------t--------t

4 'Int R.te! 12.e8!
+--------+--------+--------+--------t--------+--------t t t t +w +w w_w_+--------+

5 !PaYient! Uil.89!
+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+_._------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

b !
+--------+--------t--------t--------+--------+--------t--------t--------t--------t--------+--------+--------t--------+

7 'Month I' 2! 3' 4' 5! 6' 7! B! 9! 18' II' 12!
+--------t--------t--------t--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------t--------+--------+--------+

8 '
+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------t--------t--------+--------t--------+--------t--------+--------+

9 'Interest' lue' 9.le! B.19' 7.27' 6.35' 5.41' 4.W 3.51' 2.54' 1.57' 8,56' -e.41!
+--------+--------+--------t--------t--------+--------+--------+--------t--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

18 'Sal.nce' 9IU~' BIU9' 727.29' 634.56' 5U.91! 446.32' 35e.7B! 254.29' 156.B3' 5B.49' -4U2! -141.43!
+--------t--------+--------+--------t--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

II'
t--------t--------+--------t--------t--------t--------t--------t--------+--------+--------+--------+--------t--------+

Figure 1. Example of a loan calculation. By using a grid of cells, a simple loan
calculation is performed. Each cell is identified by its row and column, i.e., the label
My Loan is in cell Ai. The interest and Balance in cells L9, LiO, M9, and MiO indicate
that the last payment is $58.40 in Month 10.

+------------+------------+------------t------------t------------t---:---------t--- -t------------+------------t
I ' Ti tIe
+---..,--------+------------+------------t------------t--"----------+------------+---

2 '
t------------t------------t---w--------+------------t------------t------------t---

3 ! Title ! Hu.ber
+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------t---

4 ' Ti tIe ! Hu.ber
+------------t------------+------------+-----------·+------------+----- + _

5 ' Title ! Nu.ber
+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------t------------+---

6 '
+------------+------------+------------+----.--------+------------t------------+---

7 ' Title ! Hu.ber ! B7+1 ' C7+1 ! D7+1 ' E7+1+ + w + + +_-----------+------------t---
B !
+-----..:------+-:------------+------------+------------+------------t------------+---

-+------------+------------+,
'\

-t------------+------------t

-+------------t------------+

-+------------+------------+

-+----------- -+------------+

-+------------+------------t
, K7+1 ! L7+1
-+------------t------------+

-+------------+------------t
!KltIB4/12f8 !Ll81B4/1288 !
-+------------+------------t
'KI8+L9-B5 ! Ll8+"9-B5 !
-+------------t------------+

9 ' Title ! B31B4/12~8 !m1B4/1288 !CUIB4/1288 'DUIB4112U 'El9IB4/12ff '
t------------t------------+------------+------------+------------+-----------_+ _

'B3+BH5 'BIN9-B5 'CI8+D9-B5 ! DI8+E9-B5 'El8+F9-B5 '
.-------------t------------t------------t------------+------------t------------+---

II'
+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+--- -t------------t------------+

Figure 2. Relationships between cells in loan calculation. The repetitive computations
in the simple loan are shown here. These relationships are called formulae in
CalcResult. Cells called Title hold strings for titling row and columns. Cells with
Number hold values which are entered by the user. The remaining non-blank cells
hold formulae which compute the number for a cell from 'values held in other cells.
For example, cell C7 is calculated by adding 1 to the value of cell B7.

• Recomputation for new starting val-
ues is immediate and accurate, let-
ting you try more situations when
doing forecasts, budgets, loans; and
the like. '

The cursor keys are used to select the
cell with which you are working (a yel-
low cursor filling the cell shows where
you are), and if you move the cursor past
the edge of the screen, all of the cells
move one unit, that is, the screen scrolls
so that the portion of the spreadsheet in
the display always has the cursor in it.
Since scrolling is nearly instantaneous,
this windowing is easy to live with. The
cell co-ordinates are shown on the left
edge and the fourth line of the screen,

When you have the cursor in the cell
you want, you can enter either a "label"
or a "value." Labels are entered by

Data Entry And Formulae
If you examine Figure 1 closely, you

will see that it has 13 columns of eight
characters each, so the loan calculation
is 104 characters wide which is more
than the 40 characters offered by the
Commodore 64 screen. When you start
CalcResult, it displays a portion of the
worksheet 21 rows by 4 columns.
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pressing Space followed by the text. (The
text can be longer than the cell is wide.)
If you enter a number, CalcResult sees
this as a value. Entry of cell co-ordinates
or mathematical operators puts a for-
mula in the cell (Calckesult still calls
this a value). If the number resulting
from computing the formula can be cal-
culated, this value appears on the screen.
If 'not, the term NA (Not Available)
appears.

You can alter text or numbers at any
time and CalcResult will recompute the
screen. The formulae are protected, and
a special operation (blanking) must be
used to re-enter formulas. This protects
you from inadvertently destroying your
formulae. As' the cursor moves over
cells, the formula for each is shown on
the top line or the screen.

Main Menu Commands
Pressing 'the F7 key brings up an

abbreviated main menu at the top of the
screen. Selecting D, E, F, G,or P brings
you to the second level menus. This pro-
vides access to some 50 major com-
mands. Pressing F5 in any menu calls in
from the disk a help screen which briefly
describes each of the available com-
mands. There isn't space to describe all
of CalcResult commands (for, these get
the manual) but I will mention a few
that I found especially useful.

The main menu serves mostly to select
other menus or to escape from some
function established from the sub menu
commands. For example, L turns off the
title, split screen, and window functions,
and B serves to clear a cell holding a
formula.

The command 0 serves to change the
order of computation. If you look at Fig-
ure 2, cell 010 requires values from cells
CIO, 09, and B5. Normally, CalcResult
calculates a sheet starting at Al and go-
ing down through A2, A3 until all of the
As are done. Then the B column is done
and so on. Since 09 precedesD 10, all of
the values for 010 are ready when the
calculation arrives at 010. If I had laid
out the sheet in Figure lin a vertical for-
mat (i.e., the months going down the
page) there would have been trouble,
, Each of the balances is computed
from the prior balance, the interest, and
the payment. If I had placed my col-
umns with the balance preceding the in-
terest, each calculation of a balance
would have needed information from a
cell to its right, but the interest column
would not have been calculated yet.
Upon discovering the problem, I could
have changed this with 0.' Then
Calckesult would compute moving hori-
zontally through the rows, and the re-
quired interest value would be ready for
each balance.

If your spreadsheet uses many input
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numbers, such as a budget or tax
computation, it may take CalcResult
some time to recalculate all of the other
values. In fact, there may be no point in
doing the recalculation until the new
values are in place. In the loan example,

If your spreadsheet
uses many input

numbers, such as a
budget or tax

computation, it may
take CalcResult some
time to recalculate all
of the other values.

a $2500 loan at 14.5% interest with
$143.45 monthly payment will merely
give garbage values until the three num-
bers in cells B3, B4, and B5 are all en-
tered. The R command lets you select
manual or automatic recalculation. In
manual mode, you have to press the up
arrow key for recalculation of the
spreadsheet.

Disk Commands
The disk commands are the usual disk

catalog, backup, scratch, load, save, and
so on. One feature of interest to users of
VisiCalc is the ability to load and save
files in DIF format. Though the
CalcResult manual merely says you can
load and save in DIF format, the im-
plication is that a VisiCalc file saved in
DIF format can be transferred to
CalcResult. I have not had 'a chance to
check if this feature works. It seems that
DIF is for transferring the numbers and
text only, and I am not sure if the for-
mulae can also be transferred via DIF
files.

I do have one grumble which is not
really the fault of Calck.esuli. If you are
using a separate disk for the spreadsheet
data, your Commodore 1541 drive must
be initialized every time you change
disks. In all innocence, I removed the
data disk and inserted my program disk
to look at a help page. When I saved the
data on the re-inserted data disk, my
files vanished.

Until you are working with large
spreadsheets, I solemnly suggest that
you make many copies of your program
disk (called backup in CalcResult which
I feel is misleading) say from a friend
with a 4040 drive and save the data on
the same disk. And while we are at it,
don't do anything really important with
CalcResult until you have survived a few
disasters.
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Edit Commands
The Edit commands are the most

powerful in the CalcResult repertory. In
Figure 2, many of the cells refer to other
cells in a repetitive manner. The edit
command R (replicate) lets you copy the
contents of a cell, cells in a row, or cells
in a column to other cells. This includes
both data and formulae. For example, I
can replicate the formula found in D9 to
cells E9 through M9.
'When I do this, CalcResult lets me

specify the cells either by name or by
putting the cursor in the cell and press-
ing RETURN. Then the various cells in
the formula are shown and the question
Absolute or Relative? displayed. A look
at the formulae in D9 and E9 shows that
the first cell used, BIO is Relative, i.e.,in
D9 this will be cell C I0, and so on. Cell
B4 is the same in all of the new for-
mulae,so this is an Absolute cell. Of all
the CalcResult commands, Replicate is
the most powerful and most useful. You
may also copy or move data (without
replication of formulae), and insert and
delete rows or columns in a similar
manner.

If you want to compare distant areas
of your spreadsheet, the features called
Split Screen and Window allow you to
do so. The split screen lets you display
rows or columns side-by-side without all
of the in-between columns showing. For
example, if I wanted to see columns A
and Band L' and M on the screen at
once, I would use the split screen. In a
similar way, I can make a window which
shows a small area separately on the
screen. (When pages are mentioned, note
that up to four pages can be shown at
once via Split Screen and Window.)
, Also included in the edit screen (I am
not sure why, for I think it might fit bet-
ter under Formats) is the command P
for printing the screen or desired parts of
the spreadsheet to your printer.

Format Commands
The Format menu provides various

options for the presentation of the
information in a cell. This includes the
color of the characters; numeric, integer,
and monetary (i.e., xxx.xx) forms for
numbers, and left or right justification
within the cell. The formats can be
replicated-quite a handy feature.

Global Commands
Two of these commands are useful for

your screen display. C is used to set the
columnar width for all of the cells. F is
used to select the format for all of the
cells. A "local" format for a cell set from
the Format menu takes precedence over
any global format.

About Pages
Up to now, I have talked about only

one spreadsheet, a two-dimensional grid
of cells from A I to BK254. Calcliesult
lets you build additional spreadsheets
(up to 32 total) and has a group of com-
mands (the Pages Menu) for interrelat-
ing these pages or spreadsheets. At any
time, the Commodore 64 can hold two
pages in RAM. The FI key flips from
one page to another, and the Split Screen
and Window functions can be set up to
display different pages on the screen.)

To work with many pages, CalcResult
uses a scratch area on the disk called the
work area. If you call in a page from the
work area, the current page is saved to
the disk first, and then the new page is
read in. Several of the Page menu func-
tions are quite straightforward, such as
Copy one Page to another, Delete a Page
from the work area, Erase work area,
Get and Put pages from/to the work
area, change a page number and Negate
all values in a page.

The more exotic functions in the Page
menu make all of this worthwhile. The
Add function sums the values for cells in
a "vertical" sense, i.e. cell C3 in page 1 is
added to cell C3 in page 2, and so on.
The iresult is stored in page 32. An
example of the use of this is to sum simi-
lar reports from several departments in a
business. To some degree the arrange-
ment of added spreadsheets can vary,
and it will still all work. A variation, +,
is less selective than Add, as Add ig-
nores cells whose labels or formulae
don't match.

The rightmost column in use in a page
can be referred to by the next highest
numbered page. This is done by using
cells' named @ 1, @ 2, and so on. The
Global Recalculation command will
then perform the task of redoing the en-
tire portfolio with the data on the right
of one sheet being transferred to the next
one. In this way, you can build a spread-

If you want to compare
distant areas of your

spreadsheet, the
teetures called Split
Screen and Window
allow you to do so.

sheet that is up to 2948 (64*32) columns
wide and 254 rows deep.

Evaluation And Remarks
All in all, CalcResult is a good pro-

gram. Much care has been taken to
make it friendly and tolerant of mis-
takes. It will often turn the screen red
and ring the bell when an error is
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CalcResult, continued ...
committed; most of the time the result is
easy to fix.
. 1 am not partial to "push this button,

now push that button" style manuals,
but 1 discovered that doing the tutorial
did actually teach me enough about
CalcResult to do a few things on my
own without too many hasty searches
through the manual.

The manual is in most cases excellent.
1 did find weaknesses in three aspects.
First, the manual tells you to build
"backup" disks, which are really your
working versions of CalcResult, and to
make "data" disks. All of this is fine, ex-
cept to see a help screen you must re-
move your data disk and insert the
backup disk. The insistence of the 1541
on initialization will get you after a while.
I wish the manual were more specific
about which disk is where in the tutorial
section.
Second, in some cases the prompts on

the screen didn't match the manual, so
keep an eye on things. Third, in a few
places you are advised to "play around"
and then the narrative continues with
the assumption that you didn't play at
all. 1 had to do some hard thinking to
get back to the tutorial a few times.

Many color photographs of the C-64
screen are provided. I found these essen-

tial as I went through the examples. I
wish more manuals did this. By the way,
some of the commands in the reference
section are merely listed without any
explanatory text. A bit of exploration is
suggested.

CalcResult itself has two weaknesses,
one major and one minor. The major
one is the selection of white over blue for
the cell area on the screen. 1 could not
read certain combinations of numerals
like 000 and 0689. When I rebuilt a ver-
sion of my backup disk for a screen with
one of the greys (I was expecting white
over grey which is legible on my mon-
itor), the result was yellow over grey,
which was even more illegible. I hope
the next version of CalcResult will also
ask for "Data Color" to guarantee
legible data.

For the present, you can survive by
using one of two tricks. The first is to
use the Format command to get the
most legible color (I suggest light blue
over the default blue screen) into cell
AI. Now Replicate over the 'area you are
going to use in the spreadsheet. This
works only for small sheets, as a great
deal of memory is used.

The second trick is to set the color as
well as the formula for cells to be Rep-
licated. Replicate will then carry the

color along. The unused parts of the
sheet will not be colored. The third op-
tion is to get a good monitor.

The minor weakness is that title
protection does not transfer from the
workspace when pages are being moved
back and forth. 1 rather hope that some
user-definable keystroke sequences will
be included in future CalcResult re-
leases. 1 could have defined a two- or
three-key sequence to replace the 15 or
so needed to restore the title protection 1
was using.

Another of the strengths of the pro-
gram is a large variety of mathematical
functions are available when you build
formulae. This includes minimum; maxi-
mum; summing; mean and standard de-
viation over ranges of cells; net present
value; a 'variety of higher math functions
such as SIN,COS,ARCCOS, LOGlO, and so
on (useful for scientific work); nestable '
IF ... THEN ... ELSE statements; and
the relational operators OR AND and
NOT. All of these have precedence rules
rather like Basic, so you do not have to
play calculator when building formulae.

My overall evaluation is 4'/2 stars out
of a possible five. If you have to do busi-
ness projections on a Commodore 64,
CalcResult is a good tool. IB
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Entertaining, thoroughly tested instructional software and books
Easy-to-read, step-by-step directions
Complete user support

WEPCO'S GOT IT!
SOFTWARE
iiiii Available [or Apple® II + fIle

Algebra Arcadit by Mick, Konemann, O'Farrell, Isaacs
Also available [or: IBM® PC, and Commodore 64 n, ;
$49.95
WIlPCO ELECTRONIC BLACKBOARD SERIES by
O'Farrell, Mick, Isaacs, Konemann
Algebra Electronic Blackboard: 5 diskettes and
User's Guide; $250.00
Trigonometry Electronic Blackboard: 2 diskettes
and User's Guide; $100.00
Function Plotter: I diskette and User's Guide'
$125.00. Complete Package: $350.00 '

WIlPCO Electronic Study Guide for Precalculus
Algebra by Dobyns, Steinbach, Lunsford
Includes 6 diskettes and User's Guide; $69.95fdisk-
ette, $350.00fcomplete package

WIlPCO Electronic Study Guide for Trigo-
nometry by Steinbach, Lunsford, Dobyns
Includes 6 diskettes and User's Guide; $69.95fdisk-
ette, $350.00/complete package

BOOKS

Accounting with Lotus 1-2-3 'M with Applications
Diskette by Kaz Ochi and Patricia]. Hughes
276 pages, Sy, x 11", paperbound, $34.95

Financial Analysis with Lotus 1-2-3'" by Kaz Ochi
and Patricia J Hughes
250 pages, SY, x 11", paperbound, $19.95

General Ledger Accounting System for VisiCalc®
by Sheldon W Philips and Brian L. King
195 pages, SY, x 11", paperbound, $19.95
Payroll for VisiCalc®
136 pages, Sy, x 11", paperbound, $19,95

General Ledger Accounting System for SuperCalc®
207 pages, SY, x 11", paperbound, $19.95
Payroll for SuperCalc®
179 pages, SY, x 11", paperbound, $19.95

The Kilobyte Kid's Book of Personal Computers
by Raymond Spangenburg and Diane Moser
105 pages, II x Sy,", paperbound, illustrated, $9.95

The Survival Kit for Personal Word Processing
by Raymond Spangenburg and Diane Moser
250 pages, 7318x 9Y4', paperbound, $14.95

Using Scripsit '" : For the TRS-80® Model III and
Modell by William James Haga '
250 pages, SY, x 11", paperbound, illustrated, $21.95

Electronic Mail and Beyond: A User's Handbook
to Personal Computer Communication
by Carl Townsend
270 pages, 6l1s x 9Y4", paperbound, $14.95

Perfect Writer for You by I' David Millican
220 pages, sy, x 11", paperbound, $19.95

WEPCO books and software are available at most booksellers
and computer stores. If they are not in stock, ask your favorite
store to order them. For a complete catalog caII toll free 800-
831·6996; in California call41S·S94-1900. All prices subject
to change without nonce.

WADSWORTH ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING COMPANY
10 DAVIS DRIVE
BELMONT, CA 94002
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READER'S DIGEST INTRODUCES
PLAY-AND-LEARN SOFTWARE FOR
A VERY TOUGH AUDIENCE.

In the eyes of any red-blooded, American four-five-or-six-year-old,
computer software is nothing more than a new toy. And when it comes to a new toy, kids have never been
known to fool around. It's either good or bad, fun or boring, worth playing with or not, right from the start.

Nothing in between and no bones about it.
So when we created our early learning series, we did it without any illusions. And, judging from the

kids who've tried our games so far, there's not a dull learning tool in the group.
Each game is fun. And worth Playing over and over. So our programs continually reinforce early

learning skills along with basic computer commands. And unlike some other early learning programs,
Reader's Digest Software" games are designed so that even non-readers can follow the fun.

Whether it's Little People's Puzzles- for pleasure, Micro Habitats;" the creative construction set, or kooky,
unspooky Alphabet Beasts and Company;" there's a lot of color, animation, sound and even music to turn
our toughest customers into a captive audience. Look for it now at your software store or call Customer
Service at 800/431-8800. (In NY, AK, HI: 914/241-5727.)

SOFTWARE GOOD ENOUGH TO GO OUT AND BUY A COMPUTER FOR.

Little People's Puzzles. Alphabet Beasts and Company, and Micro Habitats are available for Apple" 11,11Plus, lIe: 48K and disk drive, and Commodore" 64 Machine and
disk drive. Color monitor is required for Little People's Puzzles, preferred for Alphabet Beasts and Company. Color monitor and joystick preferred for Micro Habitats.
Alphabet Beasts and Company, and Micro Habitats available for IBM®PC and PCjr in spring. 1984.Warranty information available upon request by writing to: Reader's
Digest Services. Inc., Microcomputer Software Division, Pleasantville. New York 10570.

E A D E R s D G E s T

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. Commodore is a trademark of Commodore Electronics Limited. IBM is-a registered trademark of International Business Machines, Inc. Reader's Digest Software and Little
People's Puzzles are trademarks of The Reader's Digest Association, Inc. Micro Habitats and Alphabet Beasts & Company are trademarks of Software Productions.
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Aneducational ad
about educational software.

ou studied all the computers
and finally chose the one your
amily found most useful. One
of the main reasons you wanted

a computer in the first place is to help
your children in school. Not just to
teach them how to use a computer,
but also to help them get good grades
in basic school subjects like reading
or geography.

That's why you should know
about AEC,American Educational
Computer - one of the country's
most important developers and
publishers of educational software.

You can help your child all
the way through school
and beyond.

AEC grew up on education.

The management of AEC started in
educational publishing, with collec-
tively over 100years of experience
in the field.AEC knows curriculum
and how American education is
practiced in the classroom.
That's important because
children should learn at
home the same way they
learn at school. Other-
wise, you'll have a very
confused child,and con-
fusion is not the way
to better grades or
better learning.

Look for our
display in
your favorite
software store,
andpickup
your free
educational
leaflet.

AEC knows that
good grades are important.

Any educational software could help
school performance in some way.
That's because the computer is such
a patient teacher, giving instant feed-
back to questions and allowing chil-
dren to learn at their own pace.

But AEC software has an impor-
tant advantage. Our approach has
been student tested under actual
classroom conditions. Sowe know
it keeps the child's interest while it
teaches.

AEC gets parents involved in
the learning process. .

With either AEC's
MATCHMAKER'"or
EASYREADER'·Series,

you can take your
child through the grades
in subjects such as
Phonics, WordAttack
Skills,Reading Com-

.,-. •..••••-..:.-1 prehension.Spanish,
ft ••~ World or US Geogra-

phy, and Grammar. Our
teacher tested system

allows parents to enter material into
a lively interactive format. And be-
cause AEC's programs are grade-
level oriented, you can help your
child all the way through school.

AEC doesn't play games
with education.

AEC programs do contain games, but
only as rewards for learning achieve-
ment. For example, once your child
successfully completes the objective
in the Matchmaker Geography pro-
gram, he or she can play an exciting,
action-packed
game.

Sure, the games are fun. But
they're not the basis, and certainly
not the primary focus, of any AEC
software. Our focus is strictly on
learning. And isn't that what you
buy educational software for?
Ifyou have more questions about
educational software,
contact your nearest
AEC educational soft-
ware center. And
thanks for being a
concerned

American Educational Computene
2450 Embarcadero Way,PaloAlto, CA 94303

All AEC Products are compatible with Apple,®IBM® P~,Atari 80D,®TRS SOT>I Color and Commodore 64T ••Microcomputers. TM signifies manufacturer's trademark.@signifiesmanufacturer's registered trademark.
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The Tax Ad"antage
'. . "

Yes Virginia, there is a tax program for
the Atari computer and it is a good one.
Quality software for the Atari is finally
appearing. By quality I mean software
that is easy to use, intended for the non-
technical user and free of bugs. The Tax
Advantage from Continentai Software is
certainly such a product, and it is geared
for the home user.' '

The Tax Advantage can assist you in
preparing the following schedules for your
federal income tax: A (Itemized De-
ductions), B (Interest and Dividend In-
come), C (Profit/Loss from a business or
profession-Sole Proprietorship), D (Cap-
ital Gains and Losses), E (Supplemental
Income from rents, 'royalties, etc.), 0
(Income Averaging), and SE (Self Em-
ployment Social Security Computation).
Forms 1040 and 4562 (Depreciation and

Amortization) are also available. In addition
to preparing these forms, Tax Advantage
will allow up to three Schedule Cs for
three different businesses' and up to three
properties on Schedule E for rent and

MltJlufactuter:
. 'Continental Software

11223 ~. Hindzy St.
!·ml.os·Aflgeles, ~A 909,4i~

,(213) 4f0-3977 .
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royalty income. If you have a printer (highly
recommended), the 'Tax Advantage can
print the forms as well as the itemizations
that make lip any particular line item.
Many printers are automatically com-

patible with the Tax Advantage since it
. includes the printer control codes necessary

Being able to itemize
up to 30 items on just
about any line item

is especially useful for
two-income families.'

for their operation. If your printer is not
one of the supported printers, you can
easily supply the ASCII printer control
codes needed, and the program will do
the rest. If you do not have a printer, the
Tax Advantage is still very useful. Instead
of printing the forms, you must copy the
information from the screen.
There are several helpful' and clever

aspects of the Tax Advantage. Being able
to itemize up to 30 items on just about
any line item is especially useful for two-
income families. Another feature allows
you to display at any time during your
session 1) the currently computed adjusted
gross income, 2) the tax liability based
upon that adjusted amount and 3) your
tax bracket. This feature is invoked simply
by pressing the letter T and operates
regardless of the completeness of your
current 1040form. Checking these numbers
as you proceed through your session should
reveal an ever-decreasing tax liability as
you enter deductions and credits. Another

valuable feature is the ability to enter
numbers temporarily on any line of the
form to determine instantly the tax con-
sequences.
The 1040Form isdivided into ten screens

with line numbers matching those on the
form itself. The screens are easy to read,
and each contains a maximum of nine
double-spaced lines. The function menu
is always visible at the bottom of the
screen. Paging forward and backward
through the screens is straightforward,
and it is quite easy to add to, change, or
delete an entry.

Itemizing And Calculating
The Tax Advantage really shines when

it comes to itemizing and calculating. Just
about any line may be itemized, and when
completed, the total of the itemizations
appears on the correct 1040 line, in-
dicated by an 1. All calculations are
made after each line entry so their effect
on your tax may be seen immediately.
The Tax Advantage is written in Basic

A+ (OSS), but there is no need to own
A+ since it comes with the package and
is automatically invoked. However, you
cannot use A+ separately. Since the pro-
gram is written in Basic, program execution
is not blindingly fast. However, the speed
is not a handicap.
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We Help Bring
Your Family Together
6 Types of Charts and Sheets

Indices
User Fields

Notes, Footnotes and Sources
No Limits

Adapts to Your Hardware
Comprehensive
Easy to Use

And Much, Much More

Send for brochure and sample printouts.

Family Roots includes detailed manual and 2 full diskettes
of programs for your Apple II, IBM PC,

Commodore 64 and CP/M!

Other genealogy software also available.

Price $185 plus $3.50 postage. Satisfaction Gu~ranteed.

American Express, Visa & Mastercard Accepted

•Trademarks for
Apple Computer,
Inc., International .tw!-~~t

FPI~;'"Roofi
QUINSEPT, INC.

P.O. Box 216, Lexington, MA 02173
(617)862-0404
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Business Machines.
CBM. lnc.. & Digital
Research.

Tax Advantage, continued ...
I have only one disk drive, so I must

perform numerous disk swaps between
the Tax Advantage program disk and my
data disk, A two-drive system would save
considerable time.

Documentation
More than one tax return can be com-

pleted with the Tax Advantage. The only
requirement is that each return must use
a separate disk. The program requires
48K of RAM memory and at least one
disk drive. Included are an 85-page user
manual housed in an attractive blue binder,
the program disk (two sides are used),
and a warranty card which, when mailed
with $10, will give you free updates to the
program for a year.
Close reading of the manual suggests

that these updates concern the program
for the current tax year. However, another
super bonus item is that once you have
spent your money for the 1983 tax year
program (don't forget, it is tax deductible),
you can purchase next year's program at

How many times have
you made a simple
arithmetic error on
your return and not

found out about it until
the IRS sent you a
computer printout?

half price. That is a real deal.
Let me remind you that this program

will not automatically prepare your tax
return, nor will it find all of those great
deductions. It is a powerful tool for you
to use in preparing your income tax
return.

How many times have you made a simple
arithmetic error on your return and not
found out about it until the IRS sent you
a computer printout? How many times
have you finished spending hours preparing
your tax return with schedules and sub-
schedules, only to realize that you forgot
to include a certain deduction or an ad-
ditional source of income? You then had
to throw out all the figures and start over
again, right?

Alternatives And Corrections
These are the kinds of problems that

the Tax Advantage eliminates. Using this
program will not neccessarily save you
time, nor will it save you money, per se.
And it does not obviate the need for good
record keeping throughout the year and
a systematic approach to this dreaded
annual chore. What it does do is giye you

the flexibility to look at alternatives in
preparing your tax return and to correct
any omissions or errors before you file
the return.
This is the second year I have used the

Tax Advantage on my Atari computer,
The first year (1982) I used it, was the
first time in many years that I did not
make an arithmetic error on my return. It
was also the first year I was in business
for myself. I successfully used the Tax
Advantage to prepare and print the almost
35 pages of forms and supporting docu-
mentation required by the IRS.
The current version of the Tax Ad-

vantage is almost identical to last year's
version, the major difference being that
now there is an interface to Continental's
popular Home Accountant program. The
Home Accountant may be used throughout
the year to itemize expenses, When the
Tax Advantage is used, the itemized ex-
penses that have been saved in the Home
Accountant may be accessed,

The Tax Advantage is also available
for other computers, including the IBM
and Commodore 64. Kudos to Continental
Software for a job well done, The Tax
Advantage is a winner. •
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At Creative Computing we don't look
down our noses at "twitch-style" arcade
games. We love them, and we play them
regularly. A good hand-eye arcade game
can provide hours of excitement and have
an addictive power that keeps you coming
back time after time.

In Praise Of Twitch Games
One of the outstanding qualities of a

good arcade game is its accessibility. Boot
one up and start playing immediately-no
long-winded documentation to wade
through, or abstract objectives to ponder.
Wives, kids, friends, even parents can sit
down and become quickly absorbed in a
colorful, tuneful environment where the
laws of physics have taken a decidedly
whimsical turn.

For the fervent micro gamester, however,
these games can begin to wear thin. After
dozens of hours with Miner 204ger, even
this magnificent game may seem a bit
shallow. The time comes when you begin
to long for a different kind of diversion.
Something that ideally requires intelligence,
strategy, a grasp of overall concepts, and
no emphasis on physical coordination.

In Praise Of Text
That is where the text adventure excels.

Nowhere-can graphics or sound seem more
real than in your own mind. Here a sense
of narrative may unfold, as it unfolds in a
novel or movie, with the power to involve
you in strong and subtle ways. But a
computer adventure is more than a mere
novel or movie. Here the interactions of
the story can be initiated by the user. The
challenge of solving a story-puzzle can be
maddeningly frustrating; likewise it can
be, in its solution, very satisfying.

The Steven Spielberg
of Text Adventuring

John Anderson

In Praise Of Infocom
And when it comes to text adventures,

Infocom excels. In our reviews of the
Zork series, murder mysteries Deadline
and,Witness, science fiction sagas Starcross,
Suspended, and Planetfall, we have said
it again and again: Infocom can't be beat.
For richness of description, unfolding of
story line, sharpness of wit, and challenge
of puzzles, Infocom has no equal in the
software business.

In Praise Of Fantasy
As a software house, they have focused

specifically on the text adventure, and in
the process raised the genre to high art.
With Enchanter, they have scored again.
Enchanter is the debut package in a new
line of fantasy adventures from Infocom.

GP6ativ6 computinfj
,«c, SOFFW ARE PR()FILE~" ,

Name: Enchanter
Type: Text adventure
System: Apple, Atari, Commodore,

TRS-80, IBM PC, CP1M
Format: Disk
Language: Machine
Summary: Another top-notch entry

from Infocom.
Price: $50
Manufacturer:

Infocom
55 Wheeler St.
Cambridge, MA 02138
(617) 492-1031

In some ways it marks the return to the
old Zorkish formulas of D&D (donuts
and dragoons) style fantasy-sorcerers and
warlocks, sweeping medieval stories of
magical, untainted heroism and terrible,
unthinkable evil. These are the tales that
myth is made of, and they seem so at
home on microcomputers by now it seems
they have been there always.
Although we have enjoyed contemporary

and science fiction adventures from the

Enchanter is the
debut package in a
new line of fantasy

adventures
from Infocom.

company, Enchanter is a special treat.
We have grown to love the Zork series,
and somehow the modern stories, though
extremely involving, seem a bit antiseptic
by comparison. They are at times very
cerebral exercises in logical problem-
solving-a bit lacking in the fantasy ele-
ments that can turn a person in an armchair
into Merlin the Magnificent. Enchanter
marks a welcome return to the swords
and sorcery micro owners have come to
know, love, and accept.

An Enchanting Scenario
In Enchanter, you are a wizard third-

class, chosen for a special mission specifi-
cally because of your amateur status.
According to the top-flight sorcerers, who
mayor may not be quaking in their
upturned boots, if any of them
attempt to depose the evil



Ench~nter,continued ...
over the countryside, they would be de-
tected immediately. You, on the other
hand, are insignificant enough to gain
access to Krill's castle undetected by his
powerful mind-probe. At the same time,
there is an outside chance you might just
be competent enough to flush out the evil
magician. Thus the die is cast. And take
it from us, you are bound to die quite
often before you prevail.

As is our custom in reviewing these
sorts of games, we will offer nothing in
the way of hints to spoil your enjoyment
of the game. You must have a full oppor-
tunity to savor every breakthrough. But a
little bit of description won't hurt.

Spelling It Out
.Your only weapons in Enchanter are

magic, so don't waste much time looking
for swords, maces, or tactical nuclear
weapons. You will, however, come upon
spells, which you may write to your spell
book. Because you nearly flunked out of
the wizard program, only six of these at a
time can be committed to your somewhat
dull memory. It is, hence, a very good
idea to rememorize the spells in your
spellbook every morning before breakfast.
. Some of the spells we have come upon

so far are the following:
• Blorb. Comes in the basic wizard's

kit. Allows you to protect one treasured
possession. Very handy to have around,
but anything so protected is no longer
portable.
•Cleesh. Turns beings into frogs. Guess

who gives you this one.
•Exex. Makes things move with greater

speed. We are sure this is important, but
we haven't yet used it effectively.

• Frotz. Another one you have with
you from the outset of the game. Turns
darkness into light. Cannot be used in the
way we initially thought, resulting in much
lost time "frotzing" around.

• Gnusto. Allows you to write spells to
your spell book. Once written, you
won't lose a spell after its first cast-
ing-merely rernemorize it to use
it again. Another spell that comes
as standard equipment.

• Krebf. Repairs willful
damage. Important at least
once to obtain another spell.
Probably handy again.
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• Nitfol. Makes you into Dr. Doolit-
tle-allows you to talk to the animals. So
far we haven't made much more than
small talk, but perhaps we haven't con-
versed with big enough animals.

• Rezrov. Opens locked or enchanted
objects. As iridispensable as a church key
at a picnic. Handy multiple times.

•Zifmia. Theologically and ontologically
significant, but it doesn't look to be of
much more use. Does, however, allow
you to meet God.

Living Right
Speaking of breakfast, you must keep

yourself well fed and watered, and get
enough rest. Otherwise you will end up
passing out or getting so tired your
mind will begin to cloud. This is not to
say that you shouldn't do a bit of sneaking
around in the dead of night. Just make
sure you get your beauty sleep.

If you are lucky enough to find a way
into Krill's castle, you may learn of possible
means to dispose of him. But beware: the
castle is full of dangers. The cannibal
pagans, for example, only have you for
brunch in order to have you for brunch.
They are a rather ill-mannered bunch of
fellas. While there are no nasty grues
lurking in the dark corners of Krill's castle,
the dark remains about as dangerous as it
is in Zork, so watch your step.
Enchanter is full of the delightful little

touches we have come to expect from
Infocom. It has a developed sense of
humor. Our realization of the significance
of the Zifmia spell left us smiling. By the
time we made sense of the Burma-Shave
sign, we were in hysterics. But rnore im-
portant, Enchanter has a good sense of

synergy: this is the ability of an overall
narrative to become more than the sum
of its parts-to totally envelope the user
within it-and to build story involvement
to the point at which disbelief is suspended.
This is the point at which the landing
gear of a good adventure leaves the ground,
so you can soar into the air of imagination.
Rest assured, Infocom hires only the best
pilots around.

In Criticism Of The Best
This is not to say that absolutely every-

thing about Infocom is perfect. Debugging
programs of this nature is necessarily tricky,
and early versions may evidence undis-
covered bugs. The Commodore 64 version
of Planet/all we received was good enough
to boot, but too flaky to play for very
long. It soon came up with bizarre and
fatal errors, and even more insidious stuff,
like suddenly making the food you were
carrying disappear off the face of the
planet. This was enough to stop our play-
testing sessions cold. (We are happy to
report that the Apple version is fine and
has us losing sleep regularly.)
Then there are the "brick walls." If you

are not a hot-shot adventurer, and usually
even if you are, you will reach points in
any and every adventure where all areas
seem mapped, all grabbable objects seem
to have been grabbed, all transactions
seem transacted, and all possibilities seem
exhausted. You simply reach a point where
you are plumb out of ideas.

This very problem explains the aversion
of many people to the text adventure.
Maybe diehard adventurers don't mind
spending eight months solving a single
title, but most normal people do. This is
why embedded hints are so important.
Enchanter has them, and like its prede-
cessors, is wonderfully documented. It
includes a parchment with seal and a Guild
Directory (wizard's local) to help get you
started.

Still, you are bound to hit frustration
points. Like its predecessors, En-
chanter is tough and designed to

last. You won't be solving it in
one night, so you might as
well take your time. Rush-
ing will only result in
missed opportunities.
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Making Adventures Better
Around the lab we have some pretty

strong feelings about the future of text
adventures, so feel free to disagree. Here
goes.

A major thrust should be to make text

Imagine being able to
activate more than one
character in a story,
so that each player
gets a turn to further

his or her own
plot line.

adventures more accessible, even to people
who would ordinarily select a "twitcher"
instead. Several approaches to this idea
may be used in concert to bring adventures
to a mainstream micro audience.
Suspended took a step in the right

direction with the inclusion of a fold-out
game board that mapped the adventure in
its entirety. Admittedly, giving the user a
complete floor plan may make things a
bit too easy. But an alternative is to provide
a partial map, with unexplored areas re-
maining a secret. Or, as in the case of
Suspended, an adventure may not make
the mapping phase critical to the unfolding
of the story. Purists offended by the idea
of a pre-drawn map can choose not to use
h. It might be packed in a sealed envelope
to allow freedom of choice. But a well
designed adventure need not have mapping
as a main component.

An oracle of some type should be avail-
able to aid in dissolving "brick walls."
This might take the form of nested helps,
wherein each time you ask for help, you
get a different, and more detailed, clue.
Or it might take the form of an oracle
within the plot line of the story itself:
perhaps even something along the lines
of a guardian angel or wizened sage.
Needless to say, hints should always be

vague and tricky, and never reveal actual
answers. The idea is rather to continue a
flow of information so that the. user does
not run out of ideas. Good hints can be as
tough to crack as game puzzles themselves.
The feat is to reveal just enough to allow
the adventurer to discover something
new.
Using a parser (text-translation sub-

routine) as excellent as those in the Infocom
series would allow asking for clues per-
taining to specific stumbling blocks. "Help
unlock castle door" might return a clue
designed for just that problem. Even these
hints can be nested, so that the fifth or
sixth time you ask for help on one problem,
you get as solid an answer as you will get.
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The hints could recycle beyond that
point.

Purists may cry treachery at the sug-
gestion of hints of this kind. We submit
that just as a map can remain unopened,
hints can remain unasked for. But the
idea that enough hints reside within an
adventure to allow even novices to com-
plete it successfully would change the
whole psychological tone of the game by
diffusing the onset of frustration.

Another concept we would like to de-
velop is the notion of logical incidence.
This device allowsnew events which modify
the overall story to transpire in a specific
place at a specific time. But there is a
danger here. The concept must foremost
fit logically into the flow of the narrative.
It should be used sparingly, and only where
it is telegraphed. This gives use of the'
device much greater impact, and adds to
the overall synergy of the story.

logical. Don't bring something in out of
the blue and make all further progress
hang on it. Let the story tell itself com-
pletely enough to allow the crafty ad-
venturer to deduce a next move. The
logic that applies need not be the logic of
real life as long as it is consistent with the
story, and the user has some notion of it.
If, for example, there is a magic word
that gets something to happen, telegraph
this to the user, and give him a way to
learn it.
And while richly documented adventures

are a joy to pore through, an adventure
program should not be too dependent on
its documentation. Ideally, we should
learn enough from the outer packaging
to get going, then refer to enclosed material
during game play to fill in the gaps' and
further progress. If you have to read for
an hour before you can boot the program,
enthusiasm may wane. ,
Planet/all did very well on this account

For example, good use of logical inci-
dence might consist of the following:

• If you don't seal the room in which
the murder was committed, evidence may
be removed or tampered with when you
are out of the room.

• If you are in the room with the radio
on at 4:00, you will hear the important
announcement you have been clued in
on.

• If you keep cleaning something long
enough, you will finally be able to read
the inscription on it.

Shoddy use of the same device has
already taken the following unfortunate
forms:

•A safe has possible combinations from
one to a thousand, and no clue to the
right number is given.
• If you don't look in the box three

times, you don't see everything.
• If you don't say "yoho" for no fore-

shadowed reason, you can't leave your
apartment.
The key to logical incidence is the word

and took it a step further: you have no
clear idea of just what the objective is
when you start off. This is a clever ap-
proach, of which we would like to see
more.'
Another feature we look forward to in

adventures to come is multi-player capa-
bility. When more than one person sits
down to play currently, everyone debates
about what the sole character in the story
should do next. Imagine being able to
activate more than one character in a
story, so that each player gets a turn to
further his or her own plot line. Different
players might actually have different ob-
jectives, conceivably opposing, and operate
out of different locations that eventually
culminate in common events or "the big
showdown."
None of these suggestions should be

interpreted as mitigating the achievements
of the Interlogic series; we just want to
offer enough feedback to keep the juices
flowing. Keep 'em coming, Infocom. We
can't wait. •
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The key word is "windows." Car win-
dows and airplane windows, ticket win-
dows and cashier's windows-certainly
in Vegas, cashier's windows-and the
key word at Comdex 1983, too. Hey,
about your micro: does it do windows?

Human beings are very partial to win-
dows. They spend a good deal of their
lives opening and shutting them on each
other, and the rest peering through
them. The views we see through our
windows determine what we think.

Even though glass windows are, like
microcomputers, an offspring of technol-
ogy, the concept of the window has been
with us since we started thinking. Win-
dows are simply the frames through
which we look at things. They limit and
define our views, and we carry them
with us wherever we go.

Let's see. There was a crowd of 90,000
at Comdex. That's a lot of windows.

Las Vegas, Nevada, is in some pretty
hard country, you know. Very hard
country. Hard enough just outside the
city to humble you in a hurry. What's it
like? Take a cliff-fringed crater the size
of New York City; a lunar landscape,
only much more beautiful. Fill it with all
the neon and all the lightbulbs you have
ever seen.

Picture an electric tourist shore town,
thriving in the middle of nowhere. Re-
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John J. Anderson

move the ocean from the picture and re-
place it only with a sea of money. And
you have Las Vegas.

Perhaps nowhere is the incongruity of
man and his glitzy aspirations more
clearly delineated. Maybe the first Sears

If he can get a haircut
in Dime Box, Texas, I

can get one in
Henderson, Nevada.

on the planet Venus will surpass Las
Vegas on that account. It's hard country
there too.

After a trip into the surrounding
mountains, you are certain to be left full
of admiration for the pioneers who man-
aged to cross that land, before Renault
Alliances were available for easy rental.

I got out to Las Vegas a little early,
which turned out to be a very good idea
indeed. Getting '"a room is nearly an
impossibility, even when there is no

convention in town. And the tale of how
my Circus Circus reservation was not
honored touched nary a Vegas inn-
keeper's stony heart.

"Sorry, Bud. Try the Tropicana."
Because I had a day or so, I took a

drive out to Lake Mead to get a look at
Hoover Dam. On the way over I passed
a rustic barber shop. The town was
called Henderson. What really did it was
a look through his window. An old guy,
snipping at another old guy's last
remaining hairs. The shop had an Old
West feeling to it-not touristy-
authentic. I wondered if there was a
functioning spittoon.

Feeling slightly scruffy and having
just finished Least Heat Moon's "Blue
Highways," I decided to give it a try. If
he can get a haircut in Dime Box, Texas,
I can get one in Henderson, Nevada.

So I pulled in. I must have been a
good 50 miles southeast of Las Vegas,
and things sure taper off fast. I had
dodged tumbleweeds and road runners
to make it there. I got in the chair.
Maybe he would tell tales of a time when
you had to watch for rattlers behind the
shop. Maybe you still had to watch for
them.

"Are you with the Comdex?" the
barber asked me.

"Yeah, I'm with the Comdex."
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INews located at 23801Calabasas Road I Suite 2050I CalaB as, CA 91302I (213)999-5210

Legal AppleType Compatible
New Computer runs CP/M & Apple Type Software

CALABASAS -Now instructors can teach Apple-type programs such
as LOGO in one class and professional-style word processing in
another without any hardware changes. Dual microprocessors (Z80-A
& 6502, two computers in one case), with the radical new Orange Plus
development, the "EuroROM", allows the machine to read/write/work
with Apple-type software as well as CP1M programs and access either
CPU via the keyboard.
The 1l0RANGE+TWOIt™ is a brand new direction in the evolution of

the personal computer. ORANGEFORTH-83, a derivative of Fig-
FORTH - a readily available public domain language, is resident in
ROM*. Also included is CP1M 3.0, Digital Research's latest CP/M ver-
sion. There is also a built-in disk drive controller for two Apple-type
drives, a cassette interface, joystick port, color graphics and ASCII key-
board with numeric keypad. For expert word processing, the keyboard
features upper and lower case (lower case characters are true descen-
ders) with auto repeat,
This new breed of computer is a break-through for educators and

school systems throughout the world. The ability to run both Apple-
type and CP/M software on the same machine relieves financially-
pressed educators from expensive equipment burdens, allowing them to
spend more money where it counts ... on the teachers.
*Available on disk at extra cost.

Orange Plus Koala Pad
With the touch of your finger, the Orange Plus Koala Pad (Touch

Tablet with Micro Illustrator) takes control of your computer to create
beautiful, high-resolution computer graphics. Finally, a full-featured
graphics tablet at an affordable price.

Collins International Trading Corporation
23801 Calabasas Road, Suite 2050 / Calabasas, CA 91302

(213) 999-5210
CIRCLE 112 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MORE FOR LESS
The I'ORANGE+TWO'1TM 64K com-
puter includes these standard fea-
tures:
Built-in CP1M2.2 nl c
Digital Research's CP1M3.0 nl c
Built-in disk drive controller card for
two Apple-type drives n/c
Numeric keypad with separate return
key.· n/c
110/220 volt switch selectable power
supply, 50-60Hz n/c
Full function ASCII keyboard with
auto repeat nl c
Cassette Interface nl c
Grounded metal base plate n/c
Adjustable audio volume n/c
ORANGEFORTH-83, Z80-A FORTH
language, resident in ROM nl c
Z80-ACPU, a 2nd computer nl c
6 slot two-sided logic board nl c
Bank switchable RAM, fully socketed,
expands to 256K nl c
Programmable 2764 EPROMS n/c

TOTAL
I'ORANGE+TWO'1TM .... $1295.00
Compare the features included in the
1l0RANGE+TWO'1TM with the compe-
tition's and you will find that most
competitors are priced over $2,000.

MORE PRODUCTS
FROM ORANGE+

COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Disk-basedORANGEFORTH-83
language with full documentation

$99.95
Digital Research'st-' CBasic with disk

and documentation
$49.95

Orange Plus KoalaPad™ TouchTablet
wlMicro Illustratorf'"

$124.95
Orange Plus Joystick (workson

"ORANGE+TWO",Apple II, II+& lIe)
$29.95

Orange Plus Self-CenteringJoystick
$39.95

10MB(Formatted) 5l,l.i" half-height
WinchesterHard DiskDrive

$1495.00
Controller& Interface for

Hard Disk**
$395.00

"tlncludes everything necessary to be installed in
"ORANGE+TWO", Apple or Franklin Computer

The above are suggested retail prices.
Prices may vary from state to state.



Comdex, continued ...

We looked all over the place-and I couldn't find a shakeout anywhere.

"That's gonna be some show. I read
about it in the Sun. "

"I'm kinda surprised you know about
it."

"You're kiddin'? We know all about
it. City's gonna be nuts 'till you guys
leave. My son has a TRS-80, you know."
The wonders never cease. There I was

looking for some local color, hoping to
meet the great grandson of Jesse James.
What a dude. Turns out the barber,
name of Bob Calvino, hails from Penn-
sylvania. He moved first to Arizona, and
finally to Henderson. I asked him why
he made the move to such hard country.

"Sure, it's hard country. But it's good
country. And I wouldn't trade it here for
anyplace. Least of all back East."

"It's certainly beautiful," I responded.
"But I'd imagine it takes a while to get
used to it on a permanent basis. It's
so ... so stark."

"Believe it, it's awesome. And I mean
awesome. Once it's in your blood, you
just can't go nowhere else."

So he gave me my haircut, and we
talked about computers. He said he had
heard of Creative Computing, that he
didn't read it himself, but that his son
brings it home from time to time. And a
pretty good haircut it was, even without
a shampoo or blow-dry. He did the back
of my neck with a dull straight razor,
and I went on my way.

Weare always looking at each other
through windows, of different shapes,
sizes, and degrees of opacity. I even had
a window on him that 1imagined to be
his window on me. "Kid City Slicker," I
guess it might have been titled. But we
got along.
You know when you take the time to

use a little Windex, you're usually sur-
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prised by what you can see. That's my
opinion. Of course, if your window is
made of frosted glass, polishing won't
help. But you will have your privacy.
The point is, some windows are really

hard to see through.

No Signs Of Shakeout
We're taking a look in .this issue at a

euphemism known as the "shakeout."
You should have heard how enthusiastic
our ad reps were when they heard about
the prospect. The sentiment ran some-

There was no sign of
a shakeout at
Comdex 1983.

thing like "Why in heaven's name would
you want to do that?" In other words,
let's frost that window. Advertisers are
nervous enough without reading such
things in Creative Computing,
Well, we believe that the sensible way

to come to terms with current events is
to take a hard look at them. If we an-
alyze what is happening to the industry
right now, maybe we can draw some
positive conclusions from it. Pretending
that nothing is happening will never
serve to calm us. Ignoring the problem
won't make it go away.
Or will it? Comdex was a PR person's

paradise. Aside from a couple of rather
subtle clues, like a reserved but un-
claimed booth here and there, or an
undercurrent of tension at some booths,
there was no sign of a shakeout at

Comdex 1983. And it is just as well.
Venture capital can be extremely jumpy,
you know. Any sign of ill-ease, and it
can flyaway like a bluebird.
Enough extemporaneous philosophy.

I sure can get carried away. There were
some neat products at the show, and you
should know about them.
Although the official festivities did

not commence until the next day, a cou-
ple of press parties on Sunday night
helped get us into the spirit of things. A
wise showgoer knows that pacing is
everything, and easing into the grind is
much preferable to a head-on fling into
the fray. Though we can handle it that
way too, it is highly uncivilized.

The Accounting Partner
It was a brisk Sunday night, clear,

with temperatures in the upper forties.
We started at the Royal Hall of the Im-
perial Palace Hotel, in the heart of the
Strip, for a cocktail reception hosted by
Star Software. It was to celebrate and
promote the success of The Accounting
Partner, it complete accounting system
for CP/M, CP/M-86, and now Kaypro
and Epson QX-IO machines. The event
was rounded out by a blackjack tour-
nament, with a Kaypro and Epson HX-
20 awarded as first and second prizes.

Despite the best efforts of the emcee
of the tournament, blackjack pro Geno
Monere, and an exceptionally under-
standing (and attractive) dealer, I
promptly lost all my chips. Never was
much of a gambler, I guess. Still, it gave
me the confidence later to go downstairs
and try my hand at the game at a real ta-
ble. Somewhat costly considering its
duration, but fun. I think I'll stick to the
vices I'm good at.
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Go on line in the world's fastest growing technology.

NEW! DATA COMMUNICATIONS
TRAINING FROM NRI

Practical training includes
computer, modem, test .n,,:u ••nll••n.'<::

and access to exclusive NRI
communications network.
Satellites ... microwave ... fiber optics ...
dedicated land lines. Suddenly the world is
communicating in a new and different way,
via digital data systems. People talking to
computers ... computers to computers ...
information is stored, retrieved, and relayed
in nanoseconds. '

satellite, microwave, fiber optic,
and telephone data links.

And you'll learn at your own comfortable
pace, without classroom pressures or
evenings away from your family. Over the past
70 years, NRI has taught the latest high-tech
skills to almost 2 milliori students to become
the world's largest and most successful
school of its kind.

Hands-on training includes
computer, modem, breakout box and
much more
NRI takes you far beyond "book learning."
As part of your course, you receive plenty of
practical hands-on training that gives you real-
world skills. You get the Radio Shack Color
Computer, with 16K memory to teach you the
systems and language of data communi-
cations plus you get an operating modem to
let you tie in with world-wide communications
networks. '

You build your own RS-232C interface
breakout box, an indispensable installation and
trouble-shooting instrument you'll use through-
out your career. You receive a Rrofessional
digital multimeter and the NR Discovery Lab,
where you construct
solid-state circuitS and
demonstrate practical
applications of the
theory you've learned.

Industry, opportunities to triple
Data and telecommunications is already a
$150 billion industry and is expected to triple
over the next five years. One typical company
has grown from $85 million to $650 million .. ,
a 765% growth since 1978 alone. The need for
qualified technicians to install, maintain, and
service this enormous investment in high-tech
equipment is tremendous even now.
Opportunities and salaries can go nowhere
but up and up.

NRIwill train you at home
You can learn at home in your spare time to
become a data communications technician
with NRI at-home training. NRI will start you
with the bastes, build upon your knowledge
with easy-to-follow, bite size lessons to take
you into the world of digital data communica-
tions. You'll learn what it takes to work on

Training includes all this
equipment you keep, , ,16K
computer, modem, breakout
box, digital multi meter and the
exclusive NRI Discovery Lab,

Exclusive NRI data network
You'll learn what data communi' stlons is all
about by actually becoming par' ')f an oper-
ating network. You'll go on line to "talk" to your
instructor, take your final exam by computer
link, communicate with other NRI students and
leave messages on the NRI "bulletin board."

As part of your course, you'll also receive
membership in THE SOURCE sm, a regular
$100 value. A phone call ties you into
computers loaded with instant news, stock
quotes, electronic mail, educational programs,
games, even discount shopping and travel
reservations.

Move into the future,
send for Free Catalog
You can't find training like this anywhere else
... only NRI trains you at horne for an exciting
and rewarding career in the brilliant new world
of Data Communications. Mail the' coupon
right now for our big catalog of high-tech
electronic careers showing all the equipment
you get, detailed lesson descriptions, and
career opportunities. Look it over and decide
where you want your future to grow. Act now.
There's a real need for trained data
communications technicians.

o DataCommunications
o ComputerElectronicswithMicrocomputers
o ColorTV,Audio,andVideoSystemServicingo ElectroniCSDesignTechnology

o DigitalEiectronics
o CommunicationsElectronics'FCC

Licenses' MobileCB•Aircraft. Marine

o IndustrialElectronic~
o BasicElectronics
o SmallEngineServicing
o ApplianceServicing
o AutomotiveServicing
o AutoAir Conditioning
o Air Conditioning,Heating,

Refrigeration,& SolarTechnology
o BuildingConstruction

Street

Age(Please Print)

TRSSO is a trademark of the Radio Shack division of Tandy Corp.
SM a service mark of Source Telecomputing Corp., a subsidiary of the Reader's DIgest Association, Inc.
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Comdex, continued ...
Retailing for under $400, The

Accounting Partner includes four mod-
ules: general ledger, payroll, accounts
payable, and accounts receivable, pack-
aged together in a single notebook and
slip case. According to David Kay,
president of marketing for Kaypro, "the
software will enable users to do virtually
everything that could be done with a far
more expensive accounting package at a
fraction of the cost. We were immedi-
ately drawn to Star's comprehensive sys-
tem because of its competitive pricetag
and excellent capabilities."

From what I saw of the package, Kay
did not overstate the case. In fact, you
can get The Accounting Partner and a
Kaypro to run it on for the price of
many similarly-featured accounting pro-
grams. It uses regular 80-column busi-
ness forms such as payroll and disburse-
ment checks, invoices, purchase orders,
and statements.

The agreement to market the product
for the QX-lO is sure to be of interest to
Epson-owning businessmen.

I also had the good fortune at the Star
Software party to run into an old show
buddy, Barry Bayer. Barry is a Chicago-
based lawyer, who somehow finds the
time to write freelance about the won-
ders of the spreadsheet, and take an ac-
tive part in the International Apple
Core. I first met him at the lIe con-
ference held for ranking lAC members

I am told that the readers of Creative
Computing have excellentimagina~i?ns.
Soc1ose your eyes and journey back
with me to those thrilling days of yester-
year (1978 or so) in it galaxy far, far
away (Cambridge, MA).There, in agar"
ret, or maybe. a basement (the .New En--
gland version of a California garage) are
-Dlmi~l~13fiekli'ft,"'Robett"Fran:kston~-(in,
or maybe just out of Harvard Business
'School) and Daniel Fylstra, a budging
software entrepreneur. Bricklin, ,and
Frankston have been trying to interest
people in a program that they wrote, for
the Apple II computer and its brand
new Disk II, to simulate a professor's
blackboard. And Fylstra, a class or two
ahead in the B School, has been doing a
good job selling a chess program; and
perhaps a couple of other things for the
Apple, under the company name of Per-
sonal Software, Inc.
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last spring. See his sidebar for some in-
sight concerning VisiCorp and Software
Arts.

And On To Visi-On
Barry-and I lit off to the Grill Room

at the Desert Inn Country Club, where
VisiCorp was throwing a champagne
shindig and, we discovered, talking
strategy. As it turned out; I was quite
glad I went.

More than three years
of deSign, engineering,
and user-testing were
spent developing the
Visi-On environment.

On a far wall, running on a bank of
about 12 assorted micros, was Visi-On.
This is the highly-touted window-based
information management system for
IBM PC (and of course, IBM work-
alikes). Our impression after just a few
minutes with the system: very nice.
Quite Lisa-like, and as they say on late-
night cheapo TV commercials, "it really,
really works."

We'll be talking more about Visi-On

and other products like it further up
ahead. As mentioned above, "windows"
is a pretty important word in micro-
computers nowadays. The word that
goes along with it is "integrated," and
judging by the amount of bussing we
witnessed during Comdex, the industry
is serious about it.

Visi-On is a high performance, highly
integrated operating environment for
personal computers. It allows the user to
work with any number of applications
simultaneously, with each application
appearing in a "window" on the com-
puter monitor. A mouse is used to select
windows and functions, and for data
manipulation and data transfer between
windows. The idea is to transform the
computer into an electronic desktop.

Visi-On commands include:
• Help. Provides an explanation of

anything visible on the screen. Describes
and cross-references each part of the
Visi-On system. Consists of over 100
pages per application.

• Open and close. Allows the user to
set aside and retrieve windows.

• Full. Enlarges a window to fill the
entire screen.

• Frame. Repositions and resizes any
window.

• Options. Displays and permits
changing of parameters that affect the
way individual applications act.

• Transfer. Moves information

Well, the deal is being made. Bob and
Dan B. will write this VisiCalc(or is it
cIDledElecttoPage?), andDan Rand his
Personal Software will publish and mar-
ket>the-program. The'publisher-will 'pay""<%'-
the- author a royalty of 1/3 more. or less,
~d maybe~ everyone, will make a few
bucks on the project.

"Stop!" you cry. "I am from 1984,
and just have to tell you guys that Dan
F,!seompany (VisiCoip. as it has cometo be known) has just sued Bob and Dan
13.'s company, (Software Arts, as it has
come to be known). for one hundred
~illjon dollars, give ot .take fIfty million
or so, for failure to deliver an advanced
version of VisiCalc for the IBM PC and
ofher more esoteric alleged breaches."

--~------- -- --------------- ----

"What's an IBM PC?" they ask. "We
'don't put VisiCafc on mainframes or
,minis. And a suit for a hundred million
dollars over a program that we're selling

Software Arts and
VisiCorp, whose joint

product can be said, in
a sense, to have
legitimatized the
microcomputer

i"dustFY'r"a,e·s(J'·far ..,~,..'~".
apart in their legal

battles that they can't
even agree what court

to litigate in.

for $79.95? You've got to be kidding."
, You explain that IBM has sold a mil,
lion, more or less, personal computers in
the couple of years since its introduc-
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between windows and different
applications.

VisiCorp currently offers Visi-On '
products for the IBM PC, Wang Pro-
fessional, Honeywell Series 7900,
Compaq, Spirit, Texas Instruments Pro-
fessional, and Eagle PC Plus. For full
implementation, Visi-On requires a hard
Winchester disk, at least 284K of on-line
RAM, and graphics support capabilities
(that means a graphics card to PC
owners).

More than three years of design, en-
gineering, and user-testing were spent
developing the Visi-On environment,
and according to Terry Opdendyk,
president of VisiCorp, "based on user
experience with over one million
VisiSeries productivity applications, we
have designed a new range of functiona-
lity." (See also the sidebar on
Opdendyk.)

Four Visi-On packages are shipping
currently: Visi-On Calc, a spreadsheet
program; Visi-On Word, a word proces-
sor; Visi-On Query, a database manager;
and Visi-On Graph, a business graphics
package.

Their particulars are as follows:
• Visi-On Calc. Allows the production

and automatic consolidation of large
spreadsheets. Permits users to create an
unlimited number of calc windows, and
manipulate as well as transfer data be-
tween templates.

• Vis i-On Word. Processes single
documents of up to 500 pages and pro-
vides instant access to any page. Use of
the mouse makes editing easier. Can
transfer information to and from spread-
sheet and database modules.

• Visi-On Query. Tables hold up to
65,000 records, with up to 1000 charac-
ters per record and 256 characters per
field. Compatible for transfer with, all
other modules. New fields can be added
or old ones modified without affecting
previously entered data. Supports

"I remember the year
Dave nearly got himself
kicked out of NCC,"
laughed Jerry. "The

guy's got real spunk."

mathematical functions across fields.
• Visi-On Graph. Converts raw data

into presentation-quality business
graphs. Includes automatic scaling to
provide the best representation of data
within a particular window. If the win-
dow is resized, the program rescales the
graph accordingly.

Look for an in-depth review of Visi-

On in an upcoming issue of Creative.

Firstest With The Mostest
I had the good fortune at the VisiCorp

reception to meet Jerry Pournelle of
Byte. Jerry bestowed on us what we took
to be a high compliment. "Creative
Computing, " he said, has "kept its orig-
inal flavor and attitude better than any
other micro magazine." I thanked him,
and commended him for his personal
commitment to that same goal.
Pournelle's pieces are the best reasons to
pick up a Byte anymore.

I reminded him we were headed to-
ward our tenth anniversary (and intend
to keep up that spirit from the early
days!).

"I remember the year Dave nearly got
himself kicked out of NCC," laughed
Jerry. "The guy's got real spunk." He
became more serious. "That was five or
six years ago, I guess."

Time sure flies when you're typing
RUN.

Another good friend popped up at the
show, and no stranger to Vegas himself,
Ken Uston managed to stay away from
the blackjack tables long enough to com-
pile his Comdex impressions, too. As
usual, he is right on target.

Keynoters of the show included Bill
Gates, president of Microsoft, who
stressed the need to get software to op-
erate the way humans do, as opposed to

tion, which' is pretty good, because the contract. (If progra;nmers are to be Ii-
Apple II family has sold only a million able to their publishers for failure to de-
and a quarter machines altogether. "You liver an acceptable product on time, this
want us to believe that the Steves are could set a very lucrative-for the legal
still selling Apples in 1984? Now we profession, anyhow-s-precedent.) Not
know you're nuts." only that, complains VisiCorp, but Soft-

Well, as astonishing as all that might ware Arts stopped trying on PCA V,
be to the three friends in way back when, directing their resources to perfecting
we know that it all happened. Apple TK!Solver, instead. (This theory sounds
Computer is still selling Ils, IBM has a bit less farfetched, and not quite as in-
made a tremendous success out of its teresting a precedent. Liability for fail-
PC, and Software Arts and VisiCorp, ure to work in good faith is old stuff.)
whose joint product can be said, in a But skulking around among the plead-

.... ..•."sense, .to ..have. legitimatized ..the,microe..; jugs,it ~ppe!l.rs.thilt .the r~Jdi~RPJe}ll!1.Y
computer industry, are so far apart in be involved not with Advanced Version
their legal battles that they can't even VistCalc, but with Visi-On Calc,
agree what court to litigate in. (Software VisiCorp's spreadsheet sold as a part of
Arts, ensconced in a converted chocolate the Visi-On system. Visi-On Calc, clearly
factory in Wellesley, MA prefers a court an important part of VisiCorp's hopes
in the Northeast, while San Jose's for the future, will undoubtedly sell
VisiCorp prefers the friendlier climate of quite a few copies in the next year or
Silicon Valley. (Ah ... I can feel the le- two-many to people who might other-
gal fees flowing. It's nice to see the law- wise have purchased VisiCalc. VisiCorp
yers make a buck in the computer claims that Visi-On Calc is all new code,
industry for a change.) and not at all a copy of VisiCalc. Soft-

What are the issues? Well, as noted ware Arts seems to be laying some sort
above, VisiCorp is complaining that of claim to royalty income from the
Software Arts didn't deliver Advanced product. And. as is obvious. even though
Version VisiCalc for the IBM PC Lotus 1-2-3 is considered to be the cur-
(PCA V) on a timely basis as required by rent PC bestseller as of this writing, un-

less Visi-On is a complete dud, big
money for all is at stake.

What does this mean to VisiCalc
users, or those who would like to be?
According to VisiCorp President Terry
Opdendyk, the lawsuit(s) are not imped-
ing the normal intercourse of business
between the two firms, and PC Advanced
Version, if not already shipping, should
be out soon. Are new VisiCalcs in the
offing? Well that could prove to be a lit-
tle more difficult. But most lawsuits do
get settled eventually, and at least SOme

...pf ..J.h/!. sIDll:rt.. roqpey.j~ J?e~til}g•t!M!t.
VisiCorp will eventually find a way to
purchase the Software Arts rights to
VisiCalc, thereby obviating the need to.
continue fighting about Visi-On Calc.
Whatever happens, it should be interest-
ing to watch.

(In the meantime, can't you just imag-
ine the expert testimony on VisiCorp's
cost of delaying PCA V for a year. "Now
Mr. Witness. You say you assumed, in
your calculations, that the spreadsheet
market would grow 20% annually, that
interest rates would hold at 10.2%, and
.that the retail price of the product would
remain constant. But what would your
opinion bdf ... ") , •
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Comdex, continued ...
the way computers do. Jack Scanlon,
vice president of processor and software
systems for Western Electric, under-
scored the importance of making soft-
ware compatible over the broadest
possible range of machines.

"Weare finally in a technical position
to make major advances in software
standardization," Scanlon said. And I'll
bet Western Electric is champing at the
bit to meet the challenge, now that it is
free to do so.

The truly oppressive thing about
Comdex, spread as it was through five
major sites, was trying to see everything
in such a short span of time. Simply
impossible. And even with my showgoer
sneakers, I know I missed lots. We shall
try to provide a continuing update on
products we missed that deserved
mention. Here goes with what we did
manage to see:

Computers
The Robie, a new desktop computer

that features two 2.6 megabyte floppy
disk drives and an ergonomically designed

profile was debuted' by Kaypro at the
show. .

The unit takes up only about one square
foot of desk space. Built in to the unit are
a 300 baud modem and real-time clock/
calender. It features a 9", non-glare screen,
tilted to the optimum viewing angle, as
well as dual disk drives mounted atop the
machine to allow easy insertion of disks

from the most cluttered desk.
The Robie comes complete with a

powerful package of ready-to-run pro-
grams, including word processor, spelling
checker, electronic spreadsheet, database
manager, and programming languages. Its
suggested retail price is $2300.

The IBM PC compatible Leading Edge
personal computer was introduced on the
Comdex show floor. It has a number of
special features which make it faster, more
durable, and less expensive than the com-
parable I~M PC.
Based on the 8088 microprocessor, the

system offers 128KRAM and an integrated
RS-232 serial port. It also provides seven
IBM bus-compatible expansion slots.
Processing speed is more than 50 percent
faster than the PC.

The design includes durability ad-
vantages' such as lower socket junction
temperatures to afford a longer chip life
than the IBM PC. An IBM format keyboard
with 83 keys, simply plugs into the front
of the computer unit. It utilizes inductive
technology, with fewer moving parts, to
minimize future service.
The high-resolution green screen monitor

At Comdex I got a chance to ask
Terry Opdendyk, president of Visi'Corp,
to help lift the shades on the window is-
sue.The interview follows:

Creative Computing: Windows, win-
dows, windows, Terry. What makes the
.windowed approach better than any
other? . . '

Terry Opdendyk: When you have the
capability to do multiple applications
simultaneously, you make better use of
the computer and your own time. And if
can yiew multiple applications simulta-
neously, you make the best use 'of a
concurrent system. There is where the
power lies.

But that only is' helpful if those
applications are designed to be useful in
that fashion. Taking an application that
is designed for a large window and
putting it into a tiny window doesn't do
you much good. We have run standard
applications the same way everybody
else does. But to run in a window, you
need something more. You' have to
design the application to t~ke advantage.
of windowing power. .

When we sat down at the (Visi-On)

system, you were into the depths of the
graphics product and the calc product in
less than ten minutes. And yet, the
capabilities of those products is a genera-
tion beyond those of existing packages.

The more you us« the
syst~m, the more the
mouse 'wiil dominate.

The fact that' you can get at it so easily,
so intuitively, so :painlessly, is what
makes windows the word.

Cr:;: But in a way you are making a
point Barry brought up earlier, That is
that the. ~()Use is really a training
peripheral, and once the user has learned
a system, he is ready to move to key-
board commands.

T.O.: Yes and' no. Yes, when you are
at ,thekeybQardentering . away, '.you
don't want to lift your himd off the key-
board and grab for that· mouse. Always

you want the. fastest .and most 'efficient
approach. That's the difference between
"easy-to-learn" and "easy-to-use.' You

." "'xcan-have-a-system-that- is-easy-to learn, ''''Mx'
but a real pain to use, or vice versa. We.,
have all seen examples of one or the
other. The easy-to-use system is the one
that takes four weeks of training, and
then you say to yourself, "wow,I finally
got it." <fhen there is. the ultimate easy-
to-learn system, and after you have gone
through the pedantic motions, unfortu-
nately you can't do anything with it.

CC: Not-to mention feeling patronized
in the process. '

T.O.: Exactly. Now when I am in the
entry mode, I want to stay on. that key-
board. 'When I'm in.the basic mode .of
contact selection or positioning, a point-
ing device.is the single most natural de-
vice for doing it. For me to use cursor
keys to get it up, for me to type ..'a'
cryptic command, is difficult and time- .
consuming, With a single button mouse.es,
the eye and hand get to do what they are
really great at. All you have to do is say
"I want that there." On that score the
mouse will always dominate, and the
more you usethe system, the more the
mouse will dominate.

CC: Even if you have been reared on
cryptic command codes?

T.O.: Even if you 'have been reared on
cryptic commands.

CC: Even to o,Pel1and dose;windows.
T.0.: Youin doit with the rriouse. ....
CC: You know, I'm not sure in my
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L01-US
Lotus 1 2 3 ™ and Dataproduds PSeries
color printer are the best combination
for any business assignment.
Everyone's talking about the best software package
the market, the Lotus 1 2 3. Dataproducts wants
you to go one step further with their PSeries
color printer.

The versatile PSeries translates the
wealth of information generated by
the Lotus 1 2 3 into brilliant full
color charts, graphs and text.

It delivers a full page of
text quality print in nothing
flat while its sheet feeder auto-
matically prevents loading hassles.
And the PSeriesusespin feed or plain
paper and has the brains to fill every

appropriate line with crisp,
sharp copy, even if it has
to justify to do it And the PSeries
color printer has dual speed capability
for correspondence quality output for
word processing applications, and high
speed output for draft or spreadsheets.

The Dataproducts PSeries color
printer. And the Lotus 1 2 3. There's
no better combination on the market
For more information go 1234 to your
nearest computer store and ask about
our PSeries color printer, or call I,p I
Dataproducts, 1-800-258-1386.

Dataproducts computer printers
Nobody puts ideas on paper so many ways.

Dataproducts, Route 13 South. Milford. N.H, 03055 1-2-] and Lotus are trademarks of Lotus Development Corporation
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IT i1Announcing A Major New Innovation From The Publishers Of ~JJ

Now, Get U To72 Pro
For As Litt e As $2.00

rams
ach.

Introducing PC DISK MAGAZINE. The Only
Magazine On Disk That Gives You A Library Of
Software Programs For Your IBM Personal Computer
... At A Fraction Of The Price!
Imagine building a library of software programs with
amazing ease... adding utilities, subroutines, games
and data files to your system... for as little as .
$2 per program! Introducing PC DISK MAGAZINE
-a totally new concept for your microcomputer
that gives you all this and more! You get thoroughly
tested, ready-to-run programs on a floppy disk-
complete with a comprehensive, illustrated User
Manual-for the ultimate in ease, efficiency and
economy. With your subscription to PC DISK
MAGAZINE you'll receive a floppy disk containing
up to 12 varied ready-to-use pr:Qgramsand files.
Developed by experts and tested by the editors,
you'll be able to expand the use of your IBM
personal computer.

Business and Finance Aids: Create
advanced pie, bar and line chart graphics. Compute
loan payment tables. Calculate the Present Value and

. Internal Rate of Return
for your investments.
VisiCalc® templates for

Real Estate, Lease/ Purchaseand Tax Shelter analysis.

Programming Tools: Create cross-reference
listings for your BASIC programs. Convert MBASIC™
program files to CBASIC™ format or reverse. Use
your text editor on your BASIC programs. Convert
data between BASIC and VISICALC® or Supercalc®
formats.

Home/Personal Applications: Whether you
need your own income tax return helper ... proven
ways to maintain a mailing list ...a personal cashflow
analyzer: ..a speed reading trainer ... or SAT test pre-
paration aids, you'll get it from PC DISK MAGAZINE.

Utilities and Diagnostics: Print graphics,
screen images on your printer ... backup, copy, delete,
un-delete or type files with simple menu commands..
Use your computer to simulate a conversational termi-
nal with function key control of disk or printer logging
...and more.

Data Files: Tax tables, population statistics,dic-
tionaries and economic times series.

Games: Adventures! Strategies! Testyour skills,
intelligence and your luck!

E.verything Is
Ready For You
PC DISK MAGAZINE hasevery-
thing you need. The accompanying

_ > 60-page User Manual iswritten
clearly; concisely, in easy-to-under-
stand terms. You'll be able to try the
programs immediately ...there's no
need to type listingsinto your com-
puter. Just insert the disk and go!

. That simply, all the latest software
developments are at your fingertips!



BUSINESS & FINANCE
LOAN ANALYZER
AUTOMATIC BAR CHARTER
WORDSTAR CONFIGURATOR

GAMES
HIDE AND SINK
PYRAMID WATCH

UTILITIES & DIAGNOSTICS
DISK MAP
IBM MATRIX PRINTER

CONTROL

--.
~!.....:---A HUllG A Z I N

PRODUCT SPECiFICATIONS
•Programs will run on IBM personal computers
under PC-DOS and MS-DOS versions 1.1and
2.0 and require a minimum of 64K.

•Most programs will be written to run on both
monochrome and color displays; however,
some games and utilities may be specifically
developed for color display.

•Most programs will be written in advanced
Basic; however, some machine language and
compiled code may be used.

•Programs and documentation are copyrighted
by Ziff-Davis Publishing Company. All rights of
reproduction in all forms and media strictly
reserved.

PROGRAM SUBMISSIONS
If you wish to submit a program for inclusion
in future issues. please write to: PC DISK
MAGAZINE. Attn: Editor. One Park Avenue-
Dept. 732, New York, N.Y. 10016.

GUARANTEE
•All programs are fully tested and guaranteed
to run. Damaged or faulty disks will be
replaced at no charge.

• If you wish to cancel a subscription, simply
return the most recent disk in its sealed pack-
age and you will receive a full refund for this
copy and on all unmailed issues.

PROGRAMMING TOOLS
BASIC PR(X:;RAM EDITOR
PERPETUAL CALENDAR

DATA FILES
DEM(x:;RAPHIC DATA FILE

HOME/PERSONAL
PERSONAL CASH FLOW MANAGER
(PART I OF III)

Save $60With This Introductory
Savings Offer. Get 6 Big Issues of PC .
DISK MAGAZINE And Save 34%•r-----------------------------.IIT"DIIIIJ H P.o. Box 2462. Boulder. CO 80322.-t G •. J: t •• I

BH377

YES, Please accept my subscription to PC DISK
MAGAZINE for 6 issues at the Special Introductory Price
of just $119 (less than $20 per issue. as little as $2 per
program). I save $60-34% off the full price of $179.

Check one: 0 Please bill me. 0 Payment enclosed.
o Please charge to my credit card.
o American Express 0 Visa
o MasterCard

Credit Card No. Exp. Date: _

Name _

Address, _

City, _

State: ---L.ip, _

MAIL NO-RISK COUPON TODAY:" AND SAVE 34%!._----------------------------.



"... easy and fun to use". - Creative Computing
Turn your Apple computer into a color graphics work-

station with FLYING COLORSTMsoftware.
Draw interactively using your joystick or paddles.

FLYING COLORS also works with many other
input devices that connect to the Apple game
paddle ports.

FLYING COLORS features the easiest
screen menu you'll ever see. Pick the function you
want and begin to draw. Choose from thick lines
or thin. Generate automatic circles or boxes of any
size with our "rubber banding" algorithm. Erase. Fill.
Use "micro" mode for exacting detail work or paint
with the broad color brush for big splashes of color.
Select from a vibrant pallette of colors and hues.

You can store and retrieve from disk in seconds.
Our program stores your drawings in"standard binary files
so you can reproduce them on your dot matrix printer via
most graphics dump printer interface cards or programs.
Free: SLIDE PROJECTOR PROGRAM included.

We've included our unique Slide Projector Program and
manual at no extra cost. Create your own "slide shows"
from the computer pictures you have drawn with FLYING

COLORS and then program
their sequence and screen
times automatically.
We ship all orders direct
from stock.

Dealer orders and
inquiries invited. Call
800-874-1888 or in
California call 415-
331-3022. We accept
VISA and MC cards.

In Calif. add applicable sales tax and $3.00 for shipping &
handling.

THE COMPUTER
COLORWORKS

3030 Bridgeway, Sausalito, CA 94965
The Computer Colorworks is a dl\lislon of Jande) ccrporeucn l

·Apple 11+, lie with 48K, Franklin Ace 1000
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc.
Franklin Is a registered trademark of Franldin Computer Corp.



Comdex, continued ...

has a 12" non-glare screen with flicker-
free display. Text display is 80 columns
by 25 lines.

The following software is bundled with
the system: Microsoft DOS 1.25,Microsoft
GW Basic, and Leading Edge Word
Processing. The system will have a sug-
gested retail price of $2895.

NCR has thrown its hat into the micro
ring with the NCR personal computer.
The system is available in two con-
figurations. The first includes the NCR
personal computers with dual 8/16-bit
processors, 256K memory, dual floppy
disk drives, operating system, and POS
inventory management software for $5000.
The second configuration includes a cash
drawer and 10 Mb Winchester hard disk
for $7900.
. The inventory management software
can store 19 separate facts about each of

32,000 unique inventory items. Inventory
levels are automatically adjusted and dis-
played during each sale. An ID number
verification prevents unauthorized access,
and sensitive sales information can be
.password protected.

Actrix has' announced that the Actrix
DS portable computer now can be IBM-
compatible. A 16-bit 8088 co-processor

:: , '·cllSe'l~etti·t1g·the'·s0teen··to"look·like'mY''''·''-era:l'·m~:y··be,··too:··But'does·the'typical··'···aerosspr()duets;' and-access the system,· I··
desk would be a big advantage. My desk user need so many levels upon nested can even ask for an overview of help, to
is usually a mess. levels? see the very tree structure that composes

T.O.: A quick tangent. A profile of all T'O: Let's take the most pathological it. . . .
of our field trial users-hundreds and case-the dedicated spreadsheet user.' CC: And then bring it up in a window.
hundreds of people-has shown a corre- He's sure he wants to continue using T.0.: Windows are just one element of
lation between what their desks look like VisiCalc IV. He's a CPA or a member of a complete system. Here's a virtual
when they work and what their windows one of the big eight accounting firms, memory system. Here's an automatic,
look like. We have some people who had and he is skeptical about windows. contact-sensitive data transferring
things all over the place and some Then he realizes what he can do with capability. I don't have to care whether
accountants with one neat little window two or three spreadsheets on the screen "this" is text, and "that" happens to be
on the righthand side of the screen. . columns and rows. Or that "these" are
. CC: You have your anal users and pixels off in a graph and "those" happen

your non-anal users. to be numbers. The program in effect
T.o': Let's get back to opening and There is, in essence, a says "point to what you want, and I'll go

closing windows. I'm not anal; and I Hllner.te.xt sy.stem at ask the system what it can interpret, and
have five windows on the screen. I just r,., I .will make the appropriate trans-
want to put one aside. I need to identify work in our packaee. formations between the particular
that window, either by position or by items."
name. Point and click, and you've got And if you know one product in the

"< ••••c "that' WitidbW'."N1:fmultiple· tuts(jr"key~ 'system; 'if you" spend" 15 minutes' with
strokes, no names to remember. and the ability to move information Visi-On, you will be able to dive into the

CC: It's intuitive. between them. depths of any other product-because it
T.O.: You got it. That's why windows CCo'What about help levels? will operate the same, it will handle

tested out at Xerox. They had the tile T'O: The system is seamless. I don't things the same, ana it can work
approach and threw it away. It didn't know if you're familiar with the old con- simultaneously with the other products -,
test. To give this three-dimensional feel- cepf of Hypertext, from work ten or Dan (Fylstra) has a saying that "win-
ing, you do not want to be bothered with eleven years ago. . dows are mirrors." If you try to say
increasing and decreasing lines that par- CC: Ted Nelson. You know, wherever "Gee, we got windows," and you 'try to
tition the screen. You want it to work I go, his name keeps coming up. sell a system simply on the flash and
the way sheets of paper work. ro.: Ted Nelson's work. There is, in dash of that, you are doing it with mir-
ce· That's why it can become second essence, a Hypertext system at work in rors. If you have a total-system, with

nature in a very short time. our package. When I'm at a very high superior functionality, seamless integra-
T.O.: It's a metaphor-that's why it level, and 1 want help, I get high-Level tion, and data transfer, as well as ease of

works. help.s-If I'm nested deep 'and stuck in use, then maybe YOUF' windows are'
CC: Okay. Multiple applications are something, '1 get very specific. detailed worthwhile. They will be a tool for the

obviously useful. and a pointer periph- items. I can 'traverse that help structure, rest of the system. -JJA
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Comdex, continued ..•
board is now available as an option.

Supporting both MS-DOS and CP/M-
86, Actrix DS with the co-processor is
capable of handling nearly all programs
developed originally for the IBM Pc.

The co-processor option includes 256K
of RAM. When operating in CP IM-80,
this memory can be used as a RAM-disk,
speeding operation. The coprocessor option
will retail for $500.

Bytec-Comtenn, makers of the Hyperion
portable, announced a series of communi-
cation packages. These terminal emulation
packages allow the Hyperion to com-
municate directly with mainframes, in
addition to performing such PC functions
as editing, accounting, and telecommuni-
cations. The Hyperion can now be linked
to a mainframe, simulating a fully functional
portable terminal.
The company also introduced the EX

expansion chassis, designed to expand the
capabilities of the Hyperion computer. It
has additional memory, color graphics
capabilities, eight expansiori slots, 10Mb
hard disk, and a built-in modem.

Altos Computer Systems revealed a new
nine-user, 16-bit microcomputer system.
The 986 is a fully loaded micro that

accommodates up to nine users, with ten
RS-232 ports.

The unit offers a megabyte of RAM
memory and uses an 8086 processor run-
ning at 10 MHz. It utilizes two Z80
processors to handle direct memory access.
The system includes a Winchester disk
and the Xenix operating system. The cost
per station is under $2400.

headed the SCM printer line until now.
The top of the line dot matrix model

from Smith Corona is the D-300. It has a
printing speed of 140 cps and can print
132 characters per line at 10 pitch.
The D-300 offers nearly letter quality

Printers

Smith Corona introduced three new
models at Comdex. They join the TP-II,
.the low-priced daisywheel printer that has

., ... case; 1 sp,Ql.ted Ae$jgner. drt;sse~ and. _,_....
Brooks Brothers ensembles rounded out
with good, comfortable running shoes. I
wisfrl had fuought mine.

w'$'n did it all mean? Who were the
winne1!sand losers? Who will be back
next year? Who won't?

The most obvious winner is also the
one with the least competition. That

The process of separating the wheat would be Sheldon Adelson, the en-
from the chaff seemed quite difficult, if trepreneur who dreamed up the idea of
not impossible, even (or especially) after Comdex back in 1919. Adelson grossed
interviews with company spokesmen. tens of millions of dollars this year

What further confuses the whole issue (IBM alone spent $1 million on the
is the sheer magnitude of the show- show), and although many exhibitors
1400 booths, 11 miles of aisles, and 1Y4 may not be around next year as they be-
million square feet. Fortunately for us come shakees in the ongoing shakeout,
(but not .for the people manning the there is no doubt that Adelson's Comdex
booths) the show extended for five full will be. Comdex, has doubled in size
days 10:00 a.m, to 5:00 p.m.). But every year since it began in 1979, and it

":{;;Ja!~Stt'Iet1·;~lDWwa:re--t(»)·s,ay,'.·;·nc.tnllng;;>olt·,,;,,;,cc.nS:lder"~I~tlli):.,>·.uH~.,;,.rno:)t,.;ambitious ..oL.. is .still.gro:wiI:1,g.,.., ...~. . ;.., .....
attendees had about a total of 35 hours There was another big Iwinner at
in which to see the show, which means Comdex. That is us-that is, those of us
that to do' a complete job, he would have who want to find out what is going on in
to visit 40 booths per hour, allowing him the industry. Where else in the world
a scant 11/2 minutes per booth-no mean could we possibly learn about all the
task what with the crowds, the five sepa- significant new computers, new software
rate locations, and' the difficulty of packages, and new peripherals all laid
collaring company representatives. . out in a single location, so we could try

Covering Comdex has become a phys- out the products and directly question'
ical feat as well. One show daily offered company personnel?
advice on how we should take care of Imagine in a single day being
ourfeetj Softsel,·the.softwareclist-ributo;J;, j, •s.ee-san.d .,learnab.Q.ut .Lo.tu.s ·,•.;..."...'..,,·...?..}....•..;'•..I

gave away inner soles (yes, they were Microsoft Windows, Visi-On, and Ova-
called Softsoles), and in more than one tion; find out what is new at Apple,

Uston At Qomdex
I write this report on Fall Comdex,

1983 with much trepidation (i.e., terror).
Now, I do know something about
computers, and I feel I did a pretty am-
bitious job of running around the three
hotel-casinos and two convention hall
floors filled with hardware and software
of every imaginable type. But after
a week of hearing about imaginal stor-
age, LED's stacked in parallel, Applica-
tion Advisory Support, and Digital

Micr07400s, RS-232 cables, two platter
CG912s, and Blis/Cobol-I am' suffer-
ing from an acute case of Techno-shock.

I also read the press releases and tried
to sift through them to understand what
it is that we are likely to be buying next
year. This process can be tricky because
companies have a tendency to float
"trial balloons" -that is, to announce
products that may never see the light of
day either because some other company

.-our-with-ssomething better or-be-.»
cause of lukewarm reception from show
attendees.
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EDUCATIONAL
SOFTWARE SPECIAL

CDP
SPECIALS DYSAN 5" SS/DD (10)

DYSAN 5" SS/DD (100)
DYSAN 5" DS/DD 110)
DYSAN 5" DS/DD 100)
MAXELL 5" SS/DD (10)
MAX Ell S" SS/DD (100)
MAXELL 5" DS/DD (1 0)
MAXELL 5" DS/DD (100)
VERBATIM 5" SS/DD 110)
VERBATIM 5" SS/DD 100)
VERBATIM 5" DS/DD (10)
VERBATIM 5" DS/DD (100)

Additional 10% OFF
with order of any 5
educational programs
from DLM, SPINNAKER,
LEARNING CO.

VIS I-ON
16K RAM CARD

POWER STRIP w/Surge
APPLE FAN w/Surge, 2 Oullets
PAR PRINTER CARD & CABLE

16K UPGRADE 4116200 NS (SeV8)
64K UPGRADE 4164200 NS (SeV9)

MAILMERGE
SPELLSTAR
WORDSTAR PRO

INFOSTAR &
WORDSTAR

A.LD.S.
APPLESOFT COMPILER
BASIC COMPILER
COBOL COMPILER
FLIGHT SIMULATOR (IBM)
MOUSE (IBM)
MULTIPLAN
MULTITOOL BUDGET
MULTITOOL FIN. STMT.
SOFTCARD II
SOFTCARD PREMIUM (lie)
64K IBM SYSTEMCARD
WORD

APPLE GRAPHICS BOOK
CPA (GL, AP, AR, PAy) ea
FCM/FL 1st CLASS MAIL (AP)
FCM/FL ISICLASSMAIL(IBM)
HOME ACCOUNTANH (IBM)
HOME ACCNT.+(KAYPRO, OSB)
HOME ACCNT.+ (TI PRO)
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
TAX ADVANTAGE

ULTRAFILE(IBM) 155.99
HOME ACCOUNTANT
(Ap) 44.99

~
SYSTEM SAVER
• Surge Suppression
• Fits Apple Stand
• Dual Outlet
• U.L. Listed $65
• GreatGift!

860 S. Winchester 81.
San Jose, CA 95128

(408) 985-0400

BPI (GL, AP, AR, PAY, INV) 274.99
BRODERBUND Arcade Machine 44.99
Bank street Wriler 44.99
Drol 27.99
David's Magic 25.99
Loderunner 24.99

CENTRAL POINT Copy 11+ 25.99
DATA MOST Aztec 26.99
Kids & Apple, VIC, COMM, ea. 14.99

DATASOFT Canyon Climber 17.99
Zaxxon 24.99

D~M Alien AddiliOO ScI1-37.99, H-27.99
Alligalor Mix ScI1-37.99, H-27.99
Demolilion Division ScI1-37.99, H-27.99
Dragon Mix .ScI1-37.99, H-27.99
Meleor Mulliplicalion ScI1-37.99, H-27.99
Minus Mission ScI1-37.99, H-27.99
Verb Viper/Word Invasion 37.99
Word Mall/Word Masler . 37.99
Word Radar/Spelling Wiz 37.99

EPYX Crush Crumble Chomp 19.99
GRAPH & CALC 99.99
HAYDEN Piewriler 94.99
Sargon II 24.99
Incredible Jack 129.99

KENSINGTON Formal II 126.99
L&S Crossword Magic 39.99
LEARNING CO Bumble Games 26.99
Bumble PloVMagic Spell 26.99
Gerlrudes Puzzle 29.99
Juggles Rainbow 19.99
Moplown Parade 26.99
Rocky's soots 33.99

LIGHTNING Maslerlype 29.99
MICROLAB Data Factory 229.99
Miner 20-4ger 27.99

ODESTA CHESS 53.99
Odin 37.99

PENGUIN Graphics Magician 3B.99
SIERRA ON LINE Frogger 21.99
Screenwriler II B 1.99
Ullima II 36.99
General Manager 146.99

ULTRASOFT Serpents Star 29.99
Mask of Ihe Sun 29.99

VISICORP $call

APPLE WRITER PRE-BOOT
CHARACTER ROMS
ENHANCER II
FUNCTION STRIP
HARDSWITCH
MICRO MODEM CHIP
PS10
SOFTSWITCH
ULTRATERM
ULTRATERM PRE-BOOTS
VIDEOTERM
VIDEOTERM W S/S + INV
VISICALC PRE-BOOT

239.99
169.99
129.99
115.99
79.99

299.99
198.99
59.99

$CALL
$CALL
26.99
25.99
29.99
19.99
14.99
74.99
22.99
14.99

129.99
439.99
$CALL
44.99

119.99
26.99
$CALL
22.99
27.99
59.99
49.99
47.99
27.99

379.99
26.99
29.99
44.99
29.99
44.99

499.99
164.99
199.99
$CALL
$CALL
179.99
269.99

$CALL

V, Heighl DS/DD Drive
ALPHA Dala Base MGR II
Apple-I BM Can nee lion
Executive Package
Typefaces

ASHTON TATE dBase il
Friday
Encyclopedia
Friday

AST Boards
BRODERBUNO Serpentine
CENTRAL POINT Copy II PC
EDUWARE Algebra I
EPYX Crush Crumble Chomp
Curse of Aa
Oil Barons
Temple 01 Apshai
Upper Reaches of Apshai

HAYDEN Piewriler
HAYES 1200B Modem
KENSINGTON PC Saver
KRAFT Joystick
lIFETREE Volkswriler
LIGHTNING Maslerlype
LOTUS 1-2-3
MICRO LAB Highrise
Miner 20-4ger

NORTON Utilities
PC CRAYON
PC TUTOR
POOL 1.5
PLANTRONICS ColorPlus
SIERRA ON-LINE Frogger
Ulysses & Golden Fleece
SIR-TECH Wizardry
SUBLOGIC Pinball
TG Joyslick
TITAN 64K BOARD
VISICORP, Vis~alc or Visidex
Visifile, Trend/Pial, Schedule ea
Visilink
Visi-on
Visispell
Visiword

15.99
7.99

$CALL
17.99
17.99
27.99

199.99
474.99

1.99
39.99

104.99
419.99
169.99
29.99
14.99
24.99
29.99

$CALL
4.99
7.99
2.99

34.99

1984 Apple/Alari S/Ware Book
3 Ring Disk sneers (10)
EPSON Printers
Flip 'n File (original)
Flip 'n File w/Locklray (25)
Flip 'n File w/Locklray (50)
HAYES 300 Baud Smarlmodem
1200 Baud Srnartmcdem

Library Case
KENSINGTON PC Saver
NOVATION J Cal
NOVATION 103/212 AuloCal
NOVATION 103 Smart Cal
NOVATION Expansion Mod
PAGEMATE Book Holder
Prinler Siand Small (plxgls)
Prinler Siand Large (plxgls)
RIBBONS - srorner
MX s FX 80
MX & FX 100
OKI 82, 83, 92, 93 & Gem

USI Compumod RF MOD
Fingerprint
(Epson Enhancer) 44.99

ALPHA PLOT
APPLE MECHANIC
BEAGLE BASIC
DOS BOSS
DOUBLE TAKE
FLEX TEXT
FRAME-UP
PRONTO ODS
TIP DISK #1
TYPEFACES
UTILITY CITY

BASIS 108 $CALL
DAN PAYMAR Lower Case 1 (rev 1-6)25.99
Lower Case 2 (rev 7) 19.99

DARK STAR Snapshot ll 65.99
EASTSIDE Wildcard 2 109.99
FOURTH DIMENSION Drive 219.99
HAYES Micromodem lie $CALL
HOME Repeal Key 19.99
KOALA PAD B5.99
KRAFT Joystick 39.99
KRAFT Paddles 31.99
LEGEND 12BK Ram 359.99
MICRO-SCI Drive 219.99
MOUNTAIN CPS Card 159.99
Ramplus + 32K 159.99

NOVATION Applecalll 259.99
Applecal Upgrade 1200 Baud 309.99

ORANGE MICRO Grappler + 114.99
Bufferboard 119.99
Buffered Grappler + 179.99

PADDLE ADAPPLE 24.99
SATURN 128K Ram 379.99
Accelerator II 444.99
Neplune 64 K 199.99
Neplune 128K 299.99

S. CORONA TP-2 PRINTER SCALL
ALS CP/M 3.0 259.99

AMDEK
PRINCETON RGB HX-12
QUADCHROME RGB HX-12
TAXAN 420 RGB (IBM)
TAXAN 12" Amber 18 mh
TAXAN 12" Green 18 mh
USI Pi 1 9" Green 20 mh
USI Pi 2 12" Green 20 mh
USI Pi 3 12" Amber 20 mh
USI Pi 4 9" Amber 20 mh
USI 1400C Color Composite
OSBORNE Monilor Cable
lie to Princeton Cable

MlcraPra. APIC (APPLE III PARALLEL)
ERAM BO column 64K liE
MICROFAZER
QUADBOARD I or II (64K)
QUADCOLOR I
QUADCOLOR II
QUAD 512+(64 K)
OUADCHROME MONITOR

DTC 380Z (Letter Quality)
Stylewriter

OKIDATA 82-93
STAR GEMINI 10X
EPSON FX80

~~~:~~,---,
$CALL tJ-iiiiiiJ299.99
549.99

• No Charge For Credit Cards
• Prices Subject To Change
• Software Sales Are Final
• Min. $4.00 Shipping Charge
• Purchase Orders Call First



'-DEG, . and Radio=Shaek-sfool-eroucd- ·~year..,. (Lotus .. received .. the .•,.only .. "hat. ».>unpmfitable," but autQmaj:!';d_><;propalli~~_~*m;.•,
with half a dozen new portable comput- trick," that is, three awards at The First will literally. be able to see the red ink,
ers; and get hands-on experience with Annual Softsel Hot List Awards Cere- just as in the days of the eye-shaded
the IBM PCjr. All of that happened to mony, which was held during Comdex.) accountants).
me in one day. Windows refers to having more than

one function appearing on the computer
screen simultaneously: The most notable
window programs are VisiCorp's Visi-
On, and Microsoft Windows.

Interestingly, the software is placing
demands on hardware manufacturers.
New packages require more computer
memory, hi-res monitors, and hard disk
drive storage. As an example, the Ovation
windows package requires 256K of mem-
ory, and a hard disk is recommended.

Among the key software houses which
joined the integrated/windows fray:

Comdex, continued ...
print in a choice of six different pitches
and emphasized, elongated, proportionally
spaced, and italic print. It can handle bit-
imaged graphics as well.
"With a 2K buffer and friction as well as

tractor feed standard, the D-300 looks
pretty good at a suggested retail price of
$795.
The SCM D-200 boasts equally high

quality and reliability. It can reach speeds
of up to 120 cps and 80 characters per
line at 10 pitch. Its features are much the
same as those of its big brother, the D-
300.Both models offer standard and parallel
interfaces and self-testing. The D-200 has
a suggested list price of $595.

The D-100 offers good performance for
a low price of $395. It can chug along at
100 cps=-Iaster than any other printer at
a comparable price. It comes with a parallel
interface standard and serial capability
available as an option.

Okidata introduced two very high speed
printers with the codename Pacemark.
The Pacernark printers are high quality

dot-matrix machines. The Pacemark 2350
delivers 350 cps bidirectionally with short
line-seeking logic and extra speed hori-
zontal slew to accelerate throughout. It
prints in two colors and features dot-

Software
Lots and lots of new software was in-

troduced: and' it's no wonder. Future
Computing has estimated that $1112 bil-
lion of microcomputer software will be
sold in 1987 (if you don't think that's a
lot of money, consider that it is twice as

The buzzwords in new
software at Comdex
1983 were integrated

"f!!.ndwindows.

much as the value of all the quarters
kids of all ages put in COih-OPmachines
in the peak arcade year, 1982). "

The buzzwords in new software at
Comdex 1983 were integrated and win-
dows. Integrated refers to the ability to
do more than one job on a computer at a
time. The most popular integrated pack-
age to date is 1-2-3, which incorporates
spreadsheets, databases, and graphics.
1-2~3 which has been at the top of most
business software "charts" over the past

addressable graphics, true descenders,
superscripts, and subscripts.
The fastest multifunction printer offered

by Okidata is the Pacemark 2410. It has a
350 cps data processing mode, a 175 cps
high density draft mode, and a word
processing mode at 85 cps. It also prints
in two colors.

C. Itoh has added a low priced daisy-
wheel printer to its strong line of dot-
matrix models. The A-lO lists for $995

MicroPro
MicroPro, .the makers. of the. famous

word processing package, WordStar
(700,000 copies sold), showed an inte-
grated package called Starllurst, which
allows the use of several software pro-
grams at the same time. MicroPro exhib-
ited a series of new programs, all ending,
as might be expected, with a familiar
suffix: Plan Star for complex financial
modeling; Chart Star, a graphics pack-
age; and Project Star for project manage-
ment, including critical path analysis
(CPM).

MicroPro has enhanced CalcStar to
"allow more cells and living color (so that

and provides letter quality fully formed
characters at 18 cps.

For the office environment, the A-lO
features a low 6" profile, a 62 dB or lower
operating noise level, and a choice of
friction or bidirectional tractor feed.

NEC introduced the PC-8025A wide
carriage dot-matrix printer. The 120 cps

printer yields 136 columns and is com-
patible with a wide range of microcom-
puters. It has a 3K buffer and tractor and
friction feed. Parallel interface is
standard.
The printer offers six different font

capabilities: boldface, underline and sub-
scripting, plus Greek, mathematics, and
European characters.

Microsoft
I had the unusual experience of

watching a Microsoft employee give a
demonstration of the 1lew Windows pro-
gram with a Lotus executive standing
next to me. She explained that Windows
is an extension of an operating system
that allows you to run several different
programs all at the same time and to see
the results on the screen simultaneously
through separate windows.

With Windows, you can process words
with WordStar, calculate with
Multiplan, store information with
dllasell, and design graphics all at the
. same time. I asked"Whether we wouldbe
able to transfer data from one program
to another.

The deinonstrator hedged. "Not yet."
The Lotus executive watching with

me, said, "Windows allows co-existence,
not true integration."

Just then a Microsoft executive, spot-
ting my press badge, rushed over to
contradict, quickly adding, "We'll have
true integration."

As I left the booth, the two company
executives were discussing .,the true
meaning of co-existence versus integra-
tion. (I proffered, "Separate, but equal
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The Only Hard Disk
Program Selector
forthe Apple lIe and
Apple IIPlus.

A hard disk makes your Apple lIe or 64K
II Plus even more powerful. And makes you even
more productive. But you still have to load a new
floppy and reboot when you need to change programs.
And the more programs you have, the more time
you waste.

That's why Quark developed Catalyst" II
A unique ProDOS program selector that lets you
switch between even copy-protected programs.
Without rebooting. A few keystrokes move you
from Word Juggler Ile to your spreadsheet, then to
your file management system, and so forth.

The convenient menu lists the programs you've
stored on your hard disk, organized in any way you
wish. You can automatically install virtually any

© 1983, Quark Incorporated

programs which use Apple's new ProDOS operating
system. Including software from Quark, Apple
Computer and other leading manufacturers. You can
even load CP/M programs on the menu, when you
use the CP/M CARD from Advanced Logic Systems.

Catalyst lIe is an affordable $149. So see your
favorite dealer today for a complete demonstration.
And while you're there, look into Quark's other office
automation tools for the Apple lIe and Apple III.
Especially our popular Word Juggler "word processor,
which now includes the Lexicheck ™ spelling checker.
A powerful combination, intelligently priced at only
$189 for the Apple lIe and $229 for the Apple III.

All prices suggested us. retail. For the name of the Quark er
nearest you, call, toll-free, 1 (800) 543-7711. - .Quark. Catalyst, WordJuggler and Lexicheck are trademarks of Quafk"lncorpo~
Apple. ProDOS and ProFile are registered trademarks of Applecomputer. In~ '"'
CP/M is a registered trademark. and CPJM eARD is a trademark of Digital
Research. Inc. -

Office Automation Tools
2525 West Evans, Suite 220
Denver CO 80219
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INTRODUCINGA SPINWRITIR
'OR IVIRYONI WHO THOUGHT

THIY COULDII'TIt"OID It
SPIIIWRITIR.

The newest
. Spinwriter prints at
200 words per minute.

Spinwriter is the
letter-quality printer
preferred by more PC
owners.
The Spinwriter name is one
of the legends of the
computer industry.
That's why NEC
Information Systems is
the number one supplier
of letter-quality printers
to PC users.

In fact many famous
personal computer
makers recommend
the Spinwriter, not
only for letter-quality
printing, but because
it can bring out the
full capabilities of
their system.

Our new
Spinwriter® 2000

retails for only $1D95.
And prints at 200 words per
minute.

Even though the .
Spinwriter 2000 Series costs
less, they are nothing less
than true Spinwriters. The
2000 offers the same su-
perior quality and reliability
as the rest of the family.

So if low-volume, letter-
quality printing is what you
need, the Spinwriter 2000 is
letter-perfect for you. And
your budget.

Spinwriter 2000 gives
you famous Spinwriter
features, quality and
reliability for a new
low price.

Now, for about the same price as
an ordinary printer, you can have
a letter-quality Spinwriter. SPINWRITER IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF NEe CORPORATION.
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Spinwriter has capa-
bilities you can't get on
other printers.
Spinwriter's unique
"thimble" print head gives
you impeccable printing.

You can choose
from over 60

different

Our unique "thimble" print head holds up
to 128 characters, enough for any special

. need.

type faces with up to 128
characters. And even have
two type faces, or scientific
and arithmetic symbols on
the same thimble.

The 2000 also lets you
change forms handlers
quickly and easily. Seven

NEC-built forms
handlers give a

custom look to 'all of your
forms-oriented applications.
Which means you can shift
from word processing to
billing, shipping or inven-
tory control in moments.

Want to send an original
letter to a few hundred cus-
tomers? Our sheetfeeder
. mechanism handles
printing on your
letterhead and
second page or
envelope.

Other Spinwriter
advantages include
continuous forms
handlers thattake
paper up to 16 inches
wide, variable size
forms and multi-part
forms.
Every Spinwriter is
built to work as hard as
you do.
Spinwriters have long been
known for their reliability.
Five years without a failure
is not unusual. Which is
twice as good as any other
printer.

That's not to say that
someday you won't need a

little service. Not
only will you find it
nearby, you'll find
it fast. NEC-trained
experts can repair

The 2000 plugs
directly into your
PC's printer port.

a Spinwriter in less than
20 minutes.

For the Spinwriter dis-
tributor nearest you, call
1-800-343-4418 (in
Massachusetts call
617-264-8635). And find out
why more and more PC
users are saying "NEC
and me."

Now offices with
limited budgets
don't have to
settle for less

of a printer.

NEe Information
Systems, Inc.

1414MassachusettsAve.
Boxborough,MA 01719
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Comdex, continued ...
Printronix demonstrated the MVP 150B

compact dot matrix line printer designed
specifically for compatibility with the IBM
PC and other micros.

The multi-model unit prints high quality
office correspondence at 80 lines per
minute, and drafts easy-to-read reports at
200 lines per minute.

Using the MVP 150B block graphics
character set, the user can generate custom
business forms and other graphics.

Suggested end-user price is $3745.

The ComWrifer CR-III, a quick, quiet
daisywheel printer for under $1000, was
shown by Comrex International.

The unit has a print speed of 23 cps
and a 132-column carriage. Two-color
printing capability is also provided. Another
feature is the Copy mode, a 5K buffer
that can retain a documennt for reprinting
at a later time.
A wide selection of interchangeable type

fonts, including foreign languages, provides
the quality and variety needed for pro-
fessional documents. The CR-III also offers
superscript, subscript, backspace, under-
line, boldface, double strike, and pro-
portional spacing. Both a cut-sheet feeder
and a tractor feed are available as
options.

Canon introduced two near-letter-quality
printers and reintroduced its color ink-jet
printer. The two new models are the PW-
1080Aand the PW-1156A. The PW-1080A
can print 80 characters per line, the PW-
1156A, 156 characters per line, both at a
rate of 160 cps. Both printers have a noise
level of under 60 dB, which is relatively
quiet. Other features of the units are
removable cartridge ribbon, high-resolution
graphics, near-letter-quality dot matrix
print, superscript and subscript, and inter-
national character sets.

Canon rechristened its A-210 color
printer as the PJ-1080A. This is a low cost
color ink-jet printer capable of seven colors
on plain paper or transparency. The unit
reaches speeds of up to 37 cps, with a
noise level of under 50 dB.

English language commands. The pro- pany went public during the year as a
grams are linked, so that' changes made result of the enormous success of its
in a spreadsheet, for example, are auto- 1-2-3 package. The net worth of its 33-
matically reflected in a word processed year-old president, Mitchell, Kapor, has
report or a graph. ' recently been reported at around $50 I

Ironically, Ovation may have accom- million. !
plished exactly what competitor Bill Prior to" Comdex, Lotus had an-'l
Gates of Microsoft was quoted as saying nounced that it was developing 1-2~3for i
was sorely needed: fewer commands-in the TIProfessional computer. Ati
plain English. Comdex, Lotus has both good news andi

VisiCorp When I see a sales ..brochure that bad news for Apple II owners. The good ~11'i:'I:

VisiCorp once again displayed their reads, "America applauds the most im- news: 1-2:3 will be available for Apples.,
Visi-On operating system, an integrated The bad news: to run it, Apple 0\Vners
window system which allows multiple will need a Rana co-processor,' whiCh

"'''';~~~tgE~~?~~~~~r''~;::,;~~~~~'!,~~,:~'~>~~!~;r:71~tt~~~~~~~"~"1

industry wags were predicting that it s,uccess st~ries of What's coming from Lotus in the fu- j

would diminish the potential of Lisa, 1983. ture? I can tell you this: when a Lotus
since a mouse system for the IBM PC spokesman accepted an award' at the
would be so much cheaper than the Lisa, Softsel ceremony, he said, "Thanks for
which was then priced at $10,000. helping make 1-2-3 the success it is. I

Then Microsoft announced Windows, portant business tool since the personal look forward to being here next year to
and people started to question the viabil- computer, ••I become skeptical. In this do the same thing-with 4,5-6)' .
ity of Visi-On. Next, VisiCorp publi- same promotional piece, 'we find that
cized at Comdex its agreement with Ovation package .•is endorsed by the
IBM, in which Big Blue agreed to contestants for Miss America, Albert
distribute Visi-On. The VisiCorp people Einstein (Hit crunches iiumbers almost
claim that this will put them way ahead as fast as I can"), and Napoleon. Don't
in the field. get me wrong. I think that Ovation may

We shall see. have a tine product-perhaps even a
unique innovation.

windows," but nobody laughed).
Anyway, Windows is 'unusual in that

it has the support (or at least tacit co-
operation) of many in the industry.
When it was announced just prior to
Comdex, representatives from nearly
two dozen hardware manufacturers and
a hatf dozen software companies (includ-
ing Lotus) were at the press conference,

Ovation
'Ovation Software aUowsl!serstowork '" Lotus

on several different functions at the same Lotus is one of the most dramatic in-
time, instructing the computer with 30 dustry success stories of 1983. The com-

DESQ
This company displayed a software

integrator, which allows you to use, for
example, Louts 1-2-3, WordSt{lr,' and
dliase IL all' at the same time, with each
having it own window. '

MO,saic,. ,',Ci','

,Mosaicex.hibited 'an Integrated' pack.."
age, Integrated 6, which incorporates a
database, word processor, spreadsheet,
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Comdex, continued ...
Dataproducts exhibited its line of daisy-

wheel, matrix, and band printers.
The letter quality daisywheel printers,

the DP-35 and DP-55, operate at 35 and
55 cps respectively, which is very fast for
daisywheel print. Both units accommodate
industry standard plastic or metal print-
wheel and a 90 degree tilting printhead
mechanism for easy printwheel changes.

They also displayed the P-Series matrix
printers from recently acquired Integral
Data Systems (IDS).
Dataproducts also demonstrated its bar

code and graphics matrix printer, the M-
100L. This 140 cps unit is designed to
automatically print block letters and a
broad selection of resident bar code types,
as well as graphics or text, in any com-
bination.

Peripherals
Apple demonstrated a mouse and new

software called MousePaint for Apple II,
II+, and lIe computers.

AppleMouse II will be packaged with
the software to design charts, diagrams,
free-hand drawings and other visual aids

for reports and presentations. Users can
insert. text in a drawing and can choose
from a variety of character fonts and fill
patterns. MousePaint simulates bit mapped
graphics to support the Apple II high-
resolution capabilities.
The ProFile Winchester drive, once only

for use with the Apple III and Lisa ma-
chines, can now be utilized with an Apple
II. ProDOS, Apple's new operating system
for the Apple II, enables the computer to
communicate with mass storage devices
including the ProFile hard disk.
The ProFile Apple II version lists for

under $2200. It offers storage capacity
equal to 35 floppy disks-about 1200single-
spaced, typewritten pages-and retrieves
information ten times as fast as a con-
ventional disk drive.

Mouse Systems Corporation announced
that its optical PC Mouse now works with
VisiCorp's Visi-On and Microsoft Word.

PC Mouse can also be used with any
program that uses the Microsoft mouse
driver. For software developers, PC Mouse
includes MSMOUSE.LIB which supports
a super-set of the languages supported by
Microsoft's library.

PC Mouse works with existing hardware
and connects to the IBM PC and PC
compatibles through an RS-232C asyn-
chronous port. The suggested retail price
is $295 and includes all software drivers
and hardware.

Key Tronic Corporation announced a
plug-compatible, deluxe keyboard for IBM
PC and XT computers. Called the KB5151,
the low-profile unit features separate cursor
command keys, a separate numeric keypad,

graphics, inter-computer communica- What Does It All Mean? work on a project, I usually first work
tions, and a mainframe link. It competes OK. I am sold on VisiCalc and the out the figures to' see what they show.

·'·.:~.,·with··.·"botus",.CGntext, ...and. "YisiCorp,i." e:••new ."i~p(QX$)9,."$J?P:,a~.~!l~~t...'.,P·~Qg~!}m1l:.,.,,,,..;Jh~!!-.i!.,g~.s~9;...~5>.~J,~,~.!l,!i.!E.~.pe~r.~~;.~~?,
among others. They make financial analysis very easy graphs to be organized to emphaSIze tlie

to do. I have worked with electronic points that should be highlighted. Then,
spreadsheets and have joined the coterie and only then, do I write.(or dictate) the
that can't imagine doing it any other report. .
way. . . .. . So I am a bit bewildered by all this

I also buy 1-2-3. The charts (line, bar, fuss about windows-about the crying
or pie) are fabulous, and if I were. a need to insert spreadsheets in the middle
financial VP, I would want them 'to of the text, instead of including them on
make my graphics. separate pages. Besides, most spread-

But I admit tobeing quite skeptical sheets Ihave seen not only fill up an 8V2
about this window stuff. I have spent a by 11 sheet, but often have to be reduced

. so they can fit on one.
Now, I may be biased; at Harvard

Business School they insisted we display
our figures as separate exhibits. But let
me just raise the question:

Could windows be a solution in search
of a problem?

Where is software going in the future?
We were given clues to this from two of

"'tll£](eynote speal<."ers olrtn€"fffs-t Clay'of
the show. Bill Gates, chairman of the
Board of Microsoft, noted in his keynote
address that it currently takes about 150
cpmmands to make five typical pro-
grams work. He feels that this should be
reduced to about 20 commands and that
the commands should be in plain En-
glish. Another keynoter, Jack Scanlon of
Western Electric, predicts far more
standardization of software and foresees
that, programs will be -usablevon .any
computer, whether micro, mini, or
mainframe. -KU

Digital Research
What with the huge move toward MS-

DOS and IBM compatibility , a big open
question, it seems to me, is what is going
on with CP/M and its producer, Digital
Research. The story is widely told
(whether it is apocryphal or not we do
not know) that when IBM was looking
for an operating system for its PC, they
sent several three-piece-suitors out to Pa-
cific Grove to talk with Gary Kildall
about CP/M.

The story goes that Gary was out fly- A t Harvard Business,
ing his airplane and that the three-piece- School they· insisted
suited IBM'ers, not accustomed to the
whimsical postponement of business we.display'our figures
meetings, left and took the next flight to as separate exhibits.
S~tll~ Jp ,s,~e"J.3,iU,Q<!t~,~A:~~&~~M.1t!.,~h~"+'''''i&Wi''W'¥'''''1j~?''B''i'''>:''''
story goes on, the IBM PC comes with
MS DOS rather than CP/M.

Well, at the Digifal Comdex booth,
we were told about Concurrent CP1M,
which allows different CP /M-86 pro-
grams to run concurrently on a CP/M
system.

Obviously, the folks at Digital are giv-
ing much thought to a variety of sub-
jects: to MS-DOS, to coming up with
something new to perpetuate their
prosperity, and perhaps to takin-g steps-
to ensure that Gary gets to all future
business meetings on time.

few years consulting and have written
dozens and dozens of business reports
which incorporated tons, of figures,
charts, and graphs.

At almost every integrated software
booth, we were shown how easy it is to
put a calc sheet right in the middle of
text, or to insert a little pie chart be-
tween two paragraphs. At first blush,
this seemed romakesense. .

But then as I thought about how I
write reports Ibegan to wonder. When I
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ATARI and TERMINAL USERS:
LOOK CLOSELY AT OUR $49995

CP/M COMPUTER

The ATR8000 is an amazingly versatile CP/M computer that uses either an
RS-232 terminal or an ATARI home comptuer for the display device. The
ATR8000 has these features:
• 64k RAM • Runs up to four 51/4"and 8" drives

that are any mixture of size, type
(single and double-sided) and
density.

• Z80A processor, 4 MHz
• RS-232 port with software to run
a serial printer or a modem.

• Parallel PRINTER port.

The ATR8000 can read and write CP/M disks from other computers. Some of
these are: Kaypro • Osborne • Xerox • Cromemco • TRS-80 I • H89 •
NEC PC100A • Z100 and more!

.• Includes double density CP/M 2.2 .

ATR8000 s CP/M display is 80 columns wide with a moveable 40 column
window. All 80 columns are displayed at once on a B&W TV or a monitor
with AUTOTERM80, $29.95.

From the designers of CO-POWER-88

'nc
"IE~UEU"PUTE~P~UUUETS

2500 E. Randol Mill Road - 125
Arlington, Texas 76011
(817) 861-0421 (metro) 469-1181

r~~~~:~;~;~~:~~;~~70;~~~
o ATARI 0 a terminal.

Send to: SWP Microcomputer Products, Inc.
2500 E. Randol Mill Rd., #125
Arlington, TX 76011

#400 #410

name

street

city zipstate

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. Trademarks: ATARI: ATARI. MAl L TODAY!
Inc., CP/M: Digital Research. Inc. 2;80: Zilog. ATR8000: SWP. Inc. •••• ..,1
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Comdex, continued ...

top-row function keys with removable
template, and a pencil and book holder
ridge.

As opposed to the standard keyboard,
the unit has familiar typewriter key place-
ment with shift and return keys located in
the proper position, and LED status indi-
cators on all lock keys. List price for the
KB5151 is $295.

Key Tronic also introduced its own
mouse. Designed to facilitate cursor control

and menu selection, the Key Tronic Mouse
attempts to eliminate many of the draw-
backs associated with mice that have come
before.

Although a version of this mouse can
plug into an RS-232 port, no adaptive
hardware is required when channeled first
through the Key Tronic keyboard de-
scribed above. All data entry is thereby
handled at one location in a uniform and
consistent manner.

In addition, the Key Tronic Mouse
incorporates a solid-state "strain gauge"
sensing element, rather than optical sensors
or a mechanical ball. No special surface
pad is required, nor will dirt or dust affect
operation, since the base is solid.

Key Tronic intends to supply its mice
in tandem with made-to-order keyboards
for OEM applications, with an end-user
version available soon.

Creative Communcations, of Provo, UT,
demonstrated the Lettronics 731, the first
multiple protocol electronic mail system,
designed to fulfill all business corre-
. spondence needs.

The system has the capability to store
and interpret many communications proto-
cols. It is capable of automatically dialing,
attaching to, and transferring messages
between itself and a wide variety of com-
munication services and timesharing sys-
tems. Access to over 1.5 million Telex
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and TWX terminals throughout the world
is possible via Western Union's EasyLink
service. Non-electronic mail users can
receive messages via telegram, Mailgram,
or ECOM (the U.S. Postal Service elec-
tronic mail system). .
Once a letter is ready to send, no further

user intervention is required, and delayed
transmission (at reduced rates) is a standard
feature. Normal business correspondence
may be prepared using the Lettronics word
processing capabilities.

List price, including display terminal
and letter quality printer, is $2600.

Control Data announced two 5.25"Win-
chester disk subsystems with 18 million
or 30 million bytes of storage capability
for its StorageMaster line.

ware package. The new disk is now avail-
able at TI Authorized Dealers. A limited
quantity of the 5 Mb disk will also be
available at the reduced price of $1795.

The Datamac division of Disk Drive
Systems, Inc. unveiled a family of three
mass storage devices, including a 10 Mb
model listing for $1450 retail. Each features
a universal interface that allows for easy
attachment to a variety of micros.
The Trustor 10 Information Module is

a mass storage subsystem in a compact

case. It packs a 10 Mb hard disk, Xebec
S1410 controller, and a power supply in a
14.75" x 5" x 6.7" case. It lists for $1450.
The Trustor 30 Information Module

packs 30 Mb into the same size case, and
lists for $2895. It has an average access
time of 45 milliseconds and advanced error
detection and correction features.

Stillunpriced at the show was the Trustor
3OT, a 30 Mb drive with built-in high
capacity cartridge tape drive. This serves
as a back-up and for archival storage.

,1IlIUUI-,-=--
""I
-,-

Shugart Corporation introduced a
double-sided microfloppy disk drive ca-
pable of storing one megabyte of infor-
mation on the industry standard 3.5"
media.

The Shugart 350 is 6 x 4 x 1.6", and
weighs 1.3 Ibs. In OEM quantities, the
drive will be priced under $200.

Cromemco displayed a new color graph-
ics interface that digitizes images from a
television camera or other video source.
The SDD Color Digitizer Board uses the
output from a standard television camera
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The new subsystems are for use with
.personal computers employing IBM archi-
tecture. While IBM Winchesters offer a
maximum capacity of 10 Mb, the CDC
model 518 offers 18Mb, or the equivalent
of 9000 typewritten pages. The model
530 offers 30 Mb, the equivalent of 15,000
typewritten pages or 93 IBM diskettes.
List prices for the units are $2600 for

the model 518, and 3400 for the model
530.

Texas Instruments announced a new
10 Mb Winchester disk as an option for
the Texas Instruments Professional Com-
puter. The TI manufactured disk will give
TI Professional Computer users twice the
data and program storage of the current
5 Mb disk option, while increasing the
suggested retail price by only $100.

Suggested retail price for the 10 Mb
Winchester is $2995 and includes both
the controller board and diagnostics soft-





LAST NIGHT, COMPUSERVE TURNED THIS
COMPUTER INTO A TRAVEL AGENT FOR JENNIE,

A STOCK ANALYST FOR RALPH, AND NOw,
IT'S SENDING HERBIE TO ANOTHER GALAXY.

NO MATTER WHICH COMPUTER
YOU OWN, WE'LL HELP YOU GET

THE MOST OUT OF IT.
If you've got places to go,

CompuServe can save you time and
money getting there. Just access the
Official Airline Guide Electronic
Edition-for current flight schedules and
fares. Make reservations through our
on-line travel service. Even charter
a yacht through "Worldwide Exchange:'

If your money's in the market,
CompuServe offers a wealth of

prestigious financial data bases.
Access Value Line, or Standard and
Poor's. Get the latest information on
40,000 stocks, bonds or commodities.
Then, consult experts like IDS
or Heinold Commodities. All on line
with CompuServe.

Or if, like Herbie, intergalactic
gamesmanship is your thing, enjoy the
best in fantasy, adventure, and space
games. Like MegaWars, the ultimate
computer conflict.

To get all this and more, you'll

need a computer, a modem and
CompuServe. CompuServe connects with
almost any personal computer, terminal,
or communicating word processor.
To receive an illustrated guide to
CompuServe and learn how you can
subscribe, contact or call:

CompuServe
Consumer Information Service, P. O. Box 20212
5000 Arlington Centre Blvd ..Columbus. OH 43220

8()()..848·8199
In Ohio call 614-457-{)802.

An H&R Block Company
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Comdex, continued ...

to allow the user-to digitize and store
images of 484 vertical by 754 horizontal
pixel resolution. The output of the board
can be stored-on disk or in memory.

In addition, the output can be transmitted
serially to another machine. Images handled
in this way can then be placed in graphics
memory for display, modification, and en-
hancement.

Price of the unit has been set at $995.

Software

New from CBS Software are titles cover-
ing entertainment, education, and college
board training.

Charles Goren: Learning Bridge Made
Easy teaches opening bids, responses and
rebids. It provides 100 specially-selected
hands for practice in play. The computer
allows opportunities to make the correct
bid before revealing the best answer and
explaining it.

The package comes with a 144-page
book that tutors bidding and playing; and
lists for $80. Available for Apple and IBM
micros.
Murder by the Dozen is a logic and

deduction game for up to four would-be
detectives which can be played either
cooperatively or competitively. It chal-
lenges players to unravel 12 cases of
murder-all committed in the city of Micro-
polis. List price of the program is $35.
Available for Apple, IBM, and Commodore
64 computers.

Success with Math is a series of four
math review programs, designed to help
students learn and practice math skills at
their own pace. Step by step, they take
the students through known stumbling
blocks of arithmetic and algebra concepts.
The packages are available for Apple,
Atari, and Commodore 64 compuers. Sug-
gested prices are $25 for disk and $20 for
cassette versions.
Match- Wits is a game of memory, logic,
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and strategy for ope to two players. As it
is also user-programmable, the game invites
players to create their own game files.
Available for the Apple and IBM at a
suggested list of $30. '
Mastering the SA T is a preparation

program for the Scholastic Aptitude Test
developed in cooperation with the
NASSP-a professional association of more
than 35,000 junior and senior high school
principals and school administrators. Ac-
companying the package is a' 96-page
workbook. Available for the Apple and
IBM PC at a list price of $150.
Mastering the College Board Achieve-

ment Tests: English Composition is a five-
disk, self-paced program for students taking
the English Achievements.
The program contains over 1000 prob-

lems that offer practice in rewriting sen-
tences, phrasing, identification of gram-
matical errors, and pointers on sentence
structure. It provides an approximate score
and error analysis to indieate areas where
further work is needed. Suggested price
of the package is $175. Available for the
Apple and IBM PC. "

Howardsoft demonstrated Tax Preparer
a package that helps users cope with the
preparation of income tax forms. '

Tax Preparer, unlike manyother pack-
ages in the field, is designed for first-time
computer users. It is capable of maintaining
tax records throughout the year, comparing
the various filing alternatives to determine
minimum liability, and printing final, IRS-
accepted forms that ani ready for mailing.
The package offers 22 separate forms that
are commonly used.

The package comes in versions for the
Apple and IBM PC, and retails for under
$300.Annual updates for the IRS packages
are under $100.

Digital Research introduced two new
versions of Concurrent CP/M, its single-
user, multi-tasking operating system for
personal computers.
The new software includes an OEM

generic version of Concurrent and an IBM
PC package for end users. The PC package

includes windowing capability.
The key feature of Concurrent CP/M

is that it creates an integrated operating
environment. One piece of software can
share data with other applications. Window
capability in the retail version allows users
to view the execution of four programs
simmultaneously, PC-DOS compatibility
lets most application software written for
PC-DOS f,1 to run under Concurrent
CP/M.

The retail version will market at an
initial promotional price of $150.

Leading Edge introduced a word pro-
cessing package for the IBM personal
computer and compatible systems which
is designed to meet the needs of both the
novice and sophisticated word processing
user.
Outstanding features include cursor con-

trol by character, word, line, sentence,
screen, or page; attributes; underline;
boldface; super- and subscripts; strike
through; doublewide letters; color (eight
on the screen and eight on the paper);
automatic pagination, including widow and
orphan control; split-screen windowing;
and glossaries. '
All functions are accessible from the

function keys without using multiple key-
strokes. The suggested list price is $295.

NEC Home Electronics is bundling 14
business, utility, and entertainment pack-
ages with its $800 PC-8200 portable
computer.
The package includes a text formatter

program; Investment Portfolio, which eval-
uates a portfolio of stocks with current

data; Linear Forecaster, which uses linear
regression forecasting; Loan Evaluator;
Appointment/Scheduler; Bar Code
Reader; Memory Calculator, which com-
putes a series of calculator-type operations;
Tank and Snake computer games; Music,
which allows users to compose and play
music; three bank switch utilities, which
allow users to transfer and copy files from
one bank to another; and Terminal Mode
Selector, allowing users to set up their
most commonly used information
protocols.
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Comdex, continued ...
Software Products International intro-

duced Open Access, an integrated software
system for the IBM PC and compatible
computers.

Using the package, the user can crunch
numbers, create 3-D color graphics, write
reports, transmit data, scan multiple files,
and keep an electronic appointment cal-
endar.

Open Access takes its name from a
relational database manager that allows
all internal programs to "talk" to each
other. Spreadsheet data can quickly be
transferred to a report to support forecasts
with hard figures. Color graphics depicting
these figures are also available. The pro-
gram lists for $595.

New integrated software for Apple lIe
and III computers was announced by
Apple. The packages combine word
processing, database management, and
financial modeling into a single program.

For the Apple IIe, the product is called
Apple Works ($250), and for the III, III
Easy Pieces ($300). Special features of
the programs are the following: commands
mean the same or similar things in each
application to reduce learning time; with
a few keystrokes, users can move freely
among files in any of the three applications,
eliminating time-consuming swapping of
disks; users can move information among
files produced by the same application or
from any file to a word processing file,
using the "cut and paste" function.
The word processing application displays

documents as they will appear when print-
ed. The spreadsheet program provides a
work area of 999 rows by 127 columns for
financial models. The database manager
can arrange up to 30 categories of records
in alphabetic, numeric, date, or time order.
Sorting is fast-800 records will sort in
ten seconds.

Fox Research, Inc. announced an in-
formation management network that allows
users of IBM PC, PC XT, and PC-
compatible microcomputers to create,
organize, and share data with other PC
users within an organization.

Fox introduced ltl-Base, a relational
database management software package
based on the Sequel relational DBMS
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language originally developed by IBM for
mainframe computers. 10-Base runs on
the MS-DOS 2.0 operating system, and
requires 192K of RAM, a cursor-
addressable 25 x 80 resolution CRT, and
at least one disk drive. The Itl-Base pro-
gram can exchange information with Lotus
1-2-3, WordStar, MailMerge and other
popular microcomputer applications soft-
ware packages.

A comprehensive and flexible financial
and business tool to organize and manage
a small business-that is the description
given the Wilson Jones software released
at fall Comdex.

General Ledger, Accounts Receivable,
Accounts Payable, and Fixed Assets for
the IBM PC were unveiled. Payroll is
scheduled for release. soon.

Texas Instruments announced a new
software emulation package that allows
any member of the 1'1 Professional Com-
puter Family to act as a remote terminal
to an IBM or IBM-compatible SNA (System
Network Architecture) mainframe com-
puter. The software allows all TI Pro,
fessional Computer models to emulate a
standard IBM 3276 Model 12control unit!
display station with a 3287 printer.

The 3270 SNA will run under MS-DOS
in the TI Professional Family and will
have a suggested retail price of $675. a

Firms Mentioned
In This Article

Reader
Service
Number

Actrix Computer Corporation
2159 Bering Dr.
San Jose, CA 95131
(408) 263-3660

Altos Computer Systems
2641 Orchard Parkway
San Jose, CA 95134
(408) 946-6700

Apple Computer
10260 Bandley Dr.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 996-1010

Bytec-Comterm Inc.
110 Boul. Hymus
Pointe Claire, PQ
Canada H9R 1E8
(514) 694-3030

Canon
One Canon Plaza
Lake Success, NY 11042
(516) 488-6700

CBS Software
One Fawcett Dr.
Greenwich, CT 06836
(203) 622-2500

Control Data Corporation
8100 34th Ave. S.
Minneapolis, MN 55440
(612) 853-4000

Comrex International
3701 Skypark Dr.
Torrance, CA 90505
(213) 373-0280

Creative Communications Inc.
1662West 820 North
Provo, UT 84601
(801) 373-9843

Cromemco Inc.
280 Bernardo Ave.
P.O. Box 7400
Mountain View, CA 94039
(415) 964-7400

Datamac
432 Lakeside Pr.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) nO-0800

Dataproducts Corporation
6200 Canoga Ave.
Woodland Hills, CA 91365
(213) 887-8451

Digital Research
160 Central Ave.
Pacific-Grove, CA 93950
(408) 649-3896

437
Durango Systems
3003 N. First St.
San Jose, CA 95134
(408) 946-5000

438
Fox Research
7005 Corporate Way
Dayton, OH 45459
(513) 443-2238

439
Howardsoft
8008 Girard Ave., Suite 310
La Jolla, CA
(619) 454-0121

440
C. Itoh Electronics
5301 Beethoven St.
Los Angeles, CA 90066
(213) 306-6700

441

442

443

444

445

446

447

448

449

450

451

452

453
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Wilson Jones 454
61500 Touhy Ave.
Chicago, IL 60648
(312) 774-7700

Kaypro Corporation 455
533 Stevens Ave.
Solana Beach, CA 92075
(619) 481-4300

Key Tronic Corporation 456
P.O. Box 14687
Spokane, WA 99214
(509) 928-8000

Leading Edge Products 457
21 Highland Circle
Needham Heights, MA 02194
(800) 343-6833

Mouse Systems 458
2336 H. Walsh Ave.
Santa Clara, CA 95051
(408) 988-0211

NCR Corporation 459
Buildinng CSP, Floor 1
Dayton, OH 45479
(513) 445-2075

NEC Home Electronics 460
1401 Estes Ave.
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
(312) 664-9600

Panasonic Corporation 461
One Panasonic Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094

Printronix 462
17500 Cartwright Rd.
P.O. Box 19559
Irvine, CA 92713

Okidata Corporation 463
111 Gaither Dr.
Mt. Laurel, NJ 08054
(609) 235-2600

Shugart Corporation 464
475 Oakmead Parkway
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 733-0100

Smith Corona 465
65 Locust Ave.
New Canaan, CT 06840
(203) 972-1471

Software Products International 466
10240 Sorrento Valley Rd.
San Diego, CA 92121
(619) 450-1526

Texas Instruments 467
P.O. Box 402430
Dallas, TX 75240
(800) 527-3500
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PERSUASIVE
PERIPHERAL
Creative Computing not only sells
itself at a nice profit, it creates
awareness of the hardware and
software in your store. It's like
having another salesperson on
your staff-one who pays you.
One who goes home with custom-
ers and continues to influence buy-
ing decisions long after you're
closed for the day. If you're inter-
ested in a low-ticket item with
top-of-the-line sales power, let's
talk now.

CALL COLLECT: (212) 725-7679
Or write: Ziff-Davis Publishing Company

Computers and Electronics Publications
Retail Sales
One Park Avenue
New York, NY 10016

Minimum order, 10 copies. We pay all shipping costs to your store.
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Protect your valuable
computer investment!

Why spend hundreds or thousands, of dollars for your
computer, only to let it fall victim to enemies as dust,
scratches, cigarette ashes or coffee spills? The
ComputerCover'" from Mann Vinyl Products is the only
high-quality, custom computer cover on the market today
- and at a very affordable price.

• Attractively styled in easy-clean vinyl
• Custom fitted for each type of computer
• Available in black, cream, or brown
• Silkscreened graphics on each cover

Ullil@ computer©@W~[Rl'"
less than

$20.
To order, call TOLL FREE:
(800) 821-7269 from California

(800) 538-8811 from all other 49 states

If.n~t completely satisfied. return to MVP lll~
Within 14days for 100% refund I

mnnfl ~a'JJ~ Dealer and or ~n I. distnburor VISA'(j)l]e •~~ inquiries invited

761 Mabury Rd .• #8C. San Jose. CA 95133 [local: (408) 971-7233]
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THIS MONTH'S
SPECIALS
LOTUS1-2-3, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , " $359
MICROSOFTMultiplan (Apple II) , , , , " $169
C-ITOH Prowriter 1 851OAP,, , , , , , , , " $369
C-ITOH Prowriter 2 1550P , , , , , , , , , " $659
COMREX ComRiter I (17 CPS) , , , , , , " $409
NEC Spinwriter 2030 (Centronics) , : , " $869
TRANSTAR120 Parallel (14 CPS) , , , , " $469
TRANSTAR130 Parallel (18 CPS) , , , , " $689
U,S, ROBOTICSPassword

Modem (1200 Baud) , , , , , , , , , , , " $359
OTRONAAttache .. , $2495
BASIS 108 (128K, 2 Drives, CP/M 3,0), $1795
TANDON Drive (IBM Compatible, 320K) , $239
FOURTHDIMENSION Super Drive (Apple) $219
TALLGRASSTECHNOLOGIES

12 MB Hard Disk, , , , , , , , , , , , , " $2249
20 MB Hard Disk, , , , , , , , , , , , " $2649

RANA ELITE I (Apple Compatible, 163K) , $245
RANA 1000 (For ATARI) , , , , , , , , , , , " $319
HERCULESGraphics Board For IBM-PC, $369
MICROLOG Baby Blue (CP/M For IBM), $489
PLANTRONICS ColorPlus, , , , , , , , , , , , $429
TECMAR

1st Mate Board For IBM (No RAM) , , $239
2nd Mate Board (2 Serial/2 Parallel) $229
Graphics Master, , , , , , , , , , , , , , " $549

ORANGEMICRO Buffered Grappler+
16K , $179 64K , $239

CUSTOMER SERVICE & TECH. SUPPORT

401-273-2420
800-843-4302
150 Broadway, Suite 2212, NY NY 10038

Money Order, Cashier's Ck, Personal Ck (3 Weeks To Clear).
Add 3% MCIVISA, 5% AMEX Charge. Add 2% On COO Orders.
APO Orders Add 6%. Add 3% For Net Terms.
All Returned Non-Defective Merchandise Are Subject To 20%
Restocking Charge.
GenTech Reserves the Right to Change Advertised Prices.

[-- - .... )

I
VISA---.,

ALTOS All Models. $Call

COLUMBIA
Fully IBM Compatible, 12SK, Parallel!
Serial Ports, Color Board, Super Pak
(Over $2000 Software)
wi 2 DSOD Drives.
wi 10 MB Hard Disk & 1DSDD Drive ..
Portable VP wlSuper Pak .

COMPUPRO All Models

CORONA
Desktop & Portable PC's

EAGLE
PC-2 (t2BK RAM, 2 Drives (640K» .
PC-XL (12BK, 10 MB Hard, 1 Floppy).
Spirit XL (Portable Version of PC-XL) .

FRANKLIN
ACE 1000 wi Color .
ACE PRO PLUS System (ACE 1000
wlcolor, ACE 10 Drive, SO-Column Card,
12" Monitor, ACE Writer II, ACE Calc,
Data Perfect, Personal Financer) . $Call
ACE 1000 PLUS FAMILY PAK. $Call
ACE 1200 (6502lZS0B, 12SK, ACE 10 Drive,
80 Column Card, CBASIC, CPIM 2.2). . $Call
ACE Office Management System
(ACE 1200 wi 2 ACE 10 Drives, Parallel/
Serial Card, WordStar, MailMerge,
ACE Calc) . $Call

MORROW DESIGNS
MD2 (64K, 2 SSDD Drives, WordStar,
Correct-It, LogiCalc, Pesonal Pearl,
MBASIC, BaZic . $Call
MD3 (Same as Above except w/ 2
DSDD Drives & aUEST Accting
Software) . $Call
MOll (12BK, 111 MB Hard Disk & 1 DSDD
Drive, Same Software as MD3). .. $2050
MOll w/ MDT-60 Terminal. . $2395
Multi-User DECISION Series $Call

NEC PC-B201A (w/16K RAM) . $Call

SANYO
MBC 550, (IBM -Compatible, BOB8,
12BK,1 SSDD Drive, WordStar,
CalcStar, EasyWriter) $B49
MBC 555 (550 Plus 1 Add. Drive,
MailMerge, SpeliStar, InfoStar). $Call

SWP Micro Computer Products
for Kaypro
Co-Power-BB Board For Kaypro II &
IV (BOBB w/12BK OR 256K, MS·DOS
& CP/ M 86) $Call

UUi,II:M'g,
AST RESEARCH fNC,
MEGA PLUS II (64K, Serial
& Clock/Cal) . $295
MEGAPAK 256K Module. . . . . . $299
SIX PACK PLUS (64K, Serial/ Par,
Clock) . $295
COMBO PLUS (64K Serial/Par,
Clock) . $295
I/O PLUS II (Serial Port,
Clock/Cal). $129

"OPTIONS"
Each 64K Increment For Expandable AST
Boards Are $65. (Price Includes Installation)
Serial . . . . . $45 Parallel .... $45
Game ..... $45
QUADRAM
aUARDBOARD (Serial/Parallel, Clock/Cal)
64K ..... $279 256K . . . . . $419
aUAD 512+ (Serial Port,
Upgradable to 512K)
64K . . . .. $239 t 2BK. $299
256K. . . $399 512K. $619

aUADCOLOR I (Video Board) . $239
aUADLINK (6502 w/ 64K) . $4B9

MICROFAZER
Parallel/ Parallel
8K .. $125 16K. $139 64K $199
12BK. $2B9 256K. $5B9 512K. $899
Serial/Serial, Serial/Pari, Pari/Serial
BK. $145 16K. $159 64K. $219
•• SPECIAL PRICES ON HERCULES, ••
•• TECMAR, MICROlOG (BABY BLUE) ••
•• & PlANTRONICS PRODUCTS ••

COMREX ComFiler
(FOR oz-n 10MB) $1995

CORVUS DAVONG
6 MB $1695 10 MB. $1645
11 MB. $2350 15 MB. $2095
20 MB. $3150 21 MB. $2495

PEGASUS (GREAT lAKES)
to MB Internal For IBM. $1075
23 MB External (w/ Controller) . $1 B45

CALL FOR PRICES ON DCS, TAllGRASS
& XCOMP

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS

EPSON
RX·BO.
FX·BO .
MX-l00.

$269 RX·80 F/T. $389
$515 FX·l00 $709
$519 la-1500. $Call

MANNESMANN TAllY
MT 160l . $599 MT lBOl . $B39
Spirit-BO. $329 1602 . $Call

OKIOATA
Ml 92. . $449 Ml 93. $729
Ml B4(P). $979 Ml 84(S). $1079

STAR MICRONICS
Delta 10 . $529 Radex 10. $659

INFO RUNNER Riteman . $349
PANASONIC KX-Pl090. . . . . . . . . $329
TOSHIBA P1350. $1579
TRANSTAR T315 Color Printer. $469

LETTER-QUALITY PRINTERS
" .

ComRiter I (17 CPS) .
ComRiter II (12 CPS, 5K Buffer, P) .
ComRiter III.
DAISYWRITER
2000 EXP (25 CPS, 48K Buffer).

DIABLO 630 ECSIIBM . , , .
JUKI 6100 (17 CPS, Diablo Campa!.) .
NEC Spinwriter 2050 (IBM) .

DUME Sprint 1140 .
Sprint 1155 .

SILVER·REED
EXP 550(P). $629 EXP 770(P) .
EXP 500(P). $429 EXP 500(S) .
TRANSTAR nzo, T130 & T140 .

$409
$Call
$Call

$999

$Call
$Call
$Call

$1345
$Call

$Call
$459
$Call
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AMOEK DXY·l00, Amplot II ..
COM REX ComScriber .
ENTER COMPUTERS Sweet-P .
HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS
DMP 40 . . . $B39
DMP 29 (8 COLOR llx17 PAPER). $1945
DMP 41 (SINGLE PEN 22x17 INCH). $2495
MANNESMANN TALLY Pixy-3 . .. $645
ROLAND, STROBE . $Call

$Call
$Call
$Call

AMDEK
Video 300. $149 Video 300A. $159
Color 1+ . $Call Color 11+ $449

COM REX Color, Green, Amber . $Call

GENTECH 9"/12" Green. $99/$109

PRINCETON GRAPHICS. HX-12. $489
RGB Interface for Apple lie . $159

DUAORAM auadscreen
(17", 968x512). $1595

TAXAN
KG·12N (12" Green) . . . $135
RGBvision·1 (380 Horiz) . $275
RGBvision-1i1 (630 Horiz) . $519

LIBERTY Freedom 100 $499
DUME 102/102A $559/$579
103/103A $879/$899
108/108A $729/$749
TELEVIDEO All Models. $Call
VISUAL All Models. $Call
WYSE All Models (Inc. Color). $Call

'~roti¥'
Mark VI (IBM) .....•. , , ..
Mark XII.

$IB9
$279

HAYES
Micromodem lie (w/SmartCom I).
Smartmodem 300 .
Smartmodem 1200 .
Smartmodem 1200B (IBM)

NOVATION
Access 1·2-3 .
Cat (Acoustic Coupler).
J·Cat (Auto Orig/Answer, 300 Baud).
Apple Cat II (300 Baud) .
212 Apple Cat II (1200 Baud) .
103 Smart Cat (300 Baud) .
103/212 Smart Cat (1200 Baud).

TRANSEND (Formerly SSM)
Modemcard w/ Source (For Apple).
PC Modem Card 300 (For IBM) .
PC Modem Card 1200 (For IBM) .

U,S, ROBOTICS Password
(1200 Baud).
YEN·TEL MD212·3E (1200 Baud) .

$249
$Call
$519
$439

$Call
$139
$109
$259
$575
$175
$409

$239
$2B9
$429

$359
$399

111]1,,,'/;1;11
L1FETREE Volkswriter Deluxe.
LOTUS 1·2-3 .
MICROPRO WordStar (IBM, CP/M)
WordStar Pro-Pack.
WordStar w/ Applicard (For Apple) .
MICROSOFT Word.
PS WordPlus-PC w/ BOSS.
SOFTWORD SYSTEMS Multimate

$Call
$359
$309
$459
$349
$Call
$359
$329



The CBasic Clinic
Part Five

John A. Libertine

Those of you who have been looking for a "practical" pro-
gram or a more elaborate one should be pleased with this
month's tutorial. It will not only be a little more of a challenge,
but it can be adapted to use in the real world.

The program is adapted from one I use every month to print
out a profit and loss statement for my own business. I have sim-
plified it a bit to keep the listing somewhere within the bounds
of reason. However, you can expand and modify it to suit your
requirements. This program assumes you are on a "cash basis"
accounting system and use a "one write" checkbook system of
some kind (such as sold by NEBS) or a bookkeeping system
like The Dome Book.

Don't confuse this with a computerized checkbook. You do
not enter each individual check. You enter categories (exam-
ples: Gross Sales this Month or Automobile Expenses). Either
of the above types of systems will give you the total for each
category which is what you enter. You can also enter the
Beginning Balance as it appears in your checkbook each
month. Doing this automatically provides a proof that the fig-
ures are entered correctly since the beginning balance minus
outgo plus income will equal the ending balance (new balance).

Now that you have been tempted, let's digress a bit. The pro-
gram contains a good deal of what has been discussed in our
previous sessions. There are a few minor new functions and one
very major one. This latter one requires a bit of explanation.
We are about to explore arrays or subscripted variables. (For all
practical purposes, the two terms can be used interchangeably.)
.. Let's start by looking at it couple of simple variables:

Variable.namef Number. variable
Now, let's convert them to subscripted variables:

Variable.name$(l) Number.variable(l)
The 1 in parentheses indicates that there are several other vari-
ables with the same base name. The (1) is a subscript. That sub-
script can be any number from zero (although most
programmers use 1 as the lowest number) to a number limited
only by the memory in your computer. From a practical stand-
point, the larger number is usually smaller than 100 and rarely
larger than a few hundred.

Assigning Variables
With this in mind, let's look at two ways of assigning vari-

ables to three name strings:
Simple Variables Subscripted Variables
Namel$="John" Name$(1) = "John"
Narne2$= "Joe" Narne$(2)= "JOe"
Name3$ = "Harry" Name$(3)= "Harry"

If you think about it, the two different ways of assigning vari-
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ables have a great deal in common. You could actually print
out the variables in the same way as, for example:
PRINT NAME1$,NAME2$,NAME3$

or
PRINT NAME$(1) ,NAME$(2) ,NAME$(3)

Assuming you have assigned the same names to each, the print-
out would be identicalin both instances. So why bother with
the subscripted variables at all? Let me give you just one exam-
ple. Let's assume you have a list of 50 names. You want to
print them out one name to a line. With the regular variable
format, the output portion of the program would look some-
thing like this:
PRINT NAME1$
PRINT NAME2$
PRINT NAME3$
etc. for 50 lines.

Now look how it can be done using subscripted variables:
FOR 1% = 1 TO 50
PRINT NAME$( 1%)
NEXT 1%

You have just reduced 50 program lines to three. And that is

You must dimension al/ arrays in
advance. .

just the beginning. The significant value of subscripted vari-
ables is that the subscript itself (that portion in parentheses)
can be made into a variable as above. All kinds of shortcuts and
sophisticated handling techniques are made possible. This can
be especially useful for writing to and reading from files, in in-
puts and, as we have just seen, in printouts. Our program this
session takes advantage of this ability in several ways. If it were
not for this, the program could easily run three to five times as
long as it is.

You should also know that subscripts come in various de-
grees. So far, the one you have seen above are one-dimensional
arrays or one-dimensional subscripts. You can have two-dimen-
sional arrays like String$(I,I) or three-dimensional arrays like
String$(1, 1,1). We will barely scratch the surface of multi-
dimensional arrays, but bear in mind that they are available
and useful in some circumstances.

In some Basics, you can use arrays up to a given number
without having to pre-declare them (dimensioning is the correct
terminology for this). This is not true of CBasic. There is no
default setting. You must dimension all arrays in advance, and
the DIM statement must be the only one in the program line.
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CBasie Clinic, continued ...
"\ .

For example, if you were going to use the 50-name listing
above, you would need the following line in your program
before using the array: .
DIM NAME$(50)

You are telling CBasic to dimension a string called NAME$ to
accept up to 50 subscripts (actually 51 if you count the zero).
Naturally, you are not restricted to string variables. You
can use integer and real number variables in arrays
(NUMBER%(l) or REAL.NUMBER(l) for example).

Some instruction books make a big deal out of arrays. One
even spends the better part of an entire chapter pointing out the
difference between an array and a matrix. Don't get upset by all
this: If you simply remember that VARIABLEI and VARI-
ABLE(l) are exactly the same in every way except that the lat-
ter gives you more flexibility, you will be able to use the
technique without getting involved in the technicalities.

You do have to remember to dimension an array before using
it. Otherwise, they should present no real difficulty. The best
way to learn about arrays is to use them. The program this
month should give you enough practice and insight in the use
of one-dimensional arrays to make them fairly clear.

Multi-Dimensional Arrays
Althoughthe program this month does not use multi-dimen-

sional arrays, let's take a quick look at how a two-dimensional
array works so you can compare. Look at this printout:
ABLE .BAKER CHARLIE
DONUT EAGLE FOX
GOAT HOUSE ICE

Simply think of these as nine names arranged in three equal
lines. You could, of course, assign them as individual variables
(A$, B$, etc.). Or you could use a two-dimensional array. You
could call the three horizontal lines 1 to 3 and the three vertical
columns also 1 through 3. Th~t means the word fox would be
in line 2 of column 3. In an array, that would be shown as
WORD$(2,3). That is purely arbitrary, of course, because you
could set up your program so the column comes first. In that
case, fox would be in column 3 of line 2 and the variable would
be: WORD$(3,2). .

Can you now imagine a three-dimensional array? Try to
visualize nine niore names arranged behind or under the first

" ...I lost my calendar watch, ...what year is it?"
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ones above. Think of a three-dimensional array as a layered
cube. Each series of columns and lines are arranged in levels or
tiers. In our example, that second tier might look like this:
JOHN KNIFE LAMP
MARY NANCY OPAL
PETER QUEEN RUBY

If this Were placed behind or under the first nine words, the

If you add a hundred tiets or levels,
.you are still in a

threfJ-dimensional array.

word opal would be behind or under fox. We could then say:
opal is in the second tier of the third column in the second line.
If you set up your array in that order, you can reach Opal with
WOl~D$(2,3,2). Or you could set it up so: Opal is in the third
column of the second line in the second tier. Then you would
have to make your variable read: WORD$(3,2,2). We now have
two "levels," but there is no reason you have to stop at two.

Don't be confused, however. If you add a hundred tiers or
levels, you are still in a three-dimensional array. You have
three dimensions: horizontal, vertical, and depth. Can you be-
gin to visualize this? If so fine. If not, don't let it bother you. It
will come with practice when the need arises.

Now, can you visualize a four- or five-dimensional array? If
you can, please write and explain it to me because my mind just
can't think that way. A math whiz might find use for them, but
it is doubtful that you or I would. From a practical standpoint,
one-dimensional arrays will frequently be used, two-dimen-
sional will sometimes be helpful, but you will rarely use three-
dimensional arrays and probably never have to concern
yourself with four or more.

With this introduction, let's go into this month's program.
You can name it anything you want. I have used
PROFLOSS.BAS (for profit and loss). As you will recall
from last session, long programs do take up disk space, so
plan in advance. The base program (PROFLOSS.BAS) will
occupy between 10 and 14K of memory. The intermediate
(PROFLOSS.INT) program will need aboutS to 8K.

Each month, you will be writing two files that use up about
2K each. Simple arithmetic tells us you will be needing close to
50K by the end of the year. I have my program (which actually
is somewhat larger) on a disk with CBasic and WordStar plus a
few utilities like STAT. Since my system is a double density 8"
disk, that presents no problem.

If you have small disk capacity, you might consider putting
all the programs and files on a separate disk. This means you
must change all the program and file names to include a prefix
(B: most likley). As just one example, the first file to be named
is done in the line:

LET F IL$::;:.MONTH$+".F IL II

If you want it on disk B, change the line to read:
LET FIL$="8:"+MONTH$+".FIL"

If you do this, be sure you do it with all file names.

The Program
Okay, let's start reading through the program listing. The

long REM statements at the beginning and throughout the pro-
gram need not be typed in since you already have a printout of
the entire program. If you did not have the printout, however,
they could be vital weeks-or months later when you wanted to
make a change or correction.

Note that there are six major variables, all ofthem subscript-
ed. S$ is for the string descriptions (Gross income, Sales Ex-
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HOME MANAGEMENT SOFTWAREFROM ELECTRONIC ARTS

If you can learn to use this word processor
in90 seconds, can it reallybe any good?

CUT & PASTE"" displays its commands on a single line at the bottom of the screen. This
makes working with it easier and also gives you more usable space on the screen.

Of all word processors on the
market today, Cut & Paste may
well be the easiest to use. In

fact, by the time you finish reading this
section of the ad, you'll know how
to work with Cut & Paste. So read on.
START TYPING. Working with Cut
& Paste is like working with a type-
writer. If you know how to use a type-
writer, you already know how to type
in your draft with Cut & Paste. The
only real difference is, with Cut &
Paste it's easier to correct typos.
MAKING CHANGES. Let's say
you've decided to make a cut in your
rough draft. To do this you put the
cursor (the bright block) at the start
of the text you want to delete, and

stretch it through to the end of your
cut. Then you send the cursor down to
the "CUT" command on the bottom
of the screen. Done.

If, on the other hand, you want
to keep that line, but put it in a differ-
ent part of your draft, you use the
"PASTE" command. You mark the
point of insert with the cursor. Then
you put the cursor over "PASTE:'
That's all there is to it.
PRINTING IT OUT. When you
like the way your work looks, you print
it. Put the cursor on the "PRINT"
command. Then set your margins, in
inches. That's it.

You now know how to use Cut
& Paste.

OKAY,IT'S SIMPLE. BUT HOW
GOOD IS IT? Cut & Paste has all
the features you'll ever need to use
at home. Here are a few of them:
1. Scrolling dynamic menus
2. Automatic word wrap
3. Simple cut & paste editing
4. Block indenting
5. Set margins and paper size in
inches
6. Tabs
7. Automatic page numbering
8. Controllable page breaks
9. Headings
10. Scrolling text window.s
11. Automatic widow and orphan
control
12. Clear and concise manual
In other words, Cut & Paste

will do just about everything other
word processors do. But Cut & Paste
will do it more easily.Without com-
plex commands and modes.

If you think about a word proc-
essor in terms of what it replaces (type-
writers, pens and paper, files), Cut &
Paste begins to look very good indeed.

And when you consider that all this
power can be had for approximately
$50, we think you'll see why we believe
Cut & Paste is something of an
achievement.
A PHILOSOPHY OF DESIGN.
The people who designed, devel-
oped and programmed Cut & Paste
ha~e some fairly heavy credentials.

They are people who worked on
the internationally-famous user inter-
face designs that led to the Xerox Star"
and Apple's Lisaf'They are also



THE CHANGING OF THE GUARD. Until quite recently we used pens and paper
and typewriters to write with, mostly because we knew how to use them. They have been good
tools, but limited. You tend to make messes when you work with them, and getting rid of those
messes makes extra work. Cut & Paste is an inexpensive and practical alternative. Because it is as
easy to use as a typewriter; you really will use it. Which may make it the first sensible word processor
for the home. Thus an alleged labor-saving device has come to a position where it really can save a
significant amount oflabor, i.e., yours.

THE MEN WHO MADE CUT &
PASTE. The Linotype machine pictured here
was the 19th centurys most important contri-
bution to word processing technology. It let
typesetters compose and rearrange text in the
form of metal castings. The importance of Cut
& Paste, of course, must await the judgment
of history. Nevertheless, the seven men who de-
veloped it look confident here. Standing left to
right, they are: Norm Lane, Steve Shaw, David
Maynard, Dan Silva, Steve Hayes and Jerry
Morrison. Seated at the console is Tim Mott,
whose idea this was in the first place.

people who have in common a very
lucid philosophy of design.

Computers and the programs they
run are tools, they believe. Tools are
never noticed unless they are bad tools.
When they're good, they become, in
effect, invisible. And if you want to
make a good tool- an invisible tool-

you'd best study the way people use
the tools they already have.

As a result of this thinking, Cut &
Paste was designed to work much in
the same way that you already work
with a typewriter or with pen and
paper. The most complex and power-
ful parts of the program are hidden
from view. The work they do takes
place deep in the machine. All you get
to see are the results.

But beyond that, there is something
almost indefinable about a good de-
sign. Things about it just seem to work
crisply. Little touches and features
that you notice make you want to smile.
If it's really good,
it feels good.

Cut& Paste
feels good. ELECTRONIC ARTS'"

THE PRODUCTS of Electronic Arts can
be found in your favorite computer stores, soft-
ware centers, and in leading department stores
throughout the country. Both Cut & Paste
and Financial Cookbook'" are now available
at a suggested retail price of $50 for the Apple
He and the Commodore 64 and will soon be
available for the IBM -PC and Atari.

OUR COMMITMENT TO
HOME MANAGEMENT.
Cut & Paste is just one of a growing
number of products we're publishing
within the category of "home manage-
ment software:' These products are all
built around the same program archi-
tecture, making them all equally "friend-
ly," as well as remarkably straightfor-
ward and practical. We believe that
designs like these will soon make home
computers as functional and efficient as
todavs basic appliances.
Our next product in this line is called

Financial Cookbook. It'sa realisticalterna-
tive to the complex, pre-programmed fi-
nancial calculators we all wish we knew
how to use.With a few,simple keystrokes,
Financial Cookbook lets you make more
than 30 key time-value-of-money
computations-just about all the ones
you'd ever use for personal finances-
like calculating
mortgages with
changing inter- ~~?§~~:~~=;;
est rates, com-
pounding the
interest on IRA
and savings ac-
counts, and buy-
versus -lease
comparisons for
automobile pur-
chases.
To find out more about these home

management products and about what
we have planned for the future, call or
write: Electronic Arts, 2755 Campus
Drive, San Mateo, CA 94403 (415)
571-7171.

Apple and Lisa are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Star is a registered trademark of the Xerox Corporation. Commodore 64 is a registered lrademark of Commodore Business Machines,lnc. PC is a registered
trademark of Internacional Business Machines, [nc. Acari is a registered trademark of Acari, Inc., a Wamer Ccmmumccncns company.
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of Apple Computers Inc.
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[714] 859-2850

23152 Verdugo Drive
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CBasic Clinic, continued ...
penses, etc.). The other five'are all numeric variables associated
with each of the strings. A is the figures you enter for the cur-
rent month; B reads out the previous month's figures for year
to date; C computes the new year-to-date figures by adding A
and B (current month plus previous year-to-date); P computes
the percentages for each A figure based on the number divided
by the gross sales times 100; P2 does the same for the C figures
to give the percentages on' the new year-to-date basis.

You might notice that the above are all short, one-letter vari-
ables.' This may seem strange' when I have pointed out that a
feature of CBasic is to allow long variable names. In this case, I
am using short variables for two reasons: 1) to keep the listing
reasonably short for Creative Computing; 2) to make it easier to
type out the long output lines at the end of the program. In
general, it will pay to use longer variable names.

Immediately under the descriptions of these variables is the
all-important DIM statement that dimensions each of the vari-

In general, it will pay to use longer
variable names.

abies to accept up to 22 different inputs. If you change the pro-
gram to your own bookkeeping system, you will probably have
to change the number 22 to whatever is needed in your case.
My own program, for example, is dimensioned to 47 subscripts.

The next section simply 'assigns the string variables from 1
through 22. Note that you will enter' only 14 numeric inputs for
these strings. The other eight numeric variables are computed
by the program. I have typed those strings which will have
computed numeric figures in all caps to help you visualize this.

The next section of the program clears the screen and
presents a title screen. By now, this should be "old hat" to you.
Next, the program asks that you type in the month for which
you are going to enter the figures. You will also see a rather
simple correction routine here. This will be used frequently
throughout the program. It allows the operator to proofread
the entries on the screen and re-enter if a mistake has been
made. The same type of thing immediately follows as you are
asked to type in the company name.

Now comes an important section that will convert the month
you entered into a filename. The first step is to be sure all the
letters are in uppercase. The UCASE$(X$) function does this.
It says to convert all letters in the string X$ to uppercase. If
you already typed it in uppercase, that is fine, but it will con-
vert January or january to JANUARY.

Next we will take the first three letters of each month as part
of the filename. We use the LEFT$(X$,N) function to do this.
This simply takes the first N letters of X$ (three in this case)
starting at the left. In other words, JANUARY becomes JAN.
This will be used shortly in the filename.

Now notice the line that reads IF MONTH$="JAN"
THEN GOSUB 2000. This is necessary to make a special pre-
vious month file for the first month of the year. That file will
have all zeros for numerics. Thus the first time the program is
run, the year-to-date will be the same as the first month (a first
inonth figure plus zero will equal the first month figure). Take
a look at the subroutine at line 2000 near the end of the listing.
You can see how using subscripted variables simplifies this
task. You must remember that the programis now set up with
January as the first month. If any other month is your first
month, you must make changes as indicated in the REM state-
ments throughout the program.

The next 12 lines assign a previous month for each month.
This will be ne~ded for the previous month filename.
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The actual filename for the current month is figured next,
and the file itself is created. Now inputs are called for and
assigned to A(N) variables (N being a number from 1 to 12).
You should be able to figure out this part of the program from
past experience. The only real difference is the use of
subscripted variables, which by now you should understand,
Notice that some variables are computed as you go along. The
Total Direct Expenses for example is computed by LET
A(5)=A(2)+A(3)+A(4). In this case, you are not asked to
enter an Input for A(5). It is a computed variable.

At the end of the input module, the inputs are read into the
file on disk using only three lines thanks to the use of the array.
The file is then closed, and the output 'module begins. Three
files are named next. The first two exist on disk, and they are
read into memory. The third is created after adding A variables
to B variables (add the current month figures to the year-to-
date figures). These are the C figures. This last file is written to
the disk; the file is closed to assure the numbers are in the file;
and then the file is immediately re-opened. We now have three
files both on disk and in computer memory. It is then a simple
matter of computing the percentages for both the A and C fig-
ures, and we are ready to printout.

Simple PRINT' USING statements are used for the Gross and
year-to-date gross figures. After this, the rest of the printout
uses a long format string to set up a column format which will
be printed with the PRINT USING statement. You saw how most
of this was done last session, but note a new type of format
which looks like this: '

1123456789012345678901
This format is used for strings not numbers. Basically, it takes a
string variable and prints out the number of characters between
the first and last slash mark. The numbers in between are not
necessary. You can use blanks or any characters. In our case
here, there are 20 spaces between the slashes. Add two spaces
for the slash marks themselves, and you have a total of 22. This
means a string longer than 22 characters will truncate at 22
spaces. It also means a string shorter than 22 characters will
print the characters and then print spaces up to it total of 22.
For example, the string Cash Flow would printout as follows (if
you consider the lowercase s to be a space):

Cash Flowsssssssssssss
The rest of the long format string then uses numeric formats as
we discussed last session. Just remember that in a long, single
line format such as we are using here, the spaces between the
format strings are counted as part of the string. Thus if you put
four spaces between two numeric formats, those four spaces will
always print 0].1t.This helps to space for column formats and
assures that all the figures will line up with a decimal point or
with the last digit.

The printout itself should be simple to understand if you go
over it carefully. However, an even better way to visualize this
is to enter the program and print it out. Nothing can take the
place of actually seeing the results on your screen or printer.
Look at Figure 1. This is how your printout should look if
everything goes well.

At the end of the printout, the three files are closed, and the
program ends. Again, note the STOP between the program end
and the start of the subroutines. Remember you cannot 'use an
END here. If you do, the compiler cannot go on to compile the
subroutines, and your program will not work.

You have your work cut out for you. Try revising this pro-
gram to fit your needs (either for business or for a home bud-
get). It is not as difficult as it appears at first. Give it a good 'try.
The results are worth the effort. More important, if you really
understand what you are doing, you are close to the point at
which you can start to write some programs on your own. To
help you do that, our next session will go into the planning and
thinking which you must do before sitting down at your
computer. a
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COM-LIT: Computer LiteracyforKid~.
Instructionincomputer literacy.Text
aridTeacher'sEdition,ea. : .... $15.95
C,OMPUTER LITERACY: Problem-
SolvingwithComputers.Textforthose
withno computer-relatedexperience.
Hardback-$15.95 SOftcover"':$13.95
TEACHING COMPUTER PROGRAM-
MING TO KIOSAND OTHER "BEGIN-
NERS. 'Methods,suggestions,activities,

!i'plusgame,s.N.ot.machiRespeci.f.ic.,$9,95
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING FOR .
KIDS AND OTHER BEGINNERS.
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40 EASY STEPS TO PROGRAMMING
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CBasic Clinic, continued ...

Listing 1.
Printout of PROFLOSS.BAS ...PAGE

REM This is a simple "Profit & Loss" program for a small
REM business. The actual categories will probably have to
REM change for a specific business and it is very likely
REM that there will be many more categories than shown
REM in this example.

REM All the major string variables are assigned as
REM parts of an array named "5$". The first is the
REM str ing "GROSS" assigned as S$ (1). S$ (2) is
REM "Cost of Material" and so forth for a total of
REM 22 strings (the last is 5$(22) = New Balance.

REM Dimension the arrays
REM S$(X) = string variables
REM A(X) numeric inputs (current month)
REM B(X) read-out of previous month's
REM figures (year-to-date)
REM C(X) A + B to equal the new year-to-
REM date figures
RE~ PIX) percentage, current month
~EM P2(X) = percentage, year-to-date

DIM S$(22) ,A(22) ,B(22) ,C(22) ,P(22) ,P2(22)
REM ASSIGN STRING VARIABLES
5$(1) "Gross"
S$(2) "Cost of Materials"
S$(3) "Contracted Components"
S$(4) "Other Direct Expenses"
S$(5) "TOTAL DIRECT EXPENSES"
S$(6) "Office Expense"
S$(7) "Sales Expense"
S$(8) "Postage & U.P.S."
S$ (9) "Tel. & utilities"
S$(10) "Auto Expense"
S$(11) "TOTAL OVERHEAD"
S$(12) "TOTAL D.E. & O.H."
S$(13) "Net Wages"
S$(14) "Withholdings"
S$(15) "GROSS WAGES"
S$(16) "Taxes Fed/State"
S$(17) "Social Security"
S$(18) "TOTAL EMPL. TAX"
S$(19) "GRAND TOTAL"
S$(20) "CASH FLOW"
S$(21) "Beginning Balance"
S$(22) "NEW BALANCE"

REM Note that values for
REM those strings typed
REM in upper & lower case
REM are entered by operator
REM and that the strings in
REM all UPPER CASE are
REM automatically computed.

GOSUB 10000 REM CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT" 'PROFIT & LOSS STATEMENT' GENERATING PROGRAM"
PRINT
PRINT" For use with a cash basis small business system"
PRINT" such as 'NEBS' or 'THE DOME BOOK'"
PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
INPUT "Type <Return> to start ";LINE Dummy$
REM start of input
10 GOSUB 10000
PRINT" TYPE IN THE MONTH FOR WHICH YOU ARE"
PRINT
PRINT " GOING TO ENTER FIGURES. WRITE OUT THE"
PRINT
INPUT" WHOLE MONTH NAME (i.e. Janua ry) .";M$
PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT

REM Correction routine follows
PRINT "You have entered ";M$;" as the month."
PRINT
PRINT "Type <Return> if correct"
PRINT
INPUT "or typ~ 'C' then <Return> to correct";LINE CORRECT$
IF CORRECT$ = "CO OR CORRECT$ ="c" THEN GOTO 10
GOSUB 10000
INPUT "TYPE YOUR FULL COMPANY'S NAME:";LINE COMPANY.NAME$
10.1 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
PRINT" YOU HAVE TYPED IN THE FOLLOWING"
PRINT
PRINT " AS YOUR COMPANY NAME: ";COMPANY.NAME$
PRINT,PRINT,PRINT,PRINT
PRINT "IF CORRECT, TYPE <RETURN>"
INPUT "OR TYPE 'C' THEN <RETURN> TO CORRECT:";LINE CORRECT$
IF CORRECT$="C" OR CORRECT$="c" THEN GOTO 10.1
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Our reputation as one of the premier game manufacturers
assures you of the highest quality attainable in action, strategy
and graphics. For the hottest titles in entertainment, keep your eye on the leader-DATASOFT.

MOON
SHUTTLE'"

O'RILEY'S
MINE'·
You're a mad
Irishman digging
your way through
an abandoned mine
filled with oil,
coal, gold, rubies,
diamonds-and
hungry creatures.
You'll need the luck
of the Irish to sur-
vive, but with so
much at stake, it's
a chance you're
willing to take.

Your screen ex-
plodes with life-

threatenin~ action
. as you pilot your

Moon Shuttle
through outer space
in this home version
of the Nichibutsu®

favorite. Awaiting you
is The Prince of Dark-
ness and his forces,
which mysteriously

multiply!

POOYAN'·
One of the
biggest arcade
game hits from
Konami is a game
of fast action in
life-and-death en-
counters. You battle a
pack of hungry wolves
eager to catch your de-
fenseless piglets. You'll
need quick reflexes and
a good arm in the new
arcade hit from Datasoft.

POOYAN'~ available for Atori®, Radio
Shock Cole-e, Apple®, coming soon for
Commodore 64®

ZAXXON'·
Zaxxon has all the

unique color graphics,
super sound and unprece-

dented 3-dimensional
effects that made it the

star of the arcades.
Maneuver your ship
through the state-of-

the-art Idefenses of the
floating fortress to
come face-to-face

with the deadly
Zaxxon Robot. This
is the official home

version of the
Segas arcade hit.

ZAXXON'· available for Atari®, Apple®,

Radio Shock Coler"

Pooyon" is a trademark of Konami Industries Company, Ltd.

You'll Find The Best In Home Computer Software
from ®Da e 1983 DATASOFT INC.

O'Riley's Mine® and Datasoft® are registered trademarks
of Dotosoft Inc.

Moon Shuttles' is a registered trademark of Nichibutsu, USA.
ZAXXON'· and Sega® ore trademarks of Sega Enterprises, Inc.

9421 Winnetka Avenue, Chatsworth, CA 91311
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CBasic Clinic, continued ...

Listing 1. (continued)
REM Convert month into filename
LET MON$ = UCASE$(M$) REM make month all upper case
LET MONTH$ = LEFT$(MON$,3) REM Use first 3 letters only
IF MONTH$ = "JAN" THEN GOSUB 2000 REM If this is first

REM month, set up a
REM file for the pre-
REM vious month which
REM is filled with zeros.
REM This allows reading
REM of previous "year-to-
REM date" file for the
REM first month. If your
REM first month is NOT
REM January, you will have
REM to change "JAN" to some
REM other month.

REM Assign "Previous Months"
IF MONTH$="JAN" THEN PMONTH$="DEC"
IF MONTH$="FEB" THEN PMONTH$="JAN"
IF MONTH$="MAR" THEN PMONTH$="FEB"
IF MONTH$="APR" THEN PMONTH$="MAR"
IF MONTH$="MAY" THEN PMONTH$="APR"
IF MONTH$="JUN" T!lEN PMONTH$="MAY"
IF MONTH$="JUL" THEN PMONTH$="JUN"
IF MONTH$="AUG" THEN PMONTH$="JUL"
IF MONTH$="SEP" THEN PMONTH$="AUG"
IF MONTH$="OCT" THEN PMONTH$="SEP"
IF MONTH$="NOV" THEN PMONTH$="OCT"
IF MOl,TH$="DEC" THEN PMONTH$="NOV"

LET FIL$=MONTH$+".FIL" REM name current month file
CREATE FIL$ AS 1 REM create file as number one
GOSUB 10000 REM clear screen
PRINT" FOR THE FOLLOWING ENTRIES, ENTER THE NUMBERS"
PRINT
PRINT" WITHOUT DOLLAR SIGNS OR COMMAS. ALSO, YOU DO"
PRINT
PRINT " NOT HAVE TO ENTER THE DECIMAL POINT AND ZEROS"
PRINT
PRINT" IF THERE ARE NO CENTS."
PRINT
PRINT" EXAMPLES: Enter $10,000.00 as 10000"
PRINT" or enter $1,234.56 as 1234.56."
PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
INPUT" !lIT <RETURN> TO START ";LINE DUMMY$
20 GOSUB 10000 REM CLEAR SCREEN
INPUT "TYPE IN GROSS SALES FOR CURRENT MONTH:";A(I)
PRINT:PRINT
INPUT "TYPE IN COST OF MATERIALS:";A(2)
PRINT:PRINT
INPUT "TYPE IN OUTSIDE CONTRACTED COMPONENTS:";A(3)
PRINT:PRINT
INPUT "TYPE IN OTHER DIRECT EXPENSES:";A(4)
REM CORRECTION ROUTINE FOLLOWS
PRINT" PROOFREAD ABOVE. IF ALL OKAY, ENTER <RETURN>."
INPUT" OR TO CORRECT ENTER THE LETTER 'C':";LINE C$
IF C$="C" OR C$="c" THEN GOTO 20
LET A(5)=A(2)+A(3)+A(4) REM total up direct expenses
30 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
INPUT "TYPE IN OFFICE EXPENSES FOR MONTH:";A(6)
PRINT
INPUT "TYPE IN SALES EXPENSES:";A(7)
PRINT
INPUT "TYPE IN POSTAGE & UPS FOR MONTH:";A(8)
PRINT
INPUT "TYPE IN TELEPHONE & UTILITIES:";A(9)
PRINT
INPUT "TYPE IN AUTOMOTIVE EXPENSES:";A(10)
PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
INPUT "IF OKAY, ENTER <RETURN) OR 'C' TO CORRECT";LINE C$
IF C$="C" OR C$="c" THEN GOTO 30
LET A(11)=A(6)+A(7)+A(8)+A(9)+A(10) REM Total overhead
LET A(12)=A(11)+A(5) REM total overhead plus direct expenses
40 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
INPUT "TYPE IN NET WAGES PAID FOR MONTH:";A(13)
PRINT
PRINT "TYPE IN WITHHOLDINGS ON WAGES (INCLUDE ONLY THAT"
INPUT ~PORTION ACTUALLY DEPOSITED OR PAID TO IRS, ETC.)";A(14)
PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
INPUT "IF OKAY, ·ENTER <RETURN> OR 'C' TO CORRECT";LINE C$
IF C$="C" OR C$="c" THEN GOTO 40
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The 50 feady-to-run
programs in this book
will show you how!

Ifyou suspect you'renot getting allyou can
from your Timex Sinclair1000, here'sa 'new
book that willmake sureyou do.

David H. Ahl has written16 books about
computers. InThe Timex Sinclair1000 rdec;
Book, he puts 25 years ofexperience to
work-to help you put your computer to
work.

The Timex Sinclair1000Idea'Book
includes50 complete, pre-testedpro-
grams-each one designed to illustratea
specificproblem-solvingtechnique.

By working these programs on your own
computer, you'llunderstand more fullyits
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overcome itsinherentweaknesses.

Armed with thisknowledqe.voure ready
to put your Timex to work performing a mot-
titudeof practical,everyday tasks.Every-
thingfrom balancing the familybudget. to
taking inventory,to performing science
experiments.

Order your copy
today-and start
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1000.
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CBasic Clinic, continued ...

Listing 1. (continued)
LET A(15)=A(13)+A(14) REM total wages
50 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT

REM
REM
REM
INPUT
PRINT

***Note that categories below will be different for
each state (or city). You may want several more
categories than shown here.

"TYPE IN EMPLOYER FEDERAL & STATE WAGE TAXES:";A(16)

INPUT "TYPE IN EMPLOYER SOCIAL SECURITY TAX:";A(17)
PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
INPUT "IF OKAY, ENTER <RETURN> OR 'C' TO CORRECT";LINE C$
IF C$="C" OR C$="c" THEN GOTO 50
LET A(18)=A(16)+A(17) REM total employer contributions
PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
PRINT" " ****IMPORTANT****"
PRINT
PRINt" you will be asked to type in the 'Beginning Balance'."
PRINT
PRINT " This is the amount in your checkbook at the start of"
PRINT" the month after balancing your checkbook"
PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
PRINT "T~pe in your Beginning Balance"
INPUT "Do NOT use dollar signs or commaS!";A(2l)

LET A(19)=A(12)+A(15)+A(18) REM GRAND TOTAL
LET A(20)=A(1)-A(19) REM cash flow = gross less grand total
LET A(22)=A(21)+A(1)-A(19) REM new balance = beginning
REM balance plus gross less
REM grand total
REM ***END OF INPUT MODULE

FOR 1% = 1 TO 22 REM write inputs to file on disk
PRINT #l;A(I%)
NEXT 1%

CLOSE 1

REM ***START OF OUTPUT MODULE

REM Name 3 files
FILE1$=MONTH$+".FIL" REM Current month file
FILE2$="YTD"+PMONTH$+".FIL" REM Previous year-to-date file
FILE3$="YTD~+MONTH$+".FIL" REM New year-to-date file

REM Open and read 2 files from disk
OPEN FILEl$ AS 1
FOR 1% = 1 TO 22
READ #l;A(I%)
NEXT 1%

OPEN FILE2$ AS 2
FOR J% = 1 TO 22
READ #2;B(J%)
NEXT J%
REM Add "A" variables to "B" variables
REM to create "CO variables (this will be
REM the new year-to-date file)
FOR K% = 1 TO 22
C(K%)=A(K%)+B(K%)
NEXT K% .

REM Create new file and read above "CO variables
REM into file on disk.
CREATE FILE3$ AS 3
FOR L% = 1 TO 22
PRINT n;c (L%)
NEXT L%
CLOSE 3

REM Re-open file 3 and read into memory
OPEN FILE3$ AS 3
FOR M%=l TO 22
READ #3;C(M%)
NEXT M%

REM Compute percentages for both current mbnth and
REM for year-to-date
FOR 1%=1 to 22
P(I%)=(A(I%)/A(1))*100
NEXT 1%
FOR J%=l TO 22
P2(J%)=(C(J%)/C(1))*100
NEXT J%
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GOSUB 10000
PRINT" ******** READ¥ FOR PRINTOUT! *******"
PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
PRINT " BE SURE PRINTER IS READY"
PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:?RINT:PRINT
INPUT" TYPE <RETURN> TO START PRINTOUT";LINE DUMMY$

REM Following output is to go to printer!
PROFIT & LOSS STATEMENT FOR ";COMPANY.NAME$

LPRINTER
PRINT "
PRINT
PRINT "
PRINT
PRINT "GROSS, ";MON$;" ..•";
PRINT USING "$$III,III.II";A(l);
PRINT" GROSS, Y. T. D: .•• ";
PRINT USING "$$III,II'.I#";C(l)

FOR THE MONTH OF ";MONS

REM This format is good up
REM to $999,999.99. Change if
REM your figures go higher

PRINT
REM The following is the format string for all printouts
FOR$= "/12345678901234567890/ $$111,111.11 111.1 $$111,111.11 111.1"
PRINT " DESCRIPTION CURRENT % Y.T.D. %"
PR~NT "=======================================================~========"
FOR 1%=2 TO 4
PRINT USING FOR$;S$(I%);A(I%);P(I%);C(I%);P2(I%)
NEXT 1% .
PRINT ",'---------------------------------------------- ------------------"
PRINT USING FOR$;S$(5) ;A(5) ;P(5) ;C(5) ;P2(5)
PRINT
FOR 1%=5 TO 10
PRINT USING FOR$;S$(I%) ;A(I%) ;P(I%) ;C(I%) ;P2(I%)
NEXT 1%
PRINT "----------------------------------------------------------------"
PRINT USING FOR$;S$ (11) ;A(ll); P (ll);C (11); P2 (11)
PRINT
PRINT USING FOR$;S$ (12) ;A(12) ;P(12) ;C(12) ;P2 (12)
PRINT
FOR 1%=13 TO 14
PRINT USING fOR$; S$ (1%);A (1%); P (I%);C (1%) ;P2 (1%)
NEXT 1%
PRINT "----------------------------------------------------------------
PRINT USING FOR$;S$ (15);A(l5); P (15);C (15) ;P2 (15)
PRINT
FOR 1%=10 TO 17
PRINT USING FOR$;S$(I%) ;A(I%) ;P(I%) ;C(I%) ;P2(I%)
NEXT 1%
PRINT "----------------------------------------------------------------
PRINT USING FOR$;S$(18);A(18);P(18);C(18);P2(18)
PRINT
FOR 1%=19 TO 22
PRINT USING FOR$;S$ (I~i ;A(I%) ;P(I%) ;C(I%) ;P2 (1%)
PRINT
NEXT 1%

CLOSE 1,2,3 REM CLOSE OUT 3 FILES

STOP REM END OF PROGRAM

2000· REM set up "previous year-to-date" file with all
REM zeros for first month read out.

CREATE "YTDDEC.FIL" AS 1 REM Change "D~C" if necessary!!
FOR 1% = 1 TO 22 REM Example: if first month is
A(I%) = 0 REM July, change to "YTDJUN.FIL"
NEXT 1%
FOR J% = 1 TO 22
PRINT #l;A(J%)
NEXT J%
CLOSE 1
RETURN

REM print to the file on disk

REM close the file

10000
FOR 1%
PRINT
NEXT 1%
RETURN

REM CLEAR SCREEN SUBROUTINE
1 TO 25
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LEARN HOW
TO USE A

COMPUTER
Now at Home in Spare
Time, you can learn every-
thing you always wanted to
know about personal com-
puters. How to program in
BASIC. How to understand
and use more than 80
BASIC commands and
functions. How to write and
run your own programs ...
for both personal and busi-
ness applications .. How to
use pre-packaged software
and change it to meet your
special needs. How to
make sense of the over-
whelming maze of books,
information and advice
available at your local com-
puter store.

More Than Just A Computer Manual
This is more than just another programming manual ... it's
an entire comprehensive course written by experts. Yet,
because it was especially developed for home study, you
learn everything right in your own home, without changing
your job or lifestyle, without attending a single class.

Plus You Get Your Own Computet
To give you practical hands-on experience,
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computer Outlet
Weoffer the largest selection of software and hardware

for Apple, Atari, Commodore, IBM f!nd Kaypro at
. ~5 to 40% off retaiL .

1095fast Twain, Las~s, NV89lO9 • rtoll.-fri. SAM to 6PM, Sat 9AM to 5PM

Apple Business Apple / Bducational Apple Hit List
Artsci

MagicWindow II . . $ 95 The Tax Manager 1983. . $129
Data Factory 5.0. . .. $215
Payroll Manager. . .. $215

Micro Pro (All Reg. Z·BO)
Words tar. . . $259
Infostar. . . .. $259
Reportstar .: . $229
4Pak Word·Mail·Spell·Star. . .... $459

Ashton·Tate
dBase II (Req. Z-80) .
Friday ..

........... $419
. ... $210

Broderbund
Payroll .
Accounts Receivable
The Bank Street Writer.

. $249
........... $249

.. $ 49

Continental Software
The Home Accountant. . .. $ 48
F.C.M. . $ 62
G/L, A/R, A/P, Payroll. Ea.$159
CPA Module NO.5- Property Mgmt. .. $305

Einstein Corporation
Einstein Compiler. . $ 89
Einstein Memory Trainer $ 65

Fox & Geller

Micro lab

Microsoft
Applesoft Compiler. . . $119
A.L.D.S. (Reg. Z-80) . . $ 79
Multiplan (Apple DOS or Z-80) $175

Sierra On-Line
Homeword.
Screenwriter II .
The Dictionary
Screenwriter Professional.
The General Manager II .

.... $ 36
.. $ 95
.. $ 72

..... $145
$169

Ouickcode (reg. Z-80). . $199 PBl Corporation
dutil (reg. Z-80) . . $ 69 Personal Investor ...
qgraph (reg. Z-80). . $199

Howard Software
Sensible Software

Sensible Speller. . $ 82
Creative Financing. . .. $159 Multi DiskCatalogue II.. . $ 19
Real Estate Analyzer II $139
Tax Preparer 1983. . $199

IUS
Professional Easywriter. . $125
Original Easywriter . . $ 72
Pro. Easywriter/MailerCombo $215
Oriq, Easywriter/Mailer Cornbo . . . $ 99

Link Systems

Silicon Valley
Word Handler II
List Handler.
"The Handlers" .

.. $ 45
. $ 39

. .. $ 85

Software Publishing
PFS: File. . . $ 85
PFS: Report. . $ 85
PFS: Graph. . $ 85

.. $129 Sorcim/lSA
......... $ 65 Supercaic (Req.l-80). . $129

lotus Spellguard (Req. Z-80) $129

Executive Briefing System $135 Visicorp
Alpha Bytes Font. . $ 17 Visicalc 3.3. . $165
Alpha Bytes Decorative Font $ 17 Visiplot. . . $139

Hayes Microcomputer Visitrend/Plot $199
Hayes Terminal Program. . $ 65 Visidex $165

Datafax.
Datalink ..

Apple Ile
64K with 80 column card, one Apple drive,
one Apple low glare monochrome (green
phosphor) monitor, one monitor stand

$1599

Modems
Hayes Micromodem II . . ... $259
Hayes Micromodem II wlTerminal Pk. $299
Hayes Smart modern 300 $209
Hayes Smart modem 1200. . $499
Novation Apple Cat II Modem $329

Specials of the Month
Franklin Ace 100064K w/color. , , , . , , . , , , , , , , , . , , ... $849
Elephant Disks s/s . , , . , . , , , , $ 19
Verbatim Disks sid , , .. , $ 25
Maxell Diskettes sid , . . . . . $ 30
Koala Touch Tablet (Apple) , , , $ 89
Amdek Color II , . , , , .. , , , . , $449
The Grappler +......... . $129
Flip & File Diskette Box $ 21
Microbuffer 1132KParallel Specify . Internal or External. , $199

WE OFFER THE LARGEST SELECTION OF SOFTWARE AND
HARDWARE FOR APPLE, ATARI, COM MaDaR!:, IBM AN DKAYPRO

Creature Creator. . .. $ 29
Sargon III . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 36
The Cosmic Balance .. $ 29
Witness. . .. $ 36
Planetfall . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 36
starcross . . $ 29
Zorkl,lI,lIl Ea.$ 29
Enchanter. . $ 36
Deadline. . . , $ 36
Suspended , . . . . $ 3q
AE. . $ 22
The Ouest. $ 17
Zero Gravity Pinball ,. ,. , . , . . $ 22
Sammy Lightfoot. . . $ 29
Apple Cider Spider. . $ 25
David's M.idnight Magic $ 25
Sargon II . . $ 25
Critical Mass. . , . , $ 29
Knight of Diamonds , $ 25

. $105

Sticky Bear Numbers/Xerox. . .... $ 30
Sticky Bear ABc/Xerox. . . $ 30
In' Search of the Most Amazing Thing $ 2~
Hey Diddle Diddle/Spinnaker. . .. $ 22
Snooper Troops #lISpinnaker . . $ 32
Snooper Troops #2/Spinnaker. . .. $ 32
Delta Drawing/Spinnaker. . . $ 35
Story Machine/Spinnaker. . .. $ 27
Face Maker/Spinnaker. . . $ 27
Rhymes & Riddles/Spinnaker $ 27
PLATO Whole Numbers. . $ 39
PLATO Decimals. . $ 39
PLATO Fractions. . . $ 39
Alien counter/Face Flash/Milliken .. $ 26
Gulp & ArrowGraphics/Milliken .... $ 26
Frenzy/Flip Flop/Milliken. . . $ 26
Battling Bugs/Concentration. . .... $ 26
POI Preschool 10 Builder. . . .. $ 26
StarGazers Guide/Synergistic. .. $ 24
Juggles Rainbow/Learning Co. $ 22
Bumble Games/Learning Co.. . $ 29
Bumble Plot/Learning Co $ 29 Wizardry. . .. $ 35
Gertrudes Secrets/Learning Co. .. $ 32 Legacy of Llylgamyn . . $ 29
Gertrudes Puzzles/Learning Co. . . $ 32 Zaxxon . .. $ 29
Rocky's Boots/Learning Co $ 36 Lode Runner. .$ 25
Compu-Re ad/Edu-Ware $ 25 Serpentine. . .. $ 25

~i;~I~~;I~~::~a~:~ing primer ~ ~~ Choptttter . . $25
Fractionsrfidu-Ware . . . .. $ 36 Frogger , $ 25
DecirnalsEdu-ware . . . .. $ 36 Temple of Apshai. . . $ 29
MasterType/Lightning Software $ 29 Castle of Wolfenstein $ 29
Type Attack/Sirius: .$ 29 Wiz&Princess. . $ 24
S.A.T. Word Attack/Harcourt Brace .. $ 26 Ulysses & The Golden Fleece. . $ 25
New Step by Step/POI $ 59 Tigers In The Snow $ 29
Word AttacklDavidson $ 36 .. Aztec. $ 29
to.;1athBlaster/Davidson $ 36 Mask of the Sun. $ 29
Speed Reader II/Davidson $ 45 .
Spetllcopter/Deslqnware $ 27 Ultima II . . . $ 39
StoryBuilder/WorCtMaster/PDI. $ 17 DarkCrystal. ..$ 29
Micro Multiplication/Mayden ... $ 20 Spare Change. . .. $ 29

Monitors
Amdek Color I +
Amdek Color II .
Amdek Color III .
Amdek 340 A Amber

... $ 169
$ 16~

... $ 299
. $ 449

. ... $ 399
$ 189

NECJB 1201M.
USI Amber.
Leading Edge Gorilla Hi·Res

Green,12". . $ 89

Printers
NEC8023A. . . $ 475 ML83A. . $ 615
NEC3530 $1599 Okidata ML93P $ 789
NEC3550. . $1899 IDSMicroprism80 , .. $ 549
Diablo 620R (25CPS) $ 989 IDS Prism 132. . .$1429
Diablo 630R(40CPS) $1729 Citoh8510Prowriter. . $ 365
Epson FX100FT . . . .. $ 789 Citoh Fl0 Starwiter . . $1349
Smith Corona TR-l Parallel $ 499 Mannesmann Tally MT 160L. . . $ 629
Okidata ML82A . $ 399 Gemini lOx. . .. : 299
Okidata ML84P . . .. $1949 Gemini 15. . $; 439
Okidata ML92S . . $ 519 Oume Spnnt 11 + .... $;1429

Graphics & Utilities
Beagle Brothers Penguin Software

Apple Mechanic $ 20
Tip Disk #1 . . .. $ 16
Flex Text. . ... $ 20
Frame Up . $ 20
Typefaces (required Apple Mechanic)$ 15

Complete Graphic System $ 49
Special Effects. . $ 29
Graphics Magician. $ 39
Additional Fonts & Char. Seta . . . $ 16
Complete Graphics System II. . .. $ 79

ToOrder call Toll free 1*800*634*6766
Information 8t Inquiries 1-702-369-5523 • ~ accept VISAand MasterCard
ORDERING INFORMATION AND TERMS: For Fast De/ivery send cashier checks, money orders or direct bank wire transfers. Persona/ and company checks allow 3 weeks to clear.
Charges for C.O.D. orders are $3.00 minimum or 1% for orders over $300. Schoo/ purchase orders welcomed. Prices reflect a cash discount o~/y and are subject to change without
notice. Please enclose your phone number with any orders. SHIPPING: - Software: $3.00 minimum. SHIPPING - Hardwara: (P/ease call) SHIPPING - Fo!eign Orders: APO & FPO
orders: $10 minimum and 15% of all orders over $100. Nevad.a residents add 5 314% sales tax. All goods are new and include tectory warranty. Due to our low prices, all sales are final.
All returns must be accompanied by a return authorization number. Call 702-369·5523 to obtain one before returning goods for replacement.
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Computer
Protection

KLEEN
LINE®
CONDITIONER
• Computer Damage
• Brownout Interruptions

,,~ • Lightning Spilte ;Q~mag!l
• Disruptive Line Noise
• Program Errors

Regulator •Filter •Suppressor
KLR-250A 250 Watt Load
KLR-250A-lSO 250 Watt Load; Patented

Filter Isolated Sockets
KLR-500A 500 Watt Load
KLR-500A-lSO 500 Watt Load; Patented

Filter Isolated Sockets
Shipping: $12.75 Land; $45.50 Air

Ask Your Local Dealer

$291.95

$346.95
$390.95

$445.95

.J!J!iT® Electronic Specialists, Inc.
171 South Main Street. Box 389. Natick. Massachusetts 01760

Toll Free Order Desk 1·800·225·4876
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Precision Data Products
=.o. Box 8332
Grand Rapids, MI 49508·0332
Outside U.S.A. (616) 452·3457
Michigan 1·800·632·2468
Outside Michigan 1·800·258·0028
TELEX 226353 CAMPINS WOLV

3M Brand Diskettes @ Our Prices
+ Toll-Free Ordering =

Error Free Performance
I VISA I Precison Data's Prices •

Unlimited Warranty on All 3M Diskettes
3M 8" Diskette Per Diskette (Orders of 50 or more)
Single Sided· Single Density· Soft or Hard Sector

SS . SD Storage Box. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1.94
SS . SD Bulk with Envelope No 3M Logo. . . . . . . . . . . . . $1.85

Single Sided· Double Density· Soft or Hard Sector
SS . DD Storage Box ........................•..... $2.49

Double Sided· Double Density· Soft or 32 Hard Sector
DS . DD Storage Box. . . . .. $3.15

3M 5V." Diskette
Single Sided· Double Density· Soft or Hard Sector

SS . DD . RH Storage Box . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . $1.89
SS . DD . RH Bulk with Envelope No 3M Logo $1.80
SS . DD . 96 TPI . RH Storage Box. . . . . . $2.79

Double Sided· Double Density· Soft or Hard Sector
DS . DD . RH Storage Box $2.69
OS . DD . RH Bulk with Envelope No 3M Logo. . .$2.60
DS . DD . 96 TPI . RH Storage Box. . . $3.74

Apple Fileware Compatible. . . $4.29

3M Certified Data Cartridges
DC 100A. . .. $13.50

DC 300XL $20.65

COMPLETE LINE OF 3M DATA RECORDING PRODUCTS

Shipping & Handling $3.00150 Diskettes Surcharge of 10% for quantities less than 50 Diskettes
MI Residents, add 4% Sales Tax
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- AnENT ION .PPLE USERS-

That's tightl With your purchase
of ScreenWriter II, one of the
most Ropularword 'PMceSS05
for the Apple, you'll receive
The Dictionary, a 599.95 value
;FRE§. The Diction~ is the
professional spelling verification
system that is completely:
comRaflble with ScreenWriter If.



DRIVE
CAREFULLY.

J.1-SCI "Apple II, Apple lie, Apple III, Disk II and Disk Ill are

registered trademarks of Apple Computer Inc.

MICRO-SCI
MICRO-SCI ISA DIVISION OF STANDUN CONTROLS INC

2158 SOUTH HATHAWAY STREET· SANTA ANA. CALIFORNIA 92705 '(714) 662-2801. TELEX: 910-346-6739
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CBasic Clinic, con.lnued ...
Figure 1.

PROFIT & LOSS STATEMENT FOR XYZ Widget Company, Inc.
FOR THE MONTH OF FEBRUARY

GROSS, FEBRUARY ... $37,481.54 $59,063.04GROSS, Y. T. D.

DESCRIPTION CURRENT % %Y.'l'.D.

Cost of Materials
Contracted'Components
Other Direct Expenses

$9,478.21
$1,058.10
$4,002.78

$17,880.57
$2,458.30
$9,:149.89

30.3
4.2

15.5

25.3
2.8

10.7

TOTAL DIRECT EXPENSES $14,539.09 38.8 $29,488.76 49.9

Office Expense $2,046.28 5.5 $3,192.15 5.4
Sales Expense $628.92 1.7 $1,149.10 1.9
postage & U.P.S. $210.00 0.6 $315.00 0.5
Tel. & Utili ties $216.52 0.6 $452.99 0.8
Auto Expense $185.46 0.5 $391.06 0.7
----------------------------------------------------------------
TOTAL OVERHEAD $3,287.18 8.8 $5,500.30 9.3

TOTAL D.E. & O.H. $17,826.27 47.6 $34,989.06 59.2

Net Wages $4,182.71 11. 2 $8,372.03 14.2
Withholdings $821.40 2.2 $1,633.80 2.8
----------------------------------------------------------------
GROSS WAGES $5,004.11 13.4 $10,005.83 16.9

Taxes Fed/State $412.00 1.1 $824.55 1.4
Social Security $249.27 0.7 $503.57 0.9

TOTAL EMPL. TAX $661.27 1.8 $1,328.12 2.2

GRAND TOTAL $23,491.65 62.7 $46,323.01 78.4

CASH FLOW $13,989.89 37.3 $12,740.03 21. 6

Beginning Balance $6,208.36 16.6 $13,666.58 23.1

NEW BALANCE $20,198.25 53.9 $26,406.61 44.7

An o~tstanding new book from Microsysfems Press

PROGRAMMER'S
GUIDE TO CP/M®
Edited pySol Libes

This authoritative volume of reprints from -Microsystems magazine is a
must for the programmer writing software for CP/M or the individual
installing CP/M on non-configured systems. Programmer's Guide to
CP/M Includes sections on: CP/M structure and format· The CP/M
connection· Interfacing CP/M to operating systems. File operations,
CP/M on North Star systems· CP/M software reviews- CP/M enhance-
ments . CP/M directories > CP/M applications proqrams > CP/M as-
semblers •Evaluations of MODCOM, COMMX, MCALL, OSI and other
software· Business and accountinq programs· Compiler BASIC· Data
base systems » Debuggers/Disassembler •Editors, formatters and word
processors- Encryption. The Guide also offers material on interpreters,
languages, utilities, sort programs and much more. CP/M is the most
widely used, most commonly implemented operating system in the world.
This book provides a focused look at its unique and practical features.

BW'x 11"
softcove;;
$12.95.

CPIM is a registered trade-
mark of Digital Research, Inc.

For fas.er service, PHONE TOLLFREE:800-631-8112 ~I3/]4~~6~:45)
Also available at your local bookstore or computer store.

nWCROSVSTEMSPRESS-------------'i"xp~-,
IDept. MB3C 39 East Hanover Avenue Card No. Date__ I
I Morris Plains, NJ 07950 I
I

Please send me Programmer's Guide Signature _
to CP/Mat $12.95*plus $2 00 postage andhan- Mr. II dling each. Outside USA add $3.00 per order. Mrs. I#14C Ms. -,.,---_.,..,-;,-:;-_-,- _I (please print full name) I
I 0 PAYMENT ENCLOSED $ *Res- Address pt._

idents of CA, NYand NY State add applica- II ble sales tax.' City I
I 0 CHARGE MY: .

8 American Express Stale/ZIp I
I MasterCard 0 Visa 0 Send me a FRlOECrestive Computing IL ~~~__~_-----~
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ANNOUNCING
GPcativc GomplItinuts

1984
BUYER'S
GUIDE

TO PERSONAL
COMPUTERS&'
PERIPHERALS

Advice you can trust on
selecting personal com-
puters, peripherals and
electronic games
Unless you have the memory of a com-
puter there's no way you can keep track of
all the games, programs and peripherals
available for your computer. And even if
you could, you'd still have a problem figur-
ing out what's best for your needs and how
to get the most for your money,
That's why you need the 1984Buyer's
Guide to Personal Computers & Peripher-
als. It's a comprehensive collection of
product reviews and consumer-oriented
shopping advice put together by the .
experts at Creative Computing magazine,
You'll get a rundown of what's new on the
market. Analysis of new product perform-
ance, reliability, operation, applications,
cost-even what kind of repair service you
can expect. Easy-to-understand compari-
sons between different models, Tips on
pugs and design problems. Plus "inside"
information you won't get from manuals or
salespeople.
Don't buy until you've consulted the 1984
Buyer's Guide to Personal Computers &
Peripherals! Order your copy today.----------~-Send to: MA7C
Creative Computing Buyer's Guide
CN 1914, Morristown, NJ 07960

YES! Please rush me Creative Com- '
puting's 1984 Buyer's Guide to Personal
Computers &Peripherals. Enclosed is my
check or money order for $3,95 plus $1 for
postage and handling.

Mr.!Mrs.!Ms_.,--;-_-c-cc- _
(please print)

Addres~ _

City _

State.; Zip _

Please make check payable to Creative Computing
Buyer's Guide. CA,NJand NY State residents please

I add applicable sales tax. Price outside U.S.A. is $6. .JL.. _



Creating
A Letterhead

, i

With Your
Daisywheel Printer

If you own a daisywheel printer such
as a Diablo, Qume, or NEC, you may
have noticed somewhere in the specifica-
tions that your printer is capable of gen-
erating graphics. If you were like me,
you probably filed that information in
the back of your brain and commenced
to use your printer for listings and
documents.

Several years ago I bought one of the
first Diliblo 630 printers as they were in-
troduced. This letter-quality machine
prints characters using a standard
daisywheel element (like a Selectric
"golf ball," only flat) at a rate of 45
characters per second.

Since I am a busy author, the Diablo
630' has more than proven its worth; I
estimate that I have run more than
300,000 pages through the printer with-
out experiencing a single problem.

Recently I found myself with a bit of
extra time on my hands, and for some
reason the notion of daisywheel graphics
came popping out of my' random
thoughts. I decided to see if I could
make the Diablo do something simple,
like print my name in big letters at the
top of the, page, simulating a simple
letterhead. By the time you finish read-
ing this article, you, too, should be able
to create simple graphics on your
daisywheel printer.

Some Background
Before getting to the actual process of

creating graphics on a daisywheel print-
er like the Diablo 630, we need to be
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Thom Hogan

sure that we are all working from the
same base of information. So, first some
background information you will need
to know.

Diablo was the first to introduce
a daisywheel printer. The daisywheel
looks much like a daisy; the spokes that
hold the characters to be printed are

The principle of
pfinting with
.a daisywheel
is simple.

, , " , " .

held together in a flat carrier that looks
a bit like a flower with letters on each
petal.

The principle of printing with a
daisywheel is simple: rotate the spokes of
the daisywheel until the proper charac-
ter is on top, then hit the spoke so that it
impacts the paper (through the ribbon)
with a small metal hammer.

In addition to producing a machine to
print characters like a typewriter does,
Diablo decided to make the printing of
the daisywheel more flexible. They' did
this by making the mechanism that

moves the daisywheel back and forth
across the paper capable of moving in
extremely small increments. What this
means is that the Diablo is capable of
doing print in elite, pica, or any other
spacing of characters across the page.

In addition to offering this flexibility
in the horizontal direction, Diablo made
it so that the printer was capable of a
similar move in the vertical direction,
meaning that characters can be printed
six lines to an inch, or any other number
the user dictates.

Other daisywheel printers followed
the Diablo. Most notable are the Qume
Sprint series and the NEC Spinwriters
(although the NEC uses a different typ-
ing element, called a Thimble, its design
is similar to that of the Diablo). Re-
cently, other daisywheel printers have
appeared, including one from Radio
Shack manufactured by Ricoh, a Japa-
nese company, With the exception of the
low-cost typewriter-based printers such
as the Smith Corona TPI and the
Brother, the techniques described in
this article should work with most
daisywheel printers.

Now let's be more specific about the
Diablo printing abilities.

In the horizontal direction, the Diablo
(and others) is' capable of moving the
printhead lj120th of an inch at a time.
That is right, you could print 120
characters an inch if yOU' so desired, al-
though I can't imagine what the font
that would do that 'would look like, since
it would be unbelievably small. The rea-
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Let Colonel Byte take your child
on a trip through Cybernia

They'll learn all about computers along the way!
Growing up in the computer world will be
easier if your child understands computers.
And there's no better place to start than
with the computer that's in your home-
and with the help of this delightful book.

Computer Parade reads like a story book.
Yet it actually teaches the basics of com-
puter operation.

Computer Parade traces the adventures
of Katie and her brother after they fall into
the family computer. Once inside the com-
puter, they find themselves in the imag-

inary land of Cybernia where they

MAIL TODAYTO:

meet Colonel Byte. Colonel Byte takes
them to a computer parade, where they
learn how computer music is made. All
along their fanciful journey, the threesome
encounters friendly and ferocious dragons,
computer bits, eeks and aaks. And of
course they're always on the lookout for
program bugs.

Any youngster age 4-10 will delight in
Computer Parade. It's easy to read and
richly illustrated in full color.

Help your child grow up computer
literate by ordering your copies now.

CREATIVE COMPUTING PRESS, Dept. MA3H 39 East Hanover Avenue. Morris Plains. NJ 07950

IPlease send m",----- copies of Computer Parade forI$9.95 each, plus $2.00 shipping & handling per book
\ Total Amount $'--- _\\ I Narne.L, ----,-.,..-......,..,.;--- _o Payment Enclosed. (CA, NJ and NY State residents [please""ntlI please add applicable sales tax.)

o CHARGE MY:I 0 American Express 0 MasterCard 0 Visa

I Cily/Slale/Zi,p-- _
Card # xp "Outside US., add $3 for shipping and handling.

I For faster service, PHONE TOLL FREE: 0 Check here 10 receive a FREEcalalog of computing books, magazines
I 800-631-8112 and quides I
L (In NJ only 201 540 0445) Also available 10 your local bookstore or computer store .J--------------------------

Signatur"---- _

Address.L, _

ALF COpy SERVICE
1315F Nelson Street Denver, CO80215 (303)234·0871

FAST. RELIABLE • LOW COST

If you produce software, ALF's disk copying service is the quick,
convenient answer to your duplication needs. Most orders are shipped in
less than a week. Every disk we copy is verified bit by bit and guaranteed
100% flawless.

We can copy virtually an soft-sect<!1ed mini format. Standard
formats: Apple II (including ni ble-c(i)I'lYfl 0of, ouble-boot, and fast load),
Apple III, Atari, IBM PC, Kay~r, EC PC8(9QO,@sborne, TRS-80 I and III,
Zenith Z-90 and Z-100, an~ me. Copy pro ection is available for most
formats.

Our "no frills" pricing means you don't have 0 buy extras you don't
need-set-up charges start at 10, and copying cnarges are 3011:to 4011:per
side. (See blank disk price a ri ht. Mi 'mu, : 50 copies.) Quantity dis-
counts available for large orde s.

Of course, we have the frills '00: lace application, 3-hole vinyl pages,
printing of labels and sleeves, shrink packaging, heat sealing, and much
more. We can put your product in a customized package-vinyl folder or
IBM-style binder/slip case-for a low pri<l:ein small or large quantities.

ALF is one of the oldest and most trusted names in the duplication
business. ALF designs and man factures copying machines that other
copying services and software p~blishers around the world rely on every
day. Our complete understandingu of duplication technology assures you
of the finest reproduction available.

We're eager to solve your d plicatien and packaging problems-
whether you want one service Q a total package. Give us a call
today!

BLANK DISKS
ALF buys large quantities of

disks for our disk copying service-
and we can pass our savings on to
you. If you're buying hundreds of
disks, ALF is your ideal source for
top quality disks at a reasonable
price. We buy our disks in bulk
packages, avoiding the expense of
fancy printing and labeling.

The disks listed below are 51/4",
single sided, double density (except
as noted), unlabeled, with hub re-
inforcement ring. Other disks are
available, call for details.

3M
MEMOREX
NASHUA
NASHUA
(single density)

VERBATIM

$165 per 100
$165 per 100
$160 per 100
$140 per 100

$190 per 100
Without sleeves: add $2.50

shipping per 100.

With tyvek sleeves: add $7 plus
$2.50 shipping per 100.

Packed in boxes of 10 with tyvek
sleeves: add $15 plus $3.00
shipping per 100.



IF YOUR WORD PROCESSOR IS SO
POWERFUL AND "SMART", WHY DOES
IT REQUIRE EXTRA MEMORY AND
RUN UNDER JUST ONE VERSION

OF DOS?

michael shrayer's
QUIT BITCHIN'!

word processing system
... is the SMARTEST and most
POWERFUL word processor
ever developed for the
IBM PC/XT -because it runs
under DOS 1.0, 1.1 and 2.0,
WITHOUT MODIFICATION! It
also runs with as little as 48K all
the way up to 512K-on hard disk
too! ELECTRIC PENCIL PC is
the only word processing system
that takes advantage of EVERY
hardware feature of the
IBM PC/XT. Don't be fooled by
competitors who can't record
history, we have already done it!
Take a look at history for
yourself and ask for,your dealer
demonstration disk today.
It's only $49.95. Call us
at (714) 946-5805.

Electric Pencil PC:

The FIRST Best Seller will now
be the BEST Best Seller!

Though~areCompan~
Order from your favorite distributor or order direct.
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• IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corp .
•• Electric Pencil PC is a trademark of IJG, Inc.

IJG, Inc., 1953 West l l th St., Upland, CA 91786 (714)946-5805
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Forhome or classroom
COMPUTERS IN
SCIENCE AND

SOCIAL~PI~
A'SOURCEBOoK OF IDEAS

~ted ByDavid H.AhJ

Use these three books for state-of-the-art learning material!
COMPUTERS IN
SCIENCE AND
SOCIAL STUDIES
Edited by David H. Ahl
Are you involved with one of the physi-
calor social sciences? This new book
brings together 40 science-oriented
computer articles from the pages of
Creative Computing.

Fields covered include Social Stud-
ies, Psychology, Chemistry, Biology,
Physics, Hea!th, Ecology, Astronomy,
History, Economics, Geography, Medi-
cine-even Interstellar Trade! You'll find
games, brief tutorials and programs
that bring together the many exciting
uses of the computer in social studies
and science!
81f2" x 11", softcover.
$14.95 ($2.00) #9X

PROBLEMS FOR
COMPUTER SOLUTION
By Stephen Rogowski
Here are 90 intriguing math and science
problems-most consistinq of several
parts-that will provide hours of fasci-
nation and challenge. Each problem is
clearly presented and thoroughly dis-
cussed, with references made to stand-
ard math texts. Problems cover eight
areas: arithmetic ... geometry ... trigo-
nometry ... number theory probabil-
ity ... statistics ... calculus science.

The Student Edition includes only the
problems, while the Teacher's Edition
contains problems, solutions, a com-
plete listing and run in BASIC for each,
and in-depth analyses explaining the
algorithms and theory for each problem.
8%" x 11", softcover.
Student Edition $4.95 ($1.00) #9Z;
Teacher Edition $9.95 ($2.00) #9Y

COMPUTERS IN
MATHEMATICS:
A SOURCEBOOK
OF IDEAS
Edited by David H. Ahl
Scores of ready-to-use, classroom-
tested ideas in dozens of areas such as
solving differential equations ... trig-
onometric functions and Tchebychev
approximations ... computer simula-
tions and problem-solving in probabil-
ity ... binary counting ... regression
analysis. Practice programs, art and
graphing problems, program listings
and sample runs are included, plus over
250 problems, puzzles and program-
ming ideas.
8%" x 11", softcover, illustrated.
$15.95 ($2.00) # 12D

For faster service, PHONE TOLLFREE: 800-631-8112 (In NJ only: 201-540-0445)
Also available at your local bookstore or computer store.r-------------------------------------.I CREATIVE COMPUTING PRESS. Oept. MA6F 39 East Hanover Avenue· Morris Plains, NJ 07950 I

I Please send books listed below: 0 CHARGE MY: (Charge and phone orders $10 minimum.) II 0 American Express 0 MasterCard 0 Visa 1
1 Card No. ~xp. Date 1
1 Signature 1
1 Mr,fMrs./Ms._ 1I. Address (pieaseprintfullname) pt. __ 1
I City 1
1 11 0 PAYMENT ENCLOSED $ Outside USA add State/Zip 1
••

$3.00 per order. 0 Send me a FREE Creative Computing Catalog. I-------------------------------------



Creating Letterhead, continued ...

•LH 1
.CW 1

set vertical spacing to 1/48th of inch
set horizontal spacing to 1/120~h of inch· .· .· .·.......·.......· .

· .· .· .
Figure 1.

son Diablo built this precise horizontal
motion into the printer was to allow for
proportional and incremental spacing,
where each character is separated by a
varying amount of white space to make
the right margin line up.

In the vertical direction the Diablo
can move the print mechanism in in-
crements of V4s,thof an inch. Thus, the
maximum density of information you
can print using a Diablo 630 is 120 x 48
in a square inch.

As for graphics, the normal method of
obtaining them is to print a period (dot),
move the print mechanism in the direc-
tion and amount you desire, then print
another period. If you do this correctly,
you can create graphs, drawings, and
even different type fonts.

Obviously, there is some limit to the
ability of the Diablo when used as a
graphic printer. First, there is the speed
penalty: remember that the 630 prints at
45 characters per second, which means
that graphics will appear at 45 dots per
second. Ifyou have a great deal of draw-
ing to do, it will take time. Second, you
will find that,even with a good tractor
feed, the resolution of the printer (ability
to place a dot accurately) is more ac-
curate in the horizontal direction than in
the vertical. Part of this is the disparity
in dot densities (48 versus 120), but
much more is simply that the paper is
kept steadier on the horizontal axis than
on the vertical

Getting Started
. Having looked up all the relevant

information in the Diablo 630 manual, I
began searching for the simplest method
of making use of the Diablo features.

There is an escape sequence-a group
of characters that begins with an
escape-that is used to tell the printer to
move its print mechanism. With these
commands you can move the printing in
any direction you want, in the in-
crements I have described above.

The more I looked at this method of
telling the printer what I wanted to do,
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the more I knew there had to be an eas-
ier way. Fortunately, I was right; if you
have a sophisticated word processor,
there is an easier way .
. Wordstar, the word processor I use,

has so-called dot commands that allow

Having decided upon
the size of the graphic
I wanted to create, I
beg~n working on

th~ desIgn.

you to reset the way- the printer works.
For instance, I} .LH 8 in a text file means
that WoniStar should tell the printer to
move s/4sths of' an inch each time a
linefeed is encountered. Likewise, a .CW
12 tells WordStar to move the Diablo to
move 12/120 ths of an inch each time a
character is printed. .

Bear in mind that these commands
work only if you have correctly installed
WordStar for your daisywheel printer. If
you are not sure if your printer has been
installed for the capabilities of the
daisywheel, consult your manual or the
dealer who sold you your equipment.

Since I wanted to use dots to print out
graphics, and since WordStar could do
the control of the printer in the manner I
wanted it to, I began to experiment. I de-
cided that first I would try to print out a
large block, about the size I wanted the
characters in my name to be printed.
Figure 1 shows the WordStar file with
which} began.

I made the box eight characters wide
by ten deep since that is the same matrix
used in the character set in my com-
puter; I figured that I could start by us-
ing the characters already on the
computer and then improve upon them.
Note that the periods that make up the
information I want printed cannot start

in column 1, since WordStar interprets a
period in the first column as a command
not information to print.

Those of you with other word proces-
sors will have to look up in your manual
to learn how to change the horizontal
and vertical printing parameters. Some,
like Perfect Writer, do not allow you to
print graphics in the manner I describe
for WordStar.

The block came out well, although it
was a little smaller than Ihad imagined.
I widened it to 16 dots wide to com-
pensate for the fact that the horizontal
motion is smaller than the vertical, and
again printed out my result.

Having decided upon the size of the
graphic i wanted to create, I began
working on the design. Since I wanted
primarily to print my name in large let-
ters, as on a letterhead, I began design-
ing my font. The letter A, for instance,
appeared as in Figure 2 when I was
editing it in WordStar:

.1H

.ow

............................

..~...
Figure 2.

I next tried printing it out; the result
can be seen in Figure 3a. A little small, I
decided. Instead of redoing the charac-
ter, however, I simply changed the .cw 1
to a .cw 2. The result of this change can
be seen in Figure 3b, where the charac-
ter is twice as wide as before. I decided
to try one more idea, making the line
height %sths instead of V4sth. This re-
sult is seen in Figure 3c. The nice hori-
zontal stripes that form in this version
are suggestive of the latest look in logos.

The next step was to create my com-
plete alphabet. You can see the matrix
and the results in Figure 4.

Putting It Together
Finally, I was ready to try my hand at

creating 'my letterhead. I had a complete

=.
R R - -=-==-=- -- ---

Figure 3a. Figure 3b. Figure 3c.
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Creating Letterhead, continued ...
set of letters and numbers in a file I
called LARGE.FNT, and each individ-
ualletter in its own file, such as A.FNT,
B.FNT, and so on.

By using the block read command and
the column block move command, Iwas
able to read in the letter I needed next,
then move it to the position on the page
at which I wanted it. Since WoniStar
has horizontal scrolling up to 250
characters, I could theoretically put al-
most.20 of my large characters across
the page without having WordStar begin
to wrap lines around so I couldn't easily
see the placement (Note: make your
right margin 250 when editing your
graphics,or you will end up at some
point fighting the attempts of WordStar
to put all those periods into a in-
crementally spaced line, i.e., WordStar
attempts to split long lines into shorter,
formatted ones).

After getting my characters correctly
placed, the next step was to print my ad-
dress in normal text. After much experi-
mentation, I discovered the best way to
do this was to put the line of text I
wanted printed normally at the end of
the graphics, then use the superscript
command to raise. it into the position I
desired. The resulting file' (with a
dummy address) can be seen in Figure 5.

One cautionary note: if you are using
the graphics for letterhead, you will have

to do a bit of experimenting to establish
where the end of the page should be.
WordStar sets the end of page by count-
ing lines, and we have a bunch of lines
that are only V4B th of an inch apart,
while others are spaced at B/4Bths. Gen-
erally, the manner in which I deter-
mined my proper page length was to do
the following:

L'Measure the vertical size of my
graphic.

2. Write my text, leaving the amount
of space blank I determined in step one.

3. Find where WoniStar split the
page.

4. Add my graphic at the top of the
text.

5. Then reset the page length com-
mand on the first page So that the page
break is whereWordStar put it in step' 3.
Make sure to reset the page break to the
default beginning with page 2.

Wrapping It Up
That is all there is to it. With the

method I have outlined above, you
should be able to create 'your own large
characters, drawings, and other graphic
material to place at the top of your
letterhead. r have tested this with
Diablo, Qume, and NEC printers. It
should also work with the Radio Shack,
Ricoh, and other incremental-spacing
daisywheel printers. •.

............. . .
............. .111 1

.CW 2

Figure 4.
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63) Diablo Lane, Canp..rt;ertown, USII 1A1AH
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THonHOeHN 630 Diablo Lane, Computertown, USA 1A1AH

Figure 5.
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Egghead
Back '----.---~

Introducing Egghead.
Everybody's been discounting computer hardware. It's

about time some smart egg figured out how to sell the hot
quality software brokers want at lower prices.

That's eggsactly what the hottest new discounter in soft-
ware is doing.

Simply order from Egghead's new Software Simplified Cat-
alog & Buyers' Guide. Hundreds of items-listed by popularity,
with the differences between products, what they do and the
hardware with which they're compatible. You'll get eggsactly

For people who don't know
the difference between
a microchip and a potato chip.

what you want. Fast. With no hassle. No intimidation. Save time.
Save money. You'll be egg static.

The Catalog/Buyers' Guide is free with any software pro-
gram order. For Catalog only send $1 plus 4 bits postage &
handling today.

Just give your VISA or MasterCard number. To order
Catalog by phone: (206) 451-8155.

For ordering software programs only by phone, 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week, in all states except California: 1-800-227
1617 Ext. 445. In California: 1-800-772-3545 Ext. 445.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT BUSINESS RETAIL EGGHEAD
RETAIL EGGHEAD PRODUCT MANUFACTURER COMPUTERS PRICE PAtE

PRODUCT MANUFACTURER COMPUTERS PRICE PREE
FINANCIU SPREADSHEETS 20. Volkswriter · Ufetree .IBM 195 155
I. 123 Lotus Lotus 495 326 21. Peachtree Text 5000 . Peachtree .IBM 395 239
2. Visicalc Visicorp 250 177 22.Word . · MicroSoft .IBM 375 275
3. Multiplan · Microsoft 275 170 23. Word/Mouse MicroSo~ .IBM 475 346
4. Supercalc 3 .Sorcim 395 260 24. PFS Write · Software Pub. IBM, APe 140 95
5. Supercalc 2 .Sorcim 295 190 PERSONAl

ACCOUNTING 25, Bank Street Writer Broderbund .Ap,AT.C64 69.95 46
6. General Accounting · BPI. 395 263 26. Homeword Sierra-an-line AP 49.95 35
7. General Ledger · Peachtree 750 475 27, Word Handler · Silicon Valley AP 59.95 38

COMMUNICATIONS

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT PERSONAL 28. Crosstalk · Microstuf .IBM 195 136

8. Home Accountant 75AP 49 DATA MANAGEMENT/UTILITY
9. Home Accountant 150lBM 95

10. Dollars & Sense 125 84
DATAMANAGEMENT
29. dBase II 700 450

11. Tax Pre parer 250 187
3~. PFS File 140 9512. Tax Manager 180 120 31. PFS Report 125 8513. Tax Strategist 395 295

14.lnvestmenl Strategist 395 295
32. PFS Graph 140 95
33. DB Master · Stoneware 595 395

WORD PROCESSING 34. VisiFile · Visicorp 300 210

BUSINESS
· MicroPro 250 148

15. WordStar 495 295
Synapse 99.95 66

16. Multimate. 495 326
37. Norton Utility Peter Norton 80 5517. Easy Writer II 395 225

18. Pie Writer 200 131
38. Basic Compiler · MicroSo~ 395 276

19.Word Perteet with
39. Macro Assembler MicroSo~ 200 143

Matll, Mail·Merger and 40. ProKey 3.0 RoseSo~ 129.95 87
Speller . Satellite Software .IBM,TIP 495 320 41. ProKey 1.0 RoseSoft 75.00 52•••••••••••••••

I Name
Address _I City, State, Zip _

I
0 VISA or 0 MasterCard #

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

I 170 180 190200210 220 230 240 250 260 270 280 290 300 3103'20

330 340 350 360 370 rrJ.-dr:An ('I1,.~"•••Ir!AO

I 380 390 400 410 ~\7U'"~ ;;JVr, "~" 10636 Main St. #206
1-800-227-1617 Ext. 445 Bellevue, WA 98004

cc Phone (206) 451- 8155

CHILDREN'S EDUCATIONAL AND GAMES
Hundreds listed in broch lIe-
average 20·35% below retail

For mail use Money Orders, Check or
Cashier's Check, VISA or MasterCard #. No
C.O.D.'s please.

Shipping and handling: UPS Surface, add $3
per item. UPS Blue Label (faster) add $ 7:per
item. Washington State Residents add 7.9%
.sales tax.

While most software suppliers charge a sur·
charge for credit tard purchases. Egghead
charges nothing extrl.

We encourage the use of your credit cards.
All prices subject to availabil ity and price
change. All products shipped with rnanutac-
turers' warranty.

90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160

CIRCLE 1"32 ON READER SERVICE CARD



~ATARr~
600XL
800XL

CALL
CALL

*ASTRA 1620
DISK DRIVE SYSTEM

MORE FOR YOUR MONEY
DOUBLE OR SINGLE DENSITY

TWO DRIVES

SPECIAL
ATARI SOFTWARE

$469

Saga 1-12each (D) ... $27
Diskey (D) $33
Eastern Front (C/D) .. $23
747 Land Sim (C/D) ... $17
Microsoft Basic II (R) . $62
Atari Writer (R) .. $68
Assembler Editor (R) . $42
Pac Man (R). . ..... $30
Donkey Kong (R) .. $34
VC (D) $17
Legionnaire (C) $23
Telegard (D). . $19
Sky Blazer (D) $22
Bank St. Writer (D) $46
A.E. (D) . . . . $23
Choplifter . (D)$23 (R)$29
Serpentine. (D)$23 (R)$27
Text Wizard (D) $65
Basic Compiler $65
laxxon (C/O) $27
SAM. (D) . . . . $39
P.M. Anlmator(D) $23
Spelling Bee (D) $27
Fractions .. (C)$21 (D)$27
Decimals . (C)$21 (D)$27
Jumpman (C/O) $27
Temple of APS (C/D) .. $27
Nightmare (D) $20
Sargon II .. (C)$20 (D)$23
Suspended (D) . $34
lork I, II or III (D) $27
a-BERT $33
POPEYE. . $33

Starcross (D) . . .. $27
Deadline (D) ... $34
Baseball .. (D)$23 (R)$23
PooI1.5(D) '" $23
Data Perfect (0) $74
C-65 (D) .... . $58
Max-65 (D) . . $58
Action (D) $65
Ali Baba (D) $20
Softporn (D) $20
Ultima II (D) $39
Frogger (C/D) $23
Wavy Navy (D) . $23
Type Attack (D) $27
Snooper I or II (D) $30
Most Amaz. Thing (D) . $27
Face Maker (D) $20
Kinder Comp (D) $20
Fort Apocalypse (C/D) ~2;l
Pharoah's Curse (C/O) $23
Protector II (D) $23
Shamus (D) $23
Blue Max (C/O) $23
Combat Leader (C/O) . $27
Knights/Oesert (C/O) . $27
Cosmic Balance (D) .. $27
Tigers In Snow (C/D) .. $27
Miner 204ger (R) . . .. $34
Astro Chase (D). . .. $22
Financial Wizard (D) .. $41

SPECIALS
Gemini 15X Printer $399
Axiom AT-loo Printer(with interface $229
Astra Double Density Dual Drive $469
Rana 1000 Drive _ $319
Bit-3 80 Column Board $245
Mannesmann Talley 160L Printer $589
Atari 400 Keyboard (In Home) $35
Programmer Kit .. $48 Entertainer Kit $64
Wlco Joystick ... $23 Wico Trackball $49

..~-E
1541 DISK DRIVE __ .
1701 Color Monitor .. $255 1530 Recorder
1525 Printer $239 1600 Modem ..
1520 Color Ptr $169 1650 Auto Modem

64 SOFTWARE 64
Neutral lone (C/D) $26
Sprite Master (D) $27
Computer Football (C) $18
Telengard (C) $16
Chopllfter (R) $29
Temple of Apshai (D) . $27
Jumpman (C/D) $27
Crush Crumble (D) $20
Grldrunner (R) $27
Zork I, II or III (0) $27
Deadline (D) $35
Starcross (0) $27
Frogger (C/D) $23
Type Attack (D) $27
Face Maker (D) $23
Klndercomp (D) $20
Hey Diddle (D) $20
Most Amaz. Thing (D) . $27

$239
.. $59

'" $59
.. $158

Fort Apocalypse (C/D) $23
Pharoah's Curse (C/D) $23
Protector II (D) $23
Shamus (D) $23
Nukewar (C) $12
Midway Campaign (C) $12
Paper Clip (D) $89
DelphlsOracle(D) .. $114
Word Pro 3 + /w Spell
Video Pak ao $139
Script 64 (D) $77
Calc Result Prof (D) . $119
Home Accountant (D) $48
M-Flle (D) $89
Quick Brown Fox (R) . $50
Writers Asslstant(D) . $95
Spreadsheet Assist. (D) $95
File Assistant (D) $95
Hesmon 64 (R) $27

APPLE HARDWARE

$278
........ $119

... $129
.. $129

MICRO-SCI
A2 Drive ..
A40 Drive.
A70 Drive.
Drive Controller

M&R
Super Fan ...
MICROSOFT
Softcard .. $228
Softcard Plus . $418
Softcard Premium lie $329
Softcard Premium II . $459
ORANGE MICRO
Grappler + $115
Buffered Grappler Call
RH ELECTRONICS
Super Fan II
TG PRODUCTS
Joystick lie wfToggle . $41
Joystick $41
Paddles . $29
TYMAC
Printer Interface .. . $74

e
.. $229
. $269
$349

... $74

RANA
Elite I Drive
Elite II Drive
Elite III Drive
Drive Controller

..... $259
.... $444
.... $549

.. $89

Printers/Etc.

ON·LlNE
The Dictionary $65
Sammy Lightfoot $20
General Manager II . $145
Screenwriter II . $80
Wiz & Princess . $22
Mystery House $17
Time lone ... $65
Maurauder .. $23
Frogger .... . . $23
Cannonball Blitz ..... $23
Screenwriter Prof. $128
PENGUIN
Spy's Demise $14
Graphic Magician $39
CompoGraphics Sys.. $39
Special Effects .. $27
PLATO
Whole Numbers
Decimals .
Fractions .
QUALITY
Bag of Tricks. . . $27
Ali Baba & 40 Thieves $22
SENSIBLE SOFTWARE
Sensible Speller $79
Super Disk Copy III $23
Multi Disk Catalog $17
SILfCON VALLEY
Word Handler
List Handler
SIRIUS
Kabul Spy
Bandits
Type Attack
Repton .....
Critical Mass
Beer Run
SIR TECH
Police Artist .. $23
Wizardry .. $34
Knight of Dia. . . $23
SOFTWARE PUBLISH.
PFS: Report . . $79
PFS: Filing $79
PFS: Graph $79
SORCIM
Supercalc (Req. l-80) $124
Spellguard (Req.l-80) $124
SOUTHEASTERN
Data Capture 4.0. . . $46
Data Capture 4.0/80 .. $59
SPINNAKER
Delta Drawing $34
Hey Diddle $20
Most Amazing Thing . $27
Snooper Troops #1 .. $29
Snooper Troops #2 $29
Story Machine $23
Face Maker $23
STONEWARE
GraphicSys.(Prof.) . $116
D.B. Master $148
D.B. Master Util. #1 " $84
Graphics Proc. Sys. " $46
STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS
Battle of Normandie . $27
Germany 1985 . .. " $39
Epidemic $23
Pursuit Graf Spree $39
Shattered Alliance $39
Fighter Command $39
S.E.U.I.S. $27
Computer Baseball " $27
Cytron Masters .. $27
Guadalcanal $39
Galactic Gladiators .. $27
Battle of Shiloh $27
Tigers In Snow $27
Cosmic Balance $27
Computer Qrtrback " $27
SUBLOGIC
Whole Brain Spelling. $23
Flight Simulator $24
Space Viking $34
Saturn Navigator $23
SYNAPSE
Protector II $23
Shamus $23
Pharoah's Curse.. .. $23
SYNERGfSTIC
Atlantls $28
Global Prog. Line Ed.. $44
TARRAPIN
Terrapin Logo (64K) .. $99
VISICORP
Visicalc lie $164
Visicalc 3.3 $158
Visifile $165
Visidex $165
Visiplot $139
Visitrend/Plot $195
Visi Schedule $195
MfSCELLANEOUS
Millionaire $39
Pinball Const. Set $27
Poo11.5 $23
Bandits $23
Human Fly $21 .
Master Type $27
New Step by Step $57
Ultlma $27
loom Graphics $34

.. $38

'" $38
... $38
... $38

.. $128

. .. $59

....... $23
... $23
... $27
.. $27

$27
.. $20

A.LS.
CPM Card
lCard II
Colorll ...
Smarterm II
ALIEN GROUP
Apple Voice Box .... $128
Atari Voice Box. . . $98
INTERACTIVE STRUC.

1050 DRIVE $335 MICROBITSINFC $78 Pkaso Interface $127
1025 PRINTER $399 80 COLUMNBD $249 KENSINGTON

O S $25 System Saver .. $64
1020 COLORPTR '" $219 TECHNICALN TE .... KOALA TECHNOLOGIES
1027 PRINTER .. $279 REALTIME ClK " $38 Apple Graphic Tablet. $79
1010 RECORDER..... $72 48K RAM (INTEC) .. $95 Atari Graphic Tablet . $69
64K RAM (MOSAIC) . $145 64K RAM (INTEC) .. ' $119 C-64Graphic Tablet .. $69

$ 09 KRAFT48K RAM (MOSAIC). 1 AXIOM PRINTERINFC $80 Joystick. . . . $40
MICROPERIF.MODEMIINFC .... $129 Paddies... .. . .. $35

ASTRA1620 ~~6~1~~COM 40-S1 .. $418 apple!' .. ® II
RANA1000 $295 PERCOM40-S2 $718
PERCOM88-S1 $298 PERCOM44-S1 $510

----, 64K SYSTEM LlST~
CALL FOR LOW PRICE

APPLE DRIVES

GEMINI10X .. $279
GORILLA .... $199
CITOH
Prowriter
Prowriter II
Starwriter
Printmaster
NEC
8023A-C
3510
3530 .
3550 .
7710/7730

PROWRITER . $345
SMITH TPI $488
SILVER REEDP $669
QUME 11/40 + .. $1299
OKI·DATA
Microline 82A .... $398
Microline 83A .. . . $638
Mlcroline 84P $958
Mlcroline 92 $488
Mlcroline 93 .. $858
DIABLO
620R.
630R ..

MONITORS

... $345
....... $629

.... $1149
· $1448

.... $409
· $1375

. .. $1579

. .. $1779
· $1998

AMDEK
Color I $289
V300 $139
V300A $149
Color II $449

......... $939
..... $1719

NEe
GRN (JB1260) ..... $115
GRN (JB1201) .. . .. $155
Color Composite $298
RGB Color $598

MODEMS
HAYES

~ Smartmodem $209J.~'-' Smartmodem 1200. $498

~ ;g~t~~~mll .::::$:::
~ ~~t!rC~tll ·····:m~

COSMIC
COMPUTERS

UNLIMITED

727 BREA CANYON RD., SUITE 16
WALNUT, CA 91789

ORDER LINES OPEN MON-SAT 8 am - 6 pm

$59

APPLE COMPUTER INC.
Apple Writer lie ..... $157
ARTSCI
Magic Window II $95
Magic Words $45
ASHTON TATE
D Base II (Req l-BO) . $299
Finan. Plan. (Req l-80) $399
Friday . $198
AVALON HILL
Telegard .. $19
VC .. . $17
Empore of Overmind . $23
AVANT GARDE
lero Grav. Pinball $20
Hi-Res Golf $20
Hi-Res Secrets $79
BEAGLE BROS.
Dos Boss. . $17
Alpha Plot $27
Utility City $20
Tip Disk # . . . $15
Apple Mechanic $20
Pronto Dos $20
Flex Text .. $20
Frame Up .. $20
Type Faces .... $14
BRODERBUND
Bank St. Writer $45
AE $23
Serpentine $23
Chop lifter $23
Star Blazer . $22
Davids Midnight .. $23
Apple Panic. . . $20
Alien Rain $17
Arcade Machine. . . $41
BPI
General Acct. .. $275
AIR $275
AlP $275
CONTINENTAL
G/L, A/R, A/P or P/R . $159
Property Mgt. . $296
Home Accountant . $48
1st Class Mail... . $48
DATAMOST
Aztec $27
Tubeway $23
Snack Attack . $21
Swashbuckle . $23
DATASOFT
laxxon . $27
Mlcropainter $23
DON'T ASK
SAM (w/DAC) $79
Word race $17
EDUWARE
Aig 5 &6 .. $34
Empire II $20
Fractions $34
Decimals $34
Spelling Bee w/Read .. $27
Alg. 1,2,3 or 4 $27
Rendevous $27
Prisoner II $23
EPYX
Temple of APS ... $27
Tuesday Quarterback $20
Crush Crumble $20
HAYDEN SOFTWARE
Sargon II $25
Piewriter 2.2 . $95
INFOCOM
Suspended .. . . $34
lork I, II or III .. $27
Starcross $27
Deadline $34
INSOFT
Graforth II .. $50
Electric Duet $20
IUS
Prof. Easywriter .... $114
Original Easywriter .. $65
Original Easymailer .. $45
LEARNING COMPANY
Juggles: Rainbow $20
Bumble Games $27
Bumble Plot $27
Gertrudes Secrets $30
Gertrudes Puzzles .. _$30
Rockeys Boots ... .. $34
LJK .
Letter Perfect $89
LOTUS
Exec. Brief Sys. . ... $125
MICROLAB
Miner 204ger $27
Data Factory 5.0 $189
Payroll Manager $189
MICROSOFT •
Typing Tutor II $17
Applesoft Compiler . $118
A.L.O.S. (Req z-so) $79
Baste Compiler $239
Multiplan $169
OlympiC Decathalon . $20
MUSE
Robot $27
Castle Wollenstein .. $20
ODESTA
Chess $45

CIRCLE 116 ON READER SERVICE CARD

(800) 626-7642
PLEASE FOR ORDERS ONLY

SORRY, NO COD'S

(714) 594·5204
FOR TECHNICAL INFO, ORDER INQUIRIES,

OR FOR CALIFORNIA ORDERS
Add$2.50shippingpersoltwareorderin continentalU.S. Add$5.00
shippingpersoftwareorderforAK.HI, FPO-APO.Add$10.00or 15%
(whichever is greater) per software order for ncn-u.s. Call for cost of
hardwareshipping. Calif. residentsadd 6V,% salestax. Cashiers
checksor moneyorders filled within 24 hoursfor items in stock.
Personalchecksrequire4 weekstoclear.MasterCardandVisaOKfor
softwareonlywithincontinentalU.S .. add3%surcharge.Includecard
no., expirationdateandsignature.Dueto our lowprices.all salesare
final. All defectivereturnsmust havea returnauthorizationnumber.
Pleasecall to obtainone beforereturninggoodsfor replacementor
repair.Prices& availabilitysubjectto change.

-----~- ------- --------------------------------------



The
Pltcb Test

James F. McCarthy

Many people believe that musicians
are born with some sort of ability not
possessed by mortals without which
significant accomplishment as a per-
former or composer isn't possible. Mu-
sicians, to paraphrase Fitzgerald and
Hemingway, are very different from you
and me: they have more talent.

But talent is a slippery notion, and the
more you try to draft it as an explana-
tion for genius, the more evasive it be-
comes. Suppose, for example, we hear a
young boy playing the piano brilliantly,
with technique and expression far be-
yond his years. We would almost cer-
tainly conclude that the lad had oodles
of the right stuff, that he plays so well
because he is talented, has the "inner
spark," or whatever. But how do we
know that he has talent? Because he
plays so well. And why.does he play so
well? Because he has talent.

You see the problem: We seem to be
thinking in circles,saying "Talented is
as talented does" and vice versa. But in
1919, a psychologist named Carl Sea-
shore constructed what he claimed to be
the first scientific, objective way of
measuring potential musical ability.
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that talent
prised of just
instead repre - sented an array
of discrete skills. His Measures of Musi-
cal Talents were, therefore, a battery of
separate tests that evaluated a person's
sense of pitch, loudness, rhythm, time,
timbre, and tonal memory (1939 and
later versions).

The best known test from the battery
is probably the pitch test, a computer
generated version of which for the Apple

The ability to detect
small differences

between pitches is an
important skill for most
performers to have.

accompanies this article. The purpose of
the test is to see, as musicians would put
it, whether or not you have a tin ear; in
the erudite academic ghetto where I
hang out, it is described as a test to
determine how well you can discrimi-
nate betweeen the two tones whose fre-

quencies may be very close to each
other.

The smallest difference between two
pitches that can be notated in traditional
music is a half-step or semi-tone (for
example, C to C-sharp). If you were to
find a piano, hit any black key and then
the nearest white key immediately above
or below it, you would hear a half-step.
(Note: that assumes that the piano has
been tuned in the last decade or sO-not
a good assumption for most pianos
functioning as furniture and for all
pianos found in church basements.)

With a little more plunking about,
you might also discover that the whole
keyboard is laid out in half-steps and
that there is no way to coax out quarter
tones or even smaller beasties lurking in
the cracks between the keys.

Since the tuning of a piano is preset by
somebody with a wrench, it is possible
that a pianist could have a fairly crude
sense of pitch discrimination and still
perform well. People who sing or who
play wind or string instruments are not
so blessed. Every note they produce is li-
able to vary wildly in pitch, and they
must constantly monitor and control
precisely the tuning of their perfor-
mance. What musicians call a good
ear-the ability to detect small dif-
ferences between pitches-is an im-
portant skill for most performers to
have, and it seemed to Professor Sea-
shore that a test to determine who had
one and who didn't would be quite
valuable. .

Seashore also believed then, as most
people believe now, that a talent like the
sense of pitch was inborn and thus
impossible to improve with training.
This largely unexamined belief led to a
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Pitch Test, continued ...
kind of discrimination other than pitch:
if public school band directors could
administer a test to determine who had
talent and who didn't, they could accept
only those students who would help
them look good at the music contests
and reject those who would not.

Predictably, the use and abuse of the
test generated some controversy, Some
critics took the Gestalt view that musi-
cal talent was a holistic phenomenon
and that it was somehow sinful to mea-
sure its component parts. Others, most
notably behavioral psychologists, ob-
jected to the claim that talent is inborn
and that the scores on the test couldn't
be improved with training.

Still others expressed strong reserva-
tions over the ethics of using a test to
weed out allegedly untalented fifth grad-
ers from the school music program,
reasoning that age ten or so was it bit
early to be making permanent decisions
about children'S careers or hobbies. But
themost severe problem for the test was
that it just couldn't predict with accept-
able accuracy those who would become
the next flowers of the music world and
those who would never be able to sing
"Come To Jesus" in whole notes.
The arguments have abated in the 75

years or so since the inception of the
test, and perhaps they now seem in-
teresting only to academic types such as
myself or to whichever readers of mine
remain awake. The pitch test is almost
certainly what it claims to be-a mea-
sure of one's ability to detect small
changes in frequency-but almost no
one is naive enough now to believe that
his child's high score on it should cause
him to rush out and buy an accordion.

My own opinion is that it tests not
ability but disability, that very low,
repeatable scores probably mean you
might do better playing computer than
violin, but that you should do either or
both if you want. In any event, few mu-
sic teachers now use any sort of talent
test to select students, reasoning instead
that music instruction will be of some
benefit to almost' all children, not just
the extraordinarily talented.,

The Test
The Pitch Test shown in the listing

more or less emulates Seashore's pitch
test, and works like this: a tone is pre-
sentee! and, after a brief pause, a second
tone is heard. You must decide whether
the second tone is higher or lower in
pitch than the first. In' other words, the
first tone is an "anchor" or standard
tone that never changes frequency, while
the second is always different from the
first and is' the one you judge to be
higher or lower than the anchor.

The test is 25 items long and is di-
vided into five levels of difficulty, each
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Frequency and Percent Differences
Between Tones

pair are closest in frequency and hardest
to distinguish from each other (the last
five trials), the difference between the
two computer generated tones is 1.6 Hz
or .39% at 406 Hz. This is virtually
identical to the smallest difference be-
tween tones on the Seashore (also the
last five notes): 2 Hz or .4% at 500 Hz.
Nevertheless the computer test is prob-
ably superior, since the substantial levels
of wow and flutter in the old record
players could easily have yielded fre-
quency variations greater than the small-
est difference between two tones suppos-
edly played by the recordings. Finally,
there are 25 trials on this test vs. 50 on
the Seashore, the duration of the tones is
315 msec (Seashore = 500 msec), and
you can get immediate feedback after
each trial if you choose that option
instead of waiting a week for someone to
score yourtest,

Level Trials Freq. Diff. % Diff.
1 1-5 7.9 Hz 1.9%
2 6-10 6) Hz 1.6%
3 11-15 4.8 Hz 1.2%
4 16-20 3.2 Hz 0.7%
5 21-25 1.6 Hz 0.4%

Table I.

with five trials, Difficulty is determined
by proximity of the second tone to the
first in frequency, and Table 1 shows the
frequency differences in Hertz (Hz) be-
tween paired tones for each of the five
sections.

There are some structural differences
between this test and the Seashore test,
most of which represent improvements.
First, the pattern of high/low presenta-
tions is chosen randomly by the program
$0 it is not possible to memorize the
answers no matter how often you take
the test.

Second, the quick and crude machine
language routine POKEdby the program
produces complex tones instead of the
sine waves (pure tones) claimed by the
original version, although' it is probable
that the low fidelity equipment com-
monly used to play the old records
added an audible amount of harmonic
distortion.

Incidentally, the waveform coming
out of (not going into) theApple speaker
could best be described as an alcoholic
sine wave drying out; it has a bad case of
the shakes and is not a pretty sight.

Third, the original test used a fre-
quency of 500 Hz for its anchor or stan-
dard tone, while this program outputs it
at 406 Hz. The time between 'trials on
the Seashore was a fixed interval, while
here the next pair of tones isn't played
until some response to the previous trial
is made. .

In addition, when the two tones in a

Listing.

60 REM
70

***** SUBROUTINES *****

The Program
.The prqgram is structured as a series

of modules laid in an increasingly com-
mon format: routines for which speed is
not critical (initialization, instructions,
etc.) are placed at the end of the listing,
while routines that need to move 'along
processing user input are placed near the
top in priority order of need for speed.

Since the listing is littered with re-
marks and the variables have names that
describe themselves, the program ~hould
be fairly easy to read and understand.
The main program begins at line 400,
and the test items are presented by
means of a double loop extending from
lines 490 to 610.

The values for PITCH and DURA-
TION are POKEdin memory locations 6
and 7, and changes in PITCH are tied to
the current value of LEVEL in the
following manner: variable CHANGE is
set equal to the current value of LEVE~
and then added or subtracted randomly
to or from PITCH just before the second
tone is presented. For example, if
LEVEL =5 (as it does in the first five

10 HOME DIM ANSWER$(2S): REM ARRAY FOR USER'S ANSWERS
20 GOSUB 1740: REM CREDITS
30 GOTO 420: REM JUMP TO ~AIN PROGRAM
40
~o

80
90
100
I 10 HTAB 30: INVERSE

POKE - 16368.0: GET ANSWER$: R~TURN REM GENERIC INPUT
POKE - 16368.0: CALL - 756: RETUR~ REM GENERIC 'ANY KEY'
POKE 6.PITCH: POKE ?DUR: CALL PLAY: RETuRN

RETURNPRINT "RIGHT,": NORMAL
120 HTAB 30: PRINT "\~RONG,": RETURN
130
140 REM CHANGE PITCH. PLAY 2ND TONE

REM PLAY 1ST TONE

150 CHANCE ~ L:HILOW z INT ( RND (I) • 2) + I
160 IF HILOW < 2 THEN POKE 6.PITCH + CHANCE: POKE ?DUR: CALL PLAY:
ANSWERS (NUMBER) • "L": RETURN
170 POKE 6.PITCH - CHANCE: POKE 7.pUR: CALL PLAY:ANSWER~(NUMBER) • "H":
RETURN
180
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CompI'"

Wether you already own an IBMPersonal Computer
or you're thinking about buying one, you need PC

PC is the independent guide to IBMPersonal Com-
.puters. Each issue is packed with the latest informa-
tion for everyone who's interested in IBMPersonal
Computers.
This is the magazine for finding out how to put
together the best IBM"PC" system ...and how to
get the most out of it. Every two weeks you'll
receive hundreds of colorful pages of evalu-
ations, insights, and straight talk from
respected experts-professionals in
computer science as well as lawyers,
businessmen, writers, educators and
many others.
PC covers software, hardware, appli-
cations, and every other topic of im-
portance to the thousands of IBM
Personal Computer users who read it.
To make sure that we give you the
facts you need, we include a special
"User-to-User" section, a "PC
Wish List," and news about IBM
Personal Computer clubs,
events and publications.
Right now you can save up
to 24% on an introductory
subscription. And if you're
ever dissatisfied with Pc,
just write and tell us-you'll
receive a prompt refund for
all the unmailed issues re-
maining in your subscrip-
tion.

r
liIiIOiililliliiilOlilil P.o. Box 2443, Boulder, CO 80322

Yes! I want to subscribe to PC,the independentguide
to IBMPersonalComputers:
o Oneyear (26 issues)only $29.97-14% off!

o Twoyearsonly $52.97-24% off! I
I
I

Mr.!Mrs./Ms.- __ ~--~---:--cc-c-----c---------- I
(please print full name) 8H583 I

Company_________________________ I
I
I

City State ip I
Offer valid only in the US .. its territories and possessions. Please allow 30 to 60 days for delivery of first issue.L ~

Savings based on full one-year subscription rate of $34.97.

CHECKONE: 0 Paymentenclosed 0 Bill me later.

Admess _



..... $569.06
..... ..•... .•.... .•...... . $689.00

....... $739.00
...... 5929.00
..... $1039.00

COMPUTERS

Teleport Portable '" CALL
800A 51099.00
802... . 52699.00
803. . .. $1949.00
802H. . 54695.00
806/20. . $4999.00
816/40. . $9199.00
1602 .. . 53399.00
1603 .... CALL

MONITORS
AMDEK

300 Green ....
300 Amber.:.
310 Amber ..
Color 1 .
Color 1 PI'us.
Color 2 ...
Color 2 Plus.
Color 3
Color4 _..

· .$149.00
.5159.00
· .$169.00

....... $279.00
'" .5299.00
'" .5399.00
. .. $419.00
· .$349.00
· .$699.00

BMC
12" Green. . $79.99
12" Green HI-RES $119.99
9191-13" Color _.$249.99

GORILLA
12" Green
12" Amber ....

... $88_99
... __ $95.99

NEC
JB 1260 Green. . .$109.99
JB 1201 Green.. .. __.$149.99
JB 1205 Amber... . $159.99
JC 1215 Color $299.99
JC 1216 RGB $429.99
PRINCETON GRAPHICS
H'X-12 RGB $519.00

TAXAN
12" Green.. . 5119.00
12"Amber $129.00
Taxan 1 RGB __ _$279.00

USI
Pi 1, 9" Green $99.99
Pi 2, 12" Green. _$119.99
Pi 3,12" Amber.. . $149_99
Pi 4, 9" Amber 5139.99
1400 Color 5269.99

ZENITH
ZVM 122 Amber .
ZVM 123 Green .
ZVM 135 Color/RGB.

_TeleJideo

Spirit XL Portabta . . .... :$3999.00
liE-I.. . .. _51569.00
IIE-2. ..51899.00
IIE-3 ... _- ....•.....•........ 52399.00
IIE·4.. ......•.......... .. $3299.00
PC·E 51579.00
PC'1 .. . 52399.00
PC-2. _...••.. _..... _ .. $2799.00
PC-XL _.. $3599.00
1620. ..53599.00
1630 . . 55499.00
1640 $6499.00
Cyma Software. . CALL

ANCHOR
Mark I (RS·232) .' $79.00
Mark II (Atari). .. $79.00
Mark III (TI·99). . .. · 5109.00
Mark IV (CBM/PET) $125.00
Mark V (Osborne).. . $95.00
Mark VI (IBM·PC) .$169.00
Mark VII (Auto Ans/Auto Dial) $119.00
Mark XII (1200 Baud) S299.00
TRS·80 Color Computer . $99.00
9 Volt Power Supply 59.00

HAYES
Smartmodem 300 5219.00
Smart modem 1200 5509.00
Smartmodem 1200B .5459.00
Micromodem II $265.00
Micromodem 11Plus. . $299.00
Micromodem liE... . $269.00
Micromodem 100 $299.00
Smart Com II .. 589.00
Chronograph. . .... $199.00

NOVATION
J·Cat ' 599.99
SmartCat 103. ..5179.00
SmartCat 103/212 $399.00
AutoCat 5219.00
212 AutoCat $549.00
Apple Cat II . . 5249.00
212 Apple·Cat 5569.00
Apple Cat 212 Upgrade $309.00
Cat.... . 5139.99
D-Cat ..
PC-Cat..

...... 5149.00
......... 5339.00

ZENITH
ZT-l . 5309.00
ZT-l O. . 5339.00
ZT-l1. . 5369.00

APPLE INTERFACE
CAROS & BUFFERS

Choose from PKASO, Orange Micro,
MPC, MicroMax, Tymac, Ouadram &
Practical Peripherals. .CALL

NEC 2050 ...
NEC 3550 _.

. ..... 5999.00
... 51699.00

PERCOM/TANOON
ORIVES

5'/,,' 320K Floppy $229.00
5 Meg Hard w/Controller. .. 51399.00
10MegHard w/Controller .. 51699.00
15~eg Hard w/Controller .. $2095.00
20 Meg Hard w/Controller ... $2399.00

AMOEK
31OAAmber Monitor 5169.00
DXY 100 Plotier.. .. $599.00
Color II . _... ...5399.00
AST RESEARCH, INC.

Six Pak Plus ... from. . $279.00
Combo Plus fl. .. from. . $279.00
Mega Plus lrom . .$309.00
1/0 Plus 1I lrom.... .. ... $139.00

QUAORAM
Quadlink 5519.00
Quadboard ... as low as $289.00
Quad 512 Plus ... as low as $249.00
Quadcolor. ..as low as $219.00
Chronograph $89.00
Parallel Interface Board $89.00
64K RAM Chips Kit 559.00

MICRO PRO
WordStar/Mail Merge .. : .... $349.00
InloStar. .. .. 5299.00
SpeliStar .. 5159.00
CaleStar. ...599.00

MICROSTUF
Crosstalk. . .... $105.00

MICROSOFT
Multiplan. : ..... $159.0:-

pfs

Write:
Graph:
Report:
File:
Solutions': as towas

APPLE
79.00
79.00
79.00
79.00
16.00

IBM
89.00
89.00
79.00
89.00
16.00

-csu On Titles

ASHTON-TATE'
dBASE II . .5389.00
Friday!... . $185.00

IUS
EasyWriter II .
EasySpelier .
EasyFiler ..

. 5249.00
. 5119.00

. .. 5229.00
CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE

'l stClass Mail/Form Letter ... $79.00
TheHomeAccountantPlus .. S88.00

SYNAPSE
File Manager S89.00

LOTUS
1-2-3. .. .... 5319.00
PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE
PC Plus/The Boss , 5349.00

VISICORP
IBM APPLE

VisiCalc 159.00
VisiCalc 4 159.00
VisiCalc·Advanced 269.00
VisiWord/Spell 249.00
Visitrend/Plot 19'9.00 199.00
VisiLink 169.00
VisiFile 199.00 169.00
VisiSchedule 199.00 199.00
Visidex 159.00
VisiPlot 135.00
VisiTerm 75.00
Desktop Plan 199.00 169.00
Bus. Forecast Model 75.00 75.00
Stretch Calc 75.00 75.00
VisiTutor Calc 59.00 59.00
VisiTutor·Advanced 75.00 75.00
VisiTutor Word 59.00 59.00
Vision Calc 249.00
Vision Gj-aph 129.00
Vision Mouse 159.00
Vision Host 319.00

PJ:iINTERS
AXIOM

AT-' 00 Atari Interface. '" $239.00
CD-l00 CBM 64/vIC 20 5239.00
GP-100 Parallel Interface $199.00

BMC
401 Letter Quality. . $589.00
BX-80 Dot Matrix. . 5269.00

'CENTRONICS
122 Parallel. . ... $399.00
739-1 Parallel. '" .5299.00
739-3 Serial 5349.00

C.ITOH
Gorilla Banana. . $209.00
Prowriter 851 OP $379.00
Prowriter 1550P 5679.00
Al0 (18 eps) $·569.00
Fl0-40 S999.00
Fl0-55. . .. $1499.00

COMREX
ComWriter II LetterQuality ... $499.00

CIABLO
620 Letter Quality... ...5949.00
630 Letter Quality $1749.00

OAISYWRITER
2000... . $999.00
Tractor-Feed $109.00

EPSON
MX-80FT, MX-l00, RX-80. RX-80FT,
FX-80. FX-l00.. .. CALL

ICS
Prism 80 For Configurations .. CALL
Prism 32 ForConfigurations ... CALL
MANNESMAN TALLY

160L. .. $589.00
180L. .. 5799.00

NEC'
2010/2030 5899.00
8023 Dot Matrix. .. 5379.00
8025 Dot Matrix. . $669.00
3510 Serial/LetterQuality .. 51449.00
3530 Parallel/Letter Quality ..$1499.00
7710/7730 Serial/Parallel ..$1949.00

OKIOATA
82.83.84.92.93.2350.-2410 ... CALL

SMITH CORONA
TP-2 . . $439.00
Tractor Feed $119.00

SILVER REEO'
500 Letter Qua'lity $469.00
550 Letter Quality $699.00

STAR
Gemini lOX $299.00
Gemini P15 $399.00
Delta 10 ...........•......... $559.00
Serial Board. . $75.00

TOSHIBA CALL
TRANSTAR CALL

PRINTER CABLES
Available for Atart, Commodore. IBM.
Apple. Epson. Kaypro. Televideo, Frank·
tin. Eagle. Sanyo, Osborne. NEC.
Zenith and many others. We supply all
your computer needs!

PAPER SUPPLIES
tooosnts. 81f2X11Tractor Paper...19.9P
l000shts.141hxl1TractorPaper ..$24.99
1 or 2" Address Labels 59.99



APPL.E/FRAN KLIN
DISK DRIVES'

MICRP-SCI
.. $219.00

........... $299.00
.................•........ $319.00

C2 Controller $79.00
C47 Controller $89.00

RANA
Elite 1
Elite 2 .
Elite 3.

..... $279.00
.................... $389.00

.. $569.00

ACE 1000 Color Computer CALL
ACE;:Family Pack System CALL
ACE PRO PLUS System CALL
ACE1200 Office Mgmt. System CALL

"NOniE EXPENSIVE"

APPL.E lie STARTER PACK
64K Apple lie, Disk Drive & Controllet.
ao Cdtumn Card, Monitor II & DOS 3.3
COMPLETE. $1199

B128·80.. .. $769.00
CBM 64K Memory Board $269.00
8032 to 9000 Upgrade $269.00
2031LP Disk Drive.. ,$299.00
8050 Disk Drive. . ... $949.00
8250 Disk Drive. ..51199.00
4023 Printer , $379.00
8023 Printer... . $569.00
6400 Printer. .. $1399.00
Z·RAM. . $499.00
Silicon Office. . $699.00
The Manager. .$199.00
Soft ROM. .. $125.00
VisiCalc . . $159.00

SOl Disk Drive. .5349.00

VIC 20 CALL
CSM 8032 $599
C1541 Disk Drive 5249.00
C1530 Datasette ,. $69.00
C1520 Color Printer/Piotter $169.00
M·801 Dot Matrix/Parallel. .. $219.00
C1526 Dot Matrix/Serial $279.00
C1702 Color Monitor $249.00
C1311 Joystick 54.99
C1312 Paddles.. .. .. 511.99
C1600 VIC'Modem. .559.00
C1650 Auto Modem $89.00
Logo 64. .. $49.00
Pilot 64 $39.00
Simon's Basic $19.00
Word Pro 64 Plus. .. .. S59.00
Parallel Printer Interface ."$49.00
Calc Result 64 5129.00
Codewriter 64 . .. $75.00
Quick Brown Fox. . $49.00
Word Pro 64 Plus.. ..559.00

We stock a full inventory of software for Commodore, such as:
Artworx. Broderbund, Cornmercral Data, Creative Software,
Epyx. HES, Mic'roSpec, Nufekop, Romox, Sirius. Synapse,
Thorn EM!. Tronix, UMI, Victory, Spinnaker, Rainbow& Timeworks!

CALL FOR DETAILS!

PROFESSIONAL
SOFTWARE

Word Pro 2 Plus. . .. $159.00
Word Pro 3 Plus. .$189.00
Word Pro 4 Ptus/S Ptus ... each ..$279.00
InfoPro. . $179.00
Administrator. . S399.00
Power. . $79.00

C'DMPUTERSHANDHELD

(h~
41 CX· $249,99
41 CV $199.99
41 C 5144.99
HP 10C . .. $51.99
HP 11C. .. S69.99
HP 1ic. .. S88.99
HP15C $88.99
HP 16C . .. .. $88.99
HP 75C. .. $749.99
HPIL MOdule $98.99
HPll Casso or Printer. .S359.99
Card Reader.. .. 5143.99
Extended Function Module $63.99
Time Module. .. $63.99NEe
PC-8201·Personal Computer $599.00
PC·8221 A Thermal Printer $149.00
PC·8281 A Data Recorder S99.00
PC'8201'06 8K RAMC·hips S105.00
PC·8206A 32K RAMCartridge $329.00

-SHARP
PC-1500A $165.99
PC-1 250A $88.99

CE·125 Printer/Cassette .... $128.99
CE·l50 Color Printer/Cassette .,$171.99
CE·155 8K RAM. .. $93.99
CE 161 16K RAM $134.99
CE 500 ROM Library .,529.99

TIMEX/SINCLAIR
Timex/Sinctair 1000 ..
Timex/Sinclair 2068
16K Memory ..
2040 Printer.
VuCalc.

)I~HO=-EC:::UTERS
ATARI'
60DXL $19~
BOQXL $299

1010 Recorder $74.00
1020 Color Printer. . $249.00
1025 Dot Matrix Printer. $449.00
1027 Letter Quality $299.00
1030 DirectConnect Modem ... CALL
1050 Disk Drive : $379.00
CX30Paddie $12.00
CX40 Joystick , .each $8.00
CX77 Touch Tablet $64.00
CX80 Trak Ball $48.00
CX85 Keypad. . .. $105,00
488 Communicator II. .$229.00
4003 Assorted Education .... S47.00
4011 Star Raiders. . .533.00
4012 Missile Command $29.00
4013 Asteroids $29.00
5049 VisiCalc...... . $15~.00
7097 Logo 579.00
7101 Entertainer S69.00
7102 Arcade Champ. .575.00
8026 Dig Dug. .533.00
8030 E.T. Phone Home. ..$33.00
8031 Donkey Kong. . .539.00
8033 Robotron $35.00
8034 Pole Position $39.00
8036 Atari Writer. . 579.00
8040 Donkey Kong, Jr $39.00
8043 Ms. PacMan $39,00
8044 Joust. ." $39,00

DISKETTES
MAx'ELL

5'/4" MD-1............. . $29.00
51/4" MD-2. . $39.00
8" FD·1 (SS/DD) .. $39.00
8" FD·2 (DS/DD). .$49.00

VERBATIM
5'1. SS/DD 526.99
5'1<'DS/DD 536.99

ELEPHANT
5'1, SS/SD.. ..$18.49
5'1. SS/DD .. $22.9\1
5'/<" DS/DD $28.99

HEAO
5'14" Disk Head Cleaner $14.99

DISK HOLDERS
INNOVATIVE CONCEPTS

Flip·n·File 10 .. .. .. 53.99
Ffip-n-Fite 50... . $17.99
FIip-n·File(400/BOOROM)Holder..$1.7.99

L.JK ENTERPRISES
Alan Letter Perfect·Disk(40/80) $79.99
Alan Letter Perfect'ROM(40 col) 579.99
Alan Letter Perfect'ROM(OOcol) $79.99
Alan DataPerfect'ROM(OOcol) $79,99
Atari Spell Perfect·DISK ., $59.99
Atari Utili.tY/MaiIMerge" $21,00
Apple Letter Perfect. $99.00
Apple Data Perfect $75.00
Apple LJK Utility " 521.00
Apple LowerCase Generator $19.00

1200XL CAL~
1400XL CALL

AT 88'S1
AT 88·A2 ..... $259.00
AT 88·S2 ........••......... $529.00
AT 88'S1 PD " ·.. 5429.00
AT 88·bDA .. $119.60
RFD 40·S1 . .$449.00
RFD 40·A1 ......•..... 52611.00
RFD 40·S2 . $699.00
RFD 44·S1 5539.00
RFD 44'S2 5869.00

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
TX 99·S1 .$279.00

RANA
1000 ..

TRAK
AT·D2 , $389.00

MEMORY BOARDS
Axlon 32K . $59.00
Axlon 48K $99.00
Axlon 128K. . $299.00
Intec 32K .......•....•........ $59.00
Intec 48K. ...585.00
Intec 64K. .. $99.00
Intec Real Time Clock $29.00

ALIEN VOICE BOX
Atari. .. $119.00
Apple $149.00

KOALA PAO
Atari. $75.00
Apple. .. '" $85.00
IBM. .. $95.00
CBM 64... .. $75.00

CONTROLLERS &
.JOYSTICKS

WICO
.... $21.99

.$22.99
....... 523.99

... $21.99
...... $17 ,99
..... $34.99

.. $54.9\1

.. $15.99
.$37.99

Joystick.
a-way Joystick.
Famous Red Ball .
Power Grip ..
BOSS Joystick.
ATARI/vIC Trak Ball.
Apple Trak Ball
Apple Adapter ..
Apple Analog.

KRAFT
Joystick.. .. . $41.99
Atari Single Fire $12.99
Atari Switch Hitter. . .. $15.99
Apple Paddles. $34.99
IBM Paddles.. $34.99
IBM Joystick 546.99

AMIGA
3100 Single
3101 Pair
Joyboard ..

TG



Pitch Test, continued ...
trials), variable CHANGE will also be
set to 5.

PITCH will always equal 250 for the
first tone of each pair (the standard or
anchor tone), while for the second tone
PITCH will be altered by adding or
subtracting CHANGE from it, depend-
ing upon the random setting of variable
HILOW. Thus for the second tone
PITCH will equal either 245 or 255. In
the last five trials of the test, the value of
PITCH for the first tone will still be 250,
but since LEVEL now equals 1,
CHANGE also equals I, and the
PITCH of the second tone will be set to
either 249 or 251 (plus or minus one).

Interpretation
The first feedback section I wrote was

very much like getting the results of the
old Seashore test, and consisted of noth-
ing more than an overall percent correct
score. The more I thought about that the
more it seemed wrong. You see, what
tests like this really do is to determine
something called your Difference Limen
(DL), and that creature simply shouldn't
be described by a percentage score.

A Difference Limen is the point at
which you can no longer tell the dif-
ference between two stimuli. It is the
point. at which. you start guessing
whether two very similar hues of color
are the same or different, whether one of
two objects nearly identical in weight is
heavier or lighter than the other or
whether the second of two tones very
close in frequency is higher or lower
than the first.

Since most tests of DL grow more
difficult by progressively reducing the
difference between choices, what is im-
portant is not your overall score but the
frequency difference at which you can
no longer distinguish between tones and
begin to guess at the answers.

Suppose, for example, you took the
test and got four correct in Levell, an-
swered all the items correctly in Levels 2
through 4, and then missed two in Level
5. Since it is highly probable that guess-
ing on a two-choice, five-item bunch will
get you two or three correct most of the
time, your DL-your guessing point-is
at Level 5. A look at Table 1 (a similar
version is also printed out at the end of
the program) shows that you could
discriminate between two tones 3.2 Hz
or 0.7% apart (Level 4), but that your
ability to detect changes in frequency
began to fail when the difference was
1.6 Hz or 0.4% (Level 5):
What about the first level, where you

got one wrong: couldn't that be your
DL? Well, since you aced Levels 2
through 4, which are more difficult than
Levell, the mistake you made there
could have been due to your unfamiliar-
ity with the test (and you got the' hang of

216

190 REM GET ANSWER, TRAP ERRORS
200 HTAB 13: PRINT "CH OR LP ";: HTAB 24: GOSUB 80
210 IF ANSWER~ ( ) "H" AND ANSWERS ( ) "L" THEN HTAB 24: CALL - 868:
GOTO 200
220 RETURN
230
240 REM CHECK ANSWER. IF RIGHT, INC. COUNTF.R
250 PRINT AN~WERt;: IF ANSWERS. ANSWER$CNUMBER) THEN RIGHT. RIGHT + I:
RIGHTCLI = RIGHT: IF SWITCH s I THEN GOSUB 110: RETURN
260 IF SWITCH. I THEN GOSUB 120: RETURN
210 PRINT '''':RETURN REM NULL CHAR
280
290 REM TRIAL LABEL
300 PRINT "TRIAL .";NUMBER;: RETURN
310
320 REM CENTER MESSAGES ON SCREEN
a ao INVERSE
340 11. INT (20 - LEN (MSG $ 1 I 21 + I
350 VTAB V: HTAB H: PRINT MSG$;: RETURN
360
310 REM ~•••• END SUBROUTINES •••••
380
390
400 REM ••••• MAIN PROGRAM •••••
410
420 HOME
430 GOSUD 1680: CALL - 144: REM POKE SOUND ROUTINE
440 GOSUB 120: REM INITIALIZE
450 GOSUB 860: REM INSTRUCTIONS?
460 GOSUB 1410: REM IMMEDIATE FEEDBACK?
410 GOSUB 1500: REM ANNOUNCE DEGINNING
480
490 REM BEGIN TEST LOOP
500 HOME :NUMBER ~ 0
510 FOR L = LEVELS TO I STEP - I
520 RIGHT. 0
530 FOR T • I TO TRIALS
540 NUMBER. NUMBER + I: GOSUB 290: REM PRINT PROMPT
550 FOR I • I TO PAUSE •. 2: NEXT I
560 GOSUB 100: REM PLAY 1ST TONE
510 FOR I • 1 TO PAUSE: NEXT I
580 GOSUD 150: REM PLAY 2ND TONE
S90 GOSUB 200: REM GET ANSWER
600 COSUB 250: REM CHECK ANSWER
610 NEXT T: NEXT L
620 PRINT HTAB 12: PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY.
630 GOSUB 1540: REM SHOW RESULTS

.. COSUD 90: HOME

640 PRINT PRINT "WOULD YOU LIKE TO TRY AGAIN? ";: CO SUB 00
650 PRINT ANSWER$: IF ANSWERS = "Y" THEN HOME GOTO 440
660 HOME VTAB 12: HTAB 18: PRINT "DONE": END
670
680 REM •• *•• END MAIN PROGRAM *.* ••
690
100
110 REM INITIALIZE
120 PITCH - 250: REM HIGHER "S = LOWER PIT~H. 250 IS MAX WI 5 LEVELS
730 OUR - 255: REM HICHER. = LONGER DURCATIONI
740 LEVELS = 5: REM # OF DIFFICULTY LEVELS
750 TRIALS = 5: REM • OF TRIALS PER LEVEL
760 PAUSE ., 500: REM TIME BETWEEN TONES AND TRIALS
170 PLAY 768:HZS. "HZ"
180 FOR L = LEVELS TO I STEP - I
790 FOR I = I TO 2
800 READ TADLES(L,II
810 NEXT NEXT
820 DATA 7.9,1.9,6.3,1.6,4.8,1.2,3.2,0.1,1.6,0.4
830 RESTORE : RETURN
840
850 REM INSTRUCTIONS?
860 VTAB 10: PRINT "WOULD YOU LIKE INSTRUCTIONS (Y/NI? ";
870 GOSUB 80: REM GET INPUT
880 IF ANSWERt ( ) "Y" AND ANSWERS ( ) "N" THEN PRINT CHR$ C71;:
GOTO 870
890 PRINT ANSWERS: IF ANSWERS = "N" THEN RETURN
900 HOME PRINT "THIS IS A TEST OF YOUR DIFFERENCE LIMEN"
910 PRINT "(DL) FOR PITCH. OR YOUR ABILITY TO HEAR"
920 PRINT "SMALL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TWO TONES."

·930 PRINT
940 PRINT "THERE ARE 25 TRIALS IN THE TEST. IN"
950 PRINT "EACH TRIAL, YOU'LL HEAR TWO PITCHES:"
960 PRINT "THE FIRST IS THt STANDARD OR 'ANCHOR'"
970 PRINT "TONE THAT NEVER CHANGES FREQUENCY,"
980 PRINT "WHILE THE SECOND TONE IS ALWAYS EITHER"
990 PRINT "HICHER OR LOWER THAN THE FIRST."
1000 PRINT
1010 PRINT "YOU ANSWER BY TYPING AN 'H' t"F YOU"
1020 PRINT "THINK THE SECOND TONE IS HIGHER THAN"
1030 PRINT "THE FIRST, AND AN 'L' IF YOU DECIDE"
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it later), a distraction, or just plain Brain
Fade.

Improving Performance
Although Seashore claimed that the

sense of pitch was inborn and that scores
on his test weren't improvable, studies
have shown him to be wrong. You can
test this yourself by using the item feed-
back switch in the program. Simply take
(or give) the test with no feedback after
each trial two times or until you get a
stableDL. Then take it twice with the
immediate feedback switch on. Assum-
ing that you didn't score 100% in the
no-feedback condition, you may improve
your DL by one or more levels due to
the immediate reinforcement effect of
seeing how you did after every trial.

Another way to improve your score is
to use a trick. Most people can hear a

Although Seashore
claimed that the sense
of pitch was inborn and
that scores on his test
weren't improvable,
studies have shown
him to be wrong.

singer going flat (singing lower than the
proper pitch) earlier than they can de-
tect sharp (high) pitch errors. For some
reason our aural system is more sensitive
to changes in frequency that decrease
rather than increase. On the test, as the
difference between the two frequencies
comes close to your DL, you may be
able just barely but consistently to detect
a' difference when the second pitch is
lower than the first, but not when the
second pitch is higher. The trick is to
always guess H(igher) when you can't
hear a difference.

You can save yourself typing time by
deleting all the remarks. except the
magazine citation, which refers you back
to this article. Nothing bad ought to
happen if you do since 1) you are hold-
ing the permanent documentation in
your hand (you do save all your old
copies of Creative, don't you?), and 2) all
of the GOSUBS and GOTOS gosub and
goto lines with program statements, not
REMS. The instructions are probably too
long, but they are there for anyone who
might use the text to collect data on
pitch perception. If you can do without
them, delete line 490 and lines 910
through 1400.

Have fun with this program, and
please don't take it too seriously. iii
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1040 PRINT "THAT IT'S LOlo/ER."
1050 PRINT
1060 PRINT "THE TEST IS DIVIDED INTO FIVE LEVELS"
1070 PRINT "OF DIFFICULTY: AFTER EVERY FIFTH TRIAL"
1080 PRINT "THE DIFFERENCE IN FREQUENCY BETIoIEEN THE"
1090 PRINT "TIoIOTONES DECREASES. AND THE TRIALS"
1100 PRINT "BECOME MORE DIFFICULT."
11010 MSG' _ "(PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE)":V = 23: GOSUB 340: GO SUB 90
1120 HOME PRINT "YOU MAY CHOOSE TO HAVE THE CORRECT"
1130 PRINT "ANSIo/ER GIVEN IMMEDIATELY AFTER EACH"
1140 PRINT "TRIAL Ir YOU WANT. Io/HENTHE TEST IS"
1150 PRINT "FINISHED. THE PROGRAM Io/ILLPRINT A"
1160 PRINT "TABLE THAT SHOlo/S"
1170 PRINT PRINT: HTAB 3: PRINT"1. THE LEVELS OF DIFFICULTY."
1180 HTAB 3: PRINT "2. THE DIFFERENCE IN FREQUENCY"
1190 HTAB 7: PRINT "BETIoIEEN NOTES."
1200 HTAB 3: PRINT "3. YOUR SCORE (I CORRECT) PER LEVEL."
1210 PRINT: .PRINT : PRINT "YOUR 'SCORE' IS YOUR DIFFERENCE LIMEN"
1220 PRINT "(DL). OR THE FREQUENCY AT WH'ICH YOU
1230 PRINT "STARTED TO GUESS AT THE ANSWERS. YOUR"
1240 PRINT" 'CUESSINC POINT' (YOUR DL) IS THE LEVEL"
1250 PRINT "AT Io/HICH YOU FIRST GOT LESS THAN A"
1260 PRINT "PERFECT'SCORE' (LESS THAN 5 OUT OF 5)."
1270 GOSUS 340: CO SUB 90: REM ANY KEY
1280 HOME: GO SUB 1550
1290 PRINT ••iF. FOR EXAMPLE. YOU ACED THE TEST UP"
1300 PRINT "THROUCH LEVEL 4. AND THEN COT THREE"
1310 PRINT "CORRECT IN LEVEL 5. YOUR DIFFERENCE"
1320 PRINT "LIMEN (DL) SHOWN IN THE TABLE WOULD BE"
1330 PRINT "1.6 HERTZ OR 0.4"."
1340 PRINT: PRINT "IF YOU WERE TO CET ALL 25 TRIALS RICHT."
1350 PRINT "YOUR DL Io/OULD BE VERY COOD INDEED. AND"
1360 PRINT "BEYOND THIS TEST'S ABILITY TO MEASUREl"
1370 MSCS ~ "ANY KEY ...••:V = 23: COSUB 340: COSUB 90
1380 HOME : RETURN
1390
1400 REM FEEDBACK AFTER EVERY TRIAL?
1410 VTAB 15: HTAB 1: PRINT "WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE THE ANSIo/ERS"
1420 PRINT "AFTER EVERY TRIAL (Y/N)?
1430 COSUB 80: REM CET INPUT
1440 IF ANSWER. < > "Y" AND ANSIo/ER' < > "N" THEN PRINT CHR' (7);:
COTO 1430
14S0 PRINT ANSIo/ER~
1460 IF ANSWERS = "Y" THEN SWITCH = 1: RETURN REM IMMEDIATE FEEDBACK
1470 SWITCIl a 0: RETURN: REM NO IMMEDIATE FEEDBACK
1480
1490 REM FOR THOSE OF YOU WHO REMEMBER THE ORICINAL.
1500 V • 20: SPEED- 50:MSC' • "READY NOW. FOR THE PITCH TEST ...
COSUB 340
1510 SPEED. 255:MSG' • "(PRESS ANY KEY TO BECIN)":V • 23: CaSUB 340:
GaSUB 90: RETURN
1520
1530 REM SHOW FREQ.DIFF.TABLE
1540 HOME VTAB 8
1550 PRINT "LEVEL"; TAD( 9);"FREQ.DIFF."; TAB( 21);"" DIFF." TAB
( 31);". CORRECT"
1560 PRINT ••--------------------------------------- REM 39 OF THEM
1570 NUMBER = 0: PRINT
1580 FOR L = LEVELS TO 1 STEP - 1
1590 NUMBER ~ NUMBER + 1
1600 HTAB 3: PRINT NUMBER; TAB( 10);TADLE$(L.l);" HZ"; TAB
( 22);TABLE'(L.2);" ,,"; TAB( 35);RIGHT(L):"'f5"
1610 NEXT L
1620 PRINT
1630 PRINT ••--------------------------------------- 39 ACAINREM
1640 PRINT: PRINT RETURN
16~0
1660 REM POKE CODE W/LAM TECHNIOUE
1670 REM AT 768 ('300).
1680 CODES • "300: A6 07 A4 06 AD 30 CO 88 DO FD CA DO F5 60"
1690 CODE' • CODES + " N D823C"
1700 FOR I ~ 1 TO LEN (CODE$): POKE 511 + I. ASC ( MID$
(CODE$, 1.1» + 128: NEXT
1710 rOKE 72.0: RETURN
1720
1730 REM CREDITS
1740 MSC$ = ":V = 7: COSUB 330: REM MSC'.16 SPACES
1750 V • 7: CO SUB 330
1760 MSCS = ":V. 8:H • 13: GOSUB 350: REM 3 SPACES
1770 MSCS • "PITCIl TEST":V = 8: COSUB 340
1780 MSCS _
1790 MSC' •

":V _ 8:H • 26: COSUB 350: REM 3 SPACES
":V =.9: CO SUB 340: REM MSC$.16 SPACES

1800 NORMAL :MSCS = "JAMES F. MC CARTHY":V = V + 5: COSUB 340
.1810 MSG' ~ "SCHOOL OF MU5IC":V = V + 2: GOSUB 340
1820 MSC$ = "WESTERN MICHICAN UNIVERSITY":V = V • 2: COSUS 340
1830 MSCS • "PRESS ANY KEY TO BEGIN ... ":V = 23: COSUB 340: COSUB 90
1840 RETURN
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Noteboolfh..... ~-
Computing
Have you ever seen the movie by

Peter Weir called The Last Wave? Do
catch it if you can. The reason I have
been thinking about the film lately is
that we have had about six inches of rain
in the past two days. The sound of water
dripping into a galvanized bucket is
punctuating my thought here in the lab
today. It started early this morning, and
missed my disk drive by about an inch
and a half. Thank God for small mir-
acles. Worse luck at home. I'm thinking
of installing a diving board in the deep
end of the basement. Sure hope it stops
soon.

In the movie, the rain never does stop.
It just gets harder and harder. After a
while, the protagonist (Richard Cham-
berlain) starts to realize that it is not just
a bad shower, but the end of the world.
And it is too late to build an ark.

Funny how rain can get you down.
But we are not here to talk about

precipitation. We are here to talk about
the precipitous growth of notebook
computers. So let's get going.

At Comdex, I was amazed and grati-
fied by the popularity notebook comput-
ers seemed to muster on the show floors.
The idea of a truly portable computer,
able to handle big jobs despite itsdimin-
utive lap size, has truly taken hold. Min-
iaturization has always had its devo-
tees-up until now mostly in the realm
of audio or video components. But no-
where can electronic miniaturization be
more dramatic than in it microcomputer.
Take the 32K Model 100 machine in

my traveling bag, for example. I used it
to write about Comdex as the show was
taking place. Using a modem I was able
to send files back to Creative from my
hotel room. That same power used to re-

"notebook portables" like the HX-20.
We really should make a better effort to
define our terms, and try to arrive at a
standard we can all agree upon.· .

How about this: the HX-20 and
Model 100 are truly portable, and so
along with other notebookish units shall
be known simply as "portables." The
Kaypro, Compaq, and Osborne are not
half so portable, and so shall have the
moniker "serniportable." Machines like
the ACT Apricot, which are somewhat
portable but sport an external CRT,
shall be known as "transportables."
And here's to the hope that the term

"kneetop" will not be with us much
longer.

John J. Anderson

quire a machine as big as my hotel room.
The machine I used is not much heavier
than a Totes umbrella and rainhat.

And as we out here in the wilds of
Morris County can well attest, it never
rains but it pours. News about portables
has been, well, flooding the place. It is
about time We made an attempt to catch
up.

Defining Our Terms
Before we become immersed in the

technical stuff, let's get our terms
straight. I have been a bit confused lately
hearing about portables, transportables,
notebook computers, lap machines,
pocket machines, and a new term that
really makes me wince: "kneetops."
The word has turned up repeatedly in

the industry publication Electronic
News, and I suppose the idea is that as
the TRS-80 Model 4 is a "desktop," the
Model 100 is a "kneetop." I still dislike
the term. It grates. I guess if you have a
PC with winchester you can by exten-
sion call it a "hardtop."

Have you ever seen the movie Monty
Python and the Holy Grail? Do catch it if
you can. In it appears a bizarre group
called the "Knights Who Say Nee." Ev-
ery time they say that mysterious word,
those within range writhe in agony. So it
is when I hear the term "kneetop." It
makes me cringe. Can't we leave knees
out of microcomputing?

I'll readily admit that my own nomen-
clature has been somewhat awkward. I
have been known to speak of "sewing
machine portables" like the Kaypro and

Portables And Planes
In a recent piece for InfoWorld, our

good friend Danny Goodman wrote of
the still unresolved question of portable
computer use on passenger .airlines.
The airlines worry that low-level radio

frequency interference caused by por-
table computers might be picked up by
the receiving antenna of the plane,
disrupting navigation and communica-
tions systems. Danny wrote: "I assure
you that all of these keyboard gadgets
emit energy that could interfere with
sensitive equipment ... (an) aircraft and
its crew depend on radio and critical
navigation gear when making ap-
proaches and departures. There is no
sense in taking a chance that a spread-
sheet recalculation will cause, cockpit
readings to bring the plane down onto. a
freeway." .

The honestly silly thing about this
question is that no one seems to know
just what the dangers are-if any truly
exist. The Wall Street Journal, in yet an-
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other example of its splashy but shaky
micro coverage, spoke of the possibility
of a passenger typing on a portable dur-
ing flight and in the process accidentally
lowering the landing gear. I'm a bit
skeptical about that.

Please don't get the idea that I am
attempting to ridicule the problem. If
you have ever used an Osborne with an
FM radio playing nearby, you will -re-
spect the issue. Just as the use of por-
table TVs is barred from commercial

As of January .'9,'United
Airlines allows the use
Of notebook computers on
board~We·hopeto see .
other airlines 'follow
their lead.

jets, because they emit large amounts of
RFI in frequency bands that could cause
problems, I fully agree that CRT-based
serriiportables should not be used in
flight. And' as Danny points out, disk
drives are electronically noisy too, and
probably should not be allowed. I also
understand that the carriers themselves
do not wish to introduce any new vari-
able into the airline safety equation.
Their, and our, concern is completely
justified.

As a result, however, some airlines
have prohibited the use of all portables.
"The technology is so' new that all we
know is that we' don't know about the
computers," an airline spokesman told
the Wall Street Journal. "And we aren't
going to' take a chance on something we
don't know about."
Well the time has come to find out.

Our lab tests on the TRS-80 Model 100

have shown the emission of an utterly
negligible amount of' radio frequency
interference. Although our testing meth-
ods were rather crude, I am convinced
that use of the Model 100 during flight
creates no more interference than the
use of a handheld calculator, which is al-
lowed by nearly all airlines. I am ab-
solutely convinced that no combination
of keypresses on the Model 100 can in
fact act to lower the landing gear. You
would certainly need a special interface
to do that
Of all American carriers, only United

has reported any problem with pas-
senger computer use. A United spokes-
man said that in one instance a portable
computer seemed to cause faulty read-
ings on navigational equipment. He did
not specify the make of the offending
computer itself. I personally have used
the Model 100 on four United flights
and know that the flight attendants were
aware I was using it. I was never asked
to turn it off or put it away, and I man-
aged to arrive safely each time.

A federal commission has now con-
vened to examine the issue, and it is
hoped that a clear set of industry stan-
dards will result. The study was under-
taken after the Radio Technical
Commission for Aeronautics received an
alarming letter from Eastern Airlines.
Eastern reported an incident in which
intermittent RFI actually shut down an
engine on an aircraft in flight. The RFI
was ultimately traced to a handheld Pac-
Man game being used by a passenger.
Talk about the dangers of videogames!
[In an ironic twist, United twice has
stopped me from using my Model 100,
yet another passenger who inquired was
told that handheld and pocket games
were allowed.-DHA]
The FAA itself has detected no dan-

ger from portable computers, however.
"We've run tests on the computers our-
selves," an FAA spokesman told the
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Journal. "We held one right up against a
plane'S instruments, and there was no
effect. None."

We'll keep you apprised of develop-
ments in upcoming columns.

Bar Code Software For The HX-20
Interface Solutions, Inc., of Memphis,

has developed bar code decoding and
printing utilities which run on the Epson
HX-20 portable and FX-80 printer. The
system is designed to provide business

Interface Solutions bar code software for
Epson 'HX-20 and FX-80.

and industry with a self-contained bar
code system.

Particular applications can be flexibly
created from Basic to fit the job. The
package includes an IS-3000 handheld
wand, software on microcassette, and
complete documentation. The printing
package' produces a very precise .bar
code image on the Epson FX-80 printer.
Decoding and printing packages are
available in the following symbologies:
code 3-of-9, UPC, Codabar, Interleaved
2-of-5, and Plessy.
Bar code symbols and text can be

combined on the same printout. The
documentation covers both the software
and symbology configuration. List price
of the reader system has been set at
$290, including hardware and software.
The price of the printer package is $130.

Model 100 Wafer Microdrive
In my review of the TRS-80 Model

100 in the August 1983 issue of Creative
Computing, I suggested that wafertape
technology might be the ideal replace-
ment for finicky serial access cassettes.
When it comes to portable mass storage,
standard audio cassettes are a definite
drag.
Well, Holmes Engineering, of Salt

Lake City, has risen to the challenge.
They have introduced thePMD-l00, a
completely portable, battery operated
waferdrive.
The 'drive is attached to the Model

100 RS-232 connector via a coiled tele-
phone cord. The operating system is
then downloaded to the Model 100 using
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Notebook Computing, continued ...
the built-in Telcom software in the
Model 100. The operating system then
resides in nonvolatile memory for future
use.

The operating system provides a menu
for the user's convenience. A program or
file may be saved to the tape or loaded
from the tape into the Model 100 by
simple, single key commands executed
from the menu.

Operation of the drive is very similar
to that of a standard floppy disk. The
user first inserts a tape cartridge into the
waferdrive. Files may then be saved or
loaded. A directory of all files on a car-
tridge may be displayed on the LCD
screen of the Model 100. A file may be
deleted from anywhere on a tape, and
another file may be put in its place. The
PMD-100 operates at 9600 baud, and a
16K RAM buffer inside the unit makes
file transfers fast and efficient.

The manufacturer plans a user's
group which will provide support for the
waferdrive. Popular Model 100 pro-
grams will be made available in wafer-
tape format, and users are invited to
submit programs for distribution.

Included with the package are five
wafertapes, a battery charger, a cable to
connect the drive to the Model 100, and
complete operating instructions. A cable
to allow the Model 100 itself to operate
from the battery pack in the PMD-100 is
also included. As this battery pack is
rechargeable, it offers an alternative to
opening a credit account with Duracell.

The unit retails for $350.

Model 100 Bytes The Apple
I offhandedly mentioned in the orig-

inal Model 100 review that I had the
Model 100 communicating with my Ap-
ple, which is the machine I use to write
for the magazine. Since then, I have been
barraged with requests for the interface
specifications.

There isn't much to tell, really. I
didn't even require the $30 nonsequitur
we have been hearing so much about, a
null modem. Probably more as a result
of my ignorance than of my expertise, I
had the Model 100 dumping files to the
Apple in an hour or so. Believe me, this
arrangement has made life much easier.
Rough draft composition takes place on
the Model 100, on-site, at work, in bed,
or lying on the couch watching MTV-
then to the Apple for revision and
finishing.

I have an Apple 11+, with an SSM
serial/parallel card. From the dedicated
parallel socket extends my printer cable,
which passes through a 64K Microbuf-
fer before heading toward the Oki 92.
From the dedicated serial socket extends
a modem cable. The SSM card is set at
300 baud to match the modem. Also

appearing as a socket on the board is a
socket labeled serial/terminal. Using a
cable identical to the one for the modem,
with an Apple-style Amphenol on one
end 'and an RS-232 Male DB-25 on the
other, you can hook this DTE terminal
socket directly to the RS-232 connector
on the back of the Model 100, If you have
the SSM serial/parallel card, it is as simple
as that.

You will need a terminal package for
the Apple, and any should work. My
favorite is Transend, and I highly recom-
mend it. From the Model 100, you use
the Telcom program. I transmit at 300
baud, which is slow, but it saves me the

To date, the major
disappointment facing

TRS-80 Model 100
owners is the appalling
lack of software from

Radio Shack.

bother of reconfiguring the card, which
is set to work with a 300 baud modem.
The stat setting is 37N2D, and if, like
me, you usually use the internal modem
to access Compuserve or bulletin boards,
the stat setting will have to be changed
from M7I1E, and then back again after
the upload. Make sure you are in full du-
plex and that the cable is fully plugged
into the RS-232 port.

From there, simply get both machines
into the terminal mode. Anything you
type on the Model 100 should then ap-
pear on the Apple screen, and anything
typed on the Apple should appear on the
Model 100 LCD. Press function 3 on the
Model 100, for upload, and indicate the
filename to upload. As the Model 100
must unfortunately format the output, it
will ask you for a column width. I spec-
ify 132, to minimize the number of
extraneous carriage returns to be excised
later. The Model 100 will then zap the
file over to the Apple.

Remember that the Model 100 can
transmit only text files. If you wish to
send a program listing, you must first
save it as a text file, alongside its Basic
incarnation. It can then be transmitted
without muss or fuss.

I have played with many word proces-
sors in my day, but for reasons I do not
care to defend here, I am utterly loyal to
Screen Writer II from Sierra On-Line.
One of the advantages of this system is
that it stores files in ordinary Apple text
file format. This is exactly the format

Transend and other terminal packages
use to save buffer files. That means that
once I have saved a transmitted file from
Transend, it can be directly accessed un-
der its existing filename from Screen-
Writer II. I then pull out all unneeded
carriage returns, polish the copy, and
resave. Voila-a finished document.

I can't remember the last time I had
the Model 100 connected directly to a
printer. No need for that anymore, or
for a Model 100-based word processor/
print formatter that eats up precious
RAM. I need all 32K for first draft text
copy.

What could be simpler?

Mailbag
Here's a letter from Michael Neidich,

of Syosset, NY:
"Notebook Computing is a welcome

addition to Creative Computing, since
there certainly needs to be an honest fo-
rum devoted to the genre of computers
a/k/a 'lap machines.' Certainly Radio
Shack deserves kudos, because the Japa-
nese are not best known for innovation.
Quite the contrary, their marketers are
extremely cautious about entering a new
arena, viz., their very late entry into the

I PC market.
"To date, the major disappointment

facing TRS-80 Model 100 owners is the
appalling lack of software from Radio
Shack. While I am not a professional
programmer, I inquired of Radio Shack
if they have made a memory map avail-
able, and got a negative answer. The
Japanese are notoriously slow in supply-
ing software products, but Radio Shack
has no excuse, since they so vociferously
claim motherhood of the product.

"The other disappointment is that
there still is no announced microfloppy
disk drive from Radio Shack. This is a
major marketing boo boo, since a small,
battery operated floppy is totally fea-
sible, and could be packaged in a
substantially smaller size than the (ex-
pletive deleted) cassette recorders they
are selling for the Model 100.

"Another obvious peripheral is a
video adapter so that a CRT can be used
if desired. We all love the LCD display
when on the road, but why be limited to
it when in arm's reach of a video dis-
play? It makes .you wonder what
marketing people use for brains.

"I guess I just don't understand the
marketing mentalities of these compa-
nies. I have watched in bewilderment as
my other favorite computer maker,
Atari, commits suicide. Why don't
marketing people ask customers what
they want, and then listen? We are
certainly vocal enough. '

"But what's the sense of complaining?
It seems that the computing world
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THE SENSIBLE SPELLERT~IV
CORRECTS SPELLING M1STAKES
IMMEDIATELY.
The most popular new word-
processing product introduced for the
Apple computer in 1982 was not a word
processor-it was the SENSIBLE
SPELLER IV proofreading program:
A perfect complement to your current
Apple word-prccessinq program, the
SENSIBLE SPELLER IV is fast, friendly,
and gives you the features you need in a
spelling checker.

First in features**
It only takes a minute or two for the

SENSIBLE SPELLER to scan through a
ten- page document and compare each
word against its 80,000·word dictionary.
Each misspelled word is shown to you in
the middle of a small excerpt from your
document, so you won't waste time try-
ing to remember how you used the word.

You can immediately correct the
misspelled word by replacing it with the
proper spelling. The SENSIBLE
SPELLER even suggests the correct
spelling for your misspelled words!

First in dictionaries
The SENSIBLE SPELLER includes the

largest, most authoritative dictionary
available for the Apple computer. Over
80,000 words are supplied, direct from
the official Random House Dictionary.
And there is unlimited room to add your
own special words. The official Black's
Law Dictionary is available separately.

would rather sit in a mediocre big blue
puddle than soar in the adventurous blue
skies.

"We love your magazine, and
encourage you to continue with your
truth and criticism. It is so necessary for
individuals to keep their orientation in
the world of commercial hype, me-too-
ism, and deceptive advertising."

Thanks, Michael. I agree completely.
And if the rain ever stops, I may try to
do something about it.

And until next time, turn off that por-
table when the seat belt sign comes on.
We want you to be intact for next
month's column. Ciao. IB

Firms Mentioned In This Column

Interface Solutions Inc.
1710 Shelby Oaks Dr. North, Suite 21'
Memphis, TN 38134
(901) 372-3764

Holmes Engineering Inc.·
5175 Green Pine Dr.
Salt Lake City, UT 84107
(801) 261-5652

SSM Microcomputer Products
2190 Paragon Dr.
San Jose, CA 95131
(408) 946-7400
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First in word- processor compatibility
The SENSIBLE SPELLER works with

more Apple word processors than any
other spelling program, including: DOS
3.2, DOS 3.3 (Apple Writer-all versions,
Bank Street Writer, Magic Window,
Screen Writer, etc.), SuperText, Word
Handler, CP/M (Wordstar, etc.), and
Pascal word processors.

The SENSIBLE SPELLER is available
for $125 and runs on all Apple lie, II + ,
and Apple-compatible computers with
one or two disk drives.

~ Sensible®
~Software, Inc.
24011Seneca
Oak Park, MI48237
(313) 399·8877

Please add $1.25 for shipping.
Visa/Mastercard/CheckiCOD welcome!

•April 1983, SoHalk magazine reader survey.
••Not all features are available with CPIM, Pascal, and
Word Handler.

Apple, Apple Pascal and Apple Writer are trademarks of
Apple Computer, tnc.: Bank Street Writer - Brodebund;
Black's Law Dictionary - West Publishing; CPIM -
Digital Research ccrp.: Screen Writer - Sierra On-Line,
lnc.; SuperText - Muse Software; Word Handler - Silicon
Valley Systems; WordStar - Micropro International
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CIRCLE 190 ON READER SERVICE CARD

'CO~tinuOUS'CHECKS,
Statements, and Invoices

for Desk-TOp Computers
• Compatible with software from over 300 sources,

Or program to NEBS standard forms yourself.
• Continuous Micro. '" Lettemeads and

matching contirwEnvelop.Eisprovide a clean,
trim look. . .

• Also connnuous lao€lIs, diskettes, othersupplies
and accessories.

• Our policy is to process ·forms printed with your
name within 6 working days. Then ship direct to
you (we pay shipping charges on prepaid orders).

SMALL QUANTITIES. QUALITY PRODUCTS
LOW PRICES •MONEY•.BAC.KGUARANTEE

rFllEE ;;;.:;=c=.=p cat-::'~I fast service bymail or phone I
I
TOLLFBEE 1+800-325-1117 I

(Mass. residents 1+800·448·4688)=~_iiCODE 140111

CIRCLE 167 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Spring's murmurs are nearly audible
as you read this, but for many, no matter
what the season may be, it is a winter of
discontent .

In recognition of this we are reviving
an old feature of the Joe Pyne television'
talk show, the Beef Box .: You might
remember the late, great Joe. He was an
arch-conservative from California who
had a nationally syndicated talk show
which delighted some and angered
many.

The one unforgettable feature of the
show was the Beef Box. It was a podium
from which members of the audience
could expound on their pet peeves. It
turned out to be the liveliest and most'
interesting feature of the show. If you
got nothing else from the experience, at
least you learned that the pet hates of
Southern Californians tend toward the
colorful.

Not wanting to miss out on a good
thing, especially if it makes this column
more interesting to read, we hereby an-
nounce, on an experimental basis, the
establishment of the Telecommunica-
tions Talk Beef Box. .

This will be, depending on reader sup-
port, a semi-regular feature of the col-
umn in which I will print your
complaints, comments, and suggestions
concerning the telecommunications
community in particular, plus any gen-
eral comments on personal computers,
the industry, and this column that I
think are relevant.

To participate, simply send your com-
ments by regular mail to me c/o Creative
Computing. I can also be reached via
Delphi E-Mail (BJMurphy) and on
CompuServe EMAIL c/o user ID
70426;143. I really look forward to

Let's face it, a growing majority of
personal computer users .are not hobby-
ists anymore but ordinary individuals
and businesspeople who want their sys-
tems to work as simply as possible with-
out having to undertake a lengthy
tutorial on' how to make a communica-
tions program work.

I am not suggesting that the material
that hobbyists and serious users need be
.excluded from manuals from now on,
merely that manufacturers write these
books so that users at any level of exper-
tise may chart the clearest and most
direct course to their goals.

There will probably be a hiatus of a
couple of months before the Beef Box
appears again, to allow time for you to
get' your comments in to me. In the
meantime, keep those cards and letters'
coming.

Brian J. Murphy

hearing from you.
To kick' things off, I have a peeve

about the people who write documenta-
tion for communications software.v It
seems to me that the manuals either tell
you too little or they offer so much
material that a first-time user or novice
is discouraged from even attempting to
learn to use the software.

Then there is the problem of the way
in which the manuals are written. As
you are probably aware by now, man-
uals are usually written by the pro-
grammers themselves. This is frequently
insurance that the manuals will uninten-
tionally gloss over' areas important to
users that are taken for granted by
the programmers. Many programmer/
manual writers tend to forget that the
user probably does not know as much
about the software as the author does.

A more serious problem is simply bad
writing and organization. My suggestion
is that manual writers approach the sub-
ject in an organized manner. A manual
should begin with a section on how to
set up the software for use with your sys-
tem. Next should come sections which
tell you, in a step-by-step format, how to
accomplish the various tasks for which
your software is designed. Some sample
section headings which I herewith pro-
vide free of charge are: How To Send A
Text File, How To Receive A Text File,
How To Send Your Data To Your
Printer, How To Save Your Data On A
Disk, and How To Receive Calls And
Save Them To Disk While You Are
Away.

Info Utilities Bulletin Board
It looks as though this is the month in

which we introduce all of our new fea-
tures, so here goes ...

The Info Utilities Bulletin Board will
be devoted to news about the major util-
ities, The Source, CompuServe, and Del-
phi. We shall look at new products, the
latest on the services provided by the
utilities, the latest on prices, and other
items of news which we think will in-
terest you. Now let's get' started.

Source News: The Source is now offer-
ing a special package of telecommunica-
tions software for IBM PC users called
Source Link. The major advantages in-
clude a simplified Source sign-on proce-
dure: a single key command dials the
Source and reads in your ID and pass-
word automatically, saving you the trou-
ble of typing them in manually. When,
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as it sometimes happens, the first access
number you try is busy, the Link will
automatically redial (assuming you have
an autodial modem). You can also pre-
program the Link with up to three
access numbers.
Another feature is called information

archiving. This procedure allows you to
save your E-Mail or any other file from
the Source, such as news and financial
quotes, quickly. You can use the Link to
save to memory, to a scratch disk, or to
your printer. You also have at your com-
mand editing features, using Source
protocols. '

Another claim made for Source Link
is that uploading and downloading data
between your disk and the Source is
greatly simplified; it becomes virtually a
single key function. If you transfer lots
of data to or from the Source, this could
be a very important feature.

File management and printing are also
accomplished using simple commands.
In file management, you can name and
rename data files, delete them, copy
them to a second disk, or quickly trans-
fer them to the Source. The print feature
sounds fairly straightforward. You just
press a key and what appears on screen
from the Source is also dumped to your
printer. By the way, Source Link also
supports Source colorgraphics.
The cost of this package is $49.95. If

you buy a subscription to the Source at
the same time, the package price is
$149.95 (no package reduction there
that we can detect).

I haven't been able to review this soft-
ware personally for two excellent rea-
sons, 1) I don't have a copy, and 2) I
don't have an IBM PC. If you have a PC
and a copy of Source Link, drop me a
line. If your critique is well-reasoned, I'll
use at least parts of it in an upcoming
column.

A new SIGN-ON I-the introductory
guide to the Source-is available from
The Source by sending a SourceMail re-
quest to TCA068. This is a 16-page
booklet which gives you complete log-on
instructions for Sourcenet, Telenet,
Tymnet, Vninet, and WATs and in-
structions for Canadian users. The guide
is free.
Speaking of Vninet, here is a state-by-

state listing of Vninet cities in where you
can log onto the Source: CA: Monterey,
Pomona; CO: Grand Junction; FL: Cape
Canaveral, Leesburg; IL: Bloomington;
ME: Bangor; MD: Perryville; MA:
Northampton; MI: Dearborn; MN: St.
Cloud; NE: Columbus; NH:' Hanover;
NJ: Branchburg, River Edge, Roseland,
Woodbridge; NY: Babylon, Latham;
NC: Beaufort; ND: Bismarck; OH:
Delaware; OK: Bartlesville; OR: Hood
River; PA: Collegeville; TN: Bristol,

Johnson City; TX: College Station,
Grand Prairie; VT: Rutland; VA:
Covington; WA: Everett; WI: Sheboy-
gan; WY: Laramie. '

Compuserve News: In the Home Ser-
vices area, a new Education Research
Forum was instituted last fall. Spon-
sored by the Mid-Western Educational
Research Assocation, the' forum is de-
signed to promote communication
among educational researchers,
educators, and anyone else concerned
with education in general.

"The purpose of the forum,"
according to an announcement on
CompuServe, "is to share research re-
sults, develop ideas for research, and
share information about state and fed-
eral policies affecting education and
research. " '

If this sounds like your cup of tea, ac-
cess the Home Services Menu "Educa-
tion," or type GO HOM-28 at any
prompt in the Consumer Information
Service (CIS). .
, "Ms. Rainbo's Reviews" now include
home computer software in addition to
her book reviews on fiction, cook books,
mysteries, and children's literature. You
can request reviews of specific software
through her feedback program page. To
access this area; type GO WIT-200 at
any prompt in CIS.

Delphi News; By the time you read
this, the long-awaited Comp-V-Store
feature should be a reality. It has been
on the menu for some time, but there

has been a lag between the arrival of the
menu item and the completion of
arrangements for shopping. We'll review
this service in an upcoming column and
compare it with the CompuServe shop-
ping service.
Also in operation by now we hope is

the Delphi bulletin board service. The
old service has been largely discarded in
favor of this new, rewritten one. In an
upcoming column we'll have a brief look
at it. '
Special interest conferencing similar

to the kind that makes CompuServe so
much fun is being added to Delphi.
Keep your eyes peeled' for announce-
ments in your areas of interest.

Genesys Is Born
It looks as though another informa-

tion utility is in the final stages of
development. This one is called Genesys,
and it is the product of a Baltimore firm
called Intercomp Associates.
We first ran across this bit of news

when we were pottering about in Delphi
E-Mail.' The announcement, for all
users, states that charter, memberships
for this service were open until January,
1984. It is evidently too late now to get
in as a charter member, but let's have a
look anyway.

First, per-hour connect time charges
will be "as low as" $10 for daytime use
(8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.) and $3.50 for
off-peak use. This is competitive pricing,
but what do you get for your money and
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Telecommunications, continued .•.
when do you get it?

Genesys is expected to be in operation
by Mayor June 1984 with a range of ser-
vices similar to those already offered by
other info utilities.

The Genesys E-Mail service will allow
you to perform sophisticated file mainte-
nance on your messages. It will allow
you to send messages to any number of
users. Mail forwarding is also available.
E-Mail messages will have no length
restrictions.

On-line conferencing, one of the most
popular aspects of today's info utilities,
will be a part of Genesys as will various
public access bulletin boards. Also
popular is game playing, and Genesys
will offer a variety of public domain
entertainments for multiple partici-
pants and for competition against the
computer.

Other features will include:
• A user directory that will contain

information on the special interests of
Genesys members.

• Special interest groups, including
sigs for Apple, Atari, IBM PC,
Commodore, and TRS-80 owners.

• Newsletters, for any and all user and
special interest groups.

• Programming services in a selection
of languages including Basic, Cobol,
Fortran, Pascal, and Macro assembler.

Line and screen editors and debuggers
will also be available.

Genesys vows that the command
structure, prompts, menus, and docu-
mentation will all be very user friendly.
In case that doesn't prevent you from

About 95% of
all Apple modems
will now interface
with TermExec.

being stumped when you do something
wrong, the service will maintain a 24-
hour voice hotline for advice.

If you are interested in receiving more
information about this service, write to
Intercomp Associates, 7512 Lisburne
Rd., Baltimore, MD 21208.

New Products
Now we come to another new feature

in the column; the New Products sec-
tion, devoted exclusively to communica-
tions hardware and software. If you are
the manufacturer of a new product in

AQU
OF WEIGHING

THE DIFFERENCES
There's only one main difference: price: Because NewWord, with its built-in Merge Print,
IS keystroke, command and file compatible with MicroPro's WordStar®/MaiIMerge®. .

NewWord also offers advanced design features like Unerase deleted text, automatically
~hanglng ruler lines, multiple h.neHeaders and Footers, and on-screen display of boldtac-
Ing and u~derlimn~. NewWord ISdemonstrably superior on your dot matrix printer, support-
Ing mtcrojustiticatlon and van able line heights/character widths.

Make a comparison. NewWord is lighter only on your checkbook.
'Maou''''U'''''''99,,''d,,'''' Call us today, toll-tree 800-832-2244

(In California, call 800-732-2311)

AA.... ROCKY MOUNTAIN SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
/ •. "- 1280-C NEWELL AVE., SUITE 1046; WALNUT CREEK, CA 94596
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this field, send your press releases
and/or products to me c/o Creative
Computing, 39 E. Hanover Ave., Morris
Plains, NJ 07950.

We can't promise that all releases will
be printed or that all products will be re-
viewed, but we'll do our best. Now, on
to the new products.

Executive Software of Lexington,
MA, has released a new version of
TermExec, a communications software
package for Apple II + and lIe. This
new version offers full Apple lIe 80-
column support with backscrolling to
review work which has previously ap-
peared on screen.

The ability of TermExec to capture
and send files in the unattended mode
has been extended to support an optional
error-checking protocol, known vari-
ously as Christensen, Xmoden, and
Modem7. Using this protocol, which is
common to many local bulletin boards
and info utilities, you can insure that a
downloaded program has not encoun-
tered an error during transmission.

The full screen editor has been im-
proved to perform global string search
and replacement, and simultaneous
echo-printing of screen text. It also buff-
ers characters to allow 1200 baud opera-
tion with slow printers. In addition,
TermExec has been expanded to offer an
auto-answer capability.

The list of supported modems. has
been increased to include the Novation
Apple Cat II, which means we will be
able to profile it thoroughly in an up-
coming column and, more important,
that about 95% of all Apple modems
will now interface with TermExec.

It is worth noting that there is a
hotline for technical support of this soft-
ware, a 300 baud users' bulletin board,
and upgrades for $19.95 per upgrade. It
is also worth a mention that the new ver-
sion of TermExec is sold at the old price,
$79.95.

If you want more information about
TermExec version 1.2, write Exec Soft-
ware, Inc., 201 Waltham St., Lexington
MA 02173.

It's getting so you can't plug anything
into the wall socket anymore without
someone threatening you with the
damaging effects of line surges, spikes,
and so forth, but we had no idea that
this problem extended to modems.

The Kleen Line Security Model PDS-
II/SUP lets you plug into your modular
phone socket without fear of line surges
caused by static discharges or the opera-
tion of other gear on the line. The price
is $81.95. The unit is available from
Electronic Specialists Inc., 171 South
Main St., Natick, MA 01760.

That wraps up Telecommunications
Talk for this month. See you in April..
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INCR.EASEYOUR KNOWLEDGE

AND CoNFIDENCEWITH

FOR"YOUR"HO'ME'COM'PUTER"'SYSTEM!

Imagine harnessing the full potentiol of your
. home computer system! CREATIVECOMPUT-
lNG's IDEABOOKs give you a wealth of informa-
tion to help you discover your computer's hidden
strengths and overcome its weaknesses!

Beginning with chapter one, you will start
getting more out of your system ... for example:

• 50 ready-to-run tested programs that will
help you solve practical everyday problems in
math, science and business.

• Solve problems with formulas and repeti-
tive trials, convergence, recursion, compounding,

"probability" geometry; science; -simelctiens-end-s=- ....
drill and practice. .

• Tap into the true capabilities
of your home system! And identify
the shortcomings and recognize
the types of jobs and applications
best suited for your system!.

Your IDEABOOK will sup-
plement the user manual giving
you the confidence and knowl-
edge to make the most out
of your home system, at an
affordable price of only
$8.95!

Don't go another day
. without YOlJr'copy c>fCREATIVE
COMPUTING's IDEABOOK!

For faster service,
phone Toll Free:

1-800-631-8112
(in New Jersey call 201-540-0445)
IDEABOOKS are available at your
local bookstore or computer stor».

rCr;ati~-
Computing Press
Please send the following books:

Dept-:MAsF - - ---1
39 E. Hanover Avenue
Morris Plains, NJ 07950

BOOK PRICE $2.00 POSTAGE/
TiTlE NO. QTY, EACH> HANDLING EACH TOTAL

Epson HX-20 Idea book 3S $8.95

Tlldeabook 3R $8.95

TS1000ldeabook 3P $8.95
CA. NJ & NY State residents odd TOTALAMOUNT DUE
a licoble soles tox. *
d'';'side U.S.A add $3.00 per order.

o Poyment Enclosed
o CHARGE MY: 0 American Express 0 Visa 0 MasterCard

Card NO. ---LXp. Date _

Mr. / Mrs.! Ms. --,--_-,--,-_--;--;;-- _
please print name in full

Address ---""pt. __



Print
About
Printers
This month we tested two printers at

opposite ends of the price and perfor-
mance spectrum. The Alphacom 42, at
$120, is one of the least expensive print-
ers we have ever tested, while the
Toshiba P 1350, with a 24-wire
printhead, is an exceptionally versatile
unit with outstanding print quality. Of
course, these features come at a price;
the suggested list price of the P1350 is
$2195.

In the middle of this range is a new
$699 daisy wheel printer from Juki In-
dustries. For now, you will have to settle
for some advance information; the full-
blown review will appear at a later date.

Juki Model 6100
Tokyo Juki, a manufacturer of sewing

machines and typewriters, introduced
the Model 6100 daisy wheel printer at
the suggested retail price of $699.

The unit prints bi-directionally at 18
cps; utilizes 100-character daisy wheels;

David H. Ahl

has 10, 12, and 15 pitch and propor-
tional spacing. It supports word process-
ing functions including subscripts,
superscripts, bold and shadow printing,
double strike, and underlining. It also
has limited graphics capabilities.

The 6100 has a 2K buffer, expandable
to 8K. A Centronics parallel interface is
supplied as standard, with an RS-232 se-
rial interface available as an option. Also
available as options are a tractor feeder
and a single sheet feeder.

For more information, contact Juki
Industries, 299 Market St., Saddle
Brook, NJ 07662. (201) 368-3666.
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Toshiba P1350 Printer
The Toshiba P1350 is called by the

manufacturer, a "three in one printer."

Alphacom 42 (left) and Toshiba PJ350 are at
opposite ends of the price/performance spectrum.

By this they mean that it produces letter
quality, draft quality, and graphics.

We first saw the P1350 at the Na-
tional Computer Conference last June. It
was attached to an IBM PC and produc-
ing amazingly detailed graphic screen
prints. We arranged to get one for re-
view but, because we put higher priority
on reviewing the Toshiba TlOO com-
puter (November 1983), the printer took
a back seat. Well, not exactly-we have
been using it with a variety of computers
for the past four months and feel that we
now have a good feeling for the unit.

Novel Printhead Design
The P1350 employs a unique 24-pin

printhead design that uses fine eight-mil
pins to create tiny, precisely placed
overlapping dots at a single pass. This
exceptionally high dot density-up to
180 dots per inch-results in high qual-
ity characters and graphics. Another bo-
nus from the dense dot spacing is that
the Pl350 is able to produce a variety of

Juki 6100 is a low-cost daisy wheel printer.
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Toshiba P1350 is a high-quality dot Toshiba P1350 with optional single sheet
matrix printer. feeder installed.

Figure 1. Print sample from Toshiba
P1350 shows dot structures, pitches,

fonts, and print enhancements. '-- --J

Figure 2. Entire printing character set of the P1350 includes 126 letters, numbers, and symbols and 30 graphics characters .
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43 + 44 , 45 - 46 47 / 48 0 49 1 50 2 51 3 52 4
53 5 54 6 55 7 56 8 57 9 58 : 59 ; 60 < 61 = 62 >
63 ? 64 @ 65 A 66 B 67 C 68 D 69 E 70 F 71 G 72 H
73 I 74 J 75 K 76 L 77 M 78 N 79 0 80 P 81 Q 82 R
83 S 84 T 85 U 86 V 87 W 88 X 89 Y 90 Z 91 [ 92 \
93 ] 94 - 95 96 - 97 a 98 b 99 c 100 d ~01 e 102 f-103 9 104 h 105 i 106 j 107 k 108 1 109 m 110 n 111 0 112 P
113 q 114 r 115 s 116 t 117 u 118 v 119 w 120 x 121 y 122 z
123 { 124 I 125 } 126 ~ 160 - 161 a 162 9 163 £ 164 - 165 Jl
166 0 167 ., 168 t 169 § 170 ® 171 © 172 ~ 173 % 174 ~ 175 91
176 ¥ 177 A 178 o 179 U 180 ¢ 181 "..., 182 a 183 o 184 u 185 J3
186 TM 187 e 188 u 189 e 190 .. 191 f 192
225 ~ 226 ~ 227 '" 228 ~ 229 :§'; 230 7jj!."€ 231 11!!;1 232 233 I 234 a-~ if.§2

235 r~ 236 "\':S 237 L 238 ·,,1 239 {;~ 240 r 241 - 242 ., 243 T 244 i-
245 ! 246 i, 247 ..J 248 ...I- 249 -1 250 ! 251 ;.,~~- 252 A1i4" 253 ~~ 254 ~.T

type fonts and densities,
In the draft mode (font 0), the P1350

prints characters within an 11 x 16 dot
matrix at a: speed of 192 cps at 12
characters per inch, or 160 cps at 10
pitch.

Two fonts are available in the letter
quality mode, Prestige Elite (font 1) and
Courier 10 (font' 2). In this mode,
characters are formed within a 16 x 24
dot matrix. Print speed is approximately
93 cps at 12 pitch and 78 cps at 10 pitch.
The characters in these two fonts are
amazingly good and, without very de-
tailed examination, cannot be distin-
guished from those produced by a
daisywheel printer.

Forms And Feeding
The printer can handle up to four-part

forms. Curiously, multiple part paper
slows the print speed by about 30%.

This is an example of 10 pitch
This is an example of 12 pitch
This is an exampleof 15 pitch

This is an example of PRESTIGE ELITE
o 123456789ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

This is an example of COURIER 10
o 123456789ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

subscr ipt, super scr ipt, boldface, \.lJ}..der1.i1,1e

24x18 for Word processing
16xll tor Data Processing

Font 0 Reguiar Slid

Font 1 Regular a.rLci
Font 2 Regular a..r1d.

ei CllIgsted
el~rLga.teci
e~or1ga..ted.

Paper or forms can vary from 5" to 15"
in width.

A friction roller is the standard feed
mechanism. Options include a tractor
feeder and automatic single sheet feeder.
We tried the latter device. It simply
clamps onto the top of the printer and a
multi-pin connector plugs into the
printer back. '

The feeder has a moderately com-
plicated paper cover and separator
mechanism, but once in place, it needs
no further attention. The paper bin
holds about 50 sheets of 20 lb. paper.
When the printer is turned on, one sheet
is automatically fed to the platen and
positioned for printing. '
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Print About Printers, continued ...

Figure 3. Graphics characters are speci-
fied with control codes in the software.
Line 30 prints the value of 1, sets the
graphics code (CHR$(27);=), prints the
graphic character (CHR$(J)), and then
sets the normal print code.

If you are printing a document or pro-
gram listing that uses more than a single
sheet of paper, the printer is smart
enough to stop while it ejects the first
page and loads the next, and then re-
sume printing. The printer has a rel-
atively small one-line buffer, but it never
lost a single character in months of
varied use.

Word Processing
The P 1350 has built-in software that

emulates the Qume Sprint 5. (Since the
Sprint 5 emulates the Diablo 1620 fam-
ily, why not say that?) In any event, this
includes all the various control codes for
setting tabs, margins, vertical spacing,
form length, and proportional spacing of
characters. Hence, most word process-
ing packages will be able to use the fea-
tures of the P1350 automatically.

Moreover, all three fonts can be se-
lected by either software or hardware.
Hardware selection means setting the
position of a DIP switch immediately
behind the front panel controls. Soft-
ware selection is accomplished by send-
ing two control codes to the printer; this
overrides hardware selection.

Also selectable from software are sub-
scripts, superscripts, boldface, and
underline. Curiously, the manual gives
the selection codes only in hex and pro-
vides no examples. We did some hex to
decimal conversions and tried out some
of these codes with satisfactory results,
but another column in the manual with
decimal codes would certainly have
made things easier.

Graphics
As we mentioned, our first exposure

to the P1350 was watching it do marvel-.
ous graphics driven by an IBM PC. But
most users should not expect simply to
plug it in and do such graphics. In the
first place, the manual contains no
information on graphics whatsoever. In
the second place, you probably don't
want to write the software for graphics
when obviously someone else has done
it-after all, why reinvent the wheel?
Who has done it and where is it avail-
able? Your guess is as good as ours. We
just couldn't get past the starting line on
graphics other than reading in the
specifications that graphics resolution is
180 x 180 dots per inch. Perhaps well-
informed dealers will be able to help.

" .r
10 FOR 1=225 TO 254
30 LPRINT I;CHRS(27);"=i';CHRS(I);CHRS(27);"?
40 C=C+1
50 IF C<10 THEN 70
60 C=O:LPRINT
70 NEXT

Figure 4. World map produced by the PJ35o.

Documentation
Why do printer manufacturers think

all of their customers are techies? The
first 13 pages of the manual are excellent
and have many diagrams that show how
to set up the P1350. However, the
remaining 54 pages read like an ad-
vanced computer science textbook with
a little EE thrown in for good measure.

We wanted to change bit 7 on DIP
switch 1 which would provide an auto-
matic Iinefeed (required by Radio Shack
computers). Did the manual tell us the
location of switch 1 (or 2, 3, or 4)? Not a
clue.

We disassembled about half of the
printer in search of it, but finally gave up
just short of removing the print mecha-
nism. Good griefl

Summing Up
At the suggested retail price of $2195,

the Toshiba PI350 offers outstanding
print quality and much more flexibility
than other units in this price range. It in-
cludes a standard Centronics parallel
interface, but a serial RS-232 interface is
available at no additional charge. If you
intend to use the graphics, be sure your
dealer supplies you with the necessary
software. While the installation portion
of the manual is okay, the rest of it is

incomprehensible, but chances are you
won't need it.

For more information, contact Rich-
ard Lockman, Toshiba America, Inc.,
2441 Michelle Dr., Tustin, CA 92680.
(714) 730-5000.
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Alphacom 42
Alphacom produces a low-cost line of

dot matrix thermal printers. Interfaces
are available to connect these printers to
several different computers, notably

Alphacom 42 is a 40-column dot matrix
thermal printer.
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PERFORMS LIKE A STRADIVARIUS.
A Tough Act To FoUow. Frankly,

an Okidata printer is the best printer
on the market today. Why?We pack
more performance features per dol-
lar into our dot matrix printers than
anybody. Bar none. Data processing
at speeds from 80 to an incredible
350 characters per second. Excep-
tional letter quality printing at three
times the speed of most daisywheels.
Draft and color printing. High resolu-
tion all points addressable graphics
for charts, graphs, illustrations and
photos. Evenalternate character sets
for self-designedtypefaces and sym-
bols. (Print a G-c1ef. if you like.)
Long-Term Engagement. Our high

performers are the most reliable

printers available, with rugged steel
frames, laser-welded parts, and a
print head (the most vital part of all)
so strong we guarantee it for up to
one full year. No wonder our warran-
ty claim rate leads the industry at less
than Y2%.
Perfect Harmony With Your

Computer. Every Okidata printer
works in concert with the major
names in personal computers. Better
and faster, in fact. than the major
computer name printers. (Which, by
the way, aren't even made by the
major computer companies.)
Best Selection. Right Price. No-

body offers you a better choice.
Thereare eight Okidata printers in all,
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ranging in price from $299 to $2995,
suggestedretail. Suggestyou call us
at 800-638-662 I (in Maryland
800-492-2949).

OI(lQ~TA
A subsidiary of Oki Electric Industry Company Ltd.



Print About Printers, continued ...
Commodore, Tandy, Atari, Mattel, and
TI. As several of these computer manu-
facturers have recently left the field, this
might be the only source to which exist-
ing owners can turn for a printer.

The printer comes in two widths, 40
and SO columns, priced at $79.95 and
$169.95 respectively. By itself, the
printer is practically useless; you need an
interface cable, which costs $20 for most
of the 40-column printers ($40 for the TI
99/4A cable), and $44.95 for SO-column
units used with Atari and Commodore
computers, and $55.95 for TI and Apple
computers. In addition, Alphacom said

88888888888888888888888888888888111111111111111111111111111111118888888888888888888888888888888811111111111111111111111111111111
Figure 5. Alphacom 42 self-test with no interface installed.

#$%&' ()M+~-./B123456789:;<=>?CABCDEFGHIJ
$%&' ()M+.-./B123456789:;<=>?€ABCDEFGHIJK
~.~g;!:::);':+.:l - 2 ../€ii2345:S7E;:3:.! < => ?(~HE:(:I)EFGHlj~<L
:3.:! () jt +.= - •. ·/0 :1.23456783 ~.:-:::= > '?(!AE;(:[)EF;:3HIJ ~<Lr"'l
,()M+~-./B123456789::(=>?€A8CDEFGHIJKLMN

Figure 6. Self-test with interface cable produces entire character set (eventually).

Interface and cable plug into the back of
the Alphacom 42.

it plans to offer an add-on box that will
include either an RS-232, IEEE, or
Centronics parallel interface for use with
other computers.

We tested the Alphacom 42 with an
Atari interface, but we believe our re-
sults would be similar for other
combinations.

The 42 is a 40-column unit. Print
speed is approximately 70 characters per
second, slightly slower than most impact
dot matrix units, but considerably faster
than daisy wheel printers.

The printer is amazingly light and
compact (10.1" x 7.4" x 3.S"). It uses an

~·"!:IiIiIiiillI!.!.~Ul\.
Complete BYTEWRITER using:
Olivetti Praxis 30 portable $495
Olivetti Praxis 35 portable ....................................•.•...

Praxts-soofflce machlne .
only-wired and tested ....•................•......•......

mounts entirely
:>le'ft:ir~lTIost computers.
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external 26.S-volt power supply that
comes with an extraordinarily-long ten-
foot cable. The printer has only two con-
trols: power and paper advance.
Unfortunately, there is no way of
determining if the unit is on or off.

The printer uses special rolls of 4 5/16"

wide thermal paper. One S3-foot roll of
paper is packed with the printer. Paper
is available in blue or black. The manual
states that "replacement rolls are avail-
able at your Alphacom dealer or by us-
ing the paper reorder form packed with
the printer." It is a good thing, as few
office supply dealers have ever heard of
the stuff.

Off and Running
To get a thermal printer into opera-

tion, about the only thing that has to be
done is load the paper. The end is usu-
ally glued down to prevent it from un-
rolling, and it is always a frustrating task
to undo the end and trim it neatly; we
usually waste two or three turns of paper
doing this. However, once trimmed
neatly, the paper loaded easily, and we
really didn't need the four illustrated
pages in the manual showing how to do
it.

Once loaded, there is a self-test which
is activated by holding down the power
and paper advance buttons together. The
self-test prints alternative rows of l's
and S's (see Figure 5).

The interface is enclosed in a small
rectangular box which fits into the back
of the printer. After this is plugged in,
but before it is connected to the com-
puter, a second self-test may be activated
(same way), which prints out the entire
character set (see Figure 6).

The cable connected to the interface
box terminates in the appropriate
connector for the intended computer.
Four pages in the manual describe how
to use the printer with your computer.
In the case of the Atari, this involves
only four Basic statements: OPEN, PRINT
#, LPRINT, and CLOSE. We tried the
sample programs in the manual which
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30 NE::-:;T N

Figure 7. A short program produces all 255 Atari/.Alphacom printing characters.

worked fine, although the last seven
lines of the last example were not
printed in the manual.

Although PRINT # and LPRINT
should function exactly the same, we
found they did not. In particular
LPRINT "HELLO"; spaced to the next
line (the semicolon should prevent this),
whereas PRINT #4; "HELLO";
worked correctly and did not cause a
linefeed. This. may well be the fault of
Atari Basic and have nothing to do with
the printer, but it is worth noting.

Characters are printed within a 5 x 7
dot matrix with one-dot descenders for
lowercase g, j, p, q, and y. Interline spac-
ing is two dots, even when printing
graphics characters. The entire Atari
character set is shown in Figure 7. The
quality of standard alphabetic characters
is somewhat better than inverse charac-
ters, although all are legible. Obviously,
the quality is considerably less than you
would want for correspondence (al-
though we get letters produced on such
printers), but it is satisfactory for pro-
gram listings and informal work.

Although the Alphacom advertise-
ments and the illustrations on the box
boast of the graphics capability, the
manual is decidedly vague; it tells how
to get into the "bit map" graphics mode
but not what to do once you get there.
Obviously, a great deal of experimenta-
tion is called for.
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Summing Up
The 40-column Alphacom is not a

correspondence or even draft quality
unit (the 80-column unit may qualify for
rough drafts). To do graphics will re-
quire experimentation and perseverance
(except with the 80-column Apple inter-
face which, reportedly, includes graphics
software). Nevertheless, if you are on a
limited budget, there are few, if any,
printers of any type available for
$119.95. Considering the price, the
Alphacom 42 is a remarkable performer.

For more information, contact
Alphacom, Inc., 2323 S. Bascom Ave.,
Campbell, CA 95008. (408) 559-8000.
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Star ~ Riteman
In our review of the Inforunner Riteman

(Print About Printers, December 1983),
we said we had heard that Star Micronics
will market the unit as the Gemini lOX.
Not true. The Gemini lOX is a brand new
design with 120cps print speed, expandable
buffer (to 8K), choice of character sets,
and a neat feature called macro instructions
which gives the printer the ability to per-
form up to 16 operations with a single
command. The lOX includes both friction
and tractor feed, and the ability to print
text and graphics on the same line. For
information, contact Star Micronics, 2803
N.W. 12th St., Dallas/Ft. Worth Airport,
TX 75261. •

Offers Discounts on Allraser
COMP(JTERS',>

We Have What You.Are Looking For

Free Shipping Within United States,
100% New Original Equipmmt 'if.
Prices Comparable to Any Oth~~~'

• No Tax On Out of State,
Shipments

For Prices and
Shipping'Information

Call Toll Free
1-800-545-9019

N.M. Residents Call 257-7865
or write

HAPPY HANDS,
P.O. DRAWER I .

RUIDOSO, NEW MEXICO

• Completely self with 28
ampere hour enclosed gel cel battery.
• 200 Watt and 425 Watt models
allow 10 minutes for comfortable,
safe shutdown.
• Switchover time: within 10
milliseconds! • 4 Receptacles.
• In-line spike protection,

DEALERS ANDmST~;;~
Call 1-312-329-1777

500 North Orleans St., Chicago, IL 60610
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Atari and is now available to
Commodore owners.

Originally developed by Bank Street
College, Franklin Smith, and Intentional
Educations Inc., Bank Street Writer was
designed to be accessible by youngsters
as well as adults. The idea was to design
a word processor at once simple enough
to learn and sophisticated enough to
support business needs. The result is a
product the whole family can use.

A full review of Bank Street Writer
appeared in the June 1983 issue of Cre-
ative Computing. Some of its features in-
clude universal search and replace, block
move and "unmove," automatic center-
ing and indent, inverse highlighting of
text, word wrap, disk storage and re-
trieve functions with password protec-
tion, easily redefinable default values,
and a potent print format routine that
includes document chaining, page head-
ers and page numbering (top or bottom),
partial printing, and inspection of page
breaks prior to printing.

In addition, Bank Street Writer in-
cludes a special on-line tutorial that
teaches word processing basics in a very
helpful "hands-on" manner.

For $70, the package represents an.
extraordinary value for C-64 owners
with disk drives.

Commodores
Port
Ahoy. Hope your Commodore

computers are ship-shape and sea-
worthy, as we shall embark on a sizable
voyage this month. News pertaining to
the C-64 has been coming in at a rapid
pace-it is pretty tough to keep up. We
try to keep on top of it all ..

Foremost, we have been hearing all
sorts of rumors about new machines
from Commodore. One concerns an
RGB portable, and we have had second-
source confirmation on that one. An-
other is about a hard disk portable.
Could it be the same machine? Who
knows. Yet another rumor we just heard
yesterday told of a supercheap single
board machine without sprites to retail
for under $80.

Which should you bank on? Only
Commodore knows for sure. Then again,
perhaps not even Commodore itself is
quite positive as yet which machines will
actually see the light of day.

Weare happy to report, however, that
the Executive 64 is shipping now. Hur-
ray for Commodore. The Executive 64 is
one of the nicest portables we have ever
seen, and it really does retail for under
$1000. No bundled software-yet. But
the idea of a C-64 for the executive, or
salesperson, or businessperson, has now
arrived.

One thing is rock sure about Com-
modore. Like Paul Masson, the com-
pany will sell no product before its time.
As a direct result, the Commodore line
is not about to be shaken out. Of all the
low-end micro manufacturers, Com-
modore has managed to remain the most
consistently successful. That lead is not
about to be squandered, either-at least
not anytime soon.

Whatever does turn out to be next
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from the company in West Chester, PA,
you can bet it will be a hot seller. Com-
modore does not experiment with the
marketplace. It makes sure that there is
a market for everything it intends to sell.

Magic Desk Delay
We had intended this month to review

Magic Desk, a software package that
supposedly makes your C-64 behave
something like a baby Apple Lisa. After
seeing a demo at Chicago CES, we were
very excited about getting the package
up and running. After a long wait, we
finally received a release package.

Magic Desk is a word processing and
file program which uses icon-based com-
mands and a joystick to act as a mouse
peripheral. Its features offer the ease and
quick training of much more expensive
pointer-based software.

The review was to appear in this issue.
Unfortunately, it was not to be: The
Magic Desk cartridge we received was
sealed in a protective plastic sleeve, but
alas, would not work properly. Quelle
disappointment.

Neil Harris of Commodore assured
me that it was an exceptional problem
and that a new package would be arriv-
ing at the lab soon. If and when it does,
a full-blown review will appear.

C-64 Bank Street Writer
One package we received for the C-64

works and works extremely well: Bank
Street Writer for the Commodore 64.
This program from Broderbund was
originally released for the Apple and

Easy Script 64 From Commodore
Commodore has begun shipping the

cartridge-based word processor Easy
Script 64 for C-64 owners with or with-
out disk drives. It has many of the fea-
tures of the best low-end word
processors and retails for under $50.

It includes a special "form letter"
command to allow you to create
personalized salutations and body copy
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I youown
ommodore

(or are thinking of owning one)

- be sure 1hat you also get a Calc Result
Calc Result is the worlds most cost effective spread sheet ~

for the·worlds most cost effective computer-Ins Commodore 64~
Calc Result at home

Use it for loans and mortgages, home budget and cash f.low, stock portfolio, personal net worth, IRA
analysis, travel expenses, gas and electricity bills, bar charts and many more areas.

In business
Use it for budgets, calculation, simulation, construction, planning etc. Used by managers, salesmen,
scientists, doctors, lawyers, dentists, consultants, accountants ...

a

There are two versions
otCalc Result

Choose the one that is most suitable for you.

Calc Result Easy
Single page spreadsheet (64 columns x 254 rows):
Built in graphics. Formula protection, flexible printout,
color, conditional functions and mathematical functions.
Delivered on plug..,in cartridge. Data storage on cassette
or oisk.

609-663-0660.

Calc Result Advanced
/1;11 functions in Calc Result Easy plus 32 pages (Three-
dimensional viewing). Page add, window,
split screen (up to four ·pages on the
screen at the same time), and
help functions. Delivered on
plug-in cartridge plus disk.
Requires disk drive.

Gel you~Calc Resulttodayl Buy it
al your nearest computer. dealer.
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Commodore's Port, continued ...
from separate files simply by storing the
information-usually names and ad-
dresses-as a form letter merge file. A
simple command tells Easy Script 64 to
insert the information into the body of
the form letter.

In addition, the package includes the
following features: change display col-
ors, global/local search and replace,
goto line number, optional sound effect
prompts, print up to 240 characters per
line, special function key editing, super-
scripts and subscripts, transfer words
and phrases, vertical as well as hori-
zontal tabs, view or scroll 764 lines by
130 columns.
Easy Script 64 users can also add a

spelling dictionary called Easy Spell 64
containing up to 30,000 words. This
companion software product points out
possible misspellings by highlighting
questionable words. In addition to the
built-in 20,000 word vocabulary, Easy
Spell 64 lets you add up to 10,000 addi-
tional words, such as technical jargon or
a personalized list of commonly
misspelled words.

Game Translations
Weare taking some flak for a state-

ment we made last time around concern-
ing games for the C-64. We said that by
and large Apple and Atari translations

made up the best games currently avail-
able for the Commodore 64. Well to re-
iterate, in no way did we mean to slight
original efforts for the C-64, as we said
at the time.

As you will learn up ahead, original
games for the machine are growing in
quantity and quality. We still stick by
the assertion, however, that the best
games we have seen to date for the C-64
come by way of the Apple or Atari. And
we have further evidence to back up the
case.

You should remember, by the way,
that in the final analysis it does not mat-
ter whether a program was developed on
the Commodore 64 or was translated to
run on it. What really matters is how the
final implementation performs. The bot-
tom line is that many first-rate software
packages are now available, proving that
the C-64 is, in fact, a first-rate machine.

Sublogic Flight Simulator
Sublogic is offering a fine Commodore

64 translation of Flight Simulator II,
which puts you at the controls of a Piper
181 Cherokee Archer with full flight in-
strumentation (avionics included) and a
colorfully realistic panoramic view.

The program lets you practice take-
offs, landings, and even complicated
aerobatics. It features more than 80 air-

PERSUASIVE
PERIPHERAL
Creative Computing not only sells
itself at a nice profit, it creates
awareness of the hardware and
software in your store. It's like
having another salesperson on
your staff-one who pays you.
One who goes home with custom-
ers and continues to influence buy-
ing decisions long after you're
closed for the day. If you're inter-
ested in a low-ticket item with
top-of-the-line sales power, let's
talk now.

CALL COLLECT: (212) 725-7679
Or write: Ziff-Davis Publishing Company

Computers and Electronics Publications
Retail Sales
One Park Avenue
New York, NY 10016

Minimum order, 10 copies. We pay all shipping costs to your store.
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Sublogic Flight Simulator 11

ports in four scenery areas: New York,
Chicago, Seattle, and Los Angeles. Com-
plete navigation facilities are included.
And, additional scenery areas are
available.

High speed color-filled 3-D graphics
provide a spectacular view out the cock-
pit window in either day, dusk, or night
flying modes. Weather conditions are
user-adjustable, from clear blue skies to
grey cloudy conditions. The complete
documentation, including flight hand-
book, will get you airborne quickly even
if you have never been in a plane before.
And when you think you are ready, you
can test your flying skills with the World
War I aerial battle game that is included.

We guarantee that this game will take
up much of your C-64 flight time, well
into the future.

Tronix Strikes Again
Tronix was one of the first top-notch

game companies to discover and run
with Commodore machines. Leave it to
them to have finally introduced original
C-64 games that rival and even outdo
game translations from other machines.

Two adventure/strategy games,
Waterline and Suicide Strike, and two
twitchers, Motocross and Slalom, are
now hitting the stores. In Waterline, the
player must choose between being a hero
by saving passengers of a sinking ship,
and being greedy by grabbing gold from
the hull of the ship. Motocross and Sla-
lom, meanwhile, are realistic enough to
appeal to advocates of the actual sports.

The game designers at Tronix worked
closely with graphics experts and pro-
fessionals in both sports during the de-
sign of the action games. They consulted
professional athletes, understanding that
the key to success is to evoke the actual
feeling of the sport. They had found that
many action games on the market were
not at all like the actual sports they
purported to simulate.

World-class skier Molly Colt worked
with Slalom creator Steve Sidley in
developing graphics that truly capture
the excitement of ski racing. As a result,
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Commodore 64
Magic Desk I
Only From Commodore-The Excitement and Simplicity of Magic Desk!

Only Commodore brings you the magic of MAGIC DESK ... the next generation
of "user friendly" software! Imagine using your computer to type, file and edit
personal letters and papers without learning any special commands! All
MAGIC DESK commands are PICTURES. Just move the animated hand to
the picture of the feature you want to use (like the TYPEWRITER) and you're

ready to go.

The MAGIC DESK Typewriter works just like a real ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER
... and it's COMPUTERIZED. All the filing is electronic. Excellent sound effects
and screen animation make typing fun, whether you're typing letters, reports
or memos ... and the built-in filing feature makes MAGIC DESK useful for
keeping names and addresses, home inventory lists, insurance information

and more.

Your COMMODORE 64, COMMODORE DISK DRIVE and MAGIC DESK are
an unbeatable combination. Filing operations are automatically linked to your
Commodore disk drive-but you don't have to know any commands-just "file"
the pages you type in the file cabinet and your text is automatically saved on
diskette. There are 3 file drawers with 10 file folders in each drawer and 10

pages in each folder.

PI~ '&lc0•.' ill
'iit 61

*'uuautl

To PRINT a page you've typed, just "point" at the picture of the printer and
your pages are automatically printed on your COMMODORE PRINTER or
PRINTER/PLOTTER. If you want to erase what you've typed, the WASTE-
BASKET under the desk lets you "throwaway" pages. There's even a DIGITAL
CLOCK which helps you keep track of time while you're typing.

Not only is MAGIC DESK easy to use ... it's hard to make a mistake! Just press
the COMMODORE key and one of several "help menus" appears to tell you
exactly what to do next. Special messages show you how the various picture
commands work and help you when you make a mistake. Help messages also
show you how to use the printer, filing cabinet, digital clock and wastebasket.

Another reason why Commodore is number one in the world of microcomputers- Come join us.

C~m~
First In Quality Software
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Commodore's Port, continued ...

Juice.

Slalom really looks like a competitive
course. The player starts to think like a
ski racer, anticipating gates still out of
view.

Designed by Jim Rupt, Motocross
projects the perils and excitement of that
sport as well. Motocross realistically
.presents the obstacles a rider has to
dodge. The player gets the feeling of
racing against time.

While the adventure strategy games
are as much fun to play, they also re-
quire more than good hand-eye co-
ordination. In Suicide Strike, for
example, the player must manuever his
aircraft through waves of enemy planes
and fire to reach his military target.
Meanwhile, he must juggle consid-
erations of time vs. fuel. The unique rear
view mirror feature shows action behind
as well as in front of the player.

These new Tronix games join C-64
translations of Juice and Kid Grid,
which have already been praised in the
pages of this magazine. Kid Grid has
been enhanced for its Commodore 64 in-
carnation, taking advantage of the extra
memory available. It features improved
animation, backgrounds which change,
and new music at each level of play.
Juice has a genuinely three-dimen-

sional feeling to it, and reminiscent of
the arcade hit Qbert, offers delight to
pattern-game devotees.

The games list for $35 in disk version,
$40 as ROM cartridges.

Let's Get Sirius
Sirius Software has entered the Com-

modore market, and is now making its
Apple and Atari megahit Wavy Navy
available for the Commodore 64. In case
you haven't heard about it, Wavy Navy is
a raging battle on the high (and they do
get high) seas, featuring solid and amus-

236

ing graphics and new "wave" maritime
music. One to four players can work
their ways from galley slave to president
in ten increasingly complex rounds.

Huge rolling waves force the player to
change positions continuously, as he is
exposed to mines and enemies in the air.
Imagine playing Galaga from a roller
coaster, and you might get some feeling
for Wavy Navy.

Also new from Sirius is the C-64 ver-
sion of Critical Mass, an Apple hit. This
is an animated adventure game featuring
colorful graphics, music, challenging ac-
tion sequences, and a positively devious
plot. The adventure is literally a race
against time to save the world from a
madman determined to blow it to pieces.
A built-in time clock adds problem-
solving dimensions to the game, as the
player deals with plane schedules, busi-
ness hours, and international time zones.
The Apple version was an instant
bestseller.

Wavy Navy lists for $35, and Critical
Mass for $40.

Commodore Voice Encoder
We have seen a couple of products

that give the Commodore 64 the power
of speech. But imagine giving it your
own voice! Voice Master, from the Covox
Company, allows you to do just that.

Covox Voice Master.

Kid Grid.

The Voice Master is a digital speech
recorder. It allows you to enter individ-
ual words or phrases through a micro-
phone and play them back in any order
using simple instructions from Basic.
Requiring only about 400 bytes for the
average word, the size of the addressable
vocabulary is limited only by available
memory. Special vocabularies can be
stored on disk or tape.

The product is supplied with several
Basic programs which show how to
manage and edit the vocabulary, create
special effects, and construct a talking
clock, calculator, and blackjack game.

In addition, Covox has announced
word recognition software for release
soon. The list price for Voice Master is
$120.

Vic Mailbag
Sorry, Vie owners, that we have spent

the whole column this time around talk-
ing about the Commodore 64; we always
try to remember Vie owners too. We re-
cently received a letter that may be of in-
terest to those of you experimenting with
alternate Vie character sets.

Peter Conrad, of New Haven, CT,
wrote in with the following:

"In the July 1983 issue of Creative
Computing and again in November, you
spoke of moving the Basic pointer when
redefining a character set. In so doing, I
know you must have moved the ROM
pointer as well. Why not just put the
character memory pointer after Basic, so
you don't need to move the Basic
pointer? This is done by setting memory
location 36869 to 255 (which points to
location 7168). Listing I demonstrates
this.

"Now using the Screen Codes chart in
the back of the Vie user's manual, you
can code any character as shown in Fig-
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CR PRESENTS

For Your Apple] [, Apple] [+, Apple I Ie, Apple I I I & Franklin
----}jxtend-A-Slot

The EXTEND-A-SLOT brings a slot outside your
APPLE™, allowing an easy change of cards. The 18"flex
cable is long enough to allow placement of the card in a
convenient location. The high quality connectors are gold
plated for reliability. $34,95

The switch-a-slot connects to any peripheral slot of
the computer through an 18" cable. The user can
plug up to four cards in the switch-a-slot. The
desired card is chosen by using a switch on the front,
and only the selected card draws power. This
product is suitable for most peripheral cards. The
switch-a-slot is perfect for selecting between
different printer cards.

• Holds 4 peripheral cards
• Saves wear and tear on delicate connectors
• All connectors are gold plated for reliability
• Only selected card draws power
• Works with most cards

These products work well with all slow to medium
speed cards, such as Modems, Printers, Clock,
Music, etc. They are not recommended for high
speed data transfer devices such as alternate
processor and disk drive controller cards.
These fine products come with a 6 month warranty
Available at your local dealer or direct from:
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RESEARCH GROUP
Post Office Box 2231 - C Add $2.50 for shipping,
Goleta, CA 93118 $5.00 outside U.S.A. &
(805) 685-1931 Canada. CAadd tax.

Apple is a trademark of Apple
Computers. Franklin is a trademark
of Franklin Computers.

VISA, MASTERCARD accepted

CIRCLE 223 ON READER SERVICE CARD

•NO WRITING!
.NOTYPINGI
•NO DICTATIONI
•PRINT A PROFESSIONAl.l.Y
WRITTEN LITTER

'-'::::30_ IN SECONDSI

No typing needs, because each letter is complete and ready for
addressing.

Personal revisions are easy, because Gold Letters is accessible by
all major word processing programs.
Ready to use in minutes, with no programming or typing

necessary.
Your complete 101 Gold Letters software package includes a 5'14"

or 8" diskette, a binder containing hard copy versions of all 101
letters by category, and instructions for using the Gold Letters.

Available in CP/M, MS/DOS and PCDOS.
Price for entire package: Diskette binder, 101 categorized letters and
instructions. $159.00
Add $5.00 shipping & handling costs. CA residents add 6% sete« tax.

ORDER GOLD Lf'TTERS TODAY!
- FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY CALL [I-.c~l

VISA' 800-922-5555 \~/
Visa and MasterCard accepted

Letter Listing
9 credit letters __

4 marketing letters j
13 customer relations letters . .
8 employee letters To order by mall, wnte to: .
12 contractino products lette is

~ :~',~s~~ie~~tters"'ata 8ale IncJu.ttrlel
4 media letters
7 collection letters
2 sympathy letters
9 services letters
4 procurement letters
21 other business letters!

"' •••• ·•••••• ·••.••••••• 1•••••••••••••••••••

• Yes, send me copies of Gold Letters for $159 each.
. :' Enclosed is$• Name _

: Company -r-r- "--- _

• Address
• City/State/Zip _ ~ _

• Telephone
: Visa/Me #• Exp. _
iI.••.••••••.••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••• ·•••

330 W. Felicita Avenue Suite D-6

Escondido, CA 92025
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100 FOR X=7168+CCODE*8) TO
7168+CCODE*8) +7

105 REM CODE=THE SCREEN CODE CPG.
141-142 IN THE OWNER'S MANUAL) FOR THE
CHARACTER YOU WANT TO REPLACE

110 READ A:POKE X,A
120 NEXT
130 DATA CYOUR EIGHT NUMBERS HERE)

170 A1=A1+22:A2-A2+44
180 GET A$:IF A$""J" THEN YP=YP-1
190 IF A$="K" THEN YP=YP+1
191 IF A$="+" THEN D=D-5:EN=EN+1:GOSUB

500
192 IF A$="-" THEN D=D+5:EN=EN-1:GOSUB

500
193 PRINT CI;iR$(19)"CARS PASSED: ";SC
195 IF NG=0 THEN PRINT

CHR$(144)+CHR$(19);:FOR X=1 TO 11:PRINT
CHR$(17);:NEXT:PRINT "GAME OVER":GOTO
400

200 IF A1)8184 THEN
A1=INTCRND(1)*2)+7690:SC=SC+1

210 IF A2)8184 THEN
A2=INTCRND(1)*2)+7690.SC=SC+1

220 IF A1=YP OR A2=YP THEN 310
230 IF YP)8131 OR ypC8130 THEN 310
300 FOR X=1 TO D:NEXT:POKE A3,32:POKE

A4,32:POKE P,32:GOTO 160
310 PRINT CHR$(147);:FOR X=1 TO 11:PRINT

CHR$ C17) ;:NEXT: PRINT" CRASH!"
315 POKE 36874,0:POKE 36877,128:FOR X=15

TO 0 STEP -.5.POKE 36878,X:NEXT
316 FOR X=1 TO 1000:NEXT:POKE

36877,0:POKE 36878,10
317 PRINT CHR$(147)
320 FOR X=38400 TO 38905:POKE

X,0:NEXT:D=100:NG=NG-1:GOTO 150
400 POKE 36874,0:FOR X=1 TO 3000:NEXT
410 PRINT CHR$(147);"PRESS 'Y' TO PLAY

AGAIN OR ANY OTHER KEY TO END .•• "
415 GET A$:IF A$="" THEN 415
416 IF A$="Y" THEN RUN
430 END
500 IF D)100 THEN D=100:EN=180
501 IF D(0 THEN D-0:EN=EN-1
520 POKE 36874,EN:RETURN

10 POKE 52,28:POKE 56,28:REM SETS END OF
MEMORY POINTER SO THAT YOUR CHARACTER
SET WON'T BE OVERWRITTEN

20 FOR X=7168 TO 7679:POKE
X,PEEKCX+25600):NEXT

30 REM LINE 20 MOVES THE NORMAL
CHARACTER SET INTO RAM, STARTING AT 7168

1. Each character is set up as an 8x8 2. Taking each row, we find that it is one
binary byte:

rr'1,_-r-rI'I'1 = 000 11000

Listing 2.

is Auto Smash, which demonstrates this
use of redefined characters. A word of
warning before you play: the Vie key-
board buffer holds up to ten characters,
so be careful about what you press!"

Thank you, Peter, for an interesting
program and some good comments. And
until next time, Commodorians, stay off
the poop deck whenever possible. Catch
you next time. iii

Firms Mentioned in this Column

Listing 1.
1 REM
2 REM
3 REM
4 REM
5 REM
6 REM

AUTO SMASH
CONTROLS--J=LEFT

K=RIGHT
+=SPEED UP
-=SLOW DOWN

AVOID OTHER CARS WITHOUT GOING OFF

number:

16+8=24

Broderbund Software
17 Paul Dr.
San Rafael, CA 94903
(415) 479-1170

Sublogic Corporation
713 Edgebrook Dr.
Champaign, IL 61820
(800) 637-4983

Listing 3.

THE ROAD
7 REM YOU ARE THE ONE ON THE BOTTOM
8 REM GOOD LUCK!
9 NG=6:D=100

10 PRINT CHR$(147);
30 A1=7690+INTCRND(1)*2)
40 A2=7690+INT(RND(1)*2)
50 YP=8131
55 FOR X=6144 TO 6656:POKE X,

PEEKCX+26624):NEXT
56 FOR A=6144 TO 6151:READ A:POKE

X,A:NEXT
57 DATA 60,189,255,189,60,189,255,189
58 POKE 36869,254
59 PRINT CHR$(144)
60 FOR X=1 TO 11:pRINT

CHR$(17);:NEXT:PRINT" AUTO SMASH"
61 FOR X=38400 TO 38905:POKE X,0:NEXT
65 G=8170:FOR Y=1 TO 22
70 FOR X=G TO G+10 STEP 2:POKE X,0:NEXT
90 FOR X=G TO G+10:POKE X,32:NEXT
100 G=G-22:NEXT
130 PRINT "PRESS A KEY"
140 GET A$, IF A$= ''''THEN 140
144 FOR X=6360 TO 6367:POKE X•.255:NEXT
145 PRINT CHR$(145);"
150 FOR X=7689 TO 8173 STEP 22:POKE

X,27:POKE X+3,27:NEXT
157 EN=180
158 POKE 36874,EN:POKE 36878,10
159 FOR X=7702 TO 7701+NG:POKE X,0:NEXT
160 POKE A1,0:POKE A2,0:POKE YP,0
161 A3=A1:A4=A2:P=YP

Figure 1.

square:

III 3. This can be translated into a decimal
128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1
000 1 100 0

ure 1. Each character is made up of eight
of those codes. By establishing the codes
for a character of your own design, you
can make your Vie display it by roxeing
as shown in Listing 2.

"For even more than 64 redefined
characters, set location 36869 to 254 (as
characters begin at 6144), set locations
52 and 56 to 24, and make the following
change to line 20 in Listing 1:
20 FOR X=6144 TO 7679:POKE X,
PEEK(X + 26624):NEXT

"In Listing 2, change line 100 to the
following:
100 FOR X=6144+(CODE*8) TO
6144+(CODE*8)+7

"The program appearing as Listing 3

Commodore Computer Systems
1200 Wilson Dr.
West Chester, PA 19380
(215) 431-9100
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Tronix Publishing Inc.
8295 S. La Cienega Blvd.
Inglewood, CA 90301
(213) 215-0529

Sirius Software
10364 Rockingham Dr.
Sacramento, CA 95827
(916) 366-1195

Covox Company
675-D Conger St.
Eugene, OR 94702
(503) 342-1271
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TRS-80
Strings
As we peer into the sixty-first boxcar

in the TRS-80 express, we see it contains
a card reader, along with four Color
Computer Program Paks for the
CoCoNuts: Logo, two games, and the
Graphics Pak.

Card Reader
Radio Shack's CR-510 card reader

will read data from punched or marked
cards, and transfer the data to a disk-
based TRS-80 Model I, II, III, 4, 12 or
16 computer that has an RS-232C inter-
face, for use with an applications
program.
The CR-510 (Figure 1) costs $1595,

and uses a photoelectric cell to read light
reflected from the cards. Up to 150 cards
a minute can be read, in single-feed,
demand-feed or continuous-feed modes,
controlled either manually with switches
or through the application program.

Designed mainly for educational
administration, the CR-510 is aimed at
applications such as evaluating surveys
and polls, keeping attendance records,
and recording grade reports and test
scores. It could also be used to grade
multiple-choice tests, although the for-
mat of the general purpose standard
card (Figure 2) isn't optimum for
student use.
The cards are $4.95 for 200, and con-

tain 40 columns of 12 rows each. A
number is recorded as a single punch (or
mark) in the 0-9 squares. A letter is re-
corded as two punches (or marks), one
in the 12-0 zone, the other in a 1-9
square. The black tics at the bottom of
the card are strobe synchronizing marks
to tell the photoelectric cell when to read
each column as it passes through the
reader.

~". -;-.

partially true; one form of Logo· ..
graphics quite simple for kids. However, .
the programmed form can get quite
complicated.
Radio Shack's Color Logo offers Doo-

dle, for children too young to read or to
type accurately, and programmed Logo.
The $49.95 Program Pak requires at
least 16K of memory; the $99 disk, at
least 32K.

Stephen B. Gray

Special driver programs, available at
no cost, are required to operate the
16Y2-pound card reader, via serial 110
ports, with TRS-80 computers.

Color Logo
Perhaps you've heard that Logo is a

graphics program for children that al-
lows them to draw figures easily. That is ....,~

Figure 1. The Radio Shack
<7R-510 card reader
uses a photoelectric

cell to read punched
or marked cards.
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TRS-80 Strings, continued ...
Doodle Logo

Doodle Logo requires putting a tem-
plate over the Color Computer key-
board, and uses all ten of the numeric
keys, for: clear, home, pen up, pen
down, right 45, left 45, forward 1,
forward 10, right 15, left 15.

At the beginning, a small rectangle
with a pointed end appears in the middle
of the screen. This cursor is called a tur-
tle; its shape can be changed, using the
SHAPE statement, to look more like a
real turtle, or like an airplane, or
whatever the user wishes.

The turtle can leave a track (in color),
or raise its tail (pen up) and not leave a
track. It moves forward, either one or
ten units, or turns left or right, 15 or
45 degrees. With this. limited set of
commands, some fairly complicated
drawings can be made.

Multiple turtles, dozens of them, can
be created to draw several figures at the
same time, or to draw different parts of
one complex figure.

self again and again. This is the same
idea as nested subroutines. The result
looks like a many-spoked wheel (Figure
5).

TO FOUR
BOX
BOX
BOX
BOX

END
which can be further simplified:
TO FOUR

REPEAT 4 (BOX)
END

so that when you call the FOUR proce-
dure, it automatically repeats the BOX
procedure four times, generating the
same four rectangles as in Figure 4.

To make a more complex figure,
based on the set of four rectangles, sup-
pose we make Logo repeat the set sev-
eral times, but rotated to the right each
time, to make a step-and-repeat pattern.

This is simple in Logo; just add an-
other procedure that repeats the FOUR
procedure, but a few degrees clockwise
each time:
TO MANY

REPEAT 10 (FOUR RT 9)
END
Call the MANY procedure, and it

calls FOUR, which repeats BOX four
times, turns the cursor nine degrees
clockwise (to the right), then repeats it-

Logo Variables
Instead of specifying variables within

a procedure, the user can do so when
calling the procedure, by naming the
variable and preceding it with a colon.
Thus the procedure:

TO SQUARE :SIDE
REPEAT 4 (FD :SIDE RT 90)

END
is called with the name SQUARE plus a
number that the procedure will use for
the length of the side. SO

SQUARE 40
when used with the procedure, will draw
a square that is 40 units to a side. Logo
takes the 40, stores it as :SIDE, and uses
it when that name comes up in the body
of the procedure.

More than one variable can be speci-
fied, to allow a procedure to be used for
a wider range of applications.

Turtle tracks can be colored, and can
change colors during the drawing of a
figure.

Programmed Logo
The Doodle commands have equiva-

lents in turtle graphics commands, for
keyboard programming. Type

FORWARD 40
and the turtle moves up the screen about
an inch and a half. The same effect is
achieved by typing FD 40.

In addition to FORWARD (FD),
RIGHT (RT), LEFT (LT), BACK
(BK), there IS

HIDETURTLE
to make the cursor invisible and

SHOWTURTLE
to bring it back.

A rectangle can be drawn (Figure 3)
by typing
TO RECTANGLE

FD 50 RT 90
FD 30 RT 90
FD 50 RT 90
FD 30

END
This is called a procedure; it requires

a name at the beginning and END at the
end. The procedure is typed in Edit
mode, and then, when Logo is put into
Run mode, typing RECTANGLE will
draw the figure.

Now comes the fun. Note that the tur-
tle has made only three right turns.
Therefore, at the end of the figure, the
turtle faces west. Enter RECTANGLE
again, and another rectangle is drawn, to
the left of the first one. Do this twice
more, and you have four rectangles
(Figure 4).

This can be simplified by adding an-
other procedure that calls RECTAN-
GLE four times. But first let's simplify
things by changing the name RECTAN-
GLE to BOX. So then we have:

Figure 3. Rectangle
drawn with seven

Logo turtle-graph-
ics commands.

Figure 4. Call the
RECTANGLE pro-
cedure four times,
and you get this

figure.
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Figure 5. Rotate the four-box figure and draw it every nine
degrees, and you get a complex-looking wheel.

Logo Recursion
In Color Logo, a procedure can call it-

self, which is recursion, a powerful tool.
The manual cites a clever example of
recursion by Hofstader in his book,
Godel, Escher, Bach: Hofstader's Law: It
always takes longer than yQU expect,
even when yQU take into. account
Hofstader's Law.

Some fantastic figures are easily
drawn using recursion, including a fan-
ciful TREE (with eight procedure lines),
a snowflake (with only four lines), and
an endless space-filling program (Figure
6) with only a dozen lines.

Printing Logo
Although you can save your proce-

dures- and/or print them out, Color
Logo has no. way of printing the graph-
ics created with your procedures. The
manual recommends taking photographs
of the screen, to save yQur figures. With
some tried and error, yQUcan get good
pictures, but the colors may nQt look as
good as they do.on the screen (Figure 7).

Radio Shack's manual for CQIQrLogo
is one of their better efforts, with 129
pages that spell out all the essentials,

Figure 6. This space-jilling figure is easily programmed in Logo,
using recursion.

including many more than described
here. Logo is a lot of fun to. use, es-
pecially in recursive procedures, where a-
few lines can create graphics you could
never figure Qut hQWto. do. with Basic,
unless yQU are Leo. Christopherson or
one of the other graphics geniuses.

The full Logo language barely fits
64K, so. it obviously doesn't fit into. the
CQIQrComputer memory.RadioShack's
CQIQrLQgQis limited to turtle graphics.
However, LQgQfor the Apple II, for in-
stance, has many highly useful features
not found in Radio. Shack's CQIQrLogo,
including numeric operations such as
arctangent, cosine, integer, rounding,
and square root, There are also. word
and list operators, conditional ex-
pressions, input/output statements, and
many other goodies, including facilities
to print turtle pictures.

If yQU are very much interested in
Logo, IQQkat the Apple version, It does
more, and costs more: $175.

Canyon Climber
Stay away from Radio. Shack's fiend-

ish game QfCanyon Climber (Figure 8) if
yQUvalue your sanity, because yQUcan't
possibly win. Even if you manage to

avoid all the mountain goats, climb all
the ladders, place the dynamite charges
at each end of the five bridges, and set
off the explosion, all this does is "rock
yQUinto. Indian Hills."

Although yQUmay have mastered the
coordination required to get through the
opening Crevasse part, Indian Hills is a
new challenge: if yQUfail to. jump over
just Qne arrow fired in your direction,
that's it; back to the Crevasse and the
mountain goats. Which means yQU get
very few chances to. practice jumping
over arrows, Unfair!

If you do manage to climb Indian
Hills, which yQUdon't have a chance in
a million of doing, yQU are "spirited
away to Eagle Cliffs," where yQUhave to.
jump from one plateau to another,
avoiding eagles. And even if you get to
the top, there is another %@&#!
mountain goat.

Don't spend $34.95 on this game un-
less yQUare a confirmed masochist.

Doubleback
Radio. Shack's Doubleback (Figure 9),

for one or two players, is basically easier
than Canyon Climber, but requires

Figure 7. This colorful figure, created by
repeating a simple pattern, would be
difficult to reproduce with a printer.

Figure 8. Canyon Climber is a game for
the expert or the masochist.

Figure 9. In Doubleback, Player Two is
trying to circle the cherries, while learn-
ing to use the joystick.
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TRS-80 Strings, continued ...
considerable one-handed joystick skill-
fullness rather than arrow-key ambi-
dexterity. The emphasis here is on
two-dimensional movements.

The basic idea is simple: objects ap-
pear on the screen, and you use a joy-
stick to circle them. If you manage to
form a complete loop around an object
with your trail, you get points, which
vary with the object, and the objects dis-
appear from the screen.

The catches are several: the trail fades
quickly, so you have to move fast; if you
hit three objects, the game is over; and
as you complete the loop around an ob-
ject, you lose full control of the trail for
a moment, so you may hit another object
you thought you were about to circle.

Several strategies help you stay in this
$19.95 game for at least 10,000 points.
The main one is to always keep the joy-
stick at the outside edge of its travel (its
maximum loop speed, which provides
the longest trail), and play by moving
the joystick around the circumference of
its largest circle. As you get near an ob-
ject, speed up, and you can turn a very
tight loop around an object, or spiral in
on it if it is one of the moving objects.
The other strategy is more obvious: stay
on the periphery of the game field until
an object pops into play; otherwise, you
may hit it.

Long after you have given up playing
Canyon Climber (unless you are a
World-Class gamer), you will be playing
Doubleback, trying again and again to
beat your opponent, or, if playing alone,
trying for 100,000 points, then 200,000,
then ...

Color Graphics Pak
For $39.95 you can get a marvelous

Program Pak for the Color Computer
that lets you create charts and graphs as
easily as possible. You can display them

on the screen in color, or print them in
black-and-white on a dot matrix printer,
or on a four-color graphics printer. You
can also photograph the screen and
make slides for presentations.

Graphic, which requires a 16K Color
Computer with Extended Color Basic,
provides all the popular formats: vertical
or horizontal bar charts, pie charts, and
line charts. You can label the lines used
in the graphs with a key "legend." You
can save your charts on cassette tape.

The 76-page manual provides a great
deal of information. Several sample ses-
sions lead you through the creation of
various types of charts. The program it-
self is menu-driven, to help you create
charts and graphs in as little time as
possible.

Extra-wide charts can be printed over
two sheets of paper on the dot matrix
printers. Extra-tall charts can be printed
over two sheets of paper on a color
graphics printer.

Pie Charts
Using menus, you type in the title of

your pie chart, how many slices in your
pie, the size and name of each, and that
is all you have to do before the chart is
displayed (Figure 10). The black-and-
white dot-matrix printout doesn't do jus-
tice to the handsome screen display in
color. .

That is all, and in only a few minutes,
if you accept all the various defaults. If
you prefer, you can offset a slice (move it
out of the pie), shade any or all slices,
change the colors used, or display the
chart in low resolution, although the
text is not very legible in lo-res.

The pie is displayed, with a legend at
the lower right, showing what percent-
age of the pie each slice takes up. If you
wish, you can edit the program to
change the text or the display.

For example, you can switch from a
reference letter in each slice to a line
drawn from the description of each slice
to that slice. You can delete the percent-
ages, and so on.

Bar Charts
You have a choice of vertical or hori-

zontal bar charts, showing one or several
items per period (Figure 11).

To compare a printout with the hand-
some screen display, compare Figure 11
with the photo in Figure 12, which
shows monthly stock prices.

Graphic automatically assigns dif-
ferent colors to the bars, but you can
specify the colors yourself. If you show
several items per period, meaning sev-
eral bars next to each other, Graphic dis-
plays alternating shaded and unshaded
bars, but you can overrule this too.

C'T .""TE"_I H IJ. E t·~~~CIL L t'1E t·~T

,' •...
j::.::
z: 150(1(1-+.--1.-....11--+-+--+-w..-=t
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i- 1(1~J0j.)-+_"-+_+_-+'-I-_-+'_en

EHJIICiET 5000··-1---+4--1-1>----11--
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E 9~'~ EtHEPTA ItU'1EtH Figure 10. For emphasis, slice D of this
pie chart is offset and shaded; any other
slice (or all) can be offset and/or shaded.
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Figure 11. The 1979 bar is shaded to
emphasize the low enrollment for that
year.
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Figure 12. As this photo shows, the
Graphics Pak displays are suitable for
making slides for presentations.

Line Charts
A line chart is a graph of points (val-

ues) connected by a line. You can make
the points small or large, with nine
choices of size, and in any of four colors.

Either single-line or multi-line charts
can be drawn. Theoretically, you can
have 255 lines in a chart, but beyond six
or eight, it is hard to differentiate one
line from another, and the chart looks
cluttered.

Key legends can be added in a corner
of a multi-line chart (or a multi-group
bar chart), shaded to show which line
(or bar) is which. The manual goes into
much detail on this, since a variety of
key legends is offered.

Displaying/Printing Charts
Any of the charts can be displayed in

four-color lo-res (with three-color shad-
ing), or two-color hi-res (with three-
color shading), or printed in black and
white with three types of shading, or
with a four-color graphics printer.

Here again the manual goes into great
detail, because of the options available.
Image Size Reduction permits reducing
the screen image to a half, quarter, or
eighth of the original size. This is useful
when building charts that are larger
than the size of the hi-res screen.

Company logos (or trademarks or slo-
gans) can be added to chart displays,
and the manual shows in detail how to
create them, by combining text of vary-
ing sizes with points, lines, rectangles,
arcs, circles, etc.

If your company, school, or publica-
tion needs charts and graphs, Graphic is
a program to consider. You might even
be able to make some money as a free-
lance computer artist, by creating color
slides for business presentations, in
much less time than it takes to assemble
them by hand. For fast slide-making,
Polaroid has an AutoProcessor that pro-
duces slides, in less than five' minutes,
directly from Polachrome 35-mm color
film, and costs less than $100. m
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.Imagine harnessing the full potential
of your home computer system!

CREATIVECOMPUTING's IDEA-
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i' motion to help you diSG:overyour.
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Orders Toll-Free 800-523-0725: in PA: 215-387-1500
4005 Chestnut Street, Phila., PA 19104

Dealer Inquiries Invited
CIRCLE 144 ON READER SERVICE CARD

5%" 'single "read/write" head
disk drives can immediately double
diskette storage space by using 1\'11111£1}
I\'IITCH1or II. The back of a single sided
diskette is burnished. To use it you
need a "write enable notch, " and some
also need in addition, an "index hole."
1\'111111,1}I\'IITL'III and II are precision
engineered tools designed exclusively
for this purpose.

1\'III1IUi I\'IITCH I
(Cuts square Write Enable Notch) For users of
Apple, Franklin, Atari, Commodore and most
other soft sectored systems.

only $14.95 each
add $1.50 each P&H / ($4.50 foreign P&H)

1\'11111£1} I\'IITCH II
(Cuts square Write Enable Notch and % inch round
"index hole") for owners of IBM, TRS 80 I & III,
Osborne, Kaypro and others needing "index
hole", and all other "hard sectored" systems.

only $21.90 each
add $2.50 each P&H / ($6.50 each foreign P&H)

'Florida Residents Add 5% Sales Tax'

• IT'S A MONEY SAVER! •
Sold at leading computer and office supply stores in your area.

Dealer inquiries are invited.

ORDER TODAY!
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:

i\"'I"'J'J i\"'T'~lI ™
DIVISION OF CORTRAN INTERNATIONAL

4211 N.W. 75 TERRACE • DEPT 5 4' LAUDERHILL, FL 33319
PAT PEND All TRADEMARKS ARE ACKNOWLEDGED

CIRCLE 146 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Apple is a registered trademark
of Apple Computer. Inc.
Applesoft in ROM required
for floating Point Math and
HiRes Graphics

Manufacturing licences for the popular
Australian designed Micro Bee computer
have recently been granted to many com-
panies throughout the world.
MYTEK Computing is the largest and
most respected producer of software for
the Micro Bee Computer.
MYTEK Computing invites dealers to
sample its large and extensive range of
Micro Bee Software.
Micro Bee users are also invited to reo
quest to be included on MYTEK Corn-
puting's free mailing list. Catalogues are
air-mailed regularly to all parts 'of the
world.

ii!~l~~i:(
I Kent Street, Bieton, 6157, Perth, Western Australia

Telephone: (09) 330 7336

CIRCLE 179 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Competition from PCjr., Macintosh,
proDos,' and Recovering Deleted Files

Apple
Cart
Welcome to another Cart! Some im-

portant dates-Seymour Papert, Logo's
father was born on March 1, 1928;Adam
Osborne turns 45 on the sixth. And on
March 13, 1970,Digital Equipment Corp.
(DEC) announced the POP-ll minicom-
puter. By 1980 PDP architecture is the
most widely used by minis. This month, a
discussion on IBM vs. Apple; will the
PCjr. eat away at the Apple lIe? Also, a
brief look at Macintosh; a review of
proDOS, Apple's new operating system;
questions answered, and three short utility
programs.

IBM Takes Aim
Let's face it. The Apple II is the

Model T of computing. It has become
the prototype for home and office
computers. Since the Apple I, every
manufacturer has had to take the Apple
into account when designing a machine.
The question has been "How can we
make it better than an Apple?" not
"How can we make a computer?"
IBM recently released a new PC, the

PC jr. In anticipation of the announce-
ment, Apple Computer shares have
dropped from a high of 631/4 to the low
20s. Is there any need to worry? Can Big
Blue sink Apple? Will the Apple II go
the way of the Texas Instruments
99/4A?
At first glance, the fear is not without

basis. As we were eagerly waiting for
IBM to announce the PC jr., Texas In-
struments left the home computer mar-
ket after losing over $600 million in a
futile effort to gain a market share. Os-
borne has declared Chapter 11, and Vic-
tor Technology and Fortune Systems are
cutting back on personnel and manufac-
turing. And at press time, Coleco still
had not delivered one Adam to stores.

Stephen Arrants

The shake-out is here and many people
are frightened. As bleak as it looks, Ap-
ple will not only survive; it may thrive.
Why do I believe that? Inside

information? Tarot cards? No, just a
calm look at certain facts. The Apple II
line (II, II +, lIe), the bread-and-butter
of the company, almost totally controls
the critically important education mar-
ket. It is an excellent machine for
controlling experiments in schools, lab-
oratories, and factories at a relatively

1984 is an important
and exciting year of
transition for Apple.

low cost. There is also a vast body of
educational software available for it.
Apple. is the home computer. Most

unbiased observers agree that an Apple
is still the ideal home unit. Why? The
software library for the Apple is huge.
After all, designers and authors have
been writing for the Apple for years. It
will take a long, long time for a similar
amount and variety of software to be
available for the PC jr.
The Apple software library continues

to grow, too. New word processors,
spreadsheets, database systems, etc. are
constantly being added to the gigantic
Apple collection.

One of the most important-and
fun-things about owning a computer is

sharing the experience with others. With
1.5 million Apple lIe owners as a base
and unofficial sales force, the machines
are selling almost faster than Apple can
produce them. At the moment (Novem-
ber of '83) Apple is selling slightly more
than 500,000 Apple lIe's per year. It is
expected that IBM will sell slightly
fewer. The number of lIe owners cou-
pled with the number of II and II +
owners makes a potent market. I can al-
ways find another Apple owner to share
programs or techniques with. How
many PC jr. owners will be able to make
that claim by this time next year?
Yet despite my optimism, 1984 is an

important and exciting year of transition
for Apple. This is the year of Macintosh.
What role will Lisa's little brother Pla.y?
As the PC jr. looms over Apple, Mac-
intosh will loom over the mEket for
IBM and IBM compatibles. U til Mac-
intosh enters the market, Ap le stock
will be sluggish. If Mac can do hat Ap-
ple promises at the expected low price,
we will know whether Apple Computer
will maintain its leadership in a volatile
market or is just marking time.

I think IBM made a crucial mistake in
announcing the PC jr. before it could de-
liver. Since the announcement of the PC
jr., lIe sales have heated up. If this trend
continues, supplies of the lIe could be
very short. That could be a problem.
However, John Sculley, who joined Apple
from Pepsi-Cola, is a marketer with few
equals! He may be able to cut through
the prpblems and keep Apple ahead of
any mjrketing problems.

Stillr the IBM challenge' is nothing to
be brushed away. IBM is big and is
mercilbss when dealing with the com-
petition. One point that Apple has to
overcome is the IBM brand name. To
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Apple Cart, cqntinued ...

"

A~ple lIe Macintqsh Lisa

Microprocessor 6502 68000 68000
O/S DOS 3.3 MAC ,LISA

Optional proDOS MS-DOS MS-DOS
Memory 64-128K 12&K- 1Mb
Disk Storage 5%" 3%" 3%"

Optional Hard disk Hard Disk Hard disk
Color? . Yes No No

.. . Resolution Regular-monitor Bit-Mapped Bit-Mapped ...
display

Keyboard Full-size Full-size Full-size
Special Features Mouse Mouse
Expansion Internal slots External Bus External bus
Price: $1995 (bundled $2495 $9995 (bundled

system) system)
Software Apple & Apple & Apple &

third party third party third-party
~omp.atible CP/M MS-DOS MS-DOS.

At press time, it is expected that' the Apple lIe will be unbundled and that the
price of the main unit willdrop with the introduction of the Macintosh. Lisa is
available at a lower price without software.

many people, IBM equals computers.
The Apple lIe may a Model T, but the
IBM PC is seen as a Silver Shadow.

Apple must contend with thenew fea-
tures of the PC jr., such as its infrared
keyboard. Using this keyboard, a user
can activate the PC jr. from almost arty
direct line location in the room. Then
again, who really wants to pay for the
ability to sit 10 feet away from your
computer? Are binoculars included with
the keyboard? The infrared keyboard is
fundamentally unimportant.

The PC jr. does not have the advanced
features of either the lIe or the PC. The
PC jr. keyboard is certainly nothing to
get excited about. A Chiclet keyboard
for your IBM? C'mon! That's like an
automobile with a lawn chair for a driv-
er's ·seat. The PC jr. has only one disk
drive. The lie can handle many more,
and with the release of proDOS, better
hard disk storage is available. Memory
expansion is limited to 128K. No one
will be bringing Lotus 1-2-3 files home
from the office to run on the jr. No, on
features the lIe wins hands down. Even
at its higher .price, the lIe still otTers
more performance per dollar.

Apple didn't get where it is entirely by
luck or chance. Jobs and Wozniak cre-
ated the personal computer of the past
and their company is busy creating the
personal computer of the future. Future
efforts of IB~ may slow Apple down;
they certainly have in the past. But Ap-
ple is here to stay. To use a phrase from
another industry, "There's an Apple in
your future." And also in IBM's.

Can Macintosh Make It?
Related to this is the problem of the

Macintosh. The chart lists the specifica-
tions of the Macintosh as compared to
the lIe and Lisa. Can Apple sell a ma-
chine like the Macintosh? For one thing,
Apple fanatics like me won't be junking
the lIe in favor of the Mac.

You can't run proDOS or DOS 3.3
based software on Macintosh. It has no
color, and the expansion possibilities are
limited. Then there is the price. With the
Macintosh expected to sell for around
$2495, Lisa at around $5000 (unbundled
of software), arid the lIe fully configured
for $1995, there will be much confusion
and hesitation.

Will businesses go for Macintosh in-
stead of Lisa? How does the Macintosh
affect the Apple III market? These are
tough questions that Apple must pon-
der. In their rush to get Macintosh to
market, they may end up shooting them-
selves in the foot. It will be interesting to
see what happens with Macintosh.

Drexel University has ordered 3000
units for students. Since it will run MS-
DOS, it is compatible with the IBM PC.
Still, .one can't help wondering if the
Macintosh will turn out to be Apple's
Edsel. We'll have an in-depth review of
the Macintosh in an upcoming issue.

proDOS Arrives-W9rth The Wait?
During the summer of 1983, Apple re-

leased to developers a new operating sys-
tem for the Apple Il called proD OS,
Professional Disk Operating System.

For the most part, proDOS com-

mands are compatible with DOS 3.3.
There are some changes and improve-
ments, however. Most, but not all,
Applesoft programs will run without
modification.

ProDOS will not support Integer Ba-
sic in any form, ami almost all assembly
language programs will require extensive
modification to run. Any commercial
software written under DOS 3.3 will
have to be run under DOS 3.3. The copy
protection schemes used make them
incompatible with proDOS .

ProDOS requires 64K RAM, its files
are not compatible with DOS 3.3, and
you need a special program to initialize
disks. That's the bad news. .

The advantages outweigh any dis-
advantages, however. Type a dash fol-
lowed by a file name and it will be RUN,
BRUN, or exsced. The STORE command
saves the current values of the variables
of a program, and RESTORE places them
in the same or a ditTerent program.

When using DOS 3.3, you must clear
long Basic programs out of high-
resolution graphics memory yourself;
proD OS does it automatically. CHAIN is

creative computlRd
......SOFrWAREPRPFlLE

Name: proD OS
Type: Operating System
Sy~te~: Apple II, 64K
Fermat: Disk
Sumlllary: Apple's new,

improved OS.
Price: $5Q, free with purchase of

Disk U . .
Manufacturer:

Apple Computer
20525 Mariani Ave.
Cupertino, cA, 95014

available for use in Applesoft, whereas
it will work only with Integer Basic
programs under DOS 3.3.

File structure and use are similar to
the Apple III SOS. SOS-based data disks
can be read on the II by proDOS, al-
though program files cannot, since the II
and III use ditTerent Basics.

The most significant ditTerence ap-
pears with hard disks. Under DOS 3.3 a
hard disk had to be initialized to re-
semble 30 or more floppies, each having
a different volume or drive number.
ProDOS treats a hard disk as one disk
which may contain up to 32 Mb, with it
single file limit of 16 Mb. Creating files
larger than 128K is almost impossible
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$34.95: Ineludes P~k~Pokes AN 0 TipsIT ricks Charts.

2-WA Y SCROL,LlNG: Listings &. Catalogs scroll
Up AND Down, making file names and program
lines much easier to access. Change the Catalog or
List scroll-direction at will, with Apple's Arrow keys.

80-COLUMNCOMPATIBLE: All features sup-
port lie and most other so-coturnn cards.
BETT.~R ••1ST FORMAT: Each program state-
ment lists on a new linefor FAST program tracing &
de-bugging. Printer-compatible; any column-width.

VARIABLE-PISPLA Y: Displays all of a pro-
gram's strings and variables with current values.

CROSS-RII;::FERENCE: Sorts and displays line
numbers where each variable & string appears.

AUTO-LINE-NUMBER, Hex/Dec Converter, bet-
ter Renumber/Append, Program Stats, Change
Cursor, Space-On-Disk. GPLEIPronto compatible.

PRONTO-DOS r-----,-I111!--------
HIGH-SPEED DOS / DOS-MOV· E UTlL'ITY I 0 Alpha Plot $39.50 0 Frame-Up $29.50o Apple Mechanic 29.50 0 GPLE . . . . . . .. . 4995

ALPHA PLO
'T by TOM WEISHAAR· I 0 A.M.Typefaces 20.00 0 ProntoDOS . . . 29:50

o Beagle Bag 29.50 0 Silicon Salad 24.95
. . $29.50: Includes ·Peeks & Pokes Chart I 0 Beagle .BASIC 34.95 0 Tip Disk #1 20.00

HI-RES GRAPHICSI'TExT UTIUTY TRIPLES THE SPEED of disk access and frees 0 DlskOulk 29.50 DUtility City 29.50
by BERT KERSEY and JACK CAssiDY I 0 DOS Boss. . .. . .. 24.00 0

10,000 bytes of extra memory by moving DOS. 0 Double-Take. . 34.95 0 ADD ME to mailing list.
$39.50: Includes Peeks/Pokes Chart & Tip Book #4. Function Normal Pronto I 0. Flex Type 29.50 0. ALREADY ON mall list.

DRAW IN HI-RES on both Apple "pages" using BLOAD HI-RES IMAGE 10 sec. 3 sec. I AT YOUR APPLE DEALER NOW!
easy keyboard commands OR paddies/joystick. LOAD 60-SECTOR PROGRAM 16 sec. 4 sec. I Or order directly from Beag.ieBros~
Pre-view lines before plotting. Solid or mixed colors SAVE 50-SECTOR PROGRAM 24 sec. 9 sec. ~
& Reverse (background-opposite) drawing. FAST BLOAD LANGUAGE CARD 13 sec. 4 sec. I" C!C- . I'll
one-keystroke circles, boxes & ellipses,filled orout- (Text Files: No Change) I(f)w~ .. ' VISA :r: ~ .....
lined. Add text for graphs & charts. All pix Save-able Boot the Pronto disk or your updated disks, created ~ ~
to disk, to be called from your Applesoft programs. with the normallNIT command. Compatible with all Ig V'isaiMasierCard oreOD, call To"LL-FREE
COMPRESS HI-RII;::S DATA to 1/3 disk space DOS Commands, GPLE, Double-Take, DOS Boss, lCl.

w
-Orders only / ALL 50 STATES / 24 Ho..urs a Day

(average) allowing more hi-res pictures per disk. DiskOuik and almost all unprotected programs.
MANIPULATE IMAGES: Superimpose any two MOVE DOS to your Language Card, RAM Card, 1~1·800·227·3800 ext. 1607
images, or RE-LOCATE any rectangular section of or standard Apple lie upper 16K, freeing up 10,000 I~-~O:::-R~m~a~il-"U"".S"'·."'C""he~c~k~,M-on~e~y~-O~r~d~er~o~r~V~is~aJ~M~.c~-'-#-
any dravying anywhere on either hi-res page EXTRA BYTES of memory for your programs. I~ to BEAGLE BROS, 7th Floor
HI-RES TYPE: Add text to your pictures with 15 EXTRA SECTORS per disk. Catalog Free- 0 4315 SIERRA VIS
adjustable character-size and large-character color. Space displayed every time you catalog a disk. I~ TA, SAN DIEGO, CA 92103
T.ype anywhere with no Htab/Vtab limits. Type TYPE COMMAND ("TYP 18 Add Sl.50First Clas; Shipping. Any-Size Order.- E filename") prints con- u, Overseasadd S4.00COD add S3.o0.California add 6'"

_s~'d:e;W~B~y_s_to_o_,_fO_r_g~r_a~p_h_S_I_n_c_lu_d_e_s_T~iP~B_O_O_k_#_4_.~~_t_e_~:s~0:f:s:e:q:ue:n~t:ia:I~T:e:~~R:~:s~o:n~sc:r:e:en~o:r~p:ri~n:~:r:.~~a ALLORDERSSHrnpED~~ErnATEL~
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.•..£••••\ GPLE
'\'..- GLOBAL PROGRAM UNE EDITOR

by NEIL KONZEN

$49.95: Includes Peeks/Pokes Chart & Tip Book #7.

A CLASSIC APPLE PROGRAM EDITOR
GPLE lets you edit Applesoft program lines FAST
without awkward cursor-tracing and "escape editing".

INSERT & DELETE: GPLE works like a word
processor for Applesoft program lines. You make
changes instantly by jumping the cursor to the
change point and inserting or deleting text. No need
to trace to the end of a line before hitting Return.

GLOBAL SEARCH & REPLACE: Find any
word or variable in your programs, FAST. For
example, find all lines containing a GOSUB, or edit
or delete all lines with REM statements, or all occur-
rences of any variable. Replace any variable, word
0; ch?racte,r with any other. For example, change all
X s to ABC s, or all "Horse" strings to "Cow"

80-COL~MN COMPATIBILITY: All edit & glo-
bal features support Apple lie aO-column cards and
most 80-column cards on any Apple lie, 11+or II.

DEFINABLE ESC FUNCTIONS: Define ESC
plus any key to perform any task. For example,
ESC-1 can catalog drive 1, ESC-L can do a "HOME:
LIST", ESC-N could type an entire subroutine ...
Anything you want, whenever you want.

GPLE DQS MOVER: Move DOS and GPLE to
Language Card (or lie upper 16K) for an EXTRA
10,000 Bytes (10K) of programmable memory.

Plus APPLE TIP BOOK #7: Learn more about
your Applel Includes all new GPLE tips and tricks.

UnLITYCITY
21 PROGRAMMING UTIL1liES'

by BERT KERSEY

$29.50: Includes Peeks/Pokes Chart & Tip Book #3
LIST FORMATTER prints each program state-
ment on a new line. Loops indented with printer
Page Breaks. A great Applesoft program de-bugger.

MULTI-COLUMN CAT ALOGS, with or without
sector and file codes. Organize your disk library.

INVISIBLE and trick catalog file names. Invisible
functioning commands in Applesoft programs too.
MUCH MORE: 21 utilities, including auto-post
Run-number & Date in programs, alphabetize/store
info on disk, convert dec to hex or lnt to FP, protect
and append programs, dump text to printer ...
LEA~N PROGRAMMING: List-able programs
and informative documentation. Includes Tip Book
#3. Hours of good reading & Applesoft experiments.

ALL BEAGLE DISKS ARE
UNLOCKED,COPYABLE
AND COMPATIBLE WITH
APPLE II, 11+A"D lIe.*

(Oon't Settle for Less!)
.* DISKOUIK requires Apple lie.

"APPLE" is a Registered Trade Mark of You-Know-Who.

BEAGLE BASIC
APPLESOFT ENHANCER

by MARK SIMONSEN

$34.95: Includes PeeksiPokes Chart & Tip Book #6.
Requires Apple lie (OR 11/11+with RAM Card).

RENAME ANY APPLESOFT COMMAND or
Error Message to anything you want. For program
clarification, encryption/protection or even foreign
translation. Plus add optional NEW COMMANDS:
ELSE follows If-Then statements, like this:
IF X=2 THEN PRINT "YES": ELSE PRINT "NO"

HSCRN reads color of any hi-res dot for collision
testing. SWAP X,Y exchanges 2 variables' values.
New TONE command writes music with no messy
pokes & calls SCRL scrolls text in either direction.
TXT2 lets Text Page 2 act exactly like Page 1

PLUS: GOTO & GOSUB may precede variables,
as In "GOSUB FIX" or "GOTO 4+X". Escape-mode
Indicated by special ESC CURSOR. Replace awk-
ward Graphics screen-switch pokes with 1-word
commands. Change ctrl-G Beep to any tone.
INVERSE REMS too! All GPLE compatible.

1 FOR S~768TO 773: READ Ac
POKE S,AcNEXT: POKE 232,0:
POKE233,3:DATA 1,0,4,0,5,0

2 HGR2:FORR~OTO192>ROT~R:
SCALE~96:XDRAW1AT ,40,95:
SCALE~30:XDRAW1AT 140,95:
S~PEEK(49200):NEXT:RUN

I ••.,\ DlSKQUIK
•••:......... DISK DRIVE EMULATOR
'\'~ by HARRY BRUCE and GENE HITE

$29.50: Includes Peeks & Pokes Chart
Requires Apple lie with Extended 80-column Card.

ACTS LIKE AQISK DRIVE in Slot 3, but much
faster, quieter, more reliable and $350+ cheaperl
Enioy the benefits of a 2nd (or 3rd or 4th ...) drive at
less than 1/1Qth the price. Catalogs normally with.
"CATALOG, S3" command, Load & Save any kind
of files into RAM with normal DOS commands.

SILENT AND FAST: Since no moving parts are
Involved, DlskOuikoperates silently and at super-
high speeds. See it to believe it. Your Apple lie's
Extended 80-column Card (required) can hold
about half the amount of data as a 5 '/4' floppy disk'
MANY USES: For example, auto-load often-used
files like FIDetc., etc., into RAM when you boot up,
so they are always available when you need them,
Copy files from RAM onto disk and vice versa just
as if a disk drive were connected to slot #3. ' .

FRIENDLY & CQM'PATIBLE with so-column
display, GPLE, ProntoDqS, and all normal Apple-
soft and DOS commands and procedures. Will not
interfere with Apple lie "Double Hi-Res" graphics.

GOTO any Software Store for Beagle
If they are out of a particular disk, '''.''mho,

I
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InA+
=our new publi-

cation catering to the enor-
mous market of Apple owners,
users and buyers.
In Computers 6. Electronics-the
"grandfather" of them all and
the largest circulating computer
magazine in the world also pro-
vides monthly coverage of all
forms of electronic equipment.
In Creative Computinq -the
number one magazine of com-
puter applications and software.
In Digital Heview -The foremost
magazine devoted to serving the
fast-growing DEC microcom-
puter community.
In Microsystems -an advanced
journal for microcomputer pro-
fessionals who need high-level
information.
In PC -the "must-read" maga-
zine for IBM Personal Computer
owners, users, and buyers.
In PC Tech Journal-where more
sophisticated and influential
IBM users find ways to stretch
their systems to new technologi-
callimits. .

Our computer magazine group
lets you talk to your prospects
selectively in classified ads
and/ or directory listings that
can be yours for as little as $2.00
per word! Why not run in a
combination of our magazines
next month-and enjoy high
response?
Phone us now for rates, sizes,
and ad options by title.

Classified Advertising
ZIFF-DAVIS PUBLISHING COMPANY
Consumer Computers &
Electronics Magazine
Division

Apple Cart, continued ...
under DOS 3.3. Such large files are often
required for sophisticated database and
spreadsheet operations, however. New
data file size is almost limitless with
proDOS.

The file structure is hierarchical. In
other words, one disk can have many
directories, each leading to another level.
.The main level holds 51 files and one
directory file. The directory file is
accessed to read the sub-levels.

For example, let's say you are just
starting up, and want to use a word
processor with a specific set of print val-
ues, a specific text file, and a specific
glossary file. Instead of booting the word
processor, and then loading each file,
you would just type the pathname-
/WORD/FEBCART /PRT.CART /
CARTGLOSS. Everything would load
at once (or almost, given the speed of
hard disks). The use of path names
speeds up disk access and program use.

Two readers have
complained that when
using AppleWriter lie
with large text files,
letters are lost when

typing.

Unlike the way this operates in the Ap-
ple Pascal Operating System, you don't
have to know what you are looking for
before you find it.

File names are limited to 15 charac-
ters under proDOS. A pathname is lim-
ited to 64 characters. Filenames can't
include anything other than letters,
numbers, or a period. Spaces cannot be
used in file names. That is about the only
mistake Apple has made with proPOS.
Why this was changed is a mystery.
Why make files more confusing?

ProD os is much faster than DOS 3.3
and a bit faster than DOS speed-up
utilities. When an extended memory card
is installed, proDOS automatically uses
it as RAM-disk memory. It also time
and date stamps files if a clock is
present.

Your disk controller card works as is;
no changes are required, and it uses the
same hardware as DOS 3.3. ProDOS is a
useful product and a major develop-
ment. But you shouldn't worry about
replacing DOS 3.3 with proDOS right
away. Both will continue to be sup-
ported by Apple and by independent
software developers. In time, proDOS
will replace DOS 3.3, however. Already,
Apple is shipping proDOS with disk

drives, and DOS 3.3 is an option. But
you already have DOS 3.3 on your own
disks. And if you just bought an Apple,
it is probably on at least one disk you
have.

Questions And Answers
I have received a few letters asking

how to transfer files from a TRS-80
Model 100 to an Apple. The technique
isn't as complex as you. might think.
John Anderson explained it in a previous
review. Here is all you need do: Attach a
cable from the Model 100 RS-232 port
to a serial card in your Apple. Run a
telecommunications program on the Ap-
ple and the Model 100 telecommunica-
tions program. Make sure the baud, bit,
and parity rates are set correctly and
download from the 100 to your Apple,
saving as a text file. That's it. Edit the
text file with a word processor and print
it out. Thanks, John.

Two readers have complained that
when using Apple Writer IIe with large
text files, letters are lost when typing.
This has happened to me, and I just
attributed it to my typing style or a key-
board problem. I now think that it may
be' a problem with Apple memory when
a large file is used. If so, this is a serious
bug in Apple Writer IIe. I have contacted
Apple, and they promised to get back to
me with an answer or solution.

Debbie Issaacs in Lincoln, NE wants to
know if there is a way to remove REM
statements from Applesoft programs
without using a text editor or word
processor. It is possible, and I know that
there are commercial utility programs
that do this. Can anyone write one of his
own? Send it in, and we'll publish it in
Apple Cart.

Well, the program to recover a deleted
file is all written. I am having some
problems debugging it, however. When
it recovers a file, it saves it as a 980-sec-
tor file. So, until it gets debugged, here
are three short programs. The first pro-
gram is really nothing more than two
pokes. When run, this program will give
a catalog of a disk, including deleted
files. They are highlighted by an inverse
character. The second program will
show the amount of free disk space, and
can be re-written for use inside other
programs. The third program writes a
text file of the Applesoft pointers,
HIMEM, End of Strings, Bytes, End of
Variables, LOMEM, End of Program and
Start of Program. RUN the program and
EXEC the file APPLE POINTS.

Next month: reviews of new books for
the lIe, third-party 80-column cards for
the lIe, a program to read individual
tracks and sectors, and what you can do
with that information. See you in
~cl. m
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Listing 1.
10 DS = CHRS (13) + CHRS (4)
20 HOME
30 POKE 34,9
40 POKE 44505,234: POKE 44506,234 REM --THIS WILL ALLOW DELETED FILES 'I'

o BE SHOWN.
50 PRINT "DELETED FILES WILL BE SHOWN WITH AN INVERSE CHARACTER TO 'I'

HE RIGHT.""
60 PRINT PRINT
70 PRINT "YOU CAN INCLUDE THESE POKES IN YOUR HELLO PROGRAM,"
80 PRINT PRINT
90 PRINT "OR POKE THEM IN AND INIT A DISK"
100 PRINT DS"CATALOG"

Listing 2.

10 REM THIS IS A ZERO==) O. THIS IS THE LETTER AFTER N==)O.
20 HOME
30 POKE 34,3
40 PRINT "THIS PROGRAM WILL SHOW THE AMOUNT OF FREE DISK SPACE": PRINT

"JUST TYPE CALL 768."
50 DS & CHRS (13) + CHRS (4)
60 FOR X = 768 TO 865: REM THIS AREA IS MEMORY PAGE 3 AND THE BLOCK AV

AILABLE AS FREE SPACE FOR USER PROGRAMS.
70 READ Y: POKE X,Y
80 NEXT
~O PRINT DS;"BSAVE FREE DISK,A768,L98"
100 POKE' 34,0
110 END
120 DATA 72,152,72,138,72,32,247,175,169,0, 133,68, 133,69,162,140,160,8

,189,242
130 DATA 179,10, 144,6,230,68,208,2,230,69,136,208,244,202,208;236,165,

69,240,16
140 DATA 56,165,68,233, 100,133,68,165,69,233,0, 133,69,232,16,236,32,14

2,253,160
150 DATA Z,138,32,70,174,ZOO,185,84,3,9,128,32,237,Z53,201,141,208,243

,104,170 .
160 DATA 104,16.8,104,96,32,70,82,69,69,32,83,69,67,84,79,82,83,141

\

Listing J.
10 OS = CHRS (13) + CHRS (4) :AS' = CHRS (34)
ZO PRINT OS; "OPEN APPLESOFT POINTS"
30 PRINT DS;"WRITE APPLESOFT POINTS"
40 PRINT "HOME" .
SO PRINT "PRINT"AS"APPLESOFT POINTS"AS
60 PRINT "PRINT"AS"103/104 = "AS" PEEK(103) + PEEK (104) "Z56"AS" STAR

T OF PROGRAM"AS
70 REM LOC 103 & 104 IS THE APPLESOFT TEXT TABLE POINTER
80 PRINT "PRINT"AS"105/10b = "AS" PEEK(105) + PEEK (106) "25b"AS" LOMEM: PTR"AS .
90 REM LOC 105 & 106 IS THE APPLESOFT VARIABLE TABLE TABLE POINTER
100 PRINT "PRINT"AS"107/108 = "AS" PEEK(107) + PEEK (108) "256"AS" END

OF VARIABLES"AS
110 REM LOC 107 & 108 IS THE APPLESOFT ARRAY TABLE POINTER
lZ0 PRINT "PRINT"AS"111/11Z = "AS" PEEK(III) + PEEK (1IZ) "ZH"AS" END

OF STRINGS"AS
130 REM LOC 111 & 112 IS THE APPLESOFT POINTER TO END OF STORAGE
140 PRINT "PRINT"AI"115/116 = "AI" PEEK(115) + PEEK (lib) "25b"AS" HIM

EM: PTR"Ai
150 REM LOC 115 & 116 IS APPLESOFT HIMEM POINTER
160 PRINT "PRINT"AI"175/176 = "AI" PEEK(175) + PEEK (176) "25b"AS" END

OF PROGRAM"AS
170 REM LOC 175 & 176 15 THE APPLESOFT POINTER TO THE END OF THE PROGRA

M.
180 PRINT "PRINT"AI"AVAILABLE MEMORY = "AS" (PEEK(II1>+PEEK(112)"Z5b)-(P

EEK(109)+PEEK(110)"25b)-I"AS" BYTES"AS
190 PRINT DS;"CLOSE APPLESOFT POINTS"
200 END

"Interface, disgrace!"
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Here's the book
you've been looking for!

THE CREATIVE ATARI
Whether you're an Atari beginner or a
seasoned expert, you really shouldn't be
without this extraordinarily useful guide
topractical Atari "how to" and lore.Youget
tutorials on Atari graphics, a discussion of
Atari memory concepts, programming
tips, programs and much more that will
help you make better use ofyour Atari. It's
written so that the average, non-expert
user who knows a little about BASICand
simple programming can easily develop
into a skilled Atari user. The contents of
this absorbing book have appeared as ar-
ticles, columns and tutorials in Creative
Computing, but have been thoroughly up-
dated and revised to insure maximum
learning ease.
The Creative Atari, edited by David Small,
Sandy Small and George Blank. 8\12" x 11",
softcover, illustrated. $15.95.

Atari is a registered trademark ofAtari, Inc.
For faster service

PHONE TOLL FREE: 800-631-8112
(In NTcall 201-540-0445)

rcREATiV~~p-;;;;;;~;;~ --;e-;~cl
39 East Hanover Avenue, Morris Plains, NJ 07950
Please send me copies of Creative Atari at
$15.95 each' plus $2 postage and handling. #18B.

Outside USA add $3 postage and handling charge.
'CA. NJ and NY State residents add applicable sales
tax.
o PAYMENT ENCLOSED "'- _

o CHARGE MY:o American Express 0 MasterCard 0 Visa

Card No. xp. Date __

Signature _

Mr./MrS./MS·--CCp"'le"'as"'e"'pr"'in7",r""uJ""ln"'a:::-me")------
Address -"pt. __

City _

State ip _
o Check here for FREE Creative Computing Catalog.

~~v~~= ~ ~k~ ~o~u~t~re. J



TO ORDER TOLL FREE
CALL US In PA 1·717· 327·1824

FOR ATARI
COMPUTERS
AT88S1 $299.00
AT88S2 $535.00
AT**S1 PD $439.00
RFD40S1 $399.00
RFD40S2 $675.00
RFD44S1 $449.00

HARD DISK
DRIVES for

APPLE IBM-PC
5MEG $1349.00
10MEG $1599.00
15MEG $1999.00
20MEG $2359.00

"Add S H) (){) lor TRS BO j),·\lI"-.

TEXAS
INSTRUMENT
Disk Drive ... $245.00

eting & Consultants

800-233-8760
TRAK DISK DRIVES

AT·01 $379.00
AT.02 $399.00
PRINTER CABLE $22.95

lor ATO·2 $22.95

RANA
DISK DRIVE

COMPUTER CARE
BIB
5'1. DISK DRIVE
CLEANER .

COMPUTER CARE
.$12.75

BLANK DISKETTES
ELEPHANT
Singi. Sid. SD·(10) .......• 17.75
Singi. Sid. DO (10) .......• 21 .75
Doubl. Sid. DO (10) '28.75

MAXELL
MD I(10) ..........•....... '28.75
MD II (10) '38.75

CERTRON CASSETTES
CC·l0 12 lor '15.99
CC·20 1210r ..............• 17.99

INNOVATIVE CONCEPTS
Disk Storage (holds 10) 14.95
Disk Storage (holds 15) '9.95
Disk Storage (holds 50) '28.95KIT. ..$19.75

RANA
DISK DRIVES

Elite 1. .... $295.00
Elite 2. . ... $449.00
Elite 3. ··5559.00

MICRO·SCI
A2. . call

..... 526.75

Tigers in the Snow $26.75
Cosmic Balance $26.75
Knights 01 ttte Desert. 526.75
Battle lor Normandy .. 526.75
Germany 1985. . .. $36.75

A40. .. call
A70.. . call

MUSE
Castle Wollenstein 520.75
Caverns 01 Frietag 520.75
Robot War. . . . $26.75

ENTAL
Home Accountant $51.75
Book 01 Apple Software. 516.75

BRODERBUNO
Bank Street Writer. $49.75
AE. .. 524.75
LODE RUNNER 0 $24.75
Choplilter. .. $24.75
David's Midnight $24.75

SPINNAKER
Kindercomp. .. $21.75
Story Machine 523.75
FaceMaker. . 523.75
Snooper Trooper 529: 75
Delta Orawing $34.75

EPYX
Temple 01 Apshai .
Star Warrior.
Crush. Crumble & Chomp

ADV~NTURE
Saga#1 Adventureland
Saga#2 Pirate Adventure.529.95
Saga#3 Secret Mission 529.95

Stone '1' Sisyphus.. . 524.95

ALIEN GROUP
Atari voice Box ...
Apple Voice Box.

commodore Kindercomp ..
Story Machine.

1212 Programmers Ad.544. 75
1213 Vicmon $44.75
Vic 20 dust cover.. . .. $6.99
V,C 64 dust cover.. . .$6.99

HES 64
Sound Box. .$9.95
64Forth . .. $55.75
HElsmon........ .. $25.75
Turtle Graphics $37.75
Heswriter .. _ $28.75
Gridrunner 519.75
4ttack 01 M C $22.75
Turtle Trainer.. .. $22.75
Turtle Tutor. $22. 75
Paint Brush $22.75
Benji $25.75
Home Manager. . $28.75
Time Money M9r $44.97
OmniCalc $33.75
Sword Point .$19.95

TIMEWORKS
INVENTORV '511.75
•••CCOUNTS REC .......•..• 511.75
•••CCOUNTS P•••V..........• 511.75
GENER •••L LEDGER '59.75
P•••VROLL '59.75
C•••SH FLOW '511.75
~LES •••N•••l VSIS '5i1. ni
ElEC. CHECKBooK '511.75
MONEY M•••N•••GER 'S9. 75
D"'T~ M•••NAGI;R ..........• 511.75
W~ll STREET '511. 75 Hes Modem. . ... $52.75

SYNAPSE ALIEN GROUP

BLUE MAX C/O ... .... $24.75 Voice Box 2 . $99.75

Ft. APOCALYPSE C/O .. $24.75 DON'T ASK

PHAROAH'SCURSEC/O .. $24.75 Sam " .. ".,,$41.75
Abuse ....... $15.95

FIRST STAR, Telea!ri. $27.95
Poker Sam .. 524.95

ASTRO CHASE C/O ... $22.75
BRISTOLS C/O ... $22.75
FLI P FLOP C/O ... .... $22.75 APX

3RMath. " .. 519.95
Typo Attack $24.95
Family BUdget $19.95
F. Cash Flow.. .. .. " .. $19.95

600XL $CALl,.
800XL for
1400XL.'.. Lowest
1450 .: ... Prices
1020 PRINTER.. . ..... NOW
1025 PRINTER... .. .. IN

.. STOCK
.. $SAVE$

BROOERBUNO
Bank Street Writer D $49.75
AE o.r...' · 524.75

Apple Panic 0 : 523.75
Choplilter ROM.. .. .. . $32.75

$24.75
$18.75

CARDCO
Cardprinter / La1. . 5499.00
Cardprint OM1 5109.00
5 Slot Expansion 64 554.00
64 Write NOW. . . $39.00
64 Mail NOW. . 529.00
2J Write NOW ..
64 Keypad.

...... 529.00
..... $29.00

Universal Casso Int $29.75
Printer Utility 519.75
6 Slot Expansion.. .. 579.95
3 Slot Expansion.. . 524 !t5
PRINTER INTERFACE $39.75
PRINTER INTERFACE with
lull 9raphics .

LIGHT PEN
.. .. 565.75

.. $29.75

GATEWAY TO
ASPHI R $28.75

JUMPMAN JR R $28.75
PIT STOP R $28.75
GATEWAY TO

551
Battle 01 Shilo C/O $26. 75
Tigers in. the Snow C/O $26.75
Battle lor Normandy C/O .. 526.75
Knigt>ts 01 the Desert C/O. $26.75
Cosmic Balance C/O $26.75

ON'LlNE
Frogger 524.95
Wizard & Prin 526.95

ROKLAN

Wizard 01 War. ..... 529.75
Gorf 529.75
Delux Invader. 527.95

BIG 5

SPIN R 64

FAce Maker
Snooper Trooper ...
Delta Drawing.
Shamus II c/d ..
Pinhead c/d

OUICK BROWN FOX
OBF Word Processor.

LJK

Letter Perlect .
Data Perfect. . .... $95.00
ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL

S. Adams Adventure ..... 528.75

VIC·64
Household Finance C/O.

VIC 20

Monkey Wrench 2

BROOERBUNO

LODE RUNNER 0 ..... $24.75
OPERATION

WIRlWINO 0 . $29.75
OROlO ..... $24.75

PARKER BROTHERS

Tutankham R. .,,$33.75
Super Cobra R .. .. $33.75
Astro Chase R.. . $33.75
Frogger R $33.75
OBert R . $33.75
Popeye R...... .. 533.75
Risk R " 542.75
Chess R 542.75

SPINNAKER
Story Machine R
Face Maker R ....
Kinderomp R .



.Lyco Computer Marketing &.Consultants
TO ORDER

CALL US In PA717-327-1824
TOLL FREE 800-233-8760

PRINTER

INTERFACING

PRINTER PAPER

AVAILABLE SAVE
Av~lIable lor IBM PC, Apple, Atari, Vie 20 & Vie 64

EPSON
LETTER QUALITY
SMITH CORONATP2 ... $449.00

DIABLO 630 ••$1719.00

ALPAHCOM 42 $89.00
ALPHACOM 81 $129.00
NEC 8023 $369.00
NEC 8025 $699.00
NEC PC-8200
COMPUTER $CALL

RX-80 $SAVE$
RX-80FT ON
FX·80 ........•....... In·Stoek
FX-l00.. .. .... EPSON
MX·80FT PRINTERS
MX·loo 55CALL55

MANNESMANN
TALLY

SPIRIT 80 5CALL
MT 160L ........•...... 5CALL

OKIDATA

on these
in-stock

8O 5SAVE5
82A.. . CALL 1o,
83A LOWEST
84 . .. PRICES
92 on these
93. .. .1 n·Stoek
PACEMARK 2350 .. PRINTERS

ATARI850

REPLACEMENTS

IN-STOCK

MODEMS
ANCHOR MARK I .. 579.00
ANCHOR MARK 11 .. 579.00
HAYES SMART ... 5239.00
HAYES MICRO II 5309.00

Micro Bit
MPP·l 000 5129.75

NOVATION
. $144.00

.......... ·5155.00

.. ·5115.00
. 5279.00

212 APPLE CAT.

CORDLESS
TELEPHONES
from ... $69.75

MONITOR
Sakata Ccjor 5229.00

Amdek Color I 5275.00
Amdek 300 Green. $149.00
Amdek 300 Amber. $149.00
Gorilla Green $99.00

DUST COVERS

800
400 ..
1200 .
410.
810 .

.... 53.99

.... 53.99
53.99
.53.99
.. 53.99

1050.... ...55.99
PROWRITER ... $5.99
GEMINI lOX..... ..55.99
PERCOM DISK... ..55.99
VIC 20/64 . .. ..... 55.99

CITOH
GORILLA GXl 00 $179.00
PROWRITER 8510 5339.00
PROWRITER II $659.00
8600 51 025.00
STARWRITER $1099.00
PRINTMASTER $14~9.00

STAR MICRONTICS
GEMINI 1ox 5269.00
GEMINI 15X 5CALL
DELTA10 .. 5479.00

HES 20
HES Writer .. 525.75
Shamus 525.75
Protector $25.75

HES MON Rom. 525.75
Turtle Graphics. 525.75

[LJEfmUM 1
AT8851 ..$299.00
RDF4451 $449.00

VIC 64/20

PACMAN 533.75
DONKEY KONG 533.75
DIG DUG 533.75
DEFENDER 533.75
CENTIPEDE $33.75

FIRST STAR 64

BRISTOLS CID $22.75
FLIP FLOP CID 522.75

SYNAPSE 64

ZEPPELIN CID 524.75
BLUE MAX CID 524.75
DIMENSION X CID 524.75

EPYX 64

ASPHI R. . 528.75
JUMPMAN JR R $28.75
PIT STOP R 528.75

APPI f DUMPIINC GX S99 7~
APPLE DUMPUNG 64 116 Buffet1S179 75

INFOCOM

Zork I. II. or III.

Deadline .

commodore
BRODERB!JND 64

BANK STREET
WRITER 549.75

CHOPLIFTER $24.75
LODE RUNNER 524.75
DROL 524.75

KOALATOUCHTABLET ... 569.75

GE M IN I 10 $269.00
IBM

......... 527.95
DONKEY KONG $27.95

............ $27.95

............ $27.95
CENTIPEDE $27.95

.. 599'-'5

.. 534.75
.... $34.75

......... 534. 75
·· 534.75

..... 534.75
........ $34.75

.......... $34.75
........... $34.75

.... $34.75
...... 534.75

............... 529.75
...... $29.75
..... 529.75
.... 529.75

·$29.75

APPLE

PACMAN 527.95
DONKEY KONG 527.95'
DIG DUG 527.95
DEFENDER 527 .95
CENTIPEDE

KOALATOUCHTABLET .. 569.75

.. 527.95

.... 534.75
..... $34.75
..... $34.75
.... 534.75

...... 534.75

KOALATOUCHTABLET .. 584.75

......................... 534.75
....... $34. 75

............ 534.75
.... 534.75
.... 534.75

..... 534.75

..... 534.75

........ 534.75
.... $34.75
.... 534.75
.... 534.75

..... 534.75
.... 534.75

...... $34.75
....... 534.75

48K RAM $75.00

64K RAM $99.00

ATARI WRITER ... $79.00

.$34. 75
.534.75

BUSINESS
VI.leale $159.75
Letter Perfect. . .. . . . . . $89.75
Letter Perfect. . . . . . . . . S89.75
Data Perfeet S89.75

TEXT WIZZARD ..
SPELL WIZZARD .

)I~
ATARI'File Manager....... ..$69.75

Home File Mgr '$69.75

Bookeeper..... .. $119.75
C.R.I.S 5199.75

VISA

CALL TOLL FREE

TO ORDER
Or seno o ro er to

POLICY

In-stock items shipped within 24 hours of order. Personal
checks require four weeks -clearance before shipping. No
cie po ei t on C.O.D. o rd er s . Free Shippi ng on prepaid cash orders

Lyco Computer within the continental U.S. PA residents add sales tax. All
POBox 5088 products subject to availability and price change. Advertised

C > prices show 4°'0 discount offered for cash. add 4°'0 for Master

ustomer Service 1-717-327-1825 Jersey S.h.o.r.e•.•p.A.·.'.7.7.4.C ••• jOjr.v,iisa •.•DjEjAiLER INQUIRIE INVI D.

800-233-8760



Outpost:
Atari
Hello there. Once again our paths

have crossed. Sit down, put your feet up,
relax and let's talk shop. Around here
we are pretty excited about Atari home
computing and like to share what we
know.

This month I have a couple of odds
and ends to share with you but I want to
spend most of the time talking about
languages. Computer languages to be
sure, but there are many similarities
between a spoken language and a
computer language. Just as you and I
communicate in English, a computer
language allows us to communicate with
our computers.

For example, words spoken (or en-
tered) into the computer must be spelled
correctly or the computer will not
understand. Misspelling a computer
command or statement is like mis-
pronouncing a word. If tile word was
unfamiliar to you, you probably would
not catch my verbal mistake nor would
you understand what I was trying to say.

I have been programming computers
of one sort or another for more than ten
years and have learned to speak about a
half dozen different languages during
that time. But every time I sit down to
learn a new language I am reminded of
going to the beach. Learning a new com-
puter language is like taking a swim in
the ocean.

At first you walk up to the surf and
look around. You want to see if anyone
is already in and how the water is. Then
you figure that you might as well get
started, so you test the water with your
big toe. Not bad. You then wade in up to
your knees thinking, "how will I ever get
all the way in?"

You continue inching forward until

cartridge, an extension disk, a spiral-
bound user manual, a quick reference
guide, and a brief overview.

When the cartridge and the disk are
used together, this version of Microsoft
Basic is exactly the same as the disk-
based version released about two years
ago. The main difference is that Atari
was unable to fit 18K bytes worth of
Microsoft Basic into a 16K cartridge.
Therefore, the accompanying disk con-
tains 2K bytes worth of "extension" fea-
tures. Fortunately, the extension disk is
copyable under DOS, so a backup can be
made. This is especially useful for com-
bining the extension commands' with
your own programs on disk. Disk swap-
ping is minimized, and once the disk is
inserted into drive 1, it need not be re-
moved until the end of your program-
ming session.

There are ten commands that did not
make it into the cartridge that are on the
extension disk. They are: AUTO, for
automatic line numbering; DEL for delet-
ing individual or blocks of lines; RENUM
for renumbering lines; TROFF and TRON
for tracing (on and off) the sequential
flow of a program; NAME ... TO for
renaming disk files from within Basic it-
self; VERIFY for comparing a disk file
with the current contents of memory;
DEF for defining numeric or string func-
tions; NOTE for obtaining the disk sector
number and byte count of a DOS file;
and PRINT USING for formatted screen
or printer output.. Seven of these com-
mands are development aids, while three
(DEF, NOTE, and PRINT USING) are used
from within a program. However, once
the extension disk is booted up, the en-
tire language is memory resident.

The other major difference between

Arthur Leyenberger

the water is over your hips. The worst is
past; you have reached the point of no
return. You continue ahead cautiously
until you are suddenly engulfed by a
wave, and you realize that it is not so
bad now that you are in.

Think of a computer language. First
you open the manual and try to read it
like a novel. No way! You convince
yourself that this stuff is totally in-
comprehensible. So you look around to
see who else knows this language. You
figure maybe he can help, so you talk to
him. What you get is a familiar reply: it
is not so bad once you learn it. In fact
come on in; the water is fine.

Your next step is to sit in front of the
computer, manual at your side, and try a
few simple commands. Maybe a few
statements such as PRINT, C=A+B,
LIST, etc. That is not too hard. So you
try a few more statements and com-
mands. Gradually you learn more, and
your self-confidence is increased. Maybe
you discipline yourself to spend only an
hour at the keyboard at each session.
Your first successful program comes and
goes, and the next thing you know, the
wave has enveloped you, and you find
yourself working on a program to maybe
keep track of your business expenses.
That is how it usually is when learning a
computer language.

Atari Microsoft Basic II
One of the programming languages of

which you should be aware is Atari
Microsoft Basic. It is now in a cartridge
version, and for about $80 you get a 16K
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the current and previous versions is the
documentation. The user manual ac-
companying the previous release was
adequate but nothing extraordinary. The
new documentation is much easier to
understand and use.

For example, the PRINT USING state-
ment was not explained very well in the
old manual and consequently was con-
fusing to use. The section pertaining to
this command in the new manual is
much clearer and includes some exam-
ples. Also included in the user manual
are tutorial sections on player/missile
graphics and character graphics. The
separate quick reference guide is es-
pecially helpful, well organized, and
clearly presented.

When using the Bit-3 80-column
board with Atari Microsoft Basic II,
there seems to be a problem switching to
the 80-column mode in DOS by means
of the binary load ON file. When the
ON file is loaded, you are returned to
Basic but without a screen display. If
you then type (very carefully) DOS, L
and OFF, which calls DOS and then
loads the OFF file, you are put back
into 40-column mode with the 'screen
displaying the DOS menu.

The only solution to this problem that
I have found is to turn on the 80-column
mode with a USR statement. Typing
A=USR( 54818) from Basic puts you
into 80-column mode. / As long as you
have previously created a MEM.SA V
file, you can do your programming and
go in and out of DOS while retaining 80
columns. .

The Atari Microsoft Basic II lan-
guage, documentation, and packaging
are well done. Having it on a cartridge
will eliminate most of the previous com-
plaints. Specifically, the inability to
make a backup disk of the language,
which discouraged the development of
any serious software, has now been
eliminated.

Logo
Another language worthy of mention

is the new Atari Logo. This long-awaited
language is unique compared to other
implementations of Logo, in that it al-
lows up to four turtles to be on the
screen at once, has a two-voice sound
capability, and permits the turtles to be
dynamically controlled.

Logo, like Pilot, is finding itself in
schools. For children, or as a first lan-
guage, it really cannot be beat. This is .
because it is easy to use, and provides
quick feedback. Take error messages for
example. In Basic, misspelling a com-
mand like LOAD would result in the
computer responding with a Syntax Er-
ror message. In Logo, if you typed LAD
instead of LOAD, the response would be

I DON'T KNOW HOW TO LAD
which is obviously much more friendly
and less intimidating to the novice. It
also is more helpful since it points out
the source of the error.

For $100, Logo comes with a 16K
cartridge and two glossy spiral-bound
manuals. One is a 215-page reference
manual, and the other is a 156-page
book entitled, Atari Logo: Introduction
to Programming Through Turtle Graph-
ics. A rather complete quick reference
guide is also included.

Logo is similar to Lisp in that proce-

name or including it as part of another
procedure. The other Logo commands
are equally easy to use. The manual,
which teaches programming via turtle
graphics, is well written. Variables are
used in an understandable way. If I
wanted to modify my square drawing
procedure to include the capability for
specifying the length of each side, I
would change the program to the
following:
TO MYSQUARE
> REPEAT 4 [FD :LENGTH RT 90]
END

The following program shows all four
turtles drawing in three different colors
at the same time. The background cycles
through 26 of the 128 colors. The pro-
gram will continue until you press the
BREAK key,
TO ALLFOUR
> TELL 0
> ST PU SETPOS [50 50]
> TELL 1
> ST PU SETPOS [-50 50]
> SETPN 1
> TELL 2
> SET PU SETPOS.,[50 -50]
> TELL 3
> ST PU SETPOS [-50 -50]
> PEN COLOR
> TELL [0 1 2 3]
> PD SMALLB 0
> CHGCOLORO
> WAIT 360
> END
TELL lets you talk to a particular tur-

tle, 0 through 3. PU is pen up. SETPOS
places the turtle on the screen at the co-
ordinates given. SETPN means set the
pen number. PENCOLOR, SMALLB,
and CHGCOLOR refer to procedures
listed below. PD is pen down, and
WAIT is a delay in 60ths of a second.
Typing ALLFOUR will start the
program once all of the procedures
have been entered.

Here is a very short program that
demonstrates the dynamic aspect of
Logo. The turtles may be given com-
mands while they are moving. For
example, typing TELL 0 LT 30 SETSP
150 will make turtle 0 turn left 30 de-
grees and increase its speed to 150. Try
experimenting with some of the other
commands.
TO SHORTY
> TELL [0 1 2 3] ST SETSP 25
> END
There is much more to Logo than the

few examples I have presented here. I
have not even mentioned the TOOT
command for sound, for example.

Logo is a very accessible language for
children. I have seen children spend
hours in front of the screen trying out
different procedures and ideas. It takes
only a few minutes to learn enough
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dures may be named and later used as if
they were built-in commands, and that
lists are used for printing and recursion
(a part of a program calling itself). Un-
like Basic, Logo allows parameters to be
passed between procedures. To write a
procedure to create a square, I would
use the following steps:
ST
TO MYSQUARE
> FORWARD 30 RIGHT 90
> FORWARD 30 RIGHT 90
> FORWARD 30 RIGHT 90
> FORWARD 30 RIGHT 90
> END
ST means show turtle and TO

MYSQUARE initiates the ability to
write a procedure. Each of the first four
lines tells the turtle to move forward 30
units and then rotate to the right 90 de-
grees. Using abbreviations and the idea
of a list to repeat a series of steps,
the following is a shorter, equivalent
program:
ST
TO MYSQUARE
> REPEAT 4 [FD 30 RT 90]
> END
Once this procedure has been defined,

I can simply use MYSQUARE as a new
command. In fact, I can use it in a new
more complex procedure. The following
procedure draws a square 12 times and
turns right 30 degrees after each square.
ST
TO RESQUARE
> REPEAT 12 [MYSQUARE RT 30]
> END
So far I have defined two procedures.

Either one may be used by just typing its



Outpost: Atari, continued...
about Logo to start being creative.

Listings 1, 2, and 3 are procedures to
get you started. Try to figure out what
they do, then run them and incorporate
them in some programs of your own.

Listing 1.
TO PEN COLOR
> TELL 0 SETPN 0
> TELL 1 SETPN 1
> TELL 2 SETPN 2
> TELL 3 SETPN 0
> END

Listing 2.
TO SMALLB :SIZE
> FS
> IF :8IZE > 80 [STOP]
> PD
> MYSQUARE :SIZE
> PU
> REPEAT 2 [LT 90 FD 5]
> RT 180
> SMALLB :SIZE + 10
> HT
> END

Listing 3.
TO CHGCOLOR :CODE
> IF :CODE > 127 [SETBG 74 STOP]
> SETBG :CODE .
> WAIT 60
> CHGCOLOR :CODE + 5
> END

Head Games
For a long time I have stayed away

from text adventure games. I' thought
that they must be pretty dull because
there are no graphics on the screen. And
besides, it takes hours and hours to com-
plete one. Boy, was I wrong in a big way.

I have recently begun playing
PLANETFALL by Infocom. Perhaps a bet-
ter description is that I have recently be-
come hooked on Planetfall. The game is
superlative. It is humorous and witty. If
you enjoy science fiction and a chal-
lenge, Planet/all deserves a closer look.
For" a complete review of this excellent
adventure game see the December issue
of Creative Computing. .
-As their ads proclaim, the graphics in-

side your head are farbetter than those
appearing on any video screen. This is
also true for other Infocom adventures
including: Starcross (science fiction),
Deadline and The Witness (mystery),
and Suspended and Enchanter (fantasy).
You owe it to yourself to own at least
one of these marvelous text adventure
games from Infocom. You will be in for
hours of enjoyment. And now for some-
thing completely different.

The Commodore Connection
You are probably asking yourself why

the name Commodore is appearing in

because they have a ~ideo monitor that
is simply fantastic. I am of course
referring to the Model 1702(formerly the
1701) color monitor. This little beauty
makes the Atari computer look like the
king of the graphics machines that it
truly is. Somehow, I find it ironic that
Atari has to rely on Commodore to
make its computer look good. I guess
that is show biz. Come a little closer and
let me tell you why I like this tube.

The model 1702 is a 13" NTSC color
video monitor measuring 141/z" x 14V2"
X 15V2" and weighing about 32 pounds.
On the rear of the unit are three RCA
phono jacks for luminance, chromi-
nance, and audio input. There is also a
slide switch for selecting medium or
high-resolution mode. On the front are

I find it ironic that Atari
has to rely on

Commodore to make
its computer look

good.

the Atari column? Normally I would not
•even think of such a heretical act lest my
loyal Atari readers string me up by my
Basic variables.
, B'ut there is a good reason to mention
the word, if only in a hushed whisper,

Late Fla$h-Atari 800XLRe.port,
I have been using an Atari 800XL com- hardware incompatibilities of the 800XL.

puter for, about a week. Although I do The video output jack lacks a chroma
not have enough space to, present a full output. That means if you were to buy
review of this long awaited machine, I the Commodore color monitor: described
wanted to give you some good news: the in this month'sOutpost, YOuwould not be
800XL is software compatible with the able 'to use it in the high-resolution mode.
400/800 computers!, 'You can cheat however, and route the

This is achieved through the use of the' composite video output into PIe chroma
Translator disk, a pre-boot program that input of the monitor.
loads the old operating system into the If YQuhave been unable to find an ~50
XL computer. Existing_prQgr<;lm~Jhatuse • I"Interface t() operate a printer, you might
non-standardcalls to the operating system have purchasedone'ofihe pnnter iriteifaces' '
will then run. The 'Translator also works that connect to seriallJO port and receive
, on the Atari 12ooXL. power from pili 10 of the VO,bus. On the

I have tried the' Translator with just 800XL, pin 10 no longer has +5 volts;
about every major program available for therefore the current models of these
the Atari computer. From Pinball 'Con- printer interfaces will not work.
struction Set to VisiCalc to Letter Perfect, Finally', the RESET key on' the ~XL
they all work. ' ' causes a cold start ratherthan a warm,
There are actually two Translator pro- start as it does on the 400/800. This could

grams. One is supposed to take care of 95 cause a few rude surprises for the unsus-
percent of the "problem" programs while pecting programmer.
the other handles the remaining 5 percent, There are several human factor prob-
The only program I found that required lems as well. The power jack and the
the' "industrial strength" Translator was video output jack are similar DIN con:
the original version of the Bank Street nectors. One has seven pins, the other
Writer word processor. five. That means you can plug your monitor
'Remember, it is not necessarily Atari's into the power jack: t do not know if this

fault that theseprograms did not run on will'cause any damage but I am unwilling
the XL machines. The programs were to find out. The left SHIFT key presents
written using non-standard calls to, and the other problem. Since this oversize
locations of, theoperating system, against key has only one contact, point on the
the guidelines suggested by Atari. When left, it is possible to press down on the
Atari changed the operating system, the right edge of the key and have it tilt to
programs did not work. If Atari can be the right, rather than travel directly down
blamed, it is for taking aimost a year to to make contact.
find a solution to this problem. The Trans- All things considered, I like the 8OOXL.
lator programs solve the problem so the The keyboard feel is somewhat different
issue is now dead. from the 800 but I soon became ac-
In the January Outpost, Atari's Bill customed to it, and now actually prefer it

Bartlett stated that compatibility was a to the 800. The computer is certainly
central theme of the new XL line of attractive, and the fit and trim are of a
computers. Although software' compati- higher quality than' a certain computer
bility does now exist, I have found several named after a naval rank. - AL
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two additional RCA phono jacks for
composite video and audio input. Be-
hind a flip down panel are the usual con-
trols you would expect to find: tint,
color, brightness, contrast, horizontal
position, vertical hold, and volume.

To describe how well the Commodore
monitor works, I must first explain the
video signals that are produced by the
Atari computer. Those of you who are
familiar with this topic are excused for
the next four paragraphs. For the rest of
you, here it is.

The Atari 800 computer has several
types of video output. RF or Radio Fre-
quency is sent through the cable that is
permanently attached to the computer.
The RCA phone plug on this cable plugs
into the antenna switch box on the back
of your television. RF is really a variety
of different signals, including the bright-
ness of the picture (luminance), color
(chrominance), audio, TV synchroniza-
tion, and modulation.

Your TV set takes this signal and
breaks it down into the various compo-
nents. The quality of the picture you see
on the screen is a result of how well your
TV performs this process and its conver-
gence capability. Convergence is simply
the ability of the TV picture tube to fo-
cus a signal on the screen. An RF signal
fed to your TV, generally produces a
low- to medium-resolution image.

Another type of video output gen-
erated by your Atari computer is called
composite video. This medium-resolu-
tion signal is made up of color, bright-
ness, and synchronization. It is available
at the monitor jack on the 800 on pins 4
and 2 (gtound). The third type of signal
coming out of your computer is called
composite luminance. This signal lacks
color information and is typically used

30 01

50 04
2
o

I - Composite Luminance
2 - Ground
3 - Audio Output
4 - Composite Video
5 - Composite Chroma

Figure 1. Atari 800 monitor jack.

for monochrome monitors. It yields the
sharpest and brightest picture possible.
Pin I of the 5-pin D.I.N. jack carries the
signal.

The other signal that is produced by
the Atari computer is called composite
chrominance, or chroma. It is found on
pin 5 of the jack. This signal has only
color information. Normally, it is not
used because few video monitors can ac-
cept it. By the way, pin 3 of the D.I.N.
jack is the audio signal. If you want to
hear the best sounds you ever heard
from any computer, run leads from pins
2 and 3 into the auxiliary input of an
amplifier and crank up the volume. I
guarantee you will be impressed.

Okay, now you need a cable that has a
5-pin D.I.N. plug on one end and four
RCA jacks on the other. You can make
your own if you wish (see Figure I for
the Atari D.I.N. jack pinouts). I know of
one source for this type of multi-jack
cable. It is Gemini Enterprises, 86
Ridgedale Ave., Cedar Knolls, NJ
07927. The cable costs $9.95 (plus $1.50
shipping) and is part #AC54.

Once the Luma, Chroma, and audio
plugs are connected to the back of the
monitor and the composite video plug is
attached to the front, you are, all set.
With the rear slide switch set to "rear",
you will see the most stunning and crisp
picture that rivals that of an expensive
RGB monitor. Boot up Q-Bert, Pole Po-
sition, Axis Assassin, or Donkey Kong
and marvel at the quality of the high-
resolution video image. It is so good it
really has to be seen to be appreciated.

When the rear slide switch is set to the
"front" position, you are using the
composite video output of the Atari and
the quality is about the same as a very
good TV set. When you are running
software that uses artifacting, a tech-
nique used to get multiple colors out of a
single mode, the Commodore monitor
must be set in this mode. Otherwise you
will have only a black and white image
on the screen. .

I am very excited about this video
monitor. It has the best quality image I
have seen on any color monitor. The au-
dio section of the monitor is just as good.
You can turn the volume up and not
have to suffer the distortion that is usu-
ally heard on TVs and other monitors.
I highly recommend this non-Atari
peripheral, which carries a suggested
retail price of about $300.

That's a wrap for this month. Next
month I will shed some light on a game
that has been called the sleeper of 1983:
Planet Missionary by Magical Software.
I will also review some new software
from an 'unusual source, a supermarket,
and have a few other surprises. Until
then, happy programming. m
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Looking for mind, stretchers?
TRY. ..

PBOILIIIS
rOICO.PUIIB
. , SOLUTIOI
Sharpen your students' minds and give'
them practical experience in using the
computer, PROBLEMS FOR COMPUTER
SOLUTION offers 90 brain teasers involv-
ing algebra, geometry, trigonometry,
number theory, probability, statistics and
science, Some typical examples:
• Can you find a five-digit number which
when multiplied by four has its digits
reversed? .

• Write a program to find "Hardy's
number" (the smallest integer that can
be written as the sum of two cubes in'
two different ways) , '

• Program the computer to test any
phrase to see if it is a palindrome
(reads the same way backwards as
forwards),

The student edition contains all 90 prob-
lems, seven appendices and a bibliogra-
phy. The'teachers edition includes the
same, pkis the solutions with listings
in B.f>.SIC,sample runs, and in-depth
analyses explaining the algorithms
and theory involved,

PROBLEMS
" FOR

COMPUTER
SOLUTION
Student Edition:

8~"x 11",
softbound.

Teacher's Edition:
8~"x 11",
softbound,

r:-----------,
1
CREATIVE COMPUTING PRESS 1
Dept. MA9C

1 39 East Hanover Ave" Morris Plains, NJ 07950 1
1

Please send me: I'
__ Copies of PROBLEMS FOR COMPUTER

1 SOLUTIONS, Student Edition, at $4,95, plus 1
1

$1.00' postage ~ handling, each, #9Z
__ Copies of PROBLEMS FOR COMPUTER 1

1 SOLUTION, Teacher's Edition, at $9,95, plus 1
$2,00' postage & handling, each. #9Y

1 'Outside the US add $3,00 per order, r
1
D PAYMENT ~NCLOSED $ ,

· CA, NJ and NY STATE residents add applicable 1
1 sales tax, 1
D CHARGE MY: (Charge and phone orders $10 min.)

I D American Express D MasterCard D Visa 1
1 Card No, xp, Date___ 1I Signature . I
1 Name 1
1 Address pt 1
1 City 1
1 . 1

State ip _L ~__~ :J
. For faster service, call TOLL FREE 800-631-8112.

an NJ call 201-540-0445')
Also avail!ilile at your local bookstore or computer store.



IBM
Images
Almost every book publisher seems

recently to have discovered microcom-
puters, with a particular emphasis on the
IBM PC, XT, jr, 370/XT, and 3270 PC.
All are breathlessly signing up authors in
anticipation of the next six entries from
Big Blue. In just the last two months I
must have received 30 books for review,
many of them part of projected series
from single publishing houses. The books
divide into about six areas: introduction
to the IBM PC, programming in Basic,
graphics, how to use application software
like SuperCalc, hardware and software
directories, and everything else. I divided
most of the recent acquisitions, which
total precisely 22, into six piles, and have
read, skimmed, fondled and otherwise
ergonomically interfaced with each and
every one of them.

I am sorry to say that the overall quality
of many of these books is not very good.
The pressure to rush into print left a
wake of poorly proofread text and some
amazing grammatical faux pas. It is not
very surprising that many of the books

-,within each category were the same book.
I don't mean that the authors indulged in
mass plagiarism, but rather that they exhibit
little creativity, lackluster prose, and poorly
designed graphics. There wasn't much to
set anyone apart from the swarm of like
offerings. It is true that there is only so
much to be said about the PC before
sounding like a broken record, but I don't
think this is an excuse to give computer
book publishing a bad name, nor is it a
reason to reduce the written word to the
level usually reserved for certain vinyl
cheese products and plastic palm trees. I
would not be overly dumbfounded, nor
particularly despondent, to see the bottom
drop out of the How-to-Turn-on-Your-

81 below).
5. One program ran under an operating

system called CP/M 81. I presume that
Micro and Macro will also do nicely in
this system.

6. There are two categories for net-
working: Networking, and Networking &
Networking. No, I didn't make that up.
PCnet was put into Networking, and Every-
one Else was tossed into Networking &
Networking. Will the real Networking
please stand up?

If you buy this book, I promise you
many hours of howling fun, especially if
you enjoy reading press releases. The book
is composed of zillions of them, sorted by
category. It has some value, in that if you
want to see how many word processors
there are to choose from, this book will
give you a head start. However, because
each and every press release claims that
its product is by far the fastest and most
flexible and has more windows/mice/
colored help screens, it is doubtful that
the entries will enable you to make a
thoughtful choice. .

The ICP Software Directory-Business
Applications for Microcomputers from
Robert 1. Brady Co. is not anywhere as
heavy as The Software Guide, and it
certainly wasn't as much fun to read either.
It does contain some very outdated infor-
mation on programs available to the
business community, including agriculture,
engineering, pharmacy, fruit stands, and
payroll. Although the book was published
in 1983, most of the programs reviewed
are for Apple, Altos, North Star and TRS-
80; very few appeared to be for the IBM
Pc. Furthermore, although the book claims
to deal with IBM PC microcomputer pro-
ducts, a word processor I use daily on the
PC was said to require a Data General
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PC-and-Amaze-Your-Friends book market
very soon.

The stack of three directories towers
above the other six groups; to these books
go the cockroach-squashing award of 1984.
The IBM Personal Computer and XT -
The Software Guide by Gerald Van Diver
from Micro Information Publishing, Inc.
has exactly 1001 text pages, disregarding
the order blanks bound into the front and
back of the book, conveniently placed
should you require an additional doorstop
or wish to barricade your spouse behind a
wall of database manager blurbs. Ten pages
are devoted to the table of contents, a
title page, an acknowledgement page, and
a one-page introduction. Sixteen plus-1OO1
equals 1017. Even counting the order
blanks, I come out with a total of 1025.
Now why should I be bothered with all of
this enumeration? Because the press release
stuck in the front claims the book has
1036 pages and this inaccuracy was pretty
blatant. However, after a browse through
the text of this directory, I think it is
probably one of the more accurate claims
made therein. Other, interesting facts I
picked up inside the Guide:

1. UCSD Pascal runs under MS-DOS.
How clever of it.
2. CP/M-86 is written in Basic. A re-

markable performance by a much-abused
language.

3. The Word, a Bible study program,
found its way into the word processing
section. A revelation.
4. Several programs were written in a

language called Macro. This language is
probably a derivative of Micro (see CP/M



Micro, and several obscure operating sys-
tems for that machine, but no mention
was made of the PC. Other software re-
quired such popular microhardware as
the IBM System 23, the Digico Prince,
the ICL Personal Computer and the Ontel
OP1/50-70, This book might be useful if
you are looking for an obscure application
program for an obscure computer. Check
the library for it first before you buy it.
PC Clearinghouse Software Directory

is subtitled The Yellow Pages to the World
of Microcomputers. Of the.816 pages within
the admittedly phonebooky-looking covers,
only 95 of them are yellow-a mere 11.64%.
This book contains no product reviews or
press releases. Within each category-
business, program editors and so on - there
is a subdivision for each microcomputer
manufacturer and the computers produced
by that company. Listed under the specific
computer are the products available, along
with the required operating system and
the price. Again, although published in
1983, the book is sadly out of date for the
PC. There are a few weird entries. Under
books for the PC, for example, a product
callec Books is available from Addison-
Wesley and costs between $100 and $199..
I know the price of paper was rising, but
that seems a smidge out of line. Because
there is no description of the software
product, the listings can serve only as a
starting point for further information
gathering.

Graphics
The four graphics books I have here

span the range from puerile to quite tech-
nical. The worst of the lot is Introduction
to Graphics for the IBM Personal Com-
puter by Grillo and Robertson from Wm.
C. Brown Company. If you eagerly opened
the cover of this book without reading
the subhead, you could swear it was written
for the TRS-80; there. isn't a mention
anywhere of the color capabilities of the
PC. Most of the examples are text/block
graphics, with such useful and aesthetically
overwhelming examples as a Virgo zodiac
sign drawn in zeros and a smiley face
drawn crudely with block graphics (cutely
titled "for my last impression ...librarian
in Boston's combat zone"). Having once
or twice been at that location by some
temporal miscalculation, I.know perfectly
well that nobody, with the possible ex-
ception of a nine-foot jujitsu expert, would
lounge around that area with a wimpy
smile on the puss.

The eight chapters consist mostly of
example Basic programs, without much
explanation as to why these things are
being done. Many of the programs are
bizarrely scientific; example: display the
varying concentrations of up to six ionic
species that may coexist in a solution of
varying acidity (note that the may here

should be the more grammatical can).
Instead of at least taking advantage of
the special graphics characters in the PC,
the authors actually produced the graphics
with number characters. If you really need
a silhouette of a witch done in percentage
signs, then by all means run right out and
buy this book. Otherwise, read on.

A bit more information, but still pretty
drab, is Graphics Programs for the IBM
PC by Robert Traister from TAB Books.
The first chapter is devoted to an overview
of the PC, including warranty and main-
tenance information. I tend to think that
anyone who would be thinking of buying
a book on IBM PC graphics would probably
already own a machine, or at least have
seen one, and I question the wisdom of
including a fuzzy black and white photo
of the system unit in a book supposedly
devoted to pretty pictures. The second
chapter is a slim discussion of Basic; it is
actually more of a glossary-type summary
of commands. The explanations are pretty
good, but there is more information in
the Basic manual, so why bother? Chapter
3 starts off talking about selecting a color
graphics monitor and how to install it and
gives a brief overview of the different
types of graphics available in the computer.
This chapter is rehashed in Chapter 4,in
which he discourses further about color
monitors: "Upon uncrating the Amdek
monitor, I was immediately struck by the
size of the device." (I would have written
that "Zounds! What a Monolith!" but that
is, of course, a difference in style.)
It isn't until chapter 5 (mind you, there

are only eight chapters in the book) that
he starts talking about graphics. The chap-
ters cover text graphics, "high-resolution"
color graphics, animation and printer graph-
ics. Most of us will agree that the color
graphics capabilities of the IBM are actually
applied in medium-resolution mode, unless
you want to count the fancy trick of stuffing
a color for the hi-res mode;. this bit of
inaccuracy might wash in the text, but
not in a chapter heading for Heaven's
sake.

Most of the book presents short pro-
grams, accompanied by a verbose running
commentary on how the programs do their
little pixellacious thing. The printer graphics
chapter is devoted to a slightly modified
version of a screen dump program that
appeared in this column a while back,
with the major part of the text devoted to
recounting conversations with the original
author. (He said ...I said ...Then he said ...
Then I said...) There are several attractive
color photos and a good glossary in the
back, but I don't think you'll learn much
about graphics from this book.
.Quite another cup of tea altogether is

Graphics for the IBM PC by B.J. Korites
from Kern Publications. This is an excellent
self-teaching guide to writing graphics

software; the programs listed in the text
are available on disk for an additional
$21.50.For some strange reason, the author
lowercases PC, but this is the only item in
the book that is a bit off. It is packed with
useful information and excellent expla-
nations of scaling, windowing, two- and
three-dimensional rotation and translation,
perspective, hidden line removal, shading,
matrix concatenation, and 3-D interactive
graphics. It is fairly mathematical; the
author points out rightly that some math
is required when writing this type of soft-
ware, but he has been at pains to present
the material in a concise and simple man-
ner. Anyone who works through this book
will have a solid foundation in the
subject.

Far spiffier in appearance, and equally
informative, is Computer Graphics for
the IBM Personal Computer by D. Hearn
and M. Baker from Prentice-Hall. This
book is much more technical than Korites',
and is also somewhat more extensive. (It
is also about 100 pages longer and quite a
bit heavier.) I got the feeling that the
book may have been directed toward the
college student, because there are many
problems at the end of each chapter, but
anyone interested in graphics would benefit
from doing them. I lean towards the Korites
book for a fast tutorial on graphics, but
this one contains a lot of material I might
want later on if I were about to embark
on an electronic crayon spree.

Introductory Texts
I know there must be more than three

of these on the market, but for some
reason, these are the only ones that have
recently crossed my path. Using the IBM
Personal Computer by Kenniston Lord,
Jr. from Van Nostrand Reinhold starts
off with a bit of a baffle. It starts off
asking "Is There a Computer in Your
Future?" which tells the reader how nifty
a computer can be for balancing a check-
book and keeping track of car mileage.
It then leaps right into the next chapter,
"How a Computer Works," which is
a description of Basic. After the poor
confused reader has dutifully typed
in a few of the programs, the Basic editor
is finally explained. Sequential files are
introduced many chapters before DOS
and disks. Similarly, a slew of little music
programs (Marine's Hymn, Onward
Christian Soldiers, and God Bless America)
are listed in the chapter on .graphics.
About a third of the book lists programs

that would be of use to a small business-
accounts receivable, mailing list, and so
on. A two-page epilogue makes a few
statements about BasicA. The organization
of this book is very poor, although there
is a fair amount of information there. It
isn't a beginner's book; there is too much
missing or sketchily covered. A 'more
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IBM Images, continued ...
Basic Programming, Routines
And Subroutines

For those with the will, but not the
wherewithal, there are several offerings
full of ready-to-type-in (and hopefully run)
Basic programs and/or fragments thereof.
Mostly Basic: Applications for Your IBM
PC by Howard Berenbon for Howard Sams
lists a Basic telephone 'dialer, a digital
stopwatch, language flash cards, a depre-
ciation schedule, and so on. It is a mixed
bag of stuff that would appeal to those
who buy mysterious boxes at yard sales
for the sheer joy of discovering what is in
them. Interesting inclusions are several
circuits and hardware add-ons to build
yourself: an interface circuit for the dialer,
how to modify TRS-80 Color Computer
joysticks for the IBM, and a computerized
lock. '

The TAB book, 100Ready- To-Run Pro-
grams and Subroutines for the IBM PC

knowledgeable person would probably be
after more specific information than pro-
vided here.

Guide to the IBM Personal Computer
by Walter Sikonowiz from McGraw-Hill
is a much better introductory text. It covers
Basic, DOS (including DOS 2.0), graphics
debugging, serial and parallel ports, light
pens, and joysticks, and even has a biblio-
graphy. The writing style resembles the
weather in Albuquerque: clear and per-
fectly dry. If you don't mind this, the
book looks as if it would be a handy
accompaniment to a brand-new PC.
The IBM Personal Computer Handbook,

edited by Dzintar E. Dravnieks for And/Or
Press is one of the richest offerings of its
type around. It is a mixture of several
ideas: introductory material and directories
of software, hardware, and books. Each
of the ten "learning about it" chapters is
written by a different author, about all
facets of the PC, from how to buy it to
networking. The chapter on word pro-
cessing, for example, explains what it is
and how to do it, and includes a features
questionnaire for evaluating different
products.
The second section of the book lists,

with a small description, much stuff avail-
able for the PC: software packages, printer
accessories, reference material, security
supplies, and bumper stickers. There is
even a section on consultants=something
which a small business would find in-
valuable. This one is highly recom-
mended.

by Jeff Bretz and John Craig only super-
ficially resembles the one that has been
available for years for 8-bit computers.
Interestingly enough, this book has some
artistically avant garde graphics programs,
including a font design program. There
are several utilities worth looking at: a
cross referencer, a memory dump routine,
and a communications program. This looks
like a more interesting mixture of programs
than the above book, and might well be
worth the investment if you are looking
for a collection of customizable and rel-
atively cheap software.

The User's Guide with Applications for
the IBM Personal Computer, and Tech-
niques of Basic for the IBM Personal
Computer are brought to you by the same
folks who did Introduction to Graphics
for the IBM Personal Computer and both
are pretty dull. The User's Guide has a
neat picture of a child holding a calculator
and a splendid description of a four function
ditto. After seven pages of explanations
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about the TV Science Fiction Computer
and the Spy Movies Computer, interlarded
with swell photos of more hand-held cal-
culators, we get the usual fuzzy photo of
the IBM PC.
The title of the book doesn't have much

to do with the text, which is more of a
general exposition on gee-whiz technology
and business profundities like: "In busi-
nesses, the reduction of the time between
goods sold or services performed is known
as 'reduced float.' " In case you weren't
aware of it, "File management can be
thought of as the operations performed
on any file." I thought this was supposed
to be a user's guide, not a tour through
businessland.
In case you are tired of your PC and

are already lusting after another computer,
there is a chapter devoted to other ma-
chines. There are no descriptions of any-
one's application software, unless you
consider the sentence "The supplier of
hardware is often an excellent source of
software" a useful line into a spreadsheet.
The chapter on system programming is
enough to give any system programmer a
stitch in the side. The programs are too
small and limited; if you are really looking
for useful Basic programs to type in, get
the TAB book described above. Both of
these are by John Grillo and J.D. Robertson
for Wm. C. Brown Company.
The Techniques of Basic book is a little

better; at least it covers the titled subject.
Some of the same graphics programs in
Introduction to Graphics written by these
people are used here as well. Sikonowiz's
book The Guide to the IBM Personal
Computer is a much better treatment of
Basic and programming techniques.

Applications
The new generation of printed material

often is accompanied by one or several
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disks to eliminate the tedious keying-in of
listings. The IBM/PC and Business Soft-
ware by James Kelley Jr. from Banbury
Books is the beginner's guide to WordStar,
VisiCalc and dBase II This book practically
reaches out and holds your hand, makes
soothing noises when you make a mistake,
and covers just about everything dealing
with these three popular software packages.
The appendices include instructions for
firing up the PC from start to finish. The
disks appear to contain working models
for the programs; because I don't own
any of them, I couldn't take a look. The
beginner who has just brought home a PC
and one or more of these programs would
do well to get this book. It looks as if it
would produce an expert in short order.
Financial Planning for Supertlalc and

the IBM PC from Howard W. Sams is the
financial designer's answer to Seventh
Avenue. It explains how to create per-
sonalized calculators, and provides, on a
disk, 18calculators/worksheets for thrilling
excursions into discounted cash flow
analysis, compound growth, basic statistics,
and real estate financing. If you aren't
sure you even know what half the things
mean, each chapter explains the financial
concepts involved in clear, albeit formula-
laden, prose. This book will save a lot of
time if you need some spreadsheet tem-
plates.

If you are just interested in VisiCalc, or
you feel your image needs some upgrading
The Executive s Guide to the IBM Personal
Computer by Alan 1. Parker from Reston
Publishing may help you out, but I rather
doubt it. The section on VisiCalc is very
small and won't tell you very much that
couldn't have been gleaned from reading
the VisiCalc documentation. Most of the
book concerns itself with teaching Basic
to the businessperson, and the content

presupposes that the student already knows
how to operate the machine. But, in the
introduction, the author assures the reader
that when this book is finished, he should
be able to understand the manuals that
came with the PC. This is putting the cart
before the horse; he continually refers
the reader to these manuals for information
on getting the system up, using DOS, and
dealing with disks.
There is a little section on How to Use

a Computer, but this deals with computer-
izing payrolls and such. It might better
have been titled How to Put a Computer
to Use (or What Should I Do Now That
It's Plugged In?). All the exercises and
problems are on a disk, provided with the
book which, by the way, is one of the
handsomer offerings around. The chapters
cover simple calculations, data entry, and
files. Again, if a person is going to all the
trouble to buy a $4000 computer for a
business, you would think that he would
spend the money for a decent business
package, rather than write one himself.
The programs are not very comprehensive,
and would be suitable only for very simple
applications.

Miscellaneous
I have two books on files and file

structure; both of them are good. The
first one, IBM Data Files, a Basic Tutorial
by David Miller from Reston, covers se-
quential, random, and DIF (VisiCalc) files.
There are several extensive listings for a
home inventory system and a program
that creates DIF files. It is well written,
but I like Grillo and Robertson's Data
and File Management for the IBM Per-
sonal Computer from Wm. C. Brown
better. This book covers not only sequential
and random files, but sorting, strings,
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IBM Images, continued ...
linear and linked lists, trees, pointers,
and inverted files. This book is worth
buying for the information on data struc-
tures and sorting algorithms. The examples
are amusing (files of mushrooms and
flanging/fluting/flensinglfluming) and the
listings are extensive.

The Software Sifter by Philip Frankel
and Ann Gras from The Free Press is
completely unique in the computer book
arena. It is a set of shopping questionnaires
for different software and hardware cate-
gories like word processors, spreadsheets,
graphics, and payroll. Each section is
preceded by an explanation of what fea-
tures a buyer should look for, and what a
reasonable product should be able to do.
Following the introduction is the "shopping
list." A buyer can decide which features
are important to his application and then
compare available products with the ques-
tionnaire to see how they measure up.
The concept is a clever one, and if you
are shopping around for expensive software
packages and aren't sure what you should
be looking for, this book will ease the
road to the personal bankruptcy that often
accompanies such activities.

The last book, The 8087, Applications
and Programming for the IBM and Other
pes, by Richard Startz from Robert 1.
Brady Co. is for the advanced assembly
language programmer. It has extensive

examples and gives thorough coverage to
the numeric co-processor. At the moment,
it is the only book out there on this subject,
so if you like crunching, gumming, or
otherwise noshing numbers, this book will
give you a sizable quantity of snacking
information. 1m
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SOFTWARE
FREE SOFTWARE DIRECTORY. Database manager.
mailing list, inventory. accounting, payroll. TRS-80.
xerox. IBM-PC. Long SASE. 37¢. Micro Architect. 96
Dothan, Arlington. MA 02174. 617-643-4713.

VIC-20 TRS 80 SOFTWARE, HARDWARE-Morse
code, RTTY. EPROM, programmer memory. FRANK
LYMAN, P.O.Box 3091, Nashua, NH 03061.

TI-99/4A PROGRAMMERS: Affordable Software! Cat-
alog, only $1. PROGRAMS SOFTWARE, 1435 Burnley
Square North, Columbus, OH 43229.

TI 99/4A SOFTWARE. Free price list plus newsletter.
Glen Dobbs, Box 801CC-l, Santa Maria, CA 93456.

TI-99/4A owners. Get your free catalog of new, excit-
ing, low cost software. DYNAMO, Box 690, Hicksville,
NY 11801.

FREE EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE CATALOG-Pet,
Commodore 64,'Apple 11+,TRS-80-lsland Software,
POBox 300, Dept. G, Lake Grove, NY 11755.(516)585-
3755.

MULTI-LINGUAL SOFTWARE for Spanish. French,
German, other languages. Apple II + lie. FREE CATA-
LOG. Le Professeur, P.O. Box 301C, Swanton, Ver-
mont 05488. (514) 747-9130.

WORDPROCESSORS, Courseware, Spreadsheets,
Databases, Games. For savings over 15% send
S.A.S.E.: Computer Software, P.O.Box 1361,Dept. CE,
Bloomington, IL 61702·1361.

TAX SOFTWARE for your TI, RS, Apple, Commodore
(20; 64), IBM-PC. $20-$40. Available January 3rd;
shipped within 48 hours! SEND FOR FREE DETAILS.
EUGENE BOCK & ASSOCIATES CONSULTANTS, 135
Heartwood Drive, Lansdale, PA19446, (215)362-5082.

MAXELL DISKETTES, MD-l, $25 a case. Dysan disk-
ettes, use any price in this book. Free shipping. 1-
(800) 245-6000. Tape World, 220 Spring St., Butler,
PA 16001. (412) 283-8621.

COMMODORE 64/VIC 20 Games/educational soft-
ware. Over 400 titles! Write for FREE catalog! Ameri-
can Peripherals, 122 Bangor St., Lindenhurst, NY
11757.

ATTENTION APPLE, IBM, Commodore, Atari, TI 99/
4A users, Extensive selection of software. Send for
catalog, specify model. Celjim Enterprises, 3687
Mexico, Westerville, Ohio, 43081. (61'4)890-7725 after
4:30.

EDUCATIONAL software for Apple, IBM. Test prepa-
ration (LSAT,MBE, SAT), Mathematics Reading, Rea-
soning, Geography. Catalogue: INTELLECTUAL
SOFTWARE. 1(800) 232-2224; 798 North Avenue,
Bridgeport, CT 06606. Dealer Inquiries Invited.

TI-99/4A: Quality BASIC cassette software. Choose
BLACK-JACK TABLEI NAME THAT FLAGI, or RACE
TRACK, $5.95 each. Catalog, $1.25. PROTEUSPRO-
GRAMMING'-, 157 N. Overhill, Cynwyd, PA 19004.

SOUND AND VOICE: on ATARI, APPLE, IBM-PC,
Commodore-64, TRS-80, write for free catalog on
hardware and software available. Micro Interface,
"423 Overbrook, HOuston, Texas 77077.

TI/994A Dungeon Adventure-$24.95 requires XBasic.
Disk, Cassettes, 32K Expansion. Symbiotech, Inc., Box
320, Roscoe, IL61072.
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T199/4A OWNERS: Entertainment and educational
software. For listing send SASE to Rodan Computing.
P.O.Box 77, Emory, VA24327.

X-RATED XBASIC ADDS PM GRAPHICS, String ar-
rays, 30 new functions to Atari Basic $29.95. FDOS
gives named file handling. DOS 2.0S compatibility to
APX fig-FORTH 39.95. Superware, 2028 Kingshouse
Road, Silver Springs, MD 20904. (301) 236-4459.

HANDICAPPING PROGRAMSFOR MOST PER-
SONAL COMPUTERS. Free Catalog: Gambler'$
Edge Computing, Dept 84, 250 Richard$ Rd.,
Suite 254, Kan$as City, MO 64116. 1-800-821-
3343. 1-816-471-8660.
HARDWARE

KAYPRO, SANYO, EPSON QX-l0, Digital. Epson.
Sanyo, Toshiba. Gemini, IDS, NEC printers. Modems.
monitors, terminals, accessories, other printers and
computers. Sand $1, refunded with order, for catalog.
DISCOUNT COMPUTER ACCESSORIES, 445 North
Pine, Reedsburg, WI 53959.

COMPUTER EQUIPMENT/SUPPLIES
COMPUTER PAPER-SAVE US-Top quality. Fa.t
shipping. Low single-carton prlc •••Supar quantity
discounts. Call A-l, (800) 828-8738 or (213) 804-1270.

FREE! Computer Supplies Catalog-low .prices-
Satisfaction guaranteed-DATA SYSTEMS, Box 99;
Fern Rock, Florida 32730 (305) 788-2145.

FREE 56-PAGE COMPUTER catalog crammad full of
thousands of the best buy. and lowe.t price. aroundl
A.P. Computer Products, 8 Divl.lon St., Holt.vllle, NY
11742. (516) 698-8636.

ATTENTION APPLE-IBM-Commodore-Atari- TI
99/4A users. Gl0X $299.00. Extensive selection soft-
ware-peripherals-most microcomputers-com-
petitive prices. Catalog. Celjim Enterprises, 3687
Mexico, Westerville, Ohio 43081. (614) 890-7725, after
4:30, weekends. VISA, Mastercard (credit card. 3%
handling), certified check, M.O., plus $15.00 ship-
ping. Ohio residents add 5.5% tax.

SUPER DISCOUNT computer supplies. Call/Write for
Free Catalog! Datacom. Box 02294, Cleveland, Ohio
44102 (216) 281-8820.

COVERS-Fabric, attractive quality custom fitted. All
computing. stereo, ham, & video equipment. Dec-Olec,
Box 24449. Dayton, OH 45424 (513) 236-9923.

OSBORNE COOLING PROBLEMS? Eliminate by add·
ing cooling fan. Detailed plans, templates, specifica-
tions. $9.95. ARGUS. P.O.Box 203, Humble, TX 77347.

REPLACEMENT RIBBONS for computer printers and
word processors. Fantastic savings! Thousands in
stock. Quick delivery. Call or write: 1-(800) 292-6272.
National Computer Ribbons Corp .•1114Elbank Ave.•
Baltimore, MD 21239.

COMPUTER CLUB
JOIN THE BIG RED APPLE CLUB, a national Apple-
user'S group with benefits including monthly newslet-
ter and large library of free software. Annual member-
ship $12. Sample newsletter $1. BIG RED APPLE
CLUB, 1301N. 19th, Norfolk, NE 68701 (402) 379-3531.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
SMALL COMPUTER BUSINESSES...Over 100 you can
starl anywhere-anytime. Unique 40 pg. catalog-$l.
C.B.I.E.N., PO Box 4759, Santa Barbara, CA 93103.

SEND YOUR IDEAS for vldeogames to PINTEX for
professional evaluation. Plntex helps you. Iha· de-
signer, by taking protective maasures, suggesting
possible programming variations. and handling the
complex business end of marketing your idaa. Pintex
Marketing. PO Box 11421.Lynchburg, VA 24506.

MAILORDER OPPORTUNITY! Start profitabla home
business without experience or capital. Information
free. Mall Order Associates, Inc.• Dept. 605; Mont-
vale. NJ 07645.

PLANS & KITS

PROJECTIONTV...CONVERTyour TV to project 7 foot
picture ... Results comparable to $2.500 projectors ...
Total Cost less than $30.00 ... PLANS AND 8' LENS
$19.95... lIIustrated information FREE, Macrocoma·ce
Washington Crossing, Pennsylvania 18977. Credit-
card orders 24 Hours, (215) 736-3979.

GAMES

APPLE GAMES· $5. Write for details. L. Mascera,
Rainbow Software. 255 Hillside Ave.•Valley Straam,
NY 11580.

TIMEX/SINCLAIR

KROK. STAR SEARCH, NOAH'S ARK. finest pro-
grams available. Machine language action. graphics.
SASE Brown Cottage. 5486 Bright Hawk, Columbia.
MD 21045.

COMMODORE 84

ARCADE ACTION-MOVIE THRILLS-"Llghtcycles-.
futuristic motorcycle chase-fast machine language
for Commodore 64 on Disk or cassette. Sand $15.95 to
UNICORN Box 7L. Graysummit. MO 63039.

VIC20. C64 users now have a great newsletter! Send
$1 for sample issue. ZCMF. Box 7033. Ann Arbor. MI
48107.

APPLE PRODUCTS

APPLE 9-TRACK TAPE DRIVES. Read/write industry
standard 800 bpi tapes on an Apple. Call/write for de-
tailed brochure. Electrovalue Industrlallnc., Box 376·
0, Morris Plains. N.J. 07950.. (201) 287-1117.

MONEY FOR YOUROLD Apple 1. I need them for pro-
totype work. Call George, 1-(800) 451·1018.

MAILING LISTS

COMPUTER SHOW ATTENDEES N.Y., N.J,: 15.0·00
names. $30/M. PIS labels. For info. (201) 297-2526.

TRS-80

TRS-80 COLOR COMPUTER Sofi·ware available
Chattanooga Choo-Choo Software. P.O. Box 15892.
CHATTANOOGA.TN 37415. (615) 875·8656. .

TRS·80 COLOR COMPUTER PROGRAMSat 48' each.
Free catalog. T&D Software, Box 258-C, Holland.
Michigan, 49423. (616) 396·7577. .

USERSGROUPS

FREE VIC-20 and COMMODORE 64 USERS GROUP
MEMBERSHIP with software purC~8Se. Why pay to
belong to a users group when you don't have to? Ben-
efits: Newsletter. extensive club library, discounts,
contests, questions hot-line and more! Free details-
(803) 797-1533. Lords of BaSic. PO Box 459, Dept. 103,
Ladson, SC 29456.

COMPUTER REPAIRS
DON'T THROWOUT your disk drive before calling us!
We'll help you diagnose/repair. Call: Micro Tek Digital
Group. (5:2) 258·8472.
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GP6ativ6 GompHtinfj's RETAIL ROSTER
A DIRECTORY OF STORES AND THE PRODUCTS THEY CARRY

_____________ T_O_PLA_CE A LISTING CALL COLLECT: LOIS PRICE (212) 725-421.::5-,--,--::--:-::--:-::-:-:-::-:-:=-:::-::--::-:-::-:--:-::-::------:-:-:-_
DATA DOMAIN OF SCHAUMBURG, 1612 E. Algonquin Rd., STONEHENGE COMPUTER CORP., 89 Summit Ave.,
Schaumburg 60195. (312) 397-8700.12-9 Mon.-Fri., 10-5 Summit 07901. (201) 277-1020. 10-5:30 M-F, 10-5 Sat. Ap-
Sat. Authorized Sales and Service for Apple II, Apple III, pie. IBM, Wicat. Authorized Dealer Sales and Service.

LISA, Osborne and Alpha Micro Computers. Hewlett- WAYNE SOFTWARE-1459 Route #23, Wayne 07470.
Packard Calculators and accessories. Largest Book and (Across from Packanack Center) Books, Programs, Dis-
Magazine selection in Midwest. VISA, MC, Amer. Exp. count Prices! (201) 628-7318.
accepted for phone orders.

ALABAMA

EAGLE MICROSYSTEMS-Full service/support. Cor-
ona, Kaypro, Hewlett-Packard Computers. Specializing in
Peachtree-MicroPro Software. 114 West Magnolia, Au-
burn 36830. (205) 826-3691.

ARIZONA

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS-Heath/Zenith
Computers, Software, Peripherals. PHOENIX-2727 W.
Indian School Rd., (602) 279-6247. TUCSON-7109 E.
Broadway, (602) 885-6773.

CALIFORNIA

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS-Heath/Zenith
Computers, Software, Peripherals. ANAHEIM-330 E. Ball
Rd., (714) 776-9420. CAMPBELL-2350 S. Bascom Ave.,
(408) 377-8920. EL CERRITO-6000 Potrero Ave., (415)
236-8870. LA MESA-8363 Center Drive, (714) 461-0110.
LOS ANGELES-2309 S. Flower St., (213) 749-0261. PO-
MONA-1555 N. Orange Grove Ave., (714) 623-3543.
REDWOOD CITY-2001 Middlefield Rd., (415) 365-8155.
SACRAMENTO-1860 Fulton Ave., (916) 486-1575.
WOODLAND HILLS-22504 Ventura Blvd., (213) 883-0531.

VALLEJO-COMPUTER IDEAS, 1029 Tennessee St.,
94590. (707) 552-5076. Commodore, Epson, sanyo. Soft-
warejPeripherals. Full Service/Support.

FAIRFIELD- THE SOFTWARE PLACE, 727 Texas Street,
94533, (707) 427-2104. Software, books, magazines, and
accessories for your computer. Sale prices everydayl

'AMERICAN·MICROTEL:.....884 Lincoln Way, SUile32B;
AUBURN 95603. (916)885-1172. Corona/IBM, Frariklinh
pple, Atari, commooore. 'Software~ Hardware, Periph I

lerals, Supplies. Books/magazines. Classes/resellrchl
iE-COM; Buyers ChJbavail~ble. Atari Service (FAN»

ANAHEIM-SOUND ROOM, 1100 W. Lincoln, 92805. (714)
635-8621. ATari, Apple, Commodore-Hardware/Soft-
ware/Peripherals Support/Training.

COLORADO

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS-Heath/Zenith
Computers, Software, Peripherals. DENVER-5940 W.
38th Ave., (303) 422-3408.

CONNECTICUT

C & E DISTRIBUTING-EdgeWOOd Drive, Jewett City
06351. (203) 427-0657. Retail outlet and wholesaling for
dealers.

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS-Heath/Zenith
Computers, Software, Peripherals. AVON-395 W. Main
St. (Rt. 44), (203) 678-0323.

BMC COMPUTER CENTER-107 College St., Middle-
town, 06457. One stop automation specialists-providing
solutions fer you! (203) 347-8515.

B L R COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC. (203) 744-5715. Tele-
video Business Systems, Anadex, Diablo, Micropro, MBSI,
ABS. Complete turnkey installations!

EXECUTIVE SOFTWARE-Stamford-(203) 359-2604.
Dedicated to excellence in microcomputers! Authorized
dealer for KAY PRO & ALTOS.

FLORIDA

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS-Heath/Zenith
Computers, Software, Peripherals. HIALEAH-4705 W.
16th Ave., (305) 823-2280. JACKSONVILLE-8262 Ar-
lington Expressway, (904) 725-4554. PLANTATION-7173
W. Broward Blvd., (305) 791-7300. TAMPA-4109 Hills-
borough Ave., (813) 886-2541.

GOERINGS' BOOK CENTER-1310 West University Av-
enue, Gainesville 32603. (904) 378-0363. Books and mag-.
azines. Open until 9:00. Sun 1 :00 to 5:00.

GEORGIA

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS-Heath/Zenith
Computers, Software, Peripherals. ATLANTA-5285
Roswell Rd., (404)252-4341.

MENTOR TECHNOLOGY, 3957 Pleasantdale Road, At-
lanta, 30340. (404)447-6236. Televideo, Eagle, OSM, Pro-
writer, Morrow, Business Software. Multi user specialists!

ILLINOIS

VIDEO ETC., 465 Lake Cook Plaza, DEERFIELD, 60015.

(312) 498-9669. Other locations: SKOKIE (312) 675-3655,
ORLAND PARK (312) 460-8980, BUFFALO GROVE, (312)
459-6677, strong Hard/Software support for Apple, Atari,
Kay Pro, IBM-PC
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LOMBARD-COMPLETE COMPUTING. 890 E. Roosevelt. HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS-Heath/Zenith
(312) 620-0808. Kaypro, Eagle, Victor, Atari, Commodore Computers, Software, Peripherals. ASBURY PARK-1013

State Hwy. 35, (201) 775-1231. FAIR LAWN-35-07 Broad-
64, Great Software Selection! Service/Training. way (Rt. 4), (201) 791-6935.

FARNSWORTH COMPUTER CENTER-1891 N. Farns- VIDEO CONNECTION and COMPUTER CENTER OF SO-
worth Ave., Aurora 60505, (312) 851-3888 and 383 E. North MERSET -900 Easton Avenue, 08873. (201) 545-8733.
Ave., Villa Park 60181, (312) 833-7100. Mon.-Fri. 10-8, Sat. Atari, Altos, Commodore, IBM. Hardware/Software/
10-5, Apple, Fortune, Hewlett-Packard Series 80 Sys-
tems, HP Calculators, IDS Prism, SMC, Daisy Writer Supplies.
Printers. SOFTWARE SPECTRUM, 382 Somerset St., North Plain-

field, NJ 07060. (201) 561-8777. Programs sold-rented!
Apple, Atari, Commodore, TRS-80, IBM PC, others. OVER
1,000TITLES! 20% DISCOUNT.

INDIANA

BYTREX COMPUTER SYSTEMS-5958 Stellhorn Rd.,
Fort Wayne 46815. (219)485-7511. Atari, Zenith, Sony, Tel-
evideo. Hardware/Software, Sales & Service.

KENTUCKY

SOUTHERN COMPUTER SYSTEMS-SHELBYVILLE, 630
Main Street, 40065, (502) 633-5639; LOUISVILLE, 10474
Blue Grass Parkway, 40299, (502) 491-7704. Microcom-
puters: Northstar, TRS-80, Kaypro, Franklin. Peripherals:
Okidata, C. Itoh, Corvus. Software: All major brands.
Turnkey Systems. We service all major brands!

MARYLAND

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS-Heath/Zenith
Computers, Software, Peripherals. BALTIMORE-1713 E.
Joppa Rd., (301) 661-4446. ROCKVILLE-5542 Nichol-
son Lane, (301) 881-5420.

MASSACHUSETTS

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS-Heath/Zenith
Computers, Software, Peripherals. PEABODY -242 An-
dover St., (617) 531-9330. WELLESLEY-165 Worchester
Ave., (617) 237-1510.

RAM COMPUTER CENTER-ACTON, 427 Great Road,
01720: (617) 263-0418. N.E:s Largest Selection of Per-
sonal Computer Software.

SCIENCE FANTASY BOOKSTORE 18 Eliot, Harvard
Square, Cambridge, 02138. (617) 547-5917. Open 11-6.
Apple, Atari, IBM, Commodore 64.

MICHIGAN

COMPUTERLAND-35850 Van Dyke, STERLING
HEIGHTS 48077, (313) 268-4400; 22000 Greater Mack Ave.,
ST. CLAIR SHORES 48080, (313) 772-6540, Apple, Com-
paq, DEC, Epson, Fortune, IBM, Osborne, TI PRO.

MISSOURI

COMPUTER ANNEX-411 South Campbell, Springfield
65806. (417) 864-7036. Franklin, Epson, Hardware/Soft-
ware, Service, Supplies, Classes.

MONTANA

THE COMPUTER STORE-BILLINGS, 1216 16th St. West,
59102. (406) 245-0092. Apple, Kay Pro, Hewlett Packard,
Commodore. Hardware/Software/Peripherals-Ser-
vice/Training.

NEBRASKA

RIDGEWOOD COMPUTER SERVICES-Business Com-
puter Speciallsts. Training, Interfacing, Programming ..
Automate your office! (402) 733-7090.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

VIDEO STORE-140 Congress, Portsmouth 03801. (603)
431-1211. Osborne and Epson QX-10 for your business/
home. Software. Supplies.

COMPUTER HUT of New England-101 Elm, Nashua,
03060, (603) 889-6317. Retail-Mailorder DISCOUNT
HOUSE for a/l your personal computing needs.

NEW JERSEY

COMPUTERLAND, 35 Plaza, Rt. 4 West Paramus, 07652.
(201) 845-9303. Apple, IBM, DEC, etc. We know small
computers.

EXECUTIVE COMPUTER NETWORK 373 Route 46W,
Fairfield. Computer training for professionals. Lotus 1'2'3,
dBASE II, Wordstar, MultiPlan, Multimate, Visicalc, IBM PC.
(201) 575-5552.

S/S/T COMPUTER CENTER-Pinebrook Plaza Rt. 46
(201) 575-2502-Waynecrest Plaza Rt. 23 (201) 696-0112.
Epson, Kaypro, Eagle, Seequa, Franklin, Software,
Peripherals.

SOFTWARE STATION-RoCkaway Townsquare Mall. Dis-
count microcomputer software, books, peripherals, fur-
niture. Free Educational Catalog! (201) 328-8338.

JEFFERSON COMPUTER CENTER, Lakeside Shopping
Center, Jefferson Township, 07849. Atari/Franklin Hard-
ware, Multiple software selections, peripherals, books,
magazines. Authorized service. (201) 663-0224.

UNION SOFTWARE OUTLET, 2183 Morris Ave., Union, NJ
07083. (201) 964-8555. Large selection of software! 20%
lower than national retail prices! Eagle dealer.

COMPUTER CENTER, 112 Chestnut Ridge, Montvale,
(201) 391-1006. Monday-Saturday 10-6. Thursdays 10-8.
Apple, Lisa, MaCintosh, Columbia, HP150, Hyperion, Sony.
Classes: Adults, Children. Corporate business training.

NEW YORK

COMPUTER WORLD-6464 W. Quaker St., Orchard Park,
14127. (716) 662-4141. M-F: 9-9, Sat: 9-5. Atari, Commo-
dore-VIC-20, 64. Epson HX20, QX10 computers, and
printers. Hardware/Software.

jSOFTWARE EMPORIUM-151 Mlneola/WilltJ; Ave., Ros!
jyn Heights, 115'7'7, (516)62~,0550. LARGE~ SELEC,
!;r,ION OF SOFTWARGON L.I.: ,,;pple, Atari,.Tl,Commodorej
~BM and mQre +.hardware/periRnerals/bookstmagazlnes: I
FARMINGVILLE-DATASCAN COMPUTER SYSTEMS, 2306
N. Ocean Ave., 11738. (516) 698-6285. Atari, NEC, KAY-
PRO, APPLE Compatibles. Business Systems. Software/
Peri pherats/Service.

ifl,lLPHA STEREO-345 Comella Street, P(attsburgh 129011
~518) 561-2822. Atari computers and software. Weekday'
110.8, Sat. 10-6, Sun. 12-5. '..> ,
COMPUTERWARE-2384 Hempstead Turnpike, East
Meadow, 11554; (516) 731-7939. Large selection of Apple,
Atari, Commodore software. Featuring business, utility and
games. Call for the latest software releases. Authorized
Franklin Ace service.

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS-Heath/Zenith
Computers, Software, Peripherals. AMHERST -3476
Sheridan Dr., (716) 835-3090. ROCHESTER-937 Jeffer-
son Rd., (716) 424-2560. N. WHITE PLAINS-7 Reservoir
Rd., (914) 761-7690.

RAY SUPPLY-Hardware/Software Discounted! Soft-
ware Rental Club. Glens Falls (518) 792-5848, Latham (518)
783-7067, Syracuse (Fayetteville) (315) 637-4243, Platts-
burgh (518) 561-3870, Malone (518) 483-3241.

WATERTOWN-MCDASNY COMPUTERS, Stateway
Plaza, 13601. (315) 782-6808. Apple-Software/Periph-
erals. Full service. Training is our specialty I

NORTH CAROLINA

iHICKORY -SIMPLIFIED SOFTWARE, 118' Third Avenue,
\,~:W:, 28601, (704l328-2386.,.,uthorized Zeriith Data Sysi
;iems Dealer. Software for ZiOO, IBM/PCiTlEALER IN.
IOUIRIES INVIT'ED. ." . . 4
HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS-Heath/Zenith
Computers, Software, Peripherals. GREENSBORO-4620
W. Market St., (919) 299-5390.
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OHIO

ABACUS 11-1417 Bernath Pkwy., TOLEDO 43615; (419)
865-1009. 4751 Monroe SI. (419) 471-0082. 10-6, 10-9
Thursdays. IBM-PC, Epson, Apple, Osborne, Lisa.

NORTH COAST COMPUTERS, 650 Dover Center, Bay Vil-
lage 44140, 216-835-4345. 100 N. Main, Chagrin Falls. Ap-
ple, Lisa, Vector Graphics, Hewlett-Packard. (216) 247-
2202.

TOLEDO-HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER, 48 South
Byrne Rd., 43615, (419) 537-1887. Heath/Zenith Com-
puters, Software, Peripherals.

OKLAHOMA

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS-Heath/Zenith
Computers, Software, Peripherals. OKLAHOMA CITY-
2727 Northwest Expressway, (405) 848-7593.

PENNSYLVANIA

PERSONAL SOFTWARE, 146 Paoli Pike, Paoli, 19355.
(215) 296-2726. Software Specialists. Custom Pro-
grams, Canned Programs and Peripherals.

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS-Heath/Zenith
Computers, Software, Peripherals. PHILADELPHIA-6318
Roosevelt Ave., (215) 288-0180. FRAZER-630 Lancas-
ter Pike, (RI. 30), (215) 647-5555. PITTSBURGH-3482
Wm. Penn. Hwy., (412) 824-3564.

RHODE ISLAND

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS-Heath/Zenith
Computers, Software, Peripherals. WARWICK-558
Greenwich Ave., (401) 738-5150.

UTAH

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS-Heath/Zenith
Computers, Software, Peripherals. MIDVALE-58 East
7200 South, (801) 566-4626.

VIRGINIA

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS-Heath/Zenith
Computers, Software, Peripherals. ALEXANDRIA-6201
Richmond Hwy., (703) 765-5515. VIRGINIA BEACH-1055
Independence Blvd., (804) 460-0997.

WASHINGTON

COMPUTERS +, 2504 Jefferson Avenue, Tacoma, 98402.
(206) 272-2329. Atari/Commodore Computers. Atari/
Commodore/TRS-80 Software. Supplies.

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS-Heath/Zenith
Computers, Software, Peripherals. SEATTLE-505 8th
Ave., North, (206) 682-2172. TUKWILA-15439 53rd Ave.
South, (206) 246-5358. VANCOUVER-516 S.E. Chaklov
Dr., (206) 254-4441.

LYNNWOOD-MEDIA MAN-18500 33rd w., Suite B-2 (In
the Alderwood Plaza), 206/775-8544. Software and sup-
plies for Apple, Atari, IBM, Commodore.

CANADA

ARKON ELECTRONICS LTD.-409 Queen SI. West, To-
ronto M5V 2A5, (416) 593-6502. Apple dealer, Software/
Hardware for Apple, Atari, Commodore 64, VIC-20, TRS-
80, and more. #1 in service! Books/Magazines. U.S.
.lnquirles.

BYTE COMPUTERS-VANCOUVER, 2151 Burrard Street,
V6J 3H7, (604) 738-2181. Apple Authorized National Ac-
count Dealer. DEC, IMS, MORROWS, QX-10. Hardware/
Software/Service/Training.

THIS MAGAZINE IS
AVAILABLE IN MICROFORM
DIRECT INQUIRIES TO:
miCRO PHOTO DIVISion

!g! BEll E.HOWEll
OLD MANSFIElQ ROAD
wOOSTER OH 44691

Ccntoct Chnsune Ellis
Coli tort- tree (800) 321·9881

In Otuo. call (216) 264-6666 collect

tho cpoativo computop mapt

$19.5ea '::'17~~)OO$270 ea
-- 51j~"DSDO --
Qty 20 (745)_ Oty.20

5V.H SSQO--96TPI (746) . $2.89 ea.
5W' DSQD-96TPI (747) , S3.05 ea.

(Specify soft, 10 or 16 sector.)
8" SSSD (740) .. $2.07 ea.
S" SSOD (741) . . $2.54 ea.
s- DSDD (743) . SJ.3O ea.

(Specify soft or 32 sector.)
lifetime W.rr.ntyl

3M HEAD CLEANING KITS . . $23.00
Save even more on quantity orders'

Minimum Order: 20 diskenes. Add $3.00 shipping
per 200 diskenes. C.O.D. charge $1.65 addilional.

Visa. Mastercard> Checks
For fast service, call

DISK WORLD!
Nationwide: 1-800-621-6827
in Illinois: 312-944-2788

Suite 4806 •30 E. Huron Street. Chicago. Illinois 60611

Authorized Distributor ••.•
Information Processing Products ~ •.•

CIRCW: 327 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Ie PROMPT DELIVERY!!!
S SAME DAY SHiPPING (USUALLY)

64K DYNAMIC RAM ICs
200 ns @ $5,97
150 ns @ $6_09

These are the ICs you need to
expand your IBM PC memory. In-
stall these yourself in the mother-
board or an expansion board. Our
prices are often haif that of retail
stores. Our quality is second to
none.

We sell other memory ICs.
27128, 2764, 6264, 256K, etc.

We sell only ICs

MasterCardNlSA or UPS CASH

Factory New, Prime Parts
MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED~~~~"~":h;:~;~'Me.(918) 267-4961
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The Apple Users GrouP
Software Library Bonanza
At truly .fford.ble prices!
For the first time enioy your

. Apple to its fullest capacity.
using speCialty p8cked disks
with over SO outstanding

rr:u=:a'ra~I:t~~ any other source) "'IIi ••••• ,.
Each 'packed disk includes an extensive I of
in~restng, useful and entertaining prcqrerne
irldlspensable to all computerists I Each mixed category
pecked disk inc:ludes'
IlUlltNEIIII • EDUCATlONAl • DATA USE. GAMES
ununES • aCiENCE • MUIUC • GRAPHIC8 • FINANCE
Lilral")' Disks I, II and III are mixed categories. Dedicated
disks are:
• GAMEB• ununEB • OAAPHtc8• INTEGER•
SCIENCE •• TECHNOLOGY. E.ch pKkad diN is
.v.il_l. for only 158.85 MCh.

WHY PAY MORE?
Order ocect from this ad and a.v. up to 1150. Buy~:r-~~~~ba~=r~$iS9.gb~$3~sk~~ ~ i::.=:='a~~C:I~~:cs !:~ng
for a package pnce of rrly $389. Postage Paid!

~~··~~~;~s·~~~~k~~
eveeoe. crce Readers sevce Card to- oc- ccrceee catalog

For 0 ••••• Only C.U now !II)_
TOU FREE:1-100-327-88" VIS4
Aaridll: 1-305-887-8885 _

For all your
Computer Software,

Hardware & Accessories
Great Service - Low Prices

*MICROCOMPUTER*

BUSINESS
SOFTWARE

MEDICAL MGMT .
DENTAL MGMT .
INSURANCE AGENT
LEGAL BILLING .....
PROPERTY MGMT ..
AND MUCH MORE!

UNIVAIR INTERNATIONAL
9024 51. Charles Rock Road
ST. LOUIS,MISSOURI 63114

(314) 426-1099

Call 1-800'-237-3500
In N_Y_State 212-246-0300

Call or write for our
FREE CATALOGUE

~
COMPUTER

P.O. Box 366, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11229

CIRCLE 328 ON READER SERVICE CARD

~-

wabash
Ftexrble Diskettes

6 Year Warranty- 100% C.ertified

"Call for Quantity Prices"
~ ;g~~1.•800-634-2248t::::=J NAT"L (800-MEGA-BIT)
We accept money orders ceruueo checks
personal checks uake 10 days). VISA and

MasterCaro N 0 add 4%

I1IIt% I"Software Services"



List
Koala Pads Apple II 124.95
with-Micro-lilustrator Alari,
Vlc 20,Commodore 64 99.95

Mastertype Apple II.Atari,
Commodore64 39.95

Bankstreet Writer Apple II.
Atari, Commodore64 69.95

Story Machine Apple II.
Commodore64.Atari, IBM 34.95

Snooper Troopers Apple II.
CommodoreDisk/Cart.
Atari D/Cart. 44.95

HBJ SAT Prep. Apple II. IBM.
Commodore64. TRS80.
Atari 79.95

In Search of the Most
Amazing Thing IBM-PC,
Apple II.Commodore.Atart 39.95

Early Games 29.95 21.95
/i.",."'i."".,.... Add5%or 2.00minfor ShippingandHandling.

CaL residentsadd6.5%SalesTax.
VisaandMasterchargeaccepted.

Calilwrite -"~~"9.-
lk@ffiITffiDffi® lkffifu
9003 Reseda Blvd .•Suite 205-A

Nn,'hriri"" CA 91324 (213) 701-9438

TAPE WORLDr'~ 1·800·245·6000 ~
maxell DDymlJ

.. 5W·.SSOO .. 21.95 104/ID .. 5'/••••SSOO
~ ",DSDD . 33.95 104/2D .. 5'1••••DSDD

.... '''.SSDD.. 34,95 3740/ID. '''.SSDD.
... r·.DSDD ... 41.95 374012D. ,",DSDD..

TDK

• Sialic Free
• Cloth Backed Vinyl

345l.. .. ~",SSOO .. 24,95
3450.. .. 5'/." .DSDD.. 29.95
ADD 1.00 fOR LIBRARY CASE
9550 .....•••• SS$O.... 31.95
6872. . ..••••DSDD.. . 39.95

2501. 5'/••••SSDD.
2502 5'li' .DSDD..
2101. r'.SSDD ..
2109.. .••.•DSDD..

• Custom Filled
• Clear Plastic

WE COVERALL SYSTEMS WE WILL BEAT
ANY PRICE!

Sold in uses of 10. Shippin, 3.75 anysizeOlder.
Pre-paid,COD,01 credit card. CODadd 1.65.

Also,JDI( and M••ell ludio Ind videocassettes.
ZZOSPRINGST. BURER, PA 16001
412-283-8621 M-F8:30-5:00

FROM AODS TO ZENITH

1·800·874·6391
ORDER LINE

Dealer Inquiries Invited

92A
160CPS

. DOT MATRIX
PRINTER

IN STOCK $455 LIMITED TIME
ONLY

OKIDATA 93 - 850_00
WABASH DISK 165.00

per case of 100
ss/sd - 165.00 ss/dd 195_00
ss/dd - 275_00 vebatim

dadalife- 245.00

DISK CONNECTION LTD .• 703451-4100
6641 Backlick Rd.,

Springfield, VA 22150
KA VPRO, EAGLE,

OKIDATA, TRANSTAR
Choice Visa, Mastercard

DDY§9:/J
SoM_.-.c •••••••••••••••100!1;••••••
-.. ~.-..-. AI •••••••••••••••
•••••••••••••• 24 •••••••.c.llaol AlEE
., D5-41S7 •• ...- •••••W••Ii dur.
\11M •••• "... c-t .,.......

Best Prices On
TRS·SO Computers
Our 6th year of discounts

Ed or Joe McManus
Fgt. Prepaid. Save Tax.
Toll Free 800-231-3680

Marymac Industries, Inc.
22511 Katy Fwy., Katy
(Houston) Tx 77450
1-713-392·0747
Telex 774132

MS DOS & ATARI Compatible
APPLICATION SOFTWARE

Full X-Y
Coordlnet.
Control

S.II-
C'lterlng

POWERFUL
Busln ••• Software 360·

Curtor 2 Firing
Control Button.

THE AMPOTRONIC SELF-CENTERING
JOY STICK FOR APPLE COMPUTERS

Joy Stick Non-SelfCentering $16.50
Z-80 Card $75.00
80 ColumnCard $75.00
16K RAM Card $45.00
Fanlor Apple, 2 PowerOutlets $40.00
Power Center, 6 Outlets $19.00
RF Module $12.00
ComputerPaper15#,

3300 sheets9\o2"x11" $29.951box
Diskettes CIII

Include$2.50 min. lor shipping/handling.
NY State residentsadd sales tax.
Sendcheckor money order to
AMPOC ENTERPRISES INC.

5 BEEKMAN SI SUITE 720, NY 10038
(212) 233-1780

D.II.r Inqulrl•• w.lcome

R•• ldentlal Property Analyal.
for Homeowners,
Buyers & Agents

Inv •• tment Property
C •• h Flow Analyala

Sal •• Managar
Database for Sales Activity

Contact:

Distributed
Computing

Systems

PO Box 185
Lombard, Illinois 60148
(312) 495-0121



wabasH "WHERE TO FIND FREE
PROGRAMS FOR YOUR TRS-80,

APPLE, OR IBM MICROCOMPUTER" MEMOREX
n-Dlal .•DIICIWhen it comes to

Flexible Disks, nobody
does it better than

Wabash.

MasterCard. Visa Accepted.
Call Free (800)235·4137

Vol. 1. Index to 4000 BASIC Programs
Contained in 160 Popular Computer Books

176 pages. $14.95

Vol. 2. Index to 4000 BASIC Programs
Contained in 500 Computer Magazines 1979·1983

196 pages. $14.95

All 8000 programs described by title and indexed by
subject - Astronomy to Bookkeeping to Games to
Graphics to Utilities to Zoology, etc.

WE Will. NOT BE UNDER-
SOlDft Call Free (IOO)235-tU7
for prices and information Dealer
Inquiries invited and C.OD,·s
accepted

For programmers. computer users. teachers.
students - Learn where to find program listings
and a!gorithms, Saves hours of programming time,

Attn. Dept. CC
PASADENA TECHNOLOGYPRESS
P. O. Box 3836
South EI Monte. CA 91733

Include $2,00 Postage and Handling per order,
California residents add 6.5% sales tax,
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Educational Programs for -
ATARI, VIC 20, T199/4A
TRS 80 Color Computer

Commodore 64
$700 per

only - cassette

Alphabet, Physics, Algebra,
Weather, Planetary Positions

and many others.

~t Offering, also
SAT Preparation

(5 cassettes)

Write for free list:

MOSES ENGINEERING
P.o. Box 11038

Huntsville, AI 35805

S~KeXPANSIONMOoolE
m"'D€-INSACCEPTEO
3K$5 8K$10 \61~:'S20

TMAPS·~?"'l'IW)(hI)I"ye.paMo(I/>ooaodS
c••.•••••••.~"'DIe<IiI>O ••,..«l_a9000>y
"'''', ••.•'yco •••ongmalf< •••••...-..:Iwcwl.mansnop
BoardS """ •• "''''' CO/Ilp!ele OOcumt~'ahO/1
'"dud •.".I~~IOOI'I&nd.,Stallat.,.,.,$h'\J(:tlQ/\.
Oi">d"m~TeST~"9'",n

~
iDVANCED'PROCESSOR'SYSTEMS

. :New for yo~
iJ LotUS™ ~ ™
.; Economical solution to your
:tax returns

.' Simple to use

.' Tax planning and income
:averaging

• Updates available

SALES
POWER

I available 10 run on MODEL I, MODEL III, lNW-80,
, MA.X-80(80x24 display).

LtSo;,ipt COOl', '2oo'tss lhlln
competing pr~cls m.llching ils capab~lIie •.

I:IIC CALL 1·305-259-9397 l1li
cWUEJ(ANITEK SOFTWARE PRODUCTS

P.O. BOX 361136L..-=-.:..=::....:~ MELBOURNE. Fl 32936

FREE SHIPPING WITHIN TH£ U.S.: OU'$IO£. HIE us AOO $1000 FOR SHIPPING
FlORIOAIIESIOENTSAOOS,"SAlES T,,;j. ALL OROERS PREPAID BYCHECK.MONEYOROE~
CAEDITCAROOAC,OD

Pt): Tech Journal not only sells
itself at a nice profit, it helps sell
the hardware and software in
your store too. Because it goes
home with customers and con-
tinues to influence buying deci-
sions long after you're closed for
the day. Let's talk now.

CALL COLLECT:
(212) 725-7679
Or write:
m Ziff·Oa\'is Publishing
D OnePark Avenus

New York. NY 10016 lljii!lllWl



INTERPRETIVE LANGUAGE
E

FORTH ~~~APPLETM
"Incredible Features at an Incredible Price"
• Complete Forth Word Set
• Full Screen Editor
• Complete Structured 6502 Macro

Assembler
• Hi-Res Graphics
• Floating point with all popularfunctions
• Complete self contained DOS
• Interface to DOS 3.3 Files
• Fifty+ Page Manual
• Strings, Array, Case, Lo-Res, Sound

Words, and More!

~"""·.i;,±a,,···,,·.:';i:. COMPLETE! 29~~~s~~~~eT~".;"_
Minimum system: Apple II, II Plus, or lie w/48K
and one disk drive; can use language card and
more disk drives if available.
Visa/MasterCard accepted; incl. card #, expodate

and signature, or send check or M.a. to:

·ITI~nl'l'V BROTHERS SOFTWARE
P.O. BOX 29, ROOSEVELT, NJ 08555

799-9190

D
flexible disks
Call Free (800)235-4137
for prices and information.
Dealer inquiries invited.
C.O.D. and charge cards-VISA'

& Terms: Orders with cashier check or
money order shipped Immediately. Personal/Co
checks allow 3 weeks clearance. VISA/MASTER.
CARD accepted With no additional charge. Ship-
ping: Orders unoer $100 add $2: "free shiPPIng on
orders over $100 PA. residents add 6' sales tax.
Returns: Defective merchandise Will be reprac.
ed With same merchandise_no crecus:
Returns must have authorization number (4121
361·5291 Prices subject 10 change wl1houl

SAFEWARE™ Insurance provides full
replacement of hardware, media and

purchased software. As little as $35/yr covers:
• Fire s Theft • Power Surges

Earthquake> Water Damage •Auto ACCl.oenl:1

For information or immediate coverage call:

1-800-S4S-3469
In Ohio call (614) 262-0559

{F RID

Dealer inquiries
invited. C.OD's
accepted. Call

FREE(800) 235-4137.

rBBI
CATALOG!

SALES
.POWER

Just let us know and we'll mail
you a FREE Creative Comput-
ing Catalog-16 pages filled
with books, buyer's guides,
magazines, and more!
Toget your FREE catalog,
write to: Creative Computing
Catalog, Dept.NA9x, 39 East
Hanover Ave" Morris Plains,
NJ 07950.

If you use Multiplan, you can't
af·ford not to use TAX-PREP for
the fastest, simplest tax prepara-
tion ever. Multiplan+ TAX-PREP=
one of the best, complete personal
income tax systems available.

And the price Is right!
TAX-PREP is available on Apple
II and IBM compatibles (specify
machine) for $89.95.(add6%tax in PAl
CALL OR WRITE FOR MORE INFORMATION

~W~[il~
17 BRYN MAWR AVE, BALA CYNWYD, PA19004

(215) 667-4064

Creative Computing not only
sells itself at a nice profit, it
helps sell the hardware and soft-
ware in your store too. Because
it goes home with customers and
continues to influence buying
decisions long after you're closed
for the day. Let's talk now.

CALL COLLECT:
(212) 725-7679



Programming any EPROM
2716, 2732, 2732A

2764, 27128
2516, 2532, 2564
in just 30 seconds.

Only $119.00
1 Year Full Warranty

Ii''i Handwellcorp
4962 EI Camino Real. Los Alios. CA 94022

~ Tel: (415) 962-9265 (inside Galif.)
~ 1-(800) 821-3628 (outside Calif.)

TlX: 171947 HANDWElll TDS

!!!p~;:

FREE BROCHURE AND PRICE LIST

Sound enclosures designed
for most word and data
processing printers!

MKM mfg. inc.
P.o. BOX 4297

SAN RAFAEL, CA 94903
PH (415)479-0633

CIRCLE 338 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SALES
POWER
Microsystems not only sells itself
at a nice profit, it helps sell the
hardware and software in your
store too. Because it goes home
with customers and continues to
influence buying decisions long
after you're closed for the day.
Let's talk now.
CALL COLLECT:
(212) 725-7679

Two informative books·to teach your child
about the family computer

Growing up in the computer world
will be easier if your child under-
stands computers. And there's no
better place to start than with the
computer that's in your home-and
with the help of these two delightful
books.

Katie and the Computer and
Computer Parade read like children's
story books. Yet each one actually
teaches the basics of computer
operation.

Katie and the Computer traces the
fantastic journey that takes place
after Katie falls into her family's new
computer. Once inside the computer,
Katie finds herself in the imaginary
land of Cybernia where she meets
Colonel Byte. The Colonel gUides
her on a funfilled journey that paral-
lels the path of a computer com-

mand. Supplementary information
helps children relate the story to the
actual computer.
. Computer Parade is the second
book in the Katie and the Computer
series. This time Katie and her
brother arrive in Cybernia just in
time for a computer parade-and to
learn how computer music is made.
All along their fanciful journey, the
threesome encounters friendly and
ferocious dragons, computer bits,
eeks and aaks. And of course they're
always on the lookout for program
bugs.

Any youngster age 4-10 will
delight in these books. They're easy
to read and richly illustrated in full
color.

Help your child grow up computer
literate by ordering your copies now.r------------------------,

MAIL TODAY TO:
CREATIVE COMPUTING PRESS
Dept MA3B , 39 East Hanover Avenue, Morris Plains, NJ 07950

Please send me__ copies of Katie and the Computer at $8.95 each and Computer Parade at
$9.95 each, plus $2.00 shipping & handling per book. Total Amount $ _
D Payment Enclosed. (CA, NJ and NY State residents please add applicable sales tax.)
D Charge my: D American Express D MasterCard D Visa

Card# -----------Exp---------------------

Signature _

NAML- ~~~~-----------------------
(please print)

ADDRESS ~----------

CITY ~---

STATL--------------------L-IP--------l
'Outside U.S., add $3 for shipping and handling.
D Check here to receive a FREE catalog of computing books, magazines and quides. I

Also available in your local bookstore or computer store. I
For Faster Service, I

PHONE TOLL FREE: 800-631-8112 I
L .JI~~n~2~~~~ J
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122 Continental Software 2 160 Micro Management 260 200 Sterling Swift Publishing 192
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125 Data Products 163 166 Mountain View Press 136 226 Tecmar Cover 2
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224 Electronic Art 188,189 242 Odesta 187 216 Xerox Publishing 140,141
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108 Electronic Specialist '199 172 Orange Micro 40



RSABuSIN Series
Each VERSABuSINESS module can be purchased and used independently,

or can be linked in any combination to form a complete, coordinated business system.

VERSARECEIVABLES'· $99.95
I{ERSA!'li;QEIVABLEST" is a complete menu-driven accounts receivable, invoicing, and
monthly statemenl-generating system. It keeps track of all information related to who
owes you or your company money, and can provide automatic billing for past due ac-
counts. VERSARECEIVABL.ES'"prints all necessary statements, invoices, and summary
reports and can be linked with VERSALEDGER11'" and VERSAINVENTORY'".

VE~SAPAYABLES'· $99.95
V~RSAPAYABLES"is designed to keep track of current and aged payables, keeping you
in touch with all information regarding how much money your company owes; and to
whom. VERSAPAYABLES"maintains a complete record on each vendor,. prints checks,
check registers, vouchers, transaction reports, aged payables reports, vendor reports,
and more. With VERSAPAYABLES~..you can even let your computer automatically select
which vouchers are to be paid.

VERSAPAYROLL'· $99.95
VERSAPAYROLL~ is a powerful and sophisticated, but easy to use payroll system that
keeps track of all governmeRt·required payroll information. Complete employee records
are maintained, and all necessary payroll calculations are performed automatically, with
totals displayed en screen fer operator approval. A payroll can be run totally, automati-
cally, or the operator can intervene to prevent a check from being printed, or to alter
information on it. If desired, totals may be posted to the VERSALEDGERIl" system.

VERSAINVENTORyt• $99.95
VERSAINVENTORY"is a complete inventory control system that gives you instant access
to data on any item. VERSAIN)JENTORY'"keeps track of all information related to what
items are in stock, out of stock, on backorder, etc., stores sales and pricing data, alerts
you when an item falls below a preset reorder point, and allows you to enter and print
invoices directly or to link with the VERSARECEIVABLES"system. VERSAINVENTORY"prints
all needed inventory listings, reports of items below reorder point, inventory value re-
ports, period and vear-to-date sales reports, price lists, inventory checklists, etc.

VERSALEDGER II'· $149.95
VERSAllDGER 11'" is a complete accounting system that grows as your business
grows. VERSAllDGER 11'" can be used as a simple personal checkbook register,
expanded to a small business bookkeeping system or developed into a large
corporate general ledger system without any additional software.

• VERSAllDGER 11'" gives you almost unlimited storage capacity
(300 to 10,000 entries per month, depending on the system),

• stores all check and general ledger information forever,
• prints tractor-feed checks,
• handles multiple checkbooks and general ledgers,
• prints 17 customized accounting reports including check registers,

balance sheets, income statements, transaction reports, account
listings, etc.

VERSAllDGER Ir" comes with a professionally-written 160 page manual de-
signed for first-time users. The VERSAllDGER Il"manual will help you become
quickly familiar with VERSAllDGER 11'", using complete sample data files
supplied on diskette and more than 50 pages of sample printouts.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!
Every VERSABUSINESSfM module is guaranteed to outperform all other competitive systems,
and at a fraction of their cost. Ifyou are not satisfied with any VERSABUSINESST

•• module, you
may return it within 30 days for a refund. Manuals for any VERSABUSINESST •• module may be
purchased for $25 each, credited toward a later purchase of that module.
All CP/M-based Computers must be equipped with Microsoft BASIC
(MBASICor BASIC-SO)

To Order:
Write or call Toll-free (800) 431-2818
(N.Y.S. residents call 914-425-1535),.

J. add $3 for ehlpping in UPS areas • add $5 to CANADAor MEXICO
"* add $4 for C.O.D. or non-UPS areas

~
"* add proper postage elsewhere

•••••• - ~DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME
All prices and specifications subject to change / Delivery subject to availability.

TRS·SOtrademark
Systems, Inc. -

""I PR(lFF~;SJ«)Nl'I

,SPRING VALLEY,N.Y_I0977
APPLE trademark Apple Corp .• IBM PC trademark IBM Corp. - OSBORNE trademark Osborne Corp. - XEROX trademark Xerox Corp. _KAYPRO trademark Non-Linear

TelevideoSystems, Inc.. SANYO trademark Sanyo Corp .. NEe trademark NEC Corp .. DEC trademark DigitalEquipment Corp .. ZENITH trademark Zenith Corp.
trademark Texas Instruments, Inc. - SUPERBRAIN trademark lntertec Corp. - CP/M trademark Digital Research - EPSON trademark Epson Corp.
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Now at 500 Leading Edge
Dealers across the country.
For the one nearest you, call
toll free 1-800-343-6833. In
Mass., call collect (617)828-8150.

It was a Monday in the
autumn of '83:

The day they announced
the Leading Edge'" PC-a per-
sonal computer that's just plain
better than the IBM'" PC,atjust
about alf the price.

The Leading Edge PCis
faster (by more than 50%),more
powerful, more flexible and
more dependable (for example,
our disk drives have a 'mean
time between failures" of 20,000
hours, versus an 8,000-hour
MTBF for theirs). It's compatible
with just about all the software
and peripherals that the IBM is.

And unlike IBM's, ours
comes complete with a high-
resolution monitor, controller,
seven expansion slots, serial
port, parallel port, a time-of-day
clock, double the standard
memory (128Kvs. 64K) plus
hundreds of dollars worth of
software to get you up and
running immediately including
MSN -DOSversion 115, GW BasIC,
and Leading Edge Word Pro-
cessing" (the most powerful
w.p. program ever created to
run on an IBM-type personal
computer). In short, the basic
package comes to you com-
plete and ready to work.

With IBM, on the othe
hand, you get charged extra for
everything. Even for the PCDOS
disk that rnak s it run (an extra
$40) ... and $170just for the time
of day (a calendar/clock that's
standard with Leading Edge). In
short, the basic package comes
to you as a very expensive
paperweight

It's this simple: The Leading
Edge Personal Computer is the
first and only serious alternative
to the IBM PC... and at only
$2895 for the Leading Edge PC...

Get serious.


